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PREFACE
THE great edition of Bywater, on whose labours, together
with those of Va,hlen, nearly all subsequent work on the
Poetics has depended, remains after half a century far from

obsolete. But the text of many important passages has been
improved �n the light of new evidence, and knowledge of
tragedy has advanced appreciably since Bywater wrote;
further, those who use his work today may feel that his
main interest was in Aristotle rather than in the theory
and history of poetry. Since Bywater's several major edi
tions have appeared, each more voluminous than the last.
Accordingly it seemed that the ordinary student. with
limited time at his disposal might find useful a briefer
Commentary, with literary emphasis, containing the new
. knowlecige and what seem to me the more important of
the new ideas which have emerged in recent years. Since the
majority of those who take a serious interest in the Poetics
in this country today are teachers or students of English
Literature, I have tried to make the Introduction and
Appendixes available to them by practically eliminating
Greek type except from the footnotes.
It has been my good fortune to be able to use Professor
R. Kassel's Oxford Text. To use another's text as a basis
for a commentary is often embarrassing, but, as the pages
whiCh follow show, the number of places where I should
have been inclined to prefer a different reading is negligible.
I have a number of debts which it is a pleasure to acknow
ledge. Mr. D. A. Russell read a draft of the whole at a time
when he was under great pressure, and made many valuable
corrections and suggestions. I have had useful discussions
v
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on parts of the work and received advice from Mr. G. H. w·l·
. Rylands, Mr. L. P. Wilkinson, Professor M. I. Finley,
Professor Winnington-Ingram, Dr. G . E . R. Lloyd, and my
daughter, and also from Mr. J. M. Bremer of the University
of Amsterdam when he was working in Cambridge on the
subject of 'hamartia;. I have received help with the proofs
from my wife and from Mr; Wilkinson, who subjeCted them
all to a careful scrutiny and saved me from myself on �any
occaswns.
I
D. W. L.
Cambridge, 1967
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INTRODUCTION
I. ARISTOTLE'S WORKS

CICERO was acquainted with two types. of Aristotelian
writing: 'De summo autem bono quia duq genera librorum
sunt, unum populariter scriptum quod £gwTEptKov appella
bant, alterum limatius quod in comrnentariis reliquerunt . . '
(De Finibus 5· 12). 'Commentarii' , which translates imo
p,vqp,a-ra, can stand for anything from rough notes to such
sophisticated works as Caesar•s records of his campaigns.
The exoteric works, presumably the same as those referred
to as £K8£8of.L€vot Aoyot in the Poetics 54hrS, must be the class
whose fluent style is elsewhere praised by Cicero.1 These
'published' works are all lost, unless the l4 01Jvatwv IlolttTEta
recovered from a papyrus is to be reckoned among them.
Probably they were for the most part early works, many of
them dialogues, though less dramatic than those of Plato.2
Our Corpus Aristotelicum .consists of -works of the type
called by the early commentators, though not by Aristotle
himself,J aKpoap,anKa 'workS for listening to'. Jt is not
known for certain how these often jerky and discontinuous
discourses were actually used. They have beeri thought of
as lecture notes, either used by the lecturer or taken down by
the pupil, as sketches for proposed works, or as summaries
of works already completed, but it is· pretty generally
agreed that they formed part of· a course of oral instruction
and were not intended for wide circulation outside the school. 4
.

I 'Flumen orationis aureum fundens' (A cad. 2. II9); 'dicendi incredi
bili quadam cum copia tum etiam
' suavitate' (Top. 1. 3).
a Ad Att. 13. 19..
3 The Letter to Alexander in which the word occurs (fr. 662) is not
authentic.
4 See de Montmollin, p. 343; W. D. Ross, Aristotles (London, 1949),
pp. 16 and 316; H. Jackson, ]Phil. 35 (192o), 191-200; Bonitz 104b44.
IX
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They vary much in degree of finish, and the Poetics is
among the least finished, being in parts little more than a'
series of j ottings.
It is something of a mystery why the more elaborate
works were driven out of circulation by the less finished
during the early centuries of the Roman Empire, and there- ·
after lost. A story is told in Strabo (668-9) and in Plutarch
(Sulla 26) that the worl<s used in Aristotle's school passeq
through Theophrastus into the possession of Neleus, who
hid them in a cave to keep them out of the hands of the
book-collecting kings of Pergamum. They were recovered
early in the first century B.c. and taken to Rome by Sulla, ·
where they eventqally received s.cholarly publication froin
Andronicus of Rhodes ; it is suggested that the effect of this
was to turn attention away from the philosophically inferior
exoteric works. This would imply that these were the only
copies of the esoteric works and that the essential Aristotle
was lost to the world for two �centuries. Scholars vary in·
their ability to believe this. 1
The characteristics of the surviving works have an im
portant consequence. The Poetics, more than most, is dis
jointed, full of interruptions, of digressions, and of failures
in connexion . . It is in the nature of notes to be disj ointed.
·
It is also in their nature that they should be revised,
supplemented, and supplied with alternatives, and if they
are the property of a school, they may be worked over by
different hands.2 Accordingly the interpreter of the Poetics
__

I There is no agreement whether or not the influence of the sup
posedly lost works is to be found in the scanty. philosophic remains of
the period. Zeller, Phil. der Griech.3 (1879), ii. 2, ch. 3, maintained that
the Physics was known to Poseidopius and that traces of most of the
major works can be found. K. von Fritz in Entretiens Fond. Hardt, iv,
p. 86, asserts that Polybius did not know the Politics nor Euclid the
Analytics, which implies thatthey were not available. For the history
of the Peripatetics between Theophrastus and-Andronicus see C. 0.
Brink in RE Suppl. B. vii, especially 923 ff.
2 The extreme position is taken by F. Grayeff (Phronesis i. 105 ff.),
X
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is perpetually confronted with an awkward choice. He can
explain an apparent failure of cohesion by saying that the
writer put down enough to indicate for his own use a certain
sequence of ideas, and that the connexion would be made
clear in a · spoken version embodying the necessary transi
tional passages. On the other hand, by removing a phrase
or a sentence it is often possible to make a confused passage
logical and coherent, and the assumption that a marginal
addition has got into the text, or that alternative versions
have been c�mbined is not, given the apparent nature of
the work, implausible. Again, Aristotle appears at times
blatantly to contradict what he has said elsewhere. Should
we go to all lengths to resolve such inconsistencies, or allow
that two views may appear in notes which, not being in
tended for posterity, were never finally adjusted? There is
no lack of sentences which can be made to appear intrusive,
and editors have made the discovery that, if much of the
book is )eft out, the rest becomes easier to explain. But
attempts to recover an original-Poetics by stripping off later
additions rest on the assumption, which may not be true,
that the original Poetics is still there. If what we have was
assembled from a larger collection of notes, parts of the
original can have been lost when alternative drafts were
combined.
The right course would seem to be to warn the reader
of the suspicions which may reasonably be entertained as to
the continuity of the existing text, and then to make eveiy
endeavour to find a meaning for it, resorting only as�a final
expedient to excisions or to the assumption that there is
a lacuna.
who says that all \ve have is 1} f3t{J)uo8�K7J .:4.p,a-ro-rE>.ovs Ka� 8t:ocf>p&.a-rov
Ka� -rwv p..:,.· av-rovs- 'in which as it stands there may not be a single
chapter . of purely Aristotelian origin'.

XI

INT RODUCTION
II. THE LITER ARY WORKS AND THE SECOND
BOOK OF THE POETICS
.
I

·

Aristotle, unlike his master Plato, did not regard the
materia� world and ordinary, unphilosophic activities as
trivial. He tried to give a rational account not ortly of
rhetoric, but of poetry and music ; quotations in ancient
writers and other testimony show that he Wr-ote a number
of works on these subjects, though he mentioned painting
and sculpture only incidentally, while architecture was not
counted among the fine arts· in the ancient world. Among
the exoteric works was the dialogue named Gryllus after
Xenophon's .son who fell at the battle of Mantinea in 362
B.c. In this Aristotle raised the question, in opposition to
!socrates,· whether rhetoric was an art at all.1 Here the
influence of. Plato was still strong. More important was the
dialogue in three books On Poets.2 It is impossible to re
construct the work, but fragments show that it touched on
some of the same topics as the Poetics, no doubt in a more
leisurely manner, and it is likely that it is one of the sources
from which Aristotelian ideas on literature passed to a wider
audience.
The remaining literary works seem to have been intended
for use within the school. In addition to the Rhetoric in
three books, which is extant, there was a Texvwv Evvaywyr/,
a summary of rhetorical theories in two books, and a sum
mary of the [echne, the Handbook, of Theodectes.. Nothing
i� known of the Ilepi MovutKfj�. On Music1 which may have

1 Quint. 2. 17. 14. 'The young A. scorned judicial oratory, the old A.
analyzed it' ; see G. Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (London,
. 1¢)3), pp. 83-87
z See Rostagni, '11 dialogo a. llE:p' lloLTJTiAJV', Riv. Fil. N.S. iv. 433
and v. 145 (1926, 7),
Scritti Minori 1. 263. He assumes a closer re
semblance to the Poetics than there is warrant for.
It is noteworthy that the dialogue form was used also by the Peri
patetic Satyrus for his work on the lives of the tragic poets, POxy. ix.
1176, ed. G. Arrighetti (Pisa, 1964).
·

=
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dealt with the mathematical aspects of the subj ect. There ·
were six books of 14:rrop�JLa-ra 'OJLTJP"'((l, Homeric Problems, of
which the Poetics provides a sample in Ch. 25 ; it may have
developed from the edition of th_e_ lliad.-which Aristotle is
said to have made for the young Alexander. The single
book of llot."'}Tt.Ka appears from its position· in the listi of
Aristotle's works to have been concerned with similar 'prob
lems' in other poets. Finally there is a group of works based
on researches in records and archives. A few years before
331. B.c. Aristotle compiled, with the help of his nephew
Callisthenes, a list of victors at the Pythian· festivals which
is the subject of an existing inscription (Dittenberger, Syl
loge, i. 275) .. He compiled siruilar lists of the victors at the
Dionysiac festivals at Athens and of the plays which were
produced on each occasion (Didascaliae) . It is usually sup
posed that they were earlier than the Poetics, and that the
knowledge of fragedy there displayed was based in part on
researches carried out in connexion with tbese lis.ts (see
Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, pp. 103-26).
Our Poetics is almost certainly the work listed as flpayJLa
-rEta T€xirrJs flotTJTLKfjs, Treatment of the A rt of Poetry,· 2
books. 2 It follows directly after works on rhetoric in the

I The lists of A.'s works, of which the most important is that given
by Diogenes Laertius (5. 22-27}, are printed at the beginning of Rose's
ed. of the Fragments, and they are discussed by P. Moraux, LesListes
anciennes des oufirages d' A. (Louva:in, 1951): see the same author's A. et
son ecole (Paris, 1962), pp. 279--So. The source of Diogenes' list, which
begins with the exoteric works and . groups the rest by subjects,
is generally believed, to be the Peripatetic Hermippus of Smyrna,
who wa� associated with the Alexandrian Library, and presumably
composed his list before the disappearance, if they did disappear, of
Aristotle's esoteric works. Moraux himself attributes it to a later
Peripatetic, Ariston of Chios.
z This is the only work in the list described as a 1rpayp.aula, a word
which A. often used with reference to his inquiries, e.g. Soph. El. 183b4.
Gudeman and de Montmollin consider our Poetics too unfinished for
even such limited circulation as was intended for the esoteric works.
The existence of'a second book was denied by A. P. McMahon, HSCP
28 (1917}, 1-:-46.
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ancient lists. Even without this external evidence there
would be reason to believe that the Poetics consisted of two
books or, since the division into books need not be Aris
totle's, that a substantial portion of the work is missing.
The scheme clearly implies a section on comedy to balance
that on tragedy, and it is specifically promised at 49h21.
Further, it is pro!llised. at Politics I34Ib38 that a full account
of katharsis will be given €v 'T'ois 1rep� 7TOt7JnKfjs 'in the work
on poetry', and this could appropriately be part of the
comedy section. 1
The .existence of a . second book is supported also by the
subscriptio of William of Moerbeke's Latin version. com
pleted in 1278 'Primus Aristotelis de arte poetka liber
explicit'. 2 Similarly the reference to the Margites at 48h3o is
cited by Eustratius (c. A.D. noo) on Ethics II4Iai4 as oc
curring in -r� 1rpwnp 1rept 7TOt7J7'tl<fjs, the first book. Even if
those are right who think our Poetics too rough and in
coherent to be the finished version of Aristotle's work,
what we have must still be the draft of a part only of the
original (see p. xiii, n. 2).
Ill. ARISTOTLE AND HIS PREDECESSORS

When Aristotle wrote the Rhetoric he was only doing more
comprehensively and scientifically what others had done
before him, but in writing the Poetics it can be said with fair

·

· I Vahlen argued that the words of Proclus on Pl. Rep. (r, p. 49
Kroll, see p. 52) refer to a discussion of katharsis applying both to
tragedy and comedy, and that it is to be assumed that this was part
of the missing book, Gesammelte philolog. Sc.hrijten, i. 233.
Other refs. to the Poetics, Tois 11'Ep� 71'0'TJT'Kfjs, in A. are all . from the
Rhetoric, 1372a�, 1404a38, 1404b7, I405a5, 14i9b5; the first and last of
these refer to a definition of the laughable and its various kinds (Ei�TJ),
which must have been more extensive than our 49a32-37, and some of
the ot her passages referred to are suspiciously brief. Rhet. 1404b28
cites Tois 11'Ep� 71'o,�aEws. The tenses used imply an order P.Q_litics,
Poetics, Rhetoric, but such evidence is not conclusive.
z Aristoteles Latinus xxxiii {Bruges/Paris, 1953).
XlV
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confidence that he broke new ground even though there
was some overlap with his more popular dialogue On Poets.1
There is no trace of any previous attempt to lay down the
principles and to guide the practice of poetic composition
in the way that rhetorical handbooks indicated the prin
ciples of that art.2 Yet given the immense · importance of
poetry in Greek life, both in education and in public festi
vals, it must inevitably have been the subject of frequent
discussion. This the Poetics would show even if there were
not other evidence.J References to arguments about the
plate where tragedy and comedy originated (48aJo), to con
flicting views on the primacy of plot or character (soaiS-38),
'
on the merits of single and double plots (SJaiJ), on the
proper way of eliding a tragedy (53a24), and the mention of
the severity shown by contemporary critics (56a5) suggest
a plentiful expression of opinion on literary subjects, though
we have no means of telling how much was spoken and how

·

I Soph. El. 18489 : 7T£pl p.�v -rwv p'rJ-ropucwv V7T�PX£ 1ToAAa �eal 1raAa'a
-ra A£yop.£va, · 'On rhetoric (�s opposed to logic) much had been said,
some of it long ago'.
On the fl£pi flo,7J-rwv see p. xii.
:z Poetry had long been recognized as a techne; cf. Aristoph., Ran.
939 (of tragedy) : d;\,\' ws 1rapl.\af3ov -r�v -rlxvTJv 1rapa aov. But as with
wo�epuns-, the art of delivery, though it was recognized, ov1rw �£ avy- ·
K£mi' TEXVTJ 1T£pl av-rwv (R. I403b35)·
3 Gudeman, in an attempt to correct what he conceives to be the
over-emphasis on Plato as a source for the Poetics, gives on p. 10 of his
Introduction (and in English in Class. Studies in Honour of]. C. Rolfe,
pp. 75-100) a long list of works with literary titles, not all of which need
have existed when A. wrote. W. Kranz, Stasimon (Berlin, 1933), pp.
4-7, lays emphasis on Hellanicus among his predecessors, but there is
nothing to suggest that there was a serious critical literature before A.
Cf. L. G. Breitholtz, Die dorische Farce (Goteborg, 196o), pp. 35-40.
On the critica1 notions that can be · extracted from earlier Greek
literature see E. E. Sikes, The Greek View of Poetry (London, 1931),
chs. I and 2; J. W. H. Atkins, Literary Criticism in Antiquity (Cam
bridge, 1934, ch. z; G. M. A. Grube, The Greek and Roman Critics (Lon
don, 1965), chs. 1-3. The chief texts are collected in G. Lanata, Poetica
Preplatonica (Florence, 1963).
'
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much written. ·The sections· on style and grammar (Chs.
19-22) must owe something to the handbooks on rhetoric
_and to the linguistic speculations of the sophists, among
whom Protagoras is mentioned by name at 56h15. Chapter
25, on the solution of the problems presented by poetry,
clearly has a long ancestry in the difficulties, both literary
and ethical, presented above � by Homer's works. And in
the discussion whether epic or tragedy is superior Aristotle
obviously has in mind the expression of a view the opposite
of his own,· perhaps .Plato's. Plato indeed may have pro
vided him with the �tarting point for his treatment of
several important topics.
In any society where poetry and the arts are important
some ideas about their nature and function begin sooner or
later to circulate. In the world which Homer describes the
subject-matter of the poet is heroic deeds and tales of the
gods; by telling them he casts upon his listeners a spell of
delight. 1 His poetic gift is divine and comes to him from the
Muses, but it is a craft that he possesses, not a fitful in
spiration.2 Hesiod too received his powers from the Muses,
the daughters of Memory ;J and he was the first to raise the
question of the truth and falsehood in the poet's message.4
Archilochus knew of the fierce inspiration of those in the ·
grip of a power outside themselves, and Pindar proclaimed
the inferiority of acquired skill to native genius.s The
spread of education and the ability to read, which is pre
supposed by the demand for written laws, caused men to
reflect· on the educational value of what they read-mainly
Homer. Though his. tone was pure, and the aristocratic
ideal continued to be based on the heroic standards which
he enshrined, there was room for much offence in his gods.
·

1

IC7JA7J8p.&s, Od. n. 334; Ol>..e,s, Od. 17. 518-2I.
\ o'p.as
\ a£
'�
� , Od 8 64; 8£OS
� I fLO' £V
�I� a�· 7Janav
.,p£cnv
• ..l..
1TaV1'o,as
a'aov
ao'a7JV1
£vlt/>vaEv, Od. 22. 347·
3 Theog. 29-32.
4 Theog. 27.
s Archil. fr. 77, see p. So ; Pindar, Ol. 2. 86, 9· 100. See Sir Maurice
Bowra, Pindar (Oxford, 1¢4), ch. I.
z

�
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Some-Xenophanes, Pythagoras, Heracleitus-denounced
the poet who so portrayed the divine, others took refuge in
explanations which assumed a hidden and deeper meaning.
The first . was probably Theagenes of Rhegium about the
end of the sixth century.1
A no -less lively stimulus to discussion must have come
from the institution of literary contests at Greek festivals, ·
especially the tragic contests at Athens. Contests are de. cided by comparison of one work witn another, and such
. comparisons lead naturally to the development of a critical
VQcabulary and to the establishment, even if unconscious,
of critical standards. As the verdicts of the .judges were of
interest to all, the growth of a . critical attitude was rapid, as
is · clearly shown by the frequency and quality of literary
allusions in comedy.2 The contest of Aeschylus and Euri
pidesin the Frogs of Aristophanes is a remarkable piece of
impressionistic criticism which achieves all that is possible
in a medium which forbids sustained seriousness. But in
treating a question of principle, the . poet's purpose in writ
ing, Aristophanes is less happy. In a sense it is true that any
poet who takes his own work seriously hopes that he will
'make men better citizens'.J If he believes that he has some
thing to say, he believes that men will be the better for
hearing it, even .if he does not. aim at inculcating specific
virtues. Probably Sophocles, for instance, was conscious of ..
working within a framework of values which many, to the
·

I In Pl. Ion 530 c, D Metrodorus of Lampsacus and Stesimbrotus of
Thasos are mentioned as the leading expounders of Homer. Gods
might be identified with the elements or with human· faculties, the
method by which Theagenes explained away the battle of t�e gods in
Il. 20, or a hidden meaning might be found in a frivolous story; as
Socrates jestingly interprets the story of Circe (Xenophon, Memorab.
I; 3· 7). Plato did not approve of such interpretation by wovo£a (Rep.
378D).
2 In addition to Acharnians, Thesmophoriazusae, and Frogs there
were many comedies, now lost, in which literary themes were· prominent.
3 Ran. 1009.
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detriment of the city, did not. accept. But when Aristo
.phanes makes Aeschylus justify the poets on the ground ·
that they convey useful information on curing diseases or
drawing up an army, he puts him in the same ridiculous
position as the Ion of Plato's dia�ogue who claimed to have.
acquired from his familiarity with. Homer a knowledge of
generalship. 1 Whether or not Aristophanes is wholly serious
here, Plato's reductio ad absurdum would lack point unless
such claims were actually made on behalf of poets. Those
who use poets for education may easily come to assume that
. poets write to educate, and centuries la.ter Plutarch, in his
De Audiendis Poetis (M. 14 E ff.), often argues as though
this were the case.
Some have believed that the literary contest in the Frogs
presupposes a society in which literary critiCism was widely
practised. It is clear that there was lively inter�st and
debate, but there is no evidence that it did more than touch
the fringe of the subject.z The growth of rhetoric as a con-.
scious art in the second half of the fifth century directed
attention to words and to the formal structure of sentences.
The sophists Prodicus, Protagoras, and Hippias, and, among
philosophers, Democritus are known to have been interested
in this kind of investigation. An awareness of the impor�
tance in rhetoric of arrangement and transitions might
well awaken interest in the way poets handled similar prob
lems.3 Above all Gorgias, who defined rhetoric as 'the art of
Ran. io3o-6, Ion 541 A.

·

·

1

z

M. Pohlenz in an influential article on 'The Beginnings of Greek
Poetic', Naih. Gott. G. (1920), 142 ff. asserted the need to assume the
existence of a body of critical theory behind the Frogs. The founder of
this he discovered, following Suss, Ethos (Leipzig, 1910), pp. 49 ff., in
Gorgias. ·His reconstruction is of what could have happened rather than
of what there is reason to suppose did happen; cf. 0. Immisch ed. of
Gorgias' Helen (Kleine Texte, Berlin, 1927), pp. 28-3o. Refs. to further
criticisms of the article in Radermacher, Aristoph. Froschez (Vienna,
·
1954), p. 368.
3 Protagoras seems to have suggested that the battle between
Achilles and the river Xanthus, Jl. 21. 211-384, provided a transition
XVlll
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persuasion', asserted, the' power of words, with or without
metre, to stir the emotions and control the mind, producing
apate, deceit. It could be that Paris' eloquence deceived
Helen, in ·which case she deserves no blame for not resisting
him. Tragedy too is a source of apate, but this is a justifiable
deceit and those who succumb to it are wiser than those
who do not, meaning, perhaps, that · the audience must
co-opera,te by accepting the conventions of drama if it is to
enjoy it.1 · There is no necessity to link this apate through
word and persuasion with the .apate in the sense of ·'illusion'
produced by the artist with his pigments, which amounts to
deceit only in quite exception:;tl (:ases when a viewer is
.tempted to take a picture for the reality. But .apate was
used in connexion with the visual arts as early as Em..:
pedocles, fr. 23. 9, and the two were brought together round
aboutAoo B:C. in the sophistic treatise on The :Two Argu
ments2 where it is said that the best poet and the best artist
is the one who most deceives by producing things like the
truth. Here, as in the epigram of Gorgias, the word is
· used with a conscious aim at paradox. The idea that poet
and artist or sculptor are doing essentially the same thing
was perhaps first expressed by Simonides in his celebrated
·comparison (see p. 269). The idea could be developed with
reference to the process in terms of mimesis, or with reference
to the effects in terms of apate,J but it is impossible to trace
this development, as the few relevant statements cannot be
dated with any precision.
between the battle of mortals, Greeks and Trojans, and the battle of
gods,'385-513,
see fr. of schol. on 21. 240, POxy. ii. 68=Protag. fr. A 3o�
.
\
'
\,
"'' 1\0')'0S
,
. 1.
I
I GorgiaS, Hel 8 : €L' OE
a1TaTT}OaS
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3 This term, common iii Plato, is· conspicuously absent from the
Poetics. There is some approach to it at 6o813, 61b11.
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It would be more possible to decide whether Gorgias was
·
productive only of _epigrams or of a serious theory · if we
knew more of two works, both probably of _the late fifth
century, the 'On Poetry' of Hippias and of Democritus. We
know from Plato (Hippias �fa. 285 B-E, Hippias Mi. 368 B
n) that Hippias concerned himself with ·words and rhythms,
but we are told nothing more. ' Titles of worRs by Dem6critus preserved in Diogenes Laertius (9. 48) show similar
interests, but he is famous principally for his insistence that
poetry is the result of inspiration, 'excludit sanos Helicone
poetas' (Hor. Ars Poet. 295), a surprising belief to be held by
a materialist (but see commentary on 55332). This, how
ever, tells us nothing about Democritus' view on the nature
of poetry as mimesis or apate, though one would suppose
that a work of this period on poetry would deal with the
problem.
Finally there was one author of the late fifth century who
seems to have been an historian of literature in something
like the modern sense of the term, Glaucus of Rhegium,
whom Aristotle may well have used. Fragments of his
work On the Ancient Poets the title need not be his own
deal with the early development of Greek lyric and in
clude a valuable scrap of information about Aeschylus'
Persae.1
Whatever Aristotle inay have owed to fifth-century specu
lations, there can be no doubt about the influence exercised
· on him by Plato, whose pupil and follower he was from the
time when he came to Ath_ens at the age of seventeen until
Plato's death twenty years later. Plato has much to say
about poetry. In the Ion and, more eloquently, in the
Phaedrus2 he describes poetry as divinely inspired, 'the
madness of the Muses' ; but the compliment is two-edged,
-

I 11£pl Twv J1pxalwv 11o£'T}Twv ",cal MovatKwv. Fragments in F.Hist.G.
ii. 23. Damastes of Sigeum, pupil of Hellanicus, wrote 11£pl IIot'T}Twv

Kal Eot/JtaTwv.
z Ion 534 B;

Phaedr. 245

A.
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since the theory of inspiration is used to explain the in
ability of poets to give a rational account of what they have
said. Only in the Symposium (209 A-D) is there a faint hint
that po�ts may have a glimpse of ideal truth. In the early
part of the Republic (376 c-402 A) he: examines the value of
the poets, espeCially Homer, for primary education, and
finds the moral standards expressed and implied generally
unacceptable. He had already in the Protagoras (347 c) re
j ected the use, popular with the sophists, of poems as the
starting-point for discussions on moral questions among
adults. It is in the last book of the Republic that Plato
delivers his main attack on the arts,1 using his Theory of
Ideas to show that artists and poets are gmlty of the most
dangerous of ·an deceptions,· representing appearance as
reality. For if ideas alone are real and the world known to
the senses is only a shadow of the ideas, then the arts yield
the shadow of a shadow at the third remove from truth.
A subsidiary argument (6o5 B-Do7 A.) shows that the emo
tions aroused by poetry are as deleterious as its . moral
standards, and encourage weakness rather than self-control.
Accordingly poetry is rejected as neither revealing truth nor
helping the temperance of the emotions. To the second-best
state described in the Laws, the work of Plato's old age,
poets are indeed admitted, though only under the super
vision of those who have knowledge of good and evil
(658 E--66x D). Almost all existing poetry is condemned, and
it is unlikely that any of the poets banished from the
Republic would have cared to accept the terms offered for
aqmission to the city of the Laws.
In private life Plato's attitude to literature seems to
. have been more genial ; he knew the poems of Homer prac
tically by heart, and in . his works never tired of quoting
them ; he admired Sophron to whose art he probably owed ·
much,2 and if it is true that he sent a disciple to Colophon to
1

2

595 A-6or B. See Appendix · I.
Diog. Laert. 3· r8. See commentary on 47bro .
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collect the poems of Antimadms,1 his interest in poetry was
·
not unduly narrow:
Aristotle, in the Poetics, has little to say of genius or
inspiration,2 nor is he concerned about the religious or moral
implications of the myths,J since he clearly does not expect
them much to affect educated a,dults. As he did not accept
the Theory of Ideas and the status attributed in it to ·the
material world, he was under no necessity to controvert
Plato's account of the artist as a mere imitator ; but in
showing how the poet can reveal significance by generalizing
and universalizing he may have meant to show up· the
inadequacy of Plato's view. It is more certain that the
theory .of emotional purgation is an answer to Plato's com
plaint that drama encouraged the dominance of the emo
tions.• Finally, though Aristotle was not interested in . the
educational effects of drama; he may have been influenced
by Plato's strictures on myths which show virtue defeated
and vice triumphant when he laid down his requirement
that the tragic sufferer should not b� a character of un
blemished excellence.
IV. THE TEXT AND ITS TRANSMISSIONs

Neither: before nor after the alleged loss of Aristotle's esoteric
writings does the Poetics seem · to ·have been widely tead.
Throughout the last three centudes B.c. there was a con
siderable output of critical literature from the PeripatetiC
1 Proclus, In Timaeum i. 90·
z Mentioned only inCh. 17, where it is probably to be understood in

..

terms of the physiology of the four humours. See commentary arid
Appendix IL
J Cf. 6ob36 where Xenophanes' objections are dismiss�d with a shrug
of the shoulders.
4 See the passage of Proclus' Commentary on the Republic printed
on p. 52.
s For a fuller account of the sources of the text see the Latin Intro
duction toR. Kassel's Oxford ClassiCal Text.
·

..
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school based on the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus.
Quotations which we meet as examples first in Poetics or
Rhetoric frequently recur in later literature,1 but there is
no_ passage earlier than the fourth century A.D. of which it
. can be asserted with confidence that it is derived directly
from the Poetics.2
The Poetics seems never to have been the sv:bject of
a Commentary. But it was certainly known in Byzantium,
and it was translated into Syriac probably at the end of the
ninth century A.D. The Syriac version is lost except for
part of Ch. 6, but a few years later the Syriac was done into
Arabic by Abu Bisr (d. 94o), and this translation, which has
survived almost entire, is the earliest witness to the Greek
text, though a halting one. For not only is it at two removes
from the Greek, but it is accessible to most of us only in
a Latin translation. Further, both Syriac and Arabic trans
lators were at ·the disadvantage· of scarcely knowing what
a tragedy was.J The first complete Latin rendering of the
Arabic was given by D . S. Margoliouth, Professor of Arabic
at Oxford, in his edition of the Poetics (Oxford, 19n); but
this has been superseded by the version of]. Tkatsch pub
lished posthumously at Vienna, vol. i, 1928, vol. ii; 1932; the
translation is accompanied by a rambling commentary
usable only with the aid of the index.
· Probably within a generation or. two of the translation

I See G. Else, The Origin and Early Form oJGk. Trag. (Harvard and
London, r¢6), p. 113, n. 52; F. Solmsen in Hermes, 66 (1931), 241-67.
A striking ·example is the passage from the Rainer Papyrus given'
on p. 159.
2 The earliest are: Themistius Or. 27, 337 B. froin 49b6, which is in
part a later insertion ; the story of Mitys (52a8) appears in De Mirab.
Auscultat� 846a; sentences from ch. 20 on grammar are quoted in the
Commentaries of Ammonius and of Boethius on the De Interpretatione
(see Bywater on 56b2o).
3 Else gives · as an example of the errors . to which such a work is
prone the Latin version of 51b21 qui ponit, where the Syriac translator
read .l4ya8w�os .l4v8E; as l4.ya8wv 8s av 8jj� which the Arabic necessarily
followed.
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into Arabic was copied the best and oldest surviving Greek
manuscript, Parisinus 1741, called A or Ac by editors. This
manuscript was still in Constantinople in 1427, but reached
Florence before the end of the century and found a final
home in Paris. Its outstanding value was not recognized
till the nineteenth century. J. Vahlen, who gave a full
account of its readings in his editions of 1874 and 1885,
regarded it as the sole authority from which the text of
the Poetics is derived.
.
It was from a closely related manuscript that William de
Moerbeke, who translated much of Aristotle, made his
Latin version in 1278; this survives in two manuscripts, but
they lay unrecognized until 1930. The Latin is occasionally
of service in establishing the reading of A.1
Since Vahlen's day it has been recognized that ther� is
one manuscript which preserves a tradition independent of
A; this is Riccardianus 46 (B orR to editors), which, though
of the fourteenth century, is the second oldest manuscript.
Attention was first called to it by F. Susemihl in 1878, and
some of its readings were published by G. Vitelli in Stud.
ital. di fil. in 1894 and by C. Landi in the following year.
They were given more fully in the apparatus to the edition
of Margoliouth, who tised the evidence of Ch. 16, where
Riccardianus alone has the words that fill a previously
unrecognized lacuna, to prove that it is independent of A,
(see commentary on 55a14). Though Riccardianus has no
descendants, a few of its readings found their way· into
Renaissance manuscripts (see apparatus, p. 3).
The numerous manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries are all dependent on A, and their readings, though
occasionally of interest, have the authority only of anony
mous emendations. See E. Lobel, 'The Greek Manuscripts
of Aristotle's ·Poetics', Supplement to the Bibliographical
Society Transactions, no. 9, 1933.
1

See Aristoteles Latinus xxxiii, ed. Minio-Paluello (BrugesfParis,

1953)·
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The Poetics became available to the western world for
the first time when Giorgio Valla published a Latin transla
tion made from a copy of A, Esten�is 1oo gr., in 1498; the
older translation was unknown, and a Latin version of
Averroes' Arabic commentary printed at Venice in 1481 cast
but a fitful light on the subject. The first printed text ap
peared in the Aldine edition not of Aristotle, but of the
Rhetores Graeci, in 1508. The Poetics was edited probabiy by
John Lascaris, who used an inferior copy of A, Par. 2038, or
a closely allied manuscript; This remained the basis of the
�ext for over three centuries until the superiority of A was
recognized by Vahlen. And it is only, comparatively speak
ing, within the last few years that the other evidence for the
constitution of a text, the medieval Latin version, the
readings of Riccardianus, and the Arabic translation have
been made available in a form as complete as is likely to
be achieved.
The most recent development, based on the study of the
growth of Aristotle's doctrines and on fresh consideration of
the nature and function of Aristotle's esoteric works, is a
growing suspic;ion 'of the homogeneity of the Poetics. Such
suspicions are not new, and early editors transposed pas
sages freely; but since F. Solmsen published his article on
'The Origins and Method of Aristotle's Poetics' in C.Q. 29
(1935), 192-201, more systematic attempts have been made
to remove incoherencies and inconsistencies by distinguish
ing different layers of composition. 1 The scope for disagree
ment here is certainly not less than in more usual forms of
textual criticism.
1

See Introduction t
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1447b9 avwVVJ.IoOL Tvyxavovo'tV oJaat Lobel (sed participio nil opus, cf. De
cael. 2 94 a I I , Lobeck, Phtyn. p. 27 7) : Tvyxa,·ovaa II: (avwvvl'o>) Tvyxavovaa

Bcrnays, cum nondum innotuisset -Arabis ' qttae est (sivc su11t, Tkatsch, ii.
.
1 55· 1 ) s i1te appellatione' ; cf. Tzetz. De diff. poet. vv. 1 1 et 1 67 (pp. 35 et 39
Kaibel)
14 ovx ws- II : fort. ov Xt�pls, opp. d,\,\Q. Kotvfi 1 5, cf. ow(v 8€
�<otvov 17
1 5 Ka"Ta T�J' rec : Tl)v KaTa A
16 cpt•atKo'' I (Heinsius) :
J.I.O!IO'LKOV n
22 Ka� n : nil mu tandum, vid. Denniston, Greek Part.2,
p. 585
24- a� rcc : oi II {Ar)
29 ot!; Vic
28 o�v tf> (Ar) : ov A
torius : at> n (Ar)
144883 -4 Ka�lrt . . . -;raVTE<; II (Ar) : sed. Cudeman
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'
.J. A
'
\ 1
'
yap
7J Kat TOLOVTOVS'1 OJ0'7T£p Ot ypa•� £tS'' n01\U)IVWTO S' P,£V
5
I
I
I
I
I
''
"' '
A
- "' '
y
n
Kp£tTTOVS'1 aVO'WV O£ .X£LpOVS'1 .t.UOVUO'LOS' 0£ OP,OI.OVS' £LKa�£V.
8fjAov 8€ oTt Kat Twv A£X0£tuwv £KaUTTJ p.tp.�u£wv ;gEt
TavTas Tas 8tacpopas Kat £uTat £repa T0 €TEpa IL'P.£iu0ai
""
'
I
t
t
I
t\ I
Kat
TOUTOV
TOV
Tp01TOV,
Kat yap EV
OPXTJO'EL
Kat aVI\T)O'££
'
I
[
']
I
I
K£0aptu£t eun y£vEu0a£ Tavras Tas avop.oLOTTJTaS', Kat TO 1 0
7T£pl. TOV� A6yous 8 € Kat T�v ifJt,Aop.erplav, otoJ' .,Op.T)pos p.€v
{3£ATLOVS', KAeocpwv 8€ op.olovs. 'If�p.wv 8€ 0 eautOS' (o) T�$'
'
A
A
'
'
"' '
\ ' "'
.u £LI\Laoa
1TOLTJCT.as 1rpwTOS'
·Kat' J.1\T
VLKoxapTJS'
TTap<fJotaS'
o' TTJV
X£lpous· ·op.olws 8€ Kat 1T£pt Tovs · 8t0upap.{3ous Kat 1T£pt Toils
v6p.ovs, wuTT£P tyast KvKAw1ras Ttp.60£os Kat fPtt\6g£Vos 1 5
>I
.I.
t
t
"' '
A "'
A
IL'ILTJO'atro av TtS'. EV auru oE 'TTl oto..,op� Kat TJ Tpaycp'
"' '
"' '
)
,
' TTJV
,· Kwp.cpol.av
"' ' . 7rpos
otEO'T!JI<£zr
TJ' P,£V yap
X£tpovs
TJ' o."'£'
o1.a
{3£ATlovs P,LP,£ iu0a£ {3ovA£rat Twv viJv.
·· "En 8€ Tov;wv Tplr7J 8c.acf;op� TO ws €Kau-ra .TOVTWV
3
\
'
,
,
,,
IL'ILTJO'atTO av TtS'. Kat yap EV TOtS' auTOtS' Kat Ta avTa 2o
,
1\ \
" ff
I
I
A 0at £0''TLV OTE P,EV a1TayyEI\I\OVTa1
TJ ET£pov 'TL YLJIVOp.tp.£t0'
p.EVOV W0'1TEp 11 0p.T)pos 71'.ot£i �. ws i"OJ' avTov Kat p.� P,£Ta_! \ \
I
I
TJ 1TaVTaS' WS' trparrovTaS' Kat EV£pyovvTaS' t, TOVS'
. f3a/\1\0VTa,
p.tp.ovp.evovst . £v Tptui. 8� Tav;cus 8tacpopais Tj p.lp.T)uls £unv,
J
I
t
WS' £L'Tt0P,EV KaT' apxas
1 £V
OLS' T£ < Kat a) Kat WS', WO'T£ 'TT/ 2 5
p.€v · 0 aVTOS' av £tT} IL'ILTJT�S' 'Op.�pcp Eocpot<Afjs. P,LP,OVVTat
y�p ap.cpw 0'1TOV8aloVS' 1 Tfj 8e :4ptO'TOcpaV£L 1 1TpaTTOVTaS' y�p .
\
"'
.I.
<If}
A
"'
A
p.tp.ovv-rat
Kal. opwvTaS'
ap..,w.
ov£v
Kal. opap.aTa
Ka/\Et' '
.I.
A
"' A
"' '
u0a1., 'TLV£S' avTa
.,auLv.
on p.tp.ovvra£
Kat,
opwvras.
oto
aVTL1TOLOVVTa£ TfjS'. 7'£ Tpaycp8{as Ka� TfjS' Kwp.cp8las oi J1w- 30
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8 Tip rcc (Lat) : Td A
Io Ka� Paris. 2038 : Ka� To A
I 2 & Ttt;
2038 : TttS' A
I 3 8ft�u18a A, TJ super n scr. m . rec .
I 5 wff1r£P I
yiia ICVKAw1Tiia A: sic"t kyclopas Lat : war.£p yelp KvK�W':Ta; Vahlen : yiia esse
fragmentum nominis Ol••cfmas sive Olvwvas susp. Holland (cf. Athen. r g f et
638 b)
Ttp.o8£os A (Lat 0) : et timothetiS Lat T
I 6 avTfj 8� Tfj ll: Tfj
aV-rjj 8� Victorius : TaVT'fl 8� Tfj Casau bonus : fort. ·aUTjj 8t (TaVr?J) Tfj (non
obstat Ar)
23 1TaVTa;· Jl: 1raVTa Casauhonus
25 �ea� Cl Paris. 2038 :
om; II
27-�8 1TpaTroVTa;
8pwVTas A : -£5'·
-fs Casaubonus
lipwVTa; AB : -£5' Casaubonus
29 a voce nv£; incipit B
Paris.
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pt.£is ( Tfjs p.£v yap Kwp.cp8las oi M£yap£is oi T£ JvTavOa ws
'
""
�
't"T
I
I
OTJ!J.OKpaTtas
£11t. TTJS 11ap avTots
y£vop.EVTJS
.Kat.\ ot £K �t\
, �
\\�
'
11po•1v 'E7Tt.xapp.os o 110t.TJTTJS 1101\1\Cfl
�
,
K.£1\tas, £K£t8£V yap
�
T£pos v Xtwvl8ov Kai Ma'YVTJTos· Kai Tfjs Tpaycp8las .lvt.ot
35 TWV £v Il£�0110VV�UcP) 7TOtOVJL€VOI. Ta ovop.aTa UTJJL€iov· aVTOt
p.£v yap . Kwp.as Tas 7T£pt.ot.Kl8as Ka�£i'v <f>aatv, l4 07Jvalovs
1:.' '
,
'
�' � '
\
'
, ,.
0£VTQS
o£
OTJJLOVS, WS KWJL<fJOOVS
I\£X
OVK Q7TO TOV KWJLa�;,£W
}'
I
I
�.\ \ \
\ I
TTJ� KaTa\ KWJLaS
£K TOV� QUT£WS"
U(\1\a
111\CLVTJ
aTt.p.a�;,O!J.EVOVS
I
1:.'
I
\
8b Kat\ TO\ 110t£tv
·•
1:.'
•A o·TJVatovs o£ 11paTT£tV 11poaopav,
n
avTot\ p.£v
ayop£V£tv. · 11£p'i p.Ev ·oov Twv �tarfoopwv Ka'i 11oaa1. Ka'i
I
1 1 8W TQVTa.
�
Tt.V£S
TTJS p.tJLT}U£WS ELp'JU
I
"\
1:.' '
'
'
'
, 1�
'E0I.KQUI.
oE
YEVVTJUat
p.o
OI\WS
T'TJV
110t.T}Tt.KTJV
atnat
4
' 1 ../.
../.
I
I
�
\
\
� I
8
UV!J.�VTOV
�VUI.Kat
.
TI.VES
Kat
aVTQI.
TO
TE
yap
!J.I.JLEI.U
at
5 OVO
�
I�
, 0pW7TOI.S
I
,1.._ I '
TOtS av
EK 7TQI.OWV £UTI.\ Kat.\ TOVT<p ot.a�Epovat.
}'
I
I
,
"\ \
\
ai\1\WV
�;,!pWV
OTt p.tjLT}TI.KWTaTOV
TWV
EUTI.
Kat\ TQS
p.a8.TJI ""
I
� \
I
0:£1.S 110t.ELTat.
ota
JLI.!J.TJU£WS
TaS 7TpWTaS, Kat.\ TO\ . xat.p£tV
Tois p.tp.�p.acn 7TclVTas. UTJfJ.E'iov 8£ TOVTOV 7'o avp.{3ai'vov
Jl
1 \ TWV Epywv·
\
at\ yap avTa\ I\V7TTJpWS
opwp.£v, TOVTWV . Tas
10 £111.
' 1
\
f3
I
I
1\
EtKOVaS TaS p.al\t.UTa TJKpt W!J.EVaS xatpop.£V 0EWpOVVT£S, Ot.OV
87Jplwv T£ p.op<f>as TWV anp.oTaTWV KaL . V£Kpwv. aiTt.oV 8E:
../. \
I
I../.
ttl:,\
Kat\ TOVTOV, OTt p.av0QV£1.V OV' P,OVOV
TOtS �1.1\0UO�OtS
TJOtUTOV
�
�\\
"\\
' \ \'
ai\1\0tS
a.l\1\a
kat TOtS
OJLOtWS, al\1\
£7Tt {3paxv\ KOI.VWVOV1 5 ULV aVTOV. �,a. yap TOVTO xalpovat TUS ElKovas opwvTES. OTt
avp.{3alv£t 0£wpovvTas p.avOavEt.v Kat avMoyl,£a0at. Tl EKa'
aTov, ot.ov OTt. ovros . EK£t.vos· E7T£t. Eav
JLTJ TVXTJ- 11po£wpaKws,
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3 1 yap n: om. B
71'0t1JT�S del. Gudeman

'

'

\

'

�

,

,

33-34 EKEt8£V
p.a:yvq-ros g (Ar) : sed. Else : 0
34 Xtwvl8ov Robortellus (Ar) : xwvl8ov B
35 aQrot Spengel : o&rot S
3 6 l487Jvalovs anon. in ed. Oxon. a. 1 76o,
Spengd : O.lh]va'iot S
'11'pouayopEVELV AB (et . ·. .
1448b 1-2 Kal.
•

• •

•

•

•

appellant Lat) : del. Gudeman ( 1888), om. Ar ; sunt sane inepta, sed ad
4 yEVVfjuat p.€v
tationem concludendam necessaria, cf. 8to 144-8a29
o>.ws A : o>.ws yEVfjuat fLEV B
5 a&rat rec : avral. B
6 8tac/JlpoVCTL n :
8ta�pEL B
7 ECTTt ll
I J Kal.
10 av-ra n : aQrwv B
. : om. B .
AI.
'
I
..
I 7 OVTOS
TOVTOV 'Y : Kat TOVTO A ! TOVTCAIV B
" AB : OTt
.. TO; El Se
OTt
EKE'ivos A : -roiho EKE'ivo G:udeman
�

I

6
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1448b

.

.

.

j

18 o�x · V Ellebodius, Hermann : . o�xt B
20 8� 8 : 8� Vahlen
22 ol B : om. A
2 5 Uf:JLVOT€poL n: -ov B
1rpos B (Ar) : �ea.t II
£�E'Ma-r£p0t n: -ov B
26 Twv1· A : om. B
27 7r0LOVVT£S -ll:
'lrOLOVVTa.£ B
b£poL AB : aT€pOL Sophianus, alii
29 ElVa.£ ll : £l8ba.t
B
apea.p.EVOLS A : apeap.Evos B (incipiens Lat)
30 EV ot; n : EVOS .B
� \ \J
�\\ ·
3 1 ICQ.L• TO• B : Om.· n
B : a.IV\
J6 TO
unp.a.
3 5 a.I\I\Q.
OTL n
uxrlp.a.Ta. n
B : Ta
38 & B : TO A
37 imlB£�w A : a1r- B
1449• 1 1rpos Tas Tpa.yqJ8la.s II (Ai') : om. B in fine paginae
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AP I � T O T E A O ! �

r6' fL�V o�v E1TLO'K07T£LV £l apa £x£t 7f87J � rpa:yc.p8la TOLS'
£t8£utv lKaJ'WS' 1} ov, avro T£ Ka(J� aVTO Kp'ivat Ka� 7rpos
Ta . 8larpa, a>.>.os >.oyos. Y£VOfLEV7J a� oOv
' U7T� apxfjs\ avro,
�
t10 O'X£otaO'TLK7]S-Kat aVT7J Kat '1} KWfLlpOta, Kat '1} fL€V a7TO
\ ot
�i:
t'
I
f
\ ,/, \
\ "'
t;l> \
(Jvpap.
rov
£5apxovrwv
rwv
f1ov, 7J o£ aTTo rwv ra -yai\AtKd. C1 €n Kat vvv ev TTo>.>.a'iS' Twv TToA€wv 8tap.ev£t vop.t\ fLtKpov
\ 7]Vs'1}
r I
i: I
I
<f
t I
(J7J 7rpoayovrwv
ouov
£ytyv£ro
�op.oa-Kara
cf>av£ 'v avrfjs· KaL 7To,\,\d.s fL£Taf3o,\d.s fL£•raf3a>.oooa �\ I
1 \ £UX£ T'1JV
\ aVT7JS' -yvuw.
� �
1 I
�' £7Tavuaro,
£7T£t
1 5 rpay . ota
Kat ro
r.: rwv VTTC'>Kptrwv TT>.ij8os eg l.vos £ls 8vo 7rpwro� Aluxv
Aos 7jyay£ Kat . rd. TOV xop�iJ ?j>.arTWO'£ KaL TOV . ,\6yov
I
,1, 1
t;l> \ Kat O'K7Jvoypa-ytav
7rpwraywvtO'THV 7rap£UK£Va0'£V' rpHs o£
EocpoK>.ijs. €n 8� ro piy£8os· eK p.tKpwv p.v8wv Kat ·>.t20 g£WS' y£>.olas Std. TO EK aarvptKOV fL€Taf3a,\£'iv ol{l� aTTI
t I
t T€TpafL£Tpov
I
t f3 £tOV £Y£V£TO
1
(J'1), TOI. T£ fL£TpOV
£0'£fLVVV
£K
tap.
.
\
\
\
I
1
,...
�
\
TO fL€V yap 7rpWTOV 'T£TpafL£Tplp £XPWVTO ota , TO uarvptK7]V
t
I
\ 1T0,7JUW,
I
I
\ li;
t;l> \ y£vop.£V'1}S'
l\£s£ws
o£
Kat\ opx7JO'TLKWr£pav
£tvat T7JV
\
1\
,1, I
I
'
aVT7J '1}f -yVO'tS'
I\£KTLyap
TO, 0'K££0V fL€Tpov
£Vpe p.al\tO'Ta
2 5 Kov 'TWV p.lrpwv ro lap.{3£'i&v eunv· U7]fL£'iov 8� ToVrov,
1T>.£wra yd.p lap.{3£'ia >.lyop.£v ev rfj 8taAeKT'!:J _rfj 1Tpos
\
t\ I
f i: I
t;l> \ 01\tyaKtS'
t fJawOVT£S'
I
_> \ \ . 1 \
..,
ai\1\'1}1\0VS',
£s
ap.£rpa 0£
Ka'\ £K
T7JS'
I\£KT£\ \t
f
t;l>
t;l> \ £7T£tO'OOLWV
f
I
>I 0£
t
WS'
28 K7JS'
apfLOVtaS'.
£Tt
'Trl\\ 7]I(J'1). Ka'\ Ta\ a/\1\
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6 maiora et honorabiliora Lat : l'£i{ov Kai. EVTt/LOT£pa A : l'£l{w Kai. Evrt�T£
7 £l apa EX£'
£lva' ·Taiha EK£lvwv A : Taiha EK£lvwv £lJ•m B
8 _ti8£atv 11 (Ar) : �8lut
rec : si habet Lat : apa EX£' B : '1Taplx£, A
B
Kpivat Forchhammer : Kplv£Tat Tj J•a{ A : Kplv£Tat £lvat B (Lat)
9 ywol'tVTJS AB : corr. recentiores quidam (qui et awoax£3,acnK� pro -ijs,
'
' '
' '
.,.
�·
Kat' TJ'
fa1so)
B : ovv
, 11
1 o Kat' aVT'Il
_ Kat' 11 : Kat aVT'Il B
a
ovv
p 8iaplv£t rec
p.€v 11: 1j /LEv B
1 1 tf,a».tKa rec : tf,av>{A)tKa B
1 8 1TpwTaywvtCJT£iv Sophianus
(Lat, Ar) : -nv AB
1 5 aw�� AB ·
(ct. Rbein. Mus. 1 902, 1 1 7 sq.) : 'ITPWTaywvtCJT�V E: 'ITPWTOS aywvtCJTtKJv ex .
Ar eliciebat !mmisch
1 9-20 decurtata ; plura videtur habuisse 1:, sed
omnia turbata in Ar : ply£9os EK IL'Kpwv l'v9wv, Kai. (� Me's eK) Me£ws
20 aaTvptKOV B : aaTvptaKov 11
2 3 3( ywopiVTJs B :
Christ
fort. 3' E'Y'Y£1iOILtVTJs
28 llia ws rec : J.Mws AB : alia Lat

pov B
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£KaaTa Koap.7J8·�vat Aey£Tat €aTC.l.l '�'JfL'iv £lpwdva· 7roAv yap 3 0
iiv Laws €pyov £L7] Ot£gt€vat kaO' €u:aaTov.
<f>avAo5 ' tH S€I Kwp.cp8£aI EUTLV WU7r€p £L7T'Of.UV Ifi.LfL7JUtS'
)\\ \
T€pWV fi.€V, OV fL€JITOL KaTa 1TO.UO.V ICO.KtO.JI, 0.1\1\0. TOValaxpofJ · EUTL TO y£Aoiov p.opwv. T� yap '):'€Aoi6v EUTLJI . ap.&.p.
I
.J.(J
>
apTLKov,
owv 3 5
:Kat ov 'f'
TTJfLO.1 TL Kat ataxos avwovvov
I
'
I
\
'0 '
'
€V VS' TO Y£1\0LOJI 1TpOUW71'0V ataxpov TL Kat OL€UTPO.fLfL€JIOV
f:! l
1
'
O.V€V OOVVTJS'. at fLEJI OVJI T'TJS' TpaycpotO.S' fl.€ TO.{3O.O'€LS' KO.t'
\ \ 10
J
I
.
OV 1\€1\7]
0.(1LV, 7J O€ KWfL<tJOLO. OLO. 'TO f.L"f}
ot WV €f'€VOJITO
a�ovoa,£a0at eg ci.pxi}s £,\a0£v· Kat yap xopov Kwp.cpawv 144CJ
J.P' 71'07€ 0 apxwv €8wK£V, aAA' e0£AovTat �uav. 7fS7J S€
ux-rJH�Ta nva aVTijS' exoVU7JS' ol A£YOfl.€VOL aVTijs 1TOi7JTa'i
I
"'
\ I
I�
"'
O€ 7rpOUW1TO. 0J.1T€OWK€JI
fLV7Jf.LOJI€VOJITO.L . TtS'
7] 1Tp01\0YOVS' '1J
J
I
f
\ '(}
1TI\7}
7J V1TOKpLTWJI
Kat\ 0(10. TOLO.VTO.,
7JYV07JTO.L
. TO O€ p.v- 5
['E
'
A. I
'i:
'
...
'
'
(}
1TtXO.pfLOS' Kat 'POpfLtS'.] TO fL€V £s
OVS' 1TOL€W
apXTJS'
€K
1:tK£ALas -ijAO£,, Twv S€ )10�v7Jatv KpaTTJS 1rpwTos �pgo
aif>EfL€VOS TijS' tap.{3tKijS' l8eas Ka0oAov 1TOL€tV t\oyovs Kat
f'
I
f.LV'(}OVS' . 7J f.LEJI OVV €7T01iOLLO. TlJ TpaycpoLf!. fi.EXPL fL€V TOV
\
I
\ 'D
,
11oycp
/-"f.L'T}UtS €LJIO.t 0'1TOVOO.tWV
7JKOI\OVV7]U£V"
IO
f.L€TO.' fL€TpOV
I
t \
';"
\
1
'
Etvat, TO.VTlJ
Tlp o£ TO p.erpov .a1TI\OVV EX£LV Kat a1Tayy£"tav
I
f
\:'· .J. I
,..
_! \
.
OLO.'f'€pOVULV" €TL 0€ Tlp fi.7JK€t '1J fL£JI OTL fl.atl.tUTa 1T€tpaTO.L
I
<\I
'i: \ \ I
V1TO\ p.taV
1T€ptooov 7]1\LOV
€LVO.L "f} fLLKpov Es
0./\/VlTTEW, 7J 0€
E1T01TOtLa aoptUTOS' Tlp xpovcp kat TOVTC[J 8tac/>EpEL, KalTot
I
TO 1TpWTOV OfLOLWS'
EV TO.tS TpaycpotatS' TOVTO E1TOtOVV KO.L £V 1 5
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·
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•
avTatS,
Kat• yap
TLS Kat UVVE�
ETE18TJUav
EVTaV�8a. EUTLV OE
8£T� J.K 7Tapa.\oytup.ov rov 8£arpov, olov J.v rip ' 0Svuu£i Tcfl
14 a/JEVSayyl.\cp · TO p.ev yap TO r6gov J.vr£lV£W, a.\.\ov S€
141 p.TJSiva, TTETTOtTJp.tvov imo Tov TTO £TJTov Kat inro8£uts,
I
I/;
",I.
t
I
8at oc\ ovx £wpaKt:t•
yvwu£u
14Z kat\ n'' y£ TO\ To�ov
E�TJ
'
� '
'
I
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� \
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WS Ot
EK€tVOV
avayvwptoVVTOS
ota·
15 TO OE
TOVTOV
7TOtTJUat
.
I
,
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I
t
t' \
I
\
\
7Tapa"oytup.os. TTauwv o£ {3£1\TLUTTJ avayvwptuts TJ £� avrwv
'TWV 7rpayp.a'TWV, rijs J.KTTA�g£WS ')'tyvop.IVTJS St' £l,(o'TWV,
olov J.v Tip l:ocpoKAtovs OlSlTTo8t Kat rfj 'l<f;tyt:v£lg. · ElKos
'Y�P {3ovA£u8at J.m8£ivat ypdp.p.ara. ai yap ro£avTat p.ova£
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1455•1 ·n l80vra. A (' ubi videt ' Ar) : aliquid �cicntem Lat : � El30vra. B
wcnrEp ll (Ar) : om. B
..j A : � B : qui Lat
.,.ois rec : rijs AB : ipsius Lat
2 ..j lv ll: lv B
a1roA&y<p B : a'lTd Aoywv A (apologon Lat)
4 xOTJtf>&pois
6 o�os n (Ar) : OVrW B
5 oplC1T7]s B : & oplC1T7]s A
B : xAo.7]- n
..j E : 1"0 dubitantcr Else '!To>.vEl&vs E (-ov rec) : corr. Tyrwhitt
7 ff7J
10 tf>wlacus AB : corr.
9 1"01' B : om. A
B (Ar) : om. ll
Reiz
1 3 8EO:rpov A : 8a-rlpov Hermann
14-142 lvrElvnv
.,.&�ov B (similia nee minus obscura in Ar) : om. ll
1 4 ciMov [a�]
vel (lKEivov), ciMov a� Sykutris : fort. (aw&v), lliov a�
142 yvwaEa8w
n (Ar) : EVTElvnv B
1 5 a,· E: a� Tyrwhitt
t6 'ITapa.Aoyta�-tOS
B (Ar) : -ov n
'!Taawv A : 'ITclVTWV B
a� n : om. B
17 rijs
ElKOTwv E: om. Ar
EK'IT�:r]fEws rec (Lat) : 1rA�fEcus AB
ElKOTwv
B«P : ElKoVTwv A
1 8 lv B : o lv A : To lv Bywater (Lat, ms1
quod = o)
•
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•
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aV£V 'TWV . 7T£7TOL'YJJL€VWV
C17JJL€LWV Kat\ 7T£pte£pCKWV.
O€.VT€.pat
0€.
a[ £K uvAAoytup.ov.
17
J£i 8£ 'TOV� p.v8ov�) CIVVLUTd.vac. Kat Tfj Ae�£L C1VVa7T'
I
IY
ll
1\
ll
on p.ai\LU'Ta
7Tp0\ OJLJLaTWV
'TLU€.JL€.VOV•
OV'TW yap
€pya�:,£UUaL
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fl
t
'
I
av £vapy£aTaTa o opwv WC17TEp 1rap avToL� yc.yvop.£vo� TOLS' .
ol
I
I
\
aVOL 2 5
wpaTT0fL€.VOL�
€.VpLUKOL 'TO\ 7Tp€.7TOV
Kat\ 'YJKLU'Ta aV 1\aV
[TO' ] Ta V7T€.Vavna. CI'YJJLHOV
A
I
I
"
�\
0€ 'TOV'TOV 0 €.7T€.np.a'TO KapKLVtp.
'l:. t
f
\
>A
,1.. I ;
ll
\
\
\
.t1.JL'f'Lapao�
�� t£pov avn£c., 0 JL'YJ OPC:UVTa ['TOV uEa'T'YJV]
0f yap
£.\&v8av£v, £wt 8€ Tfj� aK'YJvfj� £�€7Tw£v 8vax£pav&vTwv
Toii'To 'T(OV OeaTWV. oaa 8E: SvvaTOV Kat TOi� ux�p.aULV
uvvawepyal;op.evov · m8avwTaTOL yap a7TO Tfj� av'Tfj� cpvaew� 30
f.
l{j
ELCILV Kat xec.p.aWEL 0 XELp.a.;_op.EVO�
OL EV. 'TOLS 1TaUE(]LJI
> \ l)
I
� \
I
f
>
> ,1..
A
\
r I
'YJ
·Kat\ xai\E7TaLVEL
0 opyc.�:,OJLEVO�
ai\'YJULVW'Ta'Ta.
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EV'f'VOV�
'
"
\
� '
'TF'OL'YJ'TLK'YJ ECITtV 'YJ p.avc.Kov · 'TOV'TWV yap OL JLEV £V7TI\aCITOL OC. OE
£KuTanKol eluc.v. Tov� TE Aoyov� Kat Tov� \n-e7TOL'YJJL€vov�
8£i Kat avTOV 7TOLOVV'Ta £.KTL8w0at Ka86Aov, el8' OV'TW� £7TELU- 145
o8tovv Kat 1fapaTELV£Lv: Alyw 8E: OU'TW� av 8ewpeiu0at TO KaB6.\ov, o[ov Tij� ,lcptyev£La�· TV0£L(]'YJ� TLVO� KOP'YJ� Kat acpavc.�\
•
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·� �\
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\
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'
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20 CTlJILElwv E : Kat UTIP.£{wv Spengel (qui sed. Kal. 7T£pt�£pa{wv) : fort.
delendum (non'vertit Ar) 11£pt�£palwv B : �tp£wv A , 22 uvva1T£pya{£a8ci.t
B : [CTVV]a1T- olim Vahlcn
24 civ n: om. B
EvapytcrraTa B : EVEpy- n:
25-i6 >.avlJavot
om. Ar
opwv rcc : o opwv AB
11ap' ll: yap B
rec : -OtTO B : -ot TO A
26 E7T€Ttp.iiTO tee (Ar) : E7TtTtp.{f Tc'jJ B
27 av27 opwVTa (sc. TOV
D£t B (Ar) : civ €L"l A : utique erat (erit Lobel) Lat
JO rijs alhfjs E: aVrijs
7T0L"lrqv) Butcher : opwVTa TOV 8£arqv A
' 3+ EKCTTaTtKOt B (Ar ?) : E[€TaCTTLKOl n
Ti7S Tyrwhitt (in vcrsionc)
TO�S T£ B : Towovs T£ II
7T£7TOt7Jplvov<; A : 1Tap£tA"1P.P.tvovs Vahlcn : an
1Tp07T£7TOL7Jp.Evovs ?
1455b I E1T£tao�wiiv B : E7T£tao�lov A
2 1Tapa4 i�pvv8£tUTIS' A : i�pvlJ- B
.7-8 �,a. . . . KalJo>.ov
T£lvnv B : 7T£pt-· A
B : sed. Christ (£[w Tov KalJo>.ov scduserat Ducntzer)
27
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A P 1 l: T O T E A 0 1 l:
8€ Kat A7J4>8Et� 80Eei8a, p.lt\t\wv . av£yvc!Jp,CTEV, Ei(}' w� Evpt"ll'
,
, ,
'
n01\V,OOS'
E''TT
WV OT'
E'TTOt7JCTEV1 KaTa, TO, EtKO�
1 0 'Tf"O'TJ� EtU W�
"
.J.
t
8TJVaL,
TV
OVK apa J.LOVOV T'TJV aoEI\'fJ'T}V
EOE'
Ul\1\a Ka' aVTOV
1
A(}
Kat EVTEV EV 7J CTWT'T}pt.a. J.LETa TaVTa OE 7J07J V'TTO (}EVTa Ta
1
,
' '"'
Ta\ E'TT
OVOJ.LaTa E'TTELCTOmOVV" O'TTWS' OE ECTTaL O'KE�a
E,CTOo,a,
otov Jv Tip 'OplCTTTJ � p.avla &,' �s lt\�4>87J Kat � uw1 5 T7Jpla 8ta TfjS' Ka8apCTEWS'. Jv p.£v oJv . T_OLS'. 8pap.aCTLV Ta
E'TTE,CTOOLU CTVVTOJ.La, 7J 0 E'TTO'TTOLta TOVTOLS' J.L7JKVVETat. T'TJS' yap
'0'"'OVCTCTELaS' OV p.aKpOS' 0 1\0'YOS' ECTTI.V' a'TT007JJ.LOVVTOS'
/
TWOS'
.
' ET7J 'TTOAAa Kat 1Tapa4>vAaTTOp.lvov vm) TOV JloCTEt8wvos Kat
"
oE Twv · otKOL ovTw� EXOVTWV WCTTE Ta XPTJ p.ovov OVTOS', . En
'
'
,
, ,,
' Q
.
20 p.aTa V'TTO J.LV'TJCTT7JpWV avai\,CTICECT(}at Kal. TOV VtOV E'TTt�oV, (} '
'"' ' ' ..l.
'
,
(}at, avTo�
oE
a'fJtKVEI.Tat XE'p.au ns, Kal. avayvwptuas
1\EVECT
, (}
'
, ' (}
' L0EJ.LEVo�
Ttvas E'TT
avTo� J.LEV ECTW
7J TOVS' o EX
pov� . ot- .
..l.
E'fJ()E'PE. TO J.LEV OVV LOLOV TOVT01 Ta
0 Ul\1\a E'TTELCTOota.
.
.;, ,
,._ ,
'"' , ' , 1 Ta 1 8
'
,
;
.
" UTI.
OE 1TaCT7J� Tpay<pota� TO J.LEV OECTtS' TO OE 1\VCTLS'
E
,
"l:
2 5 J.LEV EsW(}EV Kat. EVLa TWV ECTW(}EV 'TTOI\1\aKLS' 7J OECTL�, TO OE
1\0,'TTO V 7J 1\VUt�· 1\EYW OE OECT'V J.LEV Et.VaL TrJV · a'TT apX'TJS'
Q
't
ov J.LETa�atvEt
J.LEXP' TOVTov Tov p.Epov� o ECTXaTov ECTTt.V Es
ELS' EVTVXI.aV 'rJ EL� �TVXI.aV, 1\VCTLV OE 'T'TJV a'TTO T'TJ� apx7JS' T'TJ�
1
.,
,
,,
a ,
JI-EXPL
J.LETa�aCTEW�
TEI\OVS''
WCT'TT
Ep EV T<p A vyKEI. Tl.p �EOOEKTOV
A,/.
\
30 OECT'S' J.LEV Ta TE 1Tp01TE1Tpayp.EVU Ka' 7J TOV 'TTULOLOV ll'TJ'fJ'S' #Cal.
,
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'
* * 1\VCTLS' 0 7J a'TTO T'TJS' atTtaCTEWS' TOV (}avaTOV
'TTai\L� 7J aVTWV
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9 avEyv�pta£11 B : rqv a8E>ti>7Jv ex Ar add. Tkatsch et Gudeman, glossemate
q. Jv Tcp B :
II p.Ovov II: p.OV1Jv B
10 1ro>..vE,8os B
abusi
Tcp Victorius {Ar?)
I 5 8pap.a.al B (Ar) : app.aalV II
1 7 ov J:: om.
B
lUTlv II: om. B
1 8 Un-o Tov llou£,8wvos A : Un-o Tov 8Eov olim
Vahlen, mafim tim) TOl1 8Eoii cum Ellebodio
1 9 ETl rec : in (l7rl ?) Lat :
2 1-22 &.vayvwplaas TlvclS
l1rEl A : 1r0Ma (ex 1 8) B
2 1 8£ II: TE B
II : avayvwpui8Els B
22 lm8lp.EVOS O.VTOS B : aV?"os l7Tl8Ep.EVOS a.V?"os II
27 p.ETa{Jalvn rec (Lat, Ar) : -nv AB
28 � Els &.roxlav B (Ar) : om.
3 1 >..Vu,s 8' � rec (Ar) : a�
II
29 >..uyKEt rec : >..uKEt II : y.\vKEl B
(om. >..Vats) E: 87J>..wu,s, >..vats 8' � Gomperz (Arabi fisus, cuius testimonium
nisi quod Mu,s 8' � confirmat incertissimum est) : 8� a1rayw'Y7J, >..vu's 8' �
Vahlen
alTtaaEws II: al-r7JaEws B
8avaTou E (Ar) : .davaov Vahlen
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, \ TEaaapa
I
f.LEXP' TOV TEI\OVS'.. TpayctJotaS' oe\ EL07J eun
( ToaavTa
yap Kat Ta f.LEPTJ £..\ExOTJ) . � f.LEV 1TE'TTAEYf.LEV7J, �S' TO o.\ov
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7Ta0T)'TLKT)I 1 OLOV
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1TEpt1TE'TEta
Kat\ avayvwptUtS'
1 TJ OE
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A taV'TES'
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'V,(}.LW'TWES' Kat\ < 1 45�
Kat\ Ot< ' JsLOVES'1 TJ< OE
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TO\ oE
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�at\ oaa
EV q_ooV. p.ai\LU'Ta fl-EV
OVV a1TaV'Ta OEt 1TELpaafJaL EXELV, el 8£ 11-�· 'Ta p.iyta'Ta KaL 1TAELU'Ta, aAAWS' 'TE
Kat ws vuv avKocpavTouatv Tovs . 1TOt7JTas· yeyovoTwv yap KafJ' s
£KaU'TOV fl-EpoS' ayafJwv 1TOLT)'TWV EKQU'TOV 'TOU l8tov ayafJou
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f
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3 2-33 Touaiha
E>.ix8TJ (A) obscura
1456a2 07J� B : o'l� A : spat.
vac. in Lat : orpti; Bywater col i . q.sSas, sed obstat 1 459b8-9 o B : om. A
6 EKaUTOV TOU rec : EK4C1TOV
4 ruw� TE cp : a.Uws )'E B : aM , WU)'E A
Toii E l8lov A : olKElov B (ct I +H b l o)
7 Kai. TpaycpSlav E : Tpaycp8lav
Kat Else
8 ovOEJ-t w� Zeller : ov8ev i.uw� AB : nihil minus (1}uuov) I.at :
iuw� nori vcrtit Ar
Toiho II : TO�WV B
1 0 ap.t/Jonpa apLKpOTEiu8aL
Immisch : ap.if,oTEpa avnKponia8at B : ap.t/Jw ad KpOTEia8aL A : ambo semper
1 2 8e Myw B (Lat) : oe Myw 8e A
coadiu•t!are (coadu11.a re Lobel) Lat
1 5-1 6 C17Jp.Eiov 8l II (Ar) : om. B
1 6 lMov oATJV II (Ar) : iAtoV1TOALV B
1 7 7j Vahlcn : om . .11
vt6{37JV E : e7J{Jai8a l\T. Schmidt : 'EKcif37JV vertit
1 9-20 Kai.
1rpayp.aa' A : sed. Suscmihl
G. Valla
1 9 Tai� A : Toi� B
20 UToxa{oVTaL
f3ov..\oVTat· A : -ETaL . . . �!TaL Heinsius : -ETat
-ov-raL
Christ
8avp.aaTw� A : -wv Tyrwhitt : TtfJ 8avjJ.aa-r!fj Castelvetro ·
.
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7paytKov yap ToiiTo Kai . cptAavOpwTTov. ';unv 8€ ToliTo, oTav
o aocpo� JLEV j.LETa 1TOVTJpta� (S') £ga1TaTTJ0fi, waTTEp l:tav
cpo� Kai 0 av8pE LO� JLEII a8tKO� 8€ �TTTJ8fi. €anv 8€ -roiiTo Ka�
ElK(Js W0'1TEp 14ya0wv ,\£y££, dKo� yap . ylvEaOat 7TOAAa
� �
\
,
�'
'
\
r
OH
V7TOI\ap.OE
25 Kat\ 1Tapa' TO £LKO�. Kat' TOll
xopov
Ella
f1aV££11
1
A
A
f
fl\
'TWV
V7TOKptTWV,
Kat\ JLOptoll
£LIIat TOVA _01\0V
Kat\ O'VVaywI�
IY
\ A
• \ \.
A
� .I.
ll
"
a/\1\
JLTJ W0'1TEp
. TOtS
Vt.�:oEO'Vat
W0'1TEp .LJO't'OK/\Et
Evpt7TLOTJ
.
8€ AOt7TOL� 'Ta 48op.Eva ot8€v p.ii,Uov 'TOV p.v8ov 7} aAATJ�
>I i;
I
I
� \
t
�I
t Q I\
>I �
'tpaytpota�
Eanv· ow EJLHOI\tp.a f!OOVO'W
1TpwTov
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{JaSl,£t tP (Ar) : -£tv AB
1TpOacrfJp.alv£t tP :
I 7 1TOT£ AB : 1TOTE Spengel
1Tp0crfJp.alvn AB
I 8 £ariv rr : om. B
I 9 Kara TO Reiz : 7'0 KaTa AB
2 I 'ri 8£ n: T] B
22 E1TLTa,ftv rr : T] £1Tl'-ra,ftv B £{Ja8ta£V s, interrogative
2. 3 8€ A (Lat
Cooke : (J.p ' ) £fM8ta£v Vahlen
f30.8,,£ rec : £{JO.St,£V S
{Ja8l,£t tP (Ar) : -£tv AB
27 n TI: om. B
T) : 81. lrrrt v B (Lat 0)
29 crfJp.alvwv
28 0 K>..l.wv AB : . 7'0 K>.l.wv Bigg
£l� rr : £�ij� B
JO av8pc!J1TOV (sc.
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Diels ex Ar : p.£ya>..twrwv S
l457bi lac. explenda ex Arabis ' supplicans domi�Zo cadorum ', unde €1T£v�ap.£V.o� Llti 1rarpl resti tui t D iels, £v�ap.£�·o�
.dd Wilamowitz ; nomen quadruplcx latere videtur Bywatcro
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2 VrPTJP"JfLEVOV E: a,P- ex I 4S8ai-4 Spengel (cf. pap. Theophr. 79)
6 alyvvov II (Ar) : alyv>J.ov
3 ieTJ>.>.ayp.lvov II {Ar) : £e€A7JAayp.lvov B
B
y>..W7-Ta II : -av B; in Ar sequuntur ' dory autem est nobis proprium,
7 a1ro II: KaTa B
populo ( .?) autem glossa '
8 a1ro1 II: KaTa B
' '
·�
' '
·�
�
·�
B
TO' A : om. B
-ro' noos
noos
9 E1Tt
noos
7J'" A : €1ft
I o- I 3 otov
II : om. B
I O 8£ fl.ot A : autem mea (8' €p.T}) Lat
I 2 £a8>..a A
{Ar) : premia (d8.\a ?) Lat TO yap A : TO fLEV yap tP
I4 apvaas Ka� TEpoWV
Tyrwhitt (apvaas iam rec, Ka� rec al.) : £pvaaC1K€ TEfLWV B : a€pvaaC1K€T€fLWV
A : exsecuit secans Lat
Tap.wv Bekker
Tava"J/K€i] TavaKet B ( ' acuto '
Ar) : aTTJp€t A : duro ( aT€tplt) Lat
I7 Ka� II: om. B
18 8€vTepov II : 8€V-r€pov B ·
1 9 1rpoan8laatv II {Ar) : 1rpoT- B
2I tiP"]
. 24 � E : del. M. Schmidt (non vertit Ar)
A : apTJv B
·
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� 8vap;as {3£ov. EVLOL� 8' OVK €anv ovop.a K€Lf.L€VOV TWJ) ava- 2 5
· r
'
'
'i"'
'� '
,\£X(}TJU€Tat•
,\oyov, a' ,\,\ ' OVOE"V
TJTTOV·
Of.LotW�
. OLOV TO TOV
I
.J..
1
1.' 1
1.
..J. I
Kap1TOV f.LE"V a'f'LE"VaL U7T€Lp€LV, TO 0€ T'T)V 'f',\oya 0:7TO TOV
',\,\' Of.LOLW�
t I . E"X£L
J/
...,.
\
\
< ,\ I
) I
7J WV aVWVVf.LOV" a
TOVTO
11po�
TOV
TJ",\WV Kat
. I
I
�
TO\ U7T€tp€tV
11p0� TOV Kap7TOV,
OW
c:tp'T)TaL ( ( U7T€LpWV (}€0KTLUTaV
·
cf>Aoya" . €an 8€ T£� Tpo7TCp TOVT<tJ Tij� f.L£Tacpopiis X,pija8at 3 0
..J. I
TWV
Kat a",\,\ w�, 1Tpoaayopc:vaavTa TO a' ,\,\oTpwv
. a7TO'f'TJaat
.J..
1
>·
I
'
"
I
I.'
"
A
OtK€tWV TL, OLOV €L T'T)V aU7TWa €t7TOL 'f'La,\TJV f.LTJ .t1.p€W� a' ,\,\'
UOLVOV. * * 7T€7TOLTJf.LEVOV 8' EUTLV 0 oAws f.L� KaAovp.€VOV V1TO
TLVWV aVTO� TW£Tat 0 1TOLTJT��. 8oK£L yap €vta £lvat TOtav�a.
· ...,.
I
\
/ ' )
O tOV Ta\ K£paTa
c:pvvya� Kat\ TOV
t€p€a
ap'T)T'T)pa.
€7TE"KT£Taf.L€VOV 35
8£ EUTLV � acf>nPTJf.LEVOV TO f.LEV £av cpwv�£VTL p.aKpOTEP<tJ 1 45 �
K£XPTJf.LEVOV fJ TOV olKE"LOV � av.\Aaf3ij £p.f3c:f3,\TJf.LEVT/ TO 8€ av
.
I
.-. €7TE"KTE"Taf.LE"VOV
1
I
\
'.J..
TL T/ aVTOV,
a'f'T/PTJf.LE"VOV
f.LE"V
OLOV TO\ 7TO',\ €W�
1TO,\TJO� Kat TO Il'T),\££8ov llTJATjtcl8£w, acf>nPTJf.LEVOV 8€ olov TO
KpL Kat TO 8w Kat "p.la ylvc:Tci.L ap.cpoT£pwv orp " . EgTJA- 5
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I
r
I
,\ayp.£VOV
01.'> €UTLV
OTaV TOV- OVOf.Lar:,Of.L€VOV
TO f.LE"V KaTa,\€t1TT1
1.'
r I
- OLOV TO "OE"fi>LTE"pov
1.' /: I
I.' /:
" avTL TOV- o£sLOV.
TO 0€
1TOtT/1
KaTa p.ar:,OV
aVTWV 8€ TWV OVOf.LclTWJ) Ta f.LEV app£va Ta 8€ (}�,\c:a Ta
.
I
, TO' N Kat p Kat "-''P Kat
' oaa
" T.E",\£VTC!-- £L�
1.'� f.L£Tastv,
"
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p.c:v
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J
I
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(TaVTa
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oaa €K
TWV
p.aKpa,
OLOV €tS
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'f'WV'T)E"VTWV
.
Kal Q, Kal TWV E1TE"KTE"tvop.€vwv £l� A · waT£ iaa avp.f3alv£�
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27 a1J'O E : E1J't
25 EVlots II : Evlwv B
K£{p.£VOV II (Ar) : om. B
M. Schmidt
29 TOV Kap1TIJV A : (Tov a"'dVTa) TOV Kap110V Castelvetro
32-33 ill' aOtVOV Victorius : &,\..\a OtVOU A
33 KOUp.ou explicationem
deesse vidit Madius
. 35 ;pvvyas Victorius : Epvvyas A : Eptvrya<; B
2 'll tP : � A au,\..\aPii'
14588 1 -3 TO fLEV
a"''lJPTJP.lvov II (Ar) : om. B
·EfLP£PATJP.fV'lJ rec : -� -TJ A
3 a"'TJPTJp.lvov TL 'll tP : #�PTJ p.f.v OVTL � A :
4 1TTJA£{8ou rcc : 7TTJ>.los A : 1TTJ>.lws B :
-rt � B
1TOA£w<; B : 1J'OA£o<; II
5 o,P Victorius : 07]<;
IITJ>.lO<; (IITJMjo<; Kat TO II7]A£{8ou) M. Schmidt
A : 07]<; B : spat. vac. in Lat
6 ovop.a(op.lvou .1 : vop.t(op.lvou Snell CJC pap.
Theophr. 93
9 Kat ii rec (Ar) : om. E
8-1·7 damnavjt Ritter
1 3 11>.�0n B (Ar) : 11>.�87] II
•

•

•
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"J.
OVOJLa . TE.\EVTq.,
UVV
ETaI EU'TLV.
EtS' 0� E\ a'f'WVOV
OVOEV
1 5 otiS€ Els 4>wvijEv {3paxv. Els S€ 'TO I Tpla p.ovov. p.tA& KOJJ+&L
>
\ y
I
�\
{: \
�\
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f'E'TasV
7TEJ!'TE
* * · 'Ta\ OE
EtS
'TaVTa Kat\
OE 'TO
7TE7TEp&. E&S'
N Ka� E.
JU�EWS S€ apE'T� aa4>fi Kat p.� Ta7TE&�V Elva&. . aa- 22
' OVV EU'TLV 'fJ• EK
- KVptWV
'
'
'
'
JLEV
'TWV.
OVOJLa'TWJ!1
'f'EU'Ta'TT}
a',\,\a'
J.
"" '
'
20 TaTTEtv�· TTapaSEtyp.a S€ � K,\Eo4>wvTos TTolTJa&s Kai. �
E8Evl,\ov. &Ep.� 8€ Kili. l.�aUaTTovaa To lStwnKov �- Tots
.
.
�EVtKots KEXPYJP.lVTJ· �EVtKOV S€ Atyw . y,\wTTav . Kat f'ETaJ...
\
, I
I
Kat\ E7TEK'TaU&V
KaL\ 7TUV 'TO\ 7Tapa\ 'TO\ KVptov.
'l'opav
a' ,\,\' aV
'TLS' aTTaV'Ta 'TOtaV'Ta 7TOL�an' 1} aivtyp.a EU'Tat 1} {3apf3a�'
,L
,
,'
'
'
.,..
,
25 pt.ap.os· av JLEV ovv EK JLETa.,.,opwv, atvtyp.a, Eav o E EK
y,\wTTwv, f3ap{3apuip.os. alvlyf.LaTos TE yap lSla avTTJ J.aTl,
r
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� 1
\
1
1 , 1.
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aovvaTa
avva.,.
, at· KaTa' JLEV ovv TTJV
'TWV
VTTapxovTa
TO' ,\EyovTa
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8EULV OVX
OtOV
'TE 'TOV'TO 7TOL7JUat, Ka'Ta\
'
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f.LE'Ta'f'opwv
EVOEXE'Tat,
'TTJV
OLOV " avop
EWOV
7TVpt\ xa,\KOV
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\
\
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30 E7T avept KO,\,\7JUaV'Ta , Kat Ta 'TOtaVTa. Ta OE EK 'TWV ')',\W'T'TWV
� I
- 8at' 7TWS' 'TOV'TOLS'"
R R
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f-Japf-Japtap.OS.
OEL
. apa
KEKpaa
'TO, JLEV
\
I
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\
\ '�
yap 'TO f''YJ WtW'TLKOV 7TOL7JUEt f'TJOE 'Ta7TELVOV1 O WV 'fJ ')',\C,t)'T'Ta
Kal � JLE'Taq,opa Kat o Koap.os Kat Ta,\,\a 'Ta Elpnf.Llva
I
J.
\
\ �\
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' I
���
€1.07) 1 'TO OE KVptoV 'TTJV aa'f'7JVEtaV. OVK E,\axta'TOV · OE f'EpOS'
- ,\EsEWS'
'
J. '
R ' ,\,\E'Tat E&S'
'
·�
'1:
5 8b UVJLt-Ja
'TTJS'
'TO' aa'f'ES'
Kat' f'TJ' WtW'TLKOV
al E7TEKTaUELS' Kat U7TOK07Ta� Kat l.�aAAayat .'TWV ovop.a>
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q . avv8€Ta 1: : TaiiTa AB : eadem Lat
1 6 7rEVT€ B: TO 'TrWV TO Va'TrV TO
,&vv TO 8opv TO aaTV in rriarg. cod. Estensis J OO adnotavit G. Valla, uncle in
rec quosdam devenerunt ; diverso ordinc Ar ex hi bet ' dory poy (?) napy
1 9 o�v II : om. B
2 1 To
gony ', quintum vocabulum corruptum
i8LWTLKOV � Tots II: T<jj i8,wnK<jj 7i Tlp B
2+ U7TaVTa B : av a7TaVTa II
25 €clv A : av B
7r0L�C1]l rcc (faciat Lat) : 'TrOLijaal AB EaTaL II : EaTLV B
28 lliwv Twining ex Piccolominii
27 imapxovTa A : Tel inrapxoVTa B
versione (Ar) : om. B .
29 8£ II : om. B
p.€Tac/Jopwv Bywater :
-av A
av8p' i8ov A : virilem Lat : av8pe!; el8ov B
'"vplxa.A#Cov B : corr.
30 Ta 8€ B : om. II
Robortellus
3 1 f3apf3ap,ap.os II (Ar) : {Jap
K€Kpaa8aL n (Ar) : K€Kpla8aL II
7"0 A : TO ,€ (lectio incerta ;
f3apos B
vix TOTe) B : Ta Sykutris
32 To p.� B : ,.,.� A
1458bi uvp.{Jill€Ta'
8: -oVTw rec
2 Kat1 II : al B ·
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TWII' 8ul. Jl-EII yap TO a,\,\ws- exnv � Ois- TO KUpLOV 7TO.pa
\
� \ �\
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t
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TO\ €tW
jltj!IIOJ1-€VOV
TO Jl-TJ WLW'TLKOII 7TOLTJUH1 OLO. 0€ TO KOL• ·8
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€CJ'TO.L
WCJ'T€
OVK
op
WS' 'f't:yovVWIIHV 'TOV- €tW
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aLv oi Jmnp.wvus- -rip TOLOUTctJ -rpo1TctJ -rfjs- Sta,\IK-rov Kal. 8ta\
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'TTOLTJ'TTJII
OLOII EVK,\HOTJS'
KWJ1-CfJOOVII'T£S
0 apxaLOS'
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Tp01Tl{J_ yt: OLOII' 'TO 0€ /.L€'Tp011 KOLIIOII 0.1TO.II'TWV fECJ'TL 'TWV p.t:pWII' Kat yap p.t:ni�qpais- Kat y,\wr-rats- K� l. -rois- <1,\,\ots
�iSt:at XPWJl-fEVOS' a1Tp€1TWS' Kal. t1TlTTJ8€S' €7TI. Ta yt:,\oia 'TO
O.V'TO all a7Tt:pyauaL'TO . 'TO 8E: app.o'T'TOII O(]QV . Stacplpt:L €7Tt 1 5
TWV E1TWII 8t:wpt:lu8w EIITL8t:p.l11WV 'TC.OV Ollop.a-rwv · t:lS' 'TO ' p.lTPOII. Kat €1rl. -rfjs- yX.w-rTTJS' Sf. Kat €7TI. -rwv p.t:-racpopwll Kal.
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6-7 StaKwJL<ij8ouVT£� II: -o� B
8 ov B : om. II
9 .q EmXaP1J" B
( 'H·mx&.P"l" Tyrwhitt, 'Emx&.PTJ" Bursian), 'per laetitian� ' Ar : 7f'm xaptv II
£l8ov B : l8ov A : l8<1v GompPrZ (Lat?)
10 civ ')'Epa,.,.€110� A : av ')'€ &.pa
ILEIIOS B : utique ( = av), tum spat. vac. in Lat : E')IKEpa,.,.€�0, ?
I I 1TW�
E (Ar) : 1TclV7'WS Hermann : a1Tp€1TCJj� Twining
I 2 ,.,.,Tpov A : ,.,.,TptOII
1 5 &.p,.,.oTTov rec (Lat) :
Spengel
i4 ETTI. Ta B (Lat) : ETTma A
&p,.,.oTTovro� A :. &.p,.,.oTTov 1rw� B : O.p,.,.oTToVTws Tucker
1 6 ovo,.,.aTwv
A : (Kvptwv) ovoiLaTwv Vahlen (cf. 1 8)
1 7 Kal. 1 II : om. B
20 AlaxJ�ov Kal. E : AlaxvAcp Essen
1LETa8lVTo� B : 1LETan8lvTo� A
21 Kvplov £lw8oTo� E : alterutrum (potius Kvplov) dclendum censuit olim Vahlen,
23 �ayl8wvav Hermann (-a rec) : �aya8at�a B
Kal. interposuit Heinsius
(post ultimam litt. foramen, quo v perisse potest)
: �aya8£va A
25 o>.lyo�
.
II: O�t')'OUTOS B
&.n�Cl]s B : a€t817� II
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8t�poll ctE"tKEALOll KaTaB£1.� OALyrJll T€ TpU7T€,all,
8t�poll p.ox87Jpoll KaTaB£1.� fLLKpall T£ Tpa7T£,av30
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� \ 'A ,/... I� ·
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1JLOll€�
rtpt'f'pao1}�
KaL TO 1JLOll€�
Kpar:,OVULV,
€TL O€
,
� '
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TTJ- oLaT�V� TpaycpoOV�. €KWfLlpO€L OTL a OVOH� all €L7T€L€ll €ll
J\EKTlp TOVTOL� XPWVTaL, . olov TO 8wp.aTWll a7TO at\Aa fL�
a7TO 8wp.aTWll. Kat TO ae8£ll KdL TO Jyw 8€ liLll Kat TO
;9a :4xLAAEw� 7TEpL aA,\a fL� 7T€pt :4x,AA€w�. Kat aaa 0.,\,\a
""
� ·
TOLaVTa.
oLa
yap TO . fL'YJ ELVaL Ell TOL� KVpLOL� 7TOLEL. TO' fL1J'
l8twTLKOll Ell Tfj ,\€gn aTTaVTa T<l TOLavTa' EKEtliO� 8€ TOVTO
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I
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t I
1
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p.eya
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TO\ £KaUT<{_J
TWll ELP1JfL€liWll
7rpE7TOli'1JYliO£L.
EUTLll
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5 TW� XP1JUB aL, KaL oLTTI\OL� Ollop.aaL Kat yi\WTTaL�. 71'01\V oe
p.eyt.aToll TO fLETa�opLKOll ElllaL. p.olloll yap Tofho ovn TTap'
at\Aov E(]TL- Aa{3E'iv ElJ�vtas T€ U1JfLEt0ll E(]TL' TO yap . EV
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.,
'
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TO' TO' OfLOLOll
TWll 0�· OliOfLaTWll
B€Wp€Lll £(]TLll.
fLETa'f'Ep€Lll
Ta\
JLEll 8LTTAa p.aALaTa apfLOTT€L TOt� 8tOvpap.{3oL�. al 8€ yAwT
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TOL� '1JPWLKOLS aTTaliTa XP1JULp.a
Ta\ ELP1JfLElla,
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lap.{3ELOL� Sta TO OTL p.aAtaTa A€g,ll fLLfL€tU8aL TaiiTa apI
JLOTTEL TWll Ollop.aTWll oaoL� Kall Ell 1\oyoL� TL� XP1JUaLTO'
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0"' Ta TOLaVTa TO KVptOll KaL fLETa'f'opa Kat KOCTfLO�.
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15 7TEpt fLEll ovv Tpaycf18la� Kat Tij� Ell · Tcp 1rpaTTEW p.tp.�a�w�
t
'
EUTW 'T]JLLll. ' LKalla
Ta ELP1JfLElla.
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27 T£ B (Lat) : �€ A
p.eran8£tS A : p.£Ta8£'is B
26 Myot A : Myn B
2 9 �ltf>pov B (Lat) : �ltf>pov T£ A
3 1 �t01'£S
TztOV£') B : LWI'£<;
1] LWV£S n
32 £L1T£t£1' £v] £L7T71t £v A : £L1T£t£V B
1459a4 TO B : Tip A
1rp£1rOVTWS
n (Ar) : -wv B
5 �mAois n (Ar) : �t' a'TTAOiS' B
I I a'TTaVTa A :
]"
..
� I
·� I
"
"
" aVTa Ta' B
a'TT
I 3 OUOtS Kal' £V IIOyOtS OUOtS Kal' £111\0)'WS B : OUOtS Kat £V
OUOt') Aoyots n
TtS B : Tt vel · rl n
I + TO KVptOV Kat p.Eratf>opa n :
KVpta Kat ft£Ta,Popa'i B
1 7 Ka'i EI'· I.L,T/X{J n : Ka'i £p.p.irpou B. : KaJI EVt
p.irpt{J :Butcher
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f/
\
'
>
�
��
I
� � 'TOVS
p.v'8OVS' Ka8a1T£p
£V
TatS'
OTt
0€1.
(1VVLU'TaVa£
Tpaycpatat.S'
\
I
"\
\ I
"
�
£XOVapap.aT£KOVS'
Kac.\ 1T£pc.\ p.c.av
1Tpar;;i:.LV 01\T}V
Kac.\ 'T£1\££aV
f ""'
1\
ff
t1
'
\
\
I
\
C\
fl'\
20
01\0V
UaV apXTJV Kat. P,.£Ua Kac. 'T£1\0S, LV 1 WU1T£p t:.lpOV. £V
' r 1
r
1
' ,
t� 1 �-\
""'
\
'
1
'
II E P I II O I H T I K H �

�

1TOLTJ TTJV OC.K££aV TJOOVTJV, 07}1\0V, Kac. P,.TJ op.ot.aS' tUTopc.at.S TaS'
"
, I
,
l l:.
1
� 8at
££VaL, £V ac.s
avayKT}
OVXC.
p.taS' 1Tpar:,£WS'
1TO££LU
UVV8£U£LS'
I
>
I
\\ r \
IQ
� I\
07}1\WUW �1\1\ £VOS' XPOVOV, OUa £V 'TOV'Tlp UVV€tJTJ 1T£pc. £Va
" .\ I
"\ \ \
"
. 7J 1Toi\£1.0VS, WV £KaU'TOV WS' £TVX£V £X££ 7TpOS ai\1\T}I\a.
WU7T£p
1
yO.p . Ka'Tn 'TOVS' aV'TOVS' xpovovs if 'T EV .Ea.\ap.tVL eylv£'TO :zs
vavp.axta Kat � EV .Et.Kt:Mg. Kapx7JSovtwv p.axTJ ovS€v
7Tp0S' 'TO aVTO uvvntvovuat TEAos' OV'TW Kat . EV TOts ecp£gfjS'
XPOVOLS' EV{O'T€ y{v£Tat 8aT€pOV P,.£Tn flaT£pov� ee clJv �V
\\ '
�
1\
I
�\
� ' 'Y£V£'Tat
'T£1\0S.
UX£OOV
0£
OL• 7TOI\I\OC.
'TWV 7TOLTJ'TWV 'TOV'TO
OVO£V
Spwut. Sc.o WU1T£p £i7TOP,.£V ifSTJ Kat Tavrn 8£U7TEU£0S' av 30
cpav££7] " Op.7JpOS' 7Tap0. 'TOVS a.\.\ovs�- Tijl p.7JSE 'TOV 7ro.\£p.ov Kat.
7T€p EXOV'Ta apx�v Kat TEAos E7T£X€tpfjuat 7TOL£tV o.\ov- .\tav
yO.p av p.lyas KaL OVK £VuVV07T'TOS Ep.€.\.\t:v EU£u8at 0 p.v8os'
IY
\1
1
I
\
Ka'Ta7T£7TI\£'YP,.£VOV
'TTJ 7TOLK£1\1.Cf.
7J 'Tlp P,.£Y£8£1. P,.£Tpta�:.OV'Ta
vvv s· £v p.lpoS' a7To.\a{Jwv E7T€tuoSlotS' KEXPTJTaL aVTUIV 35
7To.\.\ofs, ofov V£WV KaTa.\oycp KaL a.\.\ot.S' E7T£tuoStots (Sts]
St.a.\ap.{Jav£1. 'T�V 7TOt7JULV. ol s· a.\.\ol. 7T£pt eva 7TOLOVU£
Kat 7T€pt EVa xpovov Kat p.tav 7Tpa.g,v 7To.\vp.£pfj, otov 0 , Tn 14 5<J
\
\
'1'\ I �
lT I
I
1\taoa,. Totyapovv £K p.ev
7TOL7JUaS'
Kac. TTJV
p.t.Kpav
.n.V7Tpta
I
I
'1'\ I �
·o�
�I
r
I
avuu£c.as p.c.a Tpaycpac.a
7TOL€ �t.Tat eKaTepas
1\Laaos Kat
� Svo p.ovat, eK S€ KV7Tplwv 1ro.\.\at Kat Tfjs fUKpas
1'
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'f'

fl
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\

t1

"
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\

A

'

A

A

A

A

A
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'
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2 J -22 lcrro20-2 1 iva
'ITOLfj B : iv'
'1TOL£i A : que
Jacit Lat
plat� -ras crov8lu£t� Sophianus, Dacier ( ' co�positiones ' = uvv8tuEt� habet Ar):
2 3 1T£p1 n : i} 1T£p1 B
icrroplat� TOS uvv81]uEL� B : i'crropla� "''a� uvvq8£L� n
27 OVTW n (Ar) : OVr£ B
28 p.£-ra
26 vavp. axla B (i.at) : vavp.axo� A
8a-r£pov rec : p.E-ra 8a-rlpov E
3 1 -rep rec (Lat) : -ro AB
33 av tP : aJ
3 3-34 o p.v8o� 17 B : 17 A : spat. vac. in Lat
AB
p.tya� B, Nee : p.tya A
34 p.£-rpta{ov-ra Ka-ra'1T£1TAEyp.lvov E : -a{wv -p.tvo� Schoemann
3 5E'ITEtuoSlot� E: om. Ar, quod ad homoeot. referre dubito
36 KfXPTJTat
35 aV-rwv AB : ipsi Lat 0, ipsis Lat T
36 ci.AAot� ll: lliw� B
S1u (sed
�sum) A : his his Lat : om. B : ol� rec
1459br Kai p.lav E : non habet
Ar, vide ut fortuito
2 Kt/rrpta Castelvetro : KV'ITptKJ. E
4 p.ovm
Arec : p.Ova� AB
•

•

•

• •

•

•

•

•

•
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A P I � T O T E A O TI:

[[rrM'ov] OKTW, ofov 07TAwv Kplats, C/JtAoKT�TTJS ,
'
'
\
I
'
7TER_UtS
EupUTTUI\OS",
'
1TTWXHa, A aKatvat, '1'\1\WU
Kat a1T01TAOVS [Kat Elvwv Kat Tp<tJaDEs]] .
€n 8€ 24
Ta ELOTJ TaVTa 8Ei' EXHV T�V £7ro7Todav Tfj TpaycpSlC!, �
'
yap a1TMjv � 1TE1TAEyf-LIVTJV � �8tK�V � 1Ta81)Ttk�v· Kat Ta
I O f-Lip"f] £gw f-LEA01Todas Kat oifJEWS TtiVTa' Kat yap 1TEpmETELWV
1
I
I
\
� · I
� """
oEt
Kat\ avayvwptaEwv
Kat\ 1Tae"f}f-LaTwv·
ETt Tas
otavotas
Kat\
'
' 1\Es\ 'l:tv EXELV' Ka,\ws. ots a1Taatv "0f-L"f}pos KEXP"'JTat
T"f}V
Kat
1TpwTos Kat iKavws. Kat yap Twv 1TOt"f}f-LaTwv £KarEpov
auviUT"f}KEV � f-Lf:v '/,\taS a1TAOVV Kat 1Ta(}"f}TtKOV, � of:
rs 'OovaaEta 1TE1TAEyf-Livov (avayvwptats yap OtoAov) Kat �OtK�·
·
I
I
I
\
� \
. · \ It;
{3Epl\"f}KEV
1Q\
�
•
1TpOS
TOVTatS"
1TaVTa
V1TEp
OE
1\E!:, Et Kat, otaVOLC!
.
.d tacplpo o€ KaTa TE rfjs UUUTaUE�S' TO f-Lf}KOS" �
t ·
I
I
\
I
\
E1T01T0tta
Kat\ TO\ f-LETpov.
TOU,... f-LEV
OVV IJ."f}KOVS'
opos LKaVoS
0
� �
�
\
\
\
� I
\
I
ELP"'Jf-LEVOS' ovvau(}at yap oEt uuvopau(}at T"f}V apX"fJV Kat TO\
1\
1\ I
\
1
EL"f]' 0� 1 aV TOUTO, EL1 TWV
f-LEV
apxatWV
£1\aTTOVS"
20 TE/\OS" .
'
ai UVUTaUHS' ElEv, 1Tpos o€ TO ' 1TAij8os TpaycpOLWJ; TWV
\
\
1
I
1
I
I
I
�\
EtS
f-Ltav
aKpoaatv
n (}Ef-LEVWV 1Tap"f}KatEV. EXEt oE 7rpos TO
>1�
� \
>
I
I
eOS 7TO/\U
I
\ I 7"t "'} E1T01TOtta
(}at TO\ f-LEYE
LOtOV
ota
E7TEKTEtVEU
TO £v f-LE:V Tfj Tpaycp8lC! f-L� £v81xEa8at aJ.La 1TpaTTOf-LEVa
2 5 1TOAAa f-Lip"f] f-LLf-LEta8at aAAa TO £7TI, TfjS UK"f}vi}S .Ka'i TWV
� I
� \
I
1
1
I
�\
OE
V1TOKptTWV
f-LEpOS
f-LOVOV' EV
T'[J,.., €7T01TOLLC!
TO\ OL"f}Y"'JUW
OLa
5 'lt\u18os'
1\T

\
J.VE07TTO/\Ef-LOS",

'

·

Jl

"

�

1'

'

.,

"''

't1

f

C'

>

>

't\

"

,...

I

J1

•

I

C'

'

>

5-7 '7TAEOV
Tp�a8t:s E (Ar om. EvpV1TVAos et AaKatvat) : interpolatori
tribuit Else, alteri interpolatori 1TAlov (5). et Ka� Elvwv Ka� T�a8t:s (7),
quae verba iam Hermann post�a adiecta esse censuerat, sed ab ipso Ari
stotele ; 2-7 Totyapoiiv
T�a8t:s secluserat Ritter
5 1TAEov A :
'7T''Mov � H
0'7TAwv II (Ar) : ·a'7TAws B
6 AaKatvat A : -a B (Lat)
8 Tel t:i'&J raVTa llaavTa Tc hi&J B 8t:r B<I> (cit:� vertitAr) : a� A .
10 TaVTa
II : Taiira B : .,.aV.,.O. ( Ka� Ta Toii p.vOov p.EfYTI TaVTa ) Vahlen
1 3 1TpwTos
Ka� II : Ka� om. B
lKavws B<l> (Ar) : iKavos A
Ka� yap B (Lat) :
Ka� yap Ka� A
'7TO'Til-'a.,.wv B (Ar) : '7TOVT/fL&..,.wv II
£Ka'Tt:pov II : £Ka'Tt:pov aW'Tt:p B, unde £Kanpov £KaTEpws Gudeman
I 5 avayvwpLULS E :
16 8€
avayvwplans Christ
yap II : om. B
�O,K-r] E : �OtKOV Arec
I
7
KaT
a
Tf:
n};
avaTaO't:CJJ
S TO
rec : yap E
'7TaVTa II: '7TaVTas ' R
2 1 1Tpos 8€ B (Ar) : 1Tpoa8e II
p:ijKOS A : KaTa TO p.ijKOS Tijs O VUTaat:CJSJ B
24 1TpaTTOp.t:va II : 1Tpa-rTop.lvots B
•

•

•

•

•

•

·
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,
I
HIT£
aJLa
7TEpatVOJL€Va,
1
r/
....,
I
., t
OtKEt.WV
OVTWV aU'i)ETat
oyKo�. WUT€
TOUT
0r TOU""' 7TOtYJJLaTO�
EXE' To d.ya8ov El� JLEYaAo7Tp£7Tnav Kat To JLErafJO.,\,\€r.v rov
�/
'
I
1
'
I
.�
\
TO\ yap
30
aVOfJ-OLOL�
€7T€ti700t0t�·
aKOUOVTa
Kat\ €7T€tUOOtOUV
"
I
�
>
I
�
I
\
<:; 1
<;: 1
I
OJLOWV TO.XU 7TI\Y]pOUV €K7TL7TTHV 7TOtH Ta� rpay<pota� . TO 0€
\
'
\
""'
I
I
1
fJ-ETpOV TO\ YJpWtKOV
a7TO
T1}�
7THpa�
YJpfJ-OKEV. Et yap
TL� EV
I
I
�
>
\ \ �
\
<;:
a·Jf\/\1\qJ
TLVtI fJ-ETp<p
Ol.YJYYJJLaTLKYJV
7TOI\I\Ot�,
fJ-LfJ-YJUtV
7TOWLTO
1} EV
'
\
't\
,/.._ I
\
\
I
.
a7Tp€7T€�
TO\ yap
YJpWtKOV
UTaULJLWTaTOV
Kat\
. av 'f'aLVOtTO"
(ow
<;: I KatI YI\WTTa�
> .
I
>
\ I
<;: I
oyKwoEurarov
Kat JLE- 35
rwv JLETpwv
EUTLV
racpopas S£xErat JLa,\r.ura · 7T€pr.rr� yap Kat � StYJYYJJLa
.
riK� JLlJLY]Ut� TWV aAAwv). , TO s� laJLfJEiov Kat TETpaJLETpo'V
\
1
\
I
�
� \ a' TO- 1 46•
ETL O€
KWYJTLKa\ Kat\ TO\ JLEV
opxYJUTLKOV
TO\ O€
7TpaKTLKOV.
I
�
,
I
'� '
OW
OVOEt�
7TWT€pOV
Et, f.Ltyvuot
TL� aUTa, WU7T€p XatpTJJLWV.
.
I
�
<
I
I
I
>
>1.\ \
\ \>
JLaKpav
UUUTaUtV
�V
7T€7TOtYJKEV . YJ TqJ YJp<p(t), a/\1\
all.l\<p
WU1T€p Ei7TOJLEV mh� � cpVut� StSauKEt TO apJL6TTov avTfj
alpEiu8at . . " OJLYJPO� Se 0:,\,\a T€ TTO,\,\a aew� £7Tatveiu8at Kat 5
I
�
I
�\
OYJ
Kat\ OTL fJ-OVO�
TWV 7TOtYJTWV OUK ayvoEL 0 OEt
TTOtEtV auTOV.
\
\
\
I
1
I
1
�
\
\
1\ I
aVTOV yap . OEt
TOV
7TOtYJTYJV
€1\axtuTa
1\EyEtV" OV yap EUTL
"\ \
<;: '
<1 \
\
�.
I
<
I
'
I
I
KO.TO. . TaUTa fJ-tfJ-YJTYJ�. OL fJ-EV OUV a/\1\0t aUTOt
JLEV
OL
01\0U
'\
I
<:; 1
>\ 1
>\ 1
C:: '
,
IY
aywvt�:,OVTat,
fJ-l.JLOUVTaL UE
01\tya
Kat\ 01\tya.Kt�·
0 0€
01\tya
cppotJLLaUaJLEVO� ev8v� Eluayet avSpa. � yvva.iKa. 7} aAAo TL 10
\ \>
IQ
>
�
<;:
> <;: I >
'f'Q
YJUO�,
O.YJVYJ
a/\1\
EXOVTO. YJUO� . OH
Kat OVOEV
·JLEV OUV EV TaL�
I
�\ \ .
I
>
I
�
rpa.yqJor.a.t�
TTOtELV
TOI ua.VJLaurov,
fJ-0./\1\0V
o<;:> EVOEXETat
EV
I
'
"\
<::
"
I\
Q
R I
T'[J E1T01TOLLCf TO 0.1\0YOV, Ot . 0 UUfJ-tJO.LV€1.
ftal\tUTa
TO' uau"

t
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t
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'
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·
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29-30 Els p.EyaAcmpl7TELaV et TOV aKOVOVTa A : sed. Else
30 Kat A :
3 3 a'1JY'1P.aTLK�v B : a'"7Y'7fort. -rep
3 1 -ras -rpay�3las II : -r�v -av B
34 a-raatp.W-raTov A : -TEpov B
Tt�v A
3 6 yap Kat E : a€ Kw
Else : yap Kat (-raV-rv) Twining, fort. recte
37 p.lp.TJaLs BL' : ·KlVTJuts II
Kat A : Kat TO B
14608 I KLV7]TLKa Kat B : KLV1]'TLKaL A : -a
2 p.tyvvot rec : p.tyvolTJ B : IL1JYVVrJ A (fuit p.� yvVT], TJ fin. in lit.)
4>
3 Tcp B : TO A
5 aipEta8at Bonitz (eligere Lat) : a,a.LpEta8at AB
6 a�
A : aEr B
7 aV'TOV yap at;r II : aer yap avrov B
8 p.€v 1),' II:
p.€v oJv a,· B
ovalva ci.�81T B : ovalva
1 I �8os 1 A : del. Castelvetro
£v • E : Kav Gomperz
1f8TJ A : nullum morem Lat
�Oosz B : 7f8"7 II
I 3 a.\oyov Victorius : ava..\oyov A

•P
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A P I:E T OTE A O !:E

\
�
p.aUTOV, OLQ.
TO f.LTJ opav HS TOV
7rpaTTOVTQ.' £7TH Ta 1TEpt
1 5 -rTJv "EKTopos StwgLV £7TI. UK7JvfjS OVTa y£.\oL'a av cf>av£tTJ. oi
f.LEV £uTWT£S Kal. ov 8uvKOVT£S, 0 8€ avav£vwv, . £v 8€ TOLS
�· n
ni
,
,
t� '
�'
,
,.\avuaV£L.
£7T£ULV
TO 0€
uavp.aUTOV
TJOV'
U7Jf.LHOV o£1
1TQ.VT£S
yap 1rpounfJlvus aTTayyl..\,\oVULV WS xapt,Of.L£VOL . 8£8{8aX£V
8€ p.aALUT,a " C!P-TJPOS Kal. TOVS a.\..\ovs "'£vS-ry ,\ly£LV ws S£t.
2 0 EUn be TOVTO 1Tapa.\oy�up.os. oiovfat yap oi av8pw1TOL, OTaV
�
.
�
TOVOL
OVTOS TOOL
TJ TJ YLV0f.L£VOV ytVT}TaL, £1. . TO VUT£pOV £UTLV1
'.
'
{j
�
� '
.1. - �
£UTL 'f'£VOOS.
0£
OLO
KaL TO 1TpOT£pov £LVaL TJ ')'LV£UVQ.L' TOVTO
8£L', av TO 1TpWTOV "'£iJSos. a.\.\o S€ TOVTOV OVTOS avayKTJ ' £lvaL
1
. 1
·�
I ll
� 1
TJ.. Y£VEUUQ.L
TJ, npOUU£LVQ.L' OLQ. yap TO TOVTO ELOEVQ.L . a' ,.\· TJ (JES
\
25 ov 1Tapa.\oyl,£Tat �p.wv � 1/Jvx� Kal. To 1rpwTov ws ov. 1rap&.- .
8£typ.a 8€ TOVTOV i-o £K Twv Nl1rTpwv. 1TpoaLp£L'u8at T£ Set'
a8vvaTc:_1 £lKoTa p.a.\..\ov � 8vvaTa a1Tl8ava. TOVS T£ .\oyovs
p.1] ctvvluTauOa, £K p.epwv d..\oywv. d..\,\a p.&...\,uTa p.ev p.TJ8ev EX£LV a.\oyov, £l Se f.L�· ;gw TOV p.v8£Vf.LUTOS, WU1T£p
I
, /{j
·� '
0 ,� ,
\ ' f.LTJ £V
30
LOL1TOVS TO' f.LTJ' ELOEVaL
a1TEuaV£V,
a',.\1\a
1TWS
0 AQ.LOS
� ·
, .
'\ ,.\OVOL Ta' IIVULa
T([l opap.an,
WU1T£p
£V 'H·I\£KTpf!.
\,
'll
a1rayy£1\
,
"
•
"..1..
' M
T£S TJ"' £V
£K '1'
:1. £')'£Q.S £LS' TTJV MVULQ.V TJKWV ..
- VUOLS 0 . Q.'f'WVOS
wun: TO ..\lyELV . on avfJpTJTO av 0 . p.iJOos y£..\oL'ov· £g apx-rys
yap ov 8£L' uvvlurauOa, Totovrovs. tav 8€ Ofi Kal. <f>alv7JraL
35 £v.\oywrEpWS £v8lx£ufJaL Kat aT07TOVt £7TEt Kat Ta £v ' 08vul
,
� -\
\
U£L(/·a" i\O')'a
. Ta' 7T£pL TTJV £KU£ULV WS' OVK aV �'JV aV£KTa
07}1\0V
.
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14 E7T£� Ta B : E7TE,Ta Ta II
1 6 f'�V n: p.€v oJv B
ou II (Ar) : Ot B
1 7 post �av ·deest Ar usque ad 146 I a7
20 oi B : om. A
2 1 TO a,
TJ Tj B : T� a,· Tjv A: T� 8� Tj Nee : aut . . hoc Lat.
£L BtZJ : Tj A (EL in marg.
m. rec.)
22 £tva' II: Tj £tva, B
23 8Et B : 87J II
t/JEv8o) II :
t/JEvao) EL T� VUTEpov £an (ex 2 I) B
MAO 8� codices( ?) Ro bortclli : aMou 8�
A : dAA ' ova� B, Nee (Lat)
24 n Jortin, Vahlen : Tj S : del. Ellcbodius,
Bonitz
T� A : om. B
25 ovl B, m. rec. in lit. A : . quibus Lat
27 a8VvaTa £LKOTa II: £lKOTa
26 TOVTOU T� B : 70VTO A : huic Lat
a8VvaTa B TE II: 8� B
30 ol8{1tOU) s : 0 Ol8l7TOU) . Bywater : del. Else
AatO) rcc : l&.\ao) s
33 T� A : Tip B
avr]pTJTO B : aV'r]pE,TO A
34 8� Ofi B, Nee : 8E8fi A : autcm ponatur Lat (a� TE8fi codex Robortelli)
3 s €v8€x£a1Ja, s : a7To8€xEa8a, rec
Ka� clT07TOV II: spat. vac. in B
Ta EV
II : £v, tum in charta lacerata fort. .,..Y( ?) B
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. <TTJ�> TOV� ME"V€1\aov.
A tyE"t, 1J TTJ 1TOV1Jpt�, WU7T£p E"V
tc;:.
\
r
I
)
I
.J.. I
. Ta ft€V OVV €1TLnJ-t1JftaTa
E"K
7T€VT€
E"WWV
'r€povatV'
1J yap (0�
\ 1J ws
r
r
1
r
r
•� 1
r
Q\ Q
"\
1J w�
1J"' w�
V1TE"Vavna
1J" w�
plld.pE"pa
aovvaTa
a"oya
.
1Tap0:. rqv op80T1}Ta T�V KaTa TEXV1JV · ai �E "VUE"£� €K TWV
(}
�\
I
� I�
t \
t
I
25
O€
OWOE"Ka.
€tp1Jft€VWV
apt JLWV UK€1TTE"at.
E"tUtV
r
t
\
I
<
I
�\ Q \ I
.
l
nOT€pOV 0€ p€1\TtWV · 1} €7T07TOUK1J JLLft'T}Ut� 1J 1J TpaytK"'J ,
26
�ta7TOp�a£t€V av Tt�. E"l yap � �TTOV tf>opnK� {3€"T£wv, TOtaV�
fl
r
\
(}
t' \
I
Q \ I
\ I
E"aTa�
E"UTW a€£,I 1\taV
on
'YJ
01}1\0V
T'TJ 0 · 7) 7Tp0�
p€1\nOV�
I
,L_
\
t
t (}
I
a1TaVTa JLLJLOVJ-t€V1J 'ropnK1J' W� yap
OVK
ata
aVOJLE"VWV
\\
"'
'
'
- 7TOI\I\1}V
,1. - \
30
KWIJUW
KtVOVVTat, OtOV Ot• 'raVI\0£
aV
ft'T}\ aVTO�
1rpoa(}TJ,
'
\
t' '
� ,
"\ .
>\
'
..
(}
aVI\'T}Tat KVI\tDftE"VOt av OtUKOV OE"TJ fttft€tU at, Kat €1\KOVT€�
TOV Kopvtf>aiov av l.:KV""av avAwatv. � JLEV ovv TpayctJ�la
. ,.
1
r
1
\
r
1
' .....
TOtaVT'T}
E"UnV,
W�
Kat' OtC' 1TpOT€pOV
TOV�
VUT€pov�
aVTWV
ctJOVTO
'(}
I
•
Q l\ \
\'
'
•
•
•
M
V"'TOKptTa�· W� 1\taV yap V1T€ppai\I\OVTa 1T£ 1JKOV 0
VVVJ.UKO�
Tov KaA"t7T1Tl�1Jv . €KaAH, TotaVT1J 8€ 8o�a . Kat 1T€pt lltv- 3 5
8apov �v· w� 8' OOTOt €xovat 1Tpo� avTOV�, � 0"1} TEXV1J 1 4
\
\
t
I
Jl
\
\
' (}
\
t
1TpOS
'T'T}V
€1T01TOttaV
E"XE"t
· T'T}V ft€V OVV 7Tp0� . E"aTa� €7Tt€tKE"tS
tf>aaw E"lvat (oi) ov8ev 8lovTat TWV UX7JJ-taT(.UV, T�V 8€ Tpayt'
'
,1.
1\
,
t' - \
.,
..
,1.
K1JV
1rpos
'raVI\OVS'
on
av
H1J ·
E"t ovv 'ropnK7J,
01}1\0V
XHpwv
1TpwTOV JLEV OV Tij� 1TOL1JnKij� � KaT'T}yop[a cL\Aa Tij� lJ7TOKptTt- 5
'
•
"
(}
• .1. � 'r
K1JS, €7T€t
"'T€pt€pya�:.£a
at TOt� U7Jft€t0t� Kat pa'rctJOOVVTa,
E"Un
"'
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'
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\
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�
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�

�
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�
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1 8 awov ll : )uJTlov M. Schmidt : fort. lva.ll7'lov, cf. De gen. et corr. 3 1 5a3
19 W\oyla
p.oxBTJpla ll :
�povtp.o� rec (Ar) : -ov Nee : �poiiTip.ov A
corr. Vahlen
2 1 Aly£t 7j Tfj Victorius : aly£t�TTJ A : egieti Lat
7"fi
'TOV Vahlen (Ar): 'TOV A
25 £l0'�11 8€ 8w8£KO. n (Ar) : sed. Tucker
26 {J£ATlwv fP : {J£ATlov A
28 8' � rec (autem Lat T, om. Lat 0) : 8� A
a£l, Alav Vahlen : 8n I Ala.v A : spat. vac. in Lat
30 KLJIOVJI7'a£ rec (Ar) :
-a n
34 TTl87JKOV n: Ka).).lav Gudeman (qui hoc nomen in Ar latere
putat)
146281 8' o�Tot rec (Lat) : 8' o�ot 8' A
athovs- A :
O.VTOVS' multi
3 ot Victorius (Ar) : om. n O"XTJiroTWJI T�V rec (Lat,
Ar) : UXTJp.a(Ta a�)T�v A (Ta a� scr. m. rec. in loco macula deformato)
4 £l rec : � ll
8€ A : om. Lat
•
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A P l :E TO T E A O !:E .

07TE:p [£art] .Ewalarparo�, Kat 8t�8ovra, 07TE:p E1TOL£L MvaalI
1 "'
"'
,
U€0� 0 ' 01TOVVTW�.
EtTa OVO€
KLV7]0't� a1TaO'a a1TOOOKLf'aO'T£a,
"
.1..
\ \'
V \\
"
1,._
€L1TE:p f'TJO,._, opxTJO'L�, a/\1\
ai\I\L1T1TtO'!l
1Jr 'jJaVI\WV,
01TE:p
Kat' n..
0 E1T€TLJ.6aTO Kat vvv aAAoL� w� OVK EAE:vBlpa� yvvaiKa� f'LfLOV1
''
r ,...
ft€VWV.
€TL
1J rpayc.pota Kat aV€V KLV7JO'E:W<; 'TrOtH TO' aUTTJ�
)
J..
W0'1TE:p '1) E:1T01TOLta· uta , yap TOV avayLVWO'K€LV 'jJaVE:pa 01TOLa
I t .
)
TL�
E:anv· E:L) ovv . E:O'TL
ra y a/\1\a KpnrTwv, rovro yE ovK avay,
, , EXH
, oaaTTE:p 7] E:7ToKawv avrll V1TO:PXELV. E:1T£LTa
own 1ravr
5 1TOtLa (Kat yap r0 fLETplp ;eE:O'TL xpija8at) , Kat €n OV fttKpov
"'
",/,
"'
O'VVtCTTaV- .
ft€pOS TTJV fLOVO'LK7JV [Kat Ta� O'fJE:t�
TJS at 1JOOVat
] , OL
-. )
I
rat E:vapyEurara· ura Kat ro £vapyE� EXH Kat E:V Tll avayvw)\
1\
O'E:L Kat E1Tt TWV Epywv· ETL Tlp EV €1\aTTOVt f'TJKEL TO T€1\0S
) rijs 1-''f'-rlO'EW� Elvat (TO yap aBpowupm' ijowv � 1TOAA0 KEKpa
fLEVOV ' r0 XPOVl!'· ,.\lyw 8 ' o[ov E:L TLS TOV Olol1TOVV BEL�
\
'f' J..
) . ETL
1/
1
1/
\ I
\
TOll
"'-'O'fJOKI\EOV�
EV
E1TE:O'LV
OO'OLS 1J )1·/\La<;
. SIJTTOV f'La 1J
fLLft7JUts � rwv E1To1Totiiw ( U7JfLEiov 8€, EK yap o1rotaaovv
; 1-''f'7JUE:WS 1TI\ELOV� rpayc.putaL ytvovrat ) , warE E:av fLEV EVa
/LvBov 1TOLwatv, � {3paxlws OHKVVfLE:vov .1-'vovpov rfoalvEaBat, �
aKoAovBovvra rip TOV f'Erpov ft�KE:t v8apij· ,.\lyw 8E: otov
1
ll;
\
/\LaS
E:aV E:K 1TI\E:LOVWV
1TpasEWV
'!1 O'VYKELf'EV7], W0'1TE:p 1J .
r ' 0"' I
"
r
<
)
\\
EX£L 1TOI\I\a rotavra J-LEPTJ Kat 7] ovaaELa a Kat Kau E:avra
E:XEt f'EYEUO�· KaLTOL TaVTa Ta 1TOL7JftaTa O'VVEO'T1JKE:V WS EVf
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7 EOTI. II : del. Duentzer Kal. 8t48oVTa rec : Kat 8ta8oVTa A : et etiam cantantem Lat : Kal. 9.8oVTa Spcngel, fort. recte
8 o 07TOUVTLOS" rec (Ar) : o
7TOVVTLOS" A (pontius Lat)
I O E7TLTtp.fi:ro A : corr. m. rec. (increpabant Lat)
I I av.ri]s- A
I 3 Toiho Y€ A : ·hocque Lat
I4 f7T€LTa 8toTL II {Ar) :
fUTL 8e, OTL Usener : lac. ante f7TnTa stat. Thurot
16 Kal. TOS ot/J€tS" II
I 7 lvapyeaTaTa II: EV€py.- rec (Ar ?)
avayvwan
(Ar) : sed. Spengel
I 8 Tcp II: To
Madius e codicibus( ?) quibusdam : &.vayvwpla€t II {Ar )
Jortin, Winstanley
1462bi rursus praesto est B
Ti}s- p.tp.l}a€ws- II
{Ar) : EK f'LJ.LlJU€WS" B ij8tov 1j Madius : i8tov 1j n : .,;aov� II
2 ol8l7TOVV 6€LTJ
B (Lat, Ar) : 8l1rovv 6€{Tf OdTJ A .
3 To v tP, Nee : To AB
-r7 l..\taS' rec : 1j
l8las- A (8 in ..\ corr. m. rcc. ) , B : aut propriis Lat
p.la -r7 Spengel : -rl p.la AB
6 p.uovpov A : p.€lovpov B : gratidsum Lat
5 post ylvoVTat deficit Ar
7 Tov p.lrpov E : avp.p.eTp<p Bcrnays ante >.Eyw lac. stat. multi; post otov alii
1 0 KQLTOL Taiha TU rec : Kat TOtavT' aTT,B E
8 ., A : om. B
9 a rec : om. E

1 46lb

II E P I IIO I H'T I K H :E

t'
I t;
I
apu1ra Kat on p,ai\LUra p,t.a!>
o€xeraL
€W!> 1-'-'fl-'r'JUL!>.
1Tpat:,
€;, oov rovrot.!> r€ St.atf>lpH ?Taut.v · · Kat ln rip rij!> rEXVTJ!>
lpy(f) (S€i yap ov r�v ' rvxovuav �Sov�v 1TOL€iV auras aAAa
r�v €lp'r'Jfl-EV7JV) t/>av€pov on Kp€lrrwv av €;:'r'J p,aAAov rou
- '
I
1�
€1T01TOLt.a!>.
r€1\0V!> rvyxavovua r'r'J!>
I
\
'
""'
��
1T€pt. p,€v ovv rpaycpot.a!>
Kat. E1T01To ua!>, Kat. avrwv
Kat rwv €iSwv Kat rwv p,€pwv� Kat ?Toua Kat rt St.atf>lp€t,
· '
I
Kat.\ rov""' €V"' 'rJ"' fl-'r'J
TLV€!>
at.Tt.aL, Kat. 1T€pL €1TLnfl-'rJU€WV Kat.
(}
I\VU€WV, HP'r'JU w rouavra• * * *
I

\

t1

ft

1\

J

I

1\

\

\

"''

\

'

\ 1

'

I

'

'

\

\

t

\

I

-

1 1 fLLfLTJUts S : ,.,,,.,.qu£ts Spengel
1 4 Kp£LTTwv II: Kp£iTTov B
1 6- 1 7 icai. aliTwv Kai. A : · ipsisque et (aliTwv T£ Kai. ?) Lat : Kai. atinov B
1 8 '} <!> : £l AB
1 9 Touaih-a. II: Taih-a B ; sequuntur in hoc codice 1TEpi.
8£, tum lectu difficillima : . ?". �· . w fL w I [ . .] t;w-yp
w, uncle lO.p.fJwv( ?) Kai.
Kwp.cp8las (wv et Kai. et 8ias per compendia) restituitur ; ultima si re vera
fuerunt oti ypaif!w, non loquitur ipse Aristoteles.
•

•

·

Notanda subscriptio in Lat 0 primus aristotilis de arte poetica liber explicit,
cf. Eustratius in Eth. Nic. p. 320. 38 Heylbut : :4ptaToTl�TJS lv Tcp 1rpclmp
11£pi. 1TOLTJT£Kfjs (spectat ad Margitae mentionem, 1 448b3o et 38). Index
librorum Aristotelis apud Diog. Laert. 5 · 24 (83) 1rpayp.aTEla TlXVTJS
1TO£TJTtKfjs a.p, in vit'a Hesychiana (75) TlXVTJS 1TOtTJnKfjs p.
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I
t
EpOVJLEV.
�

Conf. adnot. crit . .ad 26, 1 462b 1 9·
II

.

\

t

\

f
I
o� E· KaL E1TEL
I . I I , I 3] I b 3 3 : . OJLOLWS
1j '7Tat8La 'TWV �S£wv Kai 1TaCTa aVECTLS Kai o y£,\ws 'TWV ��£wv
.,
\ ""
f t' l
\1
' (}pw1rovs
'
7JoEa
ELvat,
Kat.' av
KaL\ 1\oyovs
avayK7J Kal. Ta yEI\OLa
Kai ;pya· Stc.opLCT'Tat S€ 1TEpi YEAolwv xwpis £v 'TOLS 1TEpi
1TOL7JTLKijS.
\ I
t'
Id em Rhe t . 3 · I 8 , If19b 2 : 1TEpt. OE 'TWV YEI\OLwr,
£1TELS� 'TLVa SoKEL XPiJCTLV EXELV £v 'TOLS aywut, Kai SE'iv €4>TJ
t'
I,
I
I\
J"1
� .J.. I
.1. opyt.as TTJV JLEV · CT1TOVOTJV oLa'fl (}ELpEw TWV. Evavnwv YEI\WTL
t'
1\
t'
\I
"t'
CT1TOVorJ
.op()ws 1\Eywv,
ELPTJTaL 1roua ELOTJ
Tov oE yEI\WTa
C'
I
\ 1
yEI\O t. w v . ECT'TLV EV TOLS 1TEpL 1TOLTJTLKTJS, wv TO JLEV app.oTTEL
I
f
I
I\
\ I , /,
(}Eplp
aV'T(f)
1\"fJ<fiE'Tat.
'TO o,.. OV' 01TWS OVV 'TO apJLO'T'TOV
E/\EV
"
\
I
I
1\ (}
I
'T"f}S f3WJLOI\OXLaS
EpLW'TEpov·
0f JLEV
E/\EV
ECT'T& 0t'> "fJ ELpWVEt.a
yap aV'TOV EVEKa :TTOLEL T6 YEAOLOV, 0 S€ {3wp.oAoxos lT€pov.

ArtStOte1es Rhet.
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Aristoteles Rhet. 3 ·

2,

III

If04b37 : 'TWV S' ovop.a'TWV 'TrfJ. JLEV
uo<fotu'Tfi op.wvvp.laL XP�CTLJLOt (1Tapa TaVTas yap KaKovpyE'i)
I 1
t'
I
t'
\I
uvvwvvp.LaL
. 1\Eyw
oE
KVpLa· 'TE Kat u vvwvvp. a
Ttp 1TOLTJTrJ oE
I
> .J..
t' 1y
(}at Kat 'TO f3aoL�:,ELV'
OLOV 'TO 1TOpEVECT
KaL
TaV'Ta yap ap.<f�O'TEpa
I
I
_1 \ \ 1 \
KVpt.a Kat. CTVVWVVp.a at\1\"f}I\Ot.S. 'TL JLEV OVV 'TOV'TWV EKaCT'TOV
£un Kal. 1TOCTa EiSTJ JLETa4>opiis Kai on TovTo 1TAELCTTov SvvaTaL
I
1
.J..
I
"
'
Kat EV 1TOL7JCTEt.
Kat\ EV ,\oyots,
aLf JLETa'flopat,
Etp"f}TaL
Ka()a1TEp
\
E/\EYOJLEV
EV 'TOtS 1TEpt 1TOtTJ'TLKTJS.
Simplicius in Categ. 36. I 3 Kalbfleisch : Kal. yap Kal.
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FRAGMENTA

1
'A
',\TJ� £V
T<fJ Tt'£pt' Tt'OLTJTlKTJ� U V V W V V p. a HTt'EV ELVaL
0 nptUTOTE
I
\ Ta\ ovop.aTa
, I
I
� � ean Ta\
, I
� \ o< avTo�.
,\oyo�
wv Tt',\etw
p.ev
ota o.,
oE
_
t I
\
\ .J..
. I
TOI T£ ,\WTt'LOV Kat\ tp
71'01\VWVVfl-a,
.anov Kat TO 'f'apo� .
-

t

1

-r ·

1'

>

1'

'r'

I

.\

Antiatticista

m

�

IV

IOI .

Anecdotis Bekkeri

J 2 : KVVTOI

-raTov : J4ptaToTEATJ� Tt'epl. Tt'OLTJnKfj� T o 8 € Tt' aI V T W V K VVTOI T a TO V .
v

3 4 I h3 2 : JTI'EL 8€ T�v 8talpeatv
aTt'o8£xop.E8a TWV Jl.EAWV w� 8tatpoval nv£� TWV iv t/>tAoaotf>lq.,
� \ Tt'paKnKa\ Ta\ 0�· EV(}OVULaO'TLKa\ 7'L (}EVTE�,
\ TJ> (}LKa\ Ta\ QE
I
Ta\ ftEV
Kat\
\ EKaUTa
.,
I
'
.1.. I
\
TWV app.oVLWV TTJV
TOVTWV
OLKELaV
a"·,\,\TJV
'f'VO'
LV . Tt'pO�
I
I
.\
- .,
\ a"',\,\o p.epo�
> .J..
.J..
,\ELa� TTJ
n (}eaat,
'f'ap.ev
o�· ov p.ta�
EVEKa w'f'E
Tt'po�
p.ovatKfj xpfju8at 8eiv 0,,\,\a Kai Tt'AELOVWV xaptv (KaL yap
I
1 oE
� \ ,\eyop.ev
1
� � EVEKEV
\ K aI (} a p a t v ,
"
Kat\ Ka(}apaews--n
Tt'atoeta�
TTJV
vvv p.ev aTt'AW�. Tt'clALV 8' iv TOt� Tt'Epi Tt'OLTJTlKfjS €povp.ev uatf>e'
\ otayWYTJV,
�
I
\ . aVEO'LV TE Kat\ Tt'pOS
\
'O� E\ Tt'po�
O'TEpov-TptTOV
Tt'pOS
T�V Tfj� UVVTovla� avaTt'aVULV) , tf>avepov on XPTJO'TEOV p.ev
� \ TpoTt'ov
I
I
I
""'
r
f
\ avTov
1 \
Tt'aaats
Tats
app.ovtats,
ov1 Tov
oe
Tt'aaats
I
I
\
� I Tats TJ, (}tKwTaTat�,
\ p.ev
\ TTJV
\ Tt'awetav
XPTJUTEov,
.a',\,\a\ Tt'pos
Tt'pos
I
I
I
..., pu.::-r-tKaL�
"" Kat\
�\ 1
oE
al(poacnv
ETepwv
xetpovpyovvTwv
Kat\ TatsTai� €v8ovataanKai�. o yap Tt'Epi €vla� uvp.f3alvEL Tt'a8os
1
I
� J.. I
r I
fj/.
\
""'
""' � \ �
"t' VXaS I.O'XVPWS TOVTO EV Tt'aO'ai.S V1TapXEL1 T<fJ OE 'JTTOV ota'f'EPEL
Kat TijJ p.ti,\,\o�, olov €,\eos Kat tf>6{3os, En 8' €v8ovataap.o�·
\ V1TO
f \ TaVTTJ�
I
I
I
I
I
Kat\ yap
TTJ�
KLVTJUEW�
KaTOKWXLfl-01.
TWE�
EL(1LV, EK
8€ TWV iepwv Jl.EAWV opwp.ev TOVTOVS, o-Tav XP�O'WVTaL Toi�
/:
IY
,
\ ,/'f'VXTJV
\ fi-E1,\ EO'£, Ka(}LO'Tap.EVOV
I
£�opyta�OVO'L
TTJV
� WU7TEp taTpELOS
TVXOV'Ta� Kat Ka8apaews. TaVTO 8� TOVTO avayKaiov Tt'clUXELV
\
I
\ KaL\ TOV�
\ 0",\WS 7Ta(JTJ\ 'f'O
./..
f3. TJTlKOV�
Kat\ TOV�
Kat\ TOVS E',\ETJJl.OVa�
\ ' 0�· a",\,\OVS Ka(}' OUOV E1TLf3a1,\,\EL TWJI
I
TOLOVTWV
nKOVS, TOVS
lKaUT<fJ, Kat Tf'ii.at ylyveufJat Twa KafJapatv Kat Kovtf>l,ea8at
Aristoteles Poi.

8. 7,
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Conf. Aristoteles Pol. 8. 6, I J 4- I 32 I : En 13' OVK ECTT£V 0 av�OS' �8LKOV
llia p.aAAov opytaO"TLKOV, WC1T£ 1Tpos TOVS' TOLOVrOVS' aVTcp Katpovs XPTJC1T€ov
I
!'\ \
� I
"
1
OLS'
18apaLV p.CLIVIOV OVVaTaL TJ p.a8TJC1LV.
€V
t
f' TJ
.• 8€WpLa Ka
Prod us in Plat. Remp. I p. 42 Kroll : EiTTtri'v XPTJ
3£V7Epav, Tl 8�1rOTE
p.ciAtaTa TTJV Tpaycp3lav Ka' .TTJV Kwp.LKTJV ov 1rapa8lxETaL [scil. Plato] Ka'
\ I
_
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For abbreviations see p. xxvi.
C H A P T E R S 1-5
I N this · introductory section A. distinguishes the forms of poetry,
which is assumed to be a mimesis of human actions, according to the
medium employed (Ch. 1), to the objects imitated (Ch. 2), and to the
manner of imitation (Ch. 3). In Chs. 4 and 5 he discusses the origins of
mimesis and shows how different forms were developed by men of
different dispositions, giving in the process brief histories of the two
basic forms, tragedy and comedy. He is then ready to proceed in Ch. 6
to his main subject, tragedy, together with epic, which is viewed as
a rudimentary form of tragedy. The' corresponding treatment of
comedy (promised at .49b21) is missing.
CHAPTE R 1
47&8-13. The subject.
47&8. '11'0&TJT&tc'ij� : sc� TlXV7J'> as in Pl. Gorg. 502 c, though the word was
perhaps felt by now to b�. a subst. in its own right. As the subject of
a book it would recall the Tlxv7J P7JTop�K�, the Handbook of Rhetoric ;
the purpose of these books, which had been i.n existence for a
century or more (see Introduction III), was to teach the art of
speaking, but in th� P. A.'s object is mainly to define the nature
and functio.n of poetry, though instructions for the poet are
included.
a.uTi]� : emphasizing the contrast with Twv £lowv atiTij<>, the parti
cular kinds of poetry.
d8wv : the species of th<;! genus poetry. Used also of the various
types of tragedy (cf. 55b32), and at 56a33 apparently for the parts,
p.lp7J, or p.6p,a:· For A. the first step tmyards the comprehension of
a subject is to divide it according to its natural categories. Cf.
Pl. Phaedr. 265 E : KaT' dS7] SvvauOa, s,aTlp.v£w KaT' apOpa ·n '1Tl�VK£V
. . . The popular division by metre is rejected (47b13).
47a9. 8uva.J.L&V ! here no more than 'effect', epyov ; frequently in A. it
means 'potentiality' as opposed to 'actuality'. Related to the
Svvap.''> is the TlAos which each £loo<; achieves.
'11'WS 8Ei auviaTa.a8a& Tous J.LU8ou� : 'how plots should be con
structed ' ; p.vOos normally 'means in the P. the story as organized into
the plot, the TTpayp.aTwv uvuTau's ; uvv,uTava' (sometimes uvvluTauOa,)
represents the activity of the poet which results in the TTpayp.aTwv
UVUTaU'S or uvv8£u,<;. B. cites 50b32 and 53b4 as evidence that the
•
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verb is pass. here. Sm;netimes, e.g. at 51b24, 53318, 37, p.fi8os retains
its older meaning of)egendary story or myth, on which tragic plots
were normally based. By a natural extension it is used of the
invented plot of comedy (srbr3).
A. has singled out plot for emphatic mention right at the begin
ning of his work, in which it is the dominating theme. It is by the
construction of plots more than by any other single means that the
poet achieves his purpose.
47a1 0. �ea.�ws €gELv : to be good of its sort : cf. Tov KMws· ExovTa p.fi8ov
53al2.
11'0L'laLs : lit. the 'making', 'composition' of poetry. It sometimes
preserves this literal sense,_ as possibly at I. 14 below and, E. thinks,
here; However, it early became a general word for poetry (first in
Herod. 2. 23, 82), and must be so used here if it is the subject of 'uTl
in the next clause ; if it is to mean 'composition', the subject of EuTl
must be supplied from 'TIWIJTtKfjs or Elawv, which seems less natural.
1rolTJuts and 1rol1Jp.a later acquired narrower technical meanings, first
perhaps in Theophrastus ; see N. A. Greenberg, HSCP 65 (r¢r),
263 ff., and C. 0. Brink, Horace on Poetry, pp. 62 ff.
It is important to remember that in the words 1rol7Juts, 1rolTJp.a,
'TTOtTJT�s the idea of making is completely dissociated from the idea of
'creating' with which it is frequently combined in English. -!} Tfjs
Tpaycpatas 1rolTJu's means the fashioning of tragedies by a poet in
a sense similar to -!} 'Twv Tpa1TE,wv TTolTJuts, the fashioning of tables by
a carpenter. A. began the elevation of the poet through revealing
that poets gave significance to poems by organizing their structure , ·
by making stories into plots. 'The very word 'TTOtEtv
means "to
create" ' (Gomme, Greek Attitude . to Poetry and History, p. 54), is
misleading : Aoyo1rotos means, among other things, 'writer of prose'.
1roawv tca.l 11'oiwv : cf. the closing lines of P. 62b17.
47a 1 1 . f'OPLWV : p.optov and p.epos are used indifferently by A.
47a12. f'E8o8ou : 'inquiry' ; cf. Pol. 1317b34 : b -rfi p.E8oacp -rfi 1rpo -ravTTJS.
ICO.TQ 'I'UaLV:
KaTa\ Y'VUtV
'Ta\ KOtVa\ 1TpWTOV
Cf Ph I�
Q,...b31 : EU'Tt yap
.....
\
.L ,
�
t I
A
���
EL7TOVTaS'
OV'TW Ta\ 1TEpt EKaUTOV tota
8EWpEtV
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47at3-47b29. The forms of poetry distinguished in terms of medium.
47at3. E11'o11'olia.: as p.lp.TJuts is an activity, A. may be stressing the
process of maldng, 1r,olTJu's, rather than the thing made ; but E1To1Totla
Can mean 'epic' just a5 avapLaVT07TOt{a Can mean 'statuary', and Since
Kwp.cpala is used here without 'TTOlTJuts it is simpler to take all as re
ferring to product rather than process (cf. 47b26). The four kinds of
· poetry mentioned were the most important at this date. Though
Antimachus was the only recent epic poet of note, the dominance of
Homer ensured that epic should not be neglected ; works in the other
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three forms were still being produced in large numbers. Under
dithyramb, the choral song of Dionysus, is included the nomos, the
song of Apollo, mentioned separately at 47b26. Dithyramb itself,
originally narrative� had become highly dramatic by A.'s time (cf.
6Ib29); Non-choral lyric, such as was written by Sappho and
Alcaeus, was now nearly extinct.
47& 15. a.u�TJ"''lKijs . . . Kl8a.pla1'lKijs : the aulos, something akin to the
clarinet, was used to accompany th� dithyramb and was regarded as
highly emotional ; the more restrained cithara or lyre was associated
with the nomos, which was originally choral, hut in A.'s time ari
astrophic monody ; both were used in dramatic performances. The
problem is the meaning of the qualification 'most'. The only natural
distinction is that between music unaccompanied by words, 1/Jt>..�
p.ovauc� 'bare music' the Greeks called it-and the use of these
instruments to accompany lyric poetry. The former was not much
practised (unless accompanied by the dance, in which case it was not
strictly 1/Jt>..TJ) , though a competition with . the unaccompanied aulos
was part of the Pythian Games from 582 B.C. Plato in a famous
passage, Laws 669 D--670 B, denied that such music had any clear
meaning and condemned it. A. seems to have held that rhythm by
itself was meaningful. But 1] 1r>.ElaTTJ probably carries an admission
that not all 'bare music' was mimetic.
I� the rest of the P. A. has little to say about music in general,
an'd nothing about instrumental music. The subject can be intro
duced here quite naturally because A. takes 1rot7JnK� to cover
p.ovatK� as a whole, in which music and dancing (47327) were mostly
subordinate to poetry. ' The scheme of the media is made as com
prehensive as possible, though A. will have little to say about some of
them. The term p.ovatK� occurs only at 62316, referring to the musical
element in tragedy.
For the use of music in education and the rejection of the aulos see
Pol. I34I3I7 ff.
Tuyxavoua&v : see 47b9 n.
47a 1 6. f.UJ11\aE&S : that poetry, music, painting, sculpture, and �a�ce
are all forms of mimesis A. takes for granted. p.tp.£ia8at means to
make or do something which has a resemblance to something else.
No one English word is adequate in all contexts, but basically the
idea of imitation will be present. See Appendix I.
1'0 auvo�ov : not 'in general' but 'viewed collectively'.
8&a.+€poua& 8€ ci��1]�wv Tp&alv : the · mimetic arts can be dis
tinguished in three ways, according to the medium used (colour,
words, etc.), the subject of this chapter ; according to the object
imitated (men, good or bad), the subject of Ch. 2 ; and according to
the manner of imitation (by narrative or direct speech), the subject
-
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of Ch. 3 · p.ovauc� is included here as part of 7TOLT/TLK� (c£: 62816), but
the P. deals only with imitations 1n which wqrds are used.
. ·
47•17. £v : the regular word to indicate medium (cf. 47b29)·
: the first of seven passages in ·
478 1 8. wa"'I'Ep YC\P �tal xPwl'aa'
which the aCtivities of the poet are illustrated from the visual arts,
which presumably represent for A., as for Plato, the simplest form of
mimesis ; see G.'s note ad loc. In Plut. M. 1 7 F poetry is still a
mimetiC art and aVTLUTpotfoos Tfj 'wypat/J{q. .
XPWI'aa' Kat aX''ll'aa': the media used by painters and sculptors ;
the' latter normally applied pigment to their statues. ax�p.a-ra can
mean, in addition to the static shapes of painter or sculptor, the
shapes into which men put themselves, the postures, e.g. of dancers
as in. axwta-rt,op.Evwv pvOp.i;JV 1. 27, below, and of actors at 6283 ; cf.
Plut. lV.l. 747 c-E. It means also the form or structure of a play
(cf. 4986).
4 7• 19. a"'I'ELICGtovTEs : 'making likenesses'. Words derived from EtKWV'
'an image', were used primarily for visual representation, but they
contain the same basic idea as mimesis. Cf. Xen. Mem. -3. Io. I :
awp.a-ra 8ta TWV xpwp.a-rwv a'ITELKcl,OVTES £Kp.Lp.E'ia0e ; Pl. Laws 668 A :
I
J
I
'I'
I
I ,/... ,
ftOVULKTJV ')'E 7TaUaV
'f' «f'EV ELK«UTLKTJV TE ELV«L K«L f'Lf'7JTLK7JV,'
ot J&Ev s,a. TEXVTJS
: this parenthesis contains an idea here quite
irrelevant but dear both to Plato and to A. To do a thing a,a. TEXVT/S
requires knowledge of the basic principles of what you are doing :
.cf. £yw 8� TEXV7JV ov Ka�w 8 ii.v 'll a�oyov 7Tpiiyp.a, Pl. Gorg.._ 46S A with
Dodds' note ; you may do it very successfully in the light of long
experience £p.7TeLplq. (avv�Oeta and £p.7Te,pla are coupled by A. at EN
ns8815), but you will not be able to give a rational account of your
procedure. According to Plato's Gorgias rhetorical skill is all of this
empirical sort ; A. tried to make a real science of it in his Rhetoric, in
which he treats not only of tricks of style but of the arguments to be
employed and of the psychology of audiences. Similarly poets
learnt which myths provided good plots by working their way ·
through the available myths, so that they discovered by trial and
error which were really suitable (see 5381 7). A . • in the light of his
TE)(VTj, could have directed them immediately · to the best plots ; so
(51824) Homer did the right thing Tf-rot 8ta -rExv17v 1} 8ta tfovatv. He
could hardly have possessed a complete theory of epic, but he fol
lowed h�s genius. There is a similar contrast between TEXV17 and
-rvx7J at 54!a 1o. A. converts a chance discovery into a part of TEXVTJ
by giving a rational explanation of it. For � general account of the
difference between TEXVTi and ep.7TEtpla see Met. 98ob28 ff., though
common usage made little of the distinction.
47820. +wvfJs : it is a problem who· the 'others' are who use the tfow� as
their medium. The first thought of the modern reader, for whom
.
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poetry consists primarily o f printed words, will be that sound, the
medium of music, should supply the second analogy. t/>wvfJ, 'the
(human) voice'� can be used metaphorically for the sounds of musical
instruments, and it is conceivable that it could here refer to so"und in
general as the medium of the musicia� (it was so understood by S.
and by Tkatsch), especially as the more general word t/Jot/>os includes
mere noise as well. But this will not do, since the Greeks included
virtually all music in poetry, and A. would be illustrating the media
of the eipTJf-1-lJif' Texvat 1. 21 from themselves. (It is true that rhythm
and harmony, the media of poetry 1. 22, are not the same as sound,
but they are inseparable from sound in this sense). The same objec
tion applies, though rather less strongly, to the rendering 'voice'.
Most music was sung, and accordingly the voice is one of the media
to be illustrated, not itself a proper illustration. But A. did call the
voice 'the most imitative of human faculties', P.'P.TJTtKwmTov Twv
p.oplwv (R. 1404321), presumably because of its emotional suggestive
ness, and he might have used it, though illogically, as being a helpful
illustration here. Another and less vulnerable suggestion is that the
reference is to those who supplied entertainment of.a somewhat
vulgar kind by giving imitations of sounds'difficult to render with the
human voice, such as cries of animals and the squeaking of pulley
wheels (cf. Pl. Rep. 397 A, Laws 669 D). Plutarch tells of a Parmenon
whose performance of the part of a squealing pig was agreed to be
better than the real thing (M. 18 c, 674 B). An objection is that these
performances are hardly on a level such that they can suitably be
compared to painting -and poetry. An art is here explained by the
analogy of a parlour-trick. But this is the view of V., G., and R., and
it remains the most likely. E. supposes the voice to be that of the
rhapsode reciting epics.
For a technical sense of t/>wvfJ see 56b38.
47822. £v pu8J1� �ea'i. MyctJ �ea'i. apJiov£� : we thus have rhythm, words,
and music as the media of the elpTJp.ivats Texvats, those listed in
11. 13-15, above. The artist represents material or personal objects by
colours on a two-dimensional surface, in fact· patches of colour, as
they appear on the retina, by patches of colour ; the entertainer re
presents sounds by sounds ; the poet represents human action by
words, rhythm, and music. From one point of view words differ
from the other media in that, unlike colours and sounds, they . are
conventional symbols. But i\oyos also means speech, and A. probably
thought in terms of the performance of a play in which the spoken
word represents the spoken word accompanying the original action.
fw8p.os is essentially a pattern of recurrence imposed on speech or
on other sounds giving rise to expectations which are more or less
fulfj.lled, so that even in over-rhythmic _ prose 'one waits for the
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recurrence', woT£ wcfi\,v �e£' (R. HOsb24). I t i s defined by Pl. Laws
665 A as � Tfjs �ew�a�ws Tae,s, the application of order to movement ;
the ethical effects of rhythms are due to a correspondence between
this ordered movement and the movements of the soul ; see Appendix
I. Aristoxenus, a pupil of A., says (Rhythmica p. 4II Mar.) €an Ta
pv8P,,Cop.£Va Tpla, Me,s, p.li\os, �elv11a's awp.aT'"�· On the history and
many senses of pv8p.6s see E. Wolf, Wiener St. 68 .(!955}, -99 ff.
Myos is a meaningful combination of words ; an individual word
is ovop.a, used in later grammar to mean a noun as opposed to
pfjp.a a verb. (We find ewos in the P. only in the plural, meaning
hexameter verses or epic.)
ripp.ovla 'fitting together', as a musical term is a satisfying relation
between notes. I translate it by 'melody', though this does not
exclude the notion of rhythm. The only English word referring to
pitch alone is the highly technical 'melos'. At 47b25 app.ovlq. is re
place� by p.li\n and �oyo�s by f'7iP'P, wit�ou t si�nificant change of
.
meanmg. The combmat10n i\oy6s-app.ov,a.-pv8p.os
occurs at Rep.
398 D, but A.'s classification of the arts in ten�s of the media em
ployed is probably new. Gorgias' definition of poetry as i\oyov
€xovTa p.lTpov, Hel. 9, was intended to minimize the difference
between poetry and rhetoric in the interests of the latter.
47826. aup£yywv : the syrinx was a less sophisticated instrument tha:n
the aulos. The latter was played mainly by professionals (cf. Pol.
I34I8I7 f.). Alcibiades is said to have rejected the aulos when it was
still fashionable (Plut� Ale. 2. 5).
47827. opx1JaTwv : dancing has not been mentioned among the ·dxva,,
though the choral dance was part of both drama and dithyramb. But
A. must here refer to unaccompanied solo dancing which can hardly
have been common. Solo dancing was highly developed and very
- mimetic ; as the pantomime it became a favourite form of entertain
ment under the early Roman Empire. Even so, whether for enter�
tainment or for ritual, it was normally accompanied by music. The
main sources of information are Athenaeus, I. 25-27, 37-40, and
Lucian, De Saltatione, especially ch. 6o.
47828. KQl. fi9'1 KQL 11'0.91) KQl. 1rpci�ELS : curiously emphatic. A single
medium can cover the whole field of p.lp.f1a,s. �8os, not quite the same
as character : see on 50b8. wa811 Kai wpae£,S, here a related pair, the
things that are done to a man, i.e. the things that happen to him, and
the things that a man does (cf. 5rbn) ; for different senses see on
49b24, 52bro, 55b34· For the general effect of the dance cf. Pl. Laws
655 D : f''f'�f'aTa TpO'II'WV EaTi Ta 'll'(pi Tas xop£las.
47828-47b24. A digression on the deficiencies of nomenclature.
47&28-47b2. 1) 8e
G.vwvuJ.LoL: after mimesis using rhythm and
.
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rhythm with harmony (instrumental music) we have the medium of
words and of words with rhythm, here called p.ETpots . as at 47b25,
and equivalent to .\oycp with ;JVOp.ijJ. .\oyos or .\oyos t/Jt.\os is an ade
quate expression for prose, but it ,does not distinguish .mimetic
prose, like mime and Socratic dialogue, from history or a speech in
the courts. As A. points out in the course of the digression which
follows this complaint, the nomenclature of poetry too is unsatisfac
tory in a similar way in that mimetic and non-mimetic verse are not
distinguished. Homer and Empedocles are both E7To7Totol because
both wrote E7T"', hexameters, though Empedocles' poems have nothing
in common with Homer's except the metre. (The Greeks had no
category of didactic poetry.) .With the traditional text t/Jt.\o'is � To'is
f'ETpOtS and avwvvp.os it is not clear whether A. is lamenting a double
deficiency, the lack of a word for the class of mimetic prose writing,
and of another word for mimetic verse writing regardless of the par
ticular metre used, or whether he wants a word which should cover
mimetic writing both in prose and in verse. The run of the sentence
rather suggests the latter, the natural sense and the evidence of the
examples, the former, which is the interpretation of M., following
Gallavotti, Riv. di fil. 58 (1930), 74, and of E. Lobel's emendation Kal
Tj for 7j with avwvvp.ot (CQ 23 (1929), 76) puts it - beyond doubt that there were two forms of mimetic writing .which lacked a name.
t/Jt.\o'is, which is in the predicative position, is probably to be taken
both with .\oyots and with p.ETpots, i.e . .\oyot that are not in verse and
verses that are not accompanied by music ; cf. Tovs ..\oyovs Kal -t�v
t/Jt.\op.ETplav (48aii, but see note ad loc.). p.ovov in 1. 29 stresses the
absence of rhythm and harmony. Good prose would, in a sense,
possess rhythm, but it is not necessary to the form.
The recognition that what we should call 'imaginative' writing is
possible in prose is remarkable, and was a stumbling-block to
Renaissance critics.
47829. �eat TOU'I'OLS
: a superfluous complication introduced by A.
either for the sake of completeness or because he wanted to mention
Chairemon's Centaur (1. b21, below). · A mixture of metres would
usually be a mixture of spoken and sung verses, involving p.l.\os.
Iambics, trochaics, and anapaests could be mixed in drama.
47b9-24. The explanation of the 'nameless' forms leads on to a digres
sion on the naming of forms in terms of metre, a practice which
conceals the difference between mimetic and non-mimetic ,writing.
The return to the main theme of media is marked by "'tEp: ;.t�v o�v
TovTwv
at 47b23.
47b9. civwvul'o' : A. often remarks that there is no available word, e.g.
EN no7b2, Pol. 1275a30.
TuyxuvouaL : they might have been given names but, as it happens,
_
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they have not. For this slightly emphatic use see G. Thomson on
Aes. Ag. 125--9 and W. S. Barrett on Eur. Hipp. 388. At 47a25 it
is a synonym for Eluw.
4?blO. IW+povo� : Sophron of Syracuse (late fifth century) and his
· son Xenarchus wrote mimes, realistic sketches from everyday life,
developed, perhaps, from the comedies of Epicharmus. Some idea of
their nature may be got from the urban mimes of Theocritus (2, 14,
and 15) and from Herodas. But these are in verse, while those of
Sophro_n, though he was sometimes referred to as a poet, were
generally considered to be in rhythmic prose: There is a strong
tradition · that Plato greatly admired Sophron ; A then. 504 B, Diog.
Laert. 3· 18. For the only considerable fragment see Page, Gk. Lit.
Pap., p. 328, and A. S. F. Gow, Theocr. ii. 34· A. himself said that
Plato's Dialogues were half-way between prose and verse (fr. 73).
47b l l , Iw�epa.TLJCou� Myou� : the conversational philosophy of Socrates
gave rise to a new literary genre. Plato's dialogues, some in dramatic
form, some told by a narrator, were the most famous example.
Alexamenus of Teos, whose works are lost, was the first to write in
this form. Xenophon wrote a number of conversation pieces in most
of which Socrates is the chief speaker. An important fragment of the
dialogue llEpi llotTJTuJV seems to be making the same point, ovKoilv
ova� £p.p.lTpovs TOVS KaAovp.lvovs Ewtf>povos p.lp.ovs �-�-� tf>wp.EV dvat Aoyovs
'
A
'
I
'
•A \ 1:
TOVA TTJLOV TOV!;
Kat' JLLfl-TJUELS,
TJ.. TOVS
niiEsaf'EVOV
.1.8EVTaS
'
ypa'l'
1TpWTOVS
TWV EwKpaTtKWV ataAO)'WV (Athen. sos c = A. fr. 72). The text is
uncertain, and probably to be printed as a question. Rostagni sug
gested (see Introduction II, p. xii) that the llEpi llotTJTwv was
. roughly parallel in structure to the P. and contained a full exposition
of the theory of mimesis. There is no evidence that the reference to
Empedocles fr. 70 (cf. 1. 18, below) came from the same part of the
dialogue. R. suggested also that A. may have pointed out the ironic
implications of the mimetic activities of Plato who was so resolute
in condemning mimesis : cf. Athen. sos B : awos (sc. Plato) TOVS
.
· 8taAO)'OVS JLLJLTJT.LKWS ypat/Jas,
. : if the mimes and Socratic dialogues were put, for
47b13. 1rA�v
example, into iambics they would have a common name, but it
would be in virtue of their metre, not their content, and so irrelevant
qua mtmests.
.
47b14. -1row� : as TPLJLE-Tpo1Totos is not found, Lobel proposed the excision of TptP,lTpwv in 1. 11 (CQ 23 (1929), 76).
47b1 6. +uaLKov TL! i.e. a poem 1TEpl tf>vulws as of Xenophanes or
Empedocles.
47b1 8. 'EJ.L1rE8oJCAEi : poet, philosopher, and mystery-monger of Acra
gas in Sicily, c. 493-433. Considerable fragments survive of his poem
On Nature and of his Katharmoi ; they bear out the opinion of A.,
'
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quoted by Diog. Laert. (8. 57) from the ll£pt no,'T}'TWV (= A. fr. 76),
that he was a master of poetic dic�ion. This opinion is in no way
inconsistent with what is said here, as diction by itself does not
make a poet. On differences between E.'s similes and Homer's see
B. Snell, Discovery of the Mind, pp. 214-16.
4 7b20. OJlOLWS 8i
: this takes UP47bi : IL'YVVCJa p.€7' aAA�Awv.
Tci JlETpa : E., p. 57, seems right in restricting p.lTpa to non-lyric
metres. It is true, though he does not mention it, that at R. 14o6b36
A. uses p.lTpa in reference to Pl. Rep. 6o1 A, B where both verse and
music are in question, but the lyric element is not essential to Plato's
argument, and A. is notably careless about references. So p.lTpa here
need mean no more than dactylic, iambic, and . trochaic (cf. 59b34_
37) ; otherwise the exaggeration would be considerable.
47b2 1. XaLptJJ1Wv : a contemporary of A. who seems to have aroused his
interest or to have been a topic of the moment. He is · mentioned
again at 6oa2 for his use of metres in combination and at R. 1413b13
as author of tragedies meant for reading rather than acting. Five
iambic lines of the Centaur are cited by Athenaeus (6o8 E) as fr01:n
a Spap.a TToAvp.£Tpov. What A. means by IL'KT�v pmpwSlav is unknown.
A rhapsody is normally a portion of epic of a length to be given at
one performance.
47b22. 1<al. 1TQLT)TTJV 1TpoaayopEuT(ov : �f there were any evidence that
the Centaur was non-mimetic, the point would be that Chairemon,
like Einpedocles, has to be called a poet for lack of any other word.
As it is, we must suppose that TTpouayop€vTlov picks up TTpou
ayopevovTis in 1. 15. C. cannot be called a TTap.p.£TpoTTo,&s (Tyrwhitt)
'writer in all metres', so he is called TTO''IJT�s.
•

•

•

47b24-29. We return to the main subject, poetic media.
47b25. pu811� KQ.t JlEAEL Kal. JlETJMtJ : cf. 47a22. Both p.l>..os and p.lTpov
imply the presence of words, so i\6yos is omitted. Pl. Gorg. 502 c says
that if these two elements are removed from a poem only i\oyo' are
left.
p.l>..o s denotes words sung and therefore includes app.ovla. But the
words themselves are nowhere treated as a significant part of the
p.l>..o s, which appears to depend for its effect on pv8p.6s and app.ovla.
Equally p.lTpov is never used by A. of lyric metres . pv8p.os contri
butes to the effect of the ·words but p.lTpov is metrical >..oyos and >..oyos
is predominant. Cf. Probl. 920a12, in the time of Phrynichus TToAAa
TT>..auta elva' TOTE Ta p.l>..'IJ l.v Tais TpaycpSlats TWV p.lTpwv.
47b27. 8LaciJ(pouaL : in the dithyramb and in the nomos (here mentioned
specifically for the first time : see 47a13 n.) all three media are used
continuously throughout-words are sung by a choir that dances ; in
tragedy and comedy the dialogue generally uses only words and
.
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rhythm, music and dancing being confined to the chorus, though
actors sometimes sing (cf. 52b18).
There is n:Jthing par�icularly striking about this classification by
media except .A.'s perception that it ought to be made to include the
mime and Socratic dialogue. The arrangement is somewhat con
fusing, partly because two out of the possible combinations of three
things, taken three, tw0, and one at a time, are left blank. Harmony
cannot stand by itself, since all music is associated, if not with words,
with rhythm, and for the same reason words plus harmony cannot
exist without rhythm. A. begins for no obvious reason with rhythm
plus harmony and rhythm alone, then passes to words alone and
words plus rhythm� The digression on nomenclature divides this
· from the final .sentence on the two ways of combining all three media.
Except for a reference in th.e next chapter pure� music _and dance
have no further place in the P., and song, p.i>..os, though a part of
drama, is discussed not at all.
CHAPTER 2

The second differentia;· the forms distinguished according to- the objects
of imitation. Men are superior or inferior; the writer, like the artist, can
represent either sort. Sometimes, as with the dithyramb, both types can be
represented in a single form, but in general each form is concerned with
only one type, hence the importance of type as a differentia. As is empha
sized in the last sentence of the Ch., this is the difference between tragedy
_ (along with epic) and comedy (along with iambic or lampoon, 48b24 n.).
Our P., the first book, is mainly about the poetry of superior charac
ters ; the lost second book dealt with comedy and the inferior. The
same distinction is important also in the account of the differentiation
and development of literary forms given in Ch. 4 ; the main division is
between those who by temperament were attracted to superior or to
inferior human beings as their subject.
4Sat ot f.LLJiOUJiEVo&: the poets, who are ultimately responsible for the
play or epic, as at 48a:26 where Homer and Sophocles are specified .
. But the same word can be used for the performers impersonating
characters, as the dancers at 47a28 or the actors at 62a1o. This
ambiguous use is the less unnatural since down to . the time of
Sophocles the poet was himself the principal actor as well as being ,
producer and inventor of the dances for the chorus ; he was 1-'-'P.TJTTJS
on several different levels.
'll'paTTovTas : the idea that men in action are the subject of epic and
drama was already lamiliar. Cf. Rep. 6o3 c : 7rparrovras, tfoap.Ev,
av8pcfJ7TOVS p.i.p.Eirat 1} 'p.tp.TJTtK� /ltalovs 71 EKOValas 7TpaeE,S, and simi
larly 396 c. Since A. is working up to his definition of tragedy as the
. .

·
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p.lp.71cns of a 1rpa.e,s 49h24, it is likely that 1TpaTToVTas contains the
implication of acting purposefully, not merely doing something : see
note ad loc. Though 1TpaTT£w, unlike the English 'act', never of itself
means to perform on the stage, A. uses the verb indifferently of men
acting (pursuing a course of action) who are the object of the poets'
imitation as here, and the men acting (performing on the stage) who
are the medium of his imitation as at 6oa14, and it is not always clear
which meaning is uppermost in his mind-apparently men in action
(48ai, 23, 27 ; soa6 ; 50b4), men performing (49b31 ; soa21 ; 6oai4)·
civciy�e'l 8£ : the M here is connective, carrying on the force of £1r£l,
rather than apodotic, and the .apodosis begins after some paren
theses at 81j"ov 8£ in l. 7 : so G. and S.
48•2. a11'ou8a{ous '1 cflauXous : cf. Laws 798 D : IJ-OVUtK� -rpo11wv IL'IL�ILa-ra
I
I
' 8 '
Q \
t'EIIT,ovwv
KatI XEtpovwv
av
pw1rwv.
17. and rfo. indicate the two ends of the ordinary, aristocratically
based, Greek scale of values. ap�:-r�, 'excellence', forms no positive
adjective of its own and u1rov8afos could be used to fill the gap. Cf. ·
A. Categ. IOb7 : a1TO -r1j<; ap£-r1js a · 01Tov8afos. Tip yap apET�V EX£LV
01Tov8afos My£-rat, and Pol. I324ai3. ap£lwv and apt!7TOS are in fact
related to ap£-r�. o. and rfo. form a regular pair of opposites, e.g. EN
1 113a25, EE 1221b33, expanded at EN 1 145b9 to· o. Ka� E1Tatv£-ros
tf,. Ka� 1/JEK-ros. It is the mark of the o. to concern himself with the
pursu"it of ap£-r�, which from Homer onwards is centred on honour.
The tfoav"os is an inferior being, not because he is actually wicked but
because his capabilities and ambitions are mean. Cf. R. 1387h12 :
ol av8pa1To8w8ns Kal t/Jav"ot Kal atfot"OTLIJ-OL. The word can be used
without any suggestion of reproach as at Thuc. 7· 77· 2, when Nicias,
in catastrophic plight before Syracuse, says he is in the same position
as o tfoav"o-raTos 'the humblest' of his soldiers. But they are people
not worth serious attention and no subject for tragedy, which is
about ol £1ritf,av£is (53a12), heroes and 'persons of quality'. Near
synonyms of o. are XP"lu-ros and E1Tt£tK�s, both words applied by A. to
the characters of tragedy and both by him contrasted with rfo. For
further discussion of o. and kindred words see Vahlen, pp. 267-8.
These connotations of the word o1rov8aios are relevant to a de
ficiency which has been seen ,in A.'s account of tragedy, notably by
Wilamowitz, Herakles1, p. 107, that he disregards the her<?ic element,
the status of human and divine implicit in the myth, which was its ,
all but universal subject. In fact the conception of the o1rov8aios '
av�p covers many of the same values. None the less it is probably
true that for A. and his age the myth had worn a little thin and they
were disinclined to discover in it the pr�mitive profundities revealed
by twentieth-century critics and psychologists. It is on a more super�
ficial level that he speaks with appr9val of the story of Athena's
•
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[2. 48az-

rejecti�n of the flute as evAoyws p.ep.v8oAoy"1p.evos (Pol. 1341bj).
Theophrastus added something when he defined tragedy as �pwuc7is
TVX71S 7TEplaTacns. Cf. also the later definition by Poseidonius 7Tol71ats
8' EUTt 11"1ftaVTtKOV 7T0{1Jp.a p.{p."111tll 7TEptEXOV 6elwv TE Kat av8pw7Telwv ;
see Diog. Laert. 7· 6o ; Brink, Horace on Poetry, p. 65.
The superiority of the a. a�p is relevant also to the educational
effects of tragedy. The activities of admirable people must reflect
admirable standards of coriduct. Whether we call this 'didactic' is
a question of words.
�81J : 'disposition' is closer than 'character' to the meaning of �6os,
but it is a disposition acquired chiefly by training, not implanted at
birth. A. derives �6os from · £6os, 'habit'. We become just through
acting justly, though the degree of justness we can achiev� depends
on our natural. endowment (cf. EN I I44b4-1o). Once our �8os is
formed, the decisions we take with a view to action will be largely
determined by it (see EN II03a15). Common usage was rather wider.
Cf. Aes. Ag. 727 : �6os To 7Tpos ToKewv (of a lion-cub), Pindar, OZ.
II. 19, and A. him,self on the 7f871 of the aristocrat, R. 1390brs . .
4Sa3. · TOUTO&!; ciKoXou8Ei f'OVO&!; : 'follow, as effect from cause', 'go
with' (cf. EE 1232a31). TovTots : in spite of TovTovs in the line above,
this refers to a7Tov8alovs � cp. not to 7TpaTTovTas as E. argues. It is true
that �6os is revealed by action (sobS), but it is not the point here,
which is that all 7}671 are comprehended in the terms a7Tov8aios and
cpafi>tos. As A. is going to base a vital distinction on these two cate
gories he emphasizes that they are all-inclusive . .
4Sa4. i} KQ8' TJf'a!; : equivalent to nvv irilv (1. 18), which is perhaps an
echo of Homer's otot vfiv {JpoTol elatv.
4Sa5. i} KQl To&ouTou!; : this third term, 'those like ourselves', in addi- ,.
tion to those who are better or worse, corresponds to nothing outside
this chapter in the literary forms which it is supposed to illustrate,
and is wholly superfluous. Possibly the comparison with the three
painters was originally made elsewhere in a different connexion. The
contrast between Polygnotus and Pauson appears again at Pol.
I340a36. The requirement . that the characters of tragedy should be
op.otot, which is put forward in Ch. rs, has nothing to do with this
· tripartite division. If tragedy is to arouse the proper emotions, the
characters must be like ourselves to the extent that we can feel
sympathy for them (cf. 53a5).
WcnrEp ot ypcui»Eis : sc. p.tp.ofiVTat.
noMyvwTOS : the celebrated fifth-century painter (cf. 50a27).
4Sa6. nQuawv : perhaps the person mentioned by Aristoph. Ach. 854
and elsewhere in Old Comedy, who is said by the schol. to have been
a painter ; as he corresponds to Hegemon the parodist, it is possible
that he painted caricatures.
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A.LovuaL05 : probably the fifth-century painter mentioned by Pliny,
1 13.
48a7 .XEx9ELawv : i.e. in Ch. I .
48B9. opx�aEL : dances representing those worse than the average man,
among whom satyrs are no doubt included, are commonly shown on
vase-paintings. Cf. also Laws 814 E.
48a t t . TOU5 Myou5
IJIL.Xoi-LETPtav : prose, or verse but without
music ; this is more likely than G.'s view that Kat is explan�tory,
',\6yovs that is to say t/JtAop.£rpla'. Presumably Aoyot here are mimes
on various levels of seriousness.
"01-LTJP05 : though as author of the Margites (48b3o) he wrote also
about rf>aiJAot.
48at2. K.XEocJlwv : a tragic poet of this name is mentioned in the Suda.
The inappropriate diction of a Cleophon is referred to in R. 14o8axs.
•Hy�!-'CaJv : he lived at Athens in the second half of the fifth century. ·
48B13. 11'apct»8ta5 : perhaps a play on pat/Jcpota, burlesque epic. The
Batrachomyomachia of uncertain date is a surviving specimen, and
the Hymn to Hermes is n,ot far removed in spirit. Burlesque . of
myth was a feature both of satyric drama and of comedy. It is
not_ known what innovations H. made. He is said by Athenaeus
(4o6 E, 6<)9 A), to have produced parodies in the - theatre- possibly
there was a parody contest at the Panathenaea-among them a
Gigantomachia. He used the ludicrous tag Kai. ro TTEpOtKos uKlAos in
the same sort of way as Aristophanes his A'Y/K'Jlhov aTTwA£u£v.
NLKoxO.p'J5
AEL).L0.8a : may be the comic poet contemporary
with Aristophanes. The title, if Deliad, would mean a tale of Delos,
if Deiliad, an epic of cowardice.
48B14. 8L9up0.!-LJ3ou5
v61-Lou5 : it is hard to believe that many poems
in these classes were of other than exalted type. But a new and more
flexible kind of dithyramb was introduced early in the fourth cen•
tury (see Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, p. 38). Timotheus, the
innovator in musical technique and friend of Euripides, and Philo
xenus of Cythera were both writers in the new style. Philoxenus,
when in love with the concubine of Dionysius of Syracuse, is said to
have relieved his feelings by representing his rival in the guise of
a grotesque and love-lorn Polyphemus. Something of his spirit is
probably reproduced in the two Cyclops poems of Theocritus, 6 and
I I . Timotheus can suitably represent the . more serious type of
dithyramb . . Those · who believe that there existed dithyrambs on
three different levels can get a third name by taking as as the last
letters of a poet's name, 11pyiis (Castelvetro) or Olvw1ras (Holland).
What little is known of Argas (see Athen; 131 B, 638 c) suggests
that he was a bad poet rather than a writer of dithyrambs on low
characters.
NH 35 ·
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48816. QuTff 8£ Tfi 8LQ+op�: the difference of objects presented is·
common to several kinds of poetry, but in tragedy an.d comedy
especially the class of object is the distinguishing feature -of the
poetic form. The account of the central character of a tragedy given
later in the P. (Ch. 13) is not altogether easy to reconcile with the
basic requirement that it should be a1rov8aios. It is worth observing
that, although in Ch. 6 tragedy is defined as p.lp:qats 1rpa�EwS' a1Tov8alas, it is the characters that are here the differentia. Presumably
a 1rpa�,S' a1rov8ala is to be defined as a 1rpa�,S' c17Tov8alwv. Cf. 48b25 :
\ \
\
I
\
'/:
TaS'
ICa' TaS'
TWV TO,OVTWV,
/Cal\aS'
1Tpa<:,E'S'
As a,at/Jopa has not been mentioned since 1. 8 Casaubon's TaVT'!l. or
Kassel's avrfi 8e TaVT'!l is an improvement.
'
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The third differentia, the manner of mimesis (narrative, dramatic, or
mixecl) 4881 9-28 ; followed by a digression on the Dorian claim to the
invention of tragedy and corned!, 48a28-b3
488 1 9. TOUT«a»v : sc. f''f'�aEwv ; in view of 47a16 this is more likely than
a,atPopwv (Vahlen), in spite of 1. 24, below. In fact division by manner
ap.plies only to those forms which use �oyos.
EteQaTQ : the objects ofimitation (cf. Ch. ·2).
48820-24. This is one of the most difficult passages in the P., though
the general drift of the meaning is clear. Plato (Rep. 392 D-:-394 D)
draws a distinction between those forms in which the poet speaks in
his OWn perSOn (8'�)'1JU'S'' 8,' d7Ta)')'EAlas) and those in which he
speaks
through his characters, i.e. between narrative and dramatic ;
.
but the dramatic form can be introduced into narrative, as it often
was and is, giving the· 'mixed' manner. In this part of the Republic,
· though not elsewhere, Plato adopts a .particular meaning for the
word p.lp.1Ja,s, the activity of the dramatic poet or of the narrative .
poet speaking through his characters, 'impersonation', a usage which
seerris to have affected A., though he did not generally adopt it (but
see 6oa9) . . As Plato explains himself with great care, actually putting
part of Iliad i. 1 7-42 into narrative by way of illustration, it WO\lld
seem that this distinction was unfamiliar. There is no reason to
think that Plato denied that narrative was imitative in the wider
sense of the word.
The first problem is the grouping of the clauses. As the text has
come down to us we have a oTE p.ev followed not by oTE 8£ but by 7j
three times. If we take the first 7j as equivalent to or€ 8£ (a usage not
exactly paralleled, though we have or€ 8£ following al p.ev at 52b5),
then we have three 'manners' of mimesis as follows :
·
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(I) The mixed, the poet at one time narrating at another 'becoming
something else', i.e. assuming the role of a character, as Homer does.
(Apparently Homer used direct speech more, and narrative less,
than other epic poets (cf. 6oa7), which A. regards as one of the
reasons for his manifest superiority.)
(2) With the poet maintaining unchanged the part of narrator.
According to Plato this was characteristic of the dithyramb, but
direct speech was certainly · not excluded. Probably A. has no one
form in mind.
(3) With the imitators acting and taking part throughout. (The
syntax of this sentence will be considered later.) This is clearly the
dramatic form, in which the poet never speaks in his own person.
·

On this interpretation, which is B.'s, we have three possible
manners : mixed, narrative, dramatic. Commas are required after
'1TOt£i and . p.£-ra{J&.>,.>..ovTa. This is very · close to the passage of the
Republic which is generally supposed to have inspired these dis
tinctions.·
Or it is possible to take the third .;;, the one after p.€-rafJ&..Uov-ra, as
equivalent to oT€ S€. Then we have two main divisions, the first of
which, narrative, has two subdivisions. Thus :
(I) with the poet narrating : either (a) becoming (at times) someone
else, like Homer, or (b) maintaining the part of narrator unchanged ;
(2) the dramatic manner as above.
.Commas or dashes are placed after a1Tayy€,\,\ovTa and p.€Ta{J&..UovTa.
Most editors prefer the second interpretation. oTt p.ev suggests
a single main alternative to follow. Given A.'s manner of writing it
is not a serious objection that with €up6v n ytyv6p.f:vov we have to
understand that the poet sometimes speaks in his own person as
well. Apparently A. does not distinguish between passages in which
poets narrate and those in which they speak personally as in invoking
the Muse or commenting on their story, e.g. Il. 23. I76.
4Sal t . ETEp6v TL: the neuter is curious, but the objects of imitation
Were referred tO in the neut. Ta avTct in 1. 20. 6oai0 €lUct'}'€£ av8pa. 1j
yvva.tKa. 1j /1,\,\o :-r£ .ryOos is perhaps relevant. Vahlen compares Phys.
247bi8.
4Sall. 'ITOLEL : probably 'composes'. Cf. s8b8.
4Sal3. ij 1rcivTa.s
!IL!IOUjiEvousf : the construction of the whole
sentence is complicated by its being ace. and infin. depending on
eanv. If we rewrite it with finite verbs, it runs Kai ycip £v -rois a.vTois
1\ \
'lito fl
I
t \
"""
'
fl
\
KQ.£\ TQ.\ Q.VTa
p.tp.€tTa£
f'€V
a1Ta'}''}'f:AI\WV, TJ €T€pOV n
(0t f'£f'OVf'€VOS
) OT€
.l' \ \
I
'Ill tt f
\
\
\
'ft
I
f
I
'}'£')'VOf'€VOS , , , TJ WS 0 aVTOS Kat. f'1J f'€TapQ !1.1\1\WV, TJ '1TaVT€S WS '1TpaTTOVTES
Kal £v€p')'OVVTES (p.tfoVVTa£ oi p.tp.ovp.€VO£),
•
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The change from sing. to plur. is noticeably awkward ; behind i t ,
as B . suggests, is probably the thought that, whereas a single poet or
rhapsode recites, a number of actors perform. We have here the
same ambiguity as was noted in the discussion of 4831. Far-reaching
implications are discovered by J. Jones in his Aristotle and Greek
Tragedy, p. 59· It is all but inevitable that ws Tov athov should be
parallel to ws TTpaTTovTas both from the build of the sentence and
from the fact that the chapter is about TO ws fLirfL�UatTO av TtS. But so
far as A.'s usage is concerned ws· TTpaTTovTas could well be the object
of fLtfL€iu8at equivalent to �ta Twv TTpaTTovTwv, the medium of the
dramatic poet. This woulcl. then be picked up by the · TTpaTTovTas of
1. 27, below (where A could have written ws TTpaTTovTas). , If with
most editors we -retain Tous fL'fLOVfLEVovs, the obscurity is somewhat
increased. Vahlen at one time proposed its excision and Butcher
brackets it in his text. If it agrees with TTavTas TTpaTTovTas it is worse
than superfluous. If it is the object of fLtfL€iu8at it has to be taken as
an ;i.lmost unique pass. = o T�v fL{fLTJUtV TTap€j(wv 54326 : so Tyrwhitt,
and cf. V. ad loc. The most acceptable expedient, if we wish to .keep
Tovs fL· is to take it as subj. of fLLfL€iu8a�r, and ws TTpaTTovTas as obj.,
with Casaubon's TTavTa for TTavTas.
.
48825-28. waTE Tft JlEV
O.JicJlw : we have here two illustrious pairs,
Homer and Sophocles, whose subjects are heroic characters, Sophocles
and Aristophanes, whose medium is drama. Aristophanes is scarcely
mentioned by A., who was no enthusiast for the Old Comedy with its
aiuxpoAoyla, 'obscene abuse' (EN I128322). He probably felt more
admiration for Epicharmus, but the two Athenians make a better
pa1r.
·

•

•

•

With this illustration of the Tptul fnmpopais at 1. 24 the first section
of the ·work is rounded off (cf. 47316) . Our own way of dividing the
arts is different, and the interest of A.'s system is largely historical.
For us music has a separate existence in its own right, and the arts·
which combine music with words and dance, opera and ballet,
belong to music. The distinction between grand and low personages
as objects of representation has had little relevance to literary forms
since Milton and the French Classical drama, The third distinction,
between narrative a.nd dramatic presentation, owes its significance
to the conditions prevailing in the ancient world, where literature
was something heard rather than read. Plato's Ion 535 c leaves no
room for doubt about the dramatic quality of a recitation from
Homer, and of the difference between Homer and an epic poet who
provided no speeches in which the rhapsode could show his po:wers of
impersonation. Comments in the scholia, such as that on Eur. Ale.
163 : fLETEf3TJ �€ EK Tov €gTJYTJTLKoii €TTi To fLtfLTJTLKov, show that later
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scholarship continued, whether or not out of mere pedantry, to
recognize · this distinction ; cf. also Vit. Aesch. I9, and Dian. Hal.,
Thuc. 37 on .the Melian Dialogue : Kai Ka'r' apxas �LEV EK TOV zatov
,
\
� \ �
• -I.' £KaT€pWV,
•
,
0€VTa
,
� o�· aTTOKp,a€WS
TTpOUWTTOV
V't'
TOVTO
Ta /\£X
E'1H 1-''aS
OTJI\0'
�
,
TO axfil-'a a,aTTJp�aas, TO a'1JY1JI-'anKov, TTPOUW'1T0'1TO,€t TOV �LETa TaVTa
au�.\oyov Kai apa,.,anKOV ; cf. also [Longinus] 27. I with D. A. Russell's
note.
Today a not wholly dissimilar distinction arises in the study of the
novelist's technique. 'Dickens's impulse is always to present, in
dialogue and pantomime ; instead of telling us about, he shows us' :
see Wellek and Warren, .Theory of Literature (London, 1949), ch. xvi
'The Nature and Modes of Narrative Fiction'.
There is a certain artificiality in A.'s structure of forms ; we have
a number of media in each of which, and in certain combinations of
which, three kinds of object can be imitated in two (or three) dif
ferent manners. But of some of these possibilities there are no in
stances at all, for example, of manner in those _ media which lack
.\6yos, and others are represented by freak instances such as � di
thyramb about a Cyclops.
4 Sa26 o QUTOS : a compressed expression for 'the same sort of'.
48B28-b2. A digression introduced, or suggested, by the Dorian
associations of the word apav used synonymously with TTpaTTe'v and
from the same root as apa,_,a, 'drama' ; this . was the basis of a Dorian
claim to have originated tragedy and comedy. A. expresses no
opinion on this claim, but presumably thought it of some impor
tance. On the ?riginal meaning of apav see B. Snell in Philol. Supp.
20. I (1928) and H. Schreckenberg, iJpii,_,a (Wiirzburg, 196o). The word
was freely used in fifth-century Attic by both poets and prose writers,
but some fourth•century orators avoided it.
Themistius, who cites A. as his authority on Thespis, states that
tragedy was invented at Sicyon, Or. 27. 337 B. This too may come
from A., but it is hardly proof that A. accepted the Dorian claim.
48B29. QUTci : tragedy and comedy, as suggested by Sophocles and
Aristophanes, who, rather than .the neut. pl. avTa, are probably the
subject of ,_,,,_,ovVTa' ; possibly ot ,_,,,_,ov,.,evo' is to be understood, as
the names of the forms are older than the poets.
4Sa3 t . �vTa.u8a.: Megara next to Attica as opposed to M. Hyblaea
north of Syracuse. The word suggests that the passage was written
at Athens, and so before 348 B.C. or, more likely, after 335·
48B32. 81JJ.LOKpQTLa.s :following the overthrow of the tyrant Theagenes
at a date which is very uncertain, usually taken to be early in the
sixth century. While Attic Old Comedy could have existed only
under a full democracy, there is no evidence· whether Megarian
comedy was of the kind which only a democracy would find
-
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congenial : and it i� questionable whether there could have been such
a democracy in the period of Theagenes. Susarion, whom a dubious
tradition made inventor of comedy and also claimed as Megarian, is
. not mentioned here. Megarian comedy of a later date is referred to
in Aristoph. Vesp. 57 and in EN 1123a24.
XtwvL8ou Kal Mla.yv')Tos : the Suda gives the
48833. 'E-rrlxapJ.&os
jl'or. of Chionides as eight years before the Persian War, i.e. 488 B.c.,
and _Magnes is known to have won his first ·victory at the Dionysia in
473/2. Both may have competed at the first official comic contest in
486 B.C. For the official list of comic poets see Pickard-Cambridge,
Festivals, p. II4. Epicharmus is thought to have begun producing
comedies (mainly non-choral) at Syracuse towards the end of
the sixth century and to have died at a great age about 467 B.C.
Accordingly 'much earlier' is a stronger expression than would seem
justified.
.
It is extraordinary that Epicharmus, one of the most famous . of
anci�nt poets, should be described as o wo,7J-r�s. These words at
least are suspect. L. G. Breitholtz, Die dorische Farce im gr. Mut.ter
. land (Goteborg, 1 96o), is sceptical about the whole tradition of early
Dorian comedy.
48835. iv neXo-rrovvt1actJ : probably connected with Sicyon where, ac
cording to Herod. 5· 67, 'tragic choruses' performed in honour of the
hero Adrastus early in the sixth century. These choruses would be
pre-dramatic. Epigenes of Sicyon is mentioned in the Suda as a
tragic;: poet after whom Thespis was either the second or the sixteenth
in the list of tragic poets; Corinth, where Arion developed the
dithyramb, was Dorian but doubtfully within the Peloponnes�.
ovoJ.&aTa: i.e. the words �ewp.7]-Mjp.os and 8pO.ll-11pa-r-re,v.
48836. KWJ.&as : the Dorian equivalent of the Attic demes, country .
districts. . (The urban demes may have been an invention of Clei
sthenes.) A. shows himself aware of the other (and true) derivation of
comedy from Kwp.os, the procession of revellers. ·
.
Various stories appear in late commentators c_onnecting comedy
with �ewp.a' : see Kaibel, Com. Gr. Frag., pp. 6, n, 16. The version
which A. has in mind is not extant.
A. reverts to the early history of tragedy and comedy in the course
of his sketch of the development of poetry in the two following
chapters : see especially 49a9-b9, where there is no mention of
a Dorian contribution except for comedy. -ra r/Ja>J.uca would be more
easily associated with a �ewp.os than with a �ewp.7J.
: the subject of classification is now finally dis
48b2. wepl J'EY o�v
missed. But before the main discussion begins it is necessary to
trace the development of poetry -in time and to show how the dif
ferent forms emerged. How far this account is to be regarded as
•
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•
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a mainly logical scheme of development, and how far it is intended as
a record of historical fact, is a difficult question.
A.'s scheme of mimetic arts is given in diagrammatic form by G., .
p. Io8, and with some modification by Sohnsen in CQ 29 (i935), 196.
C H A P TE R 4

The origins of poetry, the division into forms, and the development of
tragedy.
'
·

48b4-24. The two causes- of poetry.
48b4. €oCKa.aL : B.'s rendering 'it is clear that . . . ' is rather strong for
a hypothesis ; the word is used to avoid dogmatism. Cf. EN 1o¢b5 :
'tTdJavwupov 8' £oltCaaw ol Ilv8ayopt:tot A/yetv 'ITEpl athov, where 'seem'
is the natural English.
yEVVijaa.L: 'produce', used of the. invention of dancing (Pl. Laws
673 D).
o>..ws : either 'in general', allowing for other incidental or subor
dinate causes such as, G. suggests, divine inspiration, or, more likely,
'as a whole', contrasted with the particular causes leading to the
growth of the various species ; so E.
a.t1'La.L 8Uo : the pleasure in imitating and the pleasure in imitations
performed by others ; or pleasure in imitation and the instinct for
melody and rhythm (see on I. 22, below).
48b5. cJ>uaLKa.( : as an integral part of human nature, repeated in aup.�vTov
(£aTtv). S. sees here a denial of theories of divine inspiration. Any
way the traditional 'ITpwTos evpeT�s is conspicuously absent from this
account, as is any attempt to enlarge on the relationship between
the artist's mimesis and the poet's.
48b7. J.I.Lf1TJTLKWTa.Tov : the neighbouring {c/Jwv has suggested {cpov with
which p.tp.TJTLICW'Ta'TOV is made to "agree instead of with av8pw'ITOt. Cf.
Prob. 9S6al4 : � O'Tt fUP.TJ'TtKW'Ta'TOV (sc. av8pw'ITos) ; p.av8&.vetv yd.p
8&va'Tat 8td. 'TOV'TO.
48b8. Ka.C : this carries on the canst. of a&p.�vTov.
It is characteristic of man not only to imitate but to take pleasure
in the imitations performed by others. Were it not so, we might have
poets but no readers of poetry;
4Sb1 0. €m T&;v ipywv: 'in practice', cf. EN II3Ibi8, rather than 'in the
case of works of art'. But at 62a18 it means 'when plays are per
formed'. G. seeks to save consistency by reading £K Twv �pywv there.
48b 1 1. �&G.XwTa. .r.Kp,pwf1Eva.s : in the extreme case of aKplj3t:ta viewers
are persuaded that they see not a representation but the reality, as
with Plato's carpenter (Rep. 598 c). In A. a'IT&.TTJ with reference to
the arts is conspicuously absent : cf. Appendix I.
·
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48b12. Q'"f&OTiiTwv : cf. 'c{Jots Ka� p.Eya>..ots Ka� p.tKpo'is Kal Ttp.lots Ka�
aTtp.oTipots De An; 404b4, and Part. An. 645a15
On the other hand, if we enjoy a representation because the
p.opq,� of the object as represented is pleasing we shall be pleased by
the object itself (Pol. 1340a25).
·
Most ancient painting and sculpture (ElKovas covers both) was of
mythical subjects, among which corpses would appear from time to
time, e.g. the children of Heracles or Niobe ; the lowest animals, one
would have thought, less often, as Circe's swine or a hydra.
The difficulty of recognition in the case of nov apxalwv ypaq,lwv is
mentioned at Top. 140a2I.
48b 13. tcQl. Tolhou : we have had the proof that it is so, aTJp.Eiov TOVTov
1. 9 ; we now have the reason for it.
A. nowhere attempts to analyse the difference between the re
actions of a man viewing a representation and of the same man viewing
the original, and so ignores a basic problem of criticism-unless,
which is not very likely, it formed-part of his explanation of katharsis.
According to De An. 427b21-24 a representation
arouses a feebler
,
emotion than the original.
f1Qv8civELV
-ij8LaTov : cf. Pl. Rep. 475 D, A. Met. 98oa22. The same
explanation- of the same paradoxical fact, that we enjoy looking at
representations of things in themselves unpleasing, is given at R.
1371b4 : E7Tf� 8e To p.av8av£iv T£ �8v Ka� To 8avp.a,£w, Ka� Ta Tota8£
'
I
f fi;! I
f'
f"
I
II
,1..
\ Kat\ avoptaVTO·
�
ypa'f'tiCTJ
aVa')IKTJ
TJOfa
ftVat
OtOV
TOI Tf. p.tp.7]nKOV,
WU7TEp
C� \
�
I
I
\
1'
I
3_
7TOtta Kat 7TOt7}TtK7], Kat ?Tav o av EV p.Ep.tp.7]p.Evov u, Kav u ILTJ TJOV
avTo\ To\
p.Ep.tp.7]1,tfVOV' ov. yap E'IT� TOVTCP xalpEt, d.>..>..a av>t.>t.oytap.os EUTtV OTt TOVTf!
eKE'ivo, waTE p.av8avEtv n avft{JatvEt. The explanation is inadequate.
When we have learnt what already familiar thing a picture re
presents we have not learnt much. av>t.>t.oyl,£a8at I. r6 is somewhat
nearer the mark. We have the intellectual pleasure of solving
a puzzle, as in the simple delight of the Chorus in the parodos of Eur.
Ion when they recognize the subjects of the ( ?)reliefs at Delphi;
Plutarch has a highly confused discussion of this problem in his De
Aud. Poet., M. r8 A-D. This same idea is introduced far more
plausibly at R. I4Iobro in connexion with metaphor and simile,
where the moment of illumination which comes from recognition of
a not wholly obvious resemblance is well observed. It has no rele
vance to the aesthetic enjoyment of a picture.
M. states (pp. 35 and 204) that av>t.>..oyl,£a8at here and at 55a7, ro
means 'infer by syllogistic reasoning', at 6rh2 no more than 'con. sider', and that the last occurrence is earlier than the invention ohhe
syllogism. While it is true that we have two meanings 'consider' and
'infer', there is nothing in the latter which goes beyond the common
significance of the word in Plato.
• • •
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The principle p.av8ci.vetv �8v has a bearing on the enjoyment of
literature. One of the m any elements present in the impulse to
undergo the painful experience of seeing a tragedy is probably the
desire for knowledge, knowledge of the behaviour of human beings in
extreme conditions. But there is nowhere any indication that A.
means this. In prose fiction this element, though not of the first
importance, is more pervasive. It has commonly been regarded as
a merit, however aesthetically irrelevant, if a novel gives us a vivid
picture of life in other times or places or in an unfamiliar milieu.
Further, if poetry has the universal quality ascribed to it in Ch. 9· it
should reveal to us the significance of particular experiences, so
that we should learn from literature a fuller comprehension of the
nature of life itself. But there is nowhere any hint that A. intends by
the pleasure of learning anything of this sort.
48b1 7. o�To� �KEivo� : the masc. is strange after Tl eKaaTov ; cf. 48321 for
the opposite switch. Both the passages from the R. cited on l. 13
above have TovTo £Keivo (which is G.'s reading here) in the corre
sponding place, and so Aristoph. Ran. 1342, 'so that is what the
dream meant'. As portraiture had little place in A.'s world, the figure
recognized must in · most cases have been a mythological one, but
Alexander, for instance, might be picked out in a battle piece. The
elKov6ypacpos of 54b9 is a portrait-painter.
E. has a suggestion which would give a more real meaning to
p.av8ci.vetv. The spectator is at a zoology lecture and learns from a pic
ture or diagram to what genus an animal belongs, 'that is a so-and
so'. But the mention of philosophers in l. 13 is not enough to conjure up
a lecture�room, and it does not suit the passages from the R. R. G� C.
Levens objected, ]HS 81 (x¢1), 190, that TotovTos would be needed.
�1rd �civ 11-iJ Tuxn
: this reads like an afterthought ; if the subject
of a picture is not at least partly familiar, there can be no recognition,
and pleasure in the workmanship seems a lame alternative, but the
same pleasure in craftsmanship is recognized at Part. An. 645a1o (cf.
Plut. M. 673 0-4 D), which is as near as A. gets to admitting an
aesthetic pleasure. It _should be remembered that the visual arts
are not A.'s prime concern ; they are brought in merely to illustrate
a basic impulse, which led gradually to the development of poetry a!'
we know it. Pl. Laws 668 o, E speaks of the impossibility of judr; .1g
a picture of a kind of animal one has not seen.
48b20. KUTci cJluaw : cf. cf>vaucal, avp.cpVTOV above. It has already been
implied by the examples of the distribution of media among the arts
that harmony cannot exist without rhythm, so they form a natural
pair. The possession of these instincts for rhythm and harmony
distinguishes men from animals according to Pl. Laws 653 E. They
are manifest in children from birth (Probl. 920b3o).
•

•

•
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48b2 1 . JlOpLa. : 'sections'. Lines of dactyls, iambs, or trochees are
thought of as pieces cut off from a continuou� rhythmic strip ; cf. R.
14o8b29 : pv8p.or, o� Kal Tel p.lTpa Tf'Tf'Ta (Tp.�p.aTa, B.). p.lTpov often
means 'metre' in the abstract, and we have had it as Aoyor f'£Tc1
p.lTpov ; either will do here.
48b22. tca.Ta f'Ltcpov ·
: th� a?JToax£8taap.aTwv, 'improvisations', came
first ; men gradually developed them (TTpo&.yovT£s) until they reached
a stage when they became fit to be described as belonging to an art.
Though there is no reference to it, this is not incompatible with the
view attributed to Democritus that p.ovatK'Jf is the product of super
fluity (Philodemus, De Mus. 31 ; see Koller, Mimesis (Berne, 1954),
pp. 146, 151). The slowness of development might well be due to
lack of leisure in a struggling community.
A major problem of the P. is whether (a) the two causes are the
natural tendency to imitate and the natural pleasure in imitations,
or (b) the tendency to imitation is one cause with two subdivisions,
and the other cause is the instinct for rhythm and melody. (a) is
favoured by the phrasing of the passage into which rhythm and
melody are introduced late and unemphatically as though of subor- ,
dinate importance. It can also be argued that A; treats the plastic
arts and pt>etry as similar forms of imitation, and that rhythm and
melody have no connexion with the plastic arts and are therefore
excluded as a main cause. (It is true that pv6p.or was sometimes
applied to objects devoid of motion or repetition, e.g. a shield (Xen . .
Mem. 3· 10. 1o) which is £vpv6p.os if it fits. As Wolf says (see 47a22 n.),
pv8p.os is here equivalent to axfip.a, as it is at Met. 985b15. Later the
critical use of the term seems to have been extended ; Aristides
Quintilianus ( ? third century A.D.) r . 13, says that pv6p.os is used in
three connexions, one of which is ETTl Taw aKw�Twv awp.aTwv, waTTEP
t/Jap.£V Evpv8p.ov av8ptaVTa.) Again, the essentials of imitation can be
effected through the medium of prose to which rhythm is not in
dispensable. Alternative (a) is accepted by B., R., and S.
In favour of (b), the more likely, it can be argued that it is in
accord with common sense ; that Eyevv"'aav in I. 23 resumes the
yEVVfjaat of I. 4, giving A.'s final statement of his view, and that avTa
in "I. 22, whether we read 1rpor avTa (cf. Tip £vt/JvEs £lvat 1rpor a?JT�v sc.
laTptK�v Met. 1003b3), or make it the object of 1rpoayovns, must refer
to 'TOV p.tp.£ia8at Kal Tfjr app.ovlas Kal 'TOV pvOp.ov of ll. 20, 21, and that
all three must therefore be concerned with the origin of poetry, the
tendency to imitation being one cause and the instinct for melody
and rhythm the second. This is the view of G., M., and E., and of
Tyrwhitt and Vahlen among the older critics. The delayed mention
. of pv8j.Los becomes easier if we regard 48b12-19 as a parenthesis ; M.
and E. agree that it is.
.
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It is possible to make a guess about the way in which A . reached
his conclusions on this subject. Literature in its most highly de
veloped form, tragedy, is the imitation of an action in a form using
rhythm and melody. Both these elements. can plausibly be traced
back to very simple beginnings. Man has perhaps had some sort of
song and dance as long as he }_las been man. A. did not know how
long ago men had begun to paint animals on the sides of their caves
(not that this practice is to be accounted for by purely mimetic
tendencies) but he rightly inferred from the habits of children that
the instinct is fundamental However, he was not altogether happy
in combining the two ideas. It is far from clear that the urge to
expression present in the primitive dance has anything to do with the
visual arts, though both may have roots in magic. One may suspect
that both Plato and A. were ill served by a theory of mimesis �hich
could be applied indifferently to painting and poetry. As used in the
discussion of music in the Politics the conc'eption of mimesis is much
less inadequate ; it means there something very close to 'expression'.
But references to accurate (�Kpt{3wp.Evas) drawings of animals serve
only to darken counsel.
• .

48b24-4986. The poetry of u7Tov8aiot and tfoav>..o,, hymn-epic-tragedy and
lampoon-comedy.
48b24. 8&Ea11'cui9TJ 8£ : 3E corresponds to JLfV o>..ws at 48b4· This is the
first stage after the yEv£uts of poetry out of improvisations ; poetry
was split into two streams according to the characters of the poets.
In spite of Finsler, Platon und die A. Poetik (Leipzig, 1900), p. 198,
and E., it is hard to believe that the .qBos is that of the poetry rather
than of its writers (and at 49a4), though it is quite true that we here
. revert to the idea explained in Ch. 2, the classification of poetry
according to the objects of mimesis, and this is, s�rictly speaking,
a classification of poems not of poets ; cf. KaTtl T�v olk£lav tfovutv 49a3.
48b25-26. Ka.Acis : clearly indistinguishable from U7Tov8alovs 48a2.
u£p.vos and £�n��s also mean the same in this context as u1rov8aios
and tfoav>..o s respectively. u£p.vos may have particularly appropriate
associations. Cf. T6 Uf:JL�6v ayav Kal TpaytKOV (R. I400b7), JL�TE 7T£pl
E�Tf:AWV Uf:JLVWS (>..Eyetv) (R. 14o8a13), and ironic � UEJLV� av�T} Kal
Bavp.aaT�, � Tijs Tpaycp8las 1TOl1Jats (Pl. Gorg. 502 B).
1rpcige,s see note on 49b24.
48b27. 1Jtoyous : · songs or poems of abuse balancing vp.vovs Kal lyKwp.ta,
poems in praise of gods and men respectively. A. has nothing to say
of the mature forms of hymn and encomium as written, for instance,
by Pindar. (The only Pindar mentioned in the P. is an actor.)
48b28. 1rpo ·ol'�pou : a number of poems of a religious and ritual
nature were attributed to poets supposed to be older than Homer,
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e.g. Orpheus, Musaeus, Olen. A . was, a t the least, doubtful of their
authenticity (Hist. An. 563a18, Gen. An. 734a19).
ToLo(lTov : this should refer to the several kinds of poem mentioned
iri the previous sentence, but it is clear from what follows that A. is
thinking only of t/Joyo' ; there is no further mention of the serious
sort of poetry until l. 33· It is astonishing that in a passage of this
sort Homer should first be mentioned in connexion with the Margites
· and comedy. It is possible that t/Joyo' are mentioned here because A.
did not wish to exclude the possibility that the supposedly pre
Homeric vp.vo' were authentic.
4Sb30. o MupyhT)§ : this was a burlesque epic about the ludicrous ad
ventures of a 'dumb' hero who 1ro.U' �7TlriTaTo lpya KaKws �· �7TlcriaTo
1ravTa. It is again cited by A. as Homer's at EN 1 141a14, on which
the commentator Eustratius (c. A.D. 1oso-u2o) observes : 1rapayn
. ,
,0 1
1
�·
, A
1
1
r
a avT"lS
Mapy'T"'V
1
Ka'1 nva 7TO,"'CTW
1-'"'POV. ILV"lf'OVEVn
ovop.a.,op.EV.,.,V
ov p.ovov avTOS .M. EV -rep 'irpcfmp IlEp� IloL"lTLKfjS a.Ua l(a� .MpxD\oxos Ka�
KpaT'ivos Ka� KatUlp.axos
Ka� p.ap-rvpoficr,v Elva' 'Op.�pov -ro 7Tol"lp.a.
As the jloruit of Archilochus was about 65o B.c., which is earlier
than the generally re.ceived date of the Margites, the reference should
probably be to the .MpxD\oxo' of Cratinus : see Radermacher in RE 14.
1707. The metre was hexameter irregularly interspersed with iambics,
as exemplified by POxy. xxii (1959), 2309.
Kat Tci ToLa(lTa : there were other qurlesque epics, one of which, the
Batrachomyomachia, survives in a late form. It has no resemblance
to a t/Joyos.
€v ots : in spite of the nearness of -ra -roLafi-ra the reference is to the
t/Joyo' : cf. 59b12 for the position of the relative. It is to lampoons that
the iambic metre was appropriate, while the Margites was not a true
t/J&yos, being akin to comedy (48b38). R., however, disagrees ; as no
t/Joyo' survived, their metre was unknown. Probably A. assumed that
the metre developed during the period of indefinite dur�tion when·
t/Joyo' were being composed. The oldest surviving iambics would be
· for A. those in the Margites, but it is not suggested that Homer in
vented the metre. Though not all t/Joyo' need have been in iambics,
iap.{Jo' and t/Joyo' in this passage are not to be distinguished.
4Sb3 1 . 1jA&e : 'turned up' : cf. 7Tapa<foavElCT"lS at 49a2.
J.LETpov : A. derived 'iambic' from lap.fJlCw = Ao,Bopw ; it should be
the other way round. As the natural metre for abuse it came Ki:r.Ta
TO cipp.oT-rov and, though it had long ceased to be restricted to this
use, the name remained. (The metre is always lap.{JE'iov ; lap.{J,Kos
means 'abusive', and iap.{Jos can include abusive lines in trochaic
tetrameters (R. 1418b28) ; see K. J. Dover, Entretiens Fondation
Hardt, 10 (1963), p. 186.) .
4Sb32. lG.J.LPLtov ciAA..jAous : this implies abusive exchanges of a ritual
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nature such as we know to have been common in many societies :
cf. Herod. 5· 83. 3, and LSJ s.v. y£cpvpl,w. This piece of information
does not seem much at home in its context. For another derivation,
from Iambe, see Hom., H. Dem. 195-204.
48b33. Twv 11'a.>..cnwv : at 53b27 oi 1ra>.mol are extant poets ; here logical
sequence rather than chronology is the subject. There was a long
period when these were the two forms of poetry practised, epic and
iambic. Archilochus is not mentioned as the iambic poet, but his
name is to be supplied mentally. Transitions from an earlier to
a later form, e.g. from hymn to epic, are not under consideration.
48b34-38. wa11'Ep . . . �pa:f.la.To11'ot�aa.�,: the genius of Homer tran
scends ordinary limitations, ·and he embraces both c17Tov8alous and
cpav>tous. Actually tragic ·poets also wrote satyr-plays, though never
comedies ; cf. Pl. Symp. 223 D.
Tel. a1!'ou�a.ia. . . . 11'0L'1T�� : cf. Xen. Cyr. 3· 3· 39 : E7Ttc1T�JLovfs Ta
1TpOC1�KOV'Ta,
.
48b35. �pa.f.lG.TLKo� : the distinction between narrative and impersona
tion was made in Ch. 3, and Homer was praised for his use of im
personation, but in view of 8paJLaTo1Tot�CTas below it must mean more
than this, as at 59a19, both more unified in structure and more
generalized in significance. Thus Homer developed the forms in the
direction of tragedy and comedy, but epic and iambic long continued
to be the main forms. That VJLVOt and other lyric poetry continued to
be composed in the post-Homeric period is probably implied by
49a1o-I4.
48b36. axfif.la. . . . U11'E8EL�Ev : Homer indicated the outlines of the
emerging form of comedy. CTX�JLa (cf. 49a6 and 49b3) implies the
structure, the 'set-up', of comedy, hardJy to be distinguished from
£l8os. But it is excessively difficult to believe that the Margites ap
proached comic form in any respect other than the use of direct
speech. Conceivably the episodes in which the hero was involved
may have had something in common with incidents in the Dorian
· comedy of Epicharmus, who is rio doubt the next in the line of
developtp.ent. In the terms of Ch. 9 Margites would mark an advance
as being a more universal, i.e. typical, figure than the object of
lampoon.
48b37. lftoyov . . . yE>..oiov : the difference is more fully indicated at
49a34-37. Whereas t/J6yos is essentially vituperative, comedy dis
plays the ridiculous without malevolence, though this is not always
true of the Attic Old Comedy. ·
48b38. o ycl.p Ma.pyh'l� . . . : the kinship between Homer's epics and
tragedy was widely recognized. Cf. Pl. Theaet. 152 E : oi aKpot Tijs
,
11 '
11 '
11 ' ·oJLTJP
•
"JLfV ;E7TLXapJLOS, TpaytpaLaS
1TOt7JC1€WS
fKaT€pas,
KWJLtpaLaS
Of
OS
and the passages cited by G., p. 109. The suggestion of a similar
.
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relationship between the Margite$ and comedy was probably novel.
Homer must have marked out the axfip.a. of tragedy too, but in this
case the subject remained unchanged, TO a1rov�a.iov.
49a2. 1ra.pa.cl»a.vdC711 � 8€ T'ij� Tpa.y'tl8la.� : at one level the realization. of
the potential already present in poetry from the beginning is spoken
of as a natural process, at another (49a15 ff.) innovations made on the
initiative of individuals are regarde9 as an important part of this
process.
49a4. otKda.v : see on 48b24.
K(I)J1'tl8o'IToLoL
Tpay'tJ8o8L80.aKa)(o,: there seems no reason for
this elegant variation. ��Mmwv means to produce a play, and A.
uses �ewp.<pl>o��a&.a�ea.>..o � (EE 1230bi9), without any difference in
meaning. The transition avT� Twv e1rwv Tpa.y<p�o�,a&.a�ea>..o, is consis
tent with 49a19-25 c;mly if epic poets took over tragedy ready-made.
49a6. JJELt(l) Ka.l. EVTLJlOTEpa : 'grander and more estimable'. The
superiority of tragedy to epic as a form is explained in Ch. 26. But it
and ol
was only at 'a late stage', 1. 20� that tragedy became aep.vos
.
c11TovSa.io' then abandoned epic for tragedy.
•

•

•

·

This concludes the scheme of the development of the various poetic
forms, which is followed by a fuller discussion of tragedy and comedy.

The confused impression which is left by this middle section of Ch. 4
is due partly to compression, partly to the introduction of Homer,
an historical figure, into what seems to be an account of logical
rather than of historical development, and to the attempt to connect
him with comedy as well as tragedy. Arising out of improvisations
we have the two sequences, hymns and encomia-epic-tragedy, and
lampoons-comedy ; symmetry could be improved by inserting
iambic poetry between lampoons · and comedy, making three of
each ; but though the original lampoons .may not have been in iam
bics, t/Joyo� and ta.p.{Jo' are essentially the same. The effect of Homer's
genius was to bring both existing forms nearer to the ultimate goal.
This is easily miderstood as · regards epic, but it is hard to believe
that the Margites had mJich in common with a t/Joyos. · No doubt, as
being more humane than a 1/Joyos and less concerned with the foibles
of a particular individual, it bore some resemblance to later comedy.
After Homer, epic (which would include Hesiod) and iambic poetry
continued to be written much as before, but meantime new forms
were developing to the point where Epicharmus could turn to comedy
and Thespi� followed by Aeschylus to tragedy. It is not suggested
that tragedy developed from epic, only that it was its s.pirit1,1al suc
cessor. According to what follows tragedy in fact developed from
performances which were mainly ludicrous, 49a19.
.
We now turn to tragedy and comedy, which are considered
together in their most rudimentary stage, 49a9-14 ; thereafter tragedy

18
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is the subject for the remainder ofCh. 4, 49314-31, and comedy for the
first half of Ch. 5, 49332-b9·
4987-9. A. first asks whether the development is complete. ci.Uos
.\oyos implies that he will return to the subject, but we do not kriow
that he ever did. He appears in fact to answer his question in the
affirmative a few lines later, 49315, but see note ad loc.
49as. d8Ecnv : usually taken as 'constituent elements' = pipTJ (cf.
50313 and 56333), but in neither case is the text beyond doubt. B.
declares this use unexampled except in Plat,o. G. says that it means
the same as ax�fLaTa. It could also refer to 'types' of tragedy (cf.
55b32, 59b8). The question is whether further development is possible.
Further development of the fLEpTJ seems excluded by 49315. E. makes
E(8eatv depend on iKavws ; cf. Pol. 1318b 25 : iKavws £xn To is 1TOAAois,
meaning 'is adequate to the basic form'.
1rpos Tel. 8£aTpa: the natural realization by tragedy of its poten
tialities might be impeded by accidental fact<:>rs like the require
ments of dramatic festivals-as it might be by dinner and licensing
hours ; cf. 51a6, the length of plays is governed by festival arrange
ments. The quality of the audience too might be relevant ; cf.. Plato
on their 8eaTpoKpaTla (Laws 659 B, 701 A).
4989-3 1 . Origin and development of tragedy . Every phrase in this pas
sage has been the subject of controversy. For a general account of
the subject the reader is referred to A. W Pickard-Cambridge's
Dithyramb, Tragedy, and Comedy. Recent work on the subject is
summarized in Fifty years of Classical Scholarship, ed. Platnauer
(Oxford, 1 955), (that on tragedy by Professor Webster, on comed y
by Professor Dover), and more recently by Professor A._ Lesky,
Die 'frag. Dichtung der Hellenen2 (Gottingen, 1964). A full his. torical surv:ey of the controversy is given by C. del Grande in
TPATD..:HA2 (Naples, 1962). The latest studies are Die Anfange der
gr. Trag. by H. Patzer (Wiesbaden, 1962), and The Origin and Early
Form of Gk. Trag. by G. F. Else (Harvard and London, 1¢6).
The main point at issue is whether A. is writing from knowledge
of a genuine tradition or propounding a scheme based on his own
guesses and inferences. A. lived some two centuries after the estab�
lishment of the tragic contests. The official records, which he used for
his Didascali�e, began about 501 B.c., and it is unlikely that any
earlier evidence of comparable quality was available. No doubt
some information based on tradition was preserved by fifth-century
writers, information like that given by Herodotus about the 'tragic'
choruses at Sicyon in the early sixth century. A Glaucus of Rhegium,
who is quoted in the Argument to the Persae, wrote Ilep2 TWV apxalwv
. IlotTJTWv Ka2 MovatKwv probably a:bout 415 B.c., and some facts of
literary history were preserved by the Atthidographers, of whom the
·

•
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earliest was Hellanicus of about the same date. It is extremely
doubtful whether A. possessed any detailed information about the
development of tragedy before its introduction at the Dionysia in
or around 534 B.C.
On the other hand, and this is sometimes forgotten, A. had access ·
to an immense amount of literature which is lost to us ; he knew
vh-tually all Aeschylus and some of Phrynichus, though probably
nothing of Thespis ·; also he was doubtless much better supplied
than we are with early satyr-plays. Thus he was in a good position
to extrapolate backwards from mature through early tragedy to
whatever preceded tragedy ; and if it appeared to him that the
answer was some form of choral lyric, this must cai:ry great weight.
It is uncertain how much of early dithyramb survived ; Arion was
the key figure here, but as no quotation from his works remains, it is
likely that they were early lost.
Finally, it is worth observing that ·A.'s account of the origin of
tragedy from a basically ludicrous form fits so badly with the scheme
of development presented in the first part of the chapter that he
would not have been likely to offer it unless he had been reasonably
confident that it was true. . Here again it is important that he knew
more than we do about the early satyr-play. But that he was ready .
to state inferences as facts is proved by 59b3r on the metre of epic.
49a9, l1.1r' cipxi)s QU1'0aXE8,aa1''KTJS : this resumes from aVTOUX£S£aap.aTWV
48b23, the stage of vp.vo£ and 1/Joyo£, Whether A. thought the primi
tive dithyramb was pte-Homeric we cannot tell.
49a 1 1 . ,.c;,v €gapxov1'CaJV ,.bv 8,8upaJ.1J3ov : one would suppose that the
dithyramb is a form of vp.vos and belongs, in contrast to the phallic
songs, to the poetry of the a11ouSaro, ; but there are difficulties. The
dithyramb is the original song of Dionysus, for its development
see below. Originally, or at an early stage in its development, the
dithyrambic singers would be led by ah exarchon ; cf. the chorus of
mourners in Il. 24. 720. Archilochus (primarily an iambic poet) claims
(fr. 77) 'I know how to lead off the fair song of the lord Dionysus, the
dithyramb, when my wits are blasted with wine'.
·

·
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This must mean more than that he knew the words, rather that he
knew how to improvise, or to sing new words which appeared to be
improvised on the spot, while the chorus answered with a traditional
refrain. There is no doubt that this is how the word was used by A.'s
contemporary, Heracleides of Cumae, (ap. Athen. I4SD) : �ea2 ifl&.>.>.oua£v
a[ 11aAAa�eal ,avT<p (sc. {3aa£AEf) �eal p.la p.ev £g&.pxn, ai S' a>.>.a, a8pows
t18oua£. The exarchon is separate from the chorus, though still
So
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attached to it ; thus he is the first stage in the development towards
an independent actor. .
ci11'o TC,v Tn cJ!uAAlKci (E�upxovTc.»v) : the phallus was conspicuous in
the cult of Dionysus. At the komos (48a3j), which was · part of the
Dionysia, phalloi were contributed by Athenian settlers overseas,
JG iz 46, cf. Plut. M. 527 D. The accompanying songs were full of the
aloxpo>..oyta appropriate to a fertility ritual. In Aristoph. Ach. 24!-79
Dicaeopolis celebrates his own Dionysia including a phallic proces
sion and song. Sicyon had its ,Pa>..>..o,P6pot and other towns had similar
bodies ; cf. A then. 621 D-622 D, and 445 A where he speaks of an
Antheus of Lindos who composed songs a J�'9PX£ Tors p.€8' avTov
,Pa>..>.o. ,Popovotv. The word t/J6yos would cover a good deal of the opera
tions of such bodies, but A. does not seem to have been aware of the
connexion of cult and ritual with early art. It is to be remembered
that the chorus of Attic comedy, unlike the actors, did not wear the
phallus.
o ;g&.pxwv is properly a pr. part. and was so used in the ancient
world. The noun leapxos is attested in Homer, Il. 24. 721, for the
leader of a chorus of mourners, and in Eur. Bacc. 140 and Demos. 18.
260 for one of 'enthusiastic' celebrants not far removed from the
. early singers of the dithyramb.
49a.12. ETl tcul. vuv : as opposed to the dithyramb which was completely
changed from its original form ; cf. Prob. 918b19.
49814. +uvEpov : cf. 7rapa,Pav£lof1S 4982. The development of rhetoric is
described almost in the sam_e terms, Soph. El. 183b17-32.
· I'ETuJJoAcis : the only hint as to the nature of the changes which
filled the long gap between primitive dithyramb and the invention
by Aeschylus of the second actor, 1. 16 below, is given in ll. 19-28.
To this we can add Thespis' introduction of the first actor, see l. r6 n.
Between Archilochus and Thespis a real contribution. was made at
Corinth c . 6oo by Arion, who gave the dithyramb its literary' form.
This is implied by Herod. r . 23, and A. appears to accept this (fr.
677). The further statement in the Suda that Arion invented · the
Tpayuc/Js Tp61ros and introduced speaking satyrs may be derived
ultimately from A. himself, in the latter case from a misunderstand
ing of his words, since speech cannot be earlier than Thespis on A.'s
hypothesi!). The Tpay,Kos Tp61ros probably refers to the style of
music. At all events the important and perplexing passage,
Herod. 5 · 67, which tells of the Tpay,Kol x6po' at Sicyon, originally in
honour of Adrastus and transferred by Cleisthenes to Dionysus in .
the early sixth century, shows that a form described as Tpay,K6s had
long been in existence. For this reason the reference to tragedy as the
invention of Arion, said to have been contained in Solon's elegies
(loannes Diaconus, Comm. in Hermogenem, Rabe in Rh. Mus. 63
81
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(19o8), rso), need not refer to anything dramatic. The whole problem
is complicated by the uncertain relation of satyrs to dithyramb : see
below.
498 1 5. E11'a.uaa.To,
• +uaw : the tragic form, like an organic growth,
develops until it reaches its TEAos, when its potentiality is fully
realized ; cf. Ph. 193a36. This seems to imply that there was no
important change later than the early plays of Sophocles, and that
no further development is to be looked for. Vahlen and G. argue
that 49a7 £l apa EX€' Tjl)'T/ � -rpaycp8{a 'TO iS £i8£UtV iKaVWS is SUfficient tO
prove the contrary. On the other side, and more convincingly, S.
cites Pol. 1252b32-34 : otov yd.p £Kaa-rov £anv -rfjs y£11Ea£ws T£A£a8dUT�s,
•

•
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4981 6. u11'oKpLTwv : 'actors' ; it has long been disputed whether the
actor was called a tJ7ToKptrr]s because he answered, or because he
t

interpreted and expounded. The first is plausible because it may
have been an original function of the actor to answer the questions
of the chortis·leader about what was happening off-stage. But one of
the actor's main tasks was to speak the prologue (see next note), and
then he was answering no one. Hence G. renders vTToKpm]s 'speaker',
a meaning for which there is no warrant elsewhere. E. keeps the
sense of answerer, but denies the title to the first actor, who was
originally the poet himself. The second actor might reasonably be
called the answerer of the first, but then we encounter difficulties
about the number of actors. B. adopts the meaning 'interpreter' in
the sense that the actor is the poet's spokesman, but the poet needed
no spokesman so long as he was himself the. actor, and the word
probably goes back to this period ; cf. Pindar fr. 14ob (Snell), 125
(Bowra), and Page in CR N.S. 6 (1956), 191. While certainty is im
possible the most satisfactory suggestion is that the actor expounds
the situation to chorus and audience, especially in the prologue, the
speaking of which was one of his earliest functions ; see A. Lesky in
Studi in onore U.E. Paoli (Florence, 1955), p. 469.
1r.Mj8os : as at 28 below it means no more than apt8p,&s. It is strange
that the invention of the first actor, or the transformation of the
exarchon into an actor, is not mentioned. It appears that A. ac
cepted the tradition that this was due to· Thespis ; cf. Themistius,
A
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(this frag. is rejected, without much reason, by
Rose, A. Pseudepigraphus, p. 79). A. may well have thought the
introduction of the second actor even more important. The chorus
is only rarely so far a corporate person that it can engage in genuine
conflict, as does the Chorus of the Supplices with Pelasgus and
the Egyptian Herald. For the confrontation of Clytemnestra by

Tpl-rov vwoKptT�v

•

•

•
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Agamemnon or Orestes actors are essential. It was the introduction
of the· second actor that opened the way for true drama.
4981 7. Ta Tou xopou 1]XuTTc.Jae: no example of a �ingle-actor play has
survived, but the chorus would obviously be dominant, as it is in the
Supplices, the play in which it comes nearest to being an actor, even
more than in the Eumenides.
Tov Myov : the part spoken and not sung . .
Did Aeschylus, in addition to making the chorus less important,
reduce its size ? The dithyrambic chorus numbered so, and according
to Pollux, 4· no the tragic chorus was composed of the same number
down to the Eumenides (4S8 B.c.). That Aeschylus used a chorus of
so, at least in his early period, was believed by many when it was
still accepted that the Supplices, with its two sets of so cousins, was
an early play ; but with the dating of the Supplices about 463 B.C. the
. theory has lost favour, though still maintained by A. Fitton Brown ,
(CR N.S. 7 (19s7), 1). The st:itement in the 'Life' of Sophocles, 4, that
he raised the number of choreutae from 12 to rs receives some sup
port from the twelve couplets spoken by the ChoiVS at Ag. 1348-71 .
There is no external evidence, apart from Pollux's assertion, that the
tragic chorus originally. consisted of more than 12.
·

49•1 8 . 'II'Pc.JTayc.JvtaTEiv : the leading actor is called an aywvta"r�s as
taking part in the ciywv. Pickard-Cambridge, Festivals, pp. 133-6, is

probably right in taking it as a general term for 'playing first fiddle'
sometimes applied metaphorically to an actor ; this is not a normal
use until late (cf, Pol. 1338b3o). With the reading 1TpwTaywvtaT�v the
· metaphor becomes more violent and the constr. dubious : see R.
. Kassel in Rh ; Mus. ros (1962), II7-I9 . .
Tpeis 8£ . . : these are jottings rather than continuous prose ; there
is no suitable verb to supply from the previous sentence.
The introduction of the t�ird act9r was attributed by some to
Aeschylus. The ancient 'Life' claims it for him but adds that
Dicaearchus of Messene (a 'pupil' of A.) made Sophocles responsible.
Aeschylus used three actors in the Oresteia of 4S8 B.C. ; Sophocles
first competed in 468. The confusion probably arose because the
innovation took place during the period when both poets were active.
Did A. mention both versions ? Cf. Themistius quoted on l. r6, above.
aKT)Voypacjl£av : 'scene-painting', which made use of the newly dis
covered knowledge of perspective. According to Vitruvius 7, praef.
n , this was due to the painter Agatharchus, and the initiative came
from Aeschylus. The 'Life' speaks of his attention to stage decor.
On the whole the Greeks, like the Elizabethans, seem to have
achieved their spectacular effects by splendid costumes rather than
by elaborate scenery : cf. Webster, Greek Theatre Production, pp.
13 ff. See, on oifJts, 49b33 n.
.
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4981 9-31 . This passage contains some of the most indigestible matter
in the P. The general intention �eems to be as follows : tragedy as it
first develope� from the dithyramb was rather trivial and in the style of
the satyr-play. Only at a late stage did it acquire dignity, and one of the
accompanying changes was that of metre from . trochaic tetrameter to
iambic trimeter; also the number of episodes., and so the length .of the
plays, was increased. Tliere are a number of incidental obscurities in

this account and there are grave difficulties in reconciling the ac
count with the few known facts. So long as it was widely accepted
that Tpaycp8la meant 'song of goats' and that satyr-plays had goat
choruses the theory seemed to receive some confirmation, but it is
now generally believed that the satyrs of the theatre were horse
rather than goat�men.
498 1 9. tJEyE8os : like 'greatness' in English this can refer both
to physical length and to grandeur of content ; the same ambiguity
extends to p.u<pwv p.tJOwv, 'short', or .'trivial'. yE>.olas and aaTvptKov
(I. 20) imply lack of dignity, £7TEtao8lwv '7T>.�87J (1. 28}, that the origi
nal plays were short. ·
};.igEws : covers both choice and use of words�
49820. �K aa:rupLKou : this may mean that tragedy, in A.'s view, de. veloped from the satyr-play. A connexion between the two forms is
suggested by the fact that satyr-plays were produced in conjunction
with tragedies. This is the only reference to the form by A., if re
ference it is. But in view of aaTvptK�v • • • .,j.ol7Jaw at I. 22 it is more
likely that a form akin to the satyr-play is intended, which could
well use a 'ludicrous diction' and be associated with lively dancing,
dpx7JanKwT£pav (1. 23). The addiction of satyrs to the dance is easily
·
illustrated from vase-paintings (see end of next note).
The major difficulty is in combining this satyric stage of tragedy
with its origin in the dithyramb and its subsequent development.
The account here given implies that the dithyramb was a ludicrous
form with a chorus of satyrs. The contrast with the phallic komos at
49a1o implies the opposite, and there is no evidence of anything
satyric in what we know of the early dithyramb-which is not much.
However, Webster thinks he has found evidence for a dithyramb
danced by satyrs at the Panathenaea in a fragmentary vase-painting :
see his revision of Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, pp. 34 and ¢,
·
and Plate I (a).
ovi : 'late', with reference to what ? Presumably to the beginning
of tragedy, which cannot be placed much before the middle of the
sixth century, if it was Thespis who introduced the first actor. The
form must have been established some time before Peisistratus gave
· it official recognition at the Dionysia within a few years of 534
B.C. At R. 1403b23 difl£ means early in the career of Sophocles (when
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the poet ceased to act in his own plays), at 1403b36, not long before
the time of writing ; at 49b2 oi/JE 1roTf: means 486 B.c., when comedy
was officially recognized some fifty years later than tragedy. Tragedy
appears to have received an access of grandeur, a1reaep.vvv81J (cf. oi
aep.vo-rt:;pot 48b25), when, or soon after, Aeschylus began to compete. ·
He is hailed in the Frogs 1004 as the creator of tragedy :

. &..\.\' cL 1rpw-ros -rwv 'EA.\�vwv 1rvpywaas Mp.a-ra aep.va
Kai Koap.�aas -rpaytKov Mjpov.
and the lines are quoted at the begmning of the 'Life', which im
plies that they had become part of the raw material for the history of
tragedy. Cf. also Philostratus Vit. Soph. 9· No one suggested that
he was literally the inventor, but he could be regarded by those with
better evidence than we have as its second founder� Tragedy must
have ceased to be satyric at latest by 492 B.C. (?) when Phrynichus'
play on the capture of Miletus reduced the theatre to tears, seven
or eight years after the first production of Aeschylus. This, if not
obviously 'late', does not seem entirely out of scale with A.'s other
uses of the word, but the time allowed for the changes· is short.
According to a widely believed tradition the satyr-play proper
with its chorus of men with horses' tails was introduced from Phlius
near Corinth by Pratinas about 490 B.C. If A. accepted this, his use
of aa-rvptKos would distinguish the primitive drama from the im
ported satyr-play. On the other hand, the abundance of satyrs on
vases of the late sixth century suggests a date nearer to 515 B.C. for
the establishment of satyric drama in: Attica, whether due to Pratinas
or not. On satyrs see F. Brommer, Satyroi (Wiirzburg, 1937),
Satyrspiele (Berlin, 1959), E. Buschor, 'Satyrtanze und friihes
Drama', Sitzb. Munch. Phil.-hist. 1943/5.
49•: u . TETp«f1ETpou : that is to say the trochaic tetrameter, a metre .
which is prominent in the Persae and used at the close of the Agamem
flon (later it was increasingly employed by Euripides in the HF and
subsequent plays). · The use in the Persae may be connected with t)le
employment of the metre by Phrynichus, described in the Suda as
evpETTJS Tov TETpap.E-rpov, with whose Phoenissae the Persae was said
to stand in a close relationship ; cf. Argument to Persae. For the
transition from tetrameter to iambic see R. 1404a31. Iambic tetrameters occur in Soph. Ichn., a satyr-play.
49•23. opxTJcn&tcWTEp«v : we should expect this to mean _'suggestive of
the dance', as at R. 14o8b36, where in a discussion of prose rhythms
the trochaic is called Kop8aKtKWTepos ; it can hardly mean 'suitable
for dancing to', since tetrameters were normally spoken or intoned,
and were not tised in the strophic systems to which the chorus sang
and danced both dithyramb and tragedy. The general meaning
·
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must be that, when spoken verse first came in with . Thespis, they
used the trochaic metre because it was in keeping with the tone of
the old tragedy, which was light and close to the satyr-play. But we
hear of dancing to tetrameters in comedy (schol. Aristoph. Nub.
1352) and of recitation to the flute (Xen. Symp. 6. 3). See P. Maa�,
Greek Metre, trans. Lloyd-Jones (Oxford, 1962), 73-77.
).£�Ews 8£ YEVOJlEY'lS : 'When dialogue had come in', (Kassel's ly. yEvop.EV'TJS would be even clearer) ; MeEws, speaking as opposed to
singing, is hardly distinguishable from .\6yov in 1. 1 7, above. The
beginning of the change described in yEvop.EvTJs is not subsequent to
-ro p.ev yap Trpwrov. There we�e no (tragic) tetrameters till there was
Me,s, but as Me's became more important the natural tendency to
use iambic rhythm in speech ensured that the trochaic tetrameter
was gradually ousted by the iambic trimeter.
49824. TO OLKELOY JlETpov : cf. S9al l, R. 14o8b32.
E�pE : one may agree that this is not historical, see A. M. Dale
CQ l:'l.S. 13 (1963), 48, n. 2, without allowing that EVpE must mean
'invent'. If A. believed that the Margiteswas by Homer, it is unlikely
that he was so · careless as to suggest that the iambic was invented
in the sixth cent.
49828. O.pJ1ovLo.s : is said to refer to the pitch of the voice used by the
Greeks in conversation (cf. R. 1403b31). · We should have expected
rather a reference to rhythm.
E11'ELao8Lwv : probably in the sense defined at 52b2o, equivalent to
an act. If plays grew longer, the acts would tend to be more
numerous. In fact, in extant tragedy the tendency is for the episodia
to become not more numerous but longer. The word appears else
where in a different sense, 'incident' (see 55b1 n.). This wquld give
the same meaning here ; a longer play would use more incidents. It is
convenient to keep the Greek form epeisodion for the technical sense,
a section of a play.
.
1rA1}9t) : sc. lylvE-ro V., or perhaps a general sense of augmentation
from TJJ�1]8T}
a'TTEUEp.VvV8TJ
.,a, li.AA' : A. could have given fuller information on the use of
trilogies, on the development of the theatre and stage equipment,
and on the features mentioned in connexion with comedy at 49b4.
·

·

·
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Comedy, and the relation of epic to tragedy.
49•32-49b9. Comedy.
49832. wawEp Ef11'0J1EY: this has not been said in so many words.

References back may be to particular statements or to the gist of
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a longer passage with no preCise point of reference. An example of
the former iS 48a25, Where WS £i1TOf'EV referS tO the three media
-rptalv of 47ar6. Here the reference is to the general distinction
between tfoav>..ot and a1rov8aiot as objects of imitation. That comedy is
,_dp:qats tfoav>..w v is indicated by Ch. 2, especially 48ar6, and the p1en
tion of Aristophanes (48a27), and by 48b26. E. discusses the references
in the P. in his note on 6oa3, p. 615 ; cf. Vahlen, p. 259· His distinc-tion between WS referring back to a particular statement and W(11T£p,
· o1T£p, etc. meaning Ka-rtl -rov £ip1Jp.Evov -rpo1rov is too clear-cut ; o1r£p
54a9 is a precise reference to 53a19 ; wa1r£p eMxOTJ 54a18 to sobS, 9 ; cL
EN 1104a2 with reference to I094b13. The important point is that
many references are of the second type and it is vain to search for an
·
exactly equivalent statement.
Objection
has
been
taken
to
the
occurrence
here of a premature
·
definition of comedy. The definition� of tragedy comes after the
history of its development and at the beginning of the section of
which it is the subject ; there must have been a further definition of
comedy in the corresponding position. The reason for the pres�nce
of the five lines 32-37 is perhaps that A., referring to the classifica
tion by objects in Ch. 2, felt it desirable to point out that, while
tragedy imitated actions of a1rov8aiot in general, comedy was
concerned only with a particular group of t/Jav>..o t. At the same time
he added an explanation of the difference between 1/Joyos and -ro
yE>..o rov with reference to 48b37, unnecessary perhaps, but not un
natural, since his subject is still the development of poetry from
· improvisations, not of one form alone. Vahlen, who suggested that
49a32-37 should be moved to after 49b2o, thought that A. was in
dicating why he chose to treat as a pair tragedy and epic, which are
both serious, rather than tragedy and comedy, which are both
dramatic-an interesting point, but there is nothing to suggest that
A. had it in mind here.
4911:33. Ku�eluv : the condition of the t/Jav>..os, who has not been bred to
aspire to d.pE-r�, but it covers wickedne�s as well as insensitivitY, or
tastelessness. In R. 1383b19-"84a4 subheadings of KaKla are 8nAla,
a8£K{a, aKo>..aa{a, alaxpoKep8na1 avE>._Ev(J£p{a, Ko>..aKEla, and p.a>..aK{a,
6.).).6.: the sequence p.�
ov p.ev-rot • • • &.A>..a is very elliptical ; the
ci.Ua clause should explain the emphasis on 1raaav, not all' KaKla but
one sort. Friedrich's a.,u� v or the -rofi alaxpofi ov of one of the re· .
centiores would make things easier.
1'ou ulaxpou : like KMos in both moral and aesthetic senses ; it
means 'ugly' at 6ra13. KaKos·too can have the aesthetic r.eference,
but not, apparently, KaKla. Ugliness is as incompatible with con
ventional apET� as is baseneSS.
·

.

•

•

•

49•34. ,.c, yE).oiov : the -re>..os of comedy, as pity and faar are of tragedy.
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GJ.LUP'"ll'a : the- ludicrous error might be anything from confusion
between identical twins to falling' into a well,. and in particular un
awareness of one's own weaknesses. For the distinction between
ap.apTT/I.I.a and ap.apTla see Appendix IV, P· 3dO. It is natural to
assume some correspondence between comic hamartema and tragic
hamartia, though it should be remembered that there is no sign that
A. regarded hamartia as, what we have made it, a sort of technical
term. But the explanation is to be foun:d rather in the Platonic
theory put forward in the Philebus 47 B-so A. Plato, in discussing
mixed pleasures and pains, accepts tragic pleasure as an obvious
fact oTav ap.a xalpovTES Ki\awut 48 A ; comedy offers malicious enjoy
ment through the spectacle of those deficient in self-knowledge
(ayvota 48 c) and the ridiculous consequences which follow from
\ �
I
\
�
t
�
,/,
To\ Twv
Ev
Tats
exaggerated -seIf-estee.m 'ITI\E£UTot ')'E 7TEpt
'f'vxats

� /: I y
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0
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0 �· oOsa!.OVTES:
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O£f/p.apT7]KaO'£V1 apET'l/
t'EI\TWVS
E,taVTOVS1
OVI(
OVTES.
49a35, Kai. atvxos : Kat is explanatory, i.e. it is not the sort of hamartetna
in which a superior character would find himself involved.
civw8uvov Kai. ou cl»8apT&Kov : &8Vvv and rf>8apn�<6s are strong words
which imply violent suffering and danger to life ; cf. tragic 1ra8os
(52bn), 1rpa.�,s rf>8apnK-ft 1j &8vV7]pa which contains deaths, woundings,
and sce.nes ()f physical agony. Plato required (Phileb. 49 E) that the
comic ayvota should be &.{J>..af31]s. That which in tragedy makes a
�

·

�

I

•

•

•

direct appeal to the emotions is the opposite of what is appropriate
in comedy. Further examples of the &8vv11pa Kal rf>8apn�<a are to be
found in R. 1386a7. There is a limit to the amount of suffering that
cap. be portrayed if a comedy is not to leave a bad taste in the
mouth. A play in which no one suffers at all is unlikely to be
dramatic; The amount of suffering which an audience wi�l take
depends on t�e degree of realism or fantasy with w�ich misfortune is
presented and on the strength of its stomach. Some today find the
- humiliation of a Malvolio offensive, though it does not seem to
have troubled the Elizabethans. It is hard to say what degree of
affliction for unsympathetic characters was acceptable to the Greeks,
but we have it from A. himself that it was in a�cord with the spirit
of comedy when a?To8vz]uKE£ ov8Els V'IT0 ov8Evos 53a38.
49a36. Ell8us : 'immediately', in the sense that the example is instantly
available and does not , have to be searched for. With a slightly
· different application at 52a14 ; cf. the Attic use of avTlKa 'for example'.
'11'pOaW1TOV ! 'mask'. Many comic masks were grotesque, but though
the face was twisted out of the normal to give the desired grimace, it
- did not suggest pain. The masks themselves have perished but
numerous specimens in clay and representations in works of art have
survived ; see T. B. L. Webster, Greek Theatre Production, and
·
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M . Bieber, History of the Greek and Roman Theatre (Princeton,
1961). A large number of types of mask are listed in Pollux's

Lexicon, 4, 143-54.
49837. J&ETa.PucrEtS : 'changes' undergone by tragedy

=

p.ETa{jo�ai 49•I4.

This sense of the word is to be distinguished from the changes of
fortune experienced by the characters .of a play, the meaning else
where in the P., 52•16, 18, 55b27, 29.
49838. ou "E"'I\8a.crw : the sort of developments of tragedy which have
not been forgotten are the first use of masks, prologue, etc. men
tionea at 49b4, below. Prologues at , least were not earlier than
Thespis, and these words should not be quoted to show that A.
claimed to possess fuller knowledge about the origins of tragedy
than of comedy.
49b l . cr11'ou8utEcr8a.t: in act. the opposite of wai,ELv. Here 'to be taken
seriously' as at R. 1380326 : 0'1TOV8&.,eu8at &).).' ov KO,'Tatf>povEiu8aL,
obviously in contrast to tragedy, which was taken seriously from
the beginning. Comedy too was taken seriously and the facts about
it recorded after it was recognized, but it was recognized at a later
stage of its development than tragedy.
Ka.l yap . . . E8E"oVTa.l �cra.v : the poet who wished to compete at
a dramatic festival asked the competent archon for a chorus, which
would be trained and equipped at the expense of the officially ap
pointed choregus. How the archon decided between poets when there
were more poets than places we are not told. The earliest mention of
the practice, Cratinus, fr. IS : OS ov8' E8wK' al'TOVV'TL Iotf,oKM�t xop&v,
shows that the problem could be real. Until comedy was recognized
and competition invited, it was no good asking the archon for a
comic chorus, and performances of comedy must have been organ
ized by private, not necessarily individual, initiative. Such is the
force of £8E�oVTal, 'volunteers', which was also the name of those who
gave comic performances at Thebes, corresponding to the tf>�otf>&pot
.
at Sicyon, etc. ; see note on 49•II.
According to the most natural use of words, which is not alw!\ys
that ofthe P., the £8E�oVTal should be the same persons as the KwfUP8wv.
So far as usage goes, it seems that KwfUPa&s can mean a comic poet,
a comic actor, or a singer in a comic chorus or Kwp.os, the primary
meaning of the word. Thus the Kwp.q18wv of the MSS., 'a chorus of
comic singers', gives adequate sense, though G. objects to it as being
a tautology. Some support for the view that it was the poet or poets
(reading KwfUP8cp B., or Kw�ois Bernhardy) who volunteered the
requisite effort and expenditure may be found in Eustathius on Il.

10. 230 : £Ka�oiJvTo 8� Ka� £8E�OV'Ta� 8LMaK�ot, 8pap.aTwv 811�a8�, O'TE 'TLS
Q \
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EaV'T<p
'Ta\ '1TaV'T9'TT«pELXE· At any
xopov
#L1JVE
IL1J\ .\i\a,.,wv
early date the producer (StMaKa�os) would be the poet. But we do
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not know, and cannot expect to· know, how the unofficial production
of plays was managed.
49b2, o+£ 'II'OTE : see note on 49a2o. The date of the introduction of
comedy at the Dionysia, which was unknown when B.'s edition was
publishe9, was 486 B.C. ; see Capps, The lniroduction of Comedy into
· the City Dionysia (Chicago, 1903), and Hesperia, 12 (1943), Io.
·
49b3. axt\J.LaTa : cf. 48b36 and n.
It is curious that A. here writes as if comedy had begun at Athens,
whereas he has already emphasized the earlier development of
comedy at Syracuse. One can only guess that· he had Athens in
mind as the home of the dramatic records and perhaps of literary
history. The archon has no. place outside Athens.
�EYOJ.LEYoL: the meaning 'the so-called comic poets' is in accord
with A.'s usage (cf. Bonitz 424b28-45), but signifies little ; those comic
poets· 'who are spoken of', i.e. whose names have survived, implying
that many had been forgotten because the records began so late, is
preferred
by ·G. and S. Kassel's yev&,..,evot avoids the difficulty.
.
49b4. 11'poaw1ra: in place of the wine-lees which ":'ere originally part of
the comic disguise, whence TpvyqJ8la ? Tragic masks were said to be
the invention of Thespis, but if we believe the anthropologists that
masks are an original feature of all quasi-dramatic mummeries, the
role of Thespis must be limited to improving them. Later, when
'"p&aanrov was used for a character in a drama, a mask was called

'TTpOUW'TTELOV,
49b5. 11'�TJ9'1 {..11'oKpL1-wv : this A. himself records for tragedy at 49a16.

Mt>st Attic comedy can be performed by three actors, but four or
five are :required in parts of the Lysistrata and of the Frogs ; see
Pickard-Cambridge, Fe!tivals, pp. 148-52. According to the Byzan
tine Anonymous writer on comedy (Kaibel, CGF, p. 18) it was
Cratinus who introduced regularity by fixing the number at three,
at · a time when there was no accepted limitation ; but since actors
were provided by the state one would have supposed that the num"
ber would be fixed as soon as comedy became a part of the Dionysia,
unless state provision was introduced later. Epicharmus used three
actors (POxy. 2427. I = vol. 25, p. 2).
To 8£ J.LU9ous 'II'OLEiv marks the change from a mere collection of
1/J&yo,, i!lvectives against individuals.
The priority of Epicharmus has already been asserted at 4Ba33·
About Phormis, or more probably Phormos, the only information
we have is that he shared with Epicharmus the credit for inventing
. comedy. The alleged titles of his plays. are all mythological, see
Suda s.v. and Themistius, Or. 27. 337 B, which seems to be based on
this passage or on a similar one from the llepl llotfJTwv. The names,
which have no construction, must have been a margin�1 note.
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49b6, E K lLKEMGs �Me : this implies direct influence of Syracusan on

Attic comedy. Cf. Themistius, loc. cit. : Kwp.cpola T«) ?Ta.\a")v 1fp{aTo
p.£v eK EH<EMas, eKEt8Ev yap TjuTTJ" 'E11lxap,J.os Te Kai .Popp.os, Ka.\.\tov OE
)1fJ�va'E CJVJ11]V{�81]. , ,
49b7. KpciT1)S : Crates was producing from about 450 to 430 B.C., when
•

Cratinus was the most prominent comic poet. That he was younger
than Cratinus does not mean that he could not have made the
innovation credited to him.
'II'PWTOS �pEev : for the tautology cf. ?TPWTOS evlKa from the Didascalic inscriptions.
49b8, KG86Xou 'II'OLELV Myous KGl f.Lu&ous : this repeats the p.v8ovs of 1. 5
with additional points. Ka8o.\ov : the iap.{3tK� io€a was concerned with
individuals. A properly constructed p.v8os generalizes. This is an
idea by which A. set great store, and it forms a large part of the
.subject of Ch. 9, where Ka8o.\ov is explained. .\oyovs Ka1 p.v8ovs : the
Kal is explanatory; .\oyos being rather more general than p,vfJos. This,
one out of the many senses of .\oyos, suggests a reasonably coherent
story as at 55834, the raw material or argument for a plot ; at 55b17
the ,\oyos, the essential story of the Odyssey, is hardly 9istinguish
able from the plot : cf. .\oyot Aiuw?TEtot (R. 1393830), Aiuw?Tov p.vOo,
(Meteor. 356bn).
Without this passage (but cf. Kaibel, CGF, pp. 7, 8) no one would
have guessed that Crates had made a particular contribution to Attic
comedy. There is no hint of it in the sketch of comedy before his
own time given by Aristoph. Eq. 507-4o, the last lines of which are
about Crates. Nor is it clear how A.'s standards are to be applied to
extant comedy. Aristophailes is full of invective in his earlier plays.
Is the Clouds still within the province of iap.{3tK� io€a ? S. thinks so.
It is directed against an individual, but it could be argued that
Socrates is a highly generalized sophist as Cleon is a generalized
demagogue, or that both Clouds and Knights have sufficient plot to
remove them from the category of simple i�vective. But one may
suspect that A. preferred the Plutus to either. of them. . It is not
clear how he placed the development of Epicharmus-and Crates in re:
lation to the Homeric Margites. Both were movements away from
the .Poros.
Hereafter in the extant portion of the P. there are only a few
incidental references to comedy. There is ample scope for specula
tion as to the way in which A. could have developed a doctrine of
comedy, especially with reference to katharsis. Attempts have
been made to achieve this, particularly on the b.asis of the definition
given in the Tractatus Coislinianus (Kaibel, CGF, p. so), see Lane
Cooper, A n Aristotelian Theory of Comedy (New York, 1922, Oxford :
Weimer Press, 1924). The discussion of the ludicrous in Cic� De Orat.
·
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2. 235-47 may be based on A . But it is to be remembered that vir
tually the whole development of 'the New Comedy was subsequent
to A., and that Peripatetic writers are likely to have modified A.'s
opinions on comedy more freely than those on tragedy, which
changed little after his death.
.
49b9-20. There follows a brief statement of the relation between
tragedy and epic with the emphasis rather on the resemblances than
on the differences. Its practical justification is that A. regards epic
as largely contained within tragedy, which is the more fully ·de
veloped form. In the section on tragedy, . which forms the main
section of the book, he draws his examples freely froin epic, a thing
he could hardly have done had he not clarified the relationship
between epic and tragedy in this transitional passage, of which the
conClusion is 'the man who understands good and bad in 'tragedy
understands it in epic too' 49b17. Vahlen suggests that A. is giving
his justification for not treating both forms of drama together.
49b9, 1) f'EY o�v
1)�eo).ou81)aEV: this sentence, of which the text is
highly disturbed, must give the points of agreement between epic
a,nd tragedy . in terms of the distinctions drawn in the first three
chapters. �KoAov8"1aEv is the opposite of 8,atfJ£pova£v. There is no
compelling reason why �KoAov8"1aEv should be aor. Probably it is
historical ; epic and tragedy long ago reached their final forms. The
most obvious resemblance is that both imitate a1rov8ai'o, (cf. 48a26).
So far as medium is concerned both use Myos and pv8p.os, elsewhere
called p.£Tpov; and, - whatever his exact words may have been, it is
unijkely that A said much more than this. Cf. 7TEp� Tfjs 8'"1Y"Jf'«T£Kfjs
Ka� €v p.£Tpcp 1-''f'"JT'Kfjs 59a17, with which the section on epic begins.
The p.Eya>.ov of A does not make sense with p.£Tpov .and gives · no
contrast with p.£-rpov a1ri\ovv in the· next line ; it is best dropped. It
does not appear in Arabic and Latin versions.
49bl l , T'ti 6E
8&a..Epouaw : the difference between narrative and
drama is fundamental, even though Homer is the most dramatic of
narrators. The precise metrical distinction is less obvious. Epic uses
only hexameters, tragedy as we have it uses iambics, tetrameters,
and anapaests (if the last count as p.£-rpov}. We know nothi,lg of
metrical practice in A.'s time. A more notable distinction is that
tragedy has music and song which epic lacks, but that is referred to
in the comment on the p.lpTJ at I. 16, below, and anyway p.£xpi. p.€v
implicitly excludes p.lAos. Probably p.£-rpov itself denotes speaking
verse which could not be set to music (cf. 47b2o n.), but · p.£-rpov
a7TAovv could conceivably imply that epic has the adornment of
metre without melody = p.£-rpov efi,i\&v, which is the differentia speci
fied in Ch. 1 ; this is E.'s view. But the mostnatural meaning is that
epic uses only one metre. Conversely, in the comparison of tragedy
·
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and epic, 62ai5, tragedy can use the metre of epic, epic cannot use
that of tragedy.
.
For f'EXf)L TOU
dval cf. 5IaiO ;...lxp' TOV avvSTJ>tos Elva,,
49b12. 8lacJI€poualv : we should expect the sing.
•

•

•

49b12-1 6. A further distinction between epic and tragedy is in their
p:ij�eos.
The meaning of p:ij�eos here is· one of the major problems of

the P., though its importance is mainly historicaL It has three
possible meanings : (I} physical length of the written work� the num·
ber of feet of papyrus or the number of lines in the epic or tragedy ;
(2) which is closely allied to (I), the time required for the per·
formance of a play or epic. As readers we think naturally of the first,
but for the Greeks, who usually listened, the second is more obvious,
and xp&vcp in I. I4 shows that time in some sense is the meaning here.
But it is manifest nonsense to say that tragedy was ever 'unlimited
in time' and took as long to perform as epic, or that an epic could
continue indefinitely. ·The oldest tragedies are� comparatively short,
and 49ai9 may mean that originally, in A.'s view, they were shorter
still. Accordingly we have to accept (3) the length of time of the
action. This is not to us such an obvious distinction as the physical
length, but it is a perfectly valid one. The Iliad and Odyssey both
extend over several weeks, and the latter is much compressed by the
device of making one of the characters, as part of the action, tell
a story embracing the events of year.s. An epic on Heraeles or
Theseus, unless a similar device was used, must have extended over
a lifetime. It is true also that in older tragedies the time of action
was unrestricted. The events of the Agamemnon could not take
place in a single day, and in the Eumenides the passage of a con·
siderable period is definitely indicated. As . tragedy became more
realistic the continuous presence of the chorus, who in general
neither sleep nor eat on the stage, tended to restrict the action to the
period between dawn and dusk. But pedantry about time, which the
audience was not encouraged to calculate, was not allowed to impede
an otherwise desirable plot. The duration of the journeys required
in, for instance� Trachiniae and Andromache is ignored. Euripides'
Stheneboea seems to have used even freer licence ; cf. Page, Gk. Lit.
Papyri, p. I26 ; and even if the reconstruction of Ziihlke (Philol.
I05 (I961}, I-IS, I98-227) is right, the · extension in time remains
considerable.
Scholars have been reluctant to accept this explanation. It is true
that elsewhere, 55bi6, 59bi7, 62ai8, p:ij�eos means length in the physical
sense. It has been argued, as by B . and R., that the longer the dura
tion of the action the longer will be the work containing it, so that the
two .meanings are combined. This is not obviously true and, as E.
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points out, the longest periods of time in ' the Iliad are accounted'for
·in the fewest words, e.g. ll. 24. 784. The above interpretation alone
is true to the simple facts about epic and tragedy.
I suggest that the reasons why A. expresses length not in the more
obvious way, in terms of the number of lines or number of yards of
papyrus, but in terms of the duration · of the action, is that this
brings out an essential difference between epic and tragedy. Tragedy
is superior to epic in unity because the events are less dispersed in
time. The necessary or probable connexion between events, on
which A. insists, is likely to be closer if one follows directly after
another, and it is remarked that this superiority is due to a develop
ment within tragedy. Tragedies were always shorter than epics, but
only later did they acquire the cohesion which comes with a shorter
time of action. This idea of superiority is implicit in the conclusion
. reached in the final. comparison of epic _and tragedy, To yap &.8pow

npov ij8,ov -� 1TOAAcp IC£Kpap.f.vov -rep xpovtp, Myw �· otov £i ns TOV
Ol8l?Tovv 8£LTJ Tov l:otf>o�eMovs ev £1r£aw oao's � l,\u1s (62b1, where,, how
ever, xpovtp is time of performance). If this is correct, the statement
of the principle of the unity of time, which is based entirely on this
passage, is not so purely a generalization from practice · as has
usually been supposed (see below).
·

t9b13. utro 1-'(nv trEp(o8ov T)Mou : this suggests twenty-four hours

rather than twelve, but twelve, the time the sun is above the
horizon, ·is not impossible and suits the sense better. The Greek
play, like the Greek day's work, began at dawn, as is occasi<:mally
emphasized, e.g: in Soph. Electra, Eur. Jon and Phaethon� and the
action can plausibly be regarded as filling a day. Twelve hoq.rs
suffice for the action in virtually all Sophocles' and Euripides' plays.
J&LKpov ignAAciTTEW implies .neither much exceeding nor falling
short of. Indications of time are rare, much rarer than in Eliza
bethan plays ; the Choephori ends after dusk (66o-2), the Agamem
non and I A begin before daybreak, the Rhesus takes place at night.
This is the passage, the only passage; on which was based the law
of the unity of time . which was taken with immense seriousness by
the neo-classic writers and critics of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. The critics were more interested in claiming the support
of the infallible A. for their own views than in finding out what he
said. 'A. was valid in their eyes only to the extent to which he sanc
tioned a literature already in existence' (Vinaver, Racine (Eng.
trans. Manchester, 1955), I I ff.). Lessing, who was one of the first
critics to �onsider what A. really said rather than what the legislator
of the arts ought to have meant, observed (Hamb. Dram. 46, ed. R.
Rieman, Leipzig, 3· 197) that unity of place and time, in so far as ·
they were observed, were merely a consequence of unity of action,
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and that in any case the chorus made it natural that playwrights
should tend to observe both. But A. makes it clear that he disap,proved of the episodic play, 51h33, and no doubt he would have
found fault with the dispersion involved in the plot of A Winter's
Tale, which extends into the second generation, because it must
detract from the unity of the action. And this was no extreme case.
George Whitstone in his Epistle Dedicatory to Promas and Cassandra
speaks of the English dramatist who 'in three houres ronnes throwe
the worlde : marriges, gets children, makes children men, men to
conquer kingdomes, murder monsters, and bringeth Gods from
Heaven and fetcheth Divels from Hel'. (Quoted by L. Hotson, The
Wooden 0 {London, 1959), P·' 188.)
49b1 6. f'EpTJ : the constituer.t elements, six of them, as will be shown in
Ch. 6. p.£>.o� and ot/M a� the two which are lacking in epic : see

59blo.
49b18. &. f&tY yap
tragedy 62a14.
CHAPTERS

CHAPTER

•

•

•

:

repeated in the final comparison of epic and

6-ll. Tragedy.

6

Definition of tragedy, and its six parts.
Ch. 6 begins with the definition of tragedy

in the light of which the
necessary parts are distinguished and proceeds to a discussion of their
relative importance. The whole is closely knit and is not easily divided
into sections. For convenience it can be separated into (1) Definition
49b21-31 ; (2) List of Parts 49b31-so•14 ; (3) Importance of Parts
soa15-b2o, of which the section on Plot extending from the beginning to
soa3g forms the first half.

49bl 1 -31. The definition is derived largely from the conclusions of the

previous five chapters, but some supplementary .explan;1.tions are ·
required where new ideas are introduced.

€polif&EY! not concerning all hexameter verse but only
that which is mimetic. Epic is in fact mentioned frequently in the
present section, but it is not till Chs. 23 and 24 that it is discussed in
its own right. Comedy was presumably treated in the lost Second
Book. Cf. -R. 1419b5 : Eip7J'Tat 1r0aa Ei8TJ yEAolwv EaTlv €v Tot� '?f'Epl
1TO,TJTucijs, about which there is nothing in the P. as we have it.
Iambic verse, the poetry of abuse, may have been subsidiary, like
epic in Bk. I.

49bl 1. trEpl.

•

•

•
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49b23. EK Twv ElpYJJ.LEYwv
opov : the expected order of the words
would be Tov EIC Twv ELp1Jp.Evwv ywop.lvov : see V. on 55a24. E. explains
'Y'vop.oov as imperf., repeating the f.yiyvETo of 49"13 and referring to
the way in which tragedy realized its own nature while developing
in time, Twv EipYJp.Evwv being taken as the historical sketch in Ch. 4·
This is not readily intelligible.
49b24. ouaLQS : o vala is frequently used as a technical term in A.'s
philosophy meaning 'essence ', that in virtue of which a thing is what
it is ; see Met. Z, Ch. 4·
49b24-28. That tragedy is a p.lp.'la•s has been stated in Ch. 1, that it
imitates 1rpaTTOVTES in Ch. 2, and the main point of that chapter is
that they are a1rovaa ro, No one English word for a1rovaaros fits
both men and action (cf. srb6_n.). p.lyE8os was mentioned in con
nexion with historical development in Ch. 4, and p.fjiCOS at 49bl2,
though the real significance of p.lyE8os will not emerge until Ch. 1·
. B. was probably wrong in taking TE>.Elas with p.lyE8os f.x�va1Js, ·
'complete as having magnitude' (cf. 50b25). 7}avap.EVCfJ >.oyqJ refers to
the media of poetry defined in Ch. r, as is explained iri the next
Sentence j the force Of apwVTWV ICaL OV a,• a?Ta'Y"/E>.£as haS .been fully
elucidated in Ch. 3, but a,• f.>.Eov Kai �o{Jov is new, and the assertion
that Ka8apats is the end of tragedy is not only new but remains
unexplained.
49b24. 1rp6.gEws : cf. 48ar ; we have had 1rpae's as the complement of
1ra8os at 47a28 and in a more general sense, similar to this passage,
at 48b25. It is necessary to be aware of the connotations which this
word frequently possesses in A.'s literary and ethical works, because
much of what is said in Chs. 7 and 8 about unity of action is implicit
in the word 1rpae'S.· It means, not any random act like opening one's
mouth or crossing the street, but an action initiated with a view to
an end and carried on in pursuit of it ; it can thus include a whole
complex of subordinate actions (cf. srars, 19) ; it is associated with
1TpoalpEULS as EN II39a3I : 7rpaeEwS apx� 1TpoalpEULS ; cf. EE I222bl9 ;
man alone, as. opposed to animals, can initiate action, is apx�
1rpaeEwv (and similarly with the verb EE 1224a28 : o/J �ap.Ev To 1ra,8lov
1TpaTTEtv). Since 1rpae's refers to an action begun for a purpose and
carried on · until it is realized or until the activity thus initiated
terminates, it is implied that it is a complete whole TE>.Elas, the word
here added ; that it is an entity with beginning, middle, and end as
explained in Ch. 7· Cf. E., p. 256, 'The word has the twin implica
tions of completeness and seriousness'. For a different view, see
Solmsen, CQ 29 (1935), 197. This conception of action has interested
modem writers on tragedy : cf. F. Fergusson, The Idea of a Theatre,
(Princeton, 1949), p. 361 'Thus by action (of the O T) I do not mean
the events of the story but the focus or aim of psychic life from
•

•

•

,

·
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which the . events in that situation result'. In the Appendix on
Plot and Action, p. 229, almost ineffable mysteries are propounded.
Cf. al::;o J. Jones, On. A. and Greek Tragedy, pp. 24-29.
49b25 . .ft8uaJ.LEVctJ MyctJ : a TfSvup.a is something added to food to give it
a pleasant flavour ; the metaphor is maintained at R. 14o6319 where
Alcidamas is said to have used epithets ovx �Svup.an aU' ws i3£up.an,
'not as seasoning but as food'. It is used contemptuously by Pl. Rep.
6o7 A : �3vup.£v1J Movua. Here the tone seems neutral, as at Pol.
1340b16 : � p.ovu£K� tf>vun nov �3vup.£vwv, but . A., like Plato, was
capable of regarding style as an extraneous. addition to matter : cf.
R. 1404324 ff.1 and Pl. Gorg. 502 c. A .;;avup.a was not normally sweet,
though . sugar would count as one but only as making foods more
agJ"eeable.
xwpis €�eciaTctJ Twv d8wv : nov �Svup.aTwv is to be supplied after
El3wv. EKauTcp, though only two kinds of.;;avup.a are mentioned, note
ETEpa in I. 30, below. This is a complicated way of saying that
:rhythm alone is used to make more alluring the language of the
dialogue, rhythm with melody is used in the sung parts ; cf. Ch. I,
especially xwpis � J.'EJ.''YP.lvo£s (47323). Since we do not regard style
as a separable ornament of the subject-matter, no translation of
this can sound natural.
49b26. Tois J.Lop{o,s : various parts, of what kind ·is not specified ; at I.
32 p.&p,ov is equivalent to one of the six p.EpfJ. Here something more
like the quantitative parts of Ch. 12 must be intended, epeisodion and
·

stasimon.

.

.

8pwvTwv : subj. gen., 'an imitation performed by men acting', not
'of men acting', or it may be gen. abs. with Twv J.''J.'ovp.£vwv under

stood. This follows from Ch. 3,

48319-28.

49b27. 8,' iXEou �eai ci»6J3ou : see Appendix II on Ka8apu,s.
TftV • • • �eci8apaw : different from Ka8apulv -r£va ; there are various
sorts of Ka8apms ; this is the one appropriate to pity and fear.
KQ.8apU£S appears in a different sense at 55bl5. On the general in
terpretation see Appendix II.
The vulgate reading on which early commentators worked was

xwpls EICclcT'TOV 'TWV El3wv EV Tois p.oplo£S bpWvTwv, Kal ov a,· E7TayyEMas
O..Ua a,• l>..Eov • • · • The first to punctuate correctly was Giacoinini

(1573) : see Weinberg p. 524. The old punctuation has been per
versely revived by R. Stark, Aristot. Stud., Zetemata 8, pp. 39-46,
who separates 8pwvTwv from what follows and takes ICal with 1npal�
vovua.
Twv To,ouTwv tra8'1J.LciTwv : attempts have been made, and still are,
to distinguish between 1Ta81Jp.a and 1ra8os. But Bonitz, Aristot. Stud.

v. has convinced most scholars that they are indistinguishable, the
form 7Ta81Jp.aTwv being preferred to 1ra8wv,·which does, however, occur.
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TC.ov TotovTwv raises a much-discussed problem. It was held by
many of the older commentators and by R. among the moderns
that TOto1hwv is here equivalent to TOVTWJ'. It is a question of some
substance because if TowvTwv = such, then pity and fear are not the
oply tragic emotions, and it is the difficulty of finding other emotions
which may be purged by tragedy that has led to the attempt to
equate TotovTwv with TovTwv. A.'s use of TotoiJTos has been examined
by Beare in Hermathena 18 (1914-19), n6-35 ,and more recently by
C. W. van Boekel, Katharsis (Utrecht, 1957), pp. ;1:46 ff. The fact is
that there seems to be an ambiguity which is common . to Greek
TotoiJT�s and to English 'such•. Both words can mean similar to the
referent as falling. under the same definition but not separately
specified-often virtually synonymous with othos-and similar to
the . referent but falling under a somewhat enlarged definition. In the
first case the point of Twv .-rotoUTwv here would be to include, for
example, olKTos, EK'TI'ATJ�'s, pity and fear in a slightly different form ;
in the second, to include different but kindred emotions such as
opy�. Cf. 's6b1 : olov EAEOV .� c/>o{Jov � opy�v Kal oua TOLaVTa, R. 1378"22 :
opy�, EAEos, t/>o{Jos Kal oua a>.Aa 'totavm, where A. is thinking primarily
of rhetoric, and Pol. 1342a12 : Tovs l>.e�JLovas Kal Tovs c/>ofJTJTLKovs Kal
Tovs o>.ws 1ra67JTLKovs. Since we are so much in the dark as to what
A. meant by Ka6aputs, it is difficult to choose with confidence, but the
first meaning is the - more likely. In any case there is no justification
for introducing under TotovTwv such emotions as ambition ; cf. John
son in Appendix II, p. 277.
A meaning which, it has been suggested (Pol., ed. Susemihl
Hicks (London, 1894), p. 652, also by Butcher, p. 240, n. 3)' might be
int�nded by Twv TotovTwv is that the emotions aroused by tragedy are
not identical with the corresponding emotions aroused by events in
real life ; they are e>.eos Kal c/>o{Jos as aroused by imitations ; cf. 53b12 :
·� '
' Q'TI'O
' \ ' Kat' -L
'Q
� · JLLJLTJUEWS TJUOVTJV
• ' EI\EOV
; See nOte On 48b 13. . They.
'f'OtJOV
aLa
TT}V
·
by
'aesthetic
distance'.
If this distinction were .
transformed
are
a basic assumption of the P., it might well be referred to in this sum
mary fashion, but as A. never clearly makes the distinction it is
going far to find it in Twv TotovTwv.
49b29. cipJ.Lov£av [Kat J.LEXos] : the difference between apJLovlav and JLEAos
is that JLEAos implies the presence of words. If Kal JLEAos is in place
here at all, Kal must be explanatory, but as >.6yos + ,Ov8JLoS and
Myos + pvOJLos + apJLovla cover all the media used by tragedy, JLEAos
is best explained as a gloss based on 47b25.
49h31 . After a,a JLEAovs would be a possible place for a similar brief
·
explanation of the meaning of Ka8aputs.
49b3 t -soat4. The six parts or elements of tragedy are now deduced
from the definition. This passage was discussed at length by Vahlen,
'

·

·
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'A. i.iber die Teile der Tragodie':, Gesammelte philologische Schrijtm
(Leipzig, I9II) i. 235-74, reprinted from Symb. phil. Bonn. in hon.
Friderici Ritschelii (Leipzig, 1864), pp. 158-84.
49b3 1 . "PGTTOVTES : the visible actors. More precisely; the poet makes
the imitation a,.x 1TpaTTovTwv. The play can achieve its Tl>..os without
being performed (623II).
49b33. o�JfE(I)S �eoaJ&os : the actors are visible, and the spectacle they
present is necessarily to some extent an element in the total effect.
Koap.os implies that things are so arranged as to be worth looking at.
The question is whether ot/ns refers only to the appearance of the
actors, who were richly attired, or includes all that we mean by
'spectacle'. There is no doubt that on the Greek stage, as on the
· Elizabethan, the main spectacle was the appearance of the actors,
magnificent or horrific as the occasion might require. At sob2o ot/M
is associated with the aK£Vo1Totos . who is. said to have been concerned
mainly with masks and costumes (Pollux 4· ns ; cf. schol. Aristoph.
Eq. 230). The few spectacular effects of which we hear seem to
· depei.1d mainly on his efforts : the Erinyes in the Eumenides who
caused a panic, perhaps the winged steed of Oceanus in the P V ; cf.
Bellerophon's steed in Euripides' play ; Ion's a<::t with the birds at
Delphi would depend mainly on his own grace, "[Demetrius] Eloc.
195. · But at 53b1-4 ot/Jts seems to refer to the whole content of Tov
- opa.v. Presumably it was not for nothing that Sophocles introduced
scene-painting, and the mechane as a spectacle must have lent excite
ment to divine epiphanies. From a later date mrs UK1JVtKaL's ot/J£at
Ka>.ov (Argument to Eur. Phoen.), e.g. Antigone on the walls, refers
to more than clothes.
lv TOUTo&s : actors speak and sing, using words, rhythm, and
melody ; these are the media (ev) ; cf. 4 7b29.
49b34. TTJV T&Jv J&ETp(l)v auv8Ea&v: p.hpa are non-lyric metres, 47b2o il.
The whole is short for T�V TWV 01/0f'tlTWV Ell p.E'rpcp avv8£atv�
49b36; 1r&aav : predicative 'in its entirety'.
49b36-50B1 0. €1rEl. 8E
f.LEAo1ro&{a: this rather cumbrous sentence
is best taken as depending on E1TEl down to yvWp.1JV at 5087, with the
apodosis beginning civayK1J oJv. The const. is obscured by the change
from nom. p.vOos at 5034 to the ace. in 7j871
a,O.votav which are
governed· by Myw.
.
49b37. 1rpaTTOVT6Jv: the performers, who have the same 7j871 as the
original characters of the story.
11'o&ous : speakers in the courts argue o1rws Tov Kptn}v 1TOtov Ttva
?Tot'?awatv (R. 1354b2o).
49b38. 1i8os : see on 4832 and sobS.
8&G.vo&av : further explained below and at sob4. We differ from
the Greeks in attributing 8t&vota to the author rather than to his
•

•

•

•
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characters, in whom we do not so sharply separate intellectual power
from the remaining characteristics. A. divides apET� into �8LK� and �La
vo7JTLK� (EN IIOJ35)· On a man's �Lavota depends his power to assess
a situation, on his .qOos his reactions to it. In drama
�tavota is manifested mainly in the characters' arguments.
508 1 . 11'0LQS TLVQS : many actions Can be judged on)y in the light of
what we know of the character of the doer and of what he says in
explanation of his actions.
[1r£cJ>uKEV aiTLa
] : probably a marginal explanation of the pre
vious clause.
5082. TauTas i.e. 1rpagE,s : the end of an action is a further activity and
not a static condition ; this is good Aristotelian doctrine. but not
self-evident, and depends on a particular conception of activity. Cf.
EN I, Chs. 7 and 8.
5083. iaTLv
: p.fi8os has scarcely appeared since it was numbered
among the main subjects of the P. at the beginning of Ch. I . Now it
is introduced with great emphasis ; .we know that tragedy is a p.lp.7JaLs
1rpaeEws, but it is the p.v8os, the 1/Jvx� of tragedy as it is called at 1 . 38
below, which is more particularly the imitation of the action.
soa4. X£yw yG.p f.Lu8ov TouTov : 'for I use the word p.v8os in this sense',
not the most obvious sense, which was simply 'story'. Similarly B.
wrote mVT7JV for avT�v at 49b34.
The poet takes the story; p.v8os in the non-technical sense (see
4739 n.), and reorganizes it in such a way as to bring the parts into
a more logical and significant relation to one another. The story is
a preliminary selection from the stream of events ; in the plot the
story is organized.
soas. auv8EaLY TWV 11'payf.LciTwv : 'structure', developing the hint given
by the word avvlaTaa8at 4739 : cf. avaTaULS in 1 . IS· UVVTL8tvaL is
used of putting together an essentially true story in Eur.
Bacc. 297, Aristoph. Ran. 1052. Cf. Pl. Phaedr. 268 D, T�v To6Twv
(sc. MaEwv) avaTaaLV 7TpE7TOVaav d.M�AOLS TE KQ� Tqi OAqJ CIVVLUTap.lvqv.
soa7. yvwf.L'JV : not 'purpose', though it would make sense here, but as at
50bi21 1Ca8oAOV nd7To�alvoVT!J.L1 'make SOme general Statement'. yvwp.aL
were 'practical maxims' (R. 1394321), but they naturally tended to be
pithy and epigrammatic. The yvwp.o8twKT�s of Cratinus, fr. 307,
being a Evpt7Tt�aptaTo�avl,wv, no doubt appreciated To aTpoyyt5.\ov ;
cf. Aristoph. fr. 47I. Eur. Phoen. is described in the Argument as
•
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yvwp.wv p.EaTov 7ToAAwv TE Kal ICa.\wv.
t L
1'
li
t
/
1
•
1 t IS
" a 1ogtca
" 1
avu.yK')
ouv
: cf. 49b37 : ovs
avayK7J
7Totovs
nvas nvat.

consequence of its nature as developed from its definition.

50B8, 11'0LQ TLS : this refers not to the quality Of an individual tragedy
a.s good or bad, but to the nature of tragedy in general. B., who like
most edd. omits Tijs after 1Ttla7Js,.is misleading here.
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50&9. Taiha 8'
: the or-der in which the six parts are given bears no
relation to the division which follows, but with the transposition of
Jt.E�,s and Su1vow the order would be that in which t,he parts are dis
cussed, which is more or less the order of importance ; or/M and
p.e�orroda, which come last, are not really a part of the art and are not
discussed. The order A£�,s-SuJ.voLa is common elsewhere.
50&10, 1 1 . ot� JlEV
Tp(a : Mo = AE�LS, p.e�orrola ; Ell = or/JLS (8ia
rrpaTTcwrwv) ; Tpla = p.v8os, 1J8TJ, 8ufvoLa. M�,s applies to the �oyos of
non-lyric parts. Words of lyrics are included in p.£�os. The P. is
almost entirely concerned with the group of Tpla. Robortello (1548) and
Maggi (1546, 1550) explained Tpla as M�,s, �8os, SufvoLa. The passage
was correctly explained by Vettori (156o) : see Weinberg, p. 462.
5011 1 2-14. TouToLs JlEV
waauTw� : a passage much discussed, but
never adequately explained. The apparent meaning is unsatisfac
tory ; after saying that every tragedy must have all six parts, why
add that 'not a few' poets use them all ? It is vain to cite a�8eLs
Tpay<p8la' (5oa25), because it means deficient in, not devoid of, �8os.
Further, the separation of TolhoLs and eiSeaw is needlessly emphatic,
and ws elrreiv, though not restricted by A. to use with such expres
sions as 'all' or 'none', has no application here. '1Tiiv sc. Spiip.a is an
odd expression. Some of these difficulties can be avoided by re
arrangeiJlent or emendation, but as a summing up it is defective,
even apart from the gratuitous change from p.£pTJ to eiSTJ (see56a33 n.).
The only serious alternative is Vahlen's ws eiSeaw, abandoned in his
edn. The meaning of this would be that not a few poets concentrate
on a single p.£pos (cf. 56a3-7) using it, or regarding it (cf. 52b14, Met.
99Bb1o xpija8a, ws y£veaLv) as a special type of tragedy. In the next
sentence he read or/JeLs exELv '1Tav (cf. 62a14), indirect statement of the
poet's thought, that spectacle, or whatever p.£pos it might be, con
tained all the essentials of drama. This seems an extreme view, but it
makes sense of a sort. It is a difficulty that of. the ei8TJ mentioned in
Ch. 18, though they are connected with the p.EpTJ, only the �8LKov is
common to both (see 55b32 n.). But 53b1 gives some support to the
existence of an el8os connected with c;.p,s ; anyway the ei87] are themselves a mystery.
_
to+L�: or/Je's is an easy emendation, but why is this p.£pos alone in
the plur.? c;.p,., gives the required sense, but the corruption is harder
to explain. .
•
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5081 5-38. Five reasons why p.v8or; is pre-eminent among the parts.
First reason 50815-23. Drama is concerned with actions, to which

character is incidental.

508 1 5. 1rpayJlUTWV O'UO'TQO'L�
. : not distinguishable from 7Tpayp.aTwv
avv8eaw in I. s, above.
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50a16. l'li'TJaLs
� 1rp6.�Ewv : this follows from the definition and was
- assumed at 48ar, at least in so far as 1rpaTTOVTE� are engaged on
a 1rpa�'�' and by Plato before ; it is regarded as self-evident and no
reasons are given. The fact that tragedies are · about actions shows
nothing, for even if the main purpose was to reveal character, charac- ·
ter would have to be revealed largely through action ; cf. what is
said about 1rpoalpecns ·at sobro. A. does no more here than repeat
what is implicit in the definition.
50a17. j3iou : a surprising statement, but apparently it means what it
says, not the lives of individuals ('careers' E.), of which only a minute
proportion can be represented in a play, but the whole complex of
events of which a generalized picture is given, a more philosophic
picture than that given by history. Alcidamas had called the Odyssey
KaAOV av8pw7Tlvov {Jlov KaT07TTpov (R. I4o6bn), and there are other
examples of this wide use : see B., ad loc., and Pl. Laws 858 D. A.
associates {Jlos or 'ru� with Jpya and 1rpa�ets (EN II79b19, EE 1219b2).
In later writers imitation of {)los is associated more particularly with
comedy.
] : these words can be attached to
50a17-20. [�at Eu8aLI'ovla
the text only by supposing that so�e words, e.g. Kal ev8atp.ov{as,
have fallen out by haplography. But (a) KaKo8alp.wv, -ovla do not
occur elsewhere in A. ; (b) Te>..o s in I. 18 is awkward with TEAos in I. 22,
especially as the first refers to the end of the action which is the sub
ject of the tragedy, the second to the action itself which is the end of
the tragedy ; (c) A.'s particular views on the end of action are not
very relevant to the importance of action in drama, but they are the
sort of thing that a commentator might be tempted to explain.
The desire for happiness might well be the cause which led to the
initiation of the action which was the subject of a play, but this
action is just as much an action whether the happiness which is it.s
end is regarded as an action or a state. In fact A. was emphatic that
it was an action : cf. EN norars, n76b7, Pol. 1325a32. Even the
{Jlos 8erup1JnKos, which we might regard as the · opposite of action, is
an evlpywi (EN II77ai8).
50a2 1 , 1rpQTTOUaLV , , , aUI'11'EpL)..al'j36.vouaLV ! the subject is o{ p.tp.ov
ftEVOt, They do not act, i.e. conduct their imitation of the action, in
order to present character, but they present �haracter as an element
in the action which is the main end. On A.'s habit of identifying the
poet with the actors who are his medium see 48a1 n.
50a22. �C71'E , , ! accordingly it follOWS that the plot is the end.
It had not been suggested that any other part but .qOos could claim
the primacy. In a different, and more ultimate, sense the .,l>..o s
of tragedy is the emotional effect it produces (and the katharsis) :
.

.

.

•

.
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cf. 6ob24, 62a18, 62b15 ; here i t is the end in the sense that the poet
subordinates all other parts to it.
Ka£ : explanatory of 1rp&:yp.a-ra : 1rpayp.chwv ava-raats which is the
same as p.v8os. Or 1rpayp.a-ra could stand for the materials and p.v8os
for their form when embodied in structure.

Second Reason soa23-29. Tragedy can exist without character, not
without action.
Tpay«tJ8£a : many contemporary plays and some of
soa23. O.veu
Maeteilinck in an earlier generation come nearer to achieving this
than A. would have thought possible.
soa24. QVEU 8£ 1]8wv : B. is right in taking &.�8Eis, 1. 25, below, as
• 1•
>
I
Eypa.,Ev,
'drew madequate1y'
'd efic1ent m character' ; cf. ap.tp.TJ-rws
(6ob32). A play may be devoid of 'character interest', but it is in
conceivable that all the participants of a play could be such that the
audience have no expectation as to the kind of decision they will
make. Those who act must be Trawl -rwEs (49b37).
soa25. TWV VE(I]V : see on 53b28. Euripides is less a master of �8os than
Sophocles, but to call him &.�871s would imply a severe standard
indeed. ol 1rpw-rot (l. 37, below) who are contrasted with the vEot are
presumably the earliest of the TTa)t.awl. S. is alone in taking vEwv as
'young' rather than 'r�cent', which contradicts 11. 35-38, below.
50a27. Polygnotus was introduced at 48a5 as an example of a painter
who idealized his figures, see n. ad loc. Zeuxis of Heraclea in southern
Italy worked in the late fifth and early fourth centuries. He is men
tioned at 61b12 as painting figures more faultlessly beautiful than any
in real life. At Pol. 1340a28-4o it is said that ala8YJ-ra except for
p.ovatK� have little ethical effect, though there Polygnotus is again
mentioned as �O,Kos.
•

•

•

•

"

•

·

•

Third Reason 50a29-33. Tragedies which are 1·ich in· character but
poor in plot do not fulfil the funCtion of tragedy.
soa29. £cf>egijs : suggests a mere sequence, 'one after another', as - at
59a27. Sometimes, however, it is a rational or natural order, s�ai.
1]1hKcis : 'expressive of character' B., in this case the true character
of the speaker. >.&yot �O,Kol (R. 1391b22) are speeches which suggest
the speaker has a certain character, not speeches on ethics.
soa30. �v : 'was agreed to be'. A. uses the imperf. to refer to conclu
sions previously reached ; cf. R. 1363a9 : oo yap TTav-rEs £tf>lEv-rat, -rov-r'
aya8ov �v. -rpaycp�las Epyov recurs at 52b29 with·reference to emotional
effects ; these have not so far been discussed, only mentioned in the
definition 49b27, 28. The majority of commentators-, R., S., E., refer it
to that passage, E. with emphasis on Ka8apats. B. following Vahlen
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understands the Epyov to be the production of a 1rp&.��ws p.lp:YJaLs (cf.
49b36), which a mere sequence of speeches could not achieve.

The difference between a. play and a series of rhetorical speeches is
put, with a different p\lrpose, by Pl. Phaedr. 268 c.
50832. �ea.£ : is undoubtedly explanatory : cf. I. 22, above.
50833. Castelvetro transposed the comparison of the painter and the
choice between pleasing colours without form and form without
colours, 50839-b3, to follow directly after 1Tpayp.aTWV. This was ac
cepted by most editors until Vahlen, who defended the change (Gesam
melte, pp. 25o-2), altered his mind in favour of the MSS. order in his
edn. ; only E. among recent editors transposes . . Against the chartge
we may argue that there is no easy explanation to account for it ;
that the comparison between a more and a Jess essential dement
stands well at the end of the discussion about plot and character ;
at sob3 follows a little awkwardly oil apx'f/
that EUTLV T� p.lp.'f/ULS
o�v
7]811
at
50838,
39,
since both sentences round off the stage of
p.Ev
the argument. On the other hand, while there is an obvious cor
respondence between an outline drawing and the plot of a play,
a random spread of colours has little connexion with the characters.
But the comparison. would gain immensely in significance if attrac
tive colours placed at random xvS11v corresponded with eloquent
speeches following one after another NJ�efjs. · Indeed G. goes so far as
to make xva11v refer back to NJ�ffis though he leaves them 12 lines
apart. That the words do. correspond is strongly suggested by the
relevant passage of the Phaedrus. Socrates, criticizing Lysias' speech,
says 'do not the parts . seem to have been thrown down xva.,v at
random ?' and a few lines later 'can you suggest any reason why
Lysias put the parts in this order ovTws N)�efjs ?' and the meaning is
illustrated by the famous Midas epitaph of Cleobulus of Lindus, four
hexameters which can be read in any order, 264 B-D. irfJ�!fjs sug
gests, not disorder, but absence of any ordering principle.
•

•

•

• • •

Fourth Reason 50833-35. The most attractive elements in a play
belong to the plot.
50833. +uxa.ywyEi : cf. sobr6 and Timocles, fr. 6. 6 ; first in Xen. Mem.
3· ro. 6" and Pl. Phaedr. 261 A. This originally striking expression
drawn from necromancy (cf. Aes. Pers. 687) loses a good deal of its

force when it becomes part of the language of criticism, and implies
little more than 'attract' : see G.'s note. It is surprisingly absent
from Gorg. Helen (he uses EKYO'f/T�vw). Eratosthenes stated that the
aim of poetry was 1/Jvxaywyla not StSaaKaAla (Strabo r6).
50834. 1rEpL1rETELa.L �ea.l O.va.yvwpl:aELS : the first mention of these terms,
which are explained in Ch. u . Probably they were already recog
- nized technical terms.
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Fifth Reason and summing up 50835-39. The plot is the most
difficult part of a play to manage.
50a3(». a�epLpoOv: cf. 48bn €lK6vaS' p.&.>.tuTa �Kpt{Jwp.EvaS', to produce
something finished and precise. No . extant tragedy is a youthful
work, unless possibly the Rhesus, which, if it is by Euripides, was
written early in his career : see Ritchie, The Authenticity of the Rhesus
of Eur. (Cambridge, 1¢4). The evidence of other periods certainly
suggests that skill in dramatic art comes only with practice, whereas
a youthful rhetorician might be expert at apt speeches.
50837. auv(aTaa8cn : act. and mid. form seem to be used indifferently. ·
ol ,..p&hoL: are these pre-Aeschylean ? See on vEwv I. 25, above. If
this generalization does not strike us, so far as our evidence goes, as
obviously true, it is perhaps a measure of the difference between
character and �8oS'. However, Sophocles is said to have considered
his latest and most mature style to have been �8tKWTaTov (Plut. M.
79 B) ; see Sir Maurice .Bowra, Problems in Gk. Poetry (Oxford, 1953),
·

PP· Io8 ff.

Kat otov "'ux� : in the light of A.'s ·philosophy these
50838. cipxT)
words carry even more weight thari they ;might seem to. E. quotes
De An. 402a6 : EUn .yap (� .fovx�) otov apx� TWJI {c{Jwv. Soul is the
'form' of man, and plot is of equivalent importance in tragedy.
•

.

.

50&39-50b4, The Second Part �8oS'.
50839. 8EuTEpov : in order of importance. A difficulty of the follow,ing
passage is that �8oS' has already been examined in connexion with
p.fi8oS', as being the only rival for primacy, without having been
introduced formally as the second part. It has been defined only
incidentally (49b37) as that in virtue of which men are 1rotol, of one
sort and not another. It is further defined in contrast to a,&.vota
5ob8, below.
50bl, iva�EL"'ELE : trans., the object being 1rlvaKa understood.
50b2, xu8fJv : 'at random'. Ta xva7Jv means prose as opposed to verse
(R. r409b7). At Phaedr. 264 B (see ' 50a32 n.) the parts of Lysias'
speech are said xvaT]JI {J€{J>.Tju8at 'to be thrown down at random'.
Ell+puvELEv : _ give the �aov� which is the TE>.oS' of the arts.
�EuKoypa+�aas : for the formation cf. UKtaypacf>Eiv. There seems
no evidence whether this means to draw in white on a dark ground
or to draw in black on a white ground. That Philostratus mentions
drawing >.£vKjj Tjj ypap.p.jj (Vit. Ap. 2. 22) shows little. The comparison,
if it stands here-cf. 50a33 n:-is between an outline drawing, which
corresponds to the plot, and beautiful · colours grouped without
meaning, corresponding to the characters. While the first pair have
significance in common, the correspondence between characters and
patches of pigment seems incomplete. Gomme, p. 63, following V.
IOS
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suggests 'not give so much pleasure as if he draws the outline in
black and white first'. For a similar comparison between 7T£ptyparf>�,
'outline', and rf>app.aKa, 'colours' see Pl. Polit. 277 c.
50b3, liLci. TQUTTJY ! i.e. indirectly, secondarily, repeating the point
which was made at soai6 ; tragedy is not an imitation of men, but it
imitates men in the course of presenting human action. The repeti
tion rounds off the . paragraph.
50b4, 1rpQTTOVTWY here must refer to the original agents, not the per
formers, as at 48ai .
50b4-12. The Third Part 8tavota.
This is discussed further in Ch. I9, but it is quickly dismissed as
being in the province of rhetoric.
.
50b4, To(iTo
8UvQa9QL! as �8os is revealed mainly by action, so
�tavota is revealed in i\oyot spoken or written, in demonstrations and in
generalizations ; the point is repeated (ll. n, I2) at the end of the
section. · �8os Kai 8tavota are the two aspects of the whole man, cor
responding, though rather superficially, to character and intellect.
Then as now it was a subject ·of debate with which of the two the
educator ought to be more concerned (cf. Pol. I337a38): In the last
resort they are not completely separable.
.
50b5, TeL EYOVTQ ! the man with good a,a.vota can see what there is in
a subject and what there is to be said about it. Cf. Isocr. S· no :
KaTt8wv T� 'fTAfj8os Twv £v6VT-wv £l'fTE'iv, Dion. Hal. Lysias, IS : Evp£nKds
yap £uTw Twv £v Tots 7rpayp.autv £vovTwv ;,\6ywv.
Tci. cipJ.&oTTOVTQ ! cf. S4a22. The two together are much the same as
Ta 8£ovTa, what Thucydides claims to put into the mouths of the
speakers in his History (1. 22. I).
50b6, TWY Mywv : taken by B. and G. to refer to speeches in plays, by
Vahlen� Butcher, R., and S. to speeches in general. M. and E.
bracket the words. At I. IS, below, it has the latter meaning (or just
'prose'), and it is natural to illustrate a,a.vota from rhetoric in general :
cf. s6a34· On the other hand, with ol apxaiot I. 7 we are back again
with the speeches of drama. It is not necessary to specify ;,\6yot as
the part of drama where 8tavota is in place, but A. does sometimes
state the obvious.
Ti]S 11'0"-LTLKi}s KQl P'lTOpLKfj!i : 8tavota is associated with both of
them. The 'fTOAtTtKOS is as old as the 'fT(?AtS ; the P"/TOptKOS depends on
his new art. The meaning of P"'ToptKfjs is plain, but 'fToAmKos is used
in many senses. With this passage may be compared Pol. I274b36 :
TOV 8� 7TOA£TtKOV Kai TOV vop.o8ETOV 'fTfiuav opwp.Ev T�V 7rpayp.aT£lav oJuav
1TEpi 1ra.\w. 'fToAm"� is concerned with the good of the whole 'fTOAts
(EN I094bn). As ethics were conceived as existing within the frame
work ofthe city, the connexion between Tj8., and 'fToAmK� was close.
•

•

•
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Cf. Pol. 1 288hr : 7Tat8tda Kat e8TJ TavTa ax£oov Ta 1rowvvTa a7Tovoaiov
'
\
" 11
; R' 1356)a26 : TTJ'> 7T£pt Ta TJ"(}TJ 7Tpayp.aKatI TaI 7TOtOVVTa 7TOI\LTLKOV
avopa
T£lac;, �v olKaLOV £an 7Tpoaayop£V£LV 1TOALTLK�V ; Satyr. vit. Eur. 39·
iv. 5 (Arrighetti) : 7Tot\Ad. Kat 7Tapa nov KWJ-LLKclJV 7TOLTJ'TWV ap.a avO'TTJPW'>
Uy£-raL Kat 7TOAtnKwc;
EvpmlOTJ'> 7Tpoc; aAK�V Kat £vr/Jvxlav 7TapaKaA£t
Tovc; v€ovc;. There is a touch of irresponsibility about pTJTOptK� : cf.
PTJTOptKOV yap 'TO 'TOLOV'TOV p.U.At\ov 1} 'TtP,wv-roc; at\�8£tav avOpOs (Galen,
Protrept. ro).
50b7. ol
cipxaioL : see note on 53h28.
SObS, {nlTopLKWS : tl�e rhetorical characteristics of Euripides are ob
vious. In the set debates he seems at times more eager to make his
CharacterS say Ta £vovTa Kat Ta app.O'T'TOV'Ta than to maintain their
consistency. No doubt fourth-century tragedy developed further
along the same lines ; Theodectes was both dramatist and rhetori
cian. We need not go so far as to take 1roAtTtKws as · equivalent to
tj8tKwc;, but it implies a less ex�lusive interest in persuasiveness· and
point scoring : cf. R. I4I7a23 : p.� W) a7TO Otavolac; My£LV W0'7T€p oi viiv,
d.U' ws am� rrpoatp€a£wc; (for 7Tpoalp£0'LS see below) and 1366�10. But
there is ·some overlap between them. G. quotes Dio Chrys. Or. 52
111
\
I
Ka_LI
O'VV£0'L<;
7TOI\L'TLKW'Ta'TTJ
'
(VO1 111 p. I 60 D"lnd ) : TJ 'T£ 'TOV- Evpt7TWOV
pTJTOptiCwnhTJ ooaa. As an example of a play that was conspicuously
1roAmKoc; E. �uggests the Antig. Eur. Supp., like Thucydides, is
both 7ToAtTtKoc; and PTJTOptKo>. For an extreme of rhetoric we might
instance the agon of the Troades (914-1032).
. �9os J.LEV : answered by ·ot�l.vota o€ I. II. oq8o> is introduced here in
order to explain otavota by contrast. According to our oq8oc; we are
1rotol nv£c;, and naturally prefer certain courses of action and make
certain decisions 7Tpoatp€a£ts. The notion of 7Tpoalp£ats makes clear
the connexion between oq8oc; and action, whereas otavota is revealed
mainly in speech. A 1rpoalp£ats is a considered decision made by a
person of mature judgement after due deliberation. Such a choice
cannot be made on the spur of the. moment (EE 1224a4), or by a
child (ibid. 28), or under the influence of violent passion, since 7T. is
f.L£Ta Aoyov Kat Otavolas (lj:N III2ai5 ; cf. schol. Eur. Med. 899) ; Medea
does not kill her children KaTa 1rpoalp£aw. (A. could hardly have
denied that the tempestuous disposition which gave rise to such
violent passions was part of her �8os.) Hence we are told here oq8os
OTJAoi -r�v '1Tpoalp£atv, and only those .\6yot which contain a 7Tpoalp£ats
can reveal oq8os (cf. EN I4I7ai9 : OVK exovaw oi p.a8TJp.a'TLKOt Tf8TJ OT£
o vo€ '1Tpoalp£atv), though otavota can be shown without one. The
connexion between '1Tpoalp£ats and oq8os is a commonplace in A.
(cf. EN I I I Ib4 ff., I I39a3I, R. I395bl4). One would not expect to
find oq8os in a Messenger's speech ; . messengers decide nothing. But
it is obvious that decisions require also the ability to foresee
-
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consequences, and sometimes A. makes a place for 8u:fvo£a . too,
·
e.g. Met . ro65a32 : 'Tf'poalpfu's ov xwp�s 8£avolas, and Ph. r¢br8 and 22
where the two words are synonymous : see Ross's note.
In the 'drama of ideas', Sha:w or Pirandello, 8ufvo£a assumes
pre-eminence. Whether A. admitted the existence of such a type
depends on the interpretation of soar2-I4.
50b9, [£v ots o(uc ECM'L 8i]>..ov
] : either. the 11'poalpfu£s would be
inexplicable but for the �Oos in the speech, or Tl 'Tf'O£TJTEov may be
supplied after SijAov. But the clause is absent in Ar. and . can
be dispensed with.
.
There is another serise of�Oos which Vahlen, Gesammelte, pp. 257 ff.,
would introduce here. A speaker's persuasiveness depends partly
on the personal confidence which he inspires ; he may set out to co,n
vey an impression of a particular sort of personality according to the
nature of his audience and his subject. In rhetorical writings this is
the sense of �Oos most commonly referred to, the character which
the speaker projects. Dion. Hal. Lysias 8, says of Lysias that he
never made a 11'pouw'Tf'ov ci.v718o'TJ'ol71Tov. A. discusses this in Bk. 2 of
his R. This �Oos could be independent of 11'poo:.lpfu,s.
The characters in a play are usually represented as expressing
themselves sincerely, revealing themselves as they are. No doubt the
playwright in representing them uses some of the �arne skills as the
speech-writer putting across a per�onality which will make a favour
able impression. Occasionally he will go a stage further and re
present a wolf representing, himself in sheep's clothing, as Creon
in OC 728-6o. · A.'s tendency to identify the dramatist with his
characters makes it difficult to give a precise meaning to �Oos here.
So long as we regard a dramatic character as an independently
existing entity, this sense of �Oos is largely irrelevant, qut it becomes
relevant when we think of the dramatist using his art to present
characters.
For T]Buc� -rpaycp8la see 56ar.
50b12. eca.8o>..ou : such generalizations or yvwp.a' would not express
ultimate truths ; they would be general statements such as are con
cocted with a view to the particular conclusions that the speaker
wishes to justify.
It is worth noting that there is little room for impassioned speech
within these categories. In later tragedy the expression of emotion
·was left increasingly to the musical parts. A speech like Medea's
(Med. Ior9-8o), which A. probably did not admire (cf. 53b28), con
tains by these standards little �8os and less s,&.vo£a, though it does
end with a resounding yvwp.TJ, the generalization ou'Tf'f:P p.fylu-rwv
at-r,os KaKwv f3poTois ro8o. To many moderns this rather spoils the
e ffect;
_ -•

.
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SObll-1 5. Fourth Part >..£�,,.
[Twv J1EV Mywv] : B.'s emendation T£vv lv .\6yw would mean 'of the
parts in the medium of words' : cf. 47322.
SOb13. >..£�,s can often be rendered 'style' ,' but it covers the whole
process of combining words into an intelligible sequence. Cf. 49b34,
where the phrase T�V TWV p.E-rpwv avv8t:cnv . covers only metrical
language, but in the widest sense the process is the same.
TTJV 8ui. Ti]S ovo11aa£as EPJ1TJVE£av : 'communication by means of
words' ; ovo#Laala = ovof'aTa. From lpf'TJVt:vs, · an interpreter · of
riddling or foreign language, EPf'TJVt:la comes to mean communica
tion and also, like -"�''' style. See the entry s.v. in the Glossary to
Rhys Roberts's Demetrius of Phalerum 1Tt:pl 'Epf''r)vt:las.
SObl·S . EXEL TTJV auTTJV 8Uvai'Lv : 'has the same effect' and so 'does the
same thing' (cf. 4739). Both in verse (l1Lf'£Tpwv) and in prose (.\oywv) ,
or in this context perhaps in speeches (in real life), .\£�L> is concerned
with communication, with putting the best words in the best place,
but not, of course, the same words in the same places in verse and in
prose. The language of lyric poetry' is probably covered by IL£.\os,
. and neither ep.p.ETpa nor ,\E�,, are relevant to it.
· •

SObl S -lO. The two remaining Parts, p.€.\os and o,Pts.
SOb 1 6. 1)8uaJ16.Twv : cf. 49b28. At EN n7ob29 the point of ij8va1La is that
one does not need much of it.
SOb17. QTIXVOTaTov
TjKLaTa oiKeiov : the qualities required by the
successful producer of visual effects are different from · those re
quired by a poet, and though the wardrobe-master is allowed to have
a TEXVTJ (1. 20, below), his skill is mainly empirical.
SObl S. 8uvai'LS : A. is emphatic (cf. 53b4, 62312) that the 'effect' of
tragedy does not depend on its being performed. Indeed it appears
that at this date plays were written which were intended only for
reading, avayvwanKol (R. 14I3b12). The earliest ref. to the reading
of stage plays is Aiistoph. Ran. 52 : Dionysus read the Andromeda to
himself.
ciywvos tcai. lnroKpLTwv : '(performance at) a public contest and
actors'. Cf. 53327 C1KTJVWV Kal aywvwv, which is a hendiadys 'scenic
contests'. ay. KaL tJ1T, so constructed ·should mean 'actors' contests'.
There was in fact a prize for acting at Dionysia and Lenaea, hut it
would be pointless to mention it here.
SOblO. cJICEU011'0LOU : schol. to Aristoph. Eq. 230 tells us that none of the
aKEVo1ToLol. dared to make a portrait mask of Cleon for Paphlagon to
wear. Pollux 4 · HS suggests that masks and costumes were the main,
if not the only, concern of the CJKEV01ToLos.
A.'s preference for plot as opposed to character has won little
•

•

•
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·

approval from most of the critics from the late nineteenth century
onwards. To the generations which were pr�foundly influenced by
Bradley's Shakespearian Studies it was common doctrine that; as
Granville Barker once put it, the purpose of drama was to portray
character. Intetest in the inner life of the individual, which had
been developed by the great novelists of late Victorian times in
England, France, and Russia, caused exaggerated attention to
traits of personality which could be perceived in Shakespeare and
contributed to the spread of the belief that they must be contained,
could one but find them, in all great drama. In fact few Greeks were
interested in the analysis of states of consciousness and the study of
psychological developments,· and the scale of Greek drama allowed
few opportunities for revealing the uniqueness of individuals. The
character w4o appeared in a mask was naturally generalized spiri
tually in the same way as he was physically and as the style of
masked acting must require. The difference becomes obvious if one
compares the number and variety of the situations in which Hamlet,
for instance, is presented w.ith the restrictions and simplicity of the
Greek stage, from which the background of ordinary life is ahnost
totally excluded. It is impossible to . deny that A. was right in his
priorities so far as concerns Greek tragedy, and it is surprising that
there should have been critics in his own time, as the tone of the
chapter implies there were, who thought character more important
than plot.
More recent crit.ics are less out of sympathy with A. 'In drama
characterization depends on function ; what a character is depends
on what he has to do in the play. Dramatic function in its turn
depends on the structure of the play ; the character has certain
things to do because the play has such and such a shape.' · Northrop
I•'rye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, 1957), p. 171.
·

•

C H A PT E R S 7-14
Chapters 7-14, with the intrusive Ch. 12, deal with plot, its structure,
and its emotional effects. They contain a large proportion of the meat
of the P. Chs. 7-9 form the first part of this section, and in them the
general nature of the plot is discussed. Ch. 7 deals with plot in the
light of the previously agreed definitions, while Ch. 8 throws further
light by showing what it is not and the misapprehensions which have
caused plots to be badly constructed. In Ch. 9 it is shown that a well
constructed plot represents a more general truth than history can'
usually reveal.
1 10
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C H A P T E R 7. 50b2 t -34. Unity.
50b2 1. 8u.,pLa..-.ev(o)v 8£ TOUT(o)v : this refers to the definitions given in Chs.
1-5 and more particularly to the examination of the six parts in Ch. 6.
).£y(o)..-.Ev : a fre�h start : cf. the beginning of the P., 47a8.
50b22. TTJV auaTa.aLv � Twv 1rpa.yl'ciT(o)v : A.'s favourite expression for
p.v8o!;, with avvO!O't!; as an alternative to UVO'TaO'LS. The neutral
word 1rpayp.aTa applied to the contents can fairly be translate_d
'incidents' or 'subject matter' ; cf. 53b5 : TOV aKOVOVTa Ta 1Tpayp.a-ra
ytvop.!va Kal !foplTT!tv Kal E�!!iv. They are already present as relevant
parts of the 1rpii�t!; but not yet built into the structure ; see on 5Ia33·
50b23. KEiTa.t: 'it is accepted' between A. and his reader on the basis of
the definitions in Ch. 6.
50b24. TE).da.s Ka.l 8).T)s :·u,\das was added to 1rpa�!ws in the definition
of trageqy, apparently as being implicit in the notion of 1rpii�ts ; now
o�7J!;, which means much the same as ,:!�!la!;, is added for emphasis.
Nothing is absent which is necessary, nothing is present which is
superfluous.
50b25. TL J1EyE8os : again repeated from the definition 49b25.
J1TJ8£v €xov ..-.E-yE8os : an entity so small that it has no meaningful
dimensions ; cf. Ph. 266aiO : ap.!pfS !lvat
Kal p.1JSEv EX!LV p.ey!Oo!; .
The importance of parts in A.'s conception of a whole emerges in
what follows.
50b27 . ._.,-q £g O.vciyKTJS : no event can be completely isolated from all
other events. But some events have no essential causal connexion
· with what has gone before. Where the action of a play begins there
should be a natural seam in the continuum. The opposite of E�
avayK1JS is W!; ETVX!V at 59a24.
50b3 1 . ..-.£aov: it is noteworthy that when the idea is repeated in con
nexion with epic at 59a2o we find the plur. p.eaa (cf. Pl. Plzaedr.
264 c). This is more exact, as t4ere are usually a number of separabl.e
parts between beginning and end.
Dion. Hal. de Thuc. 10 is reminiscent of this passage, though there
is no reason to suppose direct influence : alnwv-rat S€ Kal -r�v TCL�tv
t
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50b34. i8ea.Ls : probably 'principles', i.e. of right connexion (cf. 56b3), or
equivalent to .:lSos, the -form that has been described with beginning,
middle, and en,d.
In this sentence A. formulates one of his most fruitful ideas, that
there must be close internal cohesion binding the parts of a play
together, if not logical necessity at least probability. We must- not
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find ourselves in doubt whether the consequences follow naturally.
Plato makes the same demand in the more obvious context of a
speech at Phaedr. 264 B Dramas still undreamed of at the date of the
P. on the whole bear out the validity of A.'s principles, though there
are · other' unities than that of logic. But, as G. points out, A.'s
principle does not apply without a good deal of modification to the
beginning and the end. Here the test is that the audience should not ·
feel something lacking from the beginning or that the action is cut
·short at the end. To Greek dramatists it was of great practical
importance that their plots were mainly derived from stories al
ready familiar. For instance the action of the Ajax at its beginning
results immediately from whathas been happening before. A modem
audience, unless provided with a programme note, would be a good
deal mystified. Moreover there is a whole class of plays from
Aeschylus to Ibsen in which the distant past suddenly rears its ugly
head. It may be outside the action, but it is. one of the conditions of
the play. In fact the plot is larger than the action, as is brought out
by Ma,s-A.va's m Ch. 18. Again, the end of the OT is anything but
clear cut. Euripides solved the problem after a fashion with his
prologue and deus ex machina, whatever his motives may have been
for introducing them. It is noteworthy that the obvious end, the
death of the hero as in Hipp. and OC, is exceptional in Greek tragedy,
a fact which may be relevant to the abs.ence of the conception ·'hero'
from Greek criticism (see p. 140).
'Really, universally, relations stop nowhere, and the exquisite
problem of the artist is eternally but to draw, by a geometry of his
own, the circle within which they shall . happily appear to do so. '
Henry Jarries, Preface to Roderick Hudson.
•

.

50b34-5 l a t 5. The right p.ly£8os and its relation to To KaA.&v.
51a3 performs the function of the main
50b34. €1rd . : wau 8Ei
clause. Cf. Bonitz 873a31.
To �eaMv : the idea that tragedy possesses formal beauty-that the
attractiveness of style and of music are connected with beauty
may perhaps be assumed-is here introduced without warning or
explanation : cf. 59a21. See note on 1. 36, below.
t�ov : not a 'picture', though this is a meaning the word can: bear,
e .g. Herod. 3· 88 (cf. also Butcher, p. r88, n. r), but a living being as
opposed to the inorganic 1rpo:yp.a. The comparison of a work of
literature to a 'cpov has been made by Plato Phaedr. 264 c, with re
ference to the discourse of ;Lysias (see on soa33) which had be.en read
earlier in the dialogue ; this had been shown to lack the organiza
tion of its parts in harmony and proportion to each other and to the
whole which is common to living beings and properly constructed
.
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works o f art. But the factor of beauty is not specifically mentioned.
The notion of organic unity implicit in awp.a (cf. 51a3) reappears in
R. ad Alex. 1436a29, 1438b24, where awp.aToEt8�s is a technical term
for 'structurally coherent'. Polybius i. 3 · · 4 uses the word to de
scribe a history which combines events in separate areas formin,g
a unity by reason of their interaction. It is likely that the idea was
· transmitted from A. through Peripatetic channels.
50b37. To yap tcQMv : KaAov is A.'s word for describing something good
to look at, but it suggests equally approval on other grounds ; he has
no term to denote aesthetic satisfaction, though there are a few
passages where the context suggests such a meaning, e.g. 54bn, or
Pol. 1338b1 , where it is asserted that the young are taught to draw not
for any practical end but in order that they may become perceptive
of corporeal beauty, BEwpT}TtKov Tov .'ITEpi Ta adJp.aTa Kallovs. But it is
not clear that A. ever completely separates aesthetic satisfaction
from the perception of functionally harmonious development in
which the realization of the form consists. TofJ KaAov p.lytaTa Ei817
Ta�ts Kal avp.p.E'tpla Kal To �ptap.lvov, Met. 1078a36, refers to the proper
relation of parts to whole, proper for a particular purpose. Even if
an object is superficially repulsive it may yet be KaAov to the
philosopher who understands that the relation of its parts is deter
mined p.� TvxovTws ill' EVEKa Twos (HA 645a23). · Again, l'ITEl To yE
�<aAov £v �.,\�BEt Kal p.Eyl8Et Eiw8E ylvEa8at (Pol. 1326a33) refers to the size
of population which allows the most efficient functioning of a com
munity. Accordingly, although beauty is mentioned as a quality of
a good play or poem, we need not regard the achievement of beauty
as a separate end of the poet ; both in a picture and ip. a play To
�<aAov includes intelligibility. It is a necessary result of constructing
a plot which will arouse pity and terror that it constitutes a pleasing
Whole. If the partS Were not avp.p.€Tp0t and in the proper relation tO
each other as explained at sob27 ff. (cf. Pol. 1284b8), that is to say .
every part except the first must be a necessary or likely consequence
of the part that precedes it, the -r:lAos or £v£Ka Twos of the poet's
activity would not be achieved. For a different view see Else,
HSCP 49 (1938), 179-204.
iv .,LEY£8EL tcQl Ta�EL: clearly there is variety of unity and different
degrees of it ; a rhinoceros has a compacter unity than a giraffe.
50b38. EyyU S TOU QVQLa8yJTOU xpovou : at first sight Tkatsch's xpov<p,
adopted by G., is attractive. As an object becomes progressively
smaller it is harder to see, and if the diminution is continued .in
definitely, xpov<p 'in course of time' it will be invisible. However, not
only is word-order against it, but there. is no doubt that A. believed
that there is a connexion between the size of an object and the time
taken to look at it (Ph. 222b15). Once an object is too small for its
814175
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parts to be distinguishable, so that their relations cannot be seen, it
cannot be beautiful.
SOb39. ou ycip &Jia. : .similarly, if an objeCt is too large to be within the
field of vision from a sil).gle view-point, it is impossible to appreciate
its proportions.
sta t . tj 8e(a)p{a. : for the viewing of works of art A. always uses 8t::wpt:: iv
and its derivatives ; of words derived from 8t:: aa8at only Bt::aT�s and
8laTpov. .
.
TO iv : the idea of unity has been present throughout this chapter,
but this is the first merition of 'oneness' ; cf. Gorgias, Helen 5 : d,\,\cl
./. A
f
f
\\ \
oTav t::'K 1TOIIIIWV
aw/LaTwv
Ka£\ XPWf'aTwv
t::v OWf'a Kat
p:qv
O£f ypa.,ns,
oxijf'a Tf:,\t;;{ws a1Tt::pyaaWVTat, Ttp1TOV0t T�V ot/Jtv,
5 183. a(a)J16.T(a)V ! i.e. at/JOXWV OWf'aTWV COrresponding tO aTTaV 1Tpayf'a.
at sob34·
5 1&4, eua�von'Tov : this is the opposite of the situation described in
5ob39 : ov yap /1.1-'a � 8t::wpla ylvt::mt. 'rhe word is used at 59a33 with
reference to the plot of the Iliad, and at R. 1409b1 of the prose period
which because of its form is more intelligible than a long sentence in
the Mets t:: lpof'lV'f'J the 'running-on style', and also t::Vf1-V1J/LOvt::vTov
'easily retained in the memory' : see below.
51&5, JiijKos in plots corresponds to 1-'lyt::Oos in objects ; cf. 49b12-16.
EUJ1VrJI-'6veuTov : a plot should' be such that it can be retained in the
mind as a 'whole. Cf. the complaint of the Spartans after listening to
a long speech from the Samian envoys,- Herod. 3· 46 : Ta 1-'�" 1rpwTa
,\t::xBlVTa £1Tt,\t;;,\1]8lvat, Ta s� VOTEpa ov ovvtlvat,
In practice the limits of the duration of drama are fixed by external
arrangements depending on custom and on the convenience of the
various parties concerned. It may not be the same as the duration
which would be fixed if nothing were to be considered but the drama
itself ; this would be a matter of Tlxv1J. B. suggests that aia81Jaw
refers to the power of an audience to watch without loss' of concentra
tion. The ideal play might be too long, or not long enough, for the
normal audience.
5 1 a9, tC»a1rep 1I'01'E
: that plays were ever timed by the water-clock
like speeches in the courts is inconceivable.
51& 1 0. o J'ELt(a)v : the Greeks associated bigness very closely with
beauty ; cf. EN II23b7 : T6 Killos £v f't::yci,\cp awfLaTt, oi f'tKpo: S'
aauiot Ka: oOf'f'"Tpot, Ka,\o: S' ov. In particular they admii:ed women
large, perhaps as suggesting goddesses, like Phye in Herod. r. 6o. 4 ;
cf. also R. 136ra6, though there seems to have been a tradition that
Andromache was too big (Ovid� AA 2. 645).
a�v81')�os : that the avv- is emphatic and repeats the notion of
evoovoTTTos is shown by ovvopao8at at 59b19. The word to be under
stood with 1-'"l,wv and o6vS1J,\os is p.iJ8os.
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51812. KaTa To ElKos fJ To G.vayKaiov : in this much-used phrase Kara
TO £l�r.6s is hardly to be distinguished from c.Os i1T/. TO 1To..\v at 50bJO.
51813. icJ.Egijs : 'in natural sequence', sometimes, though not here, with
stress on continuity. Cf. R. 1416b i6.
.
ds EuTux£av
J.LETaPciXXELv : the first appearance of another basic
idea of the P. The content of the 1rpatts of a tragedy is a change
from good to bad, or from bad to good, fortune. The character who
experiences this change is today commonly called the 'hero', but A.
lacks such a term. However, it appears from the discussion in Ch. 13
that he has in mind one dominating character on whose fortunes the
play mainly turns, though in Ch. 14 we have rather a conflict between
equally important parties (see 52b34-53a5 n.). The transition from
one state to its opposite requires a number of stages, some plots
requiring more, others fewer, but the crucial point is that these
stages (often corresponding to epeisodia) must be sufficient, and not
more than sufficient, to make the transition comprehensible. The
· words used · to express this transition are fL£Taf3cl».nv, fL£Taf3o..\�,
fLETaf3alvnv, fLETaf3auts, fL£Ta1Tl1Tntv all of which, except fL£Ta{3alv£w
and fLETa1Tl1Tntv, are used elsewhere in the P. for other sorts of change.
1T£pt1TETna, as we shall see, is a particular type of fL£Taf3auts. It ap
pears from 55b28 that the apxTJ TfjS fL£Ta{3aU£WS can be quite late in
a play. Although A. states elsewhere that the change from good to
bad fortune is superior in realizing the specific effects of tragedy,
there is no suggestion that it is the necessary end to a tragedy, as
modern usage requires. A tragedy was the sort of play performed at
the tragic festivals. It dealt with life at more or less heroic level,
but there was no suggestion that it need end in catastrophe. fL£Ta
f3a..\..\£tv as at 53a13
fL£Taf3o..\-TJv y£vlu8at.
The statements in this chapter about the fLfiKos/fLEY£8os of tragedy
do not seem to have any reference to the comparison of tragedy to
epic in respect of fLfjKos in Ch. 5· 49b 12-r6. That the action tends to
extend over less than a day puts little practical limitation on its
length. Nor does A. show whether he thinks the limits imposed by
conditions of performance conflict with what is desirable.
•

•

•
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CHAPTER 8

This follows Closely on Ch. 7 and reveals certain common misconcep
tions about the nature of unity. All the references are to epic ; this is
justified by the section at the end of Ch . 5 stressing the similarity of
epic and tragedy.
·

51& 1 7. 11'Epl Eva : there is no unity of hero.
auJ.LPa£vEL : repeated from I. IJ, above. The word suggests events
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happening to a man, ?TalJTJ, which may be the reason for the separate
mention of 1rpaets in the next sentence.
5 1 8 1 8. 1rpageLs : not complex 1rpa�Ets. Cf. what is said about para·
digmatic history at R. 1360336, quoted on 51b2.
5 18 1 9. €g lJv : of these many things which can happen to a man some,
to put it mildly, do not combine to form part of any unified whole :
cf. Horace, AP 23 : simplex et unum.
Probably those who suffer from this illusion, that singleness of
hero gives unity, are not critics who have enunciated a theory but
poets who reveal their assumptions in their choice of subject. No
Greek play could coyer the whole life of a hero, and the example is
taken from epic as affording the best example of a failure in unity.
Eur.'s Hecuba is an example of a play with two episodes connected
mainly by the fact that they affect one person. Here
- the failure in
unity is not total.
51820. 'HpaK�I)i8a : epics on Heracles ·were co111posed by Peisander
c. 6oo B.C. and by Panyasis ( ?uncle of Herodotus) who perished in
the stasis at Halicarnassus c. 46o.
9')C7T)i8a : little is known of early epics on Theseus except that they
existed ; see Epic. Gr. Frag., ed. Kinkel, p. 217.
Epics on either of these heroes would be likely conspicuously to
lack cohesion, since three separate cycles of legend were connected
with Heracles, and Attic patriotism tended to assimilate to Theseus
myths which belonged elsewhere.
51822. J.L08ov : since such a plot must contain the imitation of many
actions it will be unintegrated.
51823. Tci a��a 8La�epeL : cf. 59b12-r6. The convention of the picar- ·
esque novel allows a. sequence of episodes with no connexion other
than that they are centred on the same person.
51824. TJTOL 8Lci TEXV')V i] 8Lci +uaLv : A. holds Homer in such admira·
tion that he will not deny him TlxvTJ, though it is unlikely that anyone
before himself had discovered the scientific basis of poetic practice ;
cf. 543Io for the empirical processes of tragic poets. He is less cer
tain of the absence of Tlxv11 · from the visual arts (47319).
'08uaaeLav : there may, as E. suggests, be a point in the omission of
the article here, though the omission is not unique (cf. 5431). Homer,
confronted with. the problem of composing an epic on Odysseus (cf.
'HpaK'ATJlSa eTJu17lSa1 above) avoided the obvious mistake and 'com
posed', uvvluTTJCTEv, emphasizing structure, T�v ·oavuuetav, I. 29,
below.
51826. 1r�'lYllYCIL J.LEV EV T� napvaaa� : it is odd that the wo unding of
Odysseus on Parnassus, when as a boy he visited Autolycus, is
described at length at Od. 19. 392-466 in connexion with the scar by
which Eurycleia recognizes him. Like the second episode mentioned1 16
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Odysseus' attempt by feigning madness to evade his obligation of
following Agamemnon to Troy (told in the Cypria, see Soph. Frag.,
Pearson 2. us)-it has no logical relevance to the structure of events
in the poem. The most probable -explanation is, not that A. forgot
that the wounding was told in the Odyssey, still less that he had a text
which omitted the incident-the scar is mentioned independently at
54h27-but that he did not consider it part of the structure as de
fined in Ch. 17, rather a mere episode. Moreover, what A. says is not
. that these incidents are irrelevant to the Odyssey, but that they
have no relation to each other, except that both concerned the
same man. An ordinary epic poet with Odysseus for his subject
would have brought both of them into his poem. None the less
there is undeniable clumsiness here, and if the Odyssey were lost
no one would guess that the wounding on Parnassus was there
related.
5t a27, ou8ev : must be adverbial with avayKatOV �V. B.'s ov8£ WOUld be
easier.
s ta29. OJ.Lolws 8e Kai. TTJV 'l>uCi8a: the unity of the Iliad is extolled at
. 59a30 ff.
sta30. EV TQtS a.""QLS J.LLJ.L'JTLKQtS : this appears to claim that the
principle of unity is valid in all the arts, not only in other categories
of poetry, though for A. music and dancing were both subordinate to
poetry, and architecture was not a mimetic art at all. This leaves us
with the assertion that the representational arts, painting and
sculpture, must show unity. The problem must have arisen most
obviously over the representation of groups, as in pedimental
sculptures and in friezes, though paintings too sometimes contained
large numbers of figures. No attempt to work out common principles,
like that of Lessing in the Laocoon, has survived from the ancient
world. Both Plato and A. assume that poetry and painting are
strictly comparable, and this is the nearest thing we have to a plain
statement of the fact; see also the passage of Gorgias cited with
reference to 51ar.
51 a32. Kat TGUT'JS o"')s : ·an action could be one and yet not be com
plete. 'Wholeness guarantees that no part is missing which should
be there ; unity, that nothing is there which belongs somewhere
else', E. A's remarks on the chorus (56a25-32) follow from this.
5ta33. 11'payJ.LCi..-wv : here used collectively for the 1rpiig,s as a whole ; but
a single 1rpiiyp.a cannot be equated with a p.€pos.
sta34. 8Lacj»epea9aL: 'is dislocated', probably a medical term. At Probl.
917h8 it is said that stories about a single episode 7T£pl :v avvEaT1/KVLiiw
give greater pleasure because they are more easily intelligible, -ro p.€v
ovv :v wptaTaL Ta 8€ 7TO�.M TOV a7T£lpov P.£TEX£L.
1 17
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CHAPTER 9
This is a chapter of the greatest importance ; here the conclusion is
reached as to the nature of the poet's activity .
5 1&36-5 1b32. The universality of poetry
.
5 1836. EIC Twv EtP'II"Evwv : it follows from Chs . . 7 and 8, especially from
51312, that y£vof'Eva 'particular events' are not the poet's proper
theme because they do not normally unite to form the sort of organic
whole defined in Ch. 7, and because many events even in the life of
a central figure have· no necessary connexion with the rest. They
must form part of a '"Pa.�,s as defined in Ch. 6. It is allowed at the
end ·of this section 51b29-32 that yEvop.Eva may, exceptionally, form
part of such a '"Pfi,is.
5 1 8.37. otQ O.v y€vo,To : 'the sort of thing that might be expected to
happen', 111ore fully expressed at 51b8-1o, below. Renderings like
'might happen' or 'can happen' are misleading because they suggest
something unusual : cf. fr. 137 = schol. ll. z. 73 : '7TOn'JnKov To
1-''f'Efu(Ja, Ta Elw86Ta ylvEuOa,,
5 1 838. KQ& : explanatory ; events are a natural or necessary conse
quence of previous events, including human decisions, but their
complexity and obscurity is such that this is ofteri concealed.
'
8UYQTQ : SC. "/EVEC18a,.
ICQTci. To d�eos : by 'no means all .SvvaTa are of this kind : see 61b15.
5 1b 1 , la-rop,�eos : her.e relates to history, not to the older sense of the
wortl 'inquiry', a,s in '7TEP� Twv MJ€uv iu'l'opla, (Gen. An. 716b31) and our
'natural history'.
.
EJ'J'ETPQ
Ci.I"ETpQ : the idea that metre is a superficial addition
has already, appeared at 47b18 ; Empedocles, though he wrote in
verse, remained essentially a physiologist. 'J:he subject of Herodotus
was "/EVOf'Eva, not '7Tpa�E,s, with which alone mimetic art is concerned.
,
5 1b2, Herodotus is mention.ed several times by A. and it must be
his History that is referred to at 59324-29 ; his· opening sentence is
actually quoted at R. 1409327, though with 8ovplov in place of
Jt>.,Kapv1Juulos. Thucydides, strangely, is never m{!ntioned by name,
though it is generally agreed that Ath. Pol. 33· 2 refers to Thuc. 8.
97· 2. A. has extraordinarily little to say about history in general. At
R. 1360336 al '7TEP� Tas '7Tpa�ns luToplcu are said to be useful 11'pos Tas
'7To>.mKas uvp.{Jov>.as ('"pa�ns must be used here in the limited sense of
'individual acts' : cf. 51318).
5 1b4, 8'Q+EPE' : the plur. would be more natural after .s,aq,lpovu'v in
1. 2, above.
5 1b5, +,).oao+wTEpov : see note "to l. 8, below.
•
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Slb6. a1Tou8uLoTEpov : A . took a low view o f history, as emerges clearly
from the-fuller statement at 59a22-29 : see M. I. Finley in History and
Theory, 4 (1965), 281 ff. It contains a mere congeries of events, either
those of a short period, which will belong 'to numerous different
1tpae£ts, or those of a longer period, which again will tend to no one
-dAos. As A. nowhere censures the historian he must have thought
that the complexity of events combined with deficiency of informa
tion made it impossible to disentangle the underlying relationships.
There is no reason to object to the introduction here of a non. mimetic art, if art it should be called. The point is that history, not
being concerned with 77pae£ts, is not intelligible� in the same way as
the p.v8os of a play.
Herod. 3· 39 and 4· 145 are examples of _purely temporal linkage
between events.
u7Tov8aios applied to things means what o U7Tov8aios would do or
approve. A U7Tov8aiov {m681Jiia is _the work of a u. UKVT£vs (£l 8� €cmv
ap£T� O'I(VTLI(�) EE 1219a21. Close to the sense here is Isocr. IS.
267 : Ta p.d'w Ka� a7Tov8atoT£pa Twv p.a81Jp.aTwv.
Note that the subject of this chapter is not tragedy alone. Comedy,
though less u7Tov8ala than tragedy, . is still superior to history.
Cf. EN I I77a3·
5 1b7, JlaXXov TQ Ku80Xou : cf. 50b12 : Ka86).ov n a'lto4>alvovrat, 'state a
general truth'. For the relation of Ka86>.ov here to Ch. 17 see 55b2 n.
51b8, iaTLY 8E
: this sentence with its explanation of Ka86).ov sup
plies a large part of the evidence for A.'s meaning when he claims
that poetry is philosophical. Tcp 7Tolcp Ta 7Toia shows that we have to
deal with both characters and events : cf. 54a33-36 where character is
the starting-point. To take characters first, it is clear that, in con- .
trast to Alcibiade_s, they are to be generalized. Possibly Alcibiades is
chosen here, rather than the habitual Coriscus or Callias, because he
was so strikingly individual ; as he was unlike most men in most re
spects his experiences, if he were represented in a play, would be
unlike those of most men, and so lacking in significance. Also his
life was treated by historians. The requirement in Ch. 15 that charac:
ters shall be op.otos is based on the same idea ; they must be like us to
the extent that we feel that their experiences have meaning for us.
It is less easy to determine in what way characters are universalized,
apart from the removal of individual eccentricities. Obviously
a number of different sorts of character are involved, all of them to
some extent 'typical' human beings. Cf. the characteristics of dif
ferent-ages described at R. 2. 12-14. But it is a question whether TO
Ka86).ov is achieved simply by the absence of peculiarity, as in a
composite photograph, or whether the poet reveals qualities not
generally recognized which none the less show essential realities of
.
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man ; there may be a hint of the latter idea in 54bro-r4. Incidentally
it is not nowadays.high praise to say of a dramatist's characters that
. they are good types. It has not always been so : 'His persons act and
speak by the influence of those general passions and principles by
which all minds are agitated . . . · . In the writings of other poets a
character is too often an individual, in those of Shakespeare it is
commonly a species.' So Johnson in the Preface ·to his Shakespeare.
See also 54a36 n. The title Death of a Salesman suggests an individual
who is typical of his species.
It is the statement that the things which happen ar.e universals. that
arouses the attention of a modern reader. Surely the things which
happen in tragedy raise all the great questions about pain and
suffering and justice and the nature of the world in which the tragic
event is allowed to happen. Are we victims -of powers like wanton
boys? Do just gods make of our pleasant vices instruments to plague
us ? Does any divinity shape our ends or send upon us a xapts �fatos in.
loving chastisement ? It is remarkable that a work on tragedy
should pass by such problems in silence-except for an ·aside to the
effect that the. misfortunes of a good man, if shown on the stage,
would be too painful to contemplate. But A. of course knows no
�powers that can be thus questioned ; god is inside the process,
eternally actualizing potentiality. Events happen in the way they
must in the light of what has happened before and of human de
cisions superimposed on the logic of events. When the universal
regularities are revealed, events are intelligible : rlp.tov ro �ea86>.ov on
�71>-or T�V alrlav (An. Post. ssas), 'the universal is precious because it
reveals the cause'.
Accordingly E. 3o6, 7 seems to go too far in asserting that 'the
poetic imiversal has nothing to do with what happens to man but
only with how he reacts to it'. Things happen as they must and the
consequences of the past press hard. The victim finds himself in the
fell clutch of circumstance not only because of his own decisions, but
because of the way in which the law of the universe requires one
thing to follow on another. What is true is that the question why
god allows iniquities is not answered, or even asked, by tragedy as A.
understands it. Accordingly many may think his claim that tragedy
is philosophic does not amount to much. None the- less, he does find
a serious achievement with which to credit the · poet, a thing not
easily to be managed within the framework of ideas commonly
accepted among the Greeks. Whether or not in conscious contradic
tion Polybius (2. 56. n) puts forward the view that the ,.,>.ps of
tragedy is the opposite of that of history, to produce EK'7T).71�'s and
1/Jvxaywy[a through a1TO..T711 While history benefits the t/n;\op.a8ofiVT£S by
showing them the truth.
·
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51blO. ovol'a:Tu E11'LTL8EI'EVTJ : names belong to individuals, not to .classes,
hence R translates 'though it affixes proper names · to characters'.
It is more likely that the connexion is given by the emphasis on £m
in lmn8ep.lv"l ; tragedy aims at achieving this generalized statement,
but afterwards, when the structure of plot is complete, it gives
individual names. This is in accord with the procedure recommended
in Ch. 17 : the poet first constructs his plot, then adds the names,
Orestes · and Iphigeneia. The contrast here is between Ta Ka8o�ov
and Ta yEvop.eva ; below it is between Ta 1TE1TOt7Jp.lva and Ta yevop.EVa.
Slb l l , E11'pugev
E11'u8ev : why not the same pair of words as i� 1. 9 ?
Probably Mym is used above because i t is appropriate to characters
in plays, while 1rpaTTEW covers 1rauxnv because every 1ra8os can be
regarded as the consequence of some 1rpfi�'" ; in the second sentence
the redundant €1ra8EV is added for the sake of balance, not AEyew, ·
because few of Alcibiades' words were recorded.
51b 12. �811 : it has become obvious 'in course of time' : cf. EN I I54b9,
so B. 'Logical' TJ37J (LSJ s.v. 4, ct ev8vs 52a14), 'without more ado', is
less natural.
The point of the comparison is not the obvious one, that comic
poets, unlike tragic poets, construct their own plots, since uvuT�
uavTEs
elKoTCJJV would be just as appropriate for tragic poets, but
that after constructing their plots comic poets apply to their charac
ters any chance names, while tragic poets use existing names, i.e.
names of characters known from legend. It is paradoxical that tragic
poets should be like iambic poets in using names of real persons,
a practice which belongs to a primitive stage of development. To
this extent comedy should be more universal than tragedy. The
reason, aiT£ov 8l, is given at 1. r6, below.
51b13. l'u8ov : the comic plot is so described though usually unconnected with myth.
ou�.., : 'then only' when they have achieved the action described
in the part., a common idiom in A. (cf. EN II45b4). G. disregarding
this made ovTCJJ refer back to ov aToxa,eTru
in 1. 9, meaning that
comic poets name their characters in a significant way which con�
tinues the generalizing power of poetry, much the same force as is
obtained by reading ov TvxovTa (see below). TvxovTa then has to
mean something like 'suitable', which is unexampled.
l..11'0TL8£uaLv : B. renders 'give it a basis of proper names' both here
and at 55b12. �8os v1ToTe8fi (54a27) means 'is supplied ' or 'suggested'.
The reading ov or OV1TW Ta T�XOVTa, which is said to be supported
by the Arabic though rejected by Tkatsch, was suggested by Butcher,
and accepted by Grube. This would refer to the practice of choosing
names to indicate the type to which a character belongs, who would
thus be more generalized. This has been usual in inany · kinds of
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comedy, e.g. Euelpides, Pyrgopolinices, Volpone, and has been
continued with subtler suggestiveness by novelists. But ov Ta
TvxovTa gives a feebler antithesis than TvxovTa to yevopivwv, and
significant names do not seem to have been a conspicuous feature in
the comedy of A.'s time.
5 1b15. 1'wv yEYOJJEvwv ovoJJaTwv : taken by itself this phrase need mean
no more than that the names occurred in well-known stories, without
prejudice to the historical reality of the characters. But in view of
the statement in the next sentence that things which have actually
happened are obviously possible, and so credible, it is better to take
yevop.,vwv in the sense of belonging to real people, thus maintaining
the same sense .for yevop.,vwv as for yevop.eva at 51a36 and 51b29. H. C.
Bald:ry, in an article in CQ N.S. 4 (1954), 151-7, argued that ovop.aTa
was to be supplied with yevop.eva 51b17, thus evading the contradic
tion between this passage, which implies that the subjects of tragedy .
were normally historical, and 51b29-:32, where it appears that his
torical themes were exceptional. But the ovop.aTa yev&p.eva will not
be very persuasive unless the actions attributed to them are con
sistent with tradition. The licence allowed for modifying existing
stories at 53b22-26 is in any case restricted. The easiest solution is to
suppose that A., like Thucydides, believed that Greek myth, or
much of it, was basically historical, or at · least that names like
Heracles or Achilles belonged to tlie class of yev&p.evot,' real people,
but that he distinguished between legends such as those of Troy or
Thebes, and history of recent events like the Persian Wars.
Tbe passage has been much discussed in connexion with the sup
posed Peripatetic theory of tragic history : see K. von Fritz in
r Entretiens Fondation Hardt, 4 (1956), 83 ff., F. W. Walbank in
Historia, 9 (196o), 217 ff., C. 0. Brink, Proc. Cam.b. Phil. Soc. (196o), 14 ff. ·
5 1b16. 1n8avov : K. von Fritz, in 'Entstehung u. Inhalt des 9 Kap. von
A.'s Poet.', Antike und Moderne Trag. (Berlin, 1962), pp. 43<r-57,
suggests that the need for TO .,.,Oav&v is restricted to improbable
legends full of a.\oya, like that . of Oedipus, while invented plots can
be prima facie more plausible, and so dispense with the support
from yevop.eva. But the wording of the passage implies that A. has in
mind the general practice of tragic poets. Anyway, plots which were
entirely or. largely invented seem to have been too uncommon to
merit so much attention (cf. 51b24).
51b1 7. ou1rw : i.e. while they still have not happened.
5 1blO. yvwpLJJwv : 'well-known' as legendary characters and so equivalent to yevop.£vwv.
TU 8E O.A�a : tragedy at all periods contained Messengers and Ser
vants who were invented, but they had · no ovop.aTa, and hardly
count as characters. A. refers rather to such figures as the Autourgos
·

·
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in Eur. El., who is of sufficient weight to b e included in the final
settlement announced by the Dioskouroi 1286, 7· Thoas, Theonoe,
and Theoclymenus hardly existed before Euripides brought them
into his plays, and even Xuthus, who was a genealogical lynchpin,
was probably devoid of characteristics until Euripides assigned
him some.
1fE1fOL'1J'Eva. : cf. Hor. AP n9 : autfamam sequere aut sibi convenien
tia finge. (fingere = 7TOteiv).
5 1b2 1 . >\v8Ei : the nom. is probably .:4.v8evs rather than 71v8os. But for
this sentence it would not be known that Agathon, a younger con
temporary of Euripides, or anyone else had written a play with
a wholly invented plot. It was suggested by C. Corbato, Dioniso, n
(1948); 163-72, that the story is to be found in Alexander Aetolus (fr. 3
Powell) and Parthenius, Erot. Path., 14 ; but the evidence is far from
conclusive. ·
5 1 b23. EucJlpa.CvEL : pleasure is assumed to be the end of drama : see
53bi i n.
5 1b26. oX£yoLS yvwpLJ'a. : this statement can hardly be taken at its face
value. In view of the familiarity with poetry which resulted from
ordinary
Greek education, and the familiarity with tragedy which
·
must have been general if the Theatre of Dionysus was normally full
at the Dionysia and Lenaea, it is incredible that the great stories
should not still have been well known. It may be that knowledge of
the myths was inore restricted than it had been formerly, but the
famous fragment of the Poiesis of Antiphanes (191), in which the
tasks of tragic · and comic poets are compared, turns on the point
that tragic plots were generally known to the audience. . The Poiesis
was not so much earlier than the P. that the situation could have
changed completely in the meantime. A. himself says that everyone
· knows the deeds of Achilles (R. 1416b27).
5 1b27. 8ijXov o�v
: a reaffirmation, based on new reasons, of the
primacy of the plot asserted in Ch. 6. lK ToVTCuv refers to the argu
ment of the chapter as a whole. The poet might appear to be mm:e
. completely a maker of plots if �hey were his own invention, Tel
1rpayp.aTa 7TE7Tol'T/Tat, but A. does not distinguish specifically between
inventing a plot and organizi,ng the dramatic structure of a given
story. It is only incidentally that he encourages the poet to depart
from traditional subject-matter, and it is clear from 7TEp2 oi)s al
Tpayq>8lat elulv (51b24) that few poets did so. Agathon's Antheus was
obviously exceptional. That the poet was a 7TOt'T/-r�s p.€-rpwv not
p.v8wv was th� usual assumption, as is shown by the conventional
nome:t;J.clature which A. rejected in Ch. 1 .
5 1b29. YEVOJ'EVa. 1fOLEiv : 'to take historical events as his subject'. The
meaning of yevop.eva here is the same as in the first line of the chapter,
•

•

•
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51a36, whereas y�:vof'Eva at s·rbi7 includes the events of legend : see on
srbrs. Walbank, Joe. cit., takes y�:v61'�:va as mythical events, to
which A. allows historical status, as opposed to invented plots. But
Kav apa implies that the possibility is mentioned as an afterthought,
as being something of infrequent · occurrence ; d. Denniston, Gk.
Part., p. 37, A. Pol. 1315aio . This gives a natural reference to ov Ta
')'EVOfLEVa My�:tv in 51a36.
.
There is some evidence for a revival of historical drama in A.'s
time, and he is probably thinking of this rather than of the historical
plays of Phrynichus and A�schylus.
While 1rpayf'aTa 1TE1rol71Tat (1. 22) means the subject-matter is
invented by the poet,. y�:v61'�:va 1Tot�:iv refers to the use of historical
matter by the poet for his plots, an ambiguity in the use of 1Tot�:iv
which illustrates the immense importance which A. attaches to the
organi�ation of story into plot. If we ask what sort of y�:v61'�:va are
proper material for drama, the answer must lie in the nature of
a 1Tpiitts. In a narrative of events, especially if they are divided
according to years, many will lack the completeness and wholeness
which is the mark of a true action, sometimes because the full story
is not recorded, sometimes because it is difficult to isolate it from con
tingent events. But when the y�:v61'eva are suitable the poet will see
them as a single 1Tpii[ts, 'a brief, shapely series of related deeds such as
sometimes emerges from the chaos of events in daily life or historical
record' (Una Leigh-Fermor, The Frontiers of Drama (London, 1954),
p. 2). Then by manipulating his material in the same way as he
would organize purely mythical data, he will form them into a l'viJos
with beginning, middle, and end, and due logical cohesion.
: we return to the idea from which the chapter
5 1b3 1 . ola G.v EtKos
started, 51a37; 38 ; its influence may account for the presence of the
unmeaning [Ka� cSvvaTa y�:vlaUat] which is missing in Ar.
51b33-5281 1 . This isolated paragraph forms a kind of transition
between Chs. 9 and 10.. So far as 52a1 the idea of logical connexion is
still foremost, with respect to �ts deficiency in the episodic plot.
With l1re� 8� ov (52a1) are introduced the specific emotions of tragedy
mentioned previously only in the definition 49b27, and these are
central through the chapters which follow, though the idea of
causation remains vital. It is doubtful if the paragraph was originally
intended for this position.
51b33. ci1r�wv f.Lu8wv : d1TAwv is a technical term which, ideally, should
be explained before it is used. The explanation is delayed till 52a12,
where plots are divided · into 'simple' and 'complex'. At 53a13 the
same word d1rAofis is used without explanation in a wholly different
sense, 'single'. as opposed to 'double' ; the Odyssey is 'do�ble' because
it ends happily for the virtuous, unhappily for the wicked.
•

•

•
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E11'ELao8Lw8ELS : cf. 49a28. An 'episodic' play, as A. here explains, is
either one in which the causal connexion between epeisodia, as they
are defined in Ch. 12, is weak or lacking (as he says at 52a2r, it makes
a great difference whether . things happen ouJ. TaOe or p.eTCl Taot;), or
one which is full of detached incidents : cf. 59a35· In the PV there
is no causal connexion between the episodes of Oceanus and of Io,
which could well occur in reverse order, in the Medea between the
Aegeus episode and what goes before. The Troades can be regarded
as an episodic play, though the effect of unity does not depend so
exclusively on logical coherence as A. affirms. The Phoenissae,
described in the Argument as 7Tapa1T>.1Jpwp.aTLKov, would be an example
of the · second type. No doubt 'simple' plays are particularly liable
to this weakness, but it does not seem that only 'simple' plays can
have detachable episodes. For the meaning of E7TELaootov see 55b1 n.
The train of thought is here resumed from the end of Ch. 8.
5Ib.33 refers to the principle laid down at 51a34, that each part mJ.ISt
belong in its place.
5 1b37. ciy(a)vlaJ.LaTa
: it was no doubt self-evident to A . 's contem
poraries how the actors (or the judges, if we accept from some late .
MSS. the emendation KptTas, printed by G.) influenced the dramatists,
but in the absence of the plays we can only gu�ss at the meaning.
otaaTpecf>etv To €cf>efijs must mean that the dramatist interrupts or
distorts the natural sequence of events (cf. 51a13), thus making his
WOrk episodic (TOLaV'i"aL 51b35) ; similarly 7Tapa T�V Ouvap.LV 7TapaTE{v•
ovTES' (cf. 55b2) suggests extending the play to include matter which
would be better omitted. There is most doubt about ciywvlap.aTa ; it
could mean 'writing in a competitive spirit' and thus sacrificing the
artistic conscience for the sake of success . This would better suit the
reading KptTas, if it can be supposed that the judges would prefer this
sort of play. They were said in a famous passage, Pl. Laws 659 A, to
defer to the taste of the audience. As poets are the subject, it is
difficult to see a: reference to the contest for the prize for acting. R.
takes &.ywvlap.aTa to mean 'epideictic speeches'. This would give satis
factory sense, but there is no example of this use of the word, though
it is not far from the ciycfJVLap.a €s 7-o 7Tapaxpfip.a of Thuc. I. 22. 4·
B. finds the point of the passage in the contrast between a play
for reading and one marred by the compromises necessary in order
to put it on the stage (ota Tovs v1ToKptTas = OL!l. T�v v7T(5Kptaw). He ·
quotes the schol. to Eur. Phoen. 88 (after the 88 lines of Jocasta's
prologue) : � Tov opap.aTos ota8eats ciywvtanKwTepa ylveTat· Ta yap Tijs
'loKaaTTJS' 1rape>.Kop.eva elat· Kat JveKa Tov 8eaTpou eKTETaTa£, though
this is not relevant only to his interpretation. A. says (R. 1403b33)
that in his day the actors were more important than the poets. Still
more to the point is 1413b8 : EUT£ o€ M�LS'
ciywvtanK� o£ �
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1J1ToKptTtKwTa:r'Yf. TaVTTfS Se Svo erS'Yf· � JLEv yap �8/J(� � S e 7Ta8TfTLK�. Su>
Ka£ ol V7TOKptTa� Ta TotavTa Twv SpaJLaTwv Su!IKovat, Kal ol 7TOLTfTal Tovs
TowvTovs. The most likely meaning is that poets were forced to
insert speeches and debates of the kind that gave scope to the actors
but spoilt the structure of the plays. G. cites the inclusion of a love
interest in Voltaire's Oedipus to satisfy the demands of the actors. ·
5282. Kat +oJ3Epwv Kat £Xmvwv : this marks the beginning of a new
theme, but still with reference to causality. Pity and fear were part
of the definition of tragedy, but since the end of Ch. 6 attention has
been directed to the problem· of structure. The tragic emotions now
replace dramatic structure as the central theme. and form a large
part of the subject of the next five chapters.
5283. TauTa 8e yivETaL Kat t-uiXLaTa oTav yev'JTUL 1rapcl. TTJV 80gav 8L•
O.XX'lXa : as E. says, one of the key phrases in the P. That events
should be shown as happening a,• aM'Yf�a is a main requirement of
coherent structure ; that they should also be 'unexpected' is a re
finement which involves the change from simple to complex form, as
will be shown in the two following chapters. For the qu�stion
whose
a&ga, see 52b7 n.
The Se is apodotic, unless we take waTE
52310 as the apodosis
separated by a parenthesis.
5284. To .8auJ.LaaTov : perhaps 'exciting' is the nearest equivalent.
People improve their stories in the telling because To Se 8avJLaaTov
�a& (6o317). Tales of narrow escapes give pleasure because they are
8avJLaaTa (R. I37Ibn) . EK7T�'YfKTLKos is used in much the same sense
at 5434, but according to Top. 126b14 it is. a stronger word.
5285. OUT(!)� : i.e. if they are a,· aM'Yf�a.
o.uToJ.LaTou
TUX'l� : the two are similar in that they are applied
to events for which there is no obvious natural cause. A.'s ideas on
the subject are given in Ph. B, Chs. 4-{), In the example which
follows the fall of the statue, an inanimate object, would be a1ro Tov
avToJLaTov, whereas the fate of Mitys, who went with one object and
achieved Ka7a To avp,f3ef3TfKOS something quite different, would be
. a1ro TVXTfS.
5287. Sometimes things happen by chance so appropriately that
· we feel there must be a controlling purpose behind them. An
example of this is the story of Mitys, whose statue fell upon his
murderer and killed him, either when he was looking at it . 8ewpo6vn,
or when he was visiting a festival, as is implied by Plutarch's 8las
oila'Yfs, see below. Mitys is perhaps the man mentioned in [Demos.]
59· 33 as present in Argos in 374 B.C. Plutarch (M. 553 D) mentions
that . he met his end in a stasis ; the story is repeated verbatim in the
De Mirabilibus Auscultationibtts 846 A 22 of the fourth-fifth centuries
A.D., almost the only clear reference to the P. in ancient literature .
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The point. of the reference is to stress the importance of St' a,\
,\'11,\a ; even if events are not 3t' a.U11.\a they are more striking when
they have the kind of chance connexion which is so appropriate that
they seem to be directed by a highez: purpose. /'.. . does not suggest
that the hand of Providence is visible in thP. story of Mitys, though
E . thinks that this is what €otKE (5239) ought to imply in A., nor that
the story of Mitys would make a good play ; he would probably
have agreed that it would make a better play than a version in
which the murderer was killed, e.g. by a falling tree. For a similar
'providential' coincidence cf. the �tory of Bulis and Sperthias in
Herod. 7· 1 34-'7
52&10. 1"0U!i TOLou1-ou!i rather.· awkwardly refers back to 5234 omv
ylv11rat
when things really happen ovK ei.Kfj, not when they merely
see'm to.
For later developments in the conception of Tvx11 see F. W. Wal
bank, Commentary on Polybius, i. 16-26.
·
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Simple and complex plots
52&12. ci'IT�oi : see on 51b33.
'ITE'IT�EY!-LEYoL : 'complex'. · A similar metaphor of complication, fol
lowed by disentangling, is present in the pair of words used in Ch. 18,
Uats, .\vats. '!TAnK� from 'ITAIKw occurs as an alternative · to Slats at
s6a9·
52&14. eU&u!i : 'by their own nature', a fairly common use. The basic
idea seems to be 'right from the start' ; cf. 51h12 n.
The nature of the '7Tpagts determines the p.vOos. A complex action
cannot be represented by a simple .plot and vice versa. But the
action does not give a precise form of plot. It is for turning action
into plot that the greater part of the poet's skill is required.
52& 1 5. YLVO!-LMJ!i : E. seems to be right in taking this in a dynamic
sense 'as it develops'.
wa'ITEp wpwTaL: the explanation of unity of action in Ch� 7·
auvexoO!i : the word has not previously been used, but seems to
replace o.\11s, 'continuous' in the sense that it admits no extraneous
matter, i.e. the episodic : cf. 59337 n. It figures in the discussion of
r<l €v (Met. 1014b25), especially p.aUov ev ra ,Pvaet avvexfj 7} rlxv11
· (1o16a4). ·
1TEpL1TETEla!i Tj civayvwpLapoO : used without explanation, perhaps
as being familiar terms, at 50334. &.vayvwptap.os (in A. only in this
passage), is not to be distinguished from &.vayvwptats.
52& 1 6. 'ITE'IT�ey�v : in a complex play the action is more involved
12 7
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owing to the illusions and misapprehensions under which it is con
ducted, and the actual f'£Ta{Jaats is more compressed and dramatic
because the change of fortune, or the realization of it, is concentrated
into a short space of time.
5Ja17. £� �s : the EK is probably modal ; see 54b29 n.
5Jal8. TQ\ITQ : i.e. peripeteia and anagnorisis. It is not enough that
they should be exciting scenes : they must arise naturally from their
antecedents (s,· aAA1]Aa), unlike the recognitions at the end of
Measure for Measure.
5282 1 . 8u1. -rci8e 'l lle-rci -rci8e : the fault of th� episodic plot is that one
episode follows another without being caused by it. Tf. R. 1401b31 :
� I
I
\
Ra' VOVUt,
TOI yap
f'£Ta TOVTO WS uta
TOVTO
Aap.,..
The only really effective division into classes which A. is able to
make is into simple and complex. Accordingly he proceeds at once
to consider their differentiae (C4s. 1.0 and i1). Otherwise there
would be a case for his considering first the more general problem of
the tragic f'£Tafiaats, which is postponed to Chs. 13 and 14·
·
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Peripeteia and anagnorisis, the differentiae of simple and complex plots,
52822-SJbS ; definition of 1raOos, 52h9-13 . On anagnorisis see further
Chs. 14 and 16.
SJaJJ-29. The ambiguity of the Greek in this passage has given rise to
much discussion of the meaning which A. intends for peripeteia,
though there is fair agreement as to which plays have one : see
Appendix III. It is probably implied at 55b34 that a play may have
a minor peripeteia yet not be complex. See in general F. L. Lucas,
Tragedy, pp. no-c-13, H. House, A.'s Poetics, pp. 9�·
52a22. EaTL
llETQ(3oAt1 : the first ambiguity lies in Twv 1rpaTTop.ivwv.
Is the change (p.£Ta/3oA� cannot be distinguished from f'£Tafiaats, cf.
52a16) a change in the action, in the course of events, Twv 7rpaTTo
p.evwv being equivalent to Twv ywop.ivwv as at 55a25, or is it a change
in what the characters are trying to achieve, 7rpaTTop.evwv being the
pass. of 1rpaTTw (o1rws) in the sense of 'work for an end' = cLv
St£vo�017aav? We may compare fr. 142 (from the schol to Il. 2. 73) :
OVTWS . £7Tpa�£ (sc. Agamen.mon) WUT£ oAlyov Tel £vavTla avp.fHjvat 1}
£fiovA£To. With the second interpretation it is more forceful to make
£vavTlov govern Twv 7rpaTTop.ivwv. At 1. 29, below, Twv 7T£7Tpayp.evwv
probably stands for Twv y£y£v1]p.ivwv (cf. 52a19), though Vahlen in
the interest of his own theory took it to mean 'what had been done by
Danaus' ; even if this is so� it is not conclusive for the sense here.
Before attempting to choose it is necessary to consider the examples
of peripeteia in: actual plays given below.
•
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52823. �ea86.tr�p e'lpT)TaL : i t has not" in any obvious sense been said
already : see 49a32 n. The . most likely reference is to 52a4 : oTav
'J'EVTJTa,; TTapa T�V So�av s,· a.UTJAa ; see I. M. Glanville, 'Peripeteia' '
CQ 41 (1947), 73· B. followed V. in referring it to previous expressions
of the general notion of change to or from happiness such as 51a13,
though Vahlen took TTapa T�V' OO�aV aS referring tO p�ripeteia.
�eal Toiho
civay�eaiov : the effect of this clause is tq show A.'s
approval of the two examples of peripeteia which follow ; cf. l. 20,
above.
€rro£T)aev : the first difficulty here is
52824-26. otov iv r� ot8£tro8L
that 'A.'s summary does not fit the text of the OT. The Mes
senger · came from Corinth hoping, or expecting, to please Oedipus
with the news that the Corinthians had made him king in succession
to his supposed father Polybtis. It was only in consequence of
Oedipus' unexpected reception of the news that1 the Messenger went
on to give him the information about his birth which was intended
to reassure him but led to the discovery of his true parentage. This
discrepancy is not in fact relevant to the point A. wants to illustrate.
It would be possible to put a comma after OiSlTTovv and so to separate
Kal aTTaAAa�wv from EA8wv, thus making a1TaAAa�wv refer to the situ
ation in which the Messenger found himself at Thebes, but the sen
tenG:e would be very obscure ; and seeing that in R. I4ISai9 A. quotes
O T 774 as coming from the prologue, there is little reason to try to
save his accuracy by straining the text. A second difficulty arises
out of the ambiguity implicit in the. construction ws with fut. part.
This covers both expectation and inten�ion. At I. 27, below, the
context makes it clear that aTToBavovp.Evos must mean 'expecting to
be put to death', (cf. Arg. Aes. Ag. ro, n), but in the other cases it
ca·n mean equally well 'expecting' or 'intending' . . This · difficulty
would be to some extent eased if the expectation were not of the
character concerned but of the audience, and this would suit those
who think that the surprise felt · by the audience at a . dramatic
development is here in the forefront of A.'s mind. It is so taken by
P. Turner, 'The Reverse of Vahlen', CQ N.S. 9 (1959), 208 : 'The
messenger who appeared to be going to please 0. and free him from
fear. . . . ' But the normal Greek usage is that the expectation referred
to is that of the subject of the clause, though it can be that of some
other party emphatically mentioned in the sentence : cf. Goodwin,
Moods and Tenses, p. 864, Kiihner-Gerth 488a (a). It is perhaps not
inconceivable that the audience, though mentioned nowhere in the
chapter, may be supposed to be in A.'s mind throughout ; but it
remains excessively unlikely that the expectation · here belongs to
anyone but the Messenger, the subject of €A8wv. But again it may
seem odd that the expectations or intentions of a mere messenger
•

•

•

•
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should be treated as .important. What strikes u s is that Oedipus is
cheated by an illusory hope which leads to the discovery of a truth
even worse than he had dreaded. The disappointment of the
Messenger is trivial, though his crestfallen figure is not a negiigible
part of the moment of frozen horror · which follows the storming exit
of Oedipus. Still, the p.eTa{Jacns is of Oedipus, not of the :Messenger,
and it is with the p.eTa{Jacns that TTEPLTTETELa is associated (52a17 ) .
The second illustration is from a play of which little is known, the
Lynceus of Theodectes (cf. 55b29). Theode.ctes, rhetorician and
dramatist, was a friend of A. This dealt with the story of the
daughters of Danaus, who were ordered by their father to murder
their bridegrooms. Hypermnestra alone disobeyed and spared
Lynceus. She concealed her disobedience, which was not discovered
till she had borne Lynceus a son, Abas. It appears that Danaus, as
king of Argos, commanded the execution of Lynceus, but in conse
quence of wholly unknown events was executed himself. The deaths
of Aegisthus at the erid of Soph. El. and of Lycus in the HF are part
of similar situations. S. suggests that A. chose as his examples one
play with a change to misfortune, the other with a ·change to good
fortune.
To return to the main question, whether it is the situation or the
intention which is reversed, it will be seen that the evidence of
the two illustrations works in opposite directions. The wording
of the Oedipus example would suggest that intention is primary ; the
Messenger intended one thing and ToiwavTlov E1Tf;>l7Jaev, 'he achieved
the opposite'. And it is . the Messenger's intention · that is in the
centre of the picture. In the second example Danaus and Lynceus
are put on equal terms ; both experience the opposite of what they
expected. Danaus alone can have had intentions, while Lynceus
had only unpleasant expectations. The most likely explanation is
· that so far as concerns peripeteia the distinc_tion between intention
and expectation is irrelevant. Certainly if A. did mean to confuie it
to cases of reversed intention, his language is inept.
Outside the P. there is one instance in A. of a peripeteia� but unfor
tunately it fits either explanation. In describing the ways of certain
species of fish which prey on each other, A. says at Hist. An.
. a perz,
, ,
R '
1TEpL1TETELa TOVTWV
EVLOLS,
There IS
590b 12-19 : KaLI TLS avp.,..aLVEL
peteia when congers (yoyypot) eat octopuses (1roAV1ro8es). For octo
puses eat crabs (Kapa{Jot), and crabs eat congers. So when an octopus
encounters a conger the apparently stronger octopus becomes the
victim of the apparently weaker conger, a reversal of the situation.
Or seen from the point of view of the octopus, who knows that crabs
eat congers and he can eat crabs, his reasonable intention to eat a
conger leads to a result the opposite of what he intended and expected.
_
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The best answer is to take 1Tapa T�V So�av s,· aAA7JAa (5234) at its
face value as an anticipation of what is more fully discussed in Ch.
II. When there is a peripeteia, things turn out in a way the opposite
of what one, or more, of the characters (not u.nreasonably) expects .
The effect is to reverse the di;�ction of what is going on. This
definition has the advantage of applying equally to 1rpii�'s and to
1ra8os. It is still strange that the expectations of the Messenger in
the OT are given such emphasis, especially as the expectations of
Oedipus are equally falsified by the event.
52B29-b8. The second differentia of the complex play, Anagnorisis. This
presents no rnajor difficulty, but it causes confusion that the word
means both recognition of people and realization of circumstances.
In fact A. uses it almost- entirely with reference to people. See H.
Phillipart, 'La theorie a. de l'anagnorisis', REG 38 (1925), I71-204.
JlETajJoXtj : E. rightly stresses that this sentence
52B30. E� ciyvolas
is parallel to the previous one defining peripeteia ; each is a f£ETa{JoA�
(and one involving ayvo,a).
•

•

•

52B3 1 . ei.s cf»LXLav : the e.ffect of a personal recognition is generaliy
towards friendship or enmity. The character who has been ignorant
of someone else's identity discovers that a supposed . enemy is a
friend (or more often a kinsman) or the supposed friend an enemy.
Ion finds that the woman who has tried to murder him is his mother;
Aegisthus, that the bringer, as it seems, of good new's is Orestes ; cf.
53bi5 ff.
. 4nAlav : 'kinship', in all the cases here discussed ; we find the more
general (and more usual) sense at 53338.
52B32. WpLUJlEVWV ! this clearly refers to the i<_;!ea of the tragic
f£ETa{Jacns. It is usually understood in the sense of 'destined, marked
out' for good or bad fortune, by the poet, as Butcher adds, not
by fate ; but opl'w does not appear to bear this sense elsewhere in
A., and E. may be right in taking it of the first state from which
they move to good or bad fortune : 'those who are in a state defined
with reference to good or bad fortune'. For opl,Etv 1Tpos cf. Mete.
382319, Eur. fr. 218. They remain in this state (the force of the perf.)
up to the time when the anagnorisis shows friends as enemies or
enemies as kinsmen, thus changing the state. E. suggested alterna
tively that wp£af£lvwv could be obj . gen., which would be good sense
but tortuous Greek.
aJla 1TEpL1TETEl� : how long does a peripeteia last ? In the OT the
Messenger from Corinth arrives at 924, and I. 25, above, suggests
that this is the beginning of the peripeteia ; there is no anagnorisis
until Jocasta realizes that Oedipus is her son between ro26 and ro56 ;
Oedipus does not realize his own identity until around 1 167.
·
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A . manifestly held the O T in high esteem. A. E . Taylor once re
marked, 'It is clear from repeated allusions that the play he admired
above all others was the King Oedipus of Soph., but it is equally
clear that he admired it not for the profound insight into human life
and destiny or the deep sense of the mystery of things which ,some
modern critics have found in it, but because its plot is the best and
most startling detective story ever devised and its finale a triumph of
melodramatic horror' (Aristotle (London, i919), p . 124). It might be
argued that this does less injustice to A. than to Sophocles.
52B34. Kat liAAaL : different as not being of persons, not as lacking
a peripeteia.
11'pos li\jiuxa : the . things 'recognized are usually tokens like the
��<paia in the Ion. These are subordinate to the r�cognition of per
sons. Or the truth of an oracle can be recognized, as Trach. II43·
Kai. Tel TuxovTa : qualifying IJ.iflvxa ; otherwise we should expect ,.a.
IJ.iflvxa.
52B35. tEaTi.v
au11�a£veL t : a translatable text is easily achieved '
. a way ') or by �<anv
by read.Ing eanv
,
' wan�<p
"
(�<anv
,
'
, In
•
"
ws
ws
wan�<p
ELP7JTat uvp,{Jalvew. But aJCr'7TEp ELPTJTat is hard to justify.
et 11'E11'paye : e.g. the realization by Oedipus that he has killed his
father or by Philoctetes that Neoptolemus has stolen his bow. There
is a sense in which every peripeteia has such a moment of realiza
tion, for if there is nb realization there is little dramatic effect, as in
the Phoen. where the effect on Creon of Menoeceus' death, which he
has unintentionally caused, is crowded out. .That peripeteia in
volves realization was assumed by Sir John Harington, Brieje
Apologie of Poetry (1591), 'Peripeteia, which I interpret as an agni
tion of some unlooked-for fortune'. This is perhaps why A. in
practice reserves the term anagnorisis for recognition of personal
identity. An undoubted instance of anagnorisis which is hardly
covered by A.'s formula is the discovery by lphigeneia and Clytae
mnestra in the IA that the bride is to be offered as a victim.
52836, TJ p.aALO'TQ
; i.e. it arises £� atiTfjs TfjS UVUTclUEWS (52a18).
.
52B37. Ka£ : probably explanatory. ·
T) dpTJJ1EvTJ : recognition of persons as opposed to al CJ...\..\at.
52a38. 11 EAeov E�EL 11 cf»o�ov : the only passage in which E..\eos and
rf>o{Jos are alternatives, except negatively (e.g. 53a1), and not a pair. E.
suggests that fear is associated with recognition ek:xOpav, pity is felt
when it is eis r/>t'Atav. It is doubtful whether a distinction is intended.
52b2, To chuxeiv Kat TO euTuxeiv : representing the new stage of disaster
Or happineSS Which follOWS the P,ETa{Jaat!; and in Which the play
ends : cf. soa2. The drastic change of situation represented by such
a combination of anagnorisis with peripeteia Jnl Twv TotovTwv will
adequately account for the transition.
.
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52b3, TLvwv : masc., as is shown by what follows. A. has tac,itly dropped
the other kinds of recognition mentioned at 52a34, 35·
52b4, Q{ J.LEV daL 8QTEpou
: of a pair of people one may know the
identity of the other, as in Soph. El. Orestes knows Electra, while
Electra does not know Orestes ; or neither may know the other,
which is the position between Electra and Orestes in the IT.
52b6, EK Ti}S ft'EJ.LiftE�S : cf. ssars n.
52b7 · a��T)S : cf. 54b33·
If those are right who explain peripeteia and anagnorisis in the
light of Trapa T�v S6gav (52a4), the question arises, whose S6ga? E. is
emphatic that it is the expectation of the audience, and he is sup
ported by the context of 52a4 where To pavp.aaTov is more easily
applicable to the audience than to the characters. Yet this cannot
be right. There are, for the audience, .few major surprises in Greek
tragedy. The only startling instance is the beginning of a new action
in Eur. HF at Srs, but it is a surprise because, so far as can be seen,
there is no reason for it ; events here are anything but s,• a.\;\71.\a.
Less violent are Creusa's outburst at Ion 859, which is not a neces
sary, or even a very likely, consequence of what has gone before, and
Neoptolemus' return with the bow (Phil. 1 222), where the audience
know the bow must be restored but are unlikely to have anticipated
this mov;e. Since in general the audience know the end of the story
and the characters do not, the surprise must belong to the· latter.
This is clinched by the facts of anagnorisis. Peripeteia and ana
gnorisis are parallel forins of p.eTapo.\� as is emphasized by the p.lv and
U at 52a22 and 30. Now it is invariably the case that the true identity
of characters is known to the audience from · their first appearance.
Even with regard to Oedipus the . audience is clehly assumed to
know from the start all that in the course of the play Oedipus dis
covers about himself. Accordingly nothing that happens can be
literally unexpected for the audience apart from minor detai�s.
Indeed without this knowledge of the future course of events the're
would be no room for those ironic effects which are so much more
impressive than simple surprise; On the other hand, the audience in
some measure shares the emotions, including surprise, of the charac
ters, because it identifies itself with them. Though few go so far as
to 'forget that they are in a theatre, we do in a sense suspend our
knowledge when we put ourselves sympathetically in the position
of those who do not possess that knowledge. Otherwise we should
rarely want to see a play, or to read a novel, twice. The question of
communication is not discussed by A. or by any other ancient critic,
but it seems that it was assumed to be _pretty complete ; see my
article 'Pity, Terror, and Peripeteia', CQ N.S. 12 (r¢2), 52-6o. None
the less, it would be a misuse of language to apply Trapa T�v S6gav
•

•

•

.
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equally to the state of mind of an audience which wa:tches Aegisthus
lift the covering from Clytemnestra's body, when he alone is un
aware what lies beneath, aml of one which learns in the last act that
it was the policeman who committed the murder.
As an example of an audience's self-identification with those it is
watching L. A. Post (Homer to Menander, p. 251) cites the fact that
spectators at football matches experience, like the players, an
increase in the sugar-con,tent of the blood, as if they too were about
to make violent physical exertions.
,.

5lh9 -13. The third element ofplot, 1ra8os.
5lb9. f'EpTJ : cf. soa34 of which this is verbatim repetition. They both
come as we might say 'under the heading' of plot, though they are
not .a part of all plots, simple plots for instance.
5lblO. 1r6.8os : this too is an element in plot, and on� that may, or
must, . be present in simple plots. The formula 1Tapa 'T�V 86�av a,·
atU7JAa does not apply to 1ra8os.
1ra8os has here. the appearance of a technical term describing
a special sort of dramatic incident in the same category as peripeteia
and anagnorisis. But this technical sense is veiy close to one of the
· normal senses of the word, and elsewhere in the P. it seems unlikely
that this special meaning is to be understood. 1ra8os means first
something experienced, the complement of a 1rpa�,s, then an un
pleasant experience viewed either subjectively as an emotion, as at
56a38, or objectively as a misfortune. It is defined as a 'destructive or
· painful act', but there is a difficulty because it is illustrated entirely
by examples of physical horror, death, or bodily pain (cf. R. 1386a5),
experienced on the stage. This is a special case of the normal sense
of the word as used at 54al3, probably at 53bi8 and 39, and as it is
defined at Met. 1022b2o : ;..,, -ra p.Eyi87J -rwv avp.cpopwv Kai AV1T7Jpwv 1ra87J
My£-ra,. Although such horrors are rarely shown on the Greek stage,
they are not so rare that we are justified in trying, �ike E., to evade
the obvious meaning of �v -rep 1/JavEpep. Alcestis and Hippolytus
eJCpire before the audience, Evadne and Ajax only just out of sight ;
Heracles and Philoctetes are represented in agony, Oedipus, Poly
mestor, and the Cyclops with their eyes put out ; Prometheus has
a spik� driven through his chest, Rhesus' charioteer lies wounded on
the stage, and in the Tpavp.a-rlas , Oavaa£vs (53b34) the hero was shown
after receiving his fatal wound (Cic. Tusc. 2. 48). This use of �v -rep
cpavEpep appears in the scholia ; see G. ad loc.
Accordingly A. would be justified in using 1ra8os in a restricted
sense to indicate a recognizable category of scene with a direct
emotional appeal, comparable to peripeteia and anagnorisis. But
elsewhere there is no sign of such a category ; the £taos 1Ta87JTLK6v
·
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(55b34) cannot be restricted to plays with scenes o fphysical suffering ;
the 7ra8os, 'the disaster', which is discussed in Ch. 14 is not of this
kind ; cf. 54a12 : olK{as
oaatS Ta TOtaVTa avp.{Jl{J1JKE 7ra81J, and 53b30
where To Setv6v is synonymous with To 7ra8os ; we are told of epic
(59bn) 7rEpmeTetwv Sei Ka� civayvwplaewv Ka� 7ra81Jp.aTwv (7ra81Jp.aTwv is
the usual form in the gen. plur., see 49b27 n.). But nothing in epic
can be €v Tc{l �avepc{l and vivid narrative is no mo;re vivid than the
Messengers' speeches of tragedy. Accordingly we must conclude that
the 7ra8os is a disastrous occurrence, and that the examples, being aH
of visible suffering, are ill chosen.
At first sight the expression 7ra8os €ar� '"Pfi�ts is odd, but see note
at beginning of Ch. 14. '"Pa�ts here is an act, something done, rather
than the whole action of which a tragedy is the imitation. 7ra8os has
of course only the most tenuous connexion with what we call
'path<:>s'.
No other p.lpos of plot is anywhere mentioned, and at 59b1o,
quoted above, the same three parts appear as the distinctive features
of plot. It can hardly be maintained that plot consists of nothing
but peripeteia, anagnoris_is, and pathos, but it might be said that
every tragedy must contain one or more of them. Lessing asserted
that every tragedy had a pathos, and it would seem to be a necessary
condition for the arousing of pity and fear. What we cannot tell is
whether any distinction was made in applying the terms 7ra8os,
7ra81JnK6s between plays which contained scenes of conspicuous
7ra8os like Medea or Ajax (cf. 56a1), and plays like the PV or Persae.
•

•

•

C H A P T E R 12 The parts (quantitative) oj tragedy.
This chapter makes a break in an otherwise continuous whole, Chs.
7-14, of which the subject is the avaraats Twv 7rpayp.arwv. But the dis
tinction between parts considered qualitatively and quantitatively is
made at the beginning and end of the P., 47a1o, 62b17, arid is probably ·
alluded to in Ch. 6, 49b26, Tois p.op.lots. Accordingly a chapter in which
an account is given of the parts of a tragedy divided into lengths,
prologos, epeisodion, etc., seems to be required. The logical place for it
would be with or after the division into parts by quality, Ch. 6, and
Heinsius in the seventeenth century suggested transposing it to that
position ; in fact it would be · more obviously an intrusion there than it
is here, where it is introduceq, through association rather than logic;:,
by the words rov p.v8ov p.lp1J (I. 9, above). The only alternative position
would be at the end of Ch. 9 (or after 51b32). Partly because it cannot
be fitted into the P., partly because some details cannot easily be
reconciled with extant tragedy, the authenticity" of the chapter has
been denied by many. Most of the nineteenth-century editors took
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this line, but in the present century there has been a reaction against
the often frivolous rejections of earlier scholars, and of recent editors
only Butcher and E. do not accept the chapter as genuine. Objections
based on ignorance of the actual practice of tragedy would, of course,
apply as strongly to a near contemporary of A. as to A. himself, and
E. attributes the chapter to a late period, even Byzantine. But it
should be remembered that we are ourselves ill informed on the prac
tice of tragedy contemporary with A., as the most recent of extant
tragedies are some two generations earlier.
52b14. 1-'EP'J ! these are the six elements of tragedy analysed KaT<i ,.6
71'0�ov, plot, character, etc.
ols 1-'EV ws Ei8Eat 8Ei xpi1a90.t: the six p.lp7J can be 'regarded as' (the
most likely meaning of xpfja8a� ws : cf. ws ylv£C1�V avTois xpfja8a, M-et.
998bro) constituent elements as having each a single property,
whereas the quantitative- units, p.op�a at 49b26, arc composite ; an
· epeisodion, for instance, could contain something of all six of the
qualitative units. £L�7J recurs as a synonym for p.lp7J at 56a33 (unless
the reading of Parisinus is preferred). It is awkward that · £L07J
Tpaycpolas is found in a completely different sense at 55b32, the
various classes to which a tragedy can belong. It is perfectly in
place here to point out the difference between the two types of sub
division · of tragedy ; one type consists of elements, the other does
not. But if we render xpfja8�� ws as 'use' with H. and E., it is no
longer in place, since every tragic poet necessarily uses all six parts.
But one p.lpos might be pre-eminent in one type (£l�os) of play : cf.
55b32 n. This passage probably has a bearing on the corrupt soa13 ;
see n. ad loc.
52b1 5. 1rpchEpov : in Ch. 6, 49b3r-soa14.
· Els a. 8tutpEiTut : these p�rts, not being of an abstract nature like
the 'elements', can be divided up into actual lengths.
€�o8os : the non-musical parts come first.
52b1 6. 1rpo>..oyos
52b1 8. t8tu: peculiar to certain plays.
TC.. c1.1ro rijs aK'lvils : 'songs sung from the skene', i.e. by the actors
(whether kommos or monody, see below) as opposed to the chorus,
whose place was in the orchestra. The corresponding phrase T<i a71'6
TfjS opx�arpas is found in the .late (tenth century) Mova�l(� 'laropla.
The words a71'6 rfjs aK7Jvfjs throw no light on the question whether
there was a separate stage, since they could as well describe the
building at the back of the acting-area. e71'l Tfjs CTK7Jvfjs is found at
55a28 ; see note ad loc.
52b1 9. 1rpoXoyos : this term for the first part of a play goes back at .
least to Aristoph. Ran. rp9, where it is clearly a word in,common use.
If Thespis invented it (cf. 49ar6 n.), it must have been a feature of
the earliest tragedy, but a few plays open with the parodos of the

·
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chorus, Aes. Pers. and Supp., while the Supp. of Euripides begins
with the Chorus already in place around the altar.
oXo.v : possibly added in order to distinguish the prologue from the
opening monologue characteristic of Euripides ; . sometimes the
chorus enters directly after it, as in the Race., but usually the whole
prologue is an introductory scene of some length.
. 52b20. E1fEtaolhov : roughly equivalent to a modern act or scene as
conventionally bounded by the operation of the curtain. This use of
the word overlaps, but is not identical with, the other use in the P.,
e.g. 55b13. This second type of episode is a part also of epic (55b16,
etc.). The original sense must have been with reference to drama, as
the word means the coming on to the scene of a character (to join the
chorus) with which an epeisodion normally begins ; cf. OC 730, schol.
Phil. 1218. This term did not become standard but was replaced by ·
p.lpos or p.6ptov. Nowhere in the P. outside this chapter does the
word necessarily bear the sense it has here, but it probably does at
49a28.
oXov : added because· a brief choral song is sometimes found within
an episode, e.g. Eur. Hipp. 362-72, 669-79, Soph. Phil. 391-402,
507-18. This definition does not always apply to Aes. ; Supp. 625-709
.
is a xopofi p.l�os which is essentially a part of the epeisodion 6oo-735,
and similarly the stasimon in which Darius is evoked, Pers. 623-Bo, is
a part of 598-851.
52b2 1 . i�o8os : not a very useful division, as the last xopov p.l�os may
be a long way from the end of the play. Thus the exodos of the HF
extends from 1038 to 1428. The original meaning · of the word was
probably. the song sung by the chorus as it left the orchestra cor
responding to the parodos sung at entrance.
52b22. 1r6.po8os : occurs in the technical sense (with reference to
comedy) .also at EN n23a23. For the form cf. 7Tapa{Jains, the address
of the comic chorus to the audience. The chorus advances 7Tapa
before the audience, the actors em- to join the performers already
present.
52b23. X€�ts : elsewhere Mg,s is contrasted with p.l�os. It is the language
of dialogue and is not applied to the utterances of the chorus.
Possibly Mg,s is used here because the parodos might contain ana
paests, which were intoned rather than sung. But this was an
archaic practice of Aeschylus� and of Sophocles only in Ajax and
Antigone, and A. is not here concerned with the history of drama.
However, the use of anapae�ts in the parodos may have been re
vived in the fourth ,century. A, late example, p.l�os 8l £uTi ·rl�Etov p.lv,
• e
\ '1:
. t I . 12) 1
TO EK TE app.OVLaS KaL pv
fLOV Kat 1\E�EWS
CTVVECTTTJKOS (A flSt QUlll
·
shows Mg,; applied to lyrics.
In the later fifth century the parodos was often replaced by a K6p.p.os.
·
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8>..'1 seems to have no point here unless to emphasize that each of
these parts is an entity. In the Hippolytus of Euripides there is
a short song by the secondary Chorus of Huntsmen before the
parodos of the Troezenian Women, but A. can hardly be thinking of
this sort of minor exception.
aTa.a,J&ov : the technical term, not found earlier, for the choral
song which separated epeisodia from each other and from the exodos.
It has been explained as a 'stationary' song, one without much
movement, or as the song sung after the chorus had reached its ·
station in the orchestra, and so contrasted with the parodos. The
second is the more likely, as some choral songs in extant plays
suggest lively movement, e.g. Track. 205-24 called, wrongly, a
hyporcheme. But it may be that by A.'s time .the dance of the
chorus had become unimportant.
avEu O.va:rra&aTou KG.i. Tpoxa&ou : a mysterious statement, since
trochaic passages are common and anapaestic not unknown in
stasima, e.g. Medea 1081 ff., if these astrophic anapaests really count
as a stasimon. Miss A. M. Dale, Eranos (1950), 14�19, explains it as
the distinction between p.l>.os, which was sung, and troch. tetr., and
anap. dim. given in recitative ; this is not very naturally expressed
by 'T6 aVEV,
52b24. KOJ&f'OS : the technical term for a lyric dialogue between
chorus and one, or sometimes two, actors. There seems to have been
no specific ancient term for a lyric dialogue between actors. The
term Kop.p.os, unlike most of those which appear in this chapter, is
not found in the scholia, which sometimes use 8pfjvos (dirge), a word
with much the same meaning. Kop.p.os is from K01TTw 'beat the breast
in mourning' : cf. Aes·. Choe. 306 ff., especially 423, which is part of
the great lamentation of Orestes, Electra, and Chorus. A large
number of lyric dialogues are lamentations over the dead, and the
name is extended to cover all examples of the form. Included among
'Tel a1r6 TfjS UKTJVfjS are ,monodies, p.ovcp�lat, a form developed partiCU�
· lady by Euripides (cf. Aristoph. Ran. 849, etc.). Again we do not
know if they were a feature in the tragedy of A.'s own times.
52b25. f'EP'l 8£ . . . : the virtual repetition of 52b14, 15 after so $hort an
interval is strange. D. A. Russell suggests it may be a sign that the
chapter is a later insertion.
Ch. 12 is intruded into the section . on plot extending from 7-14,
and Ch. 13 can follow on from the end of I I , to which Tors vvv
ElpTfp.lvots (52b3o) would naturally refer. There is, however, a minor
break here. Chs.· 7-n deal with plot as structure ; 13 and 14 are
concerned with plot in terms of function, the arousing of pity and
fear, Ch. 13 with the metabasis, the kind of change and the kind of
persons who experience it, Ch. 14 with the crucial conflict considered
·
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with reference to the relationship of the parties to the conflict and to
whether the action contemplated is, or is not, performed.
C H A P T E R 13. The content ofthe plot: 1j Ka)J.la-r7J -rpaytpSla.
52b28. aToxcitEa8Q&
Eu>..QJ3Eia9Q& : things 'to aim at', things 'to
guard against' ; the same categories are tacitly adopted in discussing
plot in Chs. 7 and 8 respectively. In this chapter the two are inter·
mingled. Ch. 17, which mentions some common errors, is not closely
associated :with 13 and 14.
52b29. €pyov : 'function', · by performing which tragedy achieves its
TI.Ao�, the awakening of the · appropriate pity and fear (and the
accompanying Ka8apa,�).
52b3 l. auv8Eatv : indistinguishable from ava-raa,�.
Ti}s KQ>..Man')S TpQy�8{Qs : cf. 53a19. Jt is not always remembered
that a play· which does not conform to the prescription is not there
by condemned. Partly empirically, partly a priori, A. determines
the form of the ideal tragedy, but no one would want all tragedies
to have the same form. · Note that the passage ends with the parallel
phrase 1j Ka-rd. -r�v -rl.xv7JV Ka)J.la-r7J -rpaytpSla (53a23).
On ci:rr>..i}v see 51b33 n.
.
It has not beeri stated that simple plots are inferior to complex,
though it is possibly implied at 51b33, but A.'s general picture of
forms developing until all their potentialities are realized (cf. 49a15)
implies that the most complex and most highly developed form will
. be the best. Also peripeteia and anagnorisis, the most attractive parts of tragedy (5oa34), are confined to complex plays.·
52b32. 4j»oJ3EpWV KQL E},EE&VWV
J&&f.LTJT&KtjY : i.e. the 1rpayp.a-ra 'the
matter' of the play must be such as to arouse these feelings.
52b33. t8&ov : cf. 53a36 : ?jSov�
olK�la ; the pleasure 'peculiar' to
tragedy is derived from these two emotions, but it is implied, par
ticularly at 62b13, that epic is similar in effect. Why these e·motions
should be enjoyable, and what relation the e11jqyment may have to
KafJapa'� is not explained here or elsewhere, but the notion that tears ·
and lamentation are in part enjoyable appears from time to time in
Greek literature (see Appendix II) and imitations are enjoyable in
and for themselves.
•
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52b34-5385. It has already been stated that the content of a tragedy is
a change offortune (51a13). It now remains to consider what - sort of
person, for what reason, is to experience which of the two possible
changes, bad to good or good to bad. The answer will be that a man
neither bdd nor of outstanding goodness, by reason of a ap.ap-rla 'a mis
apprehension' should pass from good to bad fortune. In the following
I J9
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chapter it is asked not what sort of man 1roios, but what sort of events
1roia, what sort of conflict, will produce the most effective 1rafJos.
It is a point of importance that A. does without the word which
modern writers find indispensable in discussing the subject, namely
'hero'. In fact no such term existed until the sixteenth century
when the Italian commentators on the P. made the transition from
heroes, i.e. figures from the heroic age (�pWLKol xp&voL, Pol. I28Sb4)
who are the normal subject of tragedy, to the most conspicuous of
them in any one play, the 'hero'. · He was taken over from them in
France by Boileau, and first appears in English in Dryden's Defence
· of the Epilogue in 1673 (Of Dramatic Poesy, etc., Everyman i. 172).
Without going as far as J. Jones, On Aristotle and Greek Tragedy,
pp. 12-18, who finds in the instinct to foist this idea on A. the clue to
a basic misunderstanding, we may admit that there is a real dif
ference in emphasis ·here./ But it remains true that the hamartia is
someone's hamartia and. that many Greek tragedies took their name
from their most prominent character. The Elizabethans had in
dubitable heroes, though they had no word for them.
5lb34-36. 8iJ"-ov
J.LlQp6v €<FTLv : nothing could be less 'manifest' than
the truth of this extraordinary statement. If we attach to words
their normal meanings we might do worse than define tragedy as the
passage of lmnKEis av8pas, admirable men, from prosperity to ad
versity. It appears from 53a7-9 that TOVS E1TLELKEiS avSpas is here to
be understood as. &.pETfi Sta�lpovTas Kal StKatoavv'!J, 'outstanding in
goodness and righteousness'. This is not the normal meaning of the
word, nor indeed one easily paralleled. H. Richards in Aristotelica
(London, 1915), p. u8, is one of the few who have done justice to the
strangeness of e1TL£LK�s here. The difficulty was first pointed out by
Paoli Beni in his Commentary (Venice, 1624) 'mihi certe a:pertior
videtur repugnantia quam ut dissimulari posse sperem'. For E1TLEL�s.
apart from a particular sense of 'fair' or 'equitable' (cf. Herod. 3·
53· 4; EN II37a3I ff.), is a word of general, not very enthusiastic,
approbation and often indistinguishable from a1rov8aios or XPTJaTos,
and implying like them some social standing, in fact the kind of
man who is described in Chs. 2 and 15 as the proper subject for
tragedy ; cf. Pl. Rep. 397 D. He appears at EN u69a16 as the lover of
honour, who will sacrifice his life for country or friends, actions not
beyond the scope of normal tragic heroes ; he is summed up ElKOTws
87} 8oKEi a1rov8aios Elvat, &.vTl 1ravTwv 1Tpoatpovp.Evos To Ka.\ov. The
word is used with more limited reference in the P. at 54b13 of tragic
characters, and at 62a2 of those spectators who are men of taste and
intelligence. If there is a Greek word which can be generally applied
to the leading characters of tragedy it is l7TLELK�s.
•

•

•
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The commentators have little to offer ; B . accepts the fact of
some inconsistency in the use of words, G. takes it as referring to
social standing nvv lv p.eya>..v 86fn ovTwv Kat Elhvxtq.. (S3alo) and so :..._
lmtfoavEis, R. understands it in a purely moral sense, and $. as a
heightened form of u1rov8aios with a connotation, due to the context,
of faultlessness. M. Kommerell, Lessing und A. (Frankfurt, 1940),
pp. 126 ff., suggests that the tragic hero is a man with good �(JTJ, who
is deficient in practical insight and so liable to error. This cannot be
supported from Greek usage, but it suggests the only means by
which A.'s consistency could be saved . . We may suspect that what he
really objects to is the fall of the E7TLELK�s without due cause, i.e.
without a ap.apTta. This escape is ruled out by o f'ETa�v TovTwv
(53a7), and one can only guess that there is some distortion here due
to A.'s sensitivity to Plato's strictures on poets who show good men
as unhappy, e.g. Rep. 392 A. Recently A. W. H. Adkins, CQ N.s. 16
. {1¢6), 78 ff., has sought an explanation in the change of values which
he observes in the fourth century. JmElKEta includes the 'co-operative
virtues' which in the fifth century were only on the fringe of apE7-�.
It is suggested that A.'s-moral sense was violently affronted by the
idea of the undeserved fall of one who possessed not only the ag
gressive, heroic virtues-that such can come to grief is a notorious
fact of . life-but also the co-operative virtues which he associated
with deserved prosperity. But one would have thought that the
friend of Hermeias knew that such things happen.
Tous E11'LELKELS : the plur. indicates one character in each of a num
ber of plays, and is no different from the sing. Tov 1TOV7Jpov.
52b35. EUTUXLUS
8uaTux£av : as at SlaiJ, 14· The variation aTvxlas
(again at 55b28), two lines below, is without significance.
.
ou yc:ip cf!oj3Epov
1.uapov EaTw : it is explained at 53a4, 5, below,
that fear is felt for . those like ourselves, pity for those who suffer
undeservedly. The lmEt�s (as the word is here used) is presumably
so unlike us that we cannot enter into his feelings, as might be the
case in a play about Socrates, who was superior to ordinary human
weakness.
52b36. ou8€ €Xmvov : since the sufferings are undeserved it is l)Ot clear
why they should not awaken pity. lm£LKEis appear to arouse pity at
R. 1385b35, where the word E7TLELK�s is no doubt used in a more normal
sense. It must be that the whole situation is found so p.tapov, 're
pellent', that pity is lost in revulsion. For p.tapov cf. 53b39, 54a3. The
thought that the truly good can suffer is too hideous to be
tolerated ! Euripides' Heracles is a possible example of suffering so
undeserved as to be revolting. Some of Thomas Hardy's novels gave
rise to similar objections.
l'ox8T)pous : the opposite of the E1TLELKEis, whereas the opposite of
•
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the lmnK�s in the usual sense is c/>av>.os (EN III3b14). p.ox81Jpovs are
indistinguishable from Tov acf>68pa '1TOV1Jpov in 53a1.
2b38.
4»LXO.v9�wwov : . not previously mentioned . and never defined.
5
We are told merely that this emotion is a desirable element, c.Lv 8ei,
clearly less important than pity and fear, and not requiring purga
tion. The word is of Common occurrence from the early fourth
century onwards, and comprises kindliness, benevolence, merciful
ness : cf. Lat. humanus. To the t/Jt>.&.v8pw'1Tos- the thought of human
suffering is painful, and his sympathy is not reserved for undeserved
suffering, as Vt.eos is supposed to be. The attitude was expressed by
Democritus, fr. I07a : o.gwv av8pcfmovs OVTas E'IT, av8pcfmwv avp.cf>opais
p.T] ye>..av &.>..>..• o>..ocf>vpea8at. See in general R. Stark, A . Studien, Ch. 5
and B. Snell, Discovery of the Mind, pp. 246-53.
The problem here is whether c/>tAafl8pw'1Tla includes satisfaction at
the sight of deserved suffering, as is probably implied at 53a2, where
a play ending-in disaster for a wicked character is said to be t/Jt>.O.v8pw
'1Tov. This is unlikely to be due to sympathy with a positive villain :
see M. Pohlenz, 'Furcht und Mitleid', Hernies, 84 (1956), 58. Even
general sympathy with suffering may involve indignation with those
who are responsible for wanton injury, and consequent satisfaction
at their punishment. This is not an aspect of tf,t>..av8pw'1Tla which is
emphasized elsewhere, but it need cause no surprise, especially in
view of R. 1386b28, where pain at undeserved misfortune accom
panies pleasure in deserved misfortunes of others. The subject of
pleasure or pain felt at the good or bad fortune of others is discussed
at EE 3· 7· Desire for 'poetic justice' arises naturally from human
sympathy.
53a4. 4»6J3ov : the nature of this fear is not self-evident ; for a discussion
of fear and of pity see Appendix II.
civU.CLov : the same restriction of pity to undeserved suffering is
fou_nd . a._t R. 1385bi3. This affords a plain hint of the direction in
which A. is working ; the tragic misfortune must be to a great extent
undeserved ; but it must not be due to mere bad luck, for so the chain
of causality would be weakened or broken ; it must therefore be due
to a mistake.
53a5 Ot£OLov : this is not to be taken. as a reference to the triple division
a'1Tov8aios-op.ows-c/>av>..o s of Ch. 2. We can enter- into the emotions
felt by characters in drama only if they are so far like ourselves that
we assume their feelings in a given situation to be similar to our own.
53a7. It will be observed that one of the four- possibilities is not men
tioned ; nothing is said of the good man who passes from adversity
to prosperity. G. argues that the emnK�s cannot be lmnK�s without
evTvxla (e.g. Ion at the beginning of Euripides' play or Orestes in the
IT are in too lowly a state), E. that this plot is so obviously untragic
·
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that there is no need to mention it ; S , suggests more reasonably that
in plays of this type the pity and fear depend on the 1ra8TJ endured in
the course of the action, while the outcome itself is untragic. But
in fact the situation most highly approved· in Ch. 14 involves a
dramatic climax with just such an untragic outcome, yet it is con
sidered pre-eminent for pity and fear. Either there is an omission,
or no account is taken of a type of play which includes some of
which A. speaks most favourably, especially the I T. It is hard to
believe that A.'s alternatives are not intended to cover all types
of play.
&v8pEs : to what does TovTwv refer ? It can only
53&7-12. o JIETagu
be to the two types of character so far mentioned ; o fLETa�v ToiJ
�m£iKoiJs �eal Tov 'TTOVTJpoiJ is a common type of expression in A. E.
wishes to take avaeLOV
OfLOLOV (ll. 4, s) as the reference, but though
this would give se.nse, the clause to which they belong is too obviously
parenthetical.
53&8-10. o 1'1\TE
cil'apT&av TLvci : at first sight the meaning seems ob
vious ; the required character is neither faultless nor wicked but he
has a flaw, which brings him out between the two extremes. a.,.,apTla
lies between €m£l�eeLa and 1Lox811pla. This flaw or frailty is a popular
starting-point for the discussion not only of Greek plays . But
though aJL«pTla can mean many things, there are few, if any, pas
sages where 'flaw' is a justifiable rendering (see Appendix IV}, and
there can be little doubt that what A. recommends is a character
neither very good nor very bad who makes a mistake ; the mistake
may, or may not, be reprehensi�le, but it is not by reason of the
a.,.,apTla that the character is less than Em£LK�s. A., for reasons which
can be guessed, has expressed himself with misleading asymmetry.
It is to be noted that the form in which A. gives his description
changes ; so far good or bad men have experienced a change of for
tune ; now f'�T£ �La �ea�elav implies that the bad man fell because of
his badness. Why did the fortune of the good man change ? Hardly
because of his goodness ; and so it must have been �,· aTvXTifL«, and
this would . introduce a random element destroying the chain of
causality. At all events, in order to stress that the cause of the mis
fortune iS not ICaiC[a (or ap£T�) but a mistake of judgement, af'ap7"{a,
he adopts a form ofexpression which has proved deceptive. It is easily
read in the sense that the tragic character falls into adversity not
through badness, but through something less deserving of moral
censure, namely a flaw or weakness. Had A. written, as he might have,
.J. 1
\ I)
"I
I
I
\
I)
I
.! \,\ \ I) >
a OL
0 fLTJT£ ap£7"'[1 oLa't' £pWV ICQL OLIC«LOOVV'fl fLTiT£ ICQICL(/. IC«L f'r>X8TiPLf!. WI
a.,.,apTlav Ttva f'£Taf3&.,\,\wv £ls T�v �vaTvxlav
he would have made it
easier to perceive his meaning. He chose the present form to bring
out a contrast between a moral and a non-moral cause of tragic
·
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[13. 53ag_

action ; he has been commonly misread as contrasting a serious and
a venial moral fault.
.
The reasons for believing that the hamartia is the error of a man
intermediate in moral stature, not the fault which reduces the man's
moral stature to a middle level, are a� follows :
(1) There are few passages in which aftapTla means anything like
'flaw' or 'defect' of character. A. is fairly consistent in using it in the
sense of 'mistake', either unavoidable and so entirely innocent, or
involving at most a moderately culpable negligence, see Appendix IV.
(2) The subject of this section of the P. is plot, not character, and
Ch. 15, which deals with character, says nothing about a flaw or
defect ; cf. especially 54b8-15.
- (3) The only extant play among the examples which A. uses to
illustrate his meaning, the O T, turns on a mistake. The cause of
Oedipus' disaster, in so far as it was not determined before he was
born, was that he was mistaken as to the identity of his parents. It
must be admitted that other interpretations of the play allowing
a different view of O.f'apTla have been found acceptable by some ; see
Appendix IV.
.
(4) T�e most highly commended situation discussed in Ch. 14 as
proper for tragedy depends on mistakes like that of Oedipus,
though the word O.f'apTla does not occur in that chapter. But the
statement (54a9) that only a few legends provide the sort of plot
which A. approves, one turning on ignorance of identity, refers back,
o1r£p 1ra,\a, £tpTJTa£, t<;> 53a18, where it is said that the finest tragedies
are about only few families because they alone fit the formula just
expounded of the tragic af'apTla (but see note ad loc. and 54�
13 n.). It is manifest that O.p.apTla is closely connected with the kind
of ignorance of identity which is conspicuous in the plots considered
in Ch. 14. Moreover, it would be absurd to suggest that only a few
families offered characters of the right degree of mediocrity to fit the
theory of the moral flaw ; the poet, as maker of the plot, can impose
what mediocrity he likes. See also note to 1. 16.
53a1 o. Twv £v l'rtciXn 86�n ovTwv Kat EuTux£� : the heroes of myth are
necessarily of high station and degree, and their passage from good
to bad fortune is correspondingly spectacular. The tragic conven
tion long continued to require heroes of a similar type even when
drama had become entirely secular ; so long as power is confined to
the aristocracy this is natu_ral. A few Elizabethan tragedies, Arden
of Feversham, A Yorkshire Tragedy, descended to bourgeois themes,
but it was not until the eighteenth century that the convention was
formally challenged with plays such as Lessing's Sarah Sampson. It
could be argued that the heroes and heroines of such plays were Ofto£os
in a more meaningful sense than A.'s 'imperfect' demi-gods and kings.
·
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538 1 1 . Ot8hrous KQL eueaTT)S : a s A. frequently refers to the O T, it is
clear that he has that play in mind here and the importance in the
play of a.,_,.aprta. The hero's ignorance of his own identity gives
a satisfactory meaning. But Thyestes is a surprise in this context.
He is best known for his crime against his brother Atreus, the seduc
tion of his wife, and the theft of the golden lamb, for which Atreus ·
revenged himself by pretending to forgive Thyestes and then serving .
him up his children's flesh at a banquet. The only aftaprla here is
that Thyestes did not · know what he was eating. But Sophocles
seems to have written a play about a recognition between Thyestes
and his daughter Pelopia, by whom he had had unawares a son,
Aegisthus, ending with the · suicide of Pelopia and the murder of
Atreus ; see Soph. Frag. (Pearson) 1 . 185. This would give a more
satisfactory a.,_,.aprla.
53812. E1T�cf.uveis : repeats rwv lv Jl-fya�v 86!11
civciyKT) apu : a recapitulation of the important conclusions reached.
Ka>..w s £xovTa : cf. 47a10.
53813. ci1r>..ouv
8L1r>.. ouv : it is a sign of the rough state of the work
that the pair a1T�ovs-Ot1T�ovs is here introduced without explanation
in spite of a1TAfjv-1Tf1T�fYJ1-EvrJV (52b31) only a few lines before.
Ot?T�ovs is explained at 53a31, below.
wa1rep TLves : there is no clue who they may have been.
5381 4. ouK ets euTuxiuv : the change of a bad man's fortunes for the
better was rejected as untragic at 52b37, but nothing has been said
of the many plays which showed an indifferent or good hero. enjoying
an improvement in his fortunes.
5381 5. 8L' citiapTiav J.Leyci>..TJv : 'a momentous mistake' suits better here
than 'a great flaw' with ij {3f�rtovos ,_,.ii��ov � xflpovos ; this last phrase
may well indicate that A. was uneasy about the crudely ethical
differentia employed above. Anyway, it would be absurd to say in
one breath that the man was better and the flaw was greater.
53818. Tous · TuxovTas J.Lu9ous U1TTJpt9J1ouv : 'used to work their way
through the stories at random'. In the absence of a rexvTJ poets did
not know which myth (the probable meaning of ,_,.DOos here) would
make a good play, so they just took from the store of myths which
ever came first ; more recently they learnt empirically that the stories
of certain houses made the best plays ; now A. tells them why.
53820. ).\).,KJ1Ewvu
: of the six heroes here mentioned 0€dipus and
Thyestes were used as examples at 1. n, above (see n.).
Alcmeon, like Orestes, killed his mother, Eriphyle, to avenge
a father, Amphiaraus. His story was the theme of piays by Sophocles,
Euripides, Agathon, Theodectes, and Astydamas. We learn in the
next chapter (53b33) that in the play of Astydamas Alcmeon killed
his mother in ignorance ; in the ordinary version there cannot have
·
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been much room for a ap.apTla : Euripides' Alcmeon in Corinth had
a characteristic plot turning on recognitions ; see [Apollodorus] 3·
7. 7. Orestes was . the central figure of one of the most popular cycles
of myth. Since he returned unrecognized to his own country, he was
certainly a cause of ap.apTla in others, and _ it is present also in the
lphigeneia story. Meleager was killed by his mother after he had
accidentally slain his uncles in the hunting of the Calydonian boar ;
plays by Phrynichus, Sophocles, and Euripides. Telephus, son of
Heracles and Auge, is best known as the ragged suppliant who
sought the cure of his wounq by means of Achilles' spear which had
also caused it. But he grew up in ignorance of one or both of his
parents, with whom he was reunited after a dramatic recognition ;
also he unintentionally killed his' uncles (Soph. Aleadae). Sophocles
wrote a Telephus Trilogy, Aeschylus a Telephus and a Mysians (cf.
6oa32). For a fuller account of what is known of tragedy relating to
these six heroes see E., pp. 391-8. rhe chief difficulty is Meleager.
Perhaps he failed to recognize his uncles ; or his mother, Althaea, did
not know he had killed them in error.
53a22. 1ra.Oeiv 8ELv0. Tj 1ToLflaa.L : this refers back to rf>o{3£pwv Kai lAwvwv at
the beginning of the chapter. Such plots would inevitably present
characters who were €mrfoav£fs. A. is no doubt thinking of the sort of
SHvov specified at 53b30, the killing, or near killing, in ignorance, of
a kinsman.
53B23. Ta.UTTJ� Tfl� auaTciaew� : i.e. the structure prescribed in the sen
tence beginning avayK7] apa, 1. 121 above.
This ends the section on ri.p.apTla and the tragic character. -Taken
in its narrowest sense, the theory of ap.apTla provides a formula fo_r
the numerous intrigue plays composed in the late fifth century and
after. It has a wider relevance in connexion with unity of action.
If the hero himself sets going the train of events which leads to his
undoing, a �ausal connexion is secured between· the beginning and
the catastrophe ; as the hero does not desire his own destruction he ·
will hardly take the fatal step except under a misapprehension (or in
a fit of passion). E. thinks the ap.apTla is confined to the complex
play, belonging to the type � KaAAlaT7] TpaycpSla, which A. is here
considering. One may suspect that thro1,1ghout this passage on the ·
tragic situation A. has been influenced by Plato's denunciation of
epic and tragic poets who presented a world in which the good were
often miserable and the wicked successful, e.g. Rep. 392 A, B, Laws
66o E. Elsewhere in the P., as in the demand that characters should
be aTTouSafot and XP7JaTol, the emphasis seems differently placed.
8Lo : though what follows is in the nature of an appendage to the
main part of the chapter, it is closely linked. 8"EvTlpa (53a3o) refers
back to KaAAlaTTJ in this line.
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On KaXMaT'l see sob36 n.
53a24. To a1ho ciJ.LapTO.vouaLV ! 'make the same mistake' i.e. as tbe nvEs
of I. 13 who prefer the double ending, which implies that the critics
of Euripides are a d'ifferent set of people from those mentioned
above. B. read avTo, ace. after £yKal.oiJvus- picked up by on, which in
any case is to be taken with £yKal.oiJvTES", not as 'because'.
TOUTO 8pq. : cf. 59a29 ; ToiJTo has no clear antecedent. TaVTT/S" Tfjs
avaTaaEw<; (1. 23) involves three points : that it is single, ending in
misfortune, caused by aJLapTla. E. makes TOVTO refer to these three
things and removes a major difficulty by bracketing Kat ai ?To..\..\at
TEAEVTwaw. But the To atho of I. 24 refers to the particular error of
preferring a double to a single plot and ending, and in view of this it
is impossible not to relate TOVTO to the ending as explained by Kat ai
?To>.l.ai.
Further, the ending, douhie Jor single, remains the chief
topic for the rest of the chapter. It is, however, true that Euripides'
work abourids more strikingly with plays based on mistaken
identity and aJLapTla than with unhappy endings (see next n.). But
the identity plays usually end happily.
53a25. at 1roXXa£ : editors are divided between ai ?To..\l.al and ?Tol...\at.
Against ?To..Uat it is so obvious that many plays based on the body of
Greek legend must end unhappily that it is not worth saying ; on the
other hand, it is not clear that Euripides was addicted specially to
the unhappy ending. G.'s computation is : unhappy Soph. 43,. Eur.
46 ; happy Soph. 16, Eur. 24. The endings are known of a larger
proportion of Euripides' plays. But the point probably is that
Euripides wrote a number of plays with spectacularly unhappy
endings.
53a27. Twv a�e'lvwv Kat Twv ciywvwv : hendiadys for 'dramatic contests'.
53a2s. a.v KaTop8w8wLv: 'if they are successfully executed'. It has
sometimes been taken to refer to success in production, but every
play needs proper production for success. KaTop8ova8a, will be the
consequence of EJ olKoVOJLEiv, which Euripides does not always
achieve.
53a29. EL �ea£ : with the usual nuance, 'even if, as is in fact the case,'. Cf.
De Caelo 298bi7 : o[ov oi ?TEpt MII.Laaov TE Kal llapJLEVL871v, ovs-, El KaL
I
{' 1' \ \
\ 1
\ .! \ \ 1
\ 1
Ta1111a
IIEyovaL
Ka11ws-,
UAII
.,.. vaLKWS" yE oH
vop,caaL
IIEYHV.
ov> .J..
Tci Ci.XXa J.L-IJ E� otKoVOJ.LEt : olKoVOJLEiv is the regular word in the
scholia for management of plot, etc. On the interpretation here
given this will mean that Euripides was more correct with his end
ings than with the rest of his construction.
TpayLKWTaTos yE : taken in its context this famous aphorism must
mean that Euripides excels in arousing pity and fear. On the
evidence of the surviving plays it might be said that Euripides is most
tragic in the sense that he is the most heart-rending of the poets.
•

•

•

•

·
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A play such as the Troades is more pathetic, not to say more senti
mental, than anything written by Aeschylus or Sophocles ; his
characters and his situations are nearer the lev�l of ordinary life.
]ebb, who was no great admirer of Euripides, attributed to Tp'ayucw
TaTos here the meaning 'most sensational' (Attic Orators I. ci) but it
is unexampled at this date.
53830. cf»BLYETBL : sc. to audiences .
..; 1rp�T'J : equivalent to Ka)o.>..taTTJ, 1. 2J.
5383 1 �:rro Tw(;)v : the same unknown critics as at 1. 13, above.
53832 ..; ·oauaaELB : epic provides a better example than any tragedy
. because, owing to the larger scale of the work, the two parties,
Odysseus and the suitors, are -kept apart during the first half of the
poem. The Electra of Sophocles might supply an example from
tragedy ; it ends badly for the wicked Clytemnestra and Aegisthus,
well, at least in the short term, for . the more sympathetic Electra
.and Orestes. But many plays with. happy endings ·contain no over
whelming misfortune for anyone, e.g. Helen, IT, Philoctetes.
53834. 9ecl.Tpwv cia9evELBv : 'the weakness of theatre audiences '. Though
tragedy gives pleasure, it is a more austere and more exacting
pleasure than that of comedy.
ciJ<o.Xou9o.uaL ycl.p : the importance attached lo the applause of the,
inevitably, uninstructed audience was a ground of complaint for
Plato, who implied that in practice the judges awarded the prize in
accordance with the verdict of the applause (Laws 659 A, 701 A).
53837. J1U9ct» : here the traditional story as opposed to the plot shaped
by the poet.
53838. cf»L.XoL yevoJIEYcn : we know of no such play� nor of any parallel
in extant comedy, though titles of lost plays imply burlesque of
tragic plots. E. rejects the whole sentence as lacking connexion with
what has gone before-he objects also to the use of p.vOcp meaning
'story' and not 'plot'. Presumably the sequence of thought is that
it is natural human frailty to be disturbed by the sight of suffering
and that the extreme case · of the artificial avoidance of it is the
turning upside down of a famol,ls story with a tragic ending, as
though Hamlet should be reconciled to his unde. Nahum Tate's
happy ending to King Lear, which was habitually acted for over
a century, was a comparable concession to weakness.
. .

.

CHAPTER 14
The break a t the end of Ch. 1 3 is a light one. The subject is still how to
construct a plot in such a way as to achieve the due (emotional) effect,
52b28-3o. It has been laid down that the construction of � KaT<1 T�v
TfXVTJV Ka>..AlaTTJ Tpaycp5ia Will involve the p.<mzf3aat�, due to ap.apT{a,

·
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from good to ba5!Jortune of a man neither faultless nor · wkked. The
main subject of Ch. 14,. though it is not introduced until 53br4, is the
relationship between the parties to the conflict. (A. has no single word
for conflict in this sense any more than he has for the tragic hero ;
aywv is the conflict of competitors at a public performance.) Or, in
other words, it is an enumeration of tragic 1ra871 : cf. 53b19. When
a man gravely injures a cplAos, one of his kin, or comes near to doing so,
the whcile · situation is a 1ra8os in which o 1rpa-r-rwv and o 1rauxwv are
jointly involved. Oedipus in killing Laius was involved in a 1ra8os no
less than his victim. Hamartia is not specifically mentioned in this
chapter, but it is implied by ayvota and avayvwptU£S. ayvota is lack of
knowledge. ap,ap-rla is the defective knowledge of one who thinks he
knows. 0£. the four possible situations the two best involve hamartia.

53b l -1 4. The less desirable way of arousing emotion. This may be the
explanation of a 8Ei EVAa{3Eiu8a£ at the beginning of the previous
·chapter, or it may have been suggested by 'the weakness of the
audience' mentioned just above.
53b 1 . Tijs o.Jtews : see 49b33 n. For terror provoked by costume (or
spectacle) see note on -rEpaTw8*'-S at 1. 9, below ; that pity was aroused
by the mere trappings of woe was a complaint made constantly · by
Aristophanes against Euripides, especially Ach. 407-89 and Ran.
Io63 :

with emphasis on appearance as against reality. It is impossible to
tell whether Aristophanes was genuinely outraged by the debase
ment of tragedy or exploiting an easy line in humour. Sophocles
seems to have adopted Euripides' innovation in his later plays, El.,
Phil., OC (especially 1258--6r). Webster, Greek Theatre Production,
p. 39, denies, for no apparent reason, that rags were actually used.
But it was Aeschylus who was traditionally the exploiter of EK7TA7Je£s
through or/J£S, e;g. in PV and Eumen. ; see orr 1. 9, below. There
may even have been a class of play which derived its effect from
. spectacle ; cf. s6a2 n.
53b3. 1rpoTepov : 'superior', not uncommon : cf. Aristoph. Ran. 76 :
.l:ocpoKAEa 1TpOTEpov ov-r' Evp£1Tl8ov ; A. Jl.fet. 997ai2.
53b5 Tci. 1rpO.yJ&a.Ta. YLVOJ&eva. : 'the sequence of events' : see on 1. 6,
below.
+PLTTELV : 'shudder', used as a synonym for cpo{3Eiu8a, only here in
P. ; cf. De Mot. An. 701b22 : cppl-r-rovu£ Kal cpo{3ovv-ra£ vo�uav-rEs p,ovov.
The word may be in A.'s mind as appropriate to the gruesome thrills
presented through the medium of or/Jts. Cf. Pl. Rep. 387 c and cpplK7J
.

.
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1Teplcf>of3os of the terror aroused by poets (Gorgias, Hel. 9) . It is used
in the biological works of a purely physicaljrisson.
53b6. -rov -rou Ot8£1rou J.Lu8ov : there is no agreement about the meaning
of p.vBos, whether it is the story of Oedipus (R. and S.), the plot of the
Oedipus (B. and E.), or the play itself, read, not acted (G., ButCher).
In favour of the last it can be argued that this is what is left when
ot/Jts is eliminated; and the point that plays can be read is made at
sob18 and 62an ; the great effect of Racine;s reading aloud of the OT
is recorded i n Pellisson e t d'Olivet, Hist. A cad. franf . (Paris, 1858),
ii. 335· In favoq.r of plot, slightly the most probable, we have the
emphasis on Tfjs avaTCiaews and 1rpayp.aTa, above ; it is the organiza
tion by the poet of his material which is the dec.isive element, and it
fits. the argument equally well whether a summary of the plot or the
plot as embodied in the play is here referred to. The pres. ywop.eva
- suggests that the hearing takes an appreciable time. What it cannot
mean is the story. A poet with a proper grasp of his art can tell
which stories are potentially good plots, but until the poet has put
the parts or incidents, 1rpayp.aTa, into a significant relation, the
emotional impact is slight. So the story is essentially predramatic,
1Tpayp.aTa with only rudimentary UVUTaUtS. Anyone telling the story
of Oedipus today would in fact summarize the plot of Sophocles'
play, because his version is dominant. The .\6yos of Euripides' I T
which A . outlines in Ch. 17, 55b2-15, seems to be more than story but
less than plot. The main structural feature,. the recognition, is given,
though only allusively ; but much detail would have to be filled in
before it could arouse emotion.
53b8. xopf)y£us : at Athens a choregus was a wealthy citizen who financed
the training and equipment of a . tragic, comic, or dithyrambic
chorus and originally, no doubt, led · it in the theatre : cf. Lysias 21.
1-4. There is no evidence that he was responsible for anything
except the chorus, and so he would have little to do with the spec
tacular effects here referred to. By a natural extension xop7Jyla was
used for expenditure in general, often with a suggestion of lavish
ness, and it is best taken in this sense here. Cf. Pol. 1331 b41 : 8eiTat
Ka� xop7Jylas Ttvds Td tfiv Ka.\ws. E. keeps the techn.ical sense but
extends it to cover the dressing of actors.
53b9. -ro -rEpQ-rcd8Es : 'the portentous'. To produce fear by spectacle
rather .than plot is inferior ; to use spectacle to produce thrills for
their own sake is incompatible with tragedy. The pleasure is dif
ferent in kind, though E/C.7TA7J�ts, the pleasurable effect of seeing To
fJavp.aaTov, is used in both connexions (cf. 55a.17). It is not known to
what A. is referring unless it be Aeschylus. The dreadful appearance of
the Erinyes in his Eumen. is said . to have caused women to mis
carry ; his PV contained not only -the cow-headed Io but the winged
I 50
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steed o f Oceanus. The observation in the Vit. Aes. 7 , Tais Tf: oifmn ICa�
Tors p.v8oLs rrpos €�errA.7JgLv T£paTw81J �elxpTJTaL, may go back to a Peri
patetic source. While it is incredible that Aeschylus made so
frivolous a use of spectacle, it is conceivable that A. thought he did.
But the reference may be to something of which we know nothing.
53b1 1 . T)8ovt]v : one of the few clear statements in the P. of the func
tion of tragedy : cf. 51b23, 53a36, 59a21, 62a16, 62b13.
8ui f.Ltf.Lt\aews
T)8ovf)v : it is not clear whether 8ul.
53b 12. TTJY
,_,.,,_,..qa£ws is purely descriptive, or whether A. is emphasizing that
pity and fear are enjoyable only when caused a,a ,_,.,,_,..qa£ws, not in
real life (cf. 48b10).
53b 1 3 . . Toiho : it, not �8ov.q but TO �8ov�v rrapaa�e£vaC£tv, must be .
embodied in the action and not be a superficial effect of production.
The effect of the rrpayp.aTa is of course dependent on their avaTacJLs.
53b 1 4-54a 1 5. In this, the concluding section on the organization of the
plot, certain types of situation are arranged in ord�r of effectiveness.
It is to be noted that they turn not on a 'hero' but on a relation
between two parties : cf. M. Komrnerell, p. 189. These are £L87J
1Ta8ovs : cf. 52b9-13 and n. ·
53b 1 4. 8etYci
oiKTpci : we might have expected 4>of3Epa JA.wva, but
8£tva is appropriate to terrible events, oi�eTpa to the victims' rra87J,
' such as A. is about to classify (cf. I. 30, below). oi�eTpa, rare in A., is
·
·
a synonym for JA.wva, which occurs with 8£tva at 56b3.
53b 1 5. cfl&Xwv : in all the examples given the parties are closely connected
by blood or marriage, though the sense is not normally so limited.
53b18. f.LEXXwv : the intention without performance can produce the
emotional impact.
KaT• auTo 'to 1rci8os : the sight of a fellow creature in agony,
physical or mental, rouses feelings of sympathy ; strictly this should
be called 4>tA.av8pwrrla, as pity is reserved for undeserved suffering and
fear for · those like ourselves, but the inconsistency, such as it is, is
not objectionable. 1Ta8os must have. the sense of 'disaster' as in
54a13, which includes the sense of 52b1o (see note ad loc.), but is not
confined to physical suffering.
53b22. Taiha t'1T1JTEov : G., ad loc., gives lists of plots involving these
relationships.
53b22-26. This is a parenthesis in which A. observes that the poet has
• • •

•

•

• • •

•

·

·

not complete freedom to arrange his plot Ott the most advantageous lines,
since he uses traditional stories which prescribe the main events.
53b23. Clytemnestra and Eriphyle, two examples of mothers killed

by their sons. Alcmeon's murder of Eriphyle was the subject of
Sophocles' Epigoni and of the Alcmeon of Astydamas. A. observes
(EN I I IOa28) that it is ridiculous that Alcmeop. is compelled to kill
his mother.
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[14. 53b25-

53b25. au-r�v 8e
Ka;\ws : this can be taken in two ways : (r) Evplu
.
KEtv, meaning 'invent', and xpfla8at both depend on 8Ei, Kat is
copulative (2) xp�a8at depends on EoplaKEtv = 'discover how to', Kal
is emphatic. The first being slightly the . more natural has been
generally preferred, though not by B. But the possibility that the
poet inay invent his mvn plots (EvplaKEtv) has not been mentioned
since 5Ib23 and what follows appears to refer exclusively to the
handling of existing stories. (Evplatmv governing _ an infin. is r3:re,
but occurs at 54aii). There is no reason to take Ka..\ws with EvplaKEtv
as well as with xp�a8at. The interpretation to be adopted of 54"9--1 3
is not irrelevant to the final choice here. Since the invention might
take the form not of shaping new plots but of ingeniously varying old
ones, the effect of (2) can be got by making EvplaKEw depend on 8Ei
and taking Kat as explanatory.
1rapa8E8o�£voLs : as at 51b24, indistinguishable from 1TapEt..\TJf'f'Evovs.
53b26. -ro 8e Ka;\ws
: it has been agreed that a characteristic tragic
•

•

•

•

•

•

plot would deal with the killing or projected killing of a near relative.
The killing can either take place or not take place (this would generally
be a datum of the myth), and the killer can be either aware or unaware
of the identity of his proposed victim (here the dramatist is generally
free to choose). The symmetry of these four possibilities is not as

complete as might appear, because not-killing covers both failing to
kill and changing the intention to kill. It is to be noticed that A.
lists only three possibilities (53b26-36), omitting the case of the aware
killer who does Iiot kill. This case is considered in the following
pas9age, 53b36-54�, where the four possibilities are put in order of
merit beginning with the worst, but dismissed - because it hardly
occurs. It would be easy to insert with G. eanv 8€ 1-'� 1rpatat El8chas
after M-r]8Etav in 1.' 29. This gets support from the _Arabic version,
but it involves the omission of TplTov in 1. 34 ·
53b27. E<M'L JIEY yci.p
: case I, action with knowledge, as Medea killed
her children with full knowledge ofwhat she was doing. It is interesting
that A. takes a low view of this type of play (54a2), although it is the
one which gives the most scope for the study of a mind divided
against itself and the psychology of decision.
Wa'II'E p ol -'ll'a;\aLOt ! aS Simple plays naturally precede COmplex, the
older poets tended to write works which lacked the anagnorisis
· associated with action in ignorance. It is uncertain whether Euripides
is reckoned as one of the ancient poets or not, just as it is uncertain
whether he is among the veot at soa25. In view of the large number of
complex plays which Euripides wrote it would seem inappropriate \
to consign him to the category of the ancients, and this is the view
of most commentators. On the other hand, no play is more· complex
than Sophocles' OT or Philoctetes, and the deaths of Sophocles and
•

•

•
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Euripides would afford a natural dividing line between old .and new.
Cf. Denniston in CR 43 (1939}, 6o, who argues convincingly that
Euripides is among the 'TTa>.�wt, and · shows that Kat can easily mean
'E_. too among the ancients'.
53b29. €aTLV 8£ • • • : case II ; as in case Ill they form their intention
dyvooilvTEs-, under the influence of al-'aprla. All aj.Lapr�l-'aTa arise from
ayvota, though not all ayvota leadS to a a/L(lpT7J/La•
53b30. TO 8eLvov : every story suitable for a tragic plot contains a
disastrous act (mJ.Oos-}, actual or potential. .
53b3 1 . TTJV �LXLav : '�he relationship', in the case of Oedipus that
Laius was the . father and Jocasta the mother.
53b32. €�w Tou 8p6.j.LaTos : ro 8etvov occurred many years before the
action of the play begins with the plague at Thebes. At 54b7 and
6oa3o the same fact is mentioned in a different connexion. It is
contrary to reason (a>.oyov} that inquiry into the disappearance of
Laius should not have been made at the time and Oedipus been
aware of the facts about his predecessor. And how should Jocasta
not have noticed the scarred ankles of Oedipus? If there must be an
'
a>.oyov it is better outside the action of the play.
55b33. �XKj.LEwv : in the play of Astydamas; one of the most productive
tragic poets of the fourth century, Alcmeon killed his mother without
knowing who she was.
T'I}Xqovos : the play must be the '08vaaevs- J1Kav8o1T>.�g of
Sophocles. Telegonus,. the son of Odysseus by Circe, was sent by his
mother to search for his father ; landing on Ithaca by night he was
mistaken by Odysseus for a marauder, and in the fight that followed
Telegonus fatally . wounded his father with his spear which was
tipped with fish-bone (hence aKav8o1T>.1]�). Telegonus does not appear
to have realized what he had done until after his father's death ; cf.
Soph. Frag. (Pearson) 2. 105 ff.
53b34. p.£XXovTa : case III ; ,_,.l>.>.etv means 'intend' or 'be on the
point of'.
53b35. G.vayvwp[aaL: sc. r�v 1/Jt>.lav ; cf. I. 31, and similarly at 54a3.
'
S3b37. TouTwv : the four possibilities implied in the preceding sentence ;
see note on I. 26.
To p.£v yLvwaKovTa • • • : the one possibility not so far mentioned.
Had Medea, for instance, changed her mind about her children, it
would have been hard to maintain the tension of the .play.
53b39. p.Lapov : 'morally repulsive', as at 52b36. The desire to kill one
who should be dear, a husband or a son, is repellent. When the deed
is done, or planned, in ignorance of the victim's true identity, it
ceases to be 1-''apov, however painful it may remain. Presumably the
next worse type, that of action with knowledge, is also f-Ltapov, but
the effect of the '1Ta8os may afford some compensation.
·

·
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ci�a9es : there is no 7Ta8os, disastrous occurrence, rather than no
event which arouses appreciable pity or fear. Thus in the instance
given Haemon, having failed in his attempt to kill Creon, desists and
kills himself. This would not make a sufficient climax for a tragic
action. In fact, of course, it is only an incident narrated by a mes
senger (Antig. 1 206-43).
5481. oALyaKLs : there are no examples in extant tragedy. Orestes'
intended slaughter of Helen is incidental. The sparing of Lycus
(Antiope) is a better case, but here too a god intervenes and Lycus is
not a t/JL>.os. G. suggests the intention of Nephele to kill Athamas in
Soph. Athamas B. : cf. Soph . .Frag. (Pearson), 1 . 1-4 . . Hamlet's
failure to kill his uncle at prayer would be irrelevant, as part only of
a larger movement. Had Medea spared her children it would have
been an example.
5482. 8EuTEpov : 'next in order from the worst'. The same arrangement is
used in the case of recognitions at 54b3o ; elsewhere we have a descend
ing order of merit or importance, as 50339� This second type is not
criticized. Like the worst it must be p.tap6v because the characters act
ytyvwaKovTes, .but it is superior because it contains a 7Ta8os or arouses

1ra8os.
PeATLov: the class of the OT, Alcmeon, and Odysseus Akanthoplex.
As there is no wicked intention, To p.tap6v is absent.
54il4. EK11'ATJKTLKov : EK7TA7Js's is defined in Top. 126b14 as {J7Tepf3o>.�
8avp.aat6T7JTos. The word occurs inainly in P. and Rhetoric, again in
connexion with OT at 55317 : see n.; and D. A. Russell on [Longinus]
15. i· A characteristic use is for the amazement of Rhampsinitus in
.
·
Herod. 2. 121y.
5485. T«<_) Kpi:acflovTn : a play by Euripides produced earlier than 426
B.C. The story was dramatized by Voltaire, and by M. Arnold in his

ll1erope. Cresphontes, the son of Merope and the king of Messenia,
was smuggled out of the country as a child when the usurper Poly
phontes killed the king and forcibly married his queen. A price was
set on his head, and this he made use of to exact his revenge. He
returned to his country in disgUise and claimed the reward offered
to the slayer of Cresphontes. He deceived not only Polyphontes but
Merope as well, and she planned to mqrder the supposed murderer of
her son. She stood with axe raised to strike her sleeping son wheri
the Paidagogos entered in time to save the boy and bring about the
anagnorisis. Plutarch, M. 998 E, tells of the suspense created in the
theatre when this scene was performed : oaov £v Tlp 8eaTptp KLV7Jp.a
� ,
l: (J r
-�.
.l.(J
,
7TOtEt UVVEr,. op ta..,ovaa 'f'O{3tp .. Kat, oEOS /-'7J, 'f' aU'[} TOV
yepovTa. If ·
Plutarch saw the play himself, this must be one of the last recorded
performances of Euripides in the ancient world. A. Pertusi in
Dionyso 19 (1956), I I I-J4, has collected :references to performances ;
�
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they are numerous down to the end of the second .century ·.A.D., but it
is impossible to tell which are merely recitations of selected speeches.5487. Tfi 'l�lYEVEL� : the anagnorisis of the IT is praised at 55al8.
5488. Tfi "EXXn : Helle was daughter of Athamas and sister of Phrixus.
Nothing is known of the play, nor does the story obviously suit this
· context . €K8t06vat would mean 'hand over to her enemies'. Some
have proposed to substitute Antiope for Helle. In the Antiope of
. Euripides Antiope was on the point of being handed over by her
sons to her enemy Dirce ; this would be aAXo n TotovTov (53b21), n
Twv o..,TJICEaTwv (S3b35).
This preference for this class of action, which involves recognition
before execution, appears to ·be in flat contradiction to the prescrip
tion of � KaTa T�v TEXVTJV �aAAlaTTJ TpaycpSta in Ch. 13, 53a13-15, where
it is laid down that the change shall be not to good fortune from bad,
but in the opposite direction, to bad from good. There is a partial
solution which was suggested by Lessing, whom most later edd.
have followed (see M. 338--9) : in Ch. 13 A. is discussing the movement
of the play as a whole turning on its p.€Ta{Jaats, in Ch. 14 the . best
management of a single scene and the way to secure the maximum
'1Ta8os ; in theory this might be subordinate to the plot. But it should
be clearly stated that within the restricted compass of a Gr:eek play
t.here is rarely, if ever, room for a single scene to be developed to this
point, unless it is the essential turning-point of the whole plot. The
scene of realization before action in the Cresphontes might possibly
have b�en combined with the final destruction of the innocent
parties, Cresphontes and Merope, though there would probably have
been difficulties, and we know no instance of such a plot, unless pos
sibly Euripides' HF, a play of quite exceptional construction. So we
are left on this view with the curious fact that the best kind of scene
cannot be got into the best kind of play, a fact on which A. might
have been expected to comment. B. supposes a change of view
subsequent to the writing ,of Ch. 13 due to a feeling that To P.'apov
must be avoided at all costs, and that there tmust be an element of
To p.tapov in a play like OT even though the intention is pure. Yet,
apart from this contradiction; the two chapters with their common
focus in the tragic emotions give a strong impression of coherence,
and if we are to believe that different drafts are combined here, the
case for treating the P. as anything approaching an integrated work
is weak indeed. The least awkward solution is to suppose that A.
thought the OT the best type of play, but that Cresphontes and IT
contained each a finer scene.
5489-13. s,a. yO.p TOUTO
: the problem here is whether A. is merely
repeating what he said at 53a18 (vvv Se 1T€pl o>.lyas
) about the
scarcity of legends which can be made to yield a first-class plot, or
.

·
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•

.
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whether he is blaming the poets for riot increasing the supply by
inventing new ones. The first question is the reference of Tov-ro. B.
took it to be the statement about plots which ends Tav-ra {1JT1JT€ov at
53b22 . . Better perhaps is to refer it to the whole discussion on situa
tions and emotions, particularly to KpanUTOV (1. 4)· Alternatively it
can refer forward to the next sentence {1J-ro0v-res yap
'the reason
why tragedies are about few families is . . .' ; cf. _51b4· In any case,
o1rep . eip1J-ra' depends not on Tofi-ro but on ov -1repl 1ro.Ua
If
{1J-rovvTEs yap explains -rov-ro, then the force of this sentence is that
. the poets sought the nest emotional effects b1:1t, having no adequate
theory, they merely found empirically (cf. 47a20 OL 8E 8ta UVV1J6Elas)
that certain sorts of plot worked. Accordingly they were compelled,
· avqyKa{ov-ra' oJv, to ring the changes on the stories ()f the few houses
which had suffered the right sort of disasters. Whereas if they had
worked out the TEXv1J, they would have been able to invent all the
plots they wanted for themselves. This satisfies logic, and most edd.
explain along these lines. But the emphasis and the indirectness of
this demand for invented plots are surprising, and R. may be r:ight
in allowing less to the claims oflogic. The implication of A.'s words
need not be that, if they had worked am� -r€xv1Js, they would have
found more plots, but that they would have reached the present
position sooner. Further, TE}(.v11 could not have increased the number
of olK[a,. The best solution is to take a,a. -rov-ro as referring to the
earlier part of the chapter, and the yap clause as parenthetic, making
the same favourite COntrast aS at 47a19, 51a24 ; . avayKa{ovTa£ oJv is
tht' consequence of �v 1repl 1ro.Ua
There is a basic scarcity of
stories which make first-class tragedies.
It may be noted that no sort of 'flaw' appears as part of the
theoretically correct plot, but dyvo'a does.
54a9. ,..&Aa.L of something stated a page or two back is not found else
where in the P., but is not infrequent in A.
54a1 0. a.l Tpa.y«tJ8La.L Etalv: cf. 53a18 : viJv 8E 1repl &Myas olKlas al ica.U,a-ra'
7paycp8la£ avVTlOwra,. It does ilot appear that all contemporary
tragedy was confined to these few plots, so Ka.U£aTa' must be sup
plied, textually or mentally, from the earlier passage.
When was the process of working through the myths to find the
suitable ones completed ? a1T1Jpl6p.ovv (53a18) shows it was in the past.
Perhaps Euripides came near to exhausting the supply of good
t:
'
"
recognition plots in his last years.
'
'
TVX1JV eaTep5e Ka£' TEXV1JV
'
TUX'IS : cf. Agathon, fr; 6 : TEXVTJ
'
TEXY1JS
Tt$X1J1 from EN II40a19.
What they sought {1JTovvTEs must have been satisfying plots ; if
they had already identified TO -To,ovTov they would not have sought
. '
,
«1TO
TVX1JS·
•
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54812. awQvTav : sometimes to 'face' or 'cope with' a threat or diffi
' culty, e.g. TTpos T�V aTTqplav Pol. 1283b35. more generally to 'have
dealings with', 'concern oneself with' as here. Vahlen too'k it 'many
poets coincide over a few plots' : cf. Boriitz 73a 4---9 ·
54813. wepl J.LEV ouv . . . : this appears to mark with finality the con
clusion of the section which began with the examination of .T�v
uva-raatv TWV TTpayp.aTWV in the first sentence of Ch. 7· 'I do not
think A. could state in a clearer way . . . that he had finished with the
p.v8os' (Solmsen, CQ 29 (1935), 193). But we soon return to topics
which belong primarily to the province of plot.
·

C H A P T E R 15
54• 16-36 and 54b8-15 �8os. 54837-bS seems to be. concerned with
p.v8os : 54h 15-l8· belongs doubtfully.

After plot the element second in importance is character, i1t the somewhat
limited form of �8os, the disposition induced by habit and training.
Knowledge of a person's �8os creates an expectation as to the way he· will
behave in given circumstances. The word appears to mean both 'charac
ter', one of the dramatis personae, as at 6oau (but see note), and also

'the character of a character' ; the ambiguity is the same in English.
-rpo'TTOt 'a man's ways' is not found in the P. o t ,\6yot 'TWI' �fJwv Ka� TWV
-rpoTTwv elalv t:lKoves (R. ad Alex. 1441b19).
-

54•1 6. cr,v 8ei aToxO.tea9QL: parallel to the beginning of the previous
· section, 52b28.
54•1 7. XPTJaTci : XP-Tla-ros like xp�atp.os 'useful' and so 'good of its sort'
and, more generally, 'good'. There is considerable overlap between
this word and aTTovSaios and ETTtt:tK�s, all three being opposed to
tfoav,\os. XPTT9'Tos"is equated with Emt:tK�s (R. 1418br). It occurs in the
P. only in this chapter. It is appropriate here because of its relative
sense. It would have been paradoxical to say at 1. 20, below, that
a slave could be aTTovSaios or ETTtt:tK�s. On the other hand, the general
statement that characters should be XPT!a-rci at least does not contra
dict the definitions of Ch. 2. Cf. Eur. fr. 329 tfoev, -roiat yevvalotatv ws
J
' EtS
, EV<pVXtav.
'·'·
,
aTTaV-raxov 'TTpE'TT
Et xapaKTTTP XPTTUTOS
Note that characters are required to be XPTTaTos in order that
tragedy may achieve its proper effect. A. is untroubled by Plato's
feeling that it is blasphemous to represent heroes, often the children
of gods; as wicked (Rep. 391 c) ; cf. 6ob35·
54818. WC711'Ep _£�ix9TJ : sob8.
wpoQlpeaLV : cf. sob8 n. and R. 1395bi3.
54�19.' £aTLv : the subj . is �8os XPTTaTov.
54•20. KQL . . . · �eQl : 'both . . . and', so S. and E. (cf. Denniston,
�
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'
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Particles, p . · 109), not 'even' as B . and Butcher render ; see A. W.
Gomme, CQ N:.S . 4 (1954), 41H]. The natural inferiority of women
and slaves was a commonplace : cf. A. Pol. 1, Chs. 12 and 13 ; but

even A. admitted that the wrong men were sometimes slaves. The
superior slave is often to be met in tragedy, though sometimes, like
Eumaeus in the Odyssey, he is not of slave birth.
54&2 1 . +au�ov : see 4832 n.
The first of the four requirements, that characters should be
XP7JaTos, arises naturally from the definition and from the discussion
of plot in the two previous chapters. The second, that they should
be apfLoTTwv, a synonym for 1rp€TTwv, means no more than that they
should be free from inappFopriate or incongruous characteristics.
For To 1rp€TTov, conformity to a norm, see M. Pohlenz, N. Gott. G.
(1933), pp. 53 ff.
54822. EaTLv yap
�Oos : yvvaiKa is to be supplied from the next
clause, 'it is possible for a woman to be brave'. With the vulgate
av5peiov we have to translate 'it is possible for a man to be brave', or
'there exists the dramatic character who is brave'. ovTws, .1. 23
(Vahlen's emendation) then means 'brave in the way that a man is
brave' ; this is less easy to supply with av5pelav.
civ8pe£av : lit. 'manly'. What would be brave for a woman would be
cowardly for a man (Pol. 1277b21). Antigone is brave, but it is ap
propriate that she should not face death with the same unbending
resolution as Ajax. Iphigeneia in the I A shows her womanliness
and, in a different passage, her bravery. If the Electra of Sophocles
is something of a virago, there are special reasons, and she herself is
troubled by her own behaviour. What A. made of the av5pof3ov>.ov
K€ap of Aeschylus' Clytemnestra it is idle to speculate ; he perhaps
allowed the spirited Merope of the Cresphontes, 1] a� >.oyovs av5pw5ets
TTpoacf)(:pofL€V7J Kwei Ta 8€aTpa (Plut: JYJ. I Io D, Eur. fr. 454).
54B24. Sewtjv : 'clever' as illustrated by the case of Melanippe at 1. 31,
•
I
• � I
•
be1ow. PIa to 's Ion (540 B) knows a TTPETTEt avopt nTTetv Kat oTTota yvvatKt.
OJ'OLov : there can be little doubt that the third requirement is that
the characters should be like ordinary human beings, in the sense
that they should not be so remote that they fail to arouse sympathy ;
the acp65pa TTov7Jp6s is untragic because he is too unlike us, and so,
at the other extreme, would be Plato's Socrates; who lacks human
weakness. It must be allowed that this requirement leaves room for
a considerable measure of unlikeness.
Ther.e is, however, another kind of likeness which could be in
tended in this passage, likeness of dramatic character to mythical
prototype, as in Hor. AP 123. 4 :
sit Medea ferox invictaque, flebilis Ino,
perfidus Ixion, Io vaga, tristis Orestes.
•

• •
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The schol. contain many criticisms of this sort of failure to achieve
likeness, as on Eur. Med. 922 : �8n 8€ ath�v /-'7]8€ K,\alovaav daayw8at ·
ov yap oiKEtov TcF 1rpoacfmcp. G. collects a number of examples of
criticisms 1rapa To 1Tpoaw1rov in his note on 54a29, though it is · not
always possible to distinguish between criticisms of failure to follow
the traditional model and those of mere inconsistency within the
play. Much closer to this chapter is a fragment of papyrus from an
unknown work (M. believes it to be the Aristotelian Poetic of which
our P. is a shortened version) in the Rainer Pap. published by H.
Oellacher, Soc. roy. egypt. de papyrologie, Etudes iv :(1938), 133--96.
Part of one column is continuously legible, and in the two adjac€nt
Columns Some form of 0/LOLOS appears three times, Of ap/LOTTWV twice,
leaving no doubt as to the subject under discussion. Kai &] 1-'ci..\[t]am
8vva/LEV[os] avT�V (sc. M�tV Oel.) aKp€tfJws a1To8t8ovat (cf. 54blo)
p.a,\uJTa aya8os 1TOL7JT�S Kai 8ta TOVTO "0p.7]pOS aya8os Kai .Eotf>oK..\[7]]s·
o[a yap av €t7TOL Kai ws 1] .:4vl>pop.ax7J l8ovaa TOV avl>pa i..\Kop.EVOV 8VvaTat
<;>
<;>
I i;
HULV OE
T£VES1 Ot OV P,EV 1rp0n18€VTat
Ka[']
t 7J"8€L Kat otaVOLI[·•
€VpHV Kat ,\E�H
ov p.np.oiJvTat, c'J.,\,\ov 8€ Kai TofiTov Ka..\ws, o[v T]vyxavop.Ev (El TvyxcivotEv
Gomp.) EXOVTES EVVOtav Kai 1Tapa8Ety/La 1Tap' 1]/LEtV avTofs· WU1TEp Kai
- I
- ' "'
I
I
[
THp.O18EOS EV Tlp 8PTJV(#,TOV 0oVUU€WS1 EL p.Ev TtVa p.Etp.HTat _K] at TO 0/LOLOV
nvt o[8Ev, &.,\,\[a] TcF '08vaaE[t] • • • . • (&.,\,\� ov Gomp.) (c'i.,\,\o TcF '08vaaEf
1TEptTl87Ja�v �8os Wil.). Goinperz, Mitteilungen aus der Sammlung Pap.
Erz. Rainer, I (r887), 82, Wilamowitz, Timotheus (1903), p. III.
The interpretation is not beyond doubt ; this could mean that the
Odysseus of Timotheus possesses To o/Lotov but, as at 54a3o, not To
app.oTTov, in the sense not only that it is inappropriate for 0. qua
man to weep, but that it is inappropriate for the 0. whom we know
from myth (while for 1\felanippe, as a woman having no clear-cut
mythical character, it is inappropriate to be philosophical). This
sense has usually been attributed not to app.oTTwv but to
o/Lows, so B., G., and H. But it could be that, while the other charac
ters of T. are 'like', 0. conforms to a recognizable type ov Tvyxavop.Ev
exovTES ;vv�tav, but is not like 0. In any case it does appear that in
what is probably an early Peripatetic work likeness to the prototype
is a requirement of �8os.
It is to be noted that there is no reference to ap.apTla as a moral
quality being part of �8os. Nor is the triple division of Ch. 2, where
o/Lotos is intermediate between KpElTTwv and XElpwv, relevant to any
thing here.
54&25. W� 11'pOELpt]TUL : not 'as has been said', but 'as they have been
defined', i.e. in ll. 2o-24.
54&26. OJ.&UAOV : 'even' and so 'all of a piece'. Cf. EN IIS9b8 : ov8€ yap
av'TOtS 8tap.lvovatv op.otot OV'TES, and Hor. AP 119 : 'aut farnam sequere
aut sibi convenientia finge'.
f
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.
ICGY y0.p QYWjlQ�OS ! people in real life are sometimes wayward ;
their .qOos is such that they do not on all occasions react as their
general behaviour would lead a reasonable person to expect. If
such a character is presented on the stage there is an obvious danger
that in different scenes he will give the impression of being different
people ; nor is it easy within the restricted compass of a Greek pl!ly
to reveal that a character is normally inconsistent. The avop .m6nrrEs
in the .qOos of Alcibiades are mentioned at Plut. Alcib. 2.
o TftY j.&Ljl'I'JCTLY Trapexwv : i.e. · the original character in the myth. o
1-"1-'ovp.Evos, being usually mid., would be ambiguous.
54a27. �TroTdfi : 'supplied' (by the myth) : cf. srb13.
54B29. O.vaytca(as : what is unnecessary, i.e. not demanded by the plot, is
the wickedness. civayKafov, agreeing with '1TapaSnyp.a, should mean
that the example itself is superfluous, and if, as E. thinks, it is what
A. wrote, he was writing carelessly. B.'$ civayKalov from one of the
recentiores would violate A.'s practice of treating the word as of three
terminations.
o MEve�aos : E. is probably right in taking .this to mean that the plot
of the Orestes does not require that Men·elaus should be as base as he
is. In the Andromac/Je, where he is even baser, the '1TOV7Jpla is more
necessary to the plot. The Orestes is censured again for the same
reason at 6rb2r and in· the schol. The same idea may underlie the
comment at the end of the First Argument to the play : 7TI\�v
IIv:>t.aSov '1TaVTES cpav:\ol Elaw.
54a30. o TE 8pfivos "08uaaews : this appears to be an example of the
fault opposite to the manly woman (see note on 1. 24) ; it is curious
that the work from which it is drawn was a dithyramb (cf. 6rb32) by
Timotheus, in which Odysseus lamented the members of his crew
whom Scylla devoured.
54a3 1 . 1] Tfis ME"av(TrTrTJS pfiuLs : fortunately we know enough of this
very curious speech to understand the reference. The plot of the
Melanippe of Euripides (called M£Aavl'1T'1T'YJ 1] .Eocp-1] to distinguish it
from M. Li£ap.wi-,s) was as follows : Melanippe in her father's absence
gave birth to twins by Poseidon ; she exposed them, but after her
father's return a cow was found to be suckling them. It was over
hastily inferred that the cow had given them birth-a portent.
Melanippe's father decided to dispose of them by burning, and gave
them to his daughter to prepare for the sacrifice. She attempted to
save them by arguing that cows do not give birth to human babies
and that they must have had a human mother. The opening lines
of her speech have been preserved, and they suggest that she went
back to the beginning of things and expounded a scientific cosmo
gony, perhaps on Anaxagorean lines, asserting the uniformity of
nature. The first line (fr. 484)

•
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KOVK €,.,_os o ,.,_fJOos, a""' ewijs 1-'TJTpos 1Tlipa.
became a proverbial disclaimer. As her mother was Hippe, the
daughter of the wise Chirori, this does a little, though not much, to
extenuate To a1rpe-rrls. In fact the speech carried no conviction and
Melanippe was reduced to confessing the truth, and only the inter
vention of Poseidon saved mother and twins.
54a32. ,; iv AuM8t 'lcJ>tyevEta : Iphigeneia in the extant play is horrified
when first she hears that she is to be sacrificed so that the Greeks
may have a fair wind for Troy ; later, in an upsurge of Pan-Hellenic
enthusiasm and in order that Achilles may not endanger himself on
her behalf, she gladly offers to die for Greece. It is true enough that ·
· Iphigeneia as suppliant is quite unlike her later self. In view of what
passes between Clytemnestra and Achilles in her presence the trans
formation is by no means inexplicable, but Euripides does nothing to
explain it, and A.'s criticism is not so insensitive as is sometimes sug
gested. In fact the economy of the play allows no scope for the
development of Iphigeneia's character. It is not till after 1035 that
Iphigeneia learns that she is to be victim and not bride ; Agamemnon
rejects her appeal 1255-75, Achilles enters at 1345, and the trans
formation of Iphigeneia is revealed at 1368 ; thil> is the method of
melpdrama. Such changes are rare in Greek tragedy ; that of
Neoptoleinus in the Phil. is one with which neither A. nor anyone
else could find fault. · In fact A. appears to accept it (EN II51h18).
The use of masks must have worked against variations of character
within the play.
Elsewhere A. seems to have censured the avc.u,.,.aMa of Achilles in
his treatment of Priam in the last book of the Iliad : cf� Eustathius
on ll. 24. 569 = A. fr. 168. This is probably connected with the
melancholic temperament ; see 55a32-34 n. and E., p. 462.
No example is given (or has survived) of a failure in To 8p.oLov.
S'!a33-36. This demand for probable and coherent behaviour cer
tainly does not support, though it is perhaps too vague to dismiss,
the suspicions that have been raised, for example, by Tycho von
Wilamowit�, Die dramatische Technik des Soph. and E. Howald,
Die gr. Trag., that the Greeks lacked the notion of continufty and
col)sistency of dramatic character.
In effect this repeats the requirement of 51b8, Tcp 1rolcp Ta 1roia
aTTa av,.,.{3alvEL Myetv � 1TpaTTEtV. The form of expression resembles
52a18-21 and suggests that here too we have the termination of
a completed section.
54a36. �eat Tolho I'ETci TouTo . . . : either 'one thing after another' (cf.
Ta8e 1-'*'Ta Ta8e 52a21), or it refers to Ta ToLafiTa, what is said or done,
for which -rafJTa would be more natural.
·
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In spite of the search for individuality of character as a result of
the influence of the novel, echoes of the Aristotelian view are still
to be heard. 'It is clear that we demand from tragic action the sense
that the actors · represent us all, humanity in general. . . . The plot
must depict the agents as working within, and worked upon by,
forces which we feel to circumscribe human actions generally.'
A. l\1. Quinton and R. Meager, Symp. Proc. Aristot. Soc., supp. vol. 34
(196o), 145· Yeats's comparison of tragic and comic character goes
beyond anything in A., though he might have found in it much to
agree with. 'Suddenly it strikes us that character is continuously
present in comedy alone, and that there is much tragedy, that of
Corneille, that of Racine, that of Greece and Rome, where its place
is taken by passions and motives, one person being jealous, another
full of love or remorse or pride or anger. . . . Congreve defined humour
itself-the foundation of comedy-as a singular and peculiar way of
doing anything peculiar to one man only, by which his speech and
actions are distinguished from all other men.' Yeats's Essays
(London, 1924), pp. 297-8. Yeats evaded some obvious objections
by asserting that Shakespeare w.as essentially a writer of tragi
comedies. On the typical quality of the tragic character see also
Wilamowitz, Herakles1, pp. 1 12-13.
548 37-54b8. The connexion of this sectionwith the rest of the chapter
is obscure. Plot seems to replace character as the subject, character
being resumed �t 54b8, £1rei aE
, which could easily follow directly
after 54336. If the text is sound, the explanation must be something
like this : the notion of ?Tpayp.aTwv cn)uTacns is introduced at 54334 in
order to illustrate from the plot the requirements of TO avayKafov � TO
elKos as applied to character. p.v8os now having replaced �8os in the
forefront of A.'s mind, he mentions a point which should have been
made in Chs. 8-11 but is now inserted as an afterthought, that bad
use of the deus ex machina at the end of a play can weaken its unity.
Thereafter the thought develops naturally down to 54b8. B. in his
translation makes A. apologize for the digression. But even so Kal TCls
Avuns gives the impression that the whole sentence is part of a dis
cussion of structure. It is not unlike A. to mention Avu's before he has
defined it, but there is no doubt that the section would stand better
in Ch. 18, which is concerned with a£u,s and Avu,s. Hermann in fact
transposed it to 55b32, where he marked a lacuna. But verbally the
fit
is poor.
.
Many edd., G., S., E., and R. in his first ed., attempt to solve the
problem by reading in place of p.v8ov at 54b1 7j8ovs or �8wv, wHich is
said to be supported by the Arabic. The presence of p.v8wv five
words earlier might explain the corruption. This is at first sight
attractive. It has been objected to 7j8ovs, the easier reading in view
•

•

•
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of £e athofi, that A . normally uses the plur., but as there is often
only one character in a play whose �8os is in question, this carries
little weight. · Morr, importance' att:.:ches to the phrase in the schol.
to ll. 2. 73 : EUTt �E ci7rot7JTOJI TO fL7JXa"7JfLa Av�:w d fL� £e aVTOV TOV fLV8ov
Since this relates to the episode of the a?To?T.Aovs cited immediately
below, it is very possibly an echo of our text, or more probably of
something in A.'s Homeric criticism, and evidence that fLv8ov stood
here at a date earlier than the translation into Syriac. Further, it
would be surprising if A. suddenly plated such emphasis on the
importance of �8o3. It is of course true that the inevitability shown
in the. development of a good plot is unattainable if the behaviour
of the characters is felt to be unnatural ; but it is late in the day to be
saying this. The real test is whether rj8ovs works better than p;v8ov
in the context, and it does not. The end of the Medea is unsatisfac
tory, not because there is anything inconsistent or illogical in the
�8o!; of Medea, but because her status and powers are different from
what they were represented to be in the rest of the play. Her im
placability towards Jason remains constant. If Thoas or · Theo
clymenus had been given as the example, a stronger case could have
been made for rj8ovs. Both in the Hel. and in the IT the finale re
quires a change of attitude in a character which· is motivated purely
by outside intervention and is not £e avTov Tov rj8ovs in either sense
of the word. But it must be added that the Ma�s of both these plays,
as the word is defined in Ch. 18, begins much earlier than the intro
duction of the god who in the last resort is dispensable. See A. Spira,
Untersuchungen zum Deus ex machina bei Soph. und Eur. Frankfurt
Dissert. (1¢<>).
The problem is well discusseg by Solmsen, CQ 29 (1935):, 192 ff.
54b 1 . Kal. J&TJ w_atrEp ; . . Utrotr>..ouv : the fL7Jxav1} was a kind of crane
used to suggest the miraculous appearance of gods out of the sky :
see Pickard-Cambridge, Theatre of Dionysus, pp. 127-8. Since it was
sometimes convenient to use this device to rescue a plot which had
reached an impasse, it soon got a bad name. Cf. Pl., Crat. 425 D : oi
�
� ,
.1. ,
•
'1'paycpoo1T'otot,
E1TEtoav
n a7ropwatv, E1T£ TaS fLTJxavas KaTa'f'evyova£ 8eovs
aipovTES ; Antiphanes, Poiesis, fr. 191, contrasts the comic poet who has
to contrive his ow:ri plots with the tragic poet who has his work done
for him, and who, if in difficulty, 'can raise the crane as easily as his
little finger' ; in Demos. 40. 59, a · convenient witness appears wa1rep
a?TCl fLTJxavf]s. From this a metaphorical sense easily developed, e.g. _
A. Met. 985a18 : .i1vaeay6pas fLTJxavfi XPfiTat Tip vip.
The use was extended also to cover all divine interventions even if
the mechane. was not actually employed, as in epic. The second
example in the present passage-- relates to the intervention of Athena
in ll. 2. I� ff. and the reference in oa1_1 1rpo Tov y€yovev .I. 3, below,
•

,

•

•
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must be to prologues, which were often spoken by gods but not, it is
generally believed, from the mechane. So far as extant plays are
concerned the deus is introduced to announce the future rather than
to cut the knot. The Philoctetes and the Orestes are the only ones in
which, as they are usually interpreted, the deus can be said to
constitute an a.\oyov (cf. I. 6, below). The Medea is a less clear case.
A.'s objection would have been met _if Medea, her vengeance
achieved, had departed under her own power for Athens and safety,
and if a divinity, who would naturally have been Hera, had ap
peared to announce the future of Medea and Jason, and the estab
lishment of the children's cult in her temple. This would have made
impossible the third and linal encounter between Medea and Jason,
and the play would have been the poorer. Yet the present end is
undeniably awkward ; whereas it is easy to accept the convention of
gods appearing at beginning and end when they are a technical
convenience for supplying information and mainly outside the action,
we are bound to be disturbed by a Medea who remains herself in her
relations with Jason but suddenly assumes miraculous powers of
prophecy and a means of transport which are incompatible vvith her
position in the play as a whole. It is noteworthy that Polymestor at
the end of the }]ecuba is similarly endowed with prophetic gifts in
order to obviate the introduction of a god. It is uncertain whether
the mechane was actually used at the end of the Medea. Possibly she
appeared on the roof of the stage building on, or together with,
the chariot of the Sun ; the notion that this was drawn by winged
serpents comes only from the Argument.
54b2, 1TEpt Tov a1To1T>..ouv : ll. 2. no-2o6. Agamemnon made trial of his
army with the suggest.ion that they should abandon the siege ; he
hoped for an enthusiastic refusal, but the army took him at his
word, and Troy would have survived 'contrary to fate' had not
Athena, prompted by \ Hera, inspired Odysseus to rally the Gre,eks.
This is not a strikingly suitable example of a divine intervention ; it
is not the Ma,s- of a play but, i( Mens- it can be called at all, of a super
fluous· episode in an e'pic. Also, it is not A.'s way to find fault with
. Homer.' In his Homeric Problems, fr. 142, A. had rationalized the
divine intervention as the explanation of a thought occurring
spontaneously to · Odysseus, whose �8os- is in any case unaffected.
Hermann avoided the difficulty, reading '[�,y€v€lq. for 'lAuiS, and
S., followed (unawares) by E., improved this to AvAtS,, The re
ference would then be to the lost end of the IA, in which it seems that
Artemis appeared and announced that she had saved Iphigeneia
from sacrifice. It is improbable, however, that a1T01TAovs- would suit
the sailing of the Greeks to Troy from Aulis, or that t}le play would
be cited as £v AvAt8,, anonAovs- occurs at 59b 7 as the title, or possible
·
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title, of a play about the sailing of the Greeks for home after the fall
of Troy.
54b3. Tel igw Tou 8pCiJLaTos : this would seem to approve the typical use
of epiphanies by Euripides in prologues and final scenes.
54b4. li oux otov TE cl.v8pw1rov El8€va�: for example, both Hermes at the
beginning and Athena at the end of the Ion reveal things unknowable
to mortals, as does Athena at the beginning of the Ajax.
54b5. u1ro8&8of'EY : cf. R. 1386bi6 : Tots (hots ci7To8l8op.�tv To v�tp.�taiiv�
54b6. cl.�oyov : a word of frequent occurrence hereafter. It means
contrary to To �tlKos � To civayKatov, 'irrational'. The use of the
mechane is one instance of the class of 0:,\oya. At 61b2o the un
motivated entry of Aegeus in the Medea is called an a,\oyov.
54b7. otov To £v TclJ Ot8£1ro8L: a particular a,\oyov was the failure of
Oedipus to inquire into the death of Laius. This is specifically men
tioned at 6oa3o. One might suppose also that Jocasta would have
asked how Oedipus came by the deformity of his feet. In the older
version of the story the truth was revealed on, .or soon after, the
wedding night (Od. II. 274), perhaps through his deformity. Note
that this is included in· the 1rpayp.aTa of the play, though Laius
perished )ong before the beginning of the action. His murder is
described, but the &:,\oyov, the situation at Thebes after his death, is
only lightly touched on. In the terminology of Ch. 18 such 1rpayp.aTa
are part' of the 1Tpo1T�t1Tpayp.£va and belong to that portion of the 8£ats
which is prior to the beginning of the aCtion. These events make less
emotional impression than those actually represented, a fact whiCh is
used as the basis of a curious illustration in EN I IOia3I : 8taif>£po 8�
I
}' �
\
f3 I
-\ \
\\
p.a/\1\0V
'TWV
'TTa(}WV £KaCTTOV 1T£pL' ..,wvTaS
TJ T£1\£V'T7JC1aVTaS CTVf' aLV£LV 7TOI\V
. � Ta 'TTapavop.a Kal 8�ttva 1Tpov1Tapx�:tv lv Tats Tpaycp8lats � 1TpaTuaOat.
A. of course allows that misfortunes after our death, i.e. those which
befall our families, are not without emotional effect on those beyond
the grave.
54b8-15. The subject is again .qOos. Connexion with a36 is not close.
54b9. f'Lf'Eia8aL: 'do the same as', 'follow ·the example of', a little
curious after p.lp.7Ja's in the previous line.
El�eovoyplr.+ous : 'portrait-painters'.
54b U . �ea�Mous ypl.L+ouav : a sort of idealization is implied, and one
less crude than the combination of the · best . points of beautiful
models ; cf. Appendix I, p. 264.
54b12. o,py&�ous Kal p�8Uf'Ous : 'irascible and sluggish'. Neither of
these characteristics is sufficient · to · mar an otherwise admirable
character, but a character will not be admirable if he is all irascibility ·
like a 'humourous' character in one of Ben Jonson's comedies. Such
qualities may be present, but they should nqt be dominant, any more
than the warts on the nose in a good portrait. The opyl,\os is described
·
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at EN no8a7' II26ai3. TP.e P48vp.o' are contrasted with the oeEtS
at EE 1240a2.
54bl3. E1TtEtKEis : an instance of the normal use of the word, hardly to
be reconciled with 52b34.
.
54b14. f1Tap0.8EtYila : possibly an explanatory note which has got into
the text from the margin.
».xtXXea : he was conspicuously iJpylAos. If .:4.ya8wv is read here,
the only play of his known that is likely to have contained Achilles
was the Telephus. Lobel's olov TOV )1, ayaOov KaL 7Tapa8E'YJLa aKA1JpOT1JTOS " 0. (CQ 23 (1929), 76) gives good sense.
.
54b15. -raiha 81]
: TaiJTa has no obvious reference and 8LaT1JpEfv
better suits the subject mentioned next, points which might escape
noti�e in performance. Something may be lost here.
1Tapcl. : = a,a. : cf. 7Tapa TOV Aoyov s6b6, and Bonitz S62a9· R. alone
among mode·rn edd; takes it to mean 'inconsistent with' ; d. 55a26 .
V7TEVavna.
54b16. ala9t}aEts : such things as movements of the actors implied by
the text, not or/JLS in general, as is made plain by Tfi 7TOL1JTLKfi. This in
fact is the subject of the next chapter (Ch. 16 is intrusive), 'but
dp1JTaL
lKavws gives anything but a smooth transition.
54b18. -rois EK8E8o11evots Myots : 'the published works' : see Introduc
tion, p. ix. The. reference is very possibly to the dialogue in three
Books liEpL IloL'Y}Twv.
.
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C HAPTER 16
After .qOos the next subject should be a,&.voLa followed by Mg,s, In
stead we return without warning to an investigation of the kinds (Et81J)
of anagnorisis, which is a department of plot. Not till Ch. 19 do we
reach 8ul.vota, and Mg�s in Ch. 20. The logical place for this discussion
would be either before Ch. 12, where it would naturally be accompanied
by further re�arks on peripeteia, or after Ch. 14, where, as Vahlen
suggested, the · analysis of anagorisis into its £t81J would follow the
analysis of pathos. It is out of the question to transfer the chapter to
either of these positions in view of the dislocation which would be
caused, especially as it is announced in the last lines of Ch. 14 that plot
is now finished with.
·

54b 1 9. ELP1JTQt 1rpo-rEpov : in Ch. II, 52a29.
Et8tt : the serious investigation of a subject requires that it should
be analysed into its proper categories, cf. the opening words of the
P. : 1TEpL 7TOL1JT'KfjS athfjs TE KaL TWV El8wv avTfjs.
54b20. 11'PWT1J : A. distinguishes five main Et81Jt the first four being
numbered, the fifth 1iaawv 8e {3EATlaT1J (SSai6). They are arranged;
like the situations in Ch. 14, 53b38 ff., in ascending order.
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( t ) .� a,a Twv U1Jp.dwv, 'signs and tokens'. In view of the use made of
this type of recognition by poets of the highest distinction it is, as
G . points out, rather sweeping to attribute the choice to a1roplav,
lack of resources intellectual or technical.
: the subdivisions of this class reveal more
54b2 1 . TOUTl!Jv 8E Tci J'EV
of A.'s passion for classification than of the nature of avayvwptat�. It
makes little practical difference whether a man is recognized by
a scar or by a birth-mark. Signs are divided into natural and
acquired, acquired signs into those on the person arid those detached
from the person, 'tokens' as we should call them.
54bl2. )..OyX'I'}V
r'I'}YEVEiS : presumably a quotation .from a tragic
The
'Earthborn'
sprang from the dragon's teeth sowed by
poet.
Cadmus. It was by the birthmark of the spear that Creon recog
nized the child of Haemon and Antigone in the Antigone of Euripides.
· ci.aTepQS : probably governed by £7Tol1JaE understood. The stars
which were the birthmark of the descendants of Pelops com
memorated the ivory shoulde1; given him in place. of his own, which
was eaten by Demeter when Tantalus served up Pelops at the
banquet of the gods.
54b23. KQpKlvos : probably the younger of the two tragic poets of this
name, who lived in the fourth century. Thyestes, also a 'Pelopid',
recognized the body of his son by the stars on his shoulder.
TouTl!Jv : i.e. of the E7TlKT1JTa.
54b24. Tci 11'EpL8epQLQ : the article implies that A. knew many instances.
Necklaces were commonly left in the cradles of exposed children in
the hope of subsequent recognition, if someone reared them. The
only recognition of this type in extant plays is that of Ion by his
mother Creusa in the Ion. But it is implie.d that there wete others
by Satyrus in his Ltje of Euripides 39· vii. 7 (Arrighetti) when he
says that the stock features of New Comedy; avayvwpLUf'OV� 8ta TE
8aKrvAlwv Ka;, 8td. 8epalwv� were developed by Euripides. Menander's
Epiirepontes shows the use in New Comedy�
54b25. £v Tfi Tupoi 8ici Tijs aKcicJ»'I'}s : Soph. Frag. (Pearson) 2. 27o.
Neleus and Pelias, whom Tyro bore to Poseidon, were set adrift in
a boat, like Romulus and Remus ; · the boat was preserved and
brought about the recognition by their mother in the play of
Sophocles. Ion's cradle in a similar way gave Creusa the first hint of
his identity.
54b2 � . "08uaaEus : for the recognition of Odysseus by Eurycleia see on
I. 29, below. When Odyss�us revealed hiinself to Eumaeus, his
swineherd, and to Philoetius, who was actually his neatherd, before
the battle with the suitors, he proved his identity by showing the
scar (Od. 21. 217).
54b29.
EK 11'EpL11'ETEtQS : some commentators take this as an instance of
·
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the word i n its non-technical- sense, 'exciting' o r 'dramatic', so B.,
G., and apparently R. E. does not comment on this chapter. The
relevant passage of the Od. begins . at 19. 317. Penelope,. pleased
with the Stranger who has brought news of her husband, orders that
he shall be washed and his bed made. The Stranger, of course
Odysseus, who is incensed that the handmaidens have shown dis
loyalty by consorting with the suitors, replies that he has learnt to
do without such luxuries and that he will not be washed unless by
some old, discreet servant. Penelope thereupon calls for Eurycleia,
Odysseus's old nurse. He realizes that Eurycleia will recognize his
scar where the boar wounded him and retires into the shadows away
from Penelope, so that he is able to check Eurycleia's cry of joy as
she feels the scar and so to keep his secret from his wife. The episode
would have been still more dramatic if Odysseus had been taken
completely by surprise, but the man of wiles cannot be allowed to
lack foresight ; only once is he tricked, and that is by Penelope her
self at the climax of their reunion at 23. 177. But even though the
effect is somewhat blunted, there seems no reason why it shotJld not
count as a peripeteia in the sense of Ch. I I. The upshot is the natural
consequence of what has gone before and it is 1rapa T�" M!av. Or, if
the other account of peripeteia is preferred, Odysseus by his own
action brings about the recognition which he wished to avoid. It is
true that this is not a major turning-point in the action,. since he
escapes recognition by Penelope, but in the looser structure of epic
there is room for minor climaxes. Possibly there was once a version
of the story in which the recognition of Odysseus by Penelope was
effected through the scar (cf. D. L. Page, The Homeric Odyssey,
p. 122) . .That A. found several peripeteiai in the Od. appears from
59blo-16.
The use of £K in }K 1TEpL1TE'Ttda� presents no real difficulty. It does
not suggest that it is the result of a peripeteia which · has already
occurred ; there is a well-marked modal use of £K in A. : cf. R.
'
'
'l: t=tpwvoas
'l: EpW'TTJUt=ws
'
'
' 1Tapa,.,o117JS,
Q ' A an
. d Bom
'tz
1420a1-4 Es
t:IC
t:5
225b36-47. The point is that an inferior type of recognition (by a
sign) becomes more effective through the manner of its introduction.
54b30. Tois Nt1TTpoLs : 'The episode-of the Washing', i.e. most of Od. 19.
The division of Homer's poems into books was subsequent to A. Ta
Nl1rTpa seems also to · have been an alternative title of Soph. Odysseus
Akanthoplex : see Soph. Frag. (Pearson) 2. 105. On pre-Alexandrian
names for parts of Homer see Aelian, Var. Hist. 13. 14.
Pe�TI:ous : see on I. 35, below.
(2) 1T£1TOL7JI-'IvaL : 'contrived by the poet' : cf. 55a34 ·
54b3 1 . UTEXYOL : cf. aT£XVO'TCf'TTJ at 1. 20, above.
54b32. civEyvwpLO'EY : if this passage is taken in isolation, the best treat·
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ment is t o remove 'Op,a'7'7JS in 1 . 31 with Riccardianus and ? Ar.,
supplying Iphigeneia as subject out of the title pf the play (cf.
55a1). But avayvwpl'w is a problem in two other places, 55b9 and 21,
where sense requires the meaning 'make known', as it does here if
'we keep the first 'Op,aTf1� Vahlen argued that as yvwpl'w can mean
either 'make known' ot 'know', it is reasonable to extend this to
avayvwpl,w, though even if we do this there is difficulty with the
construction at 55b21, q.v., and it is surprising if a word which looks
like a technical term has so wide a range of meaning. A possible
�olution is to suppose that the word means to 'have an anagnorisis',
leaving it unspecified who recognizes whom . An objection is that
it is improbable that a need should have been felt for so specialized
a word. But Gomperz, 'Zu A.'s P.' (2), p. 17, cites passages from later
authors, e.g. [Apollod.] 1. 9· 8 where avayvwpl'w is used com
pendiously for a mutual recognition. The three passages were dis
cussed by Vahlen, Sitzb. K. Preuss. Ak. Berlin (1898), 258--69, =
Ges. phil. Schr. ii. 498 ff. See also Beitriige, p. 275.
54b34. E11'tC7TO�f)� : an example of the best type ; see 55ai6-I9.
�£yet & J3ou�ETat . . : when Orestes greets Iphigeneia as his sister
she naturally asks for some evidence T£Kp:r}pwv (IT 8o8) that he is
her brother. The evidence he gives is wholly natural in the situa
tion ; he shows knowledge of things in their old home which only
one who had lived there could possess. There is no conflict with the
p.vOo�, only it is not a necessary consequence of anything.
54b35. Gf'apT(as : i.e. he might as well have produced a token, which
would have been an example of the most inartistic class of recogni
tion. A.'s criticism of both Od. and IT is extraordinarily Tigid
and unaccommodating. It is assumed that in all contexts a higher
grade anagnorisis is to be preferred to one of a lower grade. In fact
Orestes' method of showing his identity is the natural one in the
circumstances, and anything more elaborate would probably have
seemed out of place. Similarly in the Od. not every recognition has
to be a big scen:e. Between Odysseus' recognition by Philoetius and
Eumaeus and the beginning of the battle with the suitors there are
only 200 lines. A full-dress recognition here would have held up the
action intolerably.
54b37. t) Tfi� KEpKl8o� cf»wvt] : probably a quotation from the play, 'the
voice' being not the sound made by the shuttle in operation, but
the web by means of which Philomela revealed her story. Tereus,
king of the Thracians, married Pandion's daughter Procne. Later
he ravished Procne's sister, Philomela, and tore out her tongue to
prevent her revealing his crime, but Philomela made Procne aware
of what had happened by weaving the scene on her loom (see Soph.
Frag. (Pearson) 2. 221 ff.). In the version of [Apollodorus] 3· 14. 8,
• .
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Philomela seems not to have woven a picture but to have spelt out
words of woven letters.

(3) Memory.

A character being reminded of the past spontaneously gives a sign
which leads to recognition. Orestes' Tf:KJL�pwv (l. 34, above) depended
on memory, but it did not arise spontaneously EK TCnv 1TpayJLtl.Twv.
Had he seen something, a ring of Iphigeneia's, for instance, which
reminded him of Argos and caused him to comment, this would have
been a recognition of a higher class.
ssa t . ..6.LKQLOYEvOUS : a tragic poet of the late fifth century. Nothing is
known of his Cyprians ; it has been guessed that it dealt with the
secret return of Teucer to his old home at Salamis after founding
Salamis in Cyprus, and his self-betrayal by an . emotional outburst..
55a2. >\"-K(vou lnro"-oy� : 'the story told to Alcinous' : cf. R. 1417a13 and
see on Ta Nl1TTpa 54b3o. The actual narrative of Odysseus otcupies
Books 9-12 of the Od. but the passage here referred to is 8. 521 ff.,
where Odysseus, havin:g asked Demodocus to sing the lay of the
Wo.oden Horse, is moved to tears by the memories it arouses; as he
had been at l. '85 of the same Book, when Demodocus sang of his
quarrel with Achilles. This time Alcinous asks him to reveal who he
is and to tell-his story, as Odysseus presumably had intended that he
should. Thus it leads somewhat indirectly to an anagnorisis.
(4) Inference.
55a4, Xo,�opots : the scene from the Choephori 166-234 was famous (cf.
Aristoph. Nub. 534), perhaps because it was the earliest example of
its kind, though there could well have been an civayvwp'a's in the
Oed. of Aeschylus.
55a5, ol'ows TLS
£"-tj"-u8ev : A.'s account of the inference ' is over
compressed. Electra finds the lock of hair on her father's tomb (Ch.
166). The first point is that it must be the hair of a �tAos, for no one
, else would affront Clytemnestra and Aegisthus by putting it there.'
It is only within the narrow circle of the �o.o, that the source of a lock
of hair like. her own must be sought. In fact, when Orestes shows him
self, Electra is not satisP.ed with her inference but demands tokens
as well. Yet it is the moment of the discovery of the lock and the
guess what it imports that convey the greatest emotional force.
55a6� ..] no"-u(8ou Toil ao�LaTou : presumably P. made a co�ment (€�TJ)
on the IT in which he suggested an alternative mode of recognition ;
it was natural that Orestes on the point of being sacrificed should
,
say in Iphigeneia's hearing· that he was meeting the same end as his
sister (see 55b1o). This could lea:d I. to discover that the unknown
Greek was her brother, but it would be her inference, not his. So in
spite of EK UVAAOY'UJLOV it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that
av>..:\oylaaa8a, bears the less specific sense of 'reflect', applying to O.'s
,
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meditations ·about his family's misfortunes ; he brought the two
sacrifices together in his thoughts. Most edd. here omit Et/>TJ, which
is only in Riccardianus and ?Ar. In that case it could be that P. was
author of a tragedy or dithyramb on the Iphigeneia story, as is sqg
gested by the word l1Tol7Jur::v at 55b Io. A Polyeidus of Selymbria won
the prize for dithyramb between 399 and 380 ; cf. Diod. Sic. 14 . 46.
He may have been sophist as well as poet, but there is no positive
reason to think he was.
5589. eEo8eK1'0U : rhetorician and tragic poet, friend of A.
Tu8et: Tydeus was the father of Diomedes, but no known version of
his legend fits the sitttation here.
55810, <l»we_L8ats : the daughters of Phineus were the Harpies. Nothing
is known of the legend or of the play to which A. alludes. The in
ference sounds comparable to that made by Oedipus on reaching
Colonus (OC 44).
(4a) False Inference. It is not clear whether this is a separate type of
Inference, or merely a special case. Almost everything here is
1
. obscure.
558 12. auv9E1'1] : means 'compound' as opposed to 'simple'. The only
likely compound here is one of uv..\.\oy'ufL6s and 1rapa..\oy'ufL6s, in
ference and false inference.
558 1 3. trapaXoytaJ.toll : this is discussed again in connexion with epic at
6oa19 ff. 7rapa.\oyLup.6s is due to the /natural human tendency to
assume that if A is always followed by B, then if B occurs it must
have been preceded by A. An example given in Soph. El. 167b7 is :
after it has rained the earth is a�ways wet, but if the earth is wet it
need not be a just inference that it has rained.
9EaTpou : if a false inference is drawn, it is drawn by someone who
is thereby led astray. If we accept the Or::aTpov of the MSS., it is the
audience who are deceived ; and this appears to be the case in the
subsequent discussion of 1Tapa.AoytufL6s in epic, where A. asserts that
Homer knows how t/Jr::vMj Myr::w ws �r::r, which means that he per
suades his audience by his poetic skill to accc::pt things · which will
not bear looking into. But the audience have so far had no place in
the discussion of anagnorisis for the sufficient reason that they
always know from the start who everyone is. But A. may be saying
that the audience is deceived into accepting a recognition between
two characters which is based on a logical fallacy, just as the audience
o f the epic poet can be charmed into accepting an absurdity like the
landing of Odysseus on Ithaca in his sleep (6oa36). Unfortunately the
example given of 7rapa..\oy,uP,6s in epic at 6oa26 is obscure (though less
obscure than the example from drama given below), 1rapa�ELYfLa �f.
-roiho £K nvv Nl1TTpwv. Assuming that -ra N£'11'-rpa includes the whole
scene of the meeting of Odysseus and Penelope beginning at Od. 19.
·
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¢ and extending to the climax of the foot-washing, then th� re
ference must be Penelope's testing of her visitor. If the Stranger had
really entertained Odysseus on his way to Troy twenty years before,
he ought to have some idea of his appearance. When the Stranger
gives a precise account of his dress, she accepts this as proof that the
whole story is true, whereas the Stranger might know what Odysseus
had been wearing because, for instance, he had been a slave waiting
at table. This looks like a criticism of the gullibility of Penelope, but
it could refer to the audience who accept the test as showing sufficient
reason why Penelope should believe the . Stranger.
On the other hand, if we read Hermann's Oa-rlpov, the reference is
restricted to the two parties to the recognition, or in the case of the
Nl1r-rpa to deceiver and deceived. The first interpretation is sup
ported by the use of 1TapaA.oyl,€-ra£ at R. 14o8a2o.
·oauaaEi -r\) lf!Eu8a.Y.,E�Ct) : nothing is known of this play · or its
author. The title suggests that Odysseus returns with news of his
own death ; in view of the �ppearance of a bow it is natural to
connect it with the events described in Od. 21, but there the object is
to string the bow and shoot with it, not to recognize it. No clear
meaning can be attached to the corrupt lines in which A. explains his
example, and in the absence of other information it is idle to attempt
to reconstruct the plot. For an example of such an attempt see
J. A. Smith, CQ 16 (1924), r65.
It is this passage which proves conclusively that Riccardianus
represents an independent MS. tradition ; it alone contains fourteen
words after -rd f'Ev yap -r&�ov (1. 14) which fell out of the archetype from which the other MSS. derive, because the eye of the scribe
travelled from the first -r&eov to the second (parablepsy). The
Arabic version confirms that the passage belongs here, though it too
is unintelligible and probably translated from a text already corrupt.
(5) That which arises EIC -rwP 1rpayf'a-rwv, the best.
55• 16. £g cil.-rwv -rwv 11'pa.yJ.L&-rwv : the structure of the plot is such that
as it develops the true identity is necessarily revealed.
55817. -rijs EK'II'�'I\gEws : the article suggests that. EK1T).TJ�'s is the emotion
that an anagnorisis naturally evokes ; cf. 54a4, where the anagnorisis
of the OT is described as EK1T).TJKnKov. The only other appearance of
the word in the P. is at 6ob25, where it is applied to Achilles' pursuit of
Hector in ll. 22. Usage suggests that EIC1T).TJ�'s is more akin to fear
than to pity (cf. Aristoph� Ran. 962) ; at R. 1385b33 ol EIC1T€1T>.TJrf'lvo£
are said to be incapable of pity because absorbed in their own
troubles. But th� verb can be used of the onset of any strong emo
tion (cf. Eur. Med. 8 Epw-r£ Ovf'ov EK1TAayEta' 'laaovos) and the emotion 
implied here is perhaps wonder, amazement ; cf. the passage of the
Topics cited 54a4 n.
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55818. lv T� Io+o�e�€ous Ol8L1ro8L: when the Messenger from Corinth,
who knows that Oedipus was not the son of Polybus but was to have
been exposed on Cithaeron, and the Servant, who knows that
Oedipus was the son of Laius and was to have · been exposed on
Cithaeron, are brought together, the anagnorisis is a natural conse
quence. It is, of course, unlikely that the Messenger should have
arrived on the day he did, but this does not affect the logic of
events.
Et�eos yci.p
: cf. I. 7, above. Iphigeneia, presented with two
Greeks for sacrifice, decided that she could beg off one of them and
send him back to Greece to. ask for her rescue. For this purpose she
gave him a letter for Argos. lrn(h:iva' means 'charge with', not 'give
in addition' ; she gave a verbal message in addition to the letter, in
case the latter should be lost at sea, and it was because the message
was for Orestes that the recognition naturally followed at once. It-is
perhaps something of an 0:,\oyov that the priestess should be on such
terms . with the king that she could reckon on the reprieve at her
request of one of the goddess's proper victims.· The scene in question
is IT 725--8o3.
558 1 9. at yci.p TOLaihaL J'OVCLL
: the emphasis must be on 1Tnroni
,.L£vwv since it is not true that UTJf'Eia of the kind described in the first
£l8os (54b2o-3o) are present in all but the last El8os. It might, how
ever, be said that they all contain something contrived, not a neces. sary consequence of previous events (for instance, the words of
Orestes) · and these might be called a 1Tnro'T'Jf'£vov UTJf'£'iov. 1TEp'8£palwv stands as an example of the crudest type of all.
.
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C H APTER 1 7
With Ch. I7 w e are · back on the subject of plot, and how the poet
should work on it. There is no link at all with the previous chapter,
but a fairly close connexion with the end of Ch. IS, since the need for
watchfulness and the aKo,\ovOovua' aluO�uns are the theme, though in
relation to plot-rather than character. But the last sentence of Ch. IS,
saying that the subject has been treated elsewhere, can hardly be
intended as an introduction. LIEf 8£ (55a22) carries on the pattern of
instruction ; in general this part of the P. is more admonitory than
earlier sections and closer in tone to Horace's Ars Poetica.
55&22-34. How the poet should set to work.
55&22-26. auva'II'EpyatEa8aL
: uvv- is emphatic ; the poet first
constructs his plot then finishes his work by supplying words (and
music). Menander was almost ready when his play was planned and
not yet written (Plut. M. 347 F). It is essential that, at �he same time
•

•

•
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as he conducts b?th these processes, he should keep the scene vividly
before his- eyes as though he were himself presentand watching wa'TTEP
1Tap' avrois ')'t')'VOJLEVOS' rois 1TpaTTopivotS' (1. 24). If it be asked whether
it is the original situation, as it existed at Thebes during the plague
for instance, or the situation as it was to be represented in the theatre
of Dionysus, the . answer is that it makes little difference, since the
one is an imitation of the other. The example which follows rather
suggests that A. has the theatre mainly in mind ; on the other hand,
the epic poet, who did much the same as the dramatic poet, though
under far less rigorous conditions, had no theatre to think of ; cf.
Demodocus, who sang of the Trojan War ws TE 'TTOV � avros 1TapEWV
17 WU.ov aKoVaas (Od. 8. 49I) . . What we can exclude is Vahlen's idea
that the poet visualizes as though he were a rn_ember p{the audience ;
but he retained rov 8Ear�v at I. 27.
55823. wpo OJ.LJ'tlT(a)V T'8£J.Levov: frequent in the R. for vivid or dramatic
expression (1386a34,· 141Ib24) ; of Phylarchus' melodramatic history
'TTEtpWJLEvos EICaC1TO£S aEi 1Tpo oif>8aA.p.wv rt8evat Ta SEwa (Polyb. 2. s6. 8) ;
and cf. [Longinus] rs. I.
55825. TO wpewov : probably movements and stage business which are
appropriate, contrasted with the 'contradictions'.
55826. uwevavT£a : the lmo seems to contain no suggestion of 'latent' or,
as in its English equivalent 'subcontrary', of partial contradiction.
551127. >\J.Lcfluipcios : his wife, Eriphyle, was bribed by the gift of a neck
lace to persuade him to join the expedition against Thebes in which,
as he knew, being a seer, he was doomed to perish� He charged Ale
mean, his son, to avenge him by killing his mother : cf. 53a2o, etc.
Nothing is known of Carcinus' play (see 54b23 n.), but it must have
involved Amphiaraus in a movement which was preposterous when
seen on stage.
opGJvTa : picks up the sense of opwv, 1. 24, 'as he (Carcinus) failed to
visualize the scene'. This, the text also of E., gives admirable
meaning, but there is no justification for the neg. p.�, which should
give a conditional or generic force. This must refer not to the poet ·
but 'to anyone who did not see it', i.e. to those who read it. But in
the theatre (S€ is now adversative) the result was calamitous. It
would have been the same with the pursuit of Hector in Il. 22 ; see
· 6oars. B. and V. inserted an av, which avoids the awkward impli
cation that many people would read the play and never see it
performed.
55828. E'II'L 8€ Tf)s aKT)vf)s: cf. a'ITo Tfis aK7Jvfis 52b18. This can mean 'in
front of the UK7Jv�
stage-building', or simply 'in a performance'
(see Pickard-Cambridge, . Theatre of Dionysus, p. 73). But if there
was a raised stage called a C1K7JV� at this date-the earliest clear
instance of this meaning for aK7JV� is in Polybius (Pickard-Cambridge,
=
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op. cit., p. 216)-then the phrase could bear the meaning we naturally
assume, 'on the stage'. It is coming to be accepted once agairi
that there was a low stage in the pre-Lycurgan theatre of Dionysus.
K. Schneider in RE Supp. Bd. 8 (1956), s.v. lnroKptT�>, actually uses
cbo Tfj> UK1Jvfi> in the P. as an argument in its favour.
£g£1TEaEv : probably in its literal sense 'was hissed off the stage'. Cf.
actor,
Dem. · 18. 265, Demosthenes to Aeschines,' the
' "' sometime
'
'
' ' v"'' E'8£Wpovv.
' '
't '
'
EYW . v' fUVPLTTOII.
fr,f1TL1TT£'>,
£TpLTaywpLUT£Lt;,
£YW
It can
mean simply 'to fail', as at R. 1413a1o, where it is oppqsed to £vSoKt·
P,ftll, and perhaps at 59b31, below. At 56a18 EK1Tl1TT£W is contrasted
with �eaKw> ciywvl,£a8a,, the less drastic form of failure. G. in his
note on our passage draws the bold conclusion that more than three
poets competed at the Dionysia, so that �eaKw> ciywvl,£a8a, means 'to
get third place', EK1Tl1TT£tv 'not to be classed at all'. Cf. also Dem. 19.
337 and Eur. Med. 1346 with schol. and Page's note ad loc. It was
'
a technical term also in athletics : see Macan on Her. 5· 22.
S5&29-32. KQL TOi� O'XTJJIUO'LV O'UYQ1TEpyatoJIEVOV is obviously parallel
to Tfj Mgn avva1T£pya,£a8at, and S£'i Tov> p.v8ov> avvtaTavat has· to be
supplied from 1. 22. Accordingly we should expect ax�p.aat to
balance Mgn as something necessary to the completion of the work.
The only meaning that could meet this requirement would be
'gestures', i.e. of the actors, or of the characters, which comes to
much the same thing ; this could cover an important part of the
production. It was so understood by Vahlen and G. But there
seems no urgent need for the poet to consider production at this
stage, though no doubt the poet's memories of his creative moments
would be important for the production. Nor is this stress on the
poet's functions as producer to be paralleled in the P. Indeed we
should expect the actors to have taken such things into their own
hands at this date. Yet it must be admitted that the parallel pas
sage R. I386a31, avayK1J TOVt; avva1T£pya,op.ivovt; axr/p.aat ICai cf>wva'it; Kai
.
'
ELJiaL,
•
, £1\fELIIOTEpOVS'
>\
' 81JTL
.. . d OeS giVe SOme SUp� K«L\ 01\WS'
"\ T'YJ� V1TOKpLUEL
fU
port to the view that actors are meant. But this fails to lead on to
the following sentence. The other view is, at first sight, somewhat
bizarre. The poet gesticulates and grimaces as he composes because
by so doing he can induce in himself the state of mind of which the
gestures are the natural expression. Lions when angry are said to
lash themselves with their tails ; if a lion were writing an angry
speech, he would first lash himself with his tail to induce anger. At
all events Aristophanes made Euripides dress himself iri rags to
write about his lame and ragged heroes, and Agathon as a woman
likewise (Ach. 412, Thesm. 148-52). Burke in his essay On the Sublime
and Beautiful, pt. 4, sect. 4, records that the physiognomist Cam
panella obtained insight into various sta.tes of mind by examining
·
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the emotions he experienced when he imitated the facial expressions
which he observed to be associated with them. T. B. L. Webster in
'The Poet and the- Mask' contributed to Classical Drama and its
lnjluence (London, 1965) argues from the evidence of works of art that
dramatists helped their composition by writing with the appropriate
masks before their eyes. Equally the poet might help himself by
changing the expression on his own face.
E. offers a third explanation ; the aX"7p.acn in question are the
ax�p.ara rfjs A.E�ews (56b9), which are associated with {moKpmK� and
relevant therefore to communication between the actors and the
audience. But since they are a part of the province of A.E�ts, this gives
an unsatisfactory balance to "rfi M�e' at 558221 and A.E�£ws would
hardly be omitted.
· ssa3o. 11'&8avwTaTo& : poss�bly men in general, who afford an illustration
of the superior effect given by genuine feeling ; more likely the poets,
who write better when they put themselves into a passion. E.'s
theory requires it to be the actors.
0.'11'0 TitS GUTitS cjluaEc.»S : B. translates 'given the same qualifications'.
Two poets with the same talents, one in an emotional state (lv
'1Ta8eatv or '1Ta8et frequently so used by A.), the other not, will not
render the emotion into words with the same degree of convincing·
ness. rfjs avrfjs cpvaews has been taken, by Butcher, H., E., to refer
to the emotional identity or natural sympathy of poet and audience,
which is less relevant to the train of thought. For the use of a1ro cf.
R� 1386bn : ci1T() rov avrov .jj8ovs.
55a3 1. XE&f'a&vE& : 'storms', a curiously picturesque word. It must, like
xa>.e?Talvet, be intransitive. To be angry with someone is XMEnalvew
rwt or 1rpos nva.· E.'s -translation, emphasizing production rather
than the artistry of the play, 'it is the character who rages or
' expresses dejection in the most natural way who stirs us to anger
or dejection', is hardly possible. Presumably anger and despair
awaken . fear and pity in response. The history of the interpretation
of this passage is given by H. Sanborn, Class. ]ourn. 33 (1937),
322 ff.
5_5a32, 0.A1')8&vwTaTa : here equivalent to 1Tt8avcfJrara.
The idea that the most powerful expressions of emotion come from
those who are powerfully moved is natural and widespread, though
not invariably justified. Horace's 'si vis me fl.ere, dolendum est pri
mum ipsi tibi' and the rest of the passage Ars Poetica 101 ff. may be
derived, indirectly, from this part of the P. G. quotes examples of
the idea from the writers · on rhetoric, Cicero, De Orat. 2. 188-<)7,
Orat. 132, Quintilian 6. 2. 25-31, and, more interesting, from [Longi
nus] ch. 15, where the author speaks of .visualization so vivid that
the poet seems to have seen what he describes ; the examples given
·
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are from Euripides, Or. 255.:..7 , I T 291, Phaethon, fr. 779, and there is
no doubt that this is a particular quality of Euripides. There is, of
course, no evidence that Euripides achieved his effects by working up
his own emotions.
There is abundant testimony to the peculiar condition in which
creative writers frequently find themselves :
Ibsen said, 'I have to visualize his whole exterior too, down to the
last button, how he stands and walks, how he carries himself, what
his voice sounds like' (F. L. Lucas, Ibsen and Strindberg (London,
1962), p. 43). Again Dickens 'himself virtually assumed the character
of which he was writing. His daughter Mamie described how she
saw him grimacing i.n a glass, talking aloud the speeches of a charac
ter, completely unaware of his actual surroundings' (Humphrey
House, All in Due Time (London, 1955), p. 188). Trollope himself
recorded experiences of similar intensity in his Autobiography
(Oxford, 1950), p. 176.
55832-34. 8Lo Eucjluous . . . .. EKaTa.TLKo( EiaLV : the sense of £vcpvovs is
further defined by £v7TAaaToL, of p.avLKov by eKaTanKol. The problem
is whether it makes sufficient sense to say that both these types are
adapted to the pursuit of poetry, or whether �tnAAov should be in
serted before � ftaVLKov, thus giving the preference to the Evcpv�s. The
Evcpv�s is a man well endowed by nature either generally or for a par
ticular end, such as distinguishing between right and wrong (EN
· I IJ4b8), for lighting on metaphors (R. J4Iob8), or, as heFe, for fitting
himself in imagination to various roles, for which he needs in par
ticular to be £v1TAaaTos, 'versatile'. The ftaVLKos is a man possessed ;
he may be in a frenzy, but the word need imply no more than a pas
sionate nature, as at R. 1367a37 : TOV opylAov Kai TOV ftaVLKOV a1TAovv,
'the choleric and the passionate man can be called frank'. EKaTaTLKos
means 'deviating from the norm', often as here from a normal state
of mind, usually under pressure of emotion ; but the associations of
'ecstasy' are misleading. Yet the £vcpv�s and the �tavLKos are not, as
might be expected, strongly contrasted types ; rather one merges into
the other as genius approaches insanity. Excess of £vcpvta tends in
the next generation in the direction of instability £(laTamL 8£ Ta �t€v
�
I
I
I.J.
>A \ Q I �
EV'f'Va
')I€VT/ ELS ftaVLKWTEpa T/"8"/• OLOV OL a1T .i'iiiKLI"LaoOV KaL OL a1TO
LJwvvalov Tov 1rpoTlpov (R. 1390b28). As E. says, the connexion
between the two "types is consistent with the physiological theory of
the humours ; . an excess of hot, black bile produces �tavtKoi Kai
£vcpvEis Kai epwnKol (Probl. 30· 954a32). See Appendix II.
Corresponding to these two types two accounts of the poetic
activity existed side by side in Greece. The Evcpv�s is the poet of
genius ; his power is doubtless of divine origin, but once given it is
more or less permanently under his control ; so Phemius claimed that
�

r

>
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he was a.tho8l8aKTos-, Le. he had not learnt from other men, but a god
had caused all manner of lays to grow within him (Od. 22. 347). The
p.avtKo!> is the poet who is divinely possessed, the mouthpiece
through which the god speaks; as Apollo spoke through his priestess
at Delphi. p.avuvEo, Moiaa, 7Tpoif>aTEvaw 8' £yw, said Pindar, fr.
150 (Snell)-not that he would have admitted to any lack of art,
only that art was not enough. Maracus wrote best oTE £KaTalTJ
(Prob. 954a38), and Tynnichus, · since he achieved fame only in
a single poem, was presumably inspired by something outside him
self on this one occasion. Connected with this belief is the traditional
association of wine and inspiration as in Archilochus' claim in the
case of the dithyramb (fr. 77, see p. So), and Chamaeleon's assertion
that Aeschylus wrote his plays when drunk ' (Athen. 22 A). It is no
accident that the normal condition of those with an excess of black
bile was said to have been like that of ordinary men heated by wine
(Prob. 953b9). For further examples of wine as an inspiration to poets
see G. ad loc., p. 3o8. The inspiration of Aeschylus, contrasted with
the coldly intellectual Euripides, was described in terms of p.avla by
Aristophanes, TOTE 8� p.avla!> V1TC) 8Etvfj!O op.p.aTa UTpoflr}aETat (Ran .
816), and Plato paid to the poets the equivocal compliment of
explaining their inability to give a rational account of their own
writings by suggesting that they composed under the influence of
divinely inspired madness (Ion 534 B, Apol. 22 B, Phaedr. 245 A). A.
has nothing to say on this aspect of the poet's activities. There was
.no room in his philosophy for powers which .expressed themselves
through the mouths of poets. He recognized £v8ovataap.o�>, a word
which can cover the condition of the inspired poet, but only as
a nervous c::ondition. In literary contexts 'enthusiasm' means little
more than a state of excitement : rf>8,yyovTat yap ·Ta TotavTa €v8ovau1�
" 8EOV ya.p
ato
TJPftOUEV"
,.
to • ICa£· 71/
,
.
' TJ. 7TO£TJUt!O.
I
EV
!>OVTE!O
(R 14o8b17)
� 7TO£TJUH
A few lines earlier 7TOtEfv €v8ovau1aa.£ applied to the effect produced by
an orator, e.g .. !socrates in his Panegyricus, precludes a: literal mean
ing. When he calls poetry £v8Eo!> and Homer 8Ea7T,a£o�> · one would
suppose that he is using language hyperbolically. Yet A. was reluc
tant to dismiss widely held opinions and there are a few passages,
perhaps reflecting beliefs of his Platonic period, .where less restricted
possibilities seem to be contemplated, as in the allowance of pro
phetic dreams to the 'melancholy', De Div. per Somn. 463b13, and
EE 1214a24, 1248a3o. Divine interventions are not ruled out at EN
I I79a25 ; cf. Verdenius on A.'s religion, Phronesis, 5 (I96o), s6, Mile
Croissant, A. et les mysteres, pp. 21 ff.
It is not easy to decide the force of the present passage. To men
tion the two related classes of men who, according to ordinary Greek
opinion, were the most successful at writing poetry is quite in place
•

•

•

•
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here. But the introduction by the word 8t6 is rather more natural if
A. is giving the preference, in view of the largely intellectual nature of
the process just described, to the more mentally normal of the two
poetic types. Tj 7TOL1JTtK� here must be principally drama, and . the
facility of the more inspired poet for composing lyrics is beside the
point. It is the EV7TAaaTo> who is required . Accordingly Tyrwhitt
suggested that ,_,a.A:>t.ov should be understood before if as at Soph.
Ajax 966, but this is not normal prose usage� and it is better to
insert ,_,a.A.A.ov, which G. and E. print on the authority of Ar. Castel
vetro replaced if by ou, which Dryden, Preface to Troilus and
Cressida, accepted as necessary to the sense.
55a34-55h23 . Recommended procedure for the writer of tragedy.
55a34. TOU�i TE Myouti : u continues the main subject, how to set about
writing a play.
Myouti is hardly to be distinguished from ,_,vfJo> in the sense of
plot ; the passage should be read in connexion with Ch. 9, srbii-32.
for the argument of a play_ (Vesp. 54,
Myo> is used by Aristophanes
.
Pax so).
Kai. TOU�i 11'E11'onn�oevati
11'0LouvTa : common sense suggests that
-we should find here a reference to the familiar distinction between.
traditional plots and those inven"ted by the poet. So B. 'his story
whether already · made or of his OWil making' ; 7TE7TOL1Jf£EVOV> is
· equivalent to 7TapaoESo,_,€vov>.
But elsewhere in the P. 7TE1TOLYJfLEVo>
means 'fabricated' or 'contrived' as opposed to traditional and
natural, e.g. names at 51b2o, recognitions at 54b3o, coined words at
57b2. Accordingly, serious consideration must be given to the solu
tion proposed by Gomperz, 'Zu A.'s P.' (3}, p . ro ; 7TOt£fv keeps its
usual sense when applied to a poet of 'composing' ; 'plots, whether
already composed (as existing plays) or whether he is in process of
composing, he should set out in generar terms.' A . does not elsewhere
suggest such analysis of plays as a profitable occupation for a poet,
but it would fit in with the otherwise obscure passage 56�-9· A.
himself shows the way in the remainder of this chapter. G. and S .
try to avoid the difficulties by understanding Aoyov> as traditional
plots so that 7TE7TOL1Jf£Evov> can keep its natural meaning of 'invented'.
This involves taking the first Kat as connective, the second as
emphatic, which is awkward Greek.
55b l . EKTt9Ea8aL Ka90Xou : that is to give a general account of the
plot without assigning names to the characters (cf. srbro). Butcher
is right in. saying (p. 194) that Ka86A.ov here means 'generalized',
whereas in Ch. 9 it means 'universal' as possessing wider significance.
For the least significant of plots, a mere congeries of particular
incidents, can be set out in generalized form without names of the
•

•

•
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characters. But the purpose i s clearly to help the poet escape from
the particularities of myth.
oliTws : 'in the way described' or, more likely, 'then and only
then' ; cf. 51br3 n.
E11'EI.O'o8,ouv Kul 1rupuTElvE'v : A.'s use of E1THa6S,ov and its deriva
tives is not free from difficulty. E1T£'u&S,ov has two well-defined ·
meanings : (r) the part of a play between choral odes, a scene as
explained in Ch. 12,· which I render epeisodion ; (2) a more or less
coherent section of a pla.y or epic which is inessential and 'may be
entirely superfluous. So far there has been no indication of the
second meaning, and we might be tempted to translate 'divide the
plot as outlined into epeisodia and fill it out' (1rapaTElvnv as. at 51b38) ; ·
but it is clear from what follows that episodes are not part of the
plot, but contrasted with it, as additions which may be appropriate
but which in some cases are superfluo�s : cf. R. 1418833 : 8Ei Tov ..\6yov
e1TE,uoa,ovv e1ralvo,s, 'introduce encomia to give variety'.
Given the c;keleton of the IT as here constituted, certain things
must happen. Orestes, having �eached the Tauri, must be captured
and hal)ded over to his sister 'for sacrifice. However, the particular
manner of his capture is extraneous. Orestes could have been handed
over as .. a captured Greek sailor without further explanation. Ac
cordingly 26o-339, in which his fit of madness and ensuing capture
are described� are an episode. Yet it is natural that an explanation
of his capture should be given, and his madness has a·wider relevance,
so the episode is allowed to be olK£iov, 'germane'. It is le!)s obvious
that the escape through the purification of the statue (55b14) is an
episode. In the situation a p:qxaV'f/p.a of some sort is indispensable ;
Orestes and his sister cannot simply sail away. A. might have argued
that, since the escape is due in the last resort to the intervention of
Athena, the trick with the statue is superfluous ; to which the answer
would be that the play could better dispense with Athena than with
the stratagem. It is clear that on this definition no play, however
tight its construction, can be altogether without episodes ; the re
quirement that plots should be shapely and the parts of the right
proportions (Ch. 7) must affect the presence and scale of episodes.
The position is no more satisfactory in epic. The part which is the
indispensable nucleus of the Odyssey is small and 'all the rest is
episode' (55b17 ; 23). That the suitors riot in Ithaca and Odysseus re
turns battered by his wanderings are parts of the plot, but each single
offence of the suitors and each adventure of Odysseus is an episode,
since no particular one is essential ; the blinding of the Cyclops is
possibly an exception as motivating Poseidon's wrath, yet no reader
of the poem feels that the story of Polyphem11s is on a level of
relevance different from the story of Circe. A more real distinction
r8o
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would · be between things which no one would miss if they were
lacking, the Catalogue in ll. 2 or Antigone on the walls of Thebes in
the Phoen. 88-2or, and ..those which contribute obviously to the
effect of the whole. A.'s distinction is useful to him in developing his
theory of dramatic composition but of little relevance to critics in
general.
Twining (i, 315-20) has done fuller justice to the difficulties in
herent in the idea than have more recent critics, but see also House,
A.'s Poetics, pp. 53-7 and A. H. Gilbert in A]P 7o (1949), 56.
There is some trace of a technical use of episode, with a connota
tion of irrelevance, in relation to comedy : see Radermacher's note on
Aristoph. Ran. 416-30, p. 202.
55b8. €+' o ·n: in Euripides' play, to get hold of the statue of Artemis.
l!gw Tou J.LU8ou : i.e. not an integral part of the plot, in the sense
that Orestes might equally well have. had a different mission. ;gw
-rij� -rpaycp8la� at 54b7, -rou ,_,v8Evp;aros at 6oa29 mean that the incident
in question is one of the antecedents ofthe play and not part of the
action. This is part of the plot as belonging to the 8lcns as defined in
Ch. r8.
55b9. O.veyvwpwEY : cf. 54b32 n. The ordinary meaning 'recognized'
does well enough, but as applied to the alternative Ka-ra -ro ElKo�
it must be Electra who recognizes 0., so it is simplest to take it '0.
made himself known'.
SSblO. noML8os : previous mention of P. in the misplaced Ch. r6 is
ignored.
55b1 2 . u1ro8evTa : as at 51b13, the poet superimposes individual charac
teristics on -ro Ka8o>.ov.
55b 13. oLKEia : sc. -rep ,_,tJOcp : those who drop the Ev in l. 14 supply 'to the
characters'.
55b 1 4. it J.Lav£a : IT 26o-335 .
55b 15._ 8Lci Ti}s Ka8apaEws : the pretence that the goddess's statue had
been contaminated by the presence of a parricide and so must be
purified by washing in the sea.
.
5 5b1 6. J.L'JKUvETaL: in A.'s view an epic should be longer than a tragedy,
not because its -plot is of greater compass, but because it has more
and longer episodes ; cf. 59b2-7.
55b 18. Tou noaEL8wvos : it is odd that he is not generalized 8Eov -rwo�.
55b19. J.Lovou ovTos : loss of ship and comrades is part of the plot.
Twv o'LKoL: the epic poet would have considerable discretion as to
the number of incidents he described by way of illustrating the state
of affairs in Odysseus' home.
55b2 1 . civayvwp£aas : again, we should expect the meaning 'made him
self known' in this context, as would be given by clvayvwp,a8Els- ,.,aw.
Odysseus himself was disguised. Those he recognized were changed
·
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only by time. Whether or not it ,is Aristotelian, the problem raised
in the schol. to Od. · .14 (p. 789 Dind.) gives the essence of the situa
tion : why did 0. reveal himself to Telemachus and others and not to ·
the loving Penelope ? See Rose, A. Pseudepigraphus, p. I75· V. did
not exclude the possibility that civayvwpl{w in the sense 'made him
self known•· might take an ace. T£vas- of those concerned in the
recognition, but most scholars would. It would be less impossible if
the meaning 'be concerned in · an anagnorisis' were allowed. to
&.vayvwpl'w : see 54b32 n.
55b22. a{JTC)s J.LEv
lh€if»8elpe : this is the 'double ending' of 53a3I.
55b23. &8,ov : 'peculiar to the poem' ; anyone writing an epic with the
plot of the Odyssey would · necessarily c<;>ver - the incidents men
tioned, but there would be considerable variety in the choice and
scope of episodes.
•

•

•

CH APT ER 18
This chapter, Hke 17, is a collection of odds and ends concerned mainly
with plot. It has no particular connexion with what precedes or fol
lows. Indeed, there is clearly a fresh start with Ch. 19.
55b24-32 (to which should perhaps be added 56B7-1 0) 81.u£s and
AVO'£S', 'complication' and 'resolution'. 'TTAOK� is used at s6a9 as a
synonym for al.u,s, which does not appear elsewhere in a technical
sense. The use of ,\Vu,s, as at 54a37, is akin to that in 6ob6 and many
pa�sages in ether works, the 'solution' of a problem. 'Denouement'
is unsatisfactory as a rendering, since on one view a play can consist
entirely of ,\vu£s, while it cannot be all denouement, which is rather
the climax of the ,\Vu,s.
55b24 . Tci f'EV Eg(a)OEv • • • : events which happt:n between the beginning
of the story and the ·beginning of the action of the play, the 7rp o
'1TE'1Tpayp.l.va of I. 30. They are the antecedents, which · are described
as outside the play at 53b32, etc. If we press the definition of &.px� at
sob27, it would appear that the beginning of 11 play should coincide
with the beginning of the al.u£5', but in practice the brief stretch of
action represented invariably has roots in the past. Ta 'TToAAa a£
'TTaAa£ 7rpoKoi/Jaua says Aphrodite of her preparations (Hipp. 22), and
in one form or another the antecedents are always numerous.
As the death of Laius is given as an example of something outside
the plot (6oa3o) and the incident is in fact described in the course of
the play, 798--8r3, A. must mean by Ta £�w8£V anything which oc
curred before the time at which the play .begins, whether or not it is
described in retrospect. The contest for the arms of Achilles is an
int rinsic part of the al.u,s- of the Ajax, but is alluded to only briefly.
.
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55b2�. Kat evLa
1roAAuKLS : i f we take these words closely together
the meaning is that the SEa's consists always of Ta £gwOev and often
of part of the play as well ; thus a play may consist entirely of Ava,s,
a view which might well be taken of the OT ; B. and S. understand
the passage so. But the complete absence of SEais contradicts 1raa11s
in 1. 24, and it is better to take 7To.\AcJ.,as with the whole expression ;
this is the interpretation of G., who also regards £v,a Twv £aw8ev as
equivalent to Ta a£ £aw8ev. We are then left with the possibility
that the SEa's can be entirely outside or entirely inside the play.
55b27. TOU JIEpous
lLTux(av : here again there is room for more than
qne interpretation. The Ajax or OT can be regarded as dramatiza
tions of the inevitable consequences of previous actions. Oedipus
and Ajax have already acted, and it only remains for the conse
quences to be realized ; the SEa's being entirely outside the play, the
p.ei&.f3aa's begins right away. In these cases the drama depends on
the recognition by those concerned of �he significance of what has
passed. But in another sense the £axaTov in the Ajax, the point of no
return where hope is lost, is the warning of Calchas (753 ff.) that
Ajax must not leave his quarters that day ; in the OT it is Jocasta's
attempt to reassure Oedipus by showing that the oracle about
Laius'. death was false. To regard these as the turning-points which
mark the end of the SEa's makes dramatic sense, even though the
p.eTa{3aa's began long before. Failing this we ·must put the SEa'�
wholly outside the play. But in most cases the end of the SEa's is
obvious, in the Trachiniae, for instance, the moment when Deianeira
decides to use Nessus' love-potion, in the Hippolytus when Phaedra
gives way to her Nurse.
On the whole the division between SEa's and .\Va,s is even less clear
in Greek than in subsequent drama, because plots which are familiar
in outline require less exposition. As Dryden put it : 'The Ancients
set the audience, as it were, at the post where the race is to be
concluded ; and, saving them the tedious expectation of seeing the
poet set out and ride the beginning of the course, you behold him nQt
till he is in sight of the goal, and just upon you.'
ToO JIEpous : probably not in a technical sense but equivalent to 'the
point in the play'. It could be an early example of the use of p.Epos
for 'scene' = epeisodion as defined in Ch. 12 ; cf. POxy. 2257. 1,
probably a fr. from the hypothesis of Aesch. AiTvaia' ; see Lloyd
Jones in App. to Aes. (Loeb), ii. 593·
JIETapa(vEL: indistinguishable from p.eTa{3a>J.e, (cf. 51a13 n.).
55b28. MaLV
TEAous : the A&a,s must always fall en.tirely within the .
play, but where the plot is determined by the intervention of a
god at the last minute, it is confined to the last few lines. Thus in
the Orestes the movement towards SvaTvxla continues Until the
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appearance o f Apollo a t r625 ; but i t could be argued that the plot to
use Hermione as a hostage (rr84), 'though it does not in fact succeed,
marks a change in the movement ; at least it introduces the pos
sibility of thwarting Menelaus. Similarly in the Philoctetes the
impasse is resolved only by the- appearan<;:e of Heracles at 1409, but
the defeat of Odysseus is assured much earlier, when Neoptolemus
restores the bow. Both of these are more extreme cases than the
Medea, which A. censures (54b1) because the .\vats- is achieved a'l!'o
f'"lxavfis-. G. hazards the generalization that in Euripides, apart ftom
Ale. and Troad., the p.tm:ffJaats- always begins in the fourth epeisodion.
This method of dividing plays had no lasting influence and does
not reappear in the scholia. KaTaaTporf>f,, which is similar to .\va's- in
meaning, appears in Antiphanes, fr. 191. 19, which may be older than
the - P., arid has continued in use.
55b29. T� AuyKei : see 52324-26 n. ; the name of the '1Tat8lov was Abas.
55b30. "P011'E11'pc&yf&£vu: the 'ITpayp.aTa which are �ew Tov 8pap.aTos- in
the sense that they occurred before the beginning of the play, though
they may be mentioned retrospectively in the prologue or elsewhere.
55b31 . 1] u1hwv * * : Lynceus and Hypermnestra, ·o r possibly Lynceus
and Abas. a'ITaywyf, and �f,.\wa's- have been suggested as the word
missing after avTWV.
55b32-5683. The Four Kinds of Tragedy : this appears to be a new
subject unrelated to �eats- and .\vats-. Vahlen found a tenuous con
nexion in f'ETafJaa,s-, the feature which in his view determines to
which kind (el8os-) a play belongs, and also forms the division between
�ea;s- and Ma,s- in each play.
No satisfactory explanation of the four kinds has yet been given.
Apart from the textual corruption in 5632, the categories here defined
do not coincide with. any set of p.ep71 so far mentioned. Twining's
verdict (vol. 2, p. 230) may be accepted : 'When we have made the
best we can of this passage I believe it is more to the credit of A. to
suppose it faulty', that is to say, a combination of drafts based on
different sets of categories ; cf. M., pp. 156-8.
5 5b32. et8TJ : 'types' or 'categories' as at 59b8 and 62b17 ; at 56333, if
El�wv is read there, it is equivalent to p.ep7J, internal divisions of
a play.
TEaaupu : the description of the fourth is missing from 5632; but the
evidence of 59b7-9 is all but decisive in favour of a'I!'Aoiiv (Morel), or
a'IT.\fl (Bursian). It is hard to evade the positive statement that the
Ei�"l of epic are the same as of tragedy, and that they are a-'1!'..\fi,
'ITE'ITAEyp.ev7J, �8,Kf,, 'ITa87JnKf,. But it is strange that iii our list the
simple type should be put fourth, separated from the complex, and
there seems no compelling reason why plays set in Hades should be
simple (56a3). Other, and not smaller, difficulties are that it has
_
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never been stated that the p.lpTJ of tragedy are four in number, and
that rap indicates a correspondence between £iaTJ and p.lpTJ, though
no set of four p.lpTJ has been found which can reasonably be said to
correspond.
I give in tabular form all p.lpTJ or £iaTJ mentioned in the P., apart
from the p.lpTJ KaTa To 1rou6v of Ch. 12, which are plainly irrelevant.
Ch. 6
I
fL£PTJ KaTa\ TO\ 1TOtOV1
? = £iaTJ 5oar3
p.08os
�8o;
aLavota
ue,�
p.l>..os
oifits
I

.

Ch. I I
p.lpTJ TOV ;.u18ov.

Ch. 1 8.
£iaTJ Tpaycpalas

Ch. 24.
£iaTJ E7T07Todas

I
1T£pt1T£T£ta
&.varvwptuts
1ra8o;

1T£1T>..£rp.lvTJ
1Ta87JnK1]
�8uc1]
( ?)

c17T>..fj
1T£1T).£rfLtVTJ
�8,1(1]
1Ta87JnK1]
p.lpTJ E1T01Totlas
p.08os
�8os
aLavota
Mt,s

Ch. r8.
a£ULS
>..Vut;

Though the word · £laos is not used there, it is stated in Ch. ro,
c17T>..a r or 1T£1T>..£rp.lvat, and at 51!?33 that
the E7T£tuoatwa£ts are the worst of the c17T>..ar ; this is not a separate
type, but a defect of an existing type. It will be seen that there is
no set of four p.lp1J except those of epic, which are four because they
lack two of the six p.lp1J of tragedy (59b ro), though as p.�>..os and oifits
are not treated as part of the TlXVTJ of poetry the remainder could well
be taken as being 'the four parts' if only they fitted the £iaTJ.
And what of the correspondence between p.lpos and £laos ? That A.
is thinking of such a thing and not merely remarking on the not vety
striking fact that there are four of each (so M., p. 149), is shown
pretty conclusively by R. I358a36 : lUTL a€ TfjS PTJTOpLKfjS £iOTJ Tpla TOV
I
\
... \ I
f I
II/
1\0rwv V1TapxoVO'tV
apt8fLOV'
TOO'OVTOt rap
Kat\ OLf aKpOaTaL TWV
OVT£S
(C'f
EN I 156a7) . There are three kinds of oratory because there are three
kinds of audience ; there should be four kinds of tragedy because
there are four parts, though the relation of part to kind is less than
obvious in some cases. There is no difficulty about the �8tK7] in
which the p.lpos �8os predominates, nor about the 1Ta8TJTLK1], except that ·
1ra8os is a p.lpos of the p.v8os, and not in the same group as �8o;.
The partner to 1T£1T>..£rp.lvTJ,. the complex type, is found in peripeteia
and anagnorisis, again in the wrong group. Then, ·if we are right in
seeing Tparcpala cl7T>..fj as the missing £l8os, what is the corresponding
p.lpos? If we suggest 1ra8os as a p.lpos corresponding to the simple
sz ai z, that tragedies are either
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type, we deprive . the et8os 7Ta97Jn1C&v of its natural partner. I t is
indeed an argument of some weight against using the statement on
the et87J and .p.ep7J of epic and tragedy in Ch. 24 to supplement the list
in Ch. 18 that of the p.ep7J given in Ch. 24 only �8os chimes with an
et8os.
If we start the search from the side of the p.ep7J, for which there is
a warrant in Ch. 6, soa13, supposing we accept Vahlen's emendation
TovTots ICEXP7JVTat ws ei8eow, we encounter other difficulties. Why do
we hear nothing of an etoos 8tavo7JTtKov, a perfectly possible type ?
A play in whic_h Mgts was dominant would be an oddity, one with
p.e>.os pre-Aeschylean ; but the plausibility of a tragedy depending on
oiflts is strongly suggested by the opening sentences of Ch .. 14.
The only possibilities seem to be that something irrecoverable is
missing from our text, or that A. has used his categories in a manner
so arbitrary that, even if we guessed it, the guess would appear
implausible. Yet we may console ourselves with the thought that the
classification, whatever it was, must have been singularly ineffectual.
Categories which overlap are of little help to anyone, and once we go
beyond the mutually exclusive pair simple/complex the types are
based on characteristics which are present to some degree in many
plays. Iliad and Odyssey are each attributed to two e t07J at 59b13-15,
and many complex plays must have ethical or pathetic qualities, or
both. An awareness of this difficulty rnay be the reason for the
definition of the complex play (55b33) as one �s To o>.ov depends on
peripeteia and anagnorisis (cf. 59b15). The interest centres entirely on
plot, while other plays of undeniable complexity are more justly
distinguished by some other characteristic. Again, 1ra8os is an in
dispensable feature of the plots adumbrated in Ch. 14, but since tJtey
depend on an anagnorisis, they are also complex.
55b34. tra9')T&KTJ : a somewhat limited class if the mJ.Oos were �v TcFI
�aveprp, as apparently defined at 52b11 (see 52b1o n.) ; of the examples
given our Ajax, it is true, contains an at least partly visible suicide,
but in Aeschylus' 8pjjaaat it was narrated, and so probably in some
other versions ; there were plays by Carcinus, Theodectes, and
Astydamas. Ixion, king of the Lapiths, offered violence to Hera and
was punished in Hades by being attached to a revolving wheel of
fire. To show this Ev TijJ cpavepcp would. surely have been beyond the
resources of an Athenian stage-manager. He was the subject of
plays by Aeschylus and Euripides.
568 1 . T)9t�ei) : the Odyssey is ascribed to this class (59b15). As a pf]ats
�OtiCV (5oa29) is one which gives an impression of the speaker's charac
ter, so a Tpaycp8la �8t1CV is a play concerned with the expression of
character, in the rather .limited sense which we meet in · Ch. 15 ; so
B., R., S., and Verdenius, Mnemos. 12 (1945), 241. R. 1413b8 is really
r86
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decisive here : EUT4 8£ Mscs yparfmt� (written) p.f:v .:� aKf43EUTMTJ.
I
I
�\ �
' \ �\ t t
���
oE TJ V1TOKptTLKWTaTTJ•
TJ fLEV yap TJ' 8LKTJ
ayWVLO'TtKTJ
TCJ,VTTJ'5;
oE
aVO ELOTJ'
· � 8£ 1Ta8TJTLK�. �ho Kai oi iJ1ToKptTal Ta TotaiiTa Twv 8paiLciTwv 8twKovut,
Kai oi 1TOLTJTai Tovt;; TotovTovt;;. Unless we suppose that A. is using the
pair �8tKo'> / 1Ta8TJTLKo'> in a wholly different sense here and in the P.,
it is plain that an 'ethical' tragedy is one which allows the actor
scope for presenting character, the 'pathetic', scope for representing
passion. It is plain, too, that there must be much overlap between the
two types. An interesting extension of the meaning of �8tKos, which
· may be relevant here, is mentioned a little later in R. (1417a21) where,
after stressing the familiar tonnexion between �8os and 1TpoalpEuts,
A. continues : &.Ma �8tKa Ta E1TO/LEVa EKaUTlp 7f8EL, o[ov on aiLa Mywv
€{Mat,EV. 8TJAOt yap 8pauVTTJTa Kai aypotKlav 7f8ovs. Cf. Cicero, Orat .
128 : 'alterum est, quod Graeci �8tKov vocant, ad naturas et ad mores
et ad omnem vitae consuetudinem accommodatum.' If this can be
applied to the stage, it suggests that acting, at least in comedy, may
have been less stylized than is generally supposed.
E., however, supports a wholly different interpretation, arguing
from the classification of the Odyssey as �8tK� (59b15) that it refers to
the ending, which is ethical in the sense that the good are rewarded
and the bad punished ; this was the view of G. also. In later Greek
there is evidence for a different but related sense 'relaxed' or 'tran
quil' in contrast to the emotional turmoil implied . by 1Ta8os, e.g.
Plut. M. 20 E : €v 7f8n Kai /LETa wat8tii'> AEYO/Levots. The word �8tK� is
applied to the Odyssey also in a famous passage in [Longinus] 9· 15.
D. A. · Russell in his note ad loc. attaches this same meaning . to
�8tK� in A. also, as does Grube, but there seems to be no clear instance
of this use earlier than the first century B.c. It is common in Dion.
Hal., e.g. Dem. 2, 'relaxation' as opposed to 1ra8os. On this and other
meanings see Lockwood, CQ 23 (1929), 18o ff.
4t9&wTL8es : of the play with this name by Sophocles nothing is
known ; the title suggests the home of Achilles in Phthia.
5682. n1J'-Eus : both Sophocles and Euripides �rote a Peleus : s�e
Soph. Frag. (Pearson) 2. 140. The little evidence is rather against
a happy ending. We can discover nothing about the meaning of
�8tK� either from Phthiotides or Peleus.
to1Jst : at ssas the same letters are a corruption of o-/J, for which
reason B. read o-/Jts here, a suggestion which has been widely re
ceived. Though we should expect an adj., the asymmetry is not
impossible, and the examples which follow are not, so far as we can
tell, inappropriate. . The other popular suggestion is Schrader's
TEpaTw8�:s for TeTapTov. Again this fits the examples, and both it and
o-/Jts derive some support from 5361-1 1. E. suggests E7TEtuo8ufJa"7s
from 51b33, which fits the PV instanced below, but not much else.
1
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One would expect the Tpay�S{a l1p:tao8tw871s to be not an elSos but
a deviation from the -a1TAij, though E. defends it as being the charac
teristic form of the Tpay�Sta a1TAij. H., following V , who did not,
however, print it in his text, inserted � Se �:b,\ij
in 55b34 between
avayv�p'a's and � Se 1Ta07JnK�, treating -ro TEpan:OSes as a supple
mentary class ; -rlTapTov could have been inserted after � a1TAij
dropped out, to make no. 5 into no. 4· Post, TAP A 78 (1947), 247,
suggested oyKos, which has Aeschylean associations.
•opKl8es : three old women, who lived by Lake Tritonis as sentinels
for the Gorgons ; they had only one eye between · them. They were
outwitted by Perseus. If this was a satyr-play, it cannot have
belonged to the Perseus Tetralogy, of which the satyr-play was the
LJ,K-rvovAKol. Like Prometheus and the denizens of Hades they are
remote and mysterious.
0 npOJ.L"'8EUS : the Prometheus Trilogy consisted of II. LJeap.WT1J!>,
II. Avop.€Vos, and probably II: IIvpt/Jopos, while II� IIvpKaevs was the
satyr-play produced at the same time as the Persae ; some suppose it
to be the same as the IIvpt/Jopos of which hardly anything is known.
LJeap.WT1JS and Avop.€Vos with their remote setting and. tortured hero
are doubtless the ones referred to here.
56B3, oaa. EV �Sou : examples are the Psychagogoi and Sisyphus of
Aeschylus and the Peirithous of ?Euripides and perhaps that of
Achaeus. What quality would be common to plays set in Hades is
not obvious ; the Sisyphus wa.s a satyr-play, the Peirithous, ascribed
by some to Critias, contained a number of references to contem
porary philosophical theory. It is hard to believe that on a stage
without artificial lighting any very horrific effects could be achieved.
The denizens of the lower world could wear alarming masks and
costumes like the Erinyes in the Eumenides, whose proper home was
below ; some representation of the tortures of the damned would be
possible. The plots might well tend to be · simple, but there is no
compelling reason why the rescue of Peirithous and Theseus should
not contain a peripeteia, if not an anagnorisis. Lucian recognizes as a
group T�V EV :4.,8ov a1Taaav Tpay�8{av. De Salt. · 6o.
: the general sense, especially in view of
56B3-7. J.LUALcna. J.LEv
p.lpos in I. 6, seems to be that the dramatist, whatever El8os his play
may belong to, should try to show mastery of all the p.lp1J, if he hopes
to satisfy the exigence of contemporary critics. Naturally, a1TavTa
would refer to EU)7J, the subject of the previous sentence, but no play
could be expected to comprise all the Ei871 within itself, while every
play must contain something of all the JLEP1J· The tone of the sen
tence, with . its censure of the unreasonableness of critics, suggests
that they find fault with every play because in respect of some of its
p.lpTJ it is inferior to plays which excel in those particular f£EP1J·
,
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B. cites Polyb. I6. 20. 2 : au� 8Ei p.aAurra p.ev 7TaVTWV Kpau.iv TWV rijs
iaroplas P,Epwv, If a7TaVTa referred tO Ei87], the point WOUld have tO be
that every poet was expected by the critic to write some plays of the
highest quality in each El8os, a requirement less wholly unreasonable ;
and though it is not impossible that A. may have obscured his
meaning by writing p.lpos in 1. 6 where El8os was required by the
sense, there is no reason to assume that he did. so. Further, ra
p.Eytara suits p.lp7] not Ei87], which ha,ve not been given an order of
meriL M. Kommerell, p. 190, takes this sentence as evidence that
plays could belong to more than one Eloos. V. took a7Tavra as 'all the
things a play ought to have', which fits better with p.lytara Ka�
7TAEiara.
56&4, J.LEyLaTn : in the light of Ch. 6 these would be p.vOos, �Oos, 8u1vota,
11'XEiaTa: by definition all tragedies have all six parts ; we must
understand that they are not only present but executed with dis
tinction.
56&5, auKocf!avTouaLv : the meaning is weakened from the original sense
of 'blackmail', but it remains hostile. It is used several times by A. of
quibbling arguments; e.g. EE 1221b7· The · suggestion is of critics
more professional than comic poets.
.
56&7, u11'Ep!JO.>..>..ELv : can govern gen. or ace. If we read EKaarov, ayaOoii
will be gen. of reference 'surpass each poet in his own speciality' ; if
EKaarov, 'surpass the speciality of each poet'. There is no need to
. supply p.lpovs with ayaOov.
5687-10. 8(KnLov • • • cipTLKpoTEia8aL : transferred by B. to 55b32,
before the account of the four Et87J ; but the train of thought is not
impossibly obscure.
8(KaLov : 'fair' in contrast to the unfairness implied by avKot/>av
rovatv. At 47b19, the only other occurrence in the P.-, the sense of
8lKatoV is closer tO 'reasonable' than tO 'just' ; it is O[KatOV tO regard
Empedocles as a physiologist rather than as a poet.
5688. O.XX'I}v Knl rlJv a(IT'Ijv : 'different or the same' ; for the form of
expression cf. Pol. 1276axs, De An. 416a5. As E. says, the point is
comparability, already implicit in V7TEpflallEw, above. · It is unfair to
compare plays ofdifferent sorts, because different p.lp1J are prominent
in each, and a less essential p.lpos in one play may be set _against a
more essential p.lpos of another. As p.lpos is related to Eloos, this<
approaches the position that only plays within the same Eloos (if
plays belong only to one El8os) ought to be measured against each
other.
oU8Evi. ws : 'in virtue of nothing so much as of the p.vOos'. Here the
p.iiOos is conceived in terms of olats and Mats. It is by no means
obvious that plays of the same �Coos would often be similar in respect
of olats and .\vats. There is, however, a meaning which could be
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attached to this sentence if p.v8o� is considered in the same terms as
in Ch. 17. Many plays, if stripped of their 'episodes' in the way in
which the IT is there treated and reduced to � bare skeleton; would
show strong resemblances. Among extant plays the Helen and IT
have much in common both in 8f1ns and Mat� ; among lost dramas
the plays of Euripides like the Ion, which turned on the recognition
between a mother and the child, or children� who had been born to
a divine father and parted from the mother since birth, must have
had almost indistinguishable §keletons ; the Tyro of Sophocles
belonged to the same type. But though such plays fit the words of
A. in this sentence, criticism could hardly be restricted to the com- .
parison of works in this usually cl_ose relation to each other. Plays
should be compared in the handling oftheir plots : for this it is help.
ful to break down the. plot into Slats and �vat�.
56&9. Tr"-oK'Ij : not to be distinguished from Slat� (55b25).
Tro"-"-ol.
Katcws : no doubt a legitimate field for comparison, but
the sentence seems rather an afterthought.
cipTLtcpoTeia8aL, Immisch's emendation, accepted by E. anq R.,
who supposed it to be a Ji.autical metaphor from oarsmen keeping in
time : see Hesych. s.v. The word occurs in Menander, fr. ·904.
56&1 0-20. A t1·agedy should not contain the subject-matter of an epic.
This topic has only a loose connexion with what goes before, types
of tragedy considered as wholes. Among extant tragedies the
Phoenissae is the only one obviously open to criticism as containing
an excess of matter (it is called 11"apa11"�TJpwp.anKov in the ancient
Argument), but it is not certain that this is the kind of play which
A. has in mind.
56& 1 0. oTrep e'Lp1JTaL : the point has not been made before just in this
form, but length and the relation of parts to whole were discussed in
Chs. 5 and 7, episodes in tragedy and epic in Ch. 17.
56& 1 1 . J.LEJ.Lvi]a9aL teal. I'TJ TrOLEiv : 'TI"oteiv probably carries on XP� : cf.
EN I098a26 : fLEp.v1ja8at Kai. TWV 11"pOEtpTJp.lvwv xp'J], Kai. T�V aKpl{Jetav IL�
€11"t,TJTEiv. Or O'TI"Ep ELPTJT«£ can be parenthetical ; older edd. so
taking it omitted Kal.
56&1 2. aucrr'IJ.La : need mean no more than avaTaats. S. and E. find in
the word a suggestion of mass or accumulation.
1roMJ.Lu8ov : an odd word to apply to an epic such as the Iliad, which
is declared to have unity ; 'TI"o�vp.epfj, 59b1, would have been less sur
prising. p.v8ot here must be the episodes which swell a basically
short and simple plot (55b 16). Epics which are 11"o�vp.v8ot, in the sense
that they contain matter for a nuinber of plays each with its own
plot, are contrasted with Homer's epics (59b2-4). 'Having a big plot'
would make sense, but is hardly Greek. A. does not avoid . the
suspicion of contradicting himself on this subject. See 62b 7 and n.
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56a t 3. oXov : 'in its entirety'. It is not suggested that anyone made the
Iliad into a play. Aeschylus' Achilles Trilogy, Myrmidons, Nereids,
and Phrygia·ns or Ransoming of Hector, covered much of the story
of the last third of the Iliad ; the ?Euripidean Rhesus was a
dramatization of Book 10. E. takes p.fJfJos here to be the story from
which the Iliad was made, not the plot of our Iliad.
EKE'l
J1EYE8os : in a poem several thousand lines in length the
p.EpTJ, which must be both episodes and sections of the plot as de
fined in Ch. 17, can be of the dimensions required by the subject
matter and at the same tim� harmonize in their proportions with the
poem as a whole. The same or a comparable number of p.lpTJ put
into a· play would have to · be unduly abbreviated and the whole
would contain a disproportionate number of parts.
56a t 5. ti1T6X'I"'w : equivalent to So�av. E. refers it to the particular
(mistaken) opinion which poets hold about the relation of parts to
whole.
56a 1 6. KaTa J1Epos : p.Epos, usually a section of a piay, is here a part of
a story. The Troades is an example of a play which deals with a.part
only of the story of the sack of Troy. The epic poem on the subject
ascribed to Arctinus was in two books ; it covered also subsequent
events like the sacrifice of Polyxena, which is only alluded to in the
Troad. It is in this sense that an epic is TTo>.vp.£p�s (59b1).
1r£pow •1Mou : the title of a poem in the epic cycle and of several
lost tragedies. After the mention of the Iliad it is likely that the
reference is to the other epic poem. The noun TTEpats appears to be
used only as part of the title of epic or play. This has some relevance
to the problem of Niobe which follows.
56at7. NLoP'Iv : A. has mentioned two themes suitable for treatment
on epic rather than dramatic scale ; if he gives a third example (the 7f
is V.'s emendation) Niobe is unsatisfactory. There is no evidence
that the subject was one to support an epic (it might perhaps ·include
the story of Tantalus) or that there was any epic treatment of it. Of
Aeschylus' play we do not know whether it was part of a trilogy, and
there is nothing to suggest that it was particularly selective in its
treatment of the subject. G. Valla's Latin version has Hecuba here,
and the Arabic is said to suggest 871fJatSa. This is unsatisfactory in
that the Oedipus trilogy of Aeschylus seems to have as close a con
nexion with the Oedipodea as with the Thebais. E. suggests that A.
recommends, not that the poet should confine himself to one part of
the story, but that he should construct his plot around one part and
bring in the rest in 'episodes' ; the lyric narrative of the sacking of
Troy Hec. 905-52 would afford an example of this, but it would
be impossible in any real sense to cover the whole story in this
way.
·
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5 6 a 1 8 . EK11'l11'Toua&v : the tense, between eTTolTJaav and £�1.TTmev, is
strange. Probably it is a generalizing present
: 'all who have done or
do this fail.'
Ay6.8wv : Nauck, the editor of the Frag. Trag. Graec., was hardly
justified in concluding from · this passage that Agathon wrote an
lliou Persis. See next note.
E�E11'EaEv
f'Ov� : (cf. 55a28 n.) usually taken to mean 'failed in
this respect alone' ; only E. translates 'in this play (8pap.an) alone'.
But unless we assume that £�1.TTeuev has lost its strict sense of 'being
driven from the stage', E.'s is the natural rendering. . The objection
to his view is that Ev 8€ raf� 1repmerelat� at the beginning of the next
sentence implies a contrast between rovr<p and 1TEpt1TErelat� ; so ToVr<p
should refer to a characteristic of plays, i.e. uvuTTJp.a eTTo1Tot£Kov, not
to a particular play. Possibly there should be a lacuna after p.ov<p.
56at 9. Kai. £v Toi§ ci.1rAoi§ 11'payl'aa& : this should be equivalent to
aTTAof� 1rpayp.arwv avaraaecn ; but if we read OavfLaarwv or �avp.aa'rcp at
the end of the line, it can be objected that 52a4 s}:lows only complex
plots arousing this emotion = £KTTATJ�'�· Possibly the meaning is
'single incidents'.
56a2o. The subj. of aToxO.tovTa& should be the oaot of I. 16. Gaul'aaTW§
'to a surprising degree' is unparalleled. Oavp.aarwv, associated with
peripeteia also at R. 1371b1o (cf. 6oa12), is more likely.
5682 1 . Tpay&Kov: cf, 53b39 ; Tpayt.Kov equals cpofJepov Kai £A.wv6v, which
are a trio with cpt>.avOpwTTov at 52h38, but ro cpt>.avOpwTTov is no part of
the preferred type of tragedy (53a12), and wv fJovA.ovrat may imply
a different purpose.
ToiiTo : the desired effect which they achieve.
56822. aocJ»os
11'0V1JplQS , , , civ8pEiOS
a8&KOS ; this. appears tO COn·
fiict with the principle laid down in Ch. 13 requiring that the charac
ter who experiences the change of fortune should be predominantly
good. But the 'hero', in so far as the term is allowable, may be the
character who . deceives Sisyphus or vanquishes the brave rogue.
Possibly the first case is complex, the second simple. cptA.avOpw'Tfov is
appropriate here, not Tpay,Kov. One may suspect that a lacuna
conceals a change in the type of play being discussed.
Sisyphus, celebrated for his cunning, was sometimes said to be the
father of Odysseus. The stories about him are collected in Soph.
Frag. (Pearson) 2. 184, but it is nowhere related that the dece.iver
was himself deceived. Aeschylus wrote a S. Petrokulistes on Sisy
phus' punishment in Hades and a S. Drapetes on the story that
Sisyphus ordered his wife not to give him due burial ; in Hades he
complained of this denial and was given leave to return to the world
in order to punish her, but having returned he stayed until he died
of old age. These were probably satyr-plays, as was· the Sisyphus of
•
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Euripides. · Sisyphus was a character also in his satyric Autolycus.
A play of this name by Sophocles is attested only by a single re
ference. This unexplained batch of satyr-plays gives reason to
suspect the continuity of the text.
56B23. O.v8peios . . TJTTT)9ij : Eteocles in the Phoenissae is a possible
example, but then� are few in extant tragedy.
Kai. Ei.Kos : in addition to being Tpay,Kov Kat cfn>.avOpwrrov.
56824. jtl.y6.9wv : fr. 9, a couplet quoted by A. at R. 1402a 10 :
Tax' av ns ·£iKOS alho TOVT' £tva' >.lyo,,
{JpoTofa, rro>.>.a Tvyxa�Hv oVK dKoTa.
.•

This is not the same sort of dK6s as is associated with To avayKafov .
(51a12, etc.), but related rather to 61 h15 and its special pleading,
This EiKos is 'likely' to be unusual, certainly not ota av ylvo,To.
One thing leading to another by a series of barely possible con
nexions, we pass from the epic structure in tragedy to plots such as
that of the Sisyphus. It is not credible that this is a single coherent
passage. Sisyphus has little to do with epic and his story is not
excessively rich in material. At the least we must suppose a lacuna,
and the suspicion remains that · we have here some unconnected
fragments, and it is strengthened by the ens�ing passage on the
Chorus.
56&25-32. The Chorus.
.
56&25. 41va . . . u1ToKpLTwv : while the lyric element is no. more than
a r;ovup.a, the chorus is in some degree one of the actors, and should
have a function in the structure of the play, as in Sophocles. This
really is all that A. has to say on the subject, and it may be noticed
that Aeschylus, whose plays were chorus-centred, is ignored.
56&26. auvaywvitea9aL : Aristoph. Thesm. 1060 : Euripides disguised as
Echo says :

alluding to the part of Echo in the Andromeda. There the verb has
its full literal meaning 'helped him in the contest'. Here the sense
must be 'make a positive contribution to the play'. In the light of
EocpoKA£f is quite
the Aristophanes passage the dat. Evpmlov
natural.
In the earlier extant plays of Euripides the role of the chorus is not
conspicuously different from what it is in Sophocles. But in the
plays of his last ten years the chorus is often composed of persons
who have little direct concern with the action, like the maidens of
Aulis in the I A, who are present in the "Greek camp purely out of
•
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curiosity ; the increasing use of monody, solos given by actors,
diminishes the importance of the lyrics to which the chorus would
contribute, and, further, the chorus and the comments of its leader
are ignored by the other characters as never happens in Sophocles.
Even in the Bacchae, where the Chorus is of vital importance in
presenting the Dionysiac· faith, the actors ignore their presence and
their comments except in two short passages in which a single actor
is alone on the stage with the chorus.
561i27. To'Ls 8E AoL1ro'Ls : this implies that from the late fifth century
onwards poets used the chorus
to sing odes which had no connexion
.
with the subjects of the plays. IT 1234-83 and Hel. 1301�8 are, as
commonly understood, the only surviving odes in this class.
5682 <) . EJ.L136A&J.LQ : Agathon took the final step and used songs not
written for a particular play in the same way as incidental music
played between acts. Presumably the text of the play would contain
merely the indication xopov, which appears also in extant fourth
century comedy. Agathon won his first victory in 416 B.C. and had
died, or gone to Macedonia, by 405. The chorus may have been
obsolete by A.'s own time, which would explain to some extent his
lack of interest in it. Cf. Probl. 922b26 : Earl yap 0 xopos K1]a€VT�S
I
f'
I
aTTpaKTOS• EVVO,aV yap fLOVOV 7TapEXfTa'
O'S
7Tap€aT,V.
It is possible that the play with epic structure and superabundance
of incident was common in the fourth century, and that A. associated
it with the decline of the chorus. If this connexion does exist it is
masked by the interposition of II. 19-25.
56831 . E1fE&ao8Lov : very likely in the sense defined in Ch. 12, the part
of a play between two choral songs.
II

w

\
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Final remarks on auivo£a and introduction t o section on >..E!,s.
56B33-56b8, aufvo,a.
Eipf)TQL : at the end of Ch. 14 A. marked the conclusion
56833. 1repi.
of his treatment of fLv8os. Strictly this should mark the end of the
second main section, that on .qeos, which is never properly rounded
off. But apart from the detachable Ch. 16 on Recognition a number
of more or less disconnected subjects have been dealt with in Chs.
15-18, of which .qBos had little more than half a chapter. This is in
keeping with the unorganized state of the latter part of the P.
Ao&1fov : since o,P's and fLE�os are not regarded as part of the TEXV1J,
of the six fLEP1J mentioned in Ch. 6 only >..E!,s and au1vo£a are left. It is
noteworthy that, if Elawv (Riccardianus and Ar.) is right, the term is
interchangeable with J.Llpos.
•

•

•
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. 56834. X£�E6JS : cf. 50bi2 ; Stavolqs cf. 50a6 and bi,I : Mg,s is the main
subject of the following chapters while Sufvota will first be dismissed
in a few lines, but this is the usual order of the two words. They are
a common pair because Su:fvota is intimately involved with the M[ts =
�oyos in which it is expressed. The close association of Su:fvota with
�8os, which we have in Ch. 6, is exceptional.
56B35. Tois 'II'Epl. P'lTOpLKfjs : usually referred to the work on rhetoric
which consisted of the first two books of our R. (cf. Diog. Laert.
5· 24). This implies that the R. was an earlier work, yet the R. con
tains no less than six probable references to the P. ; see Intro
duction p . xiv. n. I and Bonitz 103b59 ; but the value of such cross
references as evidence is questionable. Anyway, the R. itself is sus
pected to contain strata of different periods : see F. Solmsen, Die
Entwicklung der A. Logik und Rhetorik (Berlin, 1929). S. takes it as a
statement that the . inquiry belongs to the province of rhetoric ; one
might compare Ev -rofs p,E-rptKois (56ti34).
Kda96J : 'let the exposition be available in', perhaps in the future.
56B37. ToO Myou : the def. art. suggests that �oyos is a recogni�ed
part of tragedy, and so, as equivalent to Mg,s (cf. 49a23), it may be.
It is all that part of tragedy which is not p,€�os, as at 54a18 ; the next
sentence suggests a narrower reference for �oyos, the product of
rhetorical art as it occurs in tragedy ; cf. 56b6 and 8.
K understands everything down to p,tKpo-r7J-ras at 56hz as referring
to the place of Stavota in rhetoric. There is no justification for such a
statement here, and one would expect �6ywv rather than -rov �6yov.
TO TE a'll'o&tmcvuvaL Kal. TO . XuELv : 'prove and disprove' : cf. sob! I ;
a:rroSf.tKVVOVUL n ws �anv � ws OVK EU'TtV. In·Ch. 25 �Vf.tV has the slightly
different sense of dismissing objections or solving difficulties in
7TpofJ��p,a-ra.
56838. 'll'a9'1 : here 'emotions' not 'catastrophes'.
56bl. opyi)v : this does not justify the inclusion of anger under -rwv
-rotov-rwv at 49b27, because the anger is that produced in one character
in the play by the words of another. The audience too may feel
anger in so far as they identify themselves with ari angry character,
but the pity and fear which are the means of Ka8apats are, to some
extent at any rate, emotions felt by the audience as spectators
external to the action. See Appendix II.
oaa. TOLQUTa : the list of 7Ta8., given at EN . I I05b21 is : Jm8vp,la,
'
r � ' EllEOS.
�,
p,tUOS, 7TO'8OS7 �:>TJAOS7
.J. ' '
'
,. .J.
' tl
8paaos,
..l.8OVOS,
'
xapa,' 'f'tl\ta,
'#'01-'0S7
opy'T},
'#'
f'EyE9os Kal. f'LKpoT']Tas : a speaker in a piay uses Stavota to ac
centuate or to minimize the importance of something, avgf.tv Kai
p,Etovv (R. I403a17, cf. 1359a19), associated with 1/Joyos and e1rawos
(1368a33-37). An example of the first would be Teiresias on Dionysus
(Bacc. 272-327), of the second, Creon on tyranny (OT s83-6I5), or Ion
�
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on social eminence (Ion 585--647). The plur. is strange, but cf.
Physiog. 813b28 : J-'Ey£8Eatv inrEp{JaAAovm � UJ-'tKpOTTJatv EAAd1rov-ra.
56b2. 8f)Xov
11'pa)'J.LaaLv : it is common ground that Suivota is
needed for Aoyos, 'rhetoric' ; the point which A. now makes is that
1rpayl-'am too have an emotional impact, and that Stavota as used
in the ordering of the 1rpayJ-'aTa is required to produce it. Cf. 53b13,
the impulse to pity and fear Tofs 1rpayl-'aatv EJ-'1TOt1JT£ov, 54ar8 Eav 1Totfi
,PavEpov o Aoyos � � 1rpa�tS' 1rpoalpEalv nva, and 53b7 the J-'V8os = 1Tpay
J-'aTa of the OT can by itself produce horror and pity. E. takes
1rpayl-'aatv as 1rpayl-'anov avaTaan, i.e. in plays as opposed to the
Stavota in speeches in real life, see below.
Normally Stavota and the AE�ts or Aoyos in which it is expressed are
inseparable. yvwl-'a' (5oa7) cannot exist without words. But there
•

•

•

are dramatic situations which make their impression without any
verbal exposition of intentions or motives, e.g. Phaedra's calumny
on Hippolytus or Neoptolemus' decision to return the bow.
It should be noted that of the functions of Stavota listed in 56a37
a1TOS€tKVVVat KaL AvEtv are omit.ted in s6bJ, 4, no doubt as being
impossible without verbal argument.
U11'0 TWV QliTC';)v t8Ewv : the principles proper to rhetoric (cf. sob34).
a1ro, as often, of cause or source, Bonitz 77b52.
56b3. xpf)a8aL : understand Stavolq. rather than J-'£pEatv. G. and H. follow
some older edd. in omitting Ev, so that 1rpayl-'aaw, 'incidents', is
governed by xpfja8at.
56b5. Ta J.L€v : i.e. Ta Sta Twv 1rpaywiTwv. E. refers it to EAEEtva � Snvcf,
but without a modern system of punctuation A. could not have
separated this pair from J-'EyaAa � EiKoTa, though it is true that of the
four terms the two former are the more likely to be conveyed avEv
StSaaKaMas.
8L8aa�eaXlas : here nothing to do with production but equivalent
to a1TI1SEt�ts, which is associated with Stavota at soa7, 17n. Probably
avEv StcSaaKaAlas does not exclude altogether the use of words but
only set speeches in which Stdvota would normally be conspicuous.
56b6. 11'apci : equivalent to 8tcf as at 54b15 and often in A.
56b8, n 8_£oL : the text is far from certain. Either A. is asking what
would . be the function of speech in drama if the necessary emotions
could be aroused by pantomime, or, more likely, what would be the
role of rhetoric in drama if the emotions could be aroused by the
action. This is neatly given by Spengel's �STJ Tfj 8£q., which was
accepted by Gomperz.
.
It cannot be claimed that this section on Stdvota is satisfactory. It
remains obscure how Stdvota is expressed if not in speech. E . .makes
the contrast as between rhetoric and drama, and sees the whole as
a censure of the tendency of rhetoric to transgress the proper limits
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in the tragedy of A.'s own day. Grube, p. 40, also finds a contrast
.between rhetoric and drama, the difference being that in tragedy the
events are enacted before the audience av�:v �h8auKaMas, i.e. they
do not have to be explained, whereas the orator. has to describe the
situation in his· speech. This is no doubt true, but there seems no
occasion for A. to say it here.
56b8-1 9. Before addressing himself to the more important aspects of
· the last p.lpos, i.e. A.Eg,s, A. mentions, only to dismiss as irrelevant, the
ux�ILaTCi. Tfjs Mg�:ws. The normal meaning of this phrase in later
authors is figures of speech ; for this and the related Tp6'TTOS see Russell,
Longinus, pp. 1 2�8. A. uses it in the sense of 'manner of speaking'
or 'delivery' ; the meaning of a phrase may be determined by the
speaker's intonation. As the ancients were virtually without punctua
tion, this was a subject of some importance, but A. ·considers that it
is part of the art of elocution rather than of poetry.
'
56b l O . \nroKpLTLKTjs : on imoKp,�s see 49816 n. The word was naturally
applied to the elocution of the orator as well as of the poet. The
subject is dealt with at the beginning of Bk. 3 of the Rhetoric, where
it is stated that it has not yet been scientifically studied, though
Glaucon of Teos among others had written on it. It was developed
both as regards tone and gesture by Theophrastus ; cf. Diog. Laert.
5· 48, Cicero De Or. iii. 221, Kroll in RE Suppl. B. vii. 1075. For an
example of practical imoKpmK� see Dion. Hal. Dem. 53·
56b l l , ci"pxLTEKToYLKtjv : at Pol. 128283 the apx'TEKTwv is contrasted with
the a.,.uJ.,ovpy6s. The word suggests mastery and true understanding
of a subject (cf. Pl. Pol. 259 E). At EN 109481 4 it is a TEXVTJ to which
other TExva' are subordinate. � imoKpmK� is a master art in this
sense, or would be if it existed (cf. R. 1403b35). It would include
mastery of tone and gesture as well as knowledge of their effects on
an audience.
�VTo�T) . . : the expression of all these would require different
intonations . . As B. points out, they are arranged in pairs dis
- tinguishab!e by intonation ; 8'�'Y7JU'S 'statement' rather than 'narrative' ; cf. R. 1416b29. These intonations recur as imf>u�:'s 57818.
56b13. 1ra.pa : cf. 1. n, above.
5 6b14. �1TLTli-L"JI-La. : 'censure' ; cf. 61b22.
5 6b 1 5 . T( yap O.v TLS
: A. is right that this comment is not serious
as literary criticism, but it is of great interest for the history of
linguistic study. It is to the sophists, especially to Protagoras, that
the credit belongs for inventing 'grammar'. They were probably
moved to do so in consequence of the rfovu,s:-v61Los controversy, which
raised the question of the relation between words and things. Diog.
Laert. 9 · 52-54 states that Protagoras examined the genders of nouns
and the tenses of verbs ; he distinguished also four, o r perhaps seven ,
.
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modes of speech, prayer, command, question, etc;, possibly stimu
lated by an incipient awareness of moods. The point raised here
probably arose from his perception that what we call the imperative ·
mood was associated with the tone of command, which led him to
object that a commandjng tone of voice in a prayer was anomalous,
though one would have thought that the fault would be in the bard
rather than in the· poet; Those who discover new principles often try
to apply them too rigidly, but Protagoras had taken an important
step in thus analysing linguistic usage. €mnp.ij. may imply' that he
collected a number of examples of what he regarded as incorrect use
of language by Homer, but this is the only one mentioned in the
Homeric' scholia, see schol. Ven. A, Il. I . I , and Eustathius ad loc.,
which may be derived from A.'s Homeric Problems.
56b 1 6. ot611Evos : he thought he was offering a prayer, not knowing the
implications involved in the axfjp.a of ana€.
56b 1 7. £1rha.g�s : according to G. the word used by Protagoras ; it is
a synonym for €vTo�� at 1. 11, above.
C H A P T E RS 20-22

Ms,s, the last oj-the Jour parts of tragedy to be dealt with, p.E�OS and oifM
being outside the scope of the P. A. begins at the beginning with the
elements of grammar, which was not yet a subject in its own right (cf.
Int. 17a5). In consequence Chs. 20 and, to some extent, 21 contain
matter which is of interest rather to the historian of philology than to
the ordinary reader. As Gomperz says, it has no more to do with
tragedy than with prose. The commentary is reduce<;l to a minimum.
E. omJts Chs. 2o-22 altogether.
The investigation of language began with the sophists ; Protagoras
distinguished genders, tenses, and to some extent moods ; Prodicus
attempted to define the meanings of apparent synonyms, and Hippias
especially gave his attention to language and metre ; cf. Hipp. Ma.
285 D, Hipp. 'Mi. 368 D, Xen. Mem. 4· 4· 7· Titles of Democritus'
works suggest that he wrote on these subjects, - and Plato's Cratylus
shows · a few technical terms already in existence ; his views on vowels
and consonants may be derived from the Pythagoreans. A. had pre
viously dealt briefly with some of the questions mentioned here at the
beginning of the De Interpretatione, but }J.e was not greatly interested
in grammar apart from its bearing on logic, and little advance was
made until it . was taken up by the Stoics. Zeno's views as sum
marized in Diog. Laert. 7 · 56--9 show obvious progress and Chrysippus
developed the subject further. The foundation: of traditional European
grammar was laid by Dionysius Thrax, the pupil of Aristarchus, in the
second century B.c. His little book with extensive scholia is still extant.
rg8
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On the subject in general see Sandys, Hist. of Class. Scholarship, i,
pp� 88-97, 144-6 ; Gudeman in RE vii. 178o s.v. 'Grammatik' ; P. B. R.
Forbes, 'Greek Pioneers in Philology and Grammar', CR 47 (1933),
105 ; M. Hammarstrom, 'Die antiken Buchstabennamen', Arctos, i
(1930), 3-40. For the overlap between grammar and logic in A.'s
treatment, D. J. Allen The Philosophy of A. (Oxford, 1952), ch. 10.
A.'s Categories and De lnterpretatione, trans. J, L. Ackrill (Oxford,
1963), throws light on a number of questions, though our chapters are
not drawn on in his commentary. Accents and breathings were
examined by B. La,um, Das Alexandrinische Akzentuations�ystem
(Paderbom, 1928).
C H A P T ER 20. Phonetics, parts of speech and their functions.

56b20. >.EgE(a)S ci1Tcio'T)s : language in general, not only of tragedy.
: these 'elements' are far from homogeneous ; they are the
J.LEPTJ
subjects with which grammar deals ranged from the simplest to the
most complex (cf. Pl. Crat. 424 B-425 A). ap8pov is out of place ; as
a non-significant word it should come after uvv8£uJLo!>, as does the
treatment of ap8pov at 57a6 ; we pass from letters to syllables to non
significant words to words to the word-group. For the reason why
ap8pov is suspect see on 57�.
a1'0LXEiov : 'element'. Speech is built on sounds which can be re
presented by single letters ; cf. Aes. PV 460 ypaJLJLarwv ·T£ uvv8lu£t!> of
the invention of writing ; Probl. 895a7 : ol JL�V av8pw1TOL ypaJLJLaTa 1To.Ua
\
01
I
I
.
I
� I
� \ Ol\ \
�\ � I
a> .J.
OVO€V1
ai\1\WV Ta\ JL€V
EVLa
TWV o€
OE
.aVO TJ" Tpta
't' €')'')'0VTat,
. .J.O
TWV
't' WVWV.
56b23. auv8eT1j : i.e. it is a component of syllables and words (cf. I. 35,
below). uvv£r� would mean an element of an intelligible sound,
:which, though widely preferred, is less appropriate to the context.
+(a)v..j : distinguished from ,P6,Po!> (Hist. An. 535a27). See o n I. 38,
below.
." aToLxeiov : the same would doubtless be true nf
56b23-2 5. �ea1 ycip
many basic sounds of other languages, but A. concerns himself only
with Greek. On the ,Pwval of animals see Probl. 895a4, as express
ing pleasure and pain, Pol. 1253a1o.
56b2.5 J.LEPTJ : the different classes of letter are JLEPTJ of urotxeia, which
are themselves a JLlpo!> of Met!>. eil>TJ would have done as well here,
or better in view of a8talpETO!>.
iJJIL.(a)VOV
&t(a)vov : vowels, semi-vowels, and
TO +(a)vijev
mutes. These terms must go back at least to the sophists, ol 8£tvoi
1rep� rovrwv (Pl. Cra. 424 c). In Eur. Palamedes (415 B .c.) the great
inventor is made to say
d.,Pwva Ka� ,Pwvovvra uv.Ua{U.s TE 8els �eropov av8pcfmoLUL ypap.p.aT' ei8tvat. (fr: 578)
•
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'I taught men knowledge of writing, putting vowels and consonants
together to make syllables.' a�wva here includes �p,t�wva. Usually
the a�wva are K y T 8 1T f3 and X 8 q,.
56b26. 11'poapoMjs : of the application of the tongue to various parts of
the mouth. Cf. I. 31, below, and Part. An. 66oas : -ra p,�v yap" (sc.
ypap,p,a-ra) -rfj5; yAWTTTJ!; du: 1rpouf3oAal, -ra 8� uvp,f3oAa: -rwv X€tAwv, and
H. An. 535a3r. Vowel sounds are made with the tongu� stationary. B.
took 1rpouf3oAfj5; as the addition of another letter, but this is tied up
with the interpretation of I. 28 and I. 36, below. If it is not allowed
that r plus P forms a syllable there is no case at all for this inter
pretation.
56b27. iJJ.L&cf»wvov : a category of letters pronounceable (more or less), in
contrast to the other consonants, without the obvious addition of
a vowel ; it contained at least P and E, and usually A M N possibly
the compound letters with E, i.e. Z, B, 'P. These are the a�wva o�
p,EVTOL' ')'€ atf>8oyya of Crat. 424 c ; cf. Phileb: 18 B, Theaet. 203 B.
A similar account was given by A.'s pupil Aristoxenus (see Dion.
Hal. Comp. 14). The use of the term with reference to consonantal
I and U is modern.
56b32. 8aauTTITL tcat "''"-<hTJTL ! the presence or absence. of the aspirate,
not yet indicated by breathings in A.'s time .
. 56b33. o�UTTJTL
Til' J.LEa\) : refers to the pitch accent, acute, grave,
or circumflex : see on 1rpouqJ8la 6ra21 n. The first two are mentioned
in Pl. Crat. 399 A, but this is the earliest reference to the circumflex
(unless R. 1403b3o). Written accents were introduced, or perhaps
first systematized, by Aristophanes of -Byzantium. B. and R, wish
to make of -rep p,luq1 a third term common to all three pairs. Then we
should have first the triple division of the mutes given by Dionysius
Thrax, p. r2 : 8 4> x 8aula ; K '11' -r, ifnM. ; f3 y 8, p,eua ; second the triple
division of vowels into "' w long, € o short, a ' v dichronous (long or
short). ·
56b34. Tots J.LETpLtco'ts : metre is not a subject that A. treated, unless in
the lost De Musica. oi p,€-rptKol are similarly referred to, Part. An.
•

•

•

66oa8.

56b35. O.aTJJ.LOS : A. would treat a word of one syllable as an �vop,a. As
compared with u&v8€up,o!; (1. 38) uvAA.af3� is essentially part of a larger
·
whole.

56b36. rP : it is hardly credible that .A. considered rP as a syllable,
which he defined, according to schol. Dion. Thrax r. 344 (Hilgard), as
a combination of a vowel and a mute. Sense can be made by in
serting a 'not', or by making him say FA is a syllable, also with P,
FPA. The Arabic is said to suggest the former. The traditional text
is accepted by Hamma.rstrom.
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56a3 8-;-57a t o. Edd. are agreed in despairing of this passage. The
text with its repetitions and alternative definitions . is suspect, the
illustrations are inadequate, and the meaning of the terms,
.especially of ap8pov, is not the same as in later writers.
56b38. auv8Eaf'OS : a connective, a word joining other words, phrases,
or clauses, i.e. certain particles and conjunctions. The point em
phasized both in R. 3· 5, in fr. 10 of !socrates (from his lost TlxvTJ),
and in the Rhet. ad . Alex. 1435�38 is that when a uvv8£CTfWS gives an
expectation that another CTVV8£CTiJ.OS is tO follow, e.g. iJ.EV
81, Kal
Kal, or that there will be an 'apodosis', lucidity requires that the
interval sho.uld not be too long ; and it is undesirable to insert other
uvv8cup.ot in the intervening space. The AE�tS £lpop.EVTJ is dependent
on uvv8£upm as the 'periodic' style. is not (R. 1409a24 ; cf. Rhet. ad
Alex. 1434b13), At Prob. 919a22 a distinction is made between neces
sary uvv8£up.ot like T£ and Kal, whose absence destroys the sense, and
others which are not necessary but presumably affect only emphasis,
e.g. 8�, (cf. [Demetr.] Eloc. 54-8). Prepositions are classed as
uvv8£up.ot by Dian. Hal. Comp. 22, and so they must be in any system
which recognizes only one part of speech in addition to ovop.a and
p;jp.o. ; see below 57"6 n.
�vft : an articulate sound or series of sounds ; it covers anything
from a syllable to a sentence, and in the latter case is indistinguish
able from Aoyos, which means a significant group of words of any
extent.
57a4-6, ij �(l)vT) . . . . �(l)vtjv ! this definition at least is consistent with
what we are told elsewhere about uvv8£up.ot ; cf. II. 28-30 and n.
57a6. Ci.p8pov : lit. 'joint', is the term used by later writers for the article,
first perhaps in Rhet. ad Ale.x. 1435b13. This is not the meaning here,
and the prepositions which are offered as an example do not conform
to the definition. It is impossible to say what kinds of non-significant
word A. here intends.
R. following Susemihl and some earlier edd. rejects the definition
of ap8pov here and removes the word at 56b21 because, according to .
Dion. Hal. Comp. 2 and Dem. 48, A. and Theodectes recognized only
three parts of speech ovop.a, .pijfta, uvv8£up.os, and the distinction
between uvv8£upos and ap8pov in the sense of article was due to the
Stoics; Dionysius probably refers to A.'s uvvaywy� TEXVTJS 8£o8EKTov.
To which it may be replied that D. or his source, like many ancient
scholars, may have had no knowledge of the P., which could have
contained a rri.ore developed view than the Theodectea. In any case
D. seems to be inaccurate in that this sense of ap8pov is found in the
Rhet. ad Alex. 1435b13 and perhaps in Theophrastus (Simplicius on
A.'s Categories, p. 10, 24 Kalbfleisch) which are earlier than Stoic
grammar. If the passage were a later interpolation one would expect
•

•

•

•
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the account o f ap8pov t o be that current in the interpolator's own
time . .
57• 1 0. 5vof1u: in later Greek 'noun', here includes adjectives, pronouns,
arid probably adverbs ; the main distinction between them and pfjp.a,
'verb', is that the terminations of the · former give no indication of
time. The definition is nearly the same in Int. 16a19 ; Ackrill renders
'name' (see p. us). In Pl. Soph. 261 D fL.ovop.a is primarily a word
which can· be subject of a predicate.
57• 1 2. 8nr�ois : in compound nouns the component parts do not retain
the meaning they have in isolation. In the name Theodoros 'god'
and 'gift' are not present to the sense. Similarly with Callippus, 1nt.
16a21 ; cf. Ackrill, p. 118.
It is irrelevant that 8wpos is not a real word. In the . pani.Ilel
example K&.:Vu-Tr1Tos, i1T1ros is. Nor does it mean that such words
cannot be analysed into their component p!lrts. Such combinations
are considered further at I. 32, below. Pl. Crat. 422 A naturally
allows meaning to parts of words.
The name Theodoros or Doros is given a� an example in a source
whieh is of interest in relation to several passages in this chapter,
a frag. probably of Theophrastus' llep� AE�ews, published in Griech.
Pap. der Hamburger Staats- und Universitiits-Bibliothek (1954), p. 36,
ed. B. Snell. After what appears to be a discussion on similar lines
of the elements, significant and non-significant, of speech the example
8wpos is given, of which the syllable pos is non-significant if the 8w
is removed. It is._suggested that Theophrastus was troubled by A.'s
statement that 8wpos was itself non-significant and modified . the
example. ·
57814. pfif1u: at Pl. Soph. 262 A, B, a predicate. The point that it
signifies time is not there made.
5 7818. 11'TW<ns : from 1Tl1TTW, whence Lat. casus and our 'case'. A. uses
the word of formal modifications generally, not only of the termina
tions associated with declensions and conjugations, but also of those
which give adverbial forms and comparatives and superlatives. It
appears to cover not only the termination but the whole word as
modified by its ending or by the tone -in which it is spoken, the oxfip.a
M�£ws. A change of sense without a change of form is thus a 1TToJCns.
This p.lpos "M�ews relates entirely to the forms of other p.Ep1J.
5782 1 . Tel u11'oKpLTLK6.: see on 56b1o. The use of the same form in two
senses, e.g. of a verb as statement or a question (the Greeks had no
mark of interrogation) would involve different 1TTwoets, but a wish
(not an example given by A.) would require a 1T1"wots in the optative,
and so a different form, though the moods as such were not recog
nized until much later. There was as yet no word for case endings or
verb terminations.
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57a23. Myos : a meaningful group of words which can be extended
indefinitely. For a discussion see Ackrill, P• 126.
57Bl4, ICQ8' Q{ITCl C71JI.LQ(YE& 1'& : both ovop.a-ra and p'f]p.a-ra do this.
ou yc:i.p
auytcE&TQ& : probably with reference to Pl. Soph. 262 A ff.,
who treated all ,\oyot as predications formed from ovop.a-ra and p'f]p.a-ra.
To these A. gave the name ,\6yos a1Tot/JavTtKOS' (Int. I7a8). For A.
,\6yos is a meaningful group of words which may be composed
entirely of ov&p.a-ra ; the example given is the definition of man Cepov
at1TOVV, At R. 1407b27 the use of a ,\6yos in place of an ovop.a is said to
add dignity -rep ,\&yep x.pfia8at av-r' ovop.a-ros; otov ,.,� KVK.\ov, &.,\,\'
E1Tl1Tf:aov -ro EK -rov p.eaov iaov. The Myos is a significant group of
words, not a sentence with the predicate understood.
57a27 JJQ8£tE& K�£wv : this appears to refer to the definition of 11.
23�4, but it is_ not clear that KMwv has any more independent
significance than {3aalCEt. ·
57828. i1 yc:i.p 0 EV
: . a ,\6yos may be single because it expresses
a single idea, or because a number of ,\6yot are united by avvaEap.qt ;
cf. An. Post. 93b35, Met. I045ai2 : 0 a' optap.6s (definition) EUTLV Ets
ov uvvaeap.cp Ka8a1TEp � !Alas, a.Ma -rep EJIOS' Elvat. avvalap.cp = avv,
aeaEt, by the USe Of avvaEap.ot,
yap : not connective, rather 'that is to say', see Denniston, Greek
·

•

• •

..

•

•

•

,

Particles,

p.

67.

C H A P T ER 2 1 deals with the individual word, the various types and
forma:tions, considered as an element of M�ts. The probable frag. of
Theophrastus' llEpi Ae�Ews deals with some of the topics of this chapter.
See n. 1. 12, above.
57B3 1 -57b l , . Single and double, or compound, words. The double
word 'Theodorus' has already been adduced at 57a13 as being com
posed of parts not in themselves significant, but in the cases now to
be considered one part at least does by itself pqssess significance.
57a3 1 . ovoi'QTos : now used not with reference to a part of speech but
meaning word in general including pfjp.a, as at 61a31.
57a33, O.mjl'ou : e.g. a preposition compounded with a noun or verb.
Though a preposition has a meaning, it is not, in isolation, significant
in the same way as a noun or verb, and A. classifies prepositions as
aUTJfL« like other avv8Eap.ot and ap8pa.
iv T� ovol'<iT& : this maintains consistency with what was said
about @Eo8wpoS' at 57a13.
�
'57B34. Tp&11'>..ouv, TETPQ11'>..ouv : S. gives as examples 1TapaK.\aval8vpov,
avp.1TapEtaepxop.at, The longer formations owe their complexity in
most cases to the accumulation of prepositions. Combinations of
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significant words belong mainly to comedy, e.g. oa.\myyot\oyxv7T'IJ
va8at, oap1Caop.omTV01Cap.7TTat (Arist. Ran . ¢6).
57835. TQ 11'o>._>._Q. : 'the majority' ; this is not Credible unleSS it iS
restricted to a special type of word.
MQcrcrQ>.. M�JTwv : this reading, based on the Arabic text, is generally
accepted.
•epf.LOKQtKogQv8o§ : Phocaea, -from which Massilia was founded, was
situated near the mout� of the Hermus ; Caicus and Xanthus are the
two major rivers to the northward, thc>ugh the Xanthus is a con
siderable distance away in the Troad.
57b1. A lacuna after 'Epp.o1Cai:Ko�av8os is implied by Ar., which con
tinues with a mention of prayer to Zeus. Presumably the Massiliots
brought the cult-title from their old home.
57bl -5887. Eight varieties of form or type of ovop.a, which .are of
stylistic importance. They might in each case be either simple or
complex, so they are introduced collectively after the definition of
the a7TAOVV and 8t7TAOVV ovop.a ; the section on ICOOIJ.OS
. is missi�g at
57b33 ·
57b3. Kup,ov-::y>..wTTQv : in any one context a mutually exclusive pair.
�evp,ov is current in normal usage, a y,\wna is current elsewhere or
has been current at other times. yt\w-r-ra first appears in this sense in
Aristoph. Daitaleis, fr. 222, of 427 B.C. ; it is applied to hard words in
Homer such as Kopvp.{3a, the· explanation of which was part of tradi
tional education. Further examples are given at R. I4o637. At
58a22 'jiAwTTa is i�cluded in the category �€VtKov.
57b6. crCyuvov : see Herod. S· 9 · 3, 'a spear'.
JIETQcJ>opci: the term is used in a wider sense than English 'meta
phor', which is mainly confined to the third and fourth of A.'s
types.
57b6.-35. The same classification is assumed in R. 140533 ff., where
there is a reference back to the P. p.E-ra!f>opa means both the trans
ference ofa word from its usual reference and the word so transferred.
57b9• (I) yevos to el8os : a more general term in place of one of more
limited application ; 'stand' is more general than 'lie at anchor'
(Od. I. I85).
57b l 1 . (2) El8os to yevos : the converse of (I), a definite number in
place of the more general 'many'. Grammarians distinguished p.vpla,
'countless', and p.Jpta = IO,ooo. A., of course, did not write accents
. (ll. 2. 272).
57bl3. (3) £l8os to el8os : the use of a term from a different class. Both
quotations are probably from the Ka8app.ol of Empedocles, whose
gift for metaphor was praised in the Il£pl. Ilot'I]Twv (fr. 70). In the first
(fr. 138) apvoas suggests drawing off, a liquid, i.e. blood (cf. Ap. R. 3·
•
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rors), in the second (fr. 143) u:p.cfJV suggests prima facie cutting a vein
and so drawing blood, but in fact it appears to describe cutting
off a stream of water with a bronze vessel, so 'drawing off' means
'cutting' and 'cutting' means 'drawing off'. The passages were dis
cussed by Wilamowitz, Sitzb. Berl. Ak. 1929, 649·
57b1 6. ci�E�Etv T& : probably the infin. is treated as a noun and n has
the force 'a sort of', as with iaTavat ,., at I. 1 1 above ; but B. agreed
with the older commentators in taking n as obj. here, as subj .
at I. 1 1 .
In the Theophrastus papyrus (r) and (2) are classed as tLETovala,
(3) does not appear, and jLETat/Jopa is confined to (4) TO ava..\oyov, see
below.
TO 8€ civci�oyov : (4) the most important type ; this depends on the
resemblances of the relations between pairs of things. In the first
· example the resemblance is between the relation of the cup to
Dionysus, the god of wine, and the relation of the shield to Ares, the
god of war. Each god is commonly represented as holding the ap
propriate emblem. Thus the cup can be called the shield of Dionysus,
or the shield the cup of Ares, as Timotheus, Persae, fr. 22. In 'as that
fell sergeant Death Is strict in his arrest' the analogy is between the
official who executes the commands of earthly authorities and Death
the minister of the divine powers. Numerous examples of this class
of metaphor are given in R. 14o6l:l4 ff. and 141 1ai ff.
5 7b24. ' EJ111'E8o�e�i]s : his words have not survived. Some edd. transfer
wa1rEp 'E. to after ECT1T£pav {Jl�v or 8va/Las {Jlov. The latter oce.urs in
PI.Laws no. A, and in various forms the metaphor is common.
'
5 7b25. kELJ1EVOv : as a't Top. l40a3 = ICVptov.
5 7b28. civwvul-'ov : there is no word to describe the sun scattering his
rays which corresponds to sowing, the proper term for scattering
seed ; none the less sunlight could be said to be 'sown'. The source of
the quotation is unknown.
57b33. aowov : for further examples
of the negative type see R.
.

·

I4o8as.

In the list at 57b2 tLETat/Jopa is followed by KOCTjLoS, which should be
explained here. It must refer to some sort of ornament. At R.
1404a34, b7, and Isocr. 9· 9 KOCTjLOS and KEKOCTtLTJ/LfVTJ M�ts include all
poetical and abnormal use of language ; similarly KOCTtLEfv of metaphor
(R. I405a14). 1TOTVta avKfj (R. 14o8ar6) has been thought to imply that
KOCTjLOS is an ornamental adj., but probably this is an example only
of one kind of Koa/Los. In the Theophrastus pap. 46-59, after the
quotation 8va/Las {Jlov (cf. l. 25), we have compound and other epi
thets, ul8TJpos aifJwv, xpvaos aly..\�Ets. Something similar may be
missing here.
11'E'II'O&'JJ1Evov : 'coined' by the poet ; cf. the invented names of Ch: 9·
·.
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S7b34; 0 1TOLt')TtJS : see sSb7 n.
S7b35. ipvu,yas : explained by. Hesychius as derived from lpvTJ branches,
as in a deer's 'branching' horns.
&pt')Tijpa : from apaoiLa', a praying, or cursing, man, hence priest.
It is found three times in Homer.
S7b35-SSa7. The three remaining types are of a different kind, con·
sisting of words whose form is changed by some sort of poetic
licence.
S7b35. E1TEKTETaj.L£vov : 'lengthened', whether by prolonging a short
vowel, or by adding a syllable ; at/JTJPTJf'Evov is the opposite.
ssa4. 1TOX1JOS : this, being an epic form, is akin to a yAwTTa. In liTJAT}£a
a£w the inserted a counts as a syllable despite the definition· at

s6b34·

&+nP1JilEvov : in all three examples the final syl1able is lost by
apocope ; cf. 58b2, Kpi for Kp£81}, aw for awf'a, ot/J for ot/J£S : the . hexa
meter ending is from Empedocles, fr.· 88. Strabo 364 includes . these
three examples in a longer list.
58a7, 8E€LTEpov ! a positive with the formation, apart from accent, .Of
a comparative (/l. 5· 393).
ssas-1 7. Nouns considered according to gender, based, whether oi: not
directly, on Protagoras.; cf. Arist. Nub. 659. Certain terminations
are masc., others fern., while neuters Ta f'ETagv (uK£VTJ in Protagoras'
scheme : cf. R. 1407b8, used also by A. at Soph. El. 173b4o) have both
terminations and in addition a few peculiar to themselves. There are
many exceptions to the rules here adumbrated, which in any ·case
have little to do with poetic forms.
58a9, CippEva : the Starting-point for speculation on this subject WaS
probably· proper names, e.g. · ll>.aTwv, KpavTwp, liEptKAfjs, and the
assumption that grammatical gender should conform to natural
gender.
ssa t o. oaa
auyKELTQL ! i.e. t/J, g ( = KS) as in II€>.ot/J, .M.uTvavag. It is
J!Ot, of course, true that all nouns ending with these letters are
masc.
ssat 2. E1TEICTELVOj.LEv(o)V : vowels that can be lengthened, a, '• v as op
posed to E, o ; of the dichronous vowels (long or short) ' and v are said
below to be neuter terminations. ·
raa : masc. and fern. terminations each number three. A. writes as
· though this were the work of some unknown planner. Protagoras'
assertion that 1Lfiv£s and 1T�ATJg, as ending in sigma, were really rnasc.
(Soph. El. 173br9) seems based on a similar idea of a rational system
to which usage should conform. In fact, if we disregard neuters,
masc. words end in the three consonants, the three vowels are con
fined to feminines, of which a number end also with the same three
consonants, so that it is really six to three.
·

·

.

.

•
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58814. ocflwvov : 'mute' (fl 'Y 8 K 1T T) (cf. s6b28). This is true, as it is that
no nouns end with £ or o.
58• 1 5. TO I : Herod ian gives some twenty examples, mostly rare or
foreign.
Neuters are regarded as an intermediate class, not as a separate
gender, and no doubt endings in the vowels ' and v are viewed as
'
akin to the fern.
58• 1 6. '11'EVTE : 86pv, 1TWV, Vcl1TV, yovv, aurv supplied . from Ar. IL€8v and
MKpv, the least uncommon of the oth�rs which are given by Herodian,
are both archaic.
TUuTu : it is questionable whether this can refer back beyond ' and
v to include a, the ending · of a large . class of neuters, e.g. 1TpayJLa.
ssa 17. N Kul. I : r€Kvov, r£fxos. P, which neut. would be expected to
share with masc. (as v8wp), must have dropped out.
·

C H A P T ER 22
In this chapter we have the application of the ideas about words .
expressed in Ch. 21 (Ch. 20 on basic ideas of grammar is not directly
used elsewhere), metaphor being considered primarily as the use of
single words. Thus the chapter is practically restricted to the stylistic
effect of word usage with reference to the ovo,u.aros £{071 distinguished in
Ch. 21, though A.€�ts means very much more than this ; it was defined at .
49b34 as composition in verse (excluding lyric), and in R., where the
subject receives much fuller treatment, as 'the right use of language',
ov yap a1TOXP"l TO EX£L.V a . 8£t My£tv, ill' aVcl')'K"l Kat ravra ws 8£t £i1T£LV
(14o3b16), the whole of the manner, as opposed to the matter, of rhetoric:
The Third Book of the R., as we have it, is probably to be identified
with the Il£pi. JU�£ws in the ancient list of A.'s works ; see P. Meraux,
Les Listes anciennes des Ouvrages d' A. (Louvain, 1951), p. 103. The
first twelve chapters are well worth reading in connexion with the
section on A.€�ts in the P. Although the subject is there treated with
reference to prose, many illustrations are taken from poets and the
discussion and definitions given ev rofs 1T£pi. 1TOt71nKfjs, whether or not
this is identical with the P. as we have it,.are referred to several times.
It is stated that in speeches intended for reading M�ts is more important
than 8tavota (1404a19), and that its importance was realized because
'the poets, though what they said was simple, seemed to have won their
fame through their style', ol 1ToL71rai. Myovr£s £v1]871 8ta r�v M�tv eOOKovv
1ropluau8at r�v 86�av (1404a24). (The word 'simple' perhaps lacks the
note of contempt which is present i.n £v�871.) That is why the style of '
the early rhetoricians like Gorgias was unduly poetical.
58• 18. cipETft aucf�T) . . . dvut : the primary purpose of words is to convey meaning, so clarity is the indispensable quality of style. This is
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stated more fully a t the corresponding point in R . Bk. 3 , the begin
ning of the second chapter, following on the Introduction, 1404b1 :
wpla8w >.EgEWS apET� aa�fj ElvaL' UrJJ.LELOV yap OTL 0 .\oyos, �1av fl.� �1].\oi:,
oti 1TOL�UEL TO eavTov lpyov.
T0.11'Etv1\v : 'low'. A style which aims only at clarity is in danger of
being commonplace and undistinguished. This too is put more fully .
in the corresponding passage in R. 1404b3 : fL�TE Ta1TELv�v fL�TE {J1T�P To
a.gtwp.a, ci.\,\Q. 1rpt1rovaav (cf. 1414a23). The conception of To 1rpl.1rov
'the appropriate', which was immensely important in later theory of
style, occurs in our chapter only at 59a4.
.
5Sa t 9. Kup{(a)v: as defined in 57b3.
ovoJLG.T(a)v : 'words' in the most general sense. The corresponding
passage, R. 1404b5, has ovop.aTWV Kal P"lfLaTWV.
ssa20. KXEo+wvTos : see 48a12 n., where K. is given as an instance of
a poet whose characters were neither better nor worse than the
human average.
5Sa2 t . I8EvEXou : probably the tragic poet whose flavourless style wa:s
referred to in. Aristophanes' Gerytades, fr. 151, whose poverty,, in
Vesp. 1313.
£gcr.XX0.TTouacr.: cf. 49b13. Of style almost a technical term, 'avoid
ing'. Cf. R. 14o6a15.
TO i.8wTtK6v : from i�LOs in the sense of 'ordinary' as opposed to
'expert' or 'professional'. Cf. R. 1413b15 : ol �� Twv P"1Topwv EJ .\Ex81.vTES l�tWTLKol & Tai:s XEpalv, successful speeches may seem jejune
when read. It is almost synonymous with 7a1TEtvov, and is a regular
term in later criticism, e.g. [Longinus] 31. 2.
ssa22. gEVtKois : this term was not explained in Ch. 21, presumably as
· not being technical. It was used by Plato, Crat. 401 c, and by !so
crates in the sense of 'non�Attic' (cf. y.\wTTa), but by A. here and in
a number of passages in R. meaning 'out of the ordinary' ; cf. To
1rapa To ICvpujv in the next line. A wotd which is itself gEvLKos is
a y.\wTTa, but an ordinary word acquires To eEvLICov by an unusual
formation, e.g. o'er for over, or by its application, I(Qt TO eEVLICOV EXEL
p.a.\taTa � fLETa�opa (R. 1405a8) ; cf. Diod. Sic. 12. 53 : Tcp eEvl,oVTL TfjS
MeEws €gi.1T.\1]gE Tovs .:481]valovs of Gorgias' famous embassy. It would
cover, though not coincide with, our category 'archaic language'.
·
Probably Koap.os too could contribute to it.
.
58B23. E11'EKTcr.aLV: defined
along
with
other
poetical
formations
at
.
57b35 ff.
5Sa24. &1rcr.ncr. Totcr.OTcr. 1ron}an : 'makes everything of this kind', Le.
if the whole composition is eEVLKOV,
cr.ivtyJLcr. : 'a puzzle', because it is in the nature of metaphors that
their meaning is not always obvious at first sight, and this enigmatic
quality is one of the causes of the effectiveness of metaphors, only
·

·

·

.

·
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it must not be overdone . Cf. R. 1405b4 : EK Twv �� iJvtyp,€vwv Ean p,�Ta
.
cpopas Aa{J�fv ETrmK�ts, and
the mot of Stesichorus to the Locrians, R.
141:<:: �22 : on oi T€Tny�s E«V'Tf tS xap,68�v 4aov'T�t, together with A.'s
explanation of the reason 'for the effectiveness of such pregnant
sayings. According to [Lcinginus] 32. 3 A. somewhere recommended
the use of wa1r�p�l or oiov�l to soften violent metaphors.
pa.ppa.pLaJI05 : Gr�ek as it might be used by a foreigner not brought
-pp to speak it. aoAo�Kl,�w occurs in the same sense at R. 1407b18.
The opposite is EAA1Jvl,�w explained at R. 1407a19.
58826.: y).wTTwv : misplaced use of these is said to be a source of
'T6 t/Jvxpov 'frigidity' (R. 1405h34) ; metaphors too can be frigid
.

(1400b4)

58827. To ).€yovTa.
auvci+a.L: 'while speaking of what is actually the
case,_ to use words which (in their literal sense) are not a meaningful
combination'.
58828. ovol'ciTwv : most modern editors insert allwv before it, 'other than
metaphorical' ; B., followed by R., thought that ovop,a'Ta could stand
in a restricted sense for KVpta ovop,a'Ta,
'
Ko).).�aa.vTa.: an ex�mple of words which taken
58829. O.v8p'
literally are aSvva'Ta uvvat/Jat, The xaAKOV is a metal 'cupping-glass' '
which is heated before application to the body's surface so that it
may produce a partial vacuum as it cools, and thus exert suction.
The liQ.e is quoted again at R. 1405b1 : otov £v Tc'jl alvlyp,an Tqi �vSoKt·
p,ovvn, by [Demetrius] 102, and by others. On the later use of A.'s
material derived from Peripatetics see Solmsen in Hermes, 66 (1931),
241. The line is usually attributed to Cleobulina who, according 'to
the Suda, composed riddles in hexameters. G. objects to the a�tribu
tion because as quoted by Athenaeus (452 B) the line is part of an
elegiac couplet.
5883 1 . 8er
TOUTOL5 : with this shorthand style it is perhaps idle to
inquire closely to what TovTots- refers. The sense must be, as G. says,
8d T�v Mgw KEKpaa8at TOV'TOtS' Tofs Et8E17t.
58834. olJK £).cixunov
: we can get the best of both worlds by using
common words in uncommon forms such as are defined in the
previous chapter, 57b3s-s8a7, since we can thus avoid both flatness
and obscurity-convincing in logic but doubtful in practice ; simi
larly R. 1414a26 : av E3 p,tx8fi, 'TO elw8os KaL TO gEVtKOV. Possibly 'relevant
here is the interesting judgement on the style of Euripides at R.
1404b24 : KAE7TTE'Tat S' E3, Uv ns- EK TfjS' Elw8vlas- StaMKTOV EKMywv
uvvTt8fi· o1r�p Evpt1TlS1Js- 1rotEi Kai v1r£s�,gE 1rpw'Tos. StnAEK'TOS' is u �ed in
R. in the same sense as Mf,s (cf. s8b6) but at 58h32 it refers as usual
to speech.
58bl . aui'Pci).).eTa.L: the sing. verb is peculiar, perhaps to be accounte.d
for by its distance from its subjects.
• • •
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5Sb5, WUTE Olll( op8ws
: the passage extending to 59a4 is a digression,
in which certain objections to the use of poetical forms are answered.
5Sb6, ol E11'LTLJ.LWYTES : Who these were, and whether they were critics, or
comic or satirical poets, is unknown.
5Sb7, Tov 1I'OL1JTTJY : probably Homer, who used licences freely. & 7T.
is certainly so used at 6ob2, possibly at 57b34, but see J. A. Scott,
C] I 7 ( I92 I ), 330·
EuKXEt8'1s : the two best known among the earlier bearers of . this
name were the Archon of 403 B.C. under whom the Ionic alphabet
was officially recognized at Athens, and a Socratic philosopher from
Megara . . Neither was of an antiquity suitable to . the curious title
apxaios, which S. takes to be the corruption of an ethnic adjective .
. Wilamowitz preferred the Eucleides of Athen. 3 A and perhaps 242 Jl.
5Sb9, EY auTft Tft Xe�EL : 'ridiculing him in his diction', j.e. by parodying
as well as by criticizing-the most likely meaning of a strange
phrase. v. following Tyrwhitt took Men as 'prose', but avTjj would
lack point.
"E11'Lxap1JY
(3a8ltovTa : to make this pass as a hexaJlleter we
have to lengthen the E of 'E11LxapTJv, (cf. �7TlTovos, Od. r2. 423) and also
the a of the prosaic word �a8l{ovTa. In the next . line �>.M�opov could
be the end of a spond8;ic hexameter. See G/s note for a large col
lection of metrical irregularities.
5Sb� 1 . TO J.LEY o�v
yEXoiov : best taken with the emphasis on cf>alv£
a8a,, xpwp.£vov probably governs �1Tf.KTaa£a' understood, TovTcp Tcfl
Tplmcp being adverbial. G. disagrees. For the importance of con
cealing such artifice cf. R. I404br8, 36.
To p.lTpwv, which some edd. print ; the applica
5Sb12. To 8€ J.LETpov :
tion to style of the Aristotelian doctrine of the mean may have led
on to the important position of To 1rpl1Tov in later literary theory.
J.LEpwv : i.e. p.£pwv MeEws.
: Eucleides could have made any of the · main
5Sb13. Kal. yap
stylistic elements ridiculous by using the same unfair method as that
which he used to discredit the lengthening of vowels. H. interprets :
lack of measure gives results as ridiculous as does intentional ex�
aggeration.
.
58b 1 5. To 8€ cipJ.LOTTov : A. now proposes to illustrate the efficacy of the
proper (app.oTTov), as opposed to the blatant (cf>alveu8a,), use of dis
tinctive words and forms in epic, by showing how much is lost if
commonplace (Kvp,a) words are substituted. But something has
gone wrong here ; examples from epic are qelayed until I. 25, and
instead we have an example from tragedy. M. regards 11. r7-24 as
a classic instance of an intrusive marginal note. It may be noted that
no example is given of the right use of the poetic forms which
the critics attacked.
0
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58b18. l8Ewv: in the same sense, V. _observes, as JL€pwv a t 1. 12 and
£t8£ut at I. 14.
58b20. ovoJ.Lu: see 57331 n.
,
58b2 1 . Kuplou Elw86Tos : since Eu8f£t is used metaphorically, though the
metaphor is a dead one, it is not strictly a ICllptov ovoJLa, hence A. uses
' the expression Kvpfov £iw8(hos.
58b22. EUTEAES : opposed to O'£JLv6s (48b26) ; cf. £vu>..tuJL6s, 'disparagement' [Longinus] I I . 2.
58b24. o 8£ : Eur�pides. It may be a surprise to find Aeschylus using
the less opulent language, as Twining observed, but Euripides' style
is sometimes highly ornamental : see Earp, The Style of Aeschylus
(Cambridge, 1 948), pp. 72-83 ;
8oLVuTa&: though not particularly recherche, has strong epic flavour.
Kat : an _ unsatisfactory introduction of the examples from epic
which we expected after To JLETpov at 1.' 17.'
: Od. 9· 515. The traditional text of Homer has
58b25. vuv 8' ....
aKLKVS1 but a£LK�S is noted •aS a variant. a£tK�S must have been read
(or remembered) by A., since he gives aH8�s as equivalent, whereas
aKLKVS meanS 'feeble' ,
. : Od. 20. 259.
58b29. 8£cflpov
58b3 1 . T)&ovEs pooouLV : Il. 17. 265, cf. 14. 394· In these examples we
have o>..lyos (twice), ovn8avos, a£LK�S, a£LKE>..tov as the y>..wTTat,
JLLKp6s, au8£VLKOS, a£t8�s, JLOX81Jp6s as the KVpta OVOJLaTa. Of these the
most interesting pair is oAtyos / 1-LtKpos. Both are KVpta but oAtyos
becomes a y>..wTTa when . applied to something which is not to be
described numerically. Cf. Antimachus �V£JLOHS o>..fyos >..6rf>os (R.
140833). The pair is discussed by A. C. Moorhouse, CQ 41 (1947),
J I.
Kputoua& : · primarily the croaking of birds, seem.s an unsuitable
word for the sound of waves. S. points out that both �tov£s and
floowutv are examples of ETT£KT£ml-'lva ov61-'aTa (57b35).
"P'cflpci81') s : no more is known of Ariphrades than of his com
panion Eucleides. There are no grounds for identifying him with the
A. pilloried by Aristophanes, Eq. 1281, Vesp. 128o, nor does EKW/-LcP8£t
at I. 32 imply that he was a comic poet (cf. 58b6, above), though his
apparently foolish observations might be more in place in comedy
than elsewhere.
58b32. "Tpay�8ous : G. seems right against B. and Richards in CR 14
(1900), 201, that the word must here mean tragic poets, though
the meaning has been declared late. For the parallel problem of
KW/-L<p8of see 49b1 n.
58b33. 8CalJ.LGT(a)V a:rro : G. in a useful note ·states that this anastrophic
use of the preposition is infrequent in Homer, common in tragic
iambics especially in Euripides, where the preposition is almost
_
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invariably the last word in the line, rare in lyrics, and not unknown in
Plato and even in A.
It is hardly credible that .:4xt.Uews 'TTEP� in 59a1 should not have been
intended to follow immediately after 8wp,dTwv a'TTo .
58b34 a€9Ev : the convenient alternative to aov.
€yw 8€ vLv : occurs at Soph. OC 986. vw can stand for all genders,
sing. or plur., of the 3rd pers. pron.
598 1. oaa. O.>..>..a. : the list could have be�n a long one.
.
59&4. iaTLV 8€
: we now return to the main subject of the chapter.
'��'PE'II'OVT(I)S : cf. To p,eTpov (58b12). A immber of practical recom
mendations relating to To 1Tpe1Tov are given in R. 3 Ch. 7, 14o8aio ff.
5985. tca.l. 8L1r>..ois
:R. takes · Kal in the sense of 'especially' but as
847T�cl OVOf'«T« are SUitable mainly for dithyrambic poetS, it SeemS that
B. is right in saying that Kal introduces some afterthoughts.
8L1r>..ois ovol'a.aL : not all would be 1Tapa To KVptov (cf. 57a32 ff.), but
many would be so and some would be 'TTE1To'7Jf'Eva, coined by the
poet.
1roM 8€ I'EyLO'Tov
: A.'s insistence on/the importance of metaphor
is generally approved, cf. R. 1405a8, from the introduction to a long
discussion of the subject, Kai To oa.r/J�s Ka.i To �av Kai To �Ev£Kov exn
p,a�taTa � f'ETar/Jopci. But it is not obvious that A. was aware of the
emotional effects which may be introduced by metaphors drawn
from themes which carry powerful associations. Indeed Greek
poetry in general is less rich than one might expect in emotionally
charged metaphor. On the whole subject see W. B. Stanford, Greek
Metaphor (Oxford, 1936). The emphasis throughout is on intellec
tually satisfying resemblances.
5987. Eu+uta.s : one must be endowed with the faculty from birth ; see
55a32-34 n. The same point
' about metaphor is made at R. 1405a8.
See also 1394a5, I4I2axo.
5989. 8L8upcii'PoLs : the reason why compound words suit the dithyramb
is given at R. 14o6b2 : oJTot yap I/Jorfow8E,s; The passage repeats what
is said here about the use of y�wnat and f'ETar/Jopal.
59812. la.�&PdoLs : the word covers all verse in iambic metre, originally
the metre of abuse (48b32), but the reference here must be to the
dialogue of tragedy.
>..€�Lv : equivalent to a,a.�EKTos, the speech of everyday life. In A.'s
view, and he had all the evidence be.fore him, as tragedy developed,
the language of dialogue approached eyer more closely to common
speech ; cf. 49a23 ff. That Euripides made-an important contribution
to this development is shown by the passage quoted in the note
to 58a34. A similar growth in the use of colloquial language can be
seen in Elizabethan and Jacobean drama.
598 13. MyoLs : as often, this word of many meanings causes difficulty.
·
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'Common speech', 'speeches', 'prose' are all possible meanings, of
which the fix:st seems to fit the context best�
59& 1 4. iaTL 8E Tci TOLQUTQ
: without a certain amount of -ro Kvptov
any writing is intolerably obscure ; p.£ra!foopa introduces an element of
-rcl �£vtK6v, but being also natl.!ral iil conversation it need not conflict
with ro kvpwv. The account of Koap.os is missing from 57b33 (see note
ad loc.).
59& 1 5. KQt Ti\� €v T� 11'pciTTELv : Kal must be explanatory, or else comedy
would be included. The medium of drama is men performing on the
stage ; b indicates the medium as at 47a22 and frequently in the
opening chapters. But though performance is the differentia of
drama, it remains essentially itself when read ; cf. 53b6 and more
especially 62a17. That the imitation is of a?Tov5aiot .must be understood · in this and the n,ext chapter.
59&16. LKQVci Tci Etp'JJ.LEvQ: cf. £LPTJTat iKavws at the end of Ch. 14 ter
minating the section on plot. Here we have the indication that the
main subject of Bk. 1 of the P. is finished with.
•

•

•

·

C HA P T E RS 23-26
In the last four chapters the promise made at the beginning of Ch. 6,
49b21, is fulfilled by a di.scussion of epic. Since epic and tragedy are

alike as being representations of superior men, the discussion can be
founded largely on what has already been said about tragedy, and
although this common feature is not in fact referred to in the course of
. these chapters, it accounts for their brevity. In Ch. 23 and in 24 as far
as 59b16, which would be a better place for the chapter division, the
subject is the resemblances between the two forms, in the remainder of
Ch. 24 the differences. Ch. 26 compares the two forms and ends with
the assertion that tragedy is superior. Ch. 25 is an insertion, wholly
independent of its surroundings, on the ways of answering criticisms
. of the poets, especially Homer. It could reasonably have been given as
an Appendix.
The treatment is not closely parallel to that of tragedy, in part 'at
least because A. finds in Homer the model of what epic should be, and
perpetually turns to comparison with Homer in order to illustrat,e the
deficiencies of other poets, while in the case of tragedy no such model
is recognized, not even the OT.
C H A P T ER 23. Epic and its resemblance to tragedy.
Epic has al�eady been defined in relation to tragedy at 49b9-17.
59a 1 7. 11'Epl
J.LLJ.L'JTLKi]� : 5tTJi'TJf'aTtK-ils causes no difficulty. Though
the word has not previously been used, it is clearly equivalent to
•

•

•
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�,· a'ITayyt:Mas .in the definition of tragedy (49b26) and contrasted with
Ell 'Tcp '"Pa'TT££11 at 1. I 52 above. The sense of Ell p.E'TPCf' is less apparent ;
it may be the same as 'To p.E'Tpoll a'ITAovll (49bu), interpreted as 'in
metre alone and without harmony'. The whole phrase might stand
for 'metriGal narrative' ; metre as opposed .to prose does not require
mention in a work on poetry (the only min:tetic prose recognized by
A. is the mime, particularly Socratic dialogues) but it is not inap
posite in a definition. E.'s notion that it refers to history as being
�'TJ'YTJP.anK� par excellence is far-fetched. Butcher's Elll, approved by
G., is superfluous if we suppose p.E'Tpoll to exclude lyric metres ;
tragedy, apart from lyrics, is almost as completely restricted to the
iambic as epic is to the hexameter. Anyway, use of p.ETPCfJ and not
P,lTpo£s implies one metre\ But the emphatic repetition of p.ETpoll
at 59b18, defined as heroic verse at 59b32, gives some warrant for .
Heinsius' £eap.lTpCfJ here ; cf. also 49b21 'Tijs l11 £eap.bpow p.tp.TJnt<fJs.
Epic_ and hexameter are inseparable.
59819. 8paj.LUTi.Kous : there are two ways in which a narrative can be
dramatic : (a) in virtue of a unified plot : cf. Kal yap 'ITEpt'ITETnwll �Er .. . .
(the p.lpTJ p.v8ov), 59b1o, (b) by having the characters speak rather
than the author narrate, the TplTTJ Sta!f>opa of Ch. 3· In conjunction
with avvtaTallei.L it is clear that (a) is intended and the Kal before
'ITEpl p.la11 '"Pa.e,�� must be explanatory ; (b) is not mentioned, except
for �'TJ'YTJP.aTLKijs (1. 17), until _6oa7. Homer's p.tp.�aELs �pap.a'TLKas
(48b35) probably belong to type (a), though dramatic quality has
not yet been discussed ; see note ad loc.
11'Epi. "'&uv
TE"Xos : cf. sob26. The repetition is sufficient to recall
the important argument �bout ·unity of action in Ch. 7, which applies
equally to ·epic ; note p.laa in place of p.lao11 (1. 2o), as at Pl. Phileb. 31 A.
59820. �a11'Ep t�ov : the comparison of an epic to an animal with its
implication of. organic unity is repeated from sob34 ff., but here A.
concerns himself with unity alone, while in Ch. 7 he proceeded to
draw conclusions about the proper length of a play and the beauty
of its form.
59821 . T!tv oltcduv 1j8ovf)v : in this same passage of Ch. 7 the {cpo11 is
described as Ka.\&11, and it was implied that a well-constructed plot is
a thing of beauty which would give pleasure. On the other hand, the
olK€la ��o��� of tragedy was dependent on the emotions roused and
perhaps on their Ka8apats. Nothing is said about the emotions aroused
by epic, though To Oavp.aci'Toll is declared appropriate to epic and
would arouse emotion. It is not clear whether this is a fortuitous
difference of emphasis or an indication that the two forms have each
a different olKEla �8o11� and so a different 7-l.\os. It seems likely that,
as both forms have the same subject-matter and as tragedy can
achieve its end even when read and not performed, they have similar
·
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ends, and this is strongly supported by the concluding words of Ch.
26 : aEt yap OV T�V TVXOVaav �aov�V 7TOtEfV au-raS' ilia T�V ElpTJP,EVTJV,
where athaS' are the tragic and epic p.tp.?}aEtS'. This is, on the whole,
the view of G. ; E. is dubious.
Kut J'TJ
dvuL : this must be a repetition of the point made in
Ch. 9 about the relation of poetry to history, but the text is uncertain.
The reading of the Paris MS. is op.olaS' ia-roplaS' TaS' avv1}8€tS' Elvat,
which B. keeps with the change of Elvat to 8Ei:vat. This gives the
required sense, though in a topsy-turvy fashion, if Odvcit means 'to
regard as'. Anyway, ia-roplaS' -raS' avv1}8nS', 'ordinary histories', is
a dubious expression. A better solution found by Dacier is accepted
by modern editors other than B., and by Gomme, Greek Attitudes,
p. 2, Ka� p.Tj op.o[aS' ia-rop[atS' TrtS' avv8EaEtS' Efllat, 'their structures
should not be like those of histories'. The point here, however, is
not that history is less universal than poetry, · bo.t that it does not
take 'actions' for its subject, rather the events of a single period or
a sequence of unconnected events. This in effect repeats the im
portant point made in Ch. 8 that a series of events grouped round .an
individual need lead to no single -r€).oS'. Of course, in the last resort
it is on the unity of action and the necessary relation between its
parts that the philosophic quality of poetry depends, but it is the
unity which is in point here. It is noteworthy that this defect in
history is regarded as part Of its nature ; it is due tO avayKTJ, not tO
the fault of historians.
59&24 .;j 1r�dous : in Ch. ? only the epic on a Theseus or a Heracles
was considered. In an historical subject there may or may not be
a single dominant character in the narrative, hence the addition.
The same was true of some Cyclic epics (cf. 59b1, below).
ws ETUXEV EXEL 1rpos li.��TJ�u: they ha:ve a purely random associa
tion ; this is the positive statement of what is put
. negatively at
.
51 a27.
8pwc7L: in this sentence A. gives an illustration of
59&24-30. &a1rEp
historical events Ka-ra -rotk ati-rovS' xpovovS', and then mentions t�
further possibility that a history may deal with a sequence of events
extending over a longer period, which would show a similar lack of
causal connexion.
l'ciXTJ : for A., as for us, Herodotus was the
59&2 5. ,; ,.· iv. Iu�ul'ivL
principal authority for the Persi�n Wars. According to Her. 7· 166
the two battles were fought on the same day. Himera · has only
slight relevance to Salamis in that Herodotus mentions the Syracusan
claim that Gelon would have come to the help of the Greeks in spite
of the dispute about the supreme command, had it not been for the
Carthaginian threat. E. suggests that A. is here contradicting
Ephorus, who alleged (see Diodorus II. I. 4) that the Carthaginians
. •
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co-operated with the Persians in the timing of their invasion� To
establish the interest of A. in Ephorus E. quotes interesting verbal
parallels between this passage and the IntrodQctions to Diodorus 16
and 17, though there is the possibility that Diodorus is himself using
Peripatetic doctrine. The priority of Ephorus' history to the P. is
. uncertain. Ideas occuring in the later part of this chapter make their
appearance in Horace's Ars Poetica, transmitted probably through
Theophrastus.
59827. iv Tois EcjiEgijs xpovoLs : A. gives no example of history covering .
a longer period ; he might have used as. an instance· Herodotus on the
Lydian kings, I . 6--94 . The absence of a TEAos is common to both
groups of events, contemporary and successive. It could be argued
in favour of history that the issue of the conflict between Eurqpe and
. Asia is the TEAos of the Persian Wars, and that many of Herodotus'
digressions are no more irrelevant than many of Homer's episodes,
but it must be granted that the cohesion is less close and the pace
more leisurely.
.
.
59829. axE8ov 8E ot no>..>.o. t : if A. allowed that any epic poets .apart
from Homer ·achieved dramatic unity, there is certainly no sign of
it in the. P.
TouTo 8pwc7L : i.e. make the structure like that of history, 1. 21,
above.
59830. wanEp Ei'lfOI'EV ! A. has not so far said precisely this. In Ch. 8,
51823, Homer was praised for the unity of action in the Odyssey,
which does not tell of all that Odysseus did but · is restricted to a part
of his life which is a real whole, and at 56813 it is implied that the
Iliad possesses unity, though not of a kind that could be reproduced
in the medium of drama.
8EanEaLos : 'divine', an expression of enthusiasm unusual for A.,
who does not appear to have used the word elsewhere.
5983 1 . Tous O.>..>..ous : implies all other epic poets.
· either' : a previous negative must be supplied ; the
11118E : 'nor
force of the whole is something like 'he did not make the mistake of
choosing a subject without unity, and having chosen a subject with
natural unity, but one which was too vast, he did not make the whole
war his subject either, but took a single part of it with a uni�y of
its own'.
59833. f&Eyas : of actual dimensions, as p.EyE8os at 5184.
ElJa•�V01fTOS ! cf. E�O'UV07T'TOV , , E�JL""/JLOVEV'TOV (5184 and 5).
59834. f&ETpLlLtoVTa : intrans. as usually in A.
KaTanEn>..EYI'Evov Tfi noLICL>..& �: 'over-complex by reason of its
variety'. The whole story .of the Trojan War told in the compass of
the Iliad would have been as excessively c;ompressed as the whole
story of the Iliad 'put into the length of a play (56813). There is
·
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a ehange of construction here. Logic can be satisfied by supplying
loi:' dvat mentally.
59a35. EY I'EPO!i : i.e. the wrath of Achilles, which by itself would have
made a much shorter poem, an Achille£d as postulated in the earlier
days of the Homeric controversy.
I
�
'\
\ I
' � ! TWV
CI.UTWY
EV TqJ 7TOI\Ef.£qJ
f.LEpWV (R .,
7Tpayf.£aTWV
(B ., s ) 7 TWV a/\1\WV
E.). The latter is slightly to be preierred. Homer chose one part for
his subject, but he took episodes from the other parts to add variety
to his poem. This justifies the title of the Iliad, . even though the
poem does not include the natural end, the fall of Troy.
59&36. 1ro��ois : for instance most things between the end of Bk. 1 and
the fulfilment of Zeus' promise to Thetis, which begins in Bk. 8.
vEwv Ka.TuXOyftl : a conspicuous example because it is appropriate to
the beginning of the war, not to its tenth year. The same is true of
the episode in which Helen on the walls of Troy points· out the Greek
heroes (3. 16o-244).
59837. 8tu�ui'IJavEt ! the plot, the essential minimum, of the poem is
divided by the insertion of episodes ; cf. Ph. 213a33 : oul.CJTflf.La, 0
'8ta�ap,{M.vet ro 7T8.v C1Wf.£a WCJTE elvat ,.,� CJVVEXES. As E.. objects, such
translations as Butcher's 'diversifies' fail to bring out the alterna
tion of plot and episode : cf. Dion. Hal. Isocr. 4 : To Ota�ap,{M.veu8at
\ . t . -� I
�I
/:. I
O.iJ.OEtataV
E7TEtCJOotOtS.
TfJV
Kat\ sEVOtS
Kul
� : the first ICal (K. 1repl lva xpovov) must be rendered
59b l . Kul
'or', the second could as well be explanatory.
11'0�UI'EPil : cf. · s6ai2 ; f7T07TOttKOV of. Myw TO 1ToMp,v8ov, and note,
where it was suggested that 1roMp,v8ov could well be exchanged with
1roAvp,£pfj in this passage. 1roAvp,epfj is preferred here to contrast with
the p,Epos which Homer selected (s9a35).
o ,.a, Ku,p&u • .• • I''Kpav . ' l�t&Su: it is by no means clear that
either the Cypria- or the Little Iliad could fairly be described as being
about a single action, If Photius' summary is to be trusted, the
former extended from the Judgement of Paris to the arrival of
the Greeks before Troy and had no obvious end, the latter from the
contest for Achilles' arms to the ·departure of the Greeks and had no
obvious beginning. The extreme example of lack of unity is afforded
by the Nostoi, dealing with the misfortunes of various heroes on the
�ay home from Troy and after their return. The best account in
English of the Epic Cycle and its problems is still Monro's appendix
to his edition of Od. 13-24. The fragments and Photius' Epitome of
Proclus' summary of the Cycle are given in T. W. Allen's _O.C.T.
(revised ed. 1946) and in the Loeb Hesiod and Homeri� Hymns,
the Trojan Cycle in E. Bethe, Homer, 2. 149-293· Traditionally the
Cypria was attributed to Stasinus, the Little Iliad to Arctinus. For the
. omission of o before Ka; T�v p,tKpav cf. Herod. 2. 57· 3, De Caelo 316a1o.
'
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59b2-4, To&yupouv
fLOYu& : 1TOtE"i'Tat as applied to Iliad and Odyssey
must mean 'can be made' (cf. 62bS ylvovTat). The idea is probably
that the wrath of Achilles would make a . single play, while the
Odyssey would make two plays, one concerned with the . hero's
wandc;:rings, the other with the situation in Itha(:a. It is not relevant
that other plays could be made out of individual episodes, e.g.
Rhesus, as this throws no' light on the unity of the basic plot� In. this
respect there is no inconsistency with the statements 56ar2, that the
Iliad is 1ro>.:up.v8os, and 62b4, that a number of tragedies can be made
out of any epic. But the Little Iliad is particularly 1ro>.up.v8os.
59b4, 1ro��u£ : e.g. Judgement of Paris, Rape of Helen, Gathering of
the Greek Host, Achilles on Scyros, Telephus, Quarrel of Achilles and
Agamemnon, Iphigeneia at Aulis, and Protesilaus ; these are all
p.lpTJ, not mere episodes.
59b4-7. �eul ri)s f.L&Kpas
[Tp«t»ci8Es] : 'more than eight' is a most un
likely expression, and there can be no doubt that the original list of
eight ended with �ea� a1To1r>.ovs, and that the addition of 1r>.Eov took
place when �eal Elvwv �eal TpcpaSEs were introduced, whether or not
from the margin� The superfluous conjunctions· confirm this, and
further Sinon is out of chronological order ; see M., pp. 91-3.
.
Problems a�ise from the list of titles. First, are they titles of
plays or subjects for possible plays ? In view of the meaning . of
1Tot€i'Tat at 1. 3 the second view would be preferable, but Aa�eatva'
must be the title of a play derived from its Chorus (Spartan women
attendant on Helen), not the subject of a potential play. There is no
evidence for the existence of plays on some of the subjects mentioned,
but it is not difficult to believe that there were such plays.
Further difficulties arise from the plays themselves. The subjects
agree pretty well with the account of the subject-matter in eight.
books given by Proclus, though the last two of the eight plays belong,
according to him, to the 'I>.lov 7repois. This probably indicates an
overlap between the two epics, which was eliminated in the 'Cycle' .
for the sake · of continuity. E.'s suggestion that the whole list -is
a Byzantine insertion based on Photius' summary of Proclus does not
compel agreement.
59b5. otov : in the sense exempli gratia not scilicet.
81r�wv Kp(a&s : title of the first play of Aeschylus' Ajax Trilogy.
•L�OKT1}TTJS : possibly Soph. '.�>. £v Tpolq.. The surviving play
- deals
with an earlier part of the story, P. on Lemnos.
59b6, NEO'II'TO�Ef'OS : N. was fetched from Scyros and given" his father's
arms. According to the version of the story used in Soph. Phil. N.'s
return preceded the bringing of Philoctetes to Troy, but there is no
need for N. to take part in · this action. N,icomachus is said to have
written a Neoptolemus.
.
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Eupu1ruXo!i : E., son of Telephus, came to fight on the Trojan side
and was killed by Neoptolemus. No play with this title is recorded.
11'TwxEla : Odysseus entered Troy as a spy disguised as a beggar (cf.
Od. 4. 247 ff.). No play with this title is known.
· AO.KaLvaL : Odysseus and Diomede entered Troy in secret and with
Helen's help stole the Palladium. Sophocles wrote a play of this
name.
IMou 11'Epal!i : title of a play by lophon.
59b7. ci11'o11'Xou!i : not a known title, but a play on Polyxena might
have been so described, since her sacrifice was the· condition of the
Greek departure, and the Troades actually ends with the sailing of
the fleet. Vahlen takes it to be about the pretended departure of the
Greeks when they went no further than Tenedos, making with Sinon
and Troades a group of plays, the Iliou persis. G. suggests the flight
of Aeneas.
[Ilvwv] : title of a play by Sophocles. It must have dealt with the
Wooden Horse : cf. Virgil, Aen. 2. 57-rg8.
[Tpftlc18e!i] : no doubt the play of Euripides.
.
The point is that they are independent entities not subordinated,
as they should be, to the whole epic.
·

C HA P T ER 24
Down to 59br6 the subject continues to be the ground common to
tragedy and epic. The remainder of the chapter is concerned with the
differences, especially the admissibility of the marvellous and irrational.
59b8. Tel ei81) : this refers to 55b32, where three of the ei81J here specified
are mentioned, and there is a mystery about the fourth ; see note
·
ad loc.
' 8ei: see below, t 9 n.
59b9. Tel 1£EPTJ : these obviously suggest the p.lpTJ defined in Ch. 6, on
which, ostensibly, the · ei8TJ were based. Apart from p.e>..o1roda and
oifns they were p.v8os, �8os, 8tavota, >..Eg,s. The two last are mentioneP,
in 1. II. Before them we should expect to find p.v8os and �8os. In
stead we find 7TEpt7TETEtat, avayvwplaets, and 7Tcl8T], which were given in
Ch. I I as the parts of p.v8os. �8os is perhaps omitted because we
have already had the �8tKov el8os. Solmsen argued, CQ 29 (1935), 195,
followed by M., p. 146, that we have here a series of clauses relating
to p.epTJ superimposed on .a passage about ei81J. The double reference
to Mgts Kal a,&vota in ll. II and r6 supports this.
The sense of the passage is affected by our translation of 8�t lxew
1. 8. It can mean either 'must have' as a consequence of its own
nature (so B. and S. and apparently others who do not comment), or
. 'ought to have' though it does not always (cf. 8et avvtaTavat 59ar8).

C OM M E N T A R Y
E . alone;: takes the latter view, and carries on the constr. to the clause
Kal T-a
Tavnf in ll. 9 and 10 im;tead of supplying ecTTt. This view is
supported by en �£ (1. 7) carrying on the statement of what epic
ought to be in contrast to what most poets make of it. But E. has to
accept the drastic conclusion that epic poets other than Homer are
so null that their poems defy classification. Being a mere accumula
tion of episodes, they are not ethical, or pathetic, or anything else.
'
But as El�os is normally used, all members of a ciass belong to one
El�os of it or another. This is implied of tragedy at 55b32 and the
yap of� yap a:rr>.fjv (I. 9) is best understood as showing a similar neces
sary consequence. On the whole SEi should be understood in ·
the sense €g civayK7JS. That some epics belong to two E;a., at once
(ll. ·13-15, below) makes it no more likely that an epic can belong to
no ElSos.
59b1 1 . "11'a8TJJ.LGTwv : it is natural to refer this to the definition of 1ra071
given at 52b11 in association with peripeteia and · anagnorisis, though
ev Tq, tf>av£pcp 'on the stage' has no application to narrative poetry.
There is no lack in epic of horrors vividly described, ·like the d�ath
ofHector or the Cyclops' cannibalism, but except for the metre they
cannot be distinguished from similar descriptions in the Messengers'
speeches of tragedy. A. might be thinking of scenes of physical
distress such as would produce 1ra81J iv Tq, tf>av£pcp in a tragedy ; more
likely he is using miO., in its generally accepted sense.
ET'
EXEW KaXw� : this is a desideratum, not a logical necessity.
The SEi, in this case with no suggestion of necessity, is carried forward
from the previous clause as if A. had written �Ei Twv �tavotw� Kal.
Tfjs MgEws Ka>.wv. ·
59b13. Kai. "11'pWTO� Kai. lKavw� : probably an expression of approbation
without temporal reference. iKavos in A. often carries a notion of
completeness (cf. 49a8), and it is not unenthusiastic by comparison
with 1TaVTa V1TEp{NfJA7JKEV (L I6, below), as might appear.
tcai. yap : if an epic is complex, it is complex for the same reason
as a tragedy. . It is possible that the application to epic poetry of
these technical terms from tragedy was a novelty.
G.'s addition of EKaT£pw.s after £KaTEpov (Riccatdianus has £KaTEpov
awTEp) improves the run of the sentence but is no� indispensable.
it8,K1} : it is one of the difficulties of A.'s classi
59b14. auvEaTTJKEY
fication that Ei�7J are by nature mutually exclusive, as the use of Tf
suggests in II. 8 and 9, above, yet pathetic and ethical plays must also
be either siniple or complex. Only he�e, in relation to· epic, do we
·find one work explicitly assigp.ed to two categories ; see notes on
55b32 ff
. That the Iliad should be accounted simple is not unreasonable, at
least in comparison with the Odyssey. Yet it is typical of the narrow
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and technical approach of A. that he ignores the inner irony of the

Iliad, when Achilles in his passion to avenge the injury done him by

Agamemnon inflicts upon himself the ultimate disaster of Patroclus'
death, a sequence of events 1rapa T�v So�av a�· 0:,\A'T/Aa if ever there was
one. But it is not brought to a fine point in the kind of compressed
scene which A. approved. There is an anagnorisis of a sort in the m{!et
ing of Glaucus and Diomede, and a peripeteia in the a1To1rAovs in Bk. 2.
· 59b 1 5. civayvwplaLs ycJ.p 8lo"-ou : a natural result of the situation when
Odysseus n�aches Ithaca ; he knows who everyone is, no one knows
who he is. There is also the 'realization', as when Polyphemus
realizes that by his blinding the prophecy has come true in an
unexpected way.
T)8lK'I\ : see 56ar and n. If �o�Kos means that the characters of the
persons in the epic are differentiated, the Iliad too is �8tKos according
to 6oan, though the Odyssey shows character on more levels. If it
means morally edifying, it is true that the Odyssey ends with the
more virtuous characters on top, but it has not an obviously pro
founder moral lesson than ·the Iliad. For the association of the
Odyssey with TO 7}8tKov cf. [Longinus] 9· I S ·
59b 1 6. 1rpos 8€ TOihoLs : the reference of TovTots is obscure, and the
reference to the supremacy of Homer in diction and thought (cf.
Strabo r : I. 2) after ols . . . iKavws at 11. I 2, I3, is superfluous : see note
on 1. 9, above. Edd. except B. and S. prefer to read 1ravTas and to
make Homer the subject of V1T£p{3€f3A.71K£v. R. considers 1ravTaS"
V1T£p{3€f3>."flTdt in Strabo, loc. cit., to be evidence in its favour.
·

·

59b1 7-6085. The subject now changes from the resemblances to differ
ences between epic and drama already adumbrated at 49b 1 1 . The
change would provide a better place for the beginning of Ch. 2 4.
The two formal differences, length and metre, are discussed first,
length to 1. 31, metre thereafter to 6oas.
59b 17. n]s auaTciaEws : here 'the thing composed', equivalent to TTol71ats,
as at 6oa3. In most of the previous occurrences the emphasis was on
the organization required for the composition of a work.
59b 18. ToG J.LEV o�v p.'l\icous
Etpf)p.Evos : the general considerations
governing the length of a poem, or the dimensions of a structure,
if it 1s to be satisfying and intelligible, were given in Ch. 7 ; these are
now applied to the case of epic. The ideal length of tragedy was
determined by its basic structure which contains the passage of
a dominant character from good to bad fortune or the reverse. The
length of epic might have been determined in the same way, but
(I ) in many epics there was no one dominant character, (2) more
important, it is in the nature of the epic tradition to tolerate more
and longer episodes than tragedy.
•

•
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59b19. auvop&a8a&: d. Evavvo7TTOS (51a4). Though the satisfaCtion
given by harmonious proportions is not here mentioned, there is no
need to doubt that epic too n:tay supply it ; but as construction of
epic is less tight, so it will be less marked.
59b20. TWV f'EV cipxa£wv : probably 'poems' are to be supplied, rather
than 'poets' as E. would have it. The reference must be mainly to the
Iliad and Odyssey, since we are told that the cyclic epics were much
shorter ; the Cypria in eleven Books, the longest of them, was less
than half the length of. the Iliad. The Thebaid of Antimachus ·was of
. inordinate l�ngth, but it could not be reckbned among Ta &.pxaia.
59b2 1 . TO 1T"-ij8os : 'the quantity'. A. mu st be referring to the condi
tions of his own day when three tragedies were given at a single
sitting. At · this time only one satyr-play · was performed at the
Dionysia, and though A., as l}istorian of drama, must have been well
aware that in the fifth century each poet competed at the Dionysia
with three tragedies and a satyr-play, he could not have supposed
that his readers would interpret To 7TA:7j8os in that sense.
Assuming that the average length of a tragedy did not change
between the. late fifth century and A.'s time, three tragedies would
amount to 4,ooo-s,ooo lines which would take a long half-day in
performance ; an epic with longer lines but less business would need
about the same. An audience cannot be expected to give its atten
tion for longer than this at a stretch, but in Yiew of the Statement at
51l16, 7 that the limits of length set by the physical conditions of the
contests have nothing to do with the Tlxv71, A. seems to be thinking
here, not of the longest poem which can be given in a single per
formance, but of the whole to. be constructed out of sufficient parts
of the right size. The Argonautira of Apollonius Rhodius is of about
the length that A. prescribes.
59b23. E1TEICTE£VEa8aL : cf. ssbrs, r6 : £v p.ev OVJ' Tois 8pap.aa'v Tel £'Tma68,a
avvTop.a, � 8' £TTo7Toda TovTo's P.71KVVETa,, more and longer episodes can
. be introduced.
59b24-26. I'TJ iv8exEa8a&
f'Ovov : one would expect this to mean
'give as representations many parts (of the action) at the same time
· as they happen (lit. are done)', a feat which could be performed only
by batteries of television cameras. Accordingly ap.a must be taken
Only with 7TpaTT0p.Eva 'which happen at the same time', i.e. in the
mythic�! action which is the subject of play or poem, and similarly
at }. 27, be]OW1 ap.a must be taken With 'TTEpa,vOp.EVa not With 'TTO,EiV.
Two events which happened, or are supposed to have happened, at
the same time cannot be represented as so happening on the stage
(though by rapid switching from one scene to the other it can be
achieved, more or less, in the cinema). The point which A. makes
here is that in epic, which is narrative, it i� possible to describe in
•
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•
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24. 59b28]

rapid succession a number of different events which happened at the
same time ; hence the complexity of some of the battle-scenes in
the Iliad. It is worth pointing out that in fact Homer very. rarely
describes events as simultaneous. · In the interests of clarity he
avoids doubling back in time, and prefers . to make events which
would naturally have occurred simultaneously follow one after the
other. The most striking examples of this are to be found in the
Odyssey. When Telemachus has reached Sparta., the narrative
switches to the departure of Odysseus from Calypso's island and his
journey by way of Scheria to Ithaca. As Telemachus has now
finished his bt1siness at Sparta,jt would be natural for him to go
home. · Yet he is delayed at Sparta for a fortnight in order that we
may not return to his story until Odysseus has reached Eumaeus'
hut, where he can conveniently be detained while Telemachus is
making his way home. The subject of time in Homer was fully
discussed by Zielinski, Philol. Suppl. 8 (1889), 405-49, see also P.
Mazon, Introd. a l'Iliade (Paris, 1942), p. 29. Virgil, writing for a more
sophisticated public, does allow simultaneous actions and thereqy
increases the dramatic concentration of his narrative.
It is sometimes said, e.g. by B. ad loc., that we have here an in
direct recognition of the unity of place. In strict · logic, at least, this
is not so. A.. does not say that different places cannot be .staged
successively. Had frequent changes of scene been customary, Greek
drama would no doubt have gained in flexibility, but it would not
have led to the representation of events as simultaneous. In the
Ajax, for instance, where there is a change of scene, the suicide of
Ajax is represented as taking place after the arrival of the Messenger,
though in the conditions obtaining the two events might well have
been simultaneous. There is a very real sense in which · drama is
better placed than epic for handling two p.lpTJ at once. In the Mes
senger's speech two situations are amalgamated as they never can
be in epic. The action conjured up before the eyes by the Messenger's
vivid narrative is itself part of a situation �here emotionally
charged information is being imparted to a character and usually. to
the Chorus which, though less immediately concerned, responds en
masse. The death of Neoptolemus is combined with the sorrow of
Peleus, the passing of Oedipus with the conflicting emotions of his
daughters, the triumph of Salamis with the dismay of the Persian
Queen.
59b25. E'II'L Ti)s aKT)vi)s : 'on the stage', or 'by the stage building' ; see
55a28 n.
59b28. ol�edwv ovTwv : 'provided· they have a real connexion with the .
subject' referring to episodes, which can be included in p.lp7J. Cf.
��
\
,..,
�\
55b IJ : 01TWS oE ECTTa£ 0£/CE£« Ta E1TE£CTOo£a.
•
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oyKos : 'volume' and so 'dignity'. In later criticism the word is
associated with the - grandeur or· pomposity of Aeschylus ; cf.- Plut.
]}f. 79 A and the Vit. Aesch., 5, 14. Epic owes some of its quality to
being on the grand scale.
59b29. J&EYQ�011'pE11'ELQV : like oyKoS only here in the P. (but oyKW01JS at
I. 35, below). . Elsewhere A. uses it in a personal sense, p.eya>.o1TpE1rfj Kat
oep.vov (R. 1367h1). Later it became almost a technical term for the
qualities of the grand style.
To J&ETQj3Q.��ELv Tov aKouovTQ : the nearest thing to a parallel is Pol.
1340822 : f'ETafU.>J.op.ev T�v ifiux�v when listening to certain kinds of
music. Here it must mean 'procurer a l'auditeur le plaisir du
changement', as H. puts it, which is shorthand rather than Greek ;
but if we make p.ETa{Ja>.Aetv intrans. the structure is even· more
awkward.
59b30. E'II'ELCJ'OlhoGv QVOJ&O,OLS E11'ELao8ioLs : the emphasis is on avop.olots.
There is plenty of room in epic, so the poet can use not only a num
ber of episodes (cf. £1retaoolots KEXP7JTat avTwv 1ro>J.oi's 59•35), but ones
which are unlike each other, as the Catalogue and the story . of.
Bellerophon, . thus attaining a variety which is beyond the range of
tragedy. The absence of the article has led some commentators to
take the expression as explanatory. This rather unsatisfactory
sentence would be improved if we had TO €1Tetoootovv followed by
explanatory p.eTafJ&.>.Aew. For the importance of variety see R.
i37I•25.
59b3 1. 1r�YJpoGv : 'satiating', usually followed by an ace. as 8Jp.ov, or
a gen. as oai'Tos.
·

59b3 1 -60.8 5. The metre of epic.
59b32. 'l}pwLKov : used by A. as. the adj. of Tfpws in all senses, �pipos (6o•3)
·

only of the metre of heroic verse, i.e. the hexameter.
6.1ro ri}s 1rdpQs : 'as a result of trial'. This is an inference on the
part of A., who did not know of the unsuccessful trial of any other
metre for epic poetry. For A. metres like genres are there ready to
be used ; they are not invented by poets or improvisers, who merely
realize their potentialities ; cf. 48b30 : KaTa TO app.oTTOV KaL TO lap.{Jei'ov
�>.Be p.ETpov. The 'technical' reasons why it is appropriate are given
below at ll. 34, 35, but it was on empirical grounds, not from know
ledge, that the metre was used. There is no inconsistency with q,vots
6o•4, because q,?Jats and 1relpa share the opposite pole to TEXVTJ
(cf. 47819)·
.
59b34. a11'pE11'ES : the opposite of 'app.orrov.
aTG.C7LJ&WTQTov : aTautp.os means 'stately', like the speech of the
great-souled man in EN ! 125814. Similarly among harmonies the
Dorian is oTaatp.�TClTTJ (Pol. 1342bi3). Its opposite is KtvTJTtKos.
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59b35. yXwTTa.� : see on 57ll3. It is clear from 6xaxo that A . was conscious
that what was to him a y.\wTTa could have been a KVpwv ovoJLa to
Homer. At 59a10 it was said that, while y.\wTTa' were suitable to epic,
metaphors were proper rather to iambic verse (similarly R. x4o6b3)·
It · is possil;>le that A. has similes in mind here. The EtKwv, not men
tioned in P., is regarded as a kind of metaphor at R. 14o6b2o, but one
more suited to poetry.
59b36. trEpLTTfJ ycJ.p
: as aii argument this would be circular ; it is an
emphatic restatement of what is already implied. Because narrative
poetry is on a greater scale the hexameter is · the only appropriate
metre ; the hexameter being exceptionally weighty can take rare
words and similes (see previous note). Now we are toJd in explanation
that narrative poetry surpasses other forms (Twv a.Uwv is gen. of
comparison), presumably in being receptive of y.\wTTa' and JLETa
cf>opal. Twining's TaVT?J makes the sense clearer.
59b37. To 8€ i.a.t-LJ3Eiov
: we return to the qualities of metres, liu�
a.\.\wv being in the nature of a digression. These statements about
iambic and trochaic verse stress by contrast what has been .said
about the hexameter. A.'s views on rhythms as given here, in R.,
and in the last Book of the Politics, where they are considered in
some detail, probably reflect the speculations ·of Damon ; cf. Pol.
1341b32 : 'T�V litalpEatv ci1roliEXOJLE0a 'TWV JLE.\wv ws litatpoiJa{ 'TWES 'TWV £v
' 1J' 0£Ka' 'Ta' OE
(> '
.J.. '
.J.. \
' · The oppOSl"t'IOn
'f'£1\0I70'f't1f1
11paKT£Ka,' , , , 'Tt0EV'TES.
'Ta' JLEV
u-rautJLWTEpov / Ktv"'lnKov appears at Pol. 1340b9. For the (trochaic)
tetrameter see 49a21 n., 23 n. Our own impression of Greek metres
does not accord very closely with what A. says, except that the
iambic is obviously nearest to the rhythm of ordinary speech. The
hexameter in Greek, if not in Latin, might seem rapid rather than
stately. In English the trochaic is lighter than the iambic, though we
are perhaps not justified in using for accentual verse a nomenclature
invented for quantitative verse. But the ethos of trochaic tetrameters
used by Archilochus and Solon and by the tragic poets is not ob
viously related to the spirit of the dance. S�e the reference to
Maas's Greek Metre (49a23 n,).
60&1, trpa.KTLKov : as B. says in his note on 49a23, 11paKnKos should mean
11pa�Ews IL'JL71TtKos as T]OtKos means �Oovs IL'IL"'InKos. In support ofthe
same view Twi,p.ing, ii. 6, cited Probl. 922h24 : KaTa lie T�v imoliwptaTi Kai
imocf>pvytaTi 11paTTOJLEv, o ovK olKEiov ean xopip� which supports a cor
responding parallel between the action of dialogue and the reflec
tions of a chorus. On the same principle at Pol. 1341b34, where �-''-'"'�
are divided into i}OtKa, wpaK'TtKa, ev0ovataU'TtKa1 it should mean 'en
couraging activity in those who hear them'. 11paKnKos is contrasted
with 0Ewp1JTtKos (EN 1 139a28) ; cf. Horace, AP 82 natum rebus agendis.
UT011'WTEpov : the comparative is in relation to a11pm£s (59b34).
·
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60&2. Et J.uyvuoL TLS a.{JTCi, wa11'Ep Xa.tpftJ.Lc,v : should refer to the types of

metre already me11tioned, hexameter, trochaic, and· iambic ; it
might be used. loosely of p.eTpa in . general. However, if p.eTpov ex
cludes lyric metres, the only other .type that Chairemon is likely to
have · used is . the anapaest. At 47b2o-23 Chaeremon's poem was
described as a p.tKT� pat/Jw8·(a which mixed together c'i1ravTa Ta p.ETpa.
See notes ad loc.
60&3. wa11'Ep EL11'0J.LEV : usually referred to 49a24, where we are told in
connexion with the development of tragedy that, as here, if>vats
found the appropriate metre, in that case the iambic, though only
after a false start · with the tetrameter. It may refer only to the
beginning of the passage a?TO TfjS 7TElpas ; see 59b32 n.
60a4. 'cJ»uaLs : as iii the passage just ·cited, and also ·at 49a4; it is a ques
tion whether the if>vats is that of the genre or of poets, since both
undeniably possess a if>va,s. It is slightly more likely that human ·
cpvats was in A.'s mind, since avTfi at the end of the line, which is the
p.aKpa avaTaats, would be superfluous if the avaTaats was aJso the
subject of the clause.
.
60&5-1 1 . Homer's dramatic quality. This has nothing to do with
likenesses or differences between epic. and tragedy ; the passage
stands in isolation.
6085. "OJ.L'I')pos 8£ . : when A. had to speak earlier of the excessive
length of some ancient epic, Homer was not mentioned by name. A.
now returns to the more agreeable duty of extolling him.
60a6. f.Lovos : it is surprising if all the poets of the cycle, to say nothing
of later epic poets, denied themselves the pleasure of putting speeches
into their characters• mouths, even though their work may have
lacked structural unity. In fact passages of direct speech occur in the
scanty fragments. Further, Nestor spoke throughout a monstrous
· digression in the Cypria, and Thetis sang a dirge iri the Aethiopis.
But no doubt Homer did impersonate more than others.
60&7. ou . JlLJl'I'JTftS : the distinction between the poet who narrates
and the _one who makes his work 'dramatic' by putting part of his
matter into the mouths of his characters in the -form of spe.eches was
made in Ch. 3·
6oas. JlLJl'I'JTftS : this is a restricted sense of p.lp.TJats as in Pl. Rep. 392 D ff.
According to A.'s normal usage the epic poet is a P.'P.T'JT�s o?Tov8alwv
regardless of whether he uses direct speech. Cf. the end of note on
48a2o-24.
ot
O.>.>.oL: mainly the cyclic poets, but there is no need to ex
clude A.'s contemporary, Antimachus, though one may wonder how
he expended twenty-four Books in the process of bringing his heroes
before Thebes if he did not give them a generous allowance of speeches.
60&9. ciyc,v&tovTa.t : in place of Alyovo' (cf. 1. 7, above). &.ywvl,Ea8at is
.
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used of any sort of public appearance in a · competitive situation ·
whether of actor, rhapsode, or orator iri the courts. It makes a poor
contrast to p.tp.ovvmt, since actors can equally well be said aywv!,£a0at.
£iaay£t (1. 10) suggests that the metaphor is from the stage, though G.
quotes Rep. 381 D to show that the word could be used of 'bringing
in' characters in other forms of poetry . . Anyway the distinction is
between narration and impersonation, the meaning of p.tp.ovvTat here.
60a to. O.XXo TL �eo� : edd. from the days of Castelvetro were inclined
to treat �Oo� as superfluous in the light of what follows. For n with
oqt 'a subs. cf. enp�v n at 48a21. But it has generally been retained
since Vahlen (p. 316) set out the arguments for �Oo�
1rpoaw1Tov. ·
Gomperz, however, (3), p. 40, arg\1ed with some force that the two
passages from the R. on which Vahlen mainly relied, 1388h31 and
1408a27, showed nothing ; as in many other cases either meaning ·
gives perfectly good sense. Only here in all A. is the sense 'dramatis
persona' unavoidable, and so general is the natural ambiguity that
clear examples are hard to find elsewhere. At Rep. 496 B, which is
sometimes cited, both �Oo� and t/Jvx� are used rather self-consciously.
But the extension of meaning from �Oo� to 1rpoaw1Tov is very natural.
If we reject it, certain consequences follow for the interpretation of
Ch. IS.
The other characters would be gods, ghosts, children, etc.
60a 1 1 . ixovTa �eo� : supply eKaaTov. The alternative fJ81J would mean
'characteristics'.
=

60a t t -b5. The section on epic ends withfurther differences between it and
tragedy; To Oavp.aaTov and To a.\oyov are more suitable to epic. It has
been noted, especially by G., that A. writes · here with direct
reference to what the poet ought to do rather than to the nature of
the forms ; there is a similar change of angle in the latter part
of the section oil tragedy. Possibly we have here an anticipation of
the arrangement in terms of ars-artifex which is supposed to have
been a feature of Hellenistic treatises. See C. 0. Brink, Horace on
·
Poetry, pp. 20 ff.
6()B1 1 -14. 8Ei
Tov trpciTToyTa: since the epic poet does not produce
his action before the eyes of spectators, he can slur over the
improbabilities.
60a t 2. To eauJ.LaaTov : this was associated at 52a4 with Ta 1rapa T�v
86eav, and so with peripeteia and anagnorisis, the vital parts of the
complex plot. The thrill it produces is called EK7TA1Jet>. This suggests
that the emotional Tl.\o� of epic is very close to that of tragedy,
· whether or not both might be accompanied by katharsis.
60B13. TO aAoyov : mentioned as a fault in tragedy at 54b6, and again
later in this chapter. The natural connexion between Oavp;aaTci and
•

•

.
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a;\oya is close. Beyond a certain point the marvellous becomes in
credible and loses its effect, but it is more possible p.ii;\;\ov EvalXETat
to get away with it in narrative than in drama. But not all a,\oya
rouse emotion ; all 8avp.acml. do. As compared wjth Ch. 9 there is a
considerable shift of emphasis here from
' universal significance to the
merely exciting.
608 1 5 . TTJV "E�eTopos 8iw�LV : ll. 22. 131 ff. Hector lost heart as he saw .
Achilles approach. He turned to flee, and Achilles pursued him
round the · walls of Troy ; it was in the course of this pursuit that
Achilles shook his head to warn the Greeks not to intervene and so
rob him of his glory. The same passage is discussed in the next
Chapter, 60b24-26, Where it is Called not an a;\O')'OV but an aavvaTov ;
see note ad loc.
60& 1 7. Aa.v9lLvEL ! sc. ov�a ')'£;\oi'a.
To 8E 9a.ul'a.aTov �8u : at R. 1371331 the pleasure of To Oavp.aan)v is
explained by the desire to learn. 7a 8avp.aaTa awaken curiosity ; the
satisfaction of this desire involves the relaxation of tension in the
soul as it returns to its normal state with curiosity satisfied. . This
has no application here. There is a simple, unanalysable pleasure in
hearing surprising things. ·
60&1 8-26. Closely connected with To a;\oyov as an element in To
8avp.aan)v is TO ifJ£v�o�. For an a;\oyov is something which will not
stand up to examination. Homer is praised for a particularly effec
tive expedient which veils TO ifJ£vao�. Here A.'s ifJ£vMj Mynv w� a£i'
is in direct confljct with Rep. 377 D, where Homer is condemned
because p.T] �ea;\w� ifJ£va1JTat.
608 19. Tous aAAous : this should refer to other epic poets, though one
would have thought that, if they made frequent use of such devices,
A. would have been less unenthusiastic about them.
60&20. 1ra.pa"Aoyta11os : this has already occurred in connexion with
anagnorisis as a subdivision of a. EK av;\;\oytap.ov (55a13).
60&22-24. 8Lo 8ei
: if A is riot true, but if A is such that if it were
true B would follow (even though B can happen otherwise than as
a consequence of A), the poet should add B (7rpoa8£i'vat) · to his false
statement A ; then his audience, seeing that B is true, will infer falsely
that A, of which it is a natural, though not a necessary, consequence,
is true too.
60&25; +uxiJ : i.e. as the organ of reason : cf. 1Tapa;\oyl{£Tat � a,&.vota Pol.
1307b35·
1ra.plL8eLyl'a. . . . Nitnpwv : this is a perfectly good example of a false
inference, but it is an inference made by a cha.racter in the story,
and its effect depends on the awareness of the audience that it is
false. It would have been more helpful if A. had given an example of
some impossibility in Homer's narrative which Homer made plausible
•

•

•
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by showing i t as the antecedent of something real, e.g. Odysseus'
fabulous swim followed by his natural exhaustion.
60826. Twv N£1rTpwv : see notes to 54b29, 55813. The passage here re
ferred to must be Od. 19. 22o-48, which precedes the foot-washing.
In the absence of numbered books for reference the named episodes
.
must have been given a wide extension. · The false inference made by
Penelope was that, since the stranger gave a correct account of the
clothes Odysseus was wearing when he visited Crete on his way to
Troy, the stranger must have met Odysseus (he could have de
scribed his clothes from hearsay) and that the rest of his story must
be true.
A different possibility is suggested by the Porphyry schol. to Od.
19. 467, which would refer the paralogismos to · the actual recognition
arising from the Niptra : )1., · 4>au�v, Jm>tci.p.{Jave-ra' -roiJ To,oV-rov
&.vayvwp,up.oiJ Mywv ws apa Ka'Ta 'TOV '1T0'1J'T�V TtP 'TO,OV'Tq> Aoyq> '1TiiS
ov>t�v €xwv ·oavuuevs lunv. Odysseus wa's wounded as a boy, and if
alive must still have a scar ; t!!e Stranger has a scar, therefore the
Stranger is Odysseus. This ignores the fact that not all scars are the
same or on the same part of the body. A. cannot have been guilty of
such simplicity, and cf>aulv suggests that the account is garbled.
Other quotations from the Homeric Problems do not admit to any
doubt as to what A. said. But probably A. did say something in that
· work criticizing the recognition, and the same point may be alluded
to here. In any case it is not the audience which is qeceived ; it
.is only Penelope or Eurycleia who is allowed to be convinced on in
adequate evidence.
What the deception of the audience by '1Tapa.Aoy,up.os comes down to
is that, the more realistic details are inserted in an account of an
improbable event, the more probable it is made to seem. To take the
instance of an O.>toyov given in another coml.exion at 1. 36, below, the
landing of Odysseus in his sleep by the Phaeacian mariners, the vivid
account of Odysseus' feelings when he awoke, his sense of grievance
that he had been deceived, his relief that his tripods and cauldrons
were still with him, his apprehension that he might be discovered
sitting among his treasures, all these help to 'add verisimilitude' to
the fabulous narrative of the night-voyage. A. himself considers
charm of style the justification for this absurdity.

__

60826-60bl. Further recommendations regarding a>toya.
60826. 11'pOQ&peia9QC �- O.ttC9QvQ : sc. f''f'7Juau8a, :as at 6ob17, 18. The
exact bearing on the discussion of this famous principle; which is
introduced again at 61bn, is not quite clear. It would appear from
TE , -re that it is to be taken clo�ely with what follows, but &.avvaTa
are not mentioned again, and the examples are examples of a.Aoya.
•

•

•
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What is the relation of a�vvaTa to a..\oya ? The two are distinguished
at 6rb23, but it would seem natural that an a..\oyov in the structure
would give rise to individual incidents which were aauvaTa. A likely
reason for the introduction here 'of the similar, but not identical,
claSS Of a�VVaTa is that With a..\oya -the epigram WOUld not WOrk.
a,.\oya ElK6Ta p.Q.,.\,.\ov � EV..\oya U7TL8ava WOUld be a COntradiction in
terms. The significance of the saying lies in the undoubted truth that
a series of events containing no impossibility may strike an audience
as much less convincing than one which maintains . the sequence of
cause and effect but requires suspension of disbelief oli some inci
dental impossibility. Few coincidences are impossible ; but a plot
which turns on unlikely coincidences violates the feeling for logical
coherence. It does not. trouble a sophisticated audience that Medea
murders her riv�l with 'a poison unknown to science, but �he un
motivated arrival of Aegeus at a convenient moment causes dis
satisfaction. Although A. condemns it, the anachronism (if that is
the point) of the introduction of the Pythian Games into the story of
Electra could be taken as an instance
. of an inoffensive a�vva.Tov
(cf. 6ob3o).
60B27. Myous : = p.v8ovs ; see note on 55a34· 60a2S. j.LEpwv O.Mywv : a p.epos is a substantial part ; A. passes over the
odd incident. Though in epic it is possible to get away with a..\oya
(6oai2), they are undesirable.
60a29. j.LU9Euj.LaTos : only here, not to be distinguished from p.vOov. The
same stipulation, that the a..\oyov should be in the antecedents rather
than in the action, was made (54b7) with the same instance of the OT
and it is more appropriate to drama than to epic. .
60a30. To j.LTJ d8E\Ia, : the ace. is governed by EXE' understood from
£xnv, above.
60a3t. T� 8pO.j.LaTL: the ostensible 'subject is epic, but A. is always
ready to use the one form to illustrate the other.
'H"EKTp� : in Soph. El. 68o-763 the Paidagogos gives a brilliantbut
fictitious account of the death of Orestes in the chariot-race at the
Pythian Games. The objection tbat the games, except for the
musical contests, were not founded until much later (582 B.c.) is
-raised in the scholia and is probably the point here. It has also been
suggested that it is incredible that such news should have been
brought by so lowly a character.
60a3 t. ol
ci1rayy£""ovTES : the announcement is made by one man
only ; the pl. can be justified if Orestes and his old slave are re
garded collectively as conspirators.
60832. o li.cl»wvos
ijKwv : Telephus in the Mysians, of Aescl).ylus or
Sophocles. Telephus, having killed his uncle at Tegea, made the
journey to Mysia in Asia Minor without speaking ; being con_
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taminated wit� kindred blood, h e was precluded from intercourse
with all men : cf. Orestes and his separate table at the Choes in the
Attic tradition. As this was tv Tcfl 8pc1.p.an and the journey itself
cannot have been dramatized, presumably the play began with his
arrival in Mysia, still silent. The silence of Telephus is the subject
of comic allusion in Middle Comedy (Amphis, fr. 30. 6, Alexis fr.
178. 3). Aeschylus was addicted to the presentation of silent actors,
but Telephus with his special reasons for silence is hardly a typical
case.
60a34. 8fit : the text is uncertain : a measure of sense can be extracted.
The subj. is 7T0�1]T1]�, the obj. either ,.o,ovT6v Twa .t\&yov or a.t\oya. There
are two possible interpretations of this highly compressed sentence.
(1) 'if a poet does use such a plot and it appears that he could have
done SO (sc. 8etva') leSS irrationally, it is aT07TOV as Well (as ye.t\oiov) j
(2) with · a comma after ev.t\oywTlpws, and tv8lxeu8a, = admittere
depending on 8et, 'but if a poet does use such a plot and makes it
appear fairly plausible, eveh the absurd should be .allowed'. It is an
argument, though not a conclusive ·one, in favour of the second ver
sion that aTo?Tov has the same sense here as in 6ob2, below, though we
should expect aTo?Ta. Further, the next sentence follows more easily
after a Statement that Td aT�7TOV .Can be aCCeptable than after a de
mand for its rejection.
60a36. n.v �K8EaLv : see note on 1. 26, above. The episode may include
the voyage from Scheria and Poseidon's petrification of the Phaeacian
ship in addition to the actual disembarkation of the sleeping
Odysseus.
60bl , Tois
ciya.8ois i 'good features', pre-eminently the · charm of
style. ci.yaO&v has a similar sense at 59b29.
60b2. cicf»a.v£tEL 1]8Uvwv : the flavour of absurdity is concealed by the
strength of the sauce : cf. 49b25, sobi6. The notion that style is
applied to matter like a coat of paint was persistent in antiquity :
cf. ·p1. Gorg. 502 c. Here the beautiful surface is sufficiently opaque
to conceal the underlying absurdity.
•

•

•

60b2-5. The last remark leads on naturally to the general statement

on the right use oj.Mg,s in epic.

.

60b3. Tois cipyois 11E pEaLV : 'unexacting passages', explained by what

follows. The fine style which diverts attention from . a.t\oya will
divert it too from things which deserve attention. A similar idea in
R. I4I8ai2, where the speaker -is warned not to combine 1ra8os and
€v8vp.1]p.a, as the hearer cannot attend to both at once. In tragedy
stylistic elaboration can be justified in Messengers' speeches.
60b4, 1] Ma.v ).a.11wpa : 'dazzling' ; the metaphor is very much alive.
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C H A P T ER 25. Problems and their Solutions .
The great authority of the Homeric poems and their general use in
education gave rise from an early date to numerous perplexities. These
were partly due to the difficulties of interpreting works :which were
archaic and preserved traces of a society different in many ways from
that of Greece in the sixth century and afterwards, partly to what
were felt to be moral, religious, and ethical inadequacies. Xenophanes ·
and Heracleitus denounced Horner's theology, and not much later
· Theagenes .of Rhegium is said to have defended Homer by explaining
offensive passages as allegorical (cf. Lehrs, AristarchusJ (r882), pp.
197 ff.). In the fifth and fourth centuries ingenious minds found ever
more numerous difficulties, some real, many, as it seems today,
frivolous. We do not know when it was first asked what song the
Sirens sang.
.
By A.'s time there were in existence works devoted to the denun 
ciation of Homer, that of Zoilus of Amphipolis, for example. Often
argument was in the form of 'Problems'. A Problem (rrp6{3�:'11La) was a
question 'put forward' as deserving discussion. If the Problem was con
cerned with a �ifficulty in the interpretation of Homer, the Solution
(.\vats) might be found in historical or philological learning ; it might on
the other hand be found in censuring Homer. Thus in the literary
Problem there often lurks an errtTLIL7JILa (6ob2r), 'a censure', and the
solution, if it can be found, involves the acquittal of the poet. The
treatment of the Problem in general can be illustrated from the sur
viving Problems, SQme of which are literary, though most, ifnot all, of
the work is not by A. himself. Closer to this chapter was the 14rrop�ILa-ra,
Ilpo�.\�1-La-ra, or ZTJT�i-La-ra '01L7JP'Ka, in six Books according to Diog.
Laert. 5· 26, from which the instances of Homeric interpretation are no
doubt derived. Echoes of this work are numerous in the scholia and
commentaries to Homer : see especially Porphyry's ZTJT�i-La-ra '01-LTJP'Ka,
ed. H. Schrader, Porph. Q't(.aestiones Homericae ad ll. pertinentes (Leipzig,
r88o), and Od. (r89o). It is noteworthy that A. agrees with Pl. Rep.
378 D in rejecting the method of the vrr&vota, the allegorical or.concealed
meaning, in literary interpretation.
Elucidation of obscure passages is obviously . a part of the -r'xvTJ
'7TOt7JTtK�, and as literary Problems were concerned principally with
Homeric difficulties there was · a case for treating the subject under
the heading of epic. There is a further superficial connexion in that
a.\oya and aMva-ra, which were . discussed in Ch. 24 with reference to. the
difference between epic and tragedy, frequently provide the text for
a Problem. Had ancient book-production supplied the useful device
of the Appendix, A. would no doubt have employed it here. As it is,
the chapter is as much an insertion in its present context as is Ch. 12.
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And although A . implies interesting general principles, i t is not always
safe to press such hints very far, because the atmosphere of debate was
traditionally contentious and the level of discussion is more that of the
law-courts than of the philosopher's school. Tyrwhitt indeed cites
Soph. El. I7583I 'sophistries are fitly answered by sophistries'.
Parallels from the scholia are collected by M. Carroll, A.'s Poetics
Ch. XXV in the Light of the Homeric Scholia (Baltimore, I885) : see further
Gudeman, RE I3. 2511 s.v . .\Vam:.
There . is great difficulty about the structure and connexion of
thought in this long chapter, which provided M. with the test-case for
his theory of a double redaction in the P. The list of five E7Tmp.�p.aTa
at the end does not correspond with the treatment of the subject in
the body of the chapter, and there is no agreement about the twelve
.\Vans, or indeed about the . analysis of the chapter as a whole.
The chapter appears to fall into three main sections :
I. 6ob6-22 : the nature of the poet's activity suggests the classes of
problem which arise and of the answers to criticisms of the poets.
These are under three heads : what the poet says may be justified
(a) as true, given the objects of imitation, i.e. (i) things as they are,
(ii) as they are said to be, (iii) as they ought to be, (b) by a purely
linguistic explanation, (c) as being a fault but an incidental one irrele
vant to the poetic art.
2. 6ob22-6Ib9 : instances of solutions to problems in which these
defences are used. But these are not taken in the order in which they
are given in Section I, and a new type of problem 7TEpi -rov Ka.\ws � p.�
Ka.\ws is inserted at 6I84-9· Section 2 (a) 6ob22-32 deals with the solu
tion proposed in I (c) and there seems to be some confusion in the
statement of it (see note ad loc.). 2 (b) 6ob32-6I84 deals with solutions
of the type described in I (a). There follows the insertion on Tov K<Mws
already mentioned (6I84-9), which I refer to as 2B. 2 (c) 6rag-3I, the
longest section, deals with the numerous solutions based on language
and usage ; this answers to I (b). Finally 2C 6I83I-6Ib9 discusses the
solution to problems in which contradiction (v7TEvavTlwp.a) is alleged ;
this is not clearly marked off from 2 (c) as it carries on from the
same starting point, the individual ovop.a (6I83I), but it is essentially
a new section, and, like 2B, it is in no way prepared for in Sec
tion I.
3· 6Ib9-25 is in the nature of a summary of the solutions given in the
previous section, concluding with �he five €mnp.�p.aTa and the twelve
Mans, but the summary restates what has been given under the heads
of various types of Mats in terms of the various €mnp.�p.a-ra-or some ·
of them. This is particularly confusing, because in the previous sections
some .\vans have been associated with a particular €mTlp.1Jp.a, others have
not. The change of classification here is pointed out by R, but it has
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not been sufficiently stressed as a principal reason for the confused
impression given by this chapter; Within the section the l7TmJL�JL«Ta
do not correspond with the list offive given at 6Ib22.

Sect_ion I
60b6, MaEwv: in' the context the meaning is not ambiguous, though it
has no connexion with Mu,s as expounded in Ch. I8.
1roawv TE �eal. 1ro£wv �i8wv : a characteristic way .of setting out on
a new subject ; cf. the beginning of Ch. I. .
60b8, Wa1rEpa.vEl. twypucJ»os , , , EiKOY01rO,OS ! the painter is again intro
duced as the simplest case of the imitator, with the addition for the
sake of completeness of the sculptor. ElK6vEs, always , visual re
presentations, even, in a sense, in the special meaning 'simile' ; and
the word for writing poetry is '"o'w not ypatfow-.
.

(a)
60b tO. 4iv T' aE£ :. i:e· all possible imitations are contained in the three
types that follow. The general law of Ch. 9, that the artist should
represent things oto. �v yevoiTo, applies to actions, which are complex
wholes composed of parts. Problems normally deal with individual
things or persons and their representations.
ota �v·fj EaTW ! for representation of men and things ota £unv cf.
the paintings of Dionysius (48a()) and ElK6vo.s Tas p.aA,uTa �Kp,{Jwp.evas
(48bn). The distinction between things as they are and as they were
has not so far arisen, but when the subject is taken up again at 6I•I,
the ..\V1ns depends on the difference between past and present usage.
No doubt there are 'ITpofJ>..�p.aTa to which the correct Mu,s would be
ovTwS' £xE,. ot&. tfoau.w Kal 8o'KEi : again only one of the pair is taken
up ovTw tfoaulv 6ob35, not t.hat there is much difference between
· the two.
60b 1 1 . ota. dva' 8Ei: the idea of an idealized representation is present at
48•4 and �ore fully at 54b8-I4. For the application to a problem see
II. 32 34, below.
·

-

(b)
AceE': >..£�,s, so long as it was >.. . KVpla, would give rise to no diffi
culties ; but yAwTTa and JLETat/Jopa, the two most important of the
stylistic expedients considered in Ch. 22, could both cause misunder- •
standing ; see 6I•Io ff.
60b1 2. ,a.e'l Tijs >..ceEws : these are the things that are done to KtJp,a
dv6p.aTa, such as lengthening or contraction (see Ch. 2I). An example
of their use in a problem is to be found at 6I•22, though it is there
classed as '7TpouqJ8la. '7Ta8os in this sense became a technical term
among grammanans.
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60bl3, 8£80J.LEV : cf, a:rroataofLE:V 'TOtS 8E:OtS 54b5,
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(c)
60b l 4, Tll� 1TOALTiK11� KQL Tll� 1TOLTJTLKll� : this is similar to 'life .and art' j
7TOAmK� includes both public and private morality. The indepen
dence of poetic op8oT1JS suggests the existence of a set · of purely
aesthetic values, but they are recognized, if at all, only by implica
tion.
60b 1 6. KaTa auJ.L�E�l)Ko� : as an accidental accompaniment, not as an
intrinsic part. The second type of failing is not caused by any
deficiency in the artist qua artist, but by ignorance of some other
matter. The mimetic a:cts are unique in being concerned with many
other arts.
60b 1 6-2 1 . EL J.LEV yap
€auT1]v : sonie words have fallen out in 1. 1 7
� '
- \ OL'K op
' 8ws
""' E:fLtfL'Y]ClaTo
I
ut
e.g. n Kat
60b 1 7 . 1TpoELAETO : he set himself to imitate a certain object : cf.
Soph. El. I83a37 7TpOE:£AOp,E:8a E:VpE:tv avv�fLlV nva ClVAAO'}'tCl'TtK�V. But the
artist must first form his conception of the object, and this he may do
incorrectly : see next line.
ci8uvaJ.L£av: technical incompetence in representing his conception.
The old view (Tyrwhitt) that O.avvafLla = Ta a.avvaTa cannot be sup
ported by· any parallel. While it is clear what is meant by a failure
of an artist in representing his subject, it is less than obvious . what is
the failure of a tragic poet. In the light of earlier chapters one would
suppose it would be a failure in construotion, a highly episodic plot
for instance. But the examples do not bear this out, and Problems
do not normally deal with criticisms of so general a nature. d.fLtfL�Tws
eypat/JE:v (6ob32), being also � reference to the analogy of the artist,
gives no help. It appears from 6ob23 that d.avvaTa are an offence
against 'the art itself'. There may be others in the same category·:
see below.
60b 1 8. TO 1TpOEAEa8aL J.LTJ op8w� : supply exn. Some prefer to read Tip
from one of the recentiores. The.·artist acted incorrectly in proposing
for himself the model of a horse galloping with both right legs thrown
forward. The contrast is between avvafLtS and 7Tpoalp£.(n!> (cf. R.
1355b18). For the interpretation if fLlv is read for fL�, see 6ob32 n.
Apparently a horse does, on occasion, move both right legs forward
at the same time, and according to G. a camel does so habitually.
See Sir James Gray, How Animals Move (Cambridge, 1953), pp.
5�1. A. discussed the subject in his De Incessu Animalium
•

'

•

'

•

•

7I2a24.
A., in suggesting that precise knowledge of all the things he
imitates is not to be required of the artist, is in direct contradiction
to Plato. A subsidiary argument against poetry in Rep. 6oo E-6o2 B
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is based on the contrast between the horseman who understands the
use of a bridle and the artist who is interested only in its appearance
and has no knowledge of it . . Later in this chapter A. suggests a cer
tain indifference to even more importa:Q.t kinds of truth.
60b2 1 . wa�E 8Ei . , , >-.uE&V : We began With 7rpof3,\TJp.a:rwv �eal >.Vat'wv
at 1. 6, but the main point of the sort of problem that A. is considering
is an attack on the poet, so that >.va's is equivalent to cleari.ng him
from the charge, and we find the contents of this chapter referred to
as 7T€pl €1rmp.�aewv �eal >.va£wv (62h18).
60b22. EK TOUTwv : this probably refers to the whole of the earlier part
of the chapter, but some refer it to 11. 13-22 only.

Sectio� 2 (a). Cj.

1

(c)

11'pwTov f'EY Tci 11'pos auTf)v Tf)v TEX"''v : 7rpwTov p.ev can introduce
the passage extending as far as 1. 32, with 1rpos l>E TovTo's marking the
transition to the next subject. But it is possible that 1rpwTov p.ev is
picked up by Ta 8£ (6139), and that Section 2 (a) and (b) are both
comprehended under the general heading 7rpOS avT�V T�V TEXVTJV.
60b23. ci8uva�a : as avT�v T�v TEXVTJV seems to return to avTfjs Tfjs ·
1ro,�n�efjs (1. 15), we expect an immediate reference to the distinction
between the two kinds of ap.apTla. This does not come till 1. 29. In
. the meantime the representation of impossibilities is given as the
first example of offences against the art. This is awkward : (1) a8v
vaTa fL'fL£'ia8a, is not obviously the same as ap.'fL�Tws fL'fL€'ia8a, (cf.
6ob32). (2) If a8vvaTa, why not ci.-\oya and imevavTla, and even
' f3>.af3epa
(cf. 61b22-23), particularly aS the instance given here Of an a8vvaTOV1
the pursuit of Hector in ll. 22, appeared at 6o3I S as an a>.oyov? No
doubt the two classes are closely connected. All a8vvaTa, even those
that are mOava (61bu), must be a>.oya·; not all ru\oya are cicSVI'aTa (cf.
61b15). If one is an offence against 'the art itself', the other must be
too, but as the >.va's will be the same, A. may not have thought it
necessary to mention separately the €1rmp:qp.aTa to which it can be
applied. We may guess that of the five listed at 61b23 all but the last
· are directed against the art of poetry.
60b24. Tou TE>.ous : to produce emotion, particularly the EK7T>.TJe's
which is aroused by TO 8avp.aaTov. Cf. 6oa17.
60b25. a>.>.o 'II'O,Ei f'Epos : in the absence of an example it is not clear
how an impossibility in one part of a poem would enhance the effect
of another part.
60b26 . ..; Tou "EKTopos 8£wg,s : cf. 6oa15 and n.
60b28. Tf)v 'II'Epl. Tourwv TEX"'' v : the last TEXVTJ mentioned was that of
poetry avT�v T�v TEXVTJV in 1. 23, above. Despite Vahlen, the addition
of 1repl TovTwv should indicate a different art, that of war, which is
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relevant t o Hector's pursuit, and R. and S. so understand it. But
Achilles' restraint of the Greek army by a nod of the head is a viola
tion of common probability ; cf. schol. ll. 22. 205 : Trws ToaavTas
,_,vptaSas VEV/LaTL aTTEUTpEI/JEv ; Anyway, a AVULS to the effect that
the impossibility WaS KaTa UV/LfJEfJTJKOS WOuld anticipate the next
sentence.
60b29. p.TJ8QI'fi iJI'BPTiJa9QL: repeating 6oa28.
ft'OTEpwv : to which of the two classes of a.,_,ap-ria defined at 6ob15
does the fault belong ?
60b3 1 . i>.BT1'ov : the fault is less ; it is not dismissed as, strictly speaking,
it should be by a Mats. It is an effective plea in mitigation. What is
represented is still an aSvJiaTOJI,
i).�oi 9�>.ELQ KEpBTB : this almost universal error was exposed by
A. in his zoological works, Hist. An. 538b18, Part. An. 664a3. Pindar
Ol. 3· 29 spoke of xpvao�elpw11 EAa,Pov O�.Aoav and the schol. has a
comment on the frequent occurrence of the error among artists and
poets, notably .in the case of the hind that suckled Telephus ; further·
examples in Aelian NA 1· 39· . This reinforces the example of the .
galloping horse 1. 18, above. Presumably the distinction was un
familiar and needed explanation.
60b32. cii''I'�TWi iypB.j!Ev : again the painter has taken over from the
poet, though G. denies it. In a.,_,,P.�Tws the privative does not denote
the opposite of the positive adj., only a deficiency of the quality in
question ; so probably in 0.�8Ets (5oa25).
The usual interpretation of II. 13-32 gives an unsatisfactory
sequence of thought : II. 23-29 on aSvJiaTa are intruded into a passage
on the two kinds of a.,_,apTiat KaTa T�" TEXIITJV. There is another in
terpretation which involves a different treatment of the lacuha in 1. 17
· and the reading 7rpoEMa8at ILE" opOws, with ,_,," in place of ,_,�, with
the lost cod; Lampridii. This is accepted by S. and M. The contrast
is no longer between Svva,iLs Tov IL'ILEiu8aL and TTpoalpEULS Tov IL'ILEiuOa,,
but between wrong and right 7rpoalpEaLs. If an artist through in
competence set himself (7rpoElAETo) to represent an impossible sub
ject, this would be an error in 'the art itself' ; if he made a correct
choice, but owing to ignorance of the technicalities of some other art,
e.g. horsemanship, made a mistake which only an expert in that art
would perceive, then the error would be KaTa av,.,{3Ef3TJKos. S. reads
< aL
� ) >�
I
�
\
\
1\
aavva/LtaJI, aVTTJS 1J a/Lapna · '[/f'
u /LEV yap 7rpOELIIETO IL'ILTJUaa8at
SE TO 7rpoEAEa8at /LEI' op8ws, aAAa
(If aSvvap,laJI could be taken as
aSVvaTa, a,• would not be needed.) The advantage of this is that in II.
23-32 the alternatives are considered in the same order. Homer made
a wrong choice of subject when he wrote of Achilles' pursuit of
Hector (even though in fact· it came off), but to show a hind with
horns is a trivial error because it is a mistake not in poet �y but in
'
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zoology. . But i t remains surprising that inadequate p.lp:fJatS should
be SO closely identified with p.lp."f}UtS of aStJvaTa.

Section 2 (b). Cj. r (a)
60b3276 ta4. We now come back to the application of the ideas
introduced at the beginning of the chapter at 6ob8-rr. They are
taken in the reverse order, which seems unnatural, unless the two
passages are juxtaposed. It is possible that this Section is regarded
as still under the head 1rpos avr�v T�v .,.£xv"fJv. 1rpos aE TovTots (cf.
66br3) would support· this. Anyway, we have now finished with the
distinction between KaT' avT�v T�v rlxv"fJv and KaTd. uvp.f3efl'JKos.
60b33. E11'LTLJI-UTQL: pass., cf. 55a26.
ci��· : introduces the answer, picked up by To.VT1J AvTlov.
60b34. 8Ei: whether we supply elvat or 1TO£etv makes little difference to
the sense, but the antithesis in o!ot elulv is lost if we supply 1rotetv :
and cf. ota elva£ Set l.r r, above. ThiS memorable· mot of Sophocles,
which is recorded only here, is more likely to be traditional than
derived from the work on the tragic chorus ascribed to him.. Re
marks on the same pattern were credited to Philoxenus and to
Lysippus. The difference is not. so much that the characters of
Sophocles are morally superior to those of Euripides, · though the
'unnecessary' badness "of some among the latter was censured, nor
that Sophocles was an idealist and Euripides a realist, though this
is not irrelevant, but that Sophocles achieved the effect commended
at 54�o-rs. Though not concealing their faults, he makes his
characters finer than those of real life ; they are wqrthy of the heroic
world in which they move. Alcestis and Hippolytus can both be
called idealized characters, but they do not breathe the same air as
Antigone or Neoptolemus.
.
It is useless to distinguish between a moral and an aesthetic
sense of aet.
60b35. f'TJ8ETEpws : sc. AvTlov. If the charge that things· are not cU"fJ8fi
cannot be contradicted, and it cannot �e claimed that things are
ola Set, it is open to reply that it is the received opinion or tradition.
1be Kai SoKet of 6obro is merged with the ola r/Jauw. This is the argu
ment with which Euripides defends his Phaedras and Stheneboeas
at
.
I
\ I
0�· OVK OVTO. 1\0YOV
Ran. 1052 : 1TO'Tepov
;
Tci 11'Epl 8Ewv : the traditional stories about the gods. For ov f3£Anov
equivalent to OVK aya8ov cf. Soph. El. r8obr2.
60b36 . Et ETUXEV : Vahlen Cites Part. Att. 649a2o, Ph. 217825 and other
passages for el ETvxe = fortasse. Cf. Bonitz 778b29.
6 1 8 1 . watrEp EEvo4f»G.vEL : 'as in the view of Xenophanes' ; for the use
of the dat. cf. De Caelo 307ar6, perhaps equivalent to 'in Xenophanes',
see Kuhner-Gert; §.p3 Anmerk. 21 'Ibis is taken by R., G., and S.
>
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as a reference to Xenoph. fr. 30 (34), which states the impossibility
of knowledge about the gods :
\
..,.
,J. '
, '
--�
'� '
Kat TO' IJ.EV
. OVV aa.,.,.ES OV TtS aV1Jp WEV OVUE TtS EaTat
'
• .1..
•o:- \
ELOWS
ap.'t't
8EWV
S0KOS 8' J'ITl 'ITClUt TlTVKTat.
\

tl

•

•

I/

•

But Xenophanes was celebrated not so much for his scepticism as
.
for his denunciation of the traditional stories about the gods told by
Homer and Hesiod as being morally inadequate :
'ITavTa 8Eots civl81JKav •op.1Jp6s 8' 'HaloSos h:
t
•
I.
1<:'
,/. I
oaaa
'ITap av8pwnot.Jw
ovEtoEa
Eanv,
Kat\ .,.,.oyos
\ I
.
t
I
I·
\ _t \ \ I \
KI\E'ITTELV p.OtXEVEtV TE Kat a/\1\'TJI\OVS a'ITaTEVEtv, fr. 10 ( II ) ,
t

t

t

lines which were clearly in the mind of Euripides when he wrote
It is stories of this kind that are likely to have given rise to
JmTtp.�p.aTa ; so Tyrwhitt. G. quotes schol. Il. 18. 489 : a'ITpE'ITES 8£
8oi<Et TO Twv 'ITapa 8Eovs Ta 'IT�EtaTa 'ITap' 'Op.�pcp �EMx8at. wv � Mats
\
\
I
KaTa\ TO' 'ITI\ELUTOV
E�
a'ITO' E"8OVS 1\ap.,.aVETa£.
R'
'l: E"8OVS yap TLVOS TOtS 'ITCH1JTatS
Stap.v8o�oyEiv.
1TapaKEXWP1JTat
aAA' o�v ct»aa& . . . (the answer can be given) 'anyway that is the
story'. An answer less likely to satisfy Plato would be hard to
imagine. Where Plato is indignant, A. is indifferent. Here we have,
perhaps, the obverse of A.'s insensitivity to the positive values of
the myth. He was not disposed to take it very seriously either way.
Living, by ancient standards, detached in his philosophic circle, ,he .
could afford to ignore the . delusion of ordinary men because, unlike
Plato, he was not dominated by the purpose of reforming them.
Regarding the arts mainly as a means of entertainment, he was con
tent that poets should take as the basis for their activity the world
of experience ; the myths were a: part of this world, stories commonly
told and widely believed, so the poet might use them. This is not to
say that A. approved thei� use for the purpose of propagating
unworthy beliefs about the gods, or that he was enthusiastic about
their use in general. Indeed so much of this chapter seems composed
with a view to supplying sufficient answers to sometimes frivolous
objections, that it is unsafe to interpret the answers as expressions
of A.'s profound convictions.
,.a. 8€ : corresponding to the ota -,}v � EaTw of 6ob 1o.
pi>..,.,ov : i.e. than things as they actually are ; they · are not ola
8Et, none the less that is how they were then.
6 182. 1"Q 11'Epi. ,.r;;v lS1rAwv : alluded to as a well-known problem. Actually ·
we know that A. dealt with this one in his 141Top�p.aTa 'Op.TjptKa. The
passage is Il. 10. 152, where Odysseus, going to wake Diomede, found
him asleep among his companions, their spears_ planted upright
HF 1341 ff.
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with their spikes driven into the ground. I t i s suggested in the
Porphyrius schol. ad loc. that this was a bad arrangement or a bad
piece of writing, because the spears would be likely to fail down in
the night and make a noise. The obvious ,\Va,s would seem to be that,
if the spikes were sunk deep enough, there would be no likelihood of
the spears falling over . . But vie are told ,\ve' 8e .:4. . >.lywv oT' TotaiiTa
ae� 1rotef "011-TJPOS ola �v ToTe (fr. r6o), adding that it was still com
mon practice among barbarians. It is likely · that A. has used
material from his 141Top�l-'aTa '011-TJP'Ka elsewhere in this chapter, as
only a small proportion of the many passages on which he must
have commented carry a specific reference to his work in the
Homeric schol. Schol. fl. 24· ·rs = fr. 158 shows that A. used the
same ,\va's from Ta iJ1TapxovTa eOTJ to account for Achilles' treatment
of Hector's corpse.
2B (nw subject)
· cl1roy€Y1]TaL: objection was often raised against
6184-9. 'ft'Epl. 8£
the moral standards of behaviour among the characters of a work.
Without giving instances A. offers as a general precept that it is
important to consider an action in its full context� This may give
reason for modifying a: first conclusion on the moral quality of an
action. The introduction of this topic is not prepared for, and like
the general statement o� iJ1TevavTlw11-a (6raJI, cf. 6rb15�18) it would
apply to a- wide variety of lmTtl-'�1-'aTa, e.g. the {J,\a{Jepa (so Vahlen)
and the v1revavTla. The notion of value in {Jl,\nov (6ob36, 6ra1) eases
the transition to K·�ws at I. 4·
6184. 'ITEpl. 8£ Tou �eaAws
: the subject seems to be the ethical _stan
dards �inployed. This is implied by a1Tov8aiov-4>av,\ov-ciya0ov in
the following lines, and Ta �-�-� Ka,\ws elpTJI-'.Eva may be the things
which are open to the criticism that they are {J,\o.{Jepa (6rb23). But
Ka,\ws in itself would be equally applicable in .critidsms of aesthetic
or moral quality. When Euripides said £yc1 8£ Tovs 1rpo,\6yovs Ka,\ovs
1rotw (Ran. i r97), he was claiming that his prologues were technically
proficient.
61&6. a1rou8aiov Tj tflauAov : see note on 48•2.
6187. ELS Tov 1rpci.TTOYTa
: G. and S. have tried to relate these
qualifications to possible problems. Tov 1rpaTTovTo., Homer is not to
be blamed if he makes Thersites or the Cyclops guilty of bad actions,
since they are necessarily presented as bad c}laracters. 1rpos ov, A.
explained Odysseus' statement that Calypso offered him immortality
as made to the Phaeacians in order to impress them with his eager
ness to get home (schol. Od. 1· 258, A. fr. 178). oTe, the particular
occasion ; when Hippolytus made his casuistical assertion 1] y,\waa'·
op.cfJp.ox' 1] 8£ 4>P�V civcfJp.oTOS, which Aristophanes made a stock
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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E'TnTl,.,:qp.a, he was moved by a justifiable horror at the deception
practised on him by the Nurse, and in fact he kept his oath to the
· end. OT£P, the means employed ; to use craft was less creditable than
to act openly by force, but Odysseus could not be blamed for using
deceit against Polyphemus considering the odds by which he was
faced. ov £v£K£v, the motive ; Antigone was condemned to death
oata 1Tavovpy�aaaa
•

.

(b)
61&9-31 . Solutions depending on Mgts, the commonest type in the
scholia. This Section was prepared for at the beginning of the chapter,
6obii-I3. The heads are (I) yAwTTa (2) fLETacf>opa (3) 1rpoa<p8la (4) 8tal
p£ats (S) ap.cf>t{3oi\ta (6) e8os. 61a3I--6Ib9, '{nr£vavTlwp.a, forms a sort of
appendix. All these. i\va£tS depend on the removal of a failure to
Communicate, the remainder on showing that the thing com
municated has been wrongly appreciated.
6 1& 1 0- 1 6. Three instances are given of lines which become unobjec
tionable if it is assumed that a word is used in a sense that has . since
become obsolete : (a) ovpfjas
, Il. L so, when Apollo punished the
Greeks for affronting his priest, he laid low first 'mules and dogs'.
That mules should be atta�ked first offended Zoilus, the original
Homeromastix, and A. suggested that ovpfjas here stands · for ovpovs
guards (cf. Od. IS. 89), but Aristarchus pointed out · that it would
still leave Kvvas unaccounted for and make nonsense of avToiat in the
next line. The only i\vats is that the question should never have
been asked. The schol . suggest it was a warning to men or refers to
the greater liability of animals to disease. (b) .doi\wva, ll. Io. 3I6,
where our texts read os 8� Tot ; the continuation of the line elMO.
'TTOOWK"JS, which makes the point of the problem clearer, has perhaps
fallen out. _ £loos KaKos could mean 'misshapen', which would be, or
might be, incompatible with fleetness of foot. The solution is that
this is an ancien� use of £l8os, still surviving in Crete, applying only
to the face, not to the whole person, and thus irrelevant to his sp-eed.
(c) (wpoupov
, ll. 9· 203. Achilles, entertaining the embassy in his
quarters, directed Patroclus to take a bigger mixing bowl and to mix
_ the wine stronger. As we know from Plutarch, who devoted to this
problem Ch. 4 of the Fifth Book of Quaest. Conviv. (M., 677 c), Zoilus
fou,nd fault with this because wine unmixed, or mixed with little
water, was associated with debauchery. The observation of the
Porphyry schol. is : a1Tp£1TES OE TO ws E'TTt KWJLOV ijKOVCTtV aKpaToupov
\ I
\
t
\
I
\
\ I
� �I
\ 11; '
\
\
y
�
(}at Kat Ot fL£V a1TO T"JS 1\f�fWS 1\VOVUt' TO yap o,WpOT£pov
OtOOVat
1TapaK£1\£VfU
Taxtov, o{ OE a'TTO TOV Katpov, on vvg
Athen. 423 E says that some
explain 'wpoT£povas meaning 8£pp.ov, a solution mentioned by Plut. loc.
cit. There appears no justification for any sense other than 'stronger'.
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61 a 16-2 1 . KQTa pETQ+opciv : in the restricted sense given in Ch. 22.
'II'UYTES p€v
: the MSS. have ci.\,\o, piv, which, with l1f'1J'oKopvaTal
after &.vepEs, is the opening of ll. 2, b�t as A. continues cip.a, 'in the
• • •

same passage', it is generally supposed that he has confused it with
the beginning of Jl. 10 : ci.\,\o, JLEV 1rapa VTJVU�V aptaTTjES JiavaxaLwvf
EJ8ov 1ravvvx'o'
In I. 19 he refers to 1r&.VTES as part of his quotation,
which
may
indeed
have been corrected later to confo'rm with the
·
accepted text of Homer, �o it is best to assume that he read 1r&.vTES
as the first word of the line.
61&18. � TOl oT' €s 'II'E8&ov
is Jl. 10. 1 1 ; I. 12 is missing, and I. 1 3
begins · av.\wv avplyywv ·r'
A. may have been quoting from
memory, or he may have given only so much of the text as was
needed for his purpose. The problem is supposed to be, if all men
were asleep (except Agamemnon) how came there to be any bustle
among the Trojans for Agamemnon to observe. With the standard
text, which makes only the Greeks sleep, the problem does not of
course arise. The 1r&.vTES, which is 'metaphorical' for 1roAAol, is close
to the example given at .57b12, To yap p.vplov 1r0AV €aT'"· Carroll cites
schol. Il. 2. 649, 13. 189, 14. 304, Od. 12. 374 for similar MaE,s.
61&20. OL'J 8' appopos . . .. . : Jl. 18. 489, Od. 5· 275· The statement that
the Bear alo�e of all th� constellations never sets gave much trouble
to ancient critics, since many of them wished to treat Homer as an
authority on ast'ronomy. Strabo 3 declares that by apKTos Homer
. meant all the northern constellations, pointing out that the Little
Bear was first distinguished by the Phoenicians at a later date.
Crates of Pergamum changed o(TJ to olos, and the Porphyry schol.
suggests dividing ol, � 8'
, otbeing construed with 8oKEVEL in the .
previous line. A. more sensibly suggests that the Bear is called the
'only' constellation becaus� it is by far the most .important of those
that do not set. Cf. EN I I53b35·
61&21-23. KQTa8E 'II'poa�8&Qv : seeSoph. El. 166bi. At Rep. 399 A </18oyyovs
Kal 1rpoacp8las refers to the pitch of the voice in singing and speaking.
A. uses it of the pitch accent (cf. 56b33) ; later it was extended to
cover quantity, which is closely related to accent, and to breathings
(cf. 56b32). Though . breathings are relevant to some of the cases
discussed below, they were not written in A.'s time and there is no
reason to think they are included under 1rpoacpola ; cf. B. Laum,
op. cit. (p . 199), pp. 21-32. A possible
. exception is Soph. El• . 177b3,
opos and ()pos, but see G., p. 343·
, o 9cia&Os : possibly the victim of the Thirty men
61&22. •1'11"11'&Qs
tioned by Lysias 13. 54, but otherwise unknown. The emphasis on
o 8&.a,os marked by the unusual separation from the name may be
intended to distinguish him from the better-known Hippias of Elis.
8&8opEY , , . : O{OOJLEV 8E TOL E�XOS apEa8a' OCCUrS at Jl. 21. 297 Where
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Athena and Poseidon promise victory t o Achilles, but the fuller
treatment of the same problem at Soph. El. r66br, where the same
solution is attributed to t!vtot, makes it clear that A. had these words,
with ol for Tot, in his text of 11. 2. 15, the story of the deceitful Dream
sent by Zeus to Agamemnon, where our text has Tpcf,mut ae K�8£'
£!f>ij1TTat. In either case the burden of the message is that the gods,
at Hera's instance, have agreed to give final victory to the Greeks,
whereas Zeus is really carrying out his promise to Thetis that the
Greeks shall be defeated and so need Achilles. atoof'-£v pres. indic.
would be Zeus' own promise, at86f'-£V would be infin. for imper. and
so· the onus of the deception would be transferred, it is suggested,
from Zeus to the Dream. This poverty-stricken casuistry becomes
even more pathetic when it is remembered that the Dream's ver
batim report to Agamemnon is governed by the phrase .�::hoS" o( Tot
ayy£A6S' £lf'-t, 2. 26, and Agamemnon would inevitably understand
it as Zeus' own promise. Stl>6f'-£V for St86f'-£Vat might count as an
ovo11-a ci!f>TJPTJf'-Evov (58ar).
This indefensible behaviour on the part of Zeus was censured by
Plato, Rep. 383 A, and remained a major problem for interpreters of
Homer. The best solution was that gods and kings were _allowed to
lie ES' To 1rpoa!f>opov
6 1823. To J.LEV o� KaTa11'u9ETa.t oi'PP'll : Il. 23. 328, from Nestor's advice to
Antilochus before the chariot-race ; he describes the wooden stump
which is to be th� turning-point, �vAov avov
17 apvdS' 1] 1TnJKTJS'. The
apparent meaning of this passage is that Homer was taken to have
said To f'-EV ov KaTa1Tv8£Tat. 'part of it is ·rotted by rain' and that
Hippias made the simple improvement of changing ov to ov which
everyone has read ever si�ce. In the fuller explanation given in
Soph. El. r66br (cited above) it is said : .\Vovat yap avTo Tfj 1rpoawolq.
MyovuS' TO ov &gvT£pov, and there is no doubt tha:t ov the negative
was once so regarded, in contrast with ov perispomenon. The
breathing oaav f I/JtX6v is not mentioned (cf. Soph. El. 177b35).
Michael Ephesius, whose commentary on this passage is quoted in
full by B., said : T£VES' ovv eKaKt,ov Tov "OILTJPOV 1Tipt&1TWf'-EvwS" To ov
civaytyvwaKovT£S', which suggests that it was not the commonly
received text that Hippias corrected, but the text as marred by
others. There is no trace in the scholia of ov. It seems incredible that
it could have been understood in the form To 11-ev ov during the long
period when breathings and accerits were not yet written. B. _ sup
poses that this was the traditional version; and that it was chal
lenged because pine and oak are conspicuously rot-resisting, though
rotten stumps of both kinds cannot have been outside Greek
experience. G. rightly points out that this passage of the P. as
originally written without brcathings and accents must have been
•

.

•
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uncommonly obscure, and uses i t as evidence that what we have i s in
lecture-note form. Certainly the parallel passage in Soph. El. contains a
far fuller explanation. B. Lauro, op. cit. (p. 1 99), pp. Ios-6, infers that A.
and the sophists used marginal signs to indicate 'prosody' in disputed :
passages.
61824. 8&a.&p€aE&: 'by division', which includes both word-division and
punctuation. For marking the pause between word-groups not
necessarily requiring a comma ataa�l'w is used at R. I407b13. Since
word-groups could not be marked off within the sentence, there was
room for much . confusion here ; cf. Soph. El. I66835·
a.llJla. 8€
: Empedocles, fr. 35· · 14-15. The text of these lines,
which are quoted in whole or part by Athen. 424 A, Simplicius on A.
De Caelo, p. 529. 15 (Heiberg), Plut. M. 677 D, is uncertain. MSS. are
divided between 8vrjT• lcf,oovTo and 8v'YJTa c/JvovTo, which, as it does not
affect the sense, is unlikely to be part of the point of the quota. tion ; it is that the second wplv can· be taken either with 'wpa or
K(Kp'YJT�. Empedocles' subject here is the encroachment of <Pt>..la. on
NtEiKos ; this -leads to the combination of the elements which had
ex;isted previously in isolation ; accordingly the right sense must be
'the . things, which had been unmixed 'wpa before, became mixed',
though the Greek couJd mean 'the unmixed things were mixed
before'. Athenaeus quotes a different version of the second line
'wpa TIE Ta wplv aKp'YJTa., a,a.AA&.�aVTa. KIEAtEv8ovs, accepted by Theo
phrastus who interpreted 'wpa as 'mixed', and in his treatise 1rtEpt
,.d8'YJS used this line;as evidence for the sense to be given to 'wpoT£pov
at Il. 9· 203. See note on I. 14 above.
61825, 26. ciJ&ci»&j3oMq. : 'ambiguity'. wa.pc/JX'YJKIEV
Jl. 10. 251-3 !
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How a third of the night could be left when more than two-thi�ds
.had passed was, according to the schol., a wo>.v8pvATJTov C71T'YJIJ-a.. Por
phyry devotes more than six pages to the problem. The true >..oats
is probably that Homer wavered between 'more than half the night
had passed' and 'a third of the night was left', which would be no
great matter. A. dealt with the passage in his .i1wop�p.a.Ta. as we
know from Porphyry ; w>.Ewv means both 'more than' and the
'greater part of', and the alleged explanation is that the greater part
of the two halves of night had passed, i.e. more than one half, so
that a third could be left without doing violence to arithmetic,
though this is a perfectly normal use of w>..Ewv. A certain Metrodorus
pointed out another ambiguity, that w>..Ewv could stand for w>.�pTJS,
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an� he presumably thought to save consistency here by taking the
meaning as 'night to the full measure of two thirds' .
61827-3 1 . KGTO. TO i8o� : 'verbal usage' : cf. Soph. El. 166a17. Many
· solutions in the scholia depend on non-verbal E8os (cf. 61a2 and n.).
Verbal usage excuses illogicalities of expression ; we are offered two
Homeric instances each exemplified by a parallel case from common
speech. 'Just as they say wine mixed with water is wine, so the poet
wrote "a greave of new-wrought tin" (Il. 21. 592). Greaves of tin
would have been extravagant and ineffective ; as wine and water is
called wine, so tin and copper is called tin. Being customary it is
not misleading. A. explained Od. S· 93, fr. 170, KEpaaae cSE VEKTap, as
meaning 'poured out' thus evading the objection to a god's drinking
water with his nectar.
6 1B29. xaXKEa� : blacksmiths continued to be called 'bronze workers'
because bronze had long taken the place among metals later heldby iron.
61B30. otvoxOEuew : · cf. ll. 20. 234· A cupbearer was called in Greek
a 'winepourer'. When he poured not wine but nectar he retained the
analogous title. So motor-ships still steam and shooting with a rifle
is called musketry.
6la3 1 . KGL KaTO. J.LETG�opciv: this kind of transference could be ex
plained just as well as being a metaphor.
·

2C (new subject)
61B3 1 -6 lb9. A supposed inconsistency may be due to misunder
standing the force of a word in a particular context or to making
unjustifiable assun:tptions. inrevavTlwp.a means a thing which is
opposed to, or contradicts, something else ; one naturally takes it to
mean an inconsistency within the work itself. This is the sense of
inrevavTla at its previous occurrence 55a26, where Amphiaraus'
movements seem to have been incompatible with what was said or
done earlier in the play. But this does not fit the two examples
which follow. The trouble with Aeneas' spear is that its effect on
Achilles' shield is inconsistent, not with what has been said earlier
about the shield, but with common sense. According to Vahlen we
must supply e.g. olt]an (cf. 61h3). Telemachus' failure to encounter
Icarius is not inconsistent with anything in the Odyssey but with
a widely believed legend about Icarius. In fact O.cSvvaTov, a.\oyov, and
inrevavTlov shade insensibly one into another ; sometimes one of the
three terms is obviously appropriate, but some £mTtp.t]p.aTa, for
example that directed against the night of which more than two
thirds had passed and a third was left (61a26), can reasonably be
assigned to any of the three categories. See B. on 61h15. Mam of
problems 1Tpos To imevavTlov are akin to those 1Tpos T�v M�tv in that
they depend on clearing up a difficulty in communication.
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The. examples -from the Homeric scholia keep the categories
reasonably distinct. An instance of aMvaTov is the appearance of
Aphrodite ·as an old woman (fl. 3· 386), of an a,\oyov Helen's ignorance
that her brothers are dead (Jl. 3; 236), of a iJ7T£vavTlov the statement
that Crete has 100 cities (fl. 2. 649 contradicting the 90 {)f Od. 19. 174),
or the description of both Ganymede and Hebe as Zeus' cupbearer
(Jl. 20. 232, 4· 2). Here inrEvavTlov keeps its natural sense of contradic
tion to something said elsewhere.
B. avoids the difficulty by making oTav ovoJLa n . . an interjected
phrase referring back to the cases considered 1rpos T�v M��v since
61�. But (i) Ta V'TrEvavTla appear as a separate class at 61b23 (cf.
61b15), and (2) Ta 1rpos T�v M��v can hardly continue till 61b9, and
there is no other place for a break.
One of the things which makes this chapter confusing is that down
to 61b9 the discussion is based on .\vaE�s in their various classes, e.g.
61� Ta 8� 1rp?s T�v u��v, but it is often convenient, as here, to intro
duce a class by reference to the particular J1r�TlJLTJJLa which it may
· answer, though in fact most MaELS can be relevant to several
f'TrLTLJLTJJLaTa.
.
6 1B32. 1foamxws liV C71]J.L�VELE : 'how many meanings the word could have.'
6 1&33. £v TctJ Ei.p1JJ.LEV� ! 'in the phrase in question'.
Tfi p' EaXETO xa�KEOV iyxos : Il. 20. 272 where our text has p.El.\wov.
Another celebrated Homeric problem ; according to the schol. some
of the 'sophists' rejected these lines, as did Aristarchus� In some
texts they were missing.
The situation is that Aeneas has hurled his spear at Achilles' new
shield · fresh from the workshop of Hephaestus. The shield had five
layers (Il. 18. 481), though it is not there stated what they were made
of ; Leaf, who rejects our passage, asserts that they were of hide.
The spear pierced two layers of bronze leaving the two layers of tin
untouched :
.

,
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Il. 20. 268-72.
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It is natural to assume that the layer of gold was not put in the
middle of the five where it would have been invisible. But if it was
where one would expect, on the outside, how could it stop a spear
which had already passed through the bronze ? A. does hot give the
solution of the problem, but indicates that if eaxETo = EKwM87J is
understood rightly, the problem does not exist. His solution may

·_
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have been that of Aristarchus, that the gold effectively checked the
impetus of the spear even though it went through two more layers.
A further refinement would be that the dent made in the gold layer,
itself unbroken, penetrated the bronze beneath. It is perhaps idle
to speculate on the structure of the divine shield, which was rather
surprisingly damaged by mortal assault ; but as some of the figures
upon it were of gold, the background, if of gold too, must have been
concealed by a layer of colour, . supposing the figures were to be
visible (ll. 18. 517, 574, 598), and �f the gold layer was concealed, it
might-as .well have been inside, a view taken by some of the com
mentators. But who was the cobbler who stitched the bag of the
winds ? Note that this is not a problem arising out of two inconsistent
accounts of the shield. It is rather an aAoyov.
61835. KaTe\ n.v KUTUVT,Kpu : the course recommended will work in the
way opposite to that which Glaucon condemned.
61 b 1, n.aUICWV! to be distinguished from Glaucus of Rhegium, the
early critic, author of IlEp� TWV apxalwv IlotTJTUJV Kal MovatKWV.
This may be the Glaucon mentioned in Pl. Ion 530 D along with
Metrodorus of Lampsacus and Stesimbrotus of Thasos, both charac
ters on the · fringe of the sophistic movement, as having 1ro.\.Ms Kal
Ka.\as �tavolas on Homer. But the name is a common one.
61 b2. Ka.Ta�ciN-o-6.1'EVo': probably not in the common sense of 'con
de:rtm' which would anticipate £1TtTtJLwatv and be awkward in tense,
but referring back to ci..\6yws 1Tpoii1To.\aJLfJavovatv ; they make an
irrational supposition about a passage, accept -it {KaTai/JTJt/JtaaJLEVot,
cf. Pol. 1298b39), and, proceeding to argue on the basis of it, find
fault with the poet as if he had really said it.
61 b3. oi.T)o-E,: their 'preconception', picked up by otovTat in the next
line;
61 b4. TA 'II'Epl. 'lkli.fnov : 'the case of Icarius'. This does not follow on
well from ovoJLa Tt at 6I83I. A new type of fallacy is introduced by
1Tpoii1To.\aJLfJcfvoval Tt in 6Ibi ; the problem of Ic_arius does not tum on
any one ovoJLa. The situation appears aTo1Tov because it contradicts
a preconception.
Icarius was father of Penelope and brother of Tyndareus, the
· mortal father of Helen. If he lived at Sparta, we should expect
Telemachus, who was his grandson, to have encountered him when
he stayed with Menelaus as described in Od. 4; The question is
raised· several times in the Od. schol., 1. 285, 2. 52, I4. 68, IS. 16 and by
Porphyry on 4· 1. Strabo 46I says he had left Sparta for Acamania.
It is obvious in the Odyssey that he is assumed to be resident in
It�ac·a or close by (cf. 2. 52, IS. I6), and the 'Problem' does not
an!;ie.
61b6. ol KE+a.XM]vEs : no doubt a local legend.
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6tb8 . O:f·"�·P'�''ll'a.·: the baseless assumption that Icariu� was a Spartan
though it Seems as well founded as much mythological information. '
Edd. variously supply Elvat, yEVla8at, 1TOtEia8at with 1TpO{JAT}p.a. This
is more likely than the alternative interpretation 'It is through an error
that the problem has plausibility'. Anyway, the whole thing is based
on the sort of false assumption against which Glaucon gave warning.

Section 3·
61b9. o).ws : not used by A; to introduce a summary ,of a previous dis
cussion, rather to amplify or clarify a previous statement by giving
it a fresh form, �.g. EN IIIIh29 ; cf. Bonitz 505b46. Here it introduces
a new and shorter treatment of matter already discussed by taking
the E1Tmp.�p.aTa, which should number five, and listing the MaEts
appropriate to each.
To ci8Uva.Tov : the most general cause for fault-finding, which over
laps Several Other CategorieS : cf. 6ob23 : a8vvaTa 1TE1TO{T}Tat.
wpos Tf)v 1To{7JaLv : cf. 6ob23-32.
Vahlen took aSVvaTOV 1Tp0S T�V 1TOlT}atv as a single phrase, but has
found no followers.
6 1blO. To (JE).TLov : equivalent to ws 8Ei (6ob33). There the E1Tt1'lp.1Jp.a
was (hi. ov�e aATJ8fi.
TTJY 86gG.v : ovTw �aalv at 6ob35-37 : cf. �aatv �eai. 8oKEi 6obiO. This
overlaps Ta.\oya (1. 14, below).
civciyELv: only here in the P., but common in A. for explaining
a point by reference to a general principle.
6 1b 1 1 . 1TL8a.vov ci8Uva.Tov : repeated from 6o326-7 (see n.). TvyxavEt Toii
TlAovs is the Mats given at 6ob24.
: the lmTlp.rJp.a must be that someone or some
61b12. TOLOUTous
thing was too good to be true. Whether this is a 1Tt8avov a8vvaTov, or
whether this is another answer to the a8vvaTov of l. 9, i.e. the Mats
1rpos TO {JlATtov, depends on the length of the lacuna. The latter
would be the more logical, and it is no real objection that it transfers
to· TO a8vvaTov what at 6ob33 was the answer to the objection ovK
aA1J8fj Zeuxis painted men more beautiful than they really arc,
though according to 50328 they lacked �8os.
6 1b13. U1TEPEXELv : best taken as trans.
61b14. 1rpOS Q +a.aLY TQ).oya. : SC. �Ef avayEtV. a �aatil COrresponds to
T�v Mfav (1. Io, above), which again suggests that there is no rigid
distinction between a�vvaTa and a.\oya. OTt OVTW �aalv was a sufficient
answer at 6.c:>b35· The alternative Mats for TaAoya, that they may not
really be unlikely, is introduced from 56324. If the odds are a hundred
to one against something happening, it is still likely that it will
happen 'some time' in a hundred times.
The third Mats based on ovTws ElxEv (6132) is not mentioned.
•
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61b1 5-1 8. Tel O'lrEVCLVTL..,s ElpTjf.LEva.: according to the list o f J1rmp.�p.aTa
at 1. 23, . below, Ta (j>..a(jEpa should be mentioned next ; the >..ua,s would
presumably be a close attention to the context. Cf. 61a4 ff. : 11'Ep� ToO
KaAwS' � p.� KaAws. A sentence may have fallen out. The imEvavTla
have just been discussed (see 61a3r-6rb9 and n.).
61b 1 6, aiCO'IrELV : understand aEi,
MyoLs : not speeches but philosophical arguments, 'dialectic'.
61b 17. E).qxoL: 'refutations' which are based largely on the detection
of contradictions : cf. Soph. El. 167a26. Some such word as aKE'TI'TEo' is
to be supplied after �>..E'yxo' to carry on the force of aEr, which is
understood in the previous clause. Charges of inconsistency against
poets must be examined with the same care as dialectical arguments ;
these often contain accusations of contradiction, which are found
on examination to be unjustified.
: the sort of false argument against which it is
El To a.uTo
necessary to guard turns on the use of the same term in different
senses, or with a different reference, or in a different way ; cf. 61832 :
""
'1\
I
E11',UK011'EtV 1J'OUaXWS'
aV
UTJp.TJVE,E,
6 1b18. cf»poVLf.Los : the contradiction may be, not with an actual state- .
ment, but with something that is taken to be impiied. It is necessary·
that the assumption alleged to . be contradicted should be one that
a sensible man would make. Cf. EN no7a1 : ws av o cfop&v,p.os oplamv
(here too it would be easier with the article). For instance the
assumption that Dolon could not run fast if he were Elaos KaKos is
not very intelligent.
61b19-2 t . op81\ s• �'lrLTlf.L'I')aLs : the subject of justified censure comes
in very abruptly. It has been observed that A. finds no justified
censure of Homer.
ci).oyl�: this must here include T� aauvaTOV, Such faults may be
justified 'if the effect could have been achieved in no other way (cf.
6oa13 and 6ob25-29). The same idea is expressed in the next clause p.�
avO..yKTJS' oiJaTJS', 'if it is not essential for the poet's purpose'. For this
use of avcJ..yKTJ cf. 54a28 ; 1rapaanyp.a 'trOVTJp{as �:LEV 'fj8oVS' fl.� avayKalas
olov o MEv(>..aos.
f.LOX8'1')pl� : no example of an JmTlp.TJp.a based on the portrayal of
wickedness has been given in this chapter (unless the use of strong
wine at ()ra14), and the only obvious reference to the subject was in
Ch. 15, where it was required that -if8TJ should be . XPTJaTa, and the
character of Menelaus was given as an instance of wickedness which
was not essential to the plot (54a19-3o). There is a possible allusion
in 61a4 7TEpt Toii p.� KaAWS'.
6 1b2 1 . T� AtyEi: sc. lxp�aaTo, Euripides wrote a play with this title,
but the reference is almost certainly to the scene in the Medea, a far
more celebrated play already mentioned by A. (54b1), otherwise Jv
·
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(TCp) AlyEt would be required. Th� d.\oyov here is the coincidence of
the arrival and perhaps the · sanctuary at Athens, superfluous for
a heroine with divine resources. Aegeus arrives at Corinth from
Delphi on his way to Troeien just at the moment when Medea is at
a loss for a refuge where she can be secure from her enemies after
she has taken her revenge ; without security her revenge cannot be
complete. It is possible that it is Aegeus' childlessness which sug
gests to Medea the .subtler vengeance of killing Jason's chitdren
instead of killing .him, as at first intended.
The unmotivated arrival of Aegeus is certainly clumsy. Whether
it is unnecessary in the sense that the same effects could have been
produced in a different way is more doubtful. It is mistaken to
argue that Medea, being a witch, did not need Aegeus' help. The
effect of the play would be destroyed if the audience felt throughout
that Medea was beyond the reach of her enemies. The supernatural
aid she receives from her grandfather is confined to the epilogue
which, as often in Euripides, is not completely assimilated to the
rest of the play.
In the Medea . of Neophron which, according to Dicaearchus,
Euripides imitated-a statement not generally accepted-the arrival
of Aegeus seems to have been better managed. On the whole ques
tion see Medea, ed. D. L. Page (Oxford, 1938), p. xxx.
ToG MEliE"-ciou : see 54a29 n.
6 1b22. Tci J'EV o�v E11'LTLI'iJ I'ciTa: this sums up the section which began
at oAwS' . �J (61b9), but there are discrepancies. c:iMvaTa and a,\oya
correspond to 11. 9-15, imEvaVTla to 11. 1,5-18, but the other two
E'7TtTt#L�I-'aTa, ws f1,\a{1Epa and wS' 1rapa T�v &p86T,.,Ta cause difficulty�
The class of f1,\a{1Epa inserted between the a,\oya and the �1TEVaVTla is
not mentioned elsewhere, though the unnecessary '7TOV'r/pla of Mene
laus (1. 21) could be an instance ; nor is any ,\vatS' given for this
defect. Some of the statements under the heading o?n( c:i,\"18fi at
6ob33, such as untrue statements about the gods, could be 'hurtful',
but the MatS' given at 61a1 is c:i,\,\' oJv tfoaat, and according to 61b14 it
is to the d.\oya not to the {1,\a{JEpa that this defence applies. Again the
thing said or done 1-'� �eaAwS' (61a4) could be f1,\a{1Ep6v
A more serious difficulty arises from the last El�oS', that of things
i
'
'
I
censured wS' 1rapa T'r/V op8OT'r/Ta
T"7V �eaTa TEXV"lv. Th"lS c1ear1y 1ooks
back to 6ob15..:.32, the account of the �tTnJ dp.apTla in the poetic art.
Obviously, where there is a d11-apTla there are grounds for an E'7Tt·
Tlf'"ll-'a· If offences against poetry avT�v T�v TJxv"lv are covered by
c:i8VvaTa (cf. 6ob23, 61b9), TJXV'r/V here must refer to individual a:rts, so
that the error is KaTa avp.{1Ef1"1�e6S'. This is the usual view, though R.
refers it to poetry itself, which really requires Hermann's �eaTa T�v
TJXV"lv· It is an objection to the usual view that, though A. allows
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that an incidental inaccuracy is a cip.ap-rla and to be avoided if
possible (6ob3r), it appears that the em-rlp.7Jp.a in these cases is
thought of as being directed against the op86-r7J� -rfj� TEXVTJ� in general,
while it is only in the t\vats that the distinction is made between the
two kind� of cip.ap-rla (6ob29).
61 b25. cipL81Jwv : we should expect £lSiPv as in I. 22. apt8p.o�, like numerus,
can mean 'part' or 'member', at Eur. Ion 1014 one of a list of num
bered items (cf. Isocr. u . r6). B. compared Gen. An. 7 6oa34. G.
keeps the apt8p.wv of Parisinus �t 6ob9 but the following EV Tt is
awkward.
.
8w8EKa. : presumably apdJp.ol, the classes of Mats, but R. is firm for
Ava£ts. There are clearly six 1rpos -t�v Mg�v �61a9-32) and three in
6ob32-61a4. There are also two 1rpos -r�v -r_lxvTJv (6ob22-32). This gives
eleven ; in addition 6ra4-9 contains one expressed in general terms,
61a3 1...:.b9 gives two ways of replying to a charge of im£vav-rlwp.a, and
· another is embedded in 6rbrs-r8. Arbitrary methods are required to
reduce these to twelve. · M. 's examination of the attempts of numerous ·
edd. (pp. 3o6-22) proves, if proof were necessary, that something is
wrong with the tradition. Since A. was using basically the same
material in his .M.1rop-rlp.a-ra •op.TJptKa, it is quite likely that the s+ 12
categories were first distinguished there and used again in the P.
But the outlines have been blurred by reworking and later additions.
C H AP T ER 26

The superiority of Tragedy to Epic.
6 1b26 -62B4, Arguments which can be advanced in favour of epic.
6 1b27. 8La.1Top'l}aEL£V O.v TLS : only here in P., but common in A. for 'the
question might be raised', e.g. EN 1136a23. It is clear from what fol
lows that A. was not the first to raise this qu�stion. Pl. Laws 658 D
gives the preference to epic, the choice of the ylpovT£s, -yvhereas
tragedy is favoured by educated women and by boys�
+opTLK'I} : lit. 'burdensome', especially something which is weari
some to the man of taste, and so 'vulgar'. The Oea-r�s t/JopnKos eK
{Javavawv Kal 8TJTWV Kal at\Awv TOtOVTWV avyK£lp.£VOS is COntrasted with
the EA£v8£pos Kal 1T£1TatS£vp.lvos at Pol. 1342a2o. It is also opposed to
xaplns and so not far re.moved from ap.a8-r7s, though this word is
hardly used by A.
6 1b28. T) Ci.1Ta.V1'a. IJL!JOU!JEV'J : a strange phrase, since it is the business
of a mimetic art to imitate. Possibly p.lp.7Jats here is impersonation.
Cf. 6oa9, also 48a23 where some read 1rav-ra. Tragedy, unlike epic, is
all impersonation. In the light of what follows the meaning seems
restricted to the over-playing of parts by actors. o!/Jts is a p.lpos of
tragedy and not of epic, and this is a consequence. B.'s 1rpo�
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a1TaVTa (cf. Top. I64b8), modified by G . to 1TpOS a1TaVTas contrasted
with 7rpos /3€ATlovs, is attractive and gives a less restricted meaning ;
the following yap clause then explains the kind of abuse which
accompanies p.lp.TJa's 'addressed :to all and sundry', but ,_,.,,_,.ovp.lv17
becomes superfluous.
Alav goes with cfoopTtKTJ, 8fjXov oT& is parenthetical.
6 1b29. ata8avof.'EYwv : sc. 6€aniw. Being uneducated, they need every
help.
61b30. auTos : the p.tp.ovp.€vos qua actor.
ot +aOXo& auX1]Tci.l : the over-acting prevalent in tragedy is illus
trated from dithyrambic performances, in which the flute-player
who accompanied the singing emphasized the rhythm by bodily
motion. Theophrastus, fr. 92, said : 1TpwTov 1lv8pwva Tov KaTavaiov
>\ �
\
I
I
'\
\r
(0•(}€11 U£KEIUaVII.OVVTa
aVII.TJTTJV
KWTJU€t'[;
Kat pv(}fLOVS 1TOtTJUat T<p awp.aTt
'€W TO &px«:ia6at 1TapJ. Tois 1TaAatot's). It is idle to speculate how a man
could make movements suggestive of hurling the discus or of its
movements while continuing to blow his flute. This seems to be an
extreme example of what · was now · common practice. In Probl.
918b13-29 we read that dithyrambs had now become P.'fLTJTtKol, and
that antistrophic systems had been abandoned as in TJ. a1TO TfjS
UKTJvfis (not generally true of extant tragedy), which would give the
performers more freedom of movement ; see Pickard-Cambridge,
Dithyramb, p. 40, n. 3· Gomperz, Mitteil. Samm. Pap. Erz. Rainer,
i (1887), 87, suggested that the aulete, Scylla, manhandled the
coryphaeus, Odysseus.
6 1b3 1 . �euX&OJ!EVo&: a later form of KVAw8&p.€vot, Used contemptuously
of those who 'harig about' the Agora (Pol. 1319a29), Qut here closer
to the literal sense.
. 8&a�eov : usually understood as the 'throwing of the discus', but R.
suggested and S. accepted that it refers to the spinning flight of the
discus, which is less grotesque than might appear if we think of it
as the discus which killed Hyacinthus or Acrisius.
�ea1 EX�eovTES
: for Scylla see note on 54a3o ; EAKovns suggests
violent manhandling (cf; EN II49b12) and it is hard to imagine an
avATJTTJS having his hands free for the purpose, as Twining observed.
He must have interrupted his playing in the interest of his mime.
Schol. Aeschin. Tim. Io implies that the avATJTTJS was usually
stationary. Such behaviour by the aulete later became customary to
judge from Dio Chry. Or. 78 (2. 281 Dind.), who compares the gait of
Alcmaeon (Herod. 6. 125·4) to one avAOVJITa T�JI TfjS I€p.EATJS w8iva.
6 1b33. To&auT'I : i.e. has the same fault as old-fashioned actors saw in
the performance of their successors, namely vulgarity. A. says that
in his day the actors had become more important than the poets
(R. I403b33).
.
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6 lb34. ws Muv ycip . . . : The 'Life' of Aeschylus states that Mynniscus

performed in his later plays ; he was still acting in 422 B.c., when he
appears in the 'Fasti' as winning the actors' prize. Callippides won
the prize at the Lenaea of 418 B.c., no doubt as a young man, and
was mentioned in Xenophon's Symposium 3· I I as boasting of his
ability to draw tears from the audience. M. called him an ape as
being merely an exact imitator. A. says (Top. rr7h17) that an ape is
like a man but E7Tt To yEAouhEpov. Nothing is known about Pindarus.
628 1 . u1hous : the older actors. Hermann's athov> would refer to their
fellow actors (of an older generation).
o).T) as opposed to the single department of acting.
62&2; 1rpos 8EuTcl.s E'll'i.E,KEtS resumes 1rpo> {JEA1'iov> (6rh28) at the begin
ning of the paragraph . (mEtKEtS' bears its normal sense 'superior',
the opposite of cpavAot.
62&3. cl»uaw : who said this is wholly unknown ; the plur. might imply
that it was the view of an appreciable number of people, but see
6ra22 n.
TWY axTJJ.UiTWY ! 'gestures and postures' ; cf. TWV UXT}t-taTt,OtLEVCJJV
/w8t-twv (47a27).
62&4. Ei. o�v . . : the major premiss of those who argued against
. tragedy was given at 6rb28, 'the less vulgar the better'. The grounds
on which tragedy could be regarded as vulgar have now been stated,
. but A. withholds agreement.
.

.

62B5-62b 1 5. Reasons for holding tragedy superior.
6285. ou T-ijs 'II'O,T'JT'K-ijs . . . : the poet had long ceased to act in his
own plays, and the TEXV7J imoKptnK� though associated with drama

was not part of it, being associated also with rhetoric. Cf. R. 1403h22-36,
where it is den,ied that imoKptuts has yet acquired the status of a true

TEXV7J.
6286. aT)J.LEtO'S : a variant for ux�t-tauw.
pu1JtctJ8ouvTu : Plato calls Ion par/up8os �<ai v1To�<ptT�S' (Ion 536 A),

and the dialogue makes it plain that Ion . achieved his effects by
means superior people might well think vulgar. But it is possible
that in A.'s time epic was more often read than heard, while tragedy,
though it could be read, was generally performed. The ordinary
Athenian became familiar with Homer at school.
6287. :Iwa(aTpuTos : an unknown rhapsode.
8'4-8ovTu : 'singing in a contest' (cf. Theocr. 5· 22), probably while
accompanying himself ,on the cithara like Arion. The excesses of
singers are presumably mentioned by way of illustration ; they have
no direct connexion with a comparison of tragedy and epic. G.
thought that Mnasitheus too was a rhapsode, but it is unlikely that
epic hexameters were sung to the cithara at this date.
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6289. ELtrEp �'1')8' opx'I'Ja�s : all dancing is a form of KlV1JUtS", but no Greek

would suggest that all dancing was to be rejected.

6281 0. OUK €Xeu0epas : d; aveMvOepos-, Pol. I 337bi6, 20. Callippides was
a

tragic actor, but he did not perform the parts of tragic heroines in
a worthy fashion. There is no reason to suppose he acted the paits
of low women, rather that his movements were undignified.
6281 1 . To auTi}s : sc. €pyov or TeAos. That tr�gedies can achieve their
proper effect when read and not acted has already been stated at
sobr8, and 53b4·
62812. o-rrota T�§ : not the quality of a particular tragedy but the
essential nature of the genre, as at '5o38.
62813'. el o�v
: whatever this may mean it is obscurely expressed.
The first clause implies what will later be proved, that tragedy is in
other respects .,.a. y' a>..>..a superior to epic ; what is it then that is not
necessarily a part of tragedy ? B., who makes no comment, trans- ·
lates 'this element of inferiority', E. 'this reproach', and G. taking
a similar view explains TovTo as 7ToA.A.� Klv1Jats-. But no one could
suppose it a necessary quality that it should be tastelessly . per
formed, since in the old days it was free from the excess of Klv1Jats.
This would be an illogical way of saying that if tragedy is otherwise
superior, the faults of actors are not a fatal objection. It is less
awkward to take TovTo to refer to imoKptats- with R. and S., the p.epos
of tragedy which c_eases to be an integral part when it is read and not
performed.
628 14. i-rre�Ta : corresponding to 1rpivTov p.ev (6235) introduces the second
main group of arguments, which assert the positive superiority of
tragedy.
s�chL : has no construction ; some emend the text, or Kpelnwv EC1Tt
� 'T'paycpSla may be supplied.
-rrcivT' 41xe� : the point already made at 49bi5-2o ; four of the six ·
p.ep1J are common to epic and tragedy, but tragedy alone has p.€>..11
and ot/Jts-. A. has been criticized for claiming this as a mark of
superiority so soon after stating that performance can be dispensed
with. Had he written at greater length, he would doubtless have
explained that tragedy is not to be ranked below epic because it
may be handicapped by a bad style of performance, but that good
performance gives advantages which epic cannot rival.
628 15. T� �eTp� : that the hexameter can occur in tragedy seems
a niggling point. In the surviving plays, apart from single lines in
dactylic systems, it is found only in short passages, as Track. roro-22,
E. Supp. 271-4, 282-5, (and in the elegiacs in the prologue to the
Androm.) : see A . M. Dale, Lyric Metres ojGk. Drama pp. 2 5 ff. S. tries
to save his author's credit by understanding it to refer to metrical
narrative, such as messengers' speeches, rather than to the hexameter.
•

•

•
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tcai. iTL : as in the section beginning 1rpw1"ov p.ev (62a5) the further
points are introduced by ET£ and etTa.
6281 6. JLEpos : sc. €xe' carried on from I. 14. If we keep TctS' ot/JELS", . we have
p.epos in a non-technical sense applied to two p.epTJ of tragedy, and
a,· �S' agreeing only with fLOVCJtK� is awkward. But since ot/JtS' is men
tioned along with music as an attractive element in tragedy (5ob16),
V. proposed tO keep ot/JE£S'1 reading a[S' Of a,• <k
Ti)v l'ouaLtcT)v : p.eAo1Toda was described as the greatest of the
T]avup.aTwv (5ob16) . Cf. Pol. 1339b2o; The word p.ovu1.K� is used only
here in the P.
at T)8ova{: are these the olKeiat �aoval accentuated by performance,
or . incidental pleasures ?
62817. To £vapyis : even when read tragedy is more vivid than epic,
because all the characters speak in the first person and narrative is
virtually eliminated.
62.8 18. Etri. Twv lipywv : an extension of the normal use of the phrase
meaning 'in practice', as 48b10, to mean 'in performance' ; cf. ev . Tfj
I
avayvwuet.
ETL T� £v
: the third and most important argument based on
the concentration of tragedy is hardly separable from the fourth,
beginning £n �TTov p.la (62b3), which emphasizes the diffuseness
of epic.
£v £XaTTOvl I'"'KEL TO TEXos : E. is alone in taking this to mean . 'the
ending comes sooner', which would be odd Greek. The sense must
be that it achieves its purpose in a shorter length (of time). Time of
performance and number of lines in a poem are directly related, but
T(jJ xp6vcp suggests that time is uppermost in A.'s mind. p.�KE£ refers
here to physical length as at 59b17, not to the duration of the action
as, probably, at 49b12. The sal{le principle is applied to metaphor at
R. I4Iob18 : �TTov �av, on p.aKpoTepws.
62b1, tcEtcpal'evov : the metaphor of wine diluted with water is probably
still live here (cf. vaapfj 1. 7, below). Dryden in his Dedication of the
Aeneid argued with more wit than force, 'he might prove as well
that a mushroom is to be preferred before a peach, because it shoots
up in the compass of a night'.
62b2. X£yw 8' otov
: if the content of Soph. OT was made to
occupy an epic of the length of the Iliad, which was probably the
longest ancient epic known to A., we should have an extreme example
of dilution. The epic Oedipodeia consisted of 6,6oo verses, the equi
valent of the first ten books of the Iliad. Of its content nothing is
definitely known except that it told the story of the Sphinx, but unless
· it overlapped the Thebais it ended with the death of Oedipus.
62b3. ETL �TTov 11£a : this· is the converse of the previous argument, but
a new point is added. Not only does epic lack concentration, it
.
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lacks basic unity ; in order to make a long poem tolerable the poet is
usually driven to include more than one action in his narrative.
jlLQ : cf. � p.{a p.{p.T}at> evo> «<anv (5ra3o). oXTJ Ka� nX£la might have
been added as at 59ai9.
62b5. jlLjl..)GEW� : sc. 'T(OV E7T07TOLWV.
1rXdous : already illustrated from the case of the Cypria (59b2).
waTE
+Q£vEa9(u : indicates a consequence not of epic being
�'T'Tov p.la, but of the nature of epic. What follows is that, if an epic
has strict unity Eav EVa p.v8ov 7TOtwatv, an hypothetical case, it will
either be too short, or, if expanded to the customary length, too
dilute.
62b6. 11uoupov : MSS. vary here and elsewhere between p.vovpov, 'mouse
tailed' i.e. 'tapering off', 'ending prematurely', arid p.£lovpov, with
p.o- as iu p.£tov£gla, 'with an inadequate tail'. The word occurs in
a similar sense at R. I409bi8 of a period une�pectedly cut short, and
in later Greek, Athen. 632 E, of 'teliambic' hexameters, which had
a weak penultimate syllable. The word is discussed at length by T. F.
Higham in Greek Poetry and Life (Oxford, 1936), pp. 209 ff. It has
since turned · up in a papyrus fragment of Aes. Isthm£astai opwv
p.vovpa Kal f3pax€a Ta cfl[a:..\M]a. See the Loeb Aes. ii. 551 and Mette,
Aes. Fragmenta, p. 8. As the papyrus (POxy. xviii. 2162) is dated
A.D. I5o-2oo, the form p.vovpos must have been current then, and
p.�Ilovpos may be the result of a phonetic change.
!l!JKEL : the required meaning is that if it con
62 b 7. aKoXou9ouvTQ
forms to the normal scale of epic, it seems diffuse. The association
of the ,.dTpov in question, the hexameter, with epic is extremely close
(cf. 59b31--6oas), and it is not too difficult to unde�stand Tcp f'�K"' as
Tcp olK£lcp p.�Kn� the scale appropriate to the epic metre, and so to the
epic form. E. understands -rofJ p.hpov as the due measure of epic
length, COnforming to the fL�KOVS OpoS Without reference tO metre.
Butcher suggested f'"'Tplov 1-'· to give a similar sense, but actually
printed Bernays's avp.p.e7pcp.
U8Qp1j : see note on K€Kpap.€vov bi, above.
X£yw 8E
: at this point A. seems to have become aware that he
had said things not easy to reconcile with his previous praise of
Homer's unity (59b2), and he tries to escape from the inconsistency
by claiming that, though the Iliad and Odyssey contain many
1rpag"''' they represent what is essentially a single 1rpagt>. The root of
the trouble is that it is impossible to draw a firm line .between the
p.ilpos which is a subordinate episode and the p.€pos which is a poten
tial 1rpag,,, When A.'s theme was the flexibility of epic in Ch. 24, he
put the emphasis on the variety arising from the abundant episodes.
Now that he is giving the preference to tragedy because of its com
pact structure, he represents the episodes of epic as impairing its
.
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unity. The suspicion that A. did feel Homer's episodes to be too
many and too long is reinforced by the standard of length laid down
for epic at 59b2r, four to five thousand lines as against the rs,ooo
of the Iliad. See also 56a12 and note, where epic is described as

1ro'AVp.vOo�.
62b9. To&a(iTa : makes the p.lp1J equivalent to 1rpatet�. They cannot 'be
distinguished from episodes, which must be included under p.lp11
(59b27). R and G. for no reason suppose the p.lpTJ themselves to
contain 1r>.Elov� 1rpa'u�.
62blO. f.'Eye8o� : they have to be on a substantial scale if they are to
. carry the weight of separate p.lp11.
Ta 1ron}l'aTa
: cf. the· assertions of Homer's superiority at
•

•

•

5Ia2J, 6oas.

62b12. TEXVYJ� epy\J : in view of avTa� in the next line we must suppose
that epic and tragedy are both part of a single TlxvTJ, which is quite
in accord with A.'s usual approach in these chapters . .
62b13. 8ei ycip
: avTa� as the subject of 1roteiv clearly indicates that
tragedy and epic are similar not only in being each a p.lp.TJa'� a1Tov
�alwv, but also in the kind of pleasure which it is their purpose to
afford. It is not specified whether this pleasure arises from the
stimulation of pity and fear and also, presumably, from their
Ka8apat�, or whether it is the kind of pleasure mentioned more
recently at 59321 as being produced by formal unity. The emphatic
position of this statement, which seems to imply a backward glance
at the work as a whole, makes it likely that the aim of epic is vir
tually identical with the aim of tragedy, though neither pity nor
fear is mentioned in the chapters which have epic as their theme.
62b 1 6. Tpay\)8£ao; Kal. E11'011'0&La� : these are now finished with, but the
general considerations contained in the first five chapters continue
to be the basis of what is to be said on other departments of .the
TfXVTJ 1TOtTJTtK-,J, SO they are not included in the dismissal.
62b l 7. Twv et8wv Kal. -rwv f'Epwv : the ei�11 of tragedy are hardly men
tioned save at 55b32 ff., the p.lp1J KaTa To 1roaov only in Ch. 12, but the
p.lp"' KaTa To ?Totov are alarge part of the subject.
62b 1 8. E11'&T&f.'tjaewv Kal. Maewv : these are practically confined to Ch. 25,
· described as concerning 1TpofJ>.1Jp.aTwv Kal >.vaewv (6ob6).
62b 1 9; For an attempt to decipher more of the defective ending see
Landi, Riv. di Filol, N.S. 3 (1925), ssr. His 1TEpi S€ iap.{Jwv Kai Kwp.cpSla�
.
is accepted into the text, with more or less hesitation, by recent
editors
other than H. and M. The Latin version contained in the
·
Cod. Etonensis ends 'primus Aristotilis de arte poetica liber explicit'.
If the whole work ended with a comparison between tragedy and
comedy, we �eed not doubt that tragedy was again put first. Cf.
EN 1 17733 : {Je>.Tlw Myop.ev Ta a1TovSaia Twv yE>.olwv.
.
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APPENDIX I
MIMES /51
I T is taken as self-evident in the first chapter of the Poetics

that poetry, painting and sculpture, music, and dancing are
all forms of mimesis ; Plato makes the same assumption as
Aristotle, and both write as though it was the accepted
opinion. The stock translation of mimesis is 'imitation'.
The first instinct of readers and commentators is to reassure
themselves that imitation is not 'mere copying'. Copying
is in fact prominent among the -senses of mimesis, but .the ·
general inadequacy of Greek ·accounts of the arts is due not
so much to the associations of this word as to the absence of
any other which can express the idea of imaginative crea
tion-until in the third century A.D. Philostratus used
phantasiaz to mark the distinction between cqpying and
creating. In the classical. period phantasia means a mental
image, or the power of forming s-uch, and belongs to the
theory of knowledge rather than of art.J Accordingly the
Greeks always· found it hard to get away from the view of
1 The discussion in Butcher, A.'s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art,
Ch. 2, is rather unincisive, but the notes contain a valuable collection
of passages. More recent are U. Galli, 'Mimesi secondo A.' St. it. jil.
N.S. iv (1926), 281 ; Sections 3 and 4 of the Introduction to Rostagni's
ed. ; and the same writer's 'A. e l'aristotelismo', St. it.jil. N.S. ii (192I),
1-147 = Scritti Minori, i. 136 ff. There is a full-length study by H.
Koller, Mimesis in dir Antike (Bern, 1954) ; reviews by Lesky, Gym�
nasium, 63 (1956}, 442, and by Else CP 53 (1958}, 73·
:z Apoll. Ty. 6. 19. Cicero, Ora(or 2. 8--9, distinguishes between the
artist's J?.hysical model and the conception of a beautiful object in his
mind, which suggests that Hellenistic speculation had made some
progress towards the idea of creation. .
3 In Longinus, ch. 15, it is an important part of the poet's equip
ment, but still basically the power of visualizing vividly.

APPENDIX .I

the artist as craftsman, at times an inspired craftsman,
whose task was to reproduce phenomena in words or colours.
It was no negligible achievement of Aristotle to give a niore
. adequate description of the poet's Work.
The word mimesis has an extraordinary width of meaning, 1
which makes it difficult to discover just what the Greeks
had in mind when they used the word to describe what it is
that poet and artist do. To translate it we need in different
cont�xts 'imitate', 'represent', 'indicate', 'suggest', 'express'.
All . of these can be referred to the single notion of making
or doing something which resembles something else. It will
be convenient to illustrate this range of meaning in fourth
century literature-there are not many earlier occurrences
arid then to examine its applicatio� to poetry by Aristotle.
Finally some attempt will be made to trace the origins .of
the idea that literature is mimesis.
No sooner has Aristotle given his list of the forms of
poietike at the beginning of the Poetics (47 3IJ-I6 ) than he
proceeds to illustrate the mimetic quality which is common
to all of them from the visual arts, painting and sculpture,
and to this illustration he returns.2 from time to time
throughout the work. Clearly this is regarded as the
simplest case of imitation ; the artist makes the most ac
curate possible copy of his model, and the accuracy is itself
a cause of pleasure to the viewer. This should cause no
surprise ; ancient descriptions of works of art show an un
abashed delight in vivid and life-like renderings.J Today it is
1 Illustrated, especially for Plato, by McKeon, Modern Philology, 34
(1936), 1-35 (reprinted in Critics and Criticism, ed. R. Crane, Chicago,
1952).
2 48a5, 48b n , 50326, 39· 54b9, 6oh8, 6Ibl2. For examples of this comparison elsewhere see G.'s note on 47a18.
J Il. 18. 548-9, Achilles' shield ; Od. 19. 229-31, Odysseus' brooch ;
Aes. Isthmiastai, POxy. xviii. 2162 Aes. (Loeb), -ii. 540, satyrs'
masks ; Theocr. 15. 8o-86, embroideries at the Adonis festival ; Herodas
4· 27, statues in the Asclepieion at Cos ; App. Plan� 162, the Aphrodite of
Praxiteles.
·
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often forgotten that until the introduction of photography
in the last century the artist alone was able to record
visual impressions. The beginning of his task was to make
recognizable pictures of real objects. He might do more
than this, but that painting was basically an imitative art
was beyond reasonable doubt. In so far as much art at all
times is concerned with imaginary scenes, imitation in the
most literal sense is impossible, None the less, the more life
like the people, the more solid-seeming _the objects, the more
highly esteemed was the work. Men might be nobler than in
real life, and gods should look divine, but all this depends
on an ability accurately -to imitate appearances in the
physical world.
Plato, in the fullest discussion of the nature of art that has
come down to us from the ancient world (Rep. 10. 595 E ff.) ,
shows the same readiness to identify art with the repr.esenta..;.
tion of appearances and to take the visual arts as the
clearest and most · typical case. The perfect imitator is the
man who holds up a mirror and thereby produces a com•
plete imitation of the natural world. Had Plato known that
the photographer would one day give permanence to the
image in the mirror, he would doubtless have used him as
an even better instance of the triviality of the artist and his
. work. If the world is only a shadow of reality, who wants
· a shadow of a shadow-unless the representation of the
shadow can reveal something of the reality behind the
shadow ? Plato alone among early philosophers ·had it in hi_s
power to exalf the artist and set him up as the hierophant ·
through . beauty of reality. But he chose to do nothing of
the sort, though in the Symposium (209 A) he took a step
along the path which could have led in that direction. So
his verdict was a condemnation, however reluctant, of the
arts, I which are allowed only to be of some slight use in .
1 There has been no less reluctance among Plato's commentators to
accept his condemnation as comprehensive. His rejection of poetry
oaTJ IL'fLTJTtlc� (Rep. 595 A) has been used as a pretext for supposing the
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elementary education and, in the Laws, for innocent ·relaxa
tion. In the Republic the photographer-artist is equated,
without explanation, with the tragic· poet, and both are
. condemned in the light of the Theory of Ideas. The dif
ference between Plato and Aristotle is not so much in their
basic conceptions of �imesis as in their attitude to the
world known through the senses, which it is the business of
mimesis to reproduce. ·
The representation of an object or scene in space by
a painter. has an obvious correspondence with the re
presentation of characters and events in time by a writer, ·
one which was, perhaps, first observed by Simonides (see
below, p. z6g) . The flexibility of Greek usage in this matter
can be illustrated by such a passag� as A., Ethics I I I338,
'the ancient constitutions which Homer imitated'. 1 · We
might here say 'outlines' or 'depicts', but these words would
be metaphorical as 'imitated' in Greek is not.
We encounter greater difficulties when we come to the
use of the word in connexion with music and dancing.
According to Aristotle (47 328), the dance by itself, rhythmic
motion of body and limbs, can imitate, or as we should say
'express', character, emotion, and action. Little is known
existence of a whole range of non-mimetic poetry which escaped con
demnation. (The problem is complicated by . the use in Rep. 3 of the
word mimesis in a more restricted sense of 'impersonation'.) Despite
this and despite the admittance (Laws 8o2 B) of some existing poetry in
the interest of harmless relaxation, the fact remains that little poetry
written before or since would pass his censors. A persistent attempt to
tone down Plato's condemnation was made by Tate in the CQ 22
(1928), 1&--23 ; 23 (1929), 142-54 ; 26 (1932), 161-9 ; see. also W. J. Ver
denius, Mimesis, Plato's Doctrine of Imitation (Leiden, 1949). A more
realistic assessment in N. R. Murphy, The Interpretation of Plato's
Rep. (Oxford, 1951), and T. Gould in Arion, 3 (1964), 70. The relevant
passages in Rep. and Laws are considered by I. M. Crombie, Examina
tion of Plato's Doctrine (London, 1¢4), pp. 143-50. He concludes that
mimeseis are worthless as representations of reality, and that, though
they migpt be defended as being beautiful, Plato does not attach much
value to them.
I EK TWV apxaiwv 1TOAtT€tWV &s "Op:TJpOS" Ep.tp.EtTO.
·
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about Greek dancing and, worse still, the language of the
dance has passed out of the European tradition, perhaps
because the Church divorced it from the practice of religion.
About dancing, except as a social amusement, we have to
learn from ballet and from anthropologists. It seems likely
that there is a fundamental connexion between rhythm and
emotion ; fast and gay, slow and sad seem as indissolubly con
nected as sorrow and tears. For the Greeks, who thought of
emotional processes as movements kineseis occurring within
the soul, 1 it was easy to explain the relatipnship on the basis
of a correspondence between internal and external move
ments, though dances as full of meaning as those referred to
in ancient sources (Pl. Laws 655 D, 814 D-16 A, A. Pol. 8. 9)
must have depended largely on a conventional language of
· gesture ; and since dances were normally accompanied by
music, this too would have contributed its associations.
Nor does the description of music as mimesis accord witp.
our own linguistic habits. We allow that musk can suggest ·
or induce a mood ; it can be mournful or martial ; it could
make Boswell long to rush into battle. Anyone who can
remember occasions when the incidental music failed during
the showing of a silent film will recollect the emotional cold
bath that followed. But we do not normally speak of music
as suggesting moral qualities, though it may be no more
, than a linguistic convention which prevents our saying
that martial music imitates courage or lascivious music
wantonness ; it would be objected that the relation is too .
vague and the emotions too undifferentiated. 2 But Greek
1 Probl. 919b26, 920a3, Pl. Rep. 400 B, and Athen. 628 c, where oi 1repi
Aap.wva are cited for the opinion that ·woas Kai opxl]aets civayK'l ylv.ea8at
KLVOVf'EV'lS TVS t/Jvxfjs ; cf. Pl. Tim. 47 D : � oe'app.ovla tvyyeveis exovaa 'TaS
tf>opas Tais ev �p.iv Tfjs iflvxfjs 7TEptooots.
·

2 Music 'has a persuasively direct sensory medium but no controll
able correspondence between the medium . and any definite objects'.
See Twining i. 66--93 . His whole discussion is worth looking at. . Cf.
Theophrastus, fr. 91 : 'T�V aKOVU'TtK�V aia8'1atv '7Ta8'7'TtKW'Ta'T'1V elvat.
' �· . '
'\ op.otwp.aTa
'
'
opy17s
Kat 7rpaoT'l'TOS.
1raawv ; A Pol 1340aI8 : pv8p.ot Kat' f'E11'7
.

�

•

•
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music' was mostly sung, and the human voice, even if the
words are unintelligible, can convey a powerful suggest
iveness ; further, the musical modes had their own con
ventional associations which could easily be mistaken for
intrinsiC meaning. Hence both Pla.to and Aristotle assert
unhesitatingly a direct connexion between music and charac
ter. 1 It was claimed, though less strenuously, that even
unaccompanied music had meaning. It is worth adding
that, though lyric, words plus music, was one of Aristotle's
. six parts of tragedy, the words are never alluded to in the
Poetics.2
A further strange use of mimesis, not paralleled in the
Poetics, is found in the discussion of the theory of language
in Plato's Cratylus. A word is a vocal 'imitation' of the
- object which it indicates, and this applies as well when the
word is regarded merely as a conventional symbol as when
it is believed to have an intrinsic connexion: with the object
which it denotes.J Again, meaning can be indicated by the
. language of gesture, and the gesture too is a mimesis of that
which it indicates. A vertical raising of the hand can mean
'upwards' or 'light', because light things are easily raised, so
men raise their hi:mds 'imitating the nature of the thing' .4
\Vhether Plato used the word here, or even in Book 1 0 of the
Republic, with a touch of conscious paradox it is hardly
possible to say.
_

·

I Pol. 1340a28-J9, especially EV /LEV Tois a.UoLS /L7]8Ev inrapx£Lv op.olwp.a
Tois 1f8EO'LV, Jv SE TOtS p.lAEO'L avTOiS EaTI IJ.L/L�/LaTa TWV �fJwv. Cf. Polyh. 4· 2Q.
On modes see Rep. 398 c-402 A. The general view of the moral efficacy

of music is contradicted in Hibeh Pap. 13 (? late fifth century) ascribed
by Bla�s to Hippias of Elis, see J. F. Mountford in New Chapters in
Gk. Literature, 2nd ser., pp. 181-2 Philodemus, De Mus. 4· 3· 23.
z On Greek music in general see the article in the Ox
ford Class. Diet. ;
on music in tragedy A . M. Dale, Lyric Metres of Greek Drama, 'Some
Notes on Performance', pp. 194 ff.
3 ovop.' ap' EaTlv, ws EOLKE, p.lp.7]p.a r/Jwvfi EKElvov � P,LP,f.iTaL (Crat. 423 B) ;
ct. Ta yap ovop.aTa IL'IL�/LaTa EO'Tlv (A. Rhet. 1404a2o), without any sug
gestion that words have any but a conventional relation.
.
4 P,LP,OVP,EVOL avT�V T�V r/Jvaw TOV 1Tpayp.aTOS (Crat . 423 A).
.
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The connotation of mimesis and its derivatives is ob
viously very wide, but at the same time there is an unmis
takable common element to the activities of the man who
indicates 'upward' by a movement of his thumb and the
painter who copies a human face. It is less obvious that the
word covers the activities of the poet, the flute-player, and
the dancer, but in the light of what is ·known of certain
Greek attitudes it is understandable that the word should be
so used. Yet it is anything but clear why men should prac
tise this activity, or why its results should be regarded as
valuable. Certain skills or techniques are required which
Plato considers of a low order. Aristotle is a ·little more
precise in that he stre�ses the fact that artists work in
various media ; 1 a painter making a picture of a clay pot
works not" with clay but with pigments. He goes rather
further with the demand that the painter should depict
character (5oa28), though here he was to some extent antici. pated by the instructions which Xenophon puts int<' the
mouth of Socrates (Memorabilia 3· 10). Much more signifi
cant is the suggestion that the painter can make his subjects
nobler and more beautiful than they are in real life, : 'for they
(good portrait-painters) when rendering an individual form,
though making it like the original, depict it as more beautiful'
(54h1o); just as Sophocles claimed to represent men as they
ought to be, whereas Euripides represented them as they ·
are. z Here we have, at first sight, a break-through to a new
order of ideas ; the artist produces not a copy but ari
idealization of his original, and as a creator of new beauty
he is surely entitled to the philosopher's esteem. In fact it
amounts to less than this. By leaving out a wen from a por
trait of a beautiful face the artist makes it more beautiful ;
or a number of existing beauties might be' combined into
a more beautiful .whole, as Zeuxis was said to have amal
gamated the five loveliest maidens of Croton to · form his
x

See R. P. Hardie, 'The Poetics of Aristotle', Mind N.S. 4 (1895), 350.
2 6ob33· See Commentary.

COMMENTARY

Helen .1 There seems n o sign of awareness that the artist
is producing something quite different from a display of .
technical skill, nothing like the claim of [Longinus] that high
poetry has 'the ring of a great soul', or Dion of Prusa's
description of the Zeus of Pheidias, whose grandeur · can
bring tranquillity to an afflicted spirit. 2
. Poetry is similar to the visual arts in that both represent
men. The poet who works by putting words into the mouths
of his characters may' show a greater intellectual comprehen
sion of moral qualities than the painter who suggests them
by the features and expressions of �is figures, but this
difference does not amount to much. Where Aristotle showed
his originality was in stressing the element of structure.
Here it is important to observe how far Plato and Aristotle
followed the same path, and where Aristotle went beyond
Plato. Plato asserted in the Phaedrus (268 n) that a tragedy
(a representation of men in action, Rep. 6o3 c) was not
a mere sequence of Speeches but a structure so ordered that
the parts stood in the proper relation to each other and· to
the whole.J The meaning of this can be filled out from the
criticism of Lysias' speech given shortly before (264 B-E} , ·
where in terms similar to those used by Aristotle in Chs. 7
and 8 it is laid down that the parts must be 'organically'
connected as in an animal,4 so forming a whole, single and
complete. Where Aristotle goes beyond Plato is in extend.,.
ing to a mimetic form the conception of a causally united
structure. Structure in a speech gives intellectual satisfac
tion because the parts are logically related and propor
tioned, and no doubt aesthetic satisfaction as well. But
1

Cicero, De Invent. 2. I.

· 2 �teya.\1J" 1/Jvx-q., a1T�X1J�ta,

Longinus 9· 2 ; Dio, Orat. 12 (1. 229
Dindorf). Other passages which throw light on the relation of a paint
ing to its models are Rep. 472 D, A. Pol. 128Ib1o, 1284b8.
3 Kd� OVTOt (Sophocles and Euripides) av, w IwKparE<;, ol�ta' KaraI
CI
�
\
I
-\
'I'
W\ \
�I
')'EilqJEV
EL� .Tj.<; OLETat
Tpay<poLaV
al\1\0
'TL ELVaL
1J T1JV
'TOV'TWV
(p1JUEL<;
) avaraaw
..

�

1TpE1ToVaav 0.,\,\�,\ot<; Kai rep o.\<p avvtaTa�J-EV1JV.
4

See Commentary on sob22-5Ial3 ; also on 50a33·
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a play, the imitation of an. action, if its parts are in a neces
sary causai relationship with each other and the whole,
reveals something about the nature of an actio� under the
conditions . obtaining in our world; This is the point reached
in the first climax of the Poetics in Ch. 9· It is because
a properly constructed plot shows a general truth about the
sort of thing that is done by certain sorts of men that
poetry is, in the famous phrase (5 1h5) , 'more important and
more philosophical than history', 'a universally valid re
presentation of life' . I ]. H. Newman in his youthful Essay
on Poetry put the essence of the matter in a way that has
not been bettered : 'by confining the attention to one series
of events and scene of action, it (tragedy) bounds and
finishes off the confused luxuriance of real nature ; while by
a skilful adjustment of circumstances, it brings into sight
the connexion of cause and effect, compietes the dependence
of the parts one on another, and harmonizes the proportions
of the whole' . 2 Whether or not Plato was aware . of the
significance which could be claimed for structure in drama,
it did not suit his purpose to allow universal significance to
mimetic art.
Aristotle goes beyond Plato also in deducing from struc
tural principles the limits of size (megethos) appropriate to
tragedy. But as the dimensions proper for a speech are
determined by a wholly different set of circumstances, this is
of only incidental interest.
It must be admitted that Aristotle, having reached this
position, appears to leave it undefended ; it is as though he
was interested only to show that there was an answer to
Plato's rejection, of the arts as trivial. If he believed that
any tragedies possessed cosmic significance, he has nothing
to say abolJ.t it in the course of his detailed criticisms.
·

1 A. M. Quinton and R. Meager, Proc. of the Aristotelian Soc. supp.
vol. 34 (196o).
:z Quoted by Tillotson,
Perspectives of Criticism, Harv. Studies
Comp. Lit., vol. 20, p. 177.
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Poetry might have philosophic implications, but it was not
sufficiently philosophic to be of interest as a tool to a real
philosopher. Yef the assertion of the value, actual or
potential, .of poetry may have seemed worth making for
another reason ; it se�\red to establish the superiority of
poetry to other arts. Music was in any case mainly a sub
.
sidiary of poetry. The visual · arts are on a lower level
because action -develops in time, and they are virtually
restricted to the representation of single events. No doubt
a scene from a weli-known myth could include a certain
amount of interpretation, 1 but the intellectual perception
of relations between events over <!- period of time is beyond
the scope of the visual arts, and consequently for painter
and sculptor 'philosophic' achievement is ruled out. The
art of the dance is exempt from this particular restriction,
since it can represent events in sequence, but in the absence
of words it can hardly give an adequate account of the
relationship between them. The same emphasis on qmsal
relations may go some way to explain Aristotle's apparent
indifference to non-choral lyric poetry. which is largely con
cerned with the description of states of mind. But it was
probably .due also to the comparative unimportance of this
type of poetry in this period. 2
Finally, mention should be made of certain passages deal
ing with 'art' and imitation which have been brought into
relation with Aristotle's 'aesthetics', though in fact they
probably have little bearing on the 'fine arts'. 'Things are
produced by techne whose form (eidos) is in the soul' ; 'of
things made the origin is in the maker, either mind or
techne or some potentiality' ; 'in general techne brings to
1 See T. B. L. Webster, 'Greek Theories of Art and Lit.', CQ 33
(1939), I66, for the efforts ofvase-painters to include a series of events
in a single painting.
2 It should not be forgotten that A. himself wrote a not negligible
lyric to the memory of his friend Hermeias of Atarneus (Anth. Lyr. 1,
p. 117, Poetae Melici Gr., p. 444, no. 842}. The poem is discussed by
Bowra, Problems in Greek Poetry (Oxford, J953), pp. 138-,so.
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completion some things which nature (physis) . is unable to
finish off, other. things it imitates' . 1 Butcher (p. 1 57); by
applying such passages to the arts which produce not arte- .
facts but imitati<>ns, reaches bold conclus�ons, which are
highly questionable, about the artist's oompletion of nature's
unrealized ideals.
. Early references to mimesis and the nature of the arts are
. scarce, and it is not possible to reach a positive conclusion
on the origin and development of the view that was generally
accepted in the fourth century. A widely received opinion
attributes the first use of mimesis with reference to the
arts, especially music and the dance, to the Pythagoreans.
We know from Aristotle (Met. 987h1 1) that the Pythagoreans
described as mimesis the relation between things and the
underlying reality which they believed to be number. 2 .As
their belief in the fundamental nature of number was
founded on their discovery of the relation between musical
notes and the length of the string which produced them, it is
likely enough that they proceeded to argue that the effects
of music were due to an imitation of the numerical aspect
of the movements in the soul.J It appears to have been
Damon, the teacher of Pericles, who developed this branch,
perhaps emphasizing for the first time the significance of
rhythm.4 The word mimesis is appropriate to describe the
relation between the soul and the harmony ; they are not
the same, but there is an unfailing correspondence. It is
much less obviously suitable to describe the relation between
a picture and its subject or a play and its action. Whether
I a1TO TEXVTJS 8� ylyvETa' OU(I)V TO El8os EV -rfi 1/Jvxfi (Met. I032b1). TWV
1-'�v yap 1TO'"lnKwv €v -rip 1ro,oiivn � cipx�, � voiis � -rlxv"l � 8!5vaf'lS' Tis
(1o25b23, cf. EN 114031-20). o�ws 8� � TEXV"l -ra 1-'�v EmTE�Ei: ci � tfo!5u,s
a8vvaTEL a1TEpya,Eu8a,, Tel 8� f''f'ELTa' (Phys. 199315).
2 o{ f'�V yap llv8ayopEW£ 1-''f'�U�£ Ta OVTa tfoauiv Elva£ TWV ap'8f'wV,
11�a'rwv 8E f'EilE�E,
See Kirk and Raven, Presocratic Philosophers,
pp. 229-31, and Index s.v. 'number'.
J See p. 262, n. 1 .
.
• Rep. 400 B ff., 424 c ; cf. Boyance, Culte des Muses, p. 131 .
.

•

•
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the Pythagorean account, if it was the oldest, was extended
by analogy, or whether it arose independently in the case of
painting and poetry, can hardly be determined.
The use by both Plato and Aristotle of the example of
the painter to provide the simplest illustration of mimetic
activity creates a presumption, though it falls far short of
proof, that it was the original use and was extended later to
the other arts. The germ of the idea may perhaps be seen
in the compliment paid by Odysseus to Demodocus : 'very
correctly do you sing of the fate of the Achaeans, all that·
they did and suffered, as though you had been there your
self, or heard it from . one who was'. The poet gives an
exact description of the events which are his subject, which
is very similar to a naive account of the painter's activity.
The two ·were brought together for the first time, if .the
quotation is authentic, by Simonides (c. ss6-468 B.C.) ;
'Simonides calls painting silent poetry and poetry speaking
painting' Plutarch, De Gloria A then.2 'This dazzling anti
thesis of the Greek Voltaire' , as it was called by Lessing ,
who took it as the text for his Laocoon, may be the ancestor
of the numerous· comparisons between the poet's and the
painter's arts which are found in the Poetics and elsewhere.
Crude though it may seem to us, the suggestion that the
work of poet and artist could be comprised within a single
category may, when it was first made, have appeared
1

MT}V yap Ka'Ta Koap.ov ):J.xatwv o['TOV a£l�HS,
oaa· £p�av 'T. £1Ta86v 'T£ Kai oaa· £p.O')'T]Uav ):J.xatol,
ws 'TE 1TOV � aUTOS 1Tap£�JV 7j a.\.\ov aKOIJaas. Od. 8. 489-91 .
z .M. 347 A : o l:tp.wvl�T}S 'T�V p.£v 'wyparf>lav 1TOlT}atv O'tW1Twaav 1Tpoa
ayop£vit T�v �£ 1TOl1Jatv 'wyparf>lav .\a.\oiiaav. The saying is alluded to five
times in . Plutarch or Pseudo-Plutarch, M. !8 A, s8 c, 347 A, 748 A ,
Vit. Hom. 216. The earliest mention is i n the Ad Herennium (first
century B.c�)- Its authenticity is widely accepted, as such an aphorism
is quite in the manner of Simonides ; (Hibeh Pap. 17 of about 250 B.C.
seems to be an anthology of his � ayjngs). But the words cannot be
a verbatim quotation since ,\a.\£i:v as a synonym for UyHv is not earlier
than the fourth century. rf>8£yyop.€v1Jv given at 111. 18 A could be the
original word.
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some_t hing of a revelation. The sentence which follows in
the De Gloria A then. goes on to define an important dif
ference between the two forms 'for the actions which painters
portray as happening, these words relate and de&cribe when
· they have happened'. 1 It is just this extension of the action
in time which makes it possible for a poet to give it signifi
cance by revealing the logic of · events, but it would be
unsafe to assert that Simonides himself was aware of this
distinction.
The only other thinker who, it may be guessed, followed
this line of speculation was Gorgias. The theory of art as
illusion with which he has been '- credit�d is insecurely
founded/ but it is evident that he was struck by the way in
which fictitious incidents happening to other people can be
made to stimulate emotions very similar to those caused by
real incidents happening to ourselves (Helen 9) . Such apate,
'deceit' or 'illusion' , is the result only of successful mimesis,
j ust as Plato speaks of the possibility that a skilful painter .
might paint a carpenter so realistically that from a dis
tance children or stupid adults might mistake if for a real
carpenter.3 Gorgias' illusionistic theory may throw new light
on the way literature works, but it assumes the same basic
process of copying.
H. Koller in his book, while allowing Pythagorean in
fluence, derives the mimesis group of words from mimos, the
ritual dancer who embodies, impersonates, and by his
dancing expresses the influence of ·the god, 'the bull-voiced,
terrible mimoi' of Aeschylus' Edonoi.4 Thus the primary
.

'.1.
'
.
�
'
'
'
\ '
1Tp.a'!.tHS'
OELKVVOVOt1
OL' 1\0')'0L
WS'
')'L')'VOp.EVaS'
')'EYEVTJaS' yap
OL' 1'':IW')'pa'f'OL
p.lvaS' 8t1J')'OVvTat Kai ovyypacf>ovotv. There is no trace of this in any of the
other passages in which the aphorism is quoted, and as Plutarch is here
passing from historical painting to historical writing, it is likely that the
addition was made by him in order to fit his quotation to its context.
z See Introduction III, p. xviii, n. 2 .
3 Rep. 598 c : 1Toppw8e.v f1TL8ELKVVS' €�a1TaTcp av Tcp S.o KELV WS' &..\1J8WS'
TEKTOVa elvat. Cf. Crit. 107 D : OKtaypacf>lg. &.oac/>Ei Kai a1TaTTJ.\cp.
cf>o{Jepol p.ip.ot.
4 Fr. 57 (71 M .) : Tavpocf>Boyyot �
I

"
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meaning of mimeisthai is not 'copy' or 'imitate' but 'give
expression'. This sense is still dominant in the discussion
of poets in education in Book 3 of the Republic; where the
distinction is made between impersonation and narrative.
, The poet who puts unsuitable words into the mouth of Zeus
does not so much make a · bad representation as give a bad
performance of Zeus, like an incompetent ritual dancer. 1 And
this, it is suggested, is the meaning of .mimeisthai at its first
occurrence in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 'they know how
to perform the songs and dances of all men ; each would say
that it was his own voice, so .well-fitting is the fair
song'.2
But it cannot be said that the conventional . meaning
'imitate' is impossible here, nor indeed in the passage from
the Edono.i, seeing that Plato uses the word mimeisthai for
mimicking the roaring of bulls along with whinnying horses .
and other natural objects (Rep. 396 B) . But it must be
granted that there are passages where Koller 's rendering is
neater ; 'I shall perform the new Helen' better describes·
what Mnesilochus doesJ than 'imitate' : similarly 'performing
the sacred rites' (which he was not entitled to do) better
suits the situation in Lysias' A ndocides4 than 'imitating'
the Mysteries.
But it is a serious objection to Koller's view that Plato
explains with great care, as though introducing an un. familiar idea, the use of mimesis to mean impersonation
(Rep . 392D-394 A), while it is taken for granted elsewhere,
especially in Book 1 0, that the primary meaning of the word
is 'to copy'. Moreover, this sense is found quite indisputably
among the not numerous examples of this group of words
as early as the · mid-fifth century, the satyr 's mask m
·

r

3

Rep. 388 C : ovTw� civop.olw!> fL'fL�C1au8at. Cf. P. 6oa8 and n.
162-4 : 11'clVTwv �· civ8pcfmwv cpwvas Ka� KpEp.{3a'AtauTvv
1 \ •
!! I
�
.J. I
KEV aVTO!>
fKQO'TOS
'Y'atT} of
p.tfLEtO'8' tO'QO'tJI"
cp8€yyEu8', ovTw ucptv KaA� uvvcfpTJpEv ciot��-r�v Kaw�v 'EMvTJV p.tp.�uop.at (Aristoph. Thesm. Bso).
p.tp.ovp.Evos Ta lepcf (Lys. 6. 51).
�

3
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Aeschylus' I sthmiastai or the wooden dummy in Herodotus'
Egyptian Logos. 1
Whatever the origin of the belief that the activity of
those who practised the fine arts · could be described in
terms of mimesis, it was Aristotle who first showed how, if
this were true, poets could deserve serious consideration.
1 Aes., see p. 259, n. 3, above ; Herod. 2. 78 : veKpov £v aopcp �v..\wov,
p.Ep.Lp.YJp.Evov £s ra p.aALri.ra Kal ypat/Jfi Kal EPYlfl · . Theognis 370 reveals
nothing. Early occurrences ofthe word mimesis are discussed at length
by Goran Sorbom in Mimesis and Art ( Uppsala, 1 966).
.
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P I T Y, F E A R, A N D K A TH A R SIS

W H E N tragedy is defined in Ch. 6, its end or purpose is
affirmed to be the katharsis of the emotions, of eleos, pity,
and phobos, fear. Elsewher� in the Poetics the stimulation of
these emotions leading to the pleasure resulting from them
is itself regarded as the end of trage�y. Before discussing
the meaning of katharsis it is necessary t9 look further at the
emotions in question. Emotions other than pity and fear
are occasionally mentioned; wonder or surprise · connected
with to thaumaston, and amazement, .ekplexis, but surprise is
in any case a feature of the complex play, and these are to
be regarded as accentuating pity and fear rather than as an
independent end.
That the sufferings represented in tragedy should awaken
pity needs no comment. The distinction between eleos and
the milder philanthropia (52hJ8-53a2) suggests that pity is
a powerful emotion, and its association with undeserved
suffering. (53 a4) implies perhaps soine sense of outrage. Since
pity, especially in tragedy, is often pity for the . dead or the ·
bereaved, it is akin to the shared or public lamentation
which is part of life in small and closely knit communities. 1
Plato'$ strictures on the moral weakness caused by indul
gence in epic and tragedy (Rep. 6os c-6o6 n) suggest that
the audience luxuriated in community sorrow, 'surrendering
itself' to lamentation and taking part in the mourning along
with actors and chorus.
In all countries in which the Christian tradition has been .
.

I -rE-rapTTwfua8a y6ow (11. 23 .10 etc;). See Patrick Leigh Fermor, The
Mani (London, 1958), p. 54 ff., for emotional mourning ritual in
southern Greece today.
•
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domi nant pity, as 1-lalf-sister to forgiveness, is strongly
approved , and those who experience it feel that they have
acquired merit. In the andent world it was less genP.rally
admired . since it carne into conflict with the bP.lief, all but
universal , that it was meritorious to hate one's enemies ·
and to hate one's friends' enemies was a part of loyalty.'
Hut on balance pity was admired. Until Patroclus pP-rish.ed,
Achilles used to take prisoner those who submitted, not kill
them, as he said in answer to Lycaon's plea for mercy (fl. 2 1 .
JOo) . Deianeira pitied Iole, and Odysseus pitied Ajax ;
indeed pity was encouraged by that aspect of sophrosyne
whkh taught men to see in others' misfortunes a warning
of their own insecurity. Yet pity was a disturbing emotion
(therefore excluded altogether by the Stoics) and accord
ingly to be allowed only in moderation ; hence the need
for katharsis among those liable to an excess of it.
It is far less obvious that fear or, as some prefer, terror,
phnhos, is present in the theatre to anything like the same
extent as pity. Disaster on the grand scale, the fall of an
Oedipus, can be awe-inspiring. Flesh may be made to
creep by the portrayal of supernatural or Infernal powers or
by the suggestion of the uncanny, and the sensibHity of
ancien t audiences may have compensated for the simplicity
of their stage effects. But the maj ority of plays at all times
make their · impression by quite other means. A more
universal effect of tragedy is, by revealing tlJ.e· precarious
ness of the human condition, to make men fear. for them. selves; This could be the point of the definition of fear
(53a5) as being concerned with those like oneself. that is,
endowed with similar capacities and exposed to similar
dangers. Here we must distinguish two levels of emotional
response ; on the one hand, we may 'sit firmly in the dress
circle admiring the hero's courage or deploring the un
scrupulousness of the villain', and also perceiving the
dramatic irony (which can be observed only from a position
of some detachment) , on the other, 'we live through their
.

.
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(the char�.ctcrs') situation with them and feel the action
issuing djrcctly from them' . 1 The fear that 'comes from
reflections on the precariousness of life belongs to the dress
drde level and corresponds to the · judgement that the
suffering is undeserved and merits pity. The more strongly
felt fear , above all the suspense caused by apprehended
d.isa.ster. is what we experien ce when we sink ourselves in
the tha.r�.ctP.rs a.nd fear for them the things they fear for
. themselves.
Aristotle gives a. sufficiently precise account of pity and
· fear on the remoter level in h1s Rhetoric, Bk. 2 , Chs. 5 and 8 .
We pity others when they suffer undeserved misfortunes,
the prospect of which causes fear when they threaten our
selves. But all this is from the point of view of an orator
trying to persuade an assembly or a jury. It is one thing to
work on the apprehensions of one's fellow citizens by arguing
that danger will beset them if they follow a certain course of
action, quite another to arouse sympathy in the theatre ;
consequently the evidence of the Rhetoric so far as concerns
emotion has only limi ted relevance to the Poetics. 2
It wa.s generally accepted among the Greeks that such
emotions. when arousP.d . hy mimetic performances, are en
j oyable, <md little attempt is made to explain why. Kathar
st"s, though affording a pleasurable relief, �eems to be the
consequence and jv.sfification of tragic pleasure rather than
the pleasure itself. But it is implied (53 a34) that the pleasure
is hard to take, which is the reason why happy endings are
1 Miss R. Meager in Proc. o
f the Aristot. Soc. supp. voL 34 (196o),
172-3. See also my article 'Pity, Terror, and Peripeteia', CQ N.s. 12
(n�62), 52 ff.
2 The fullest discussion is by W. Schadewaldt in Hermes, 83 (1955),
129 ff. ; he is criticized by Pohlenz, Hermes, 84 (1956),49 ff. Schadewaldt
may be justified (p. 141) in seeing in 7rEpi T!Jv avatwv (53a5) a reference
not only to rnora.l deserts but to the shock caused ·i.Jy the humiliation
· of one outstanding in traditional ap€T�. Cf. Achilles on Priam, ll. 24.
54.1, Talthybiu.s on Hecuba., Eur. Hec. 488, Thucydides on Nicias, 7· 86.
E' roiiTO :JmrTVX{ar; arf>udafJat .
5 TjiCI.aTa �� a�wr; WV
·

•

.

•
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often supplied ; they are a concession to the weakness of the
· audience. 1
Pity and fear are the emotions most concerned in the
katharti p process. The verb kathairo means to 'cleanse' or
'remove/ impurities'. The impurities may consist of visible
dirt or of invisible sacral contaminations, like those which
the statue of Artemis among the Tauri was supposed to
have acquired from the presence of a matricide ; for this
pollution only washin g in the sea could provide katharsis
(ss h r s ) . With the growth of medical science in the fifth
century the word came naturally to be applied to the re
moval or evacuation of morbid substances from the human
system. Finally kathairo was used in a sense partly religious,
partly medical, for the psycho�therapeutic treatment of
emotional disorders by" ritual and music. 2
Katharsis, rendered 'purification' , is a word with a strong
suggestion of uplift, and the earlier commentators were
content to take the sentence as meaning that tragedy was
morally improving: Castelvetro thought that pity and fear
experienced in the theatre hardened up these emotions so
that they were less a source of weakness in real life, but the
common view was that 'tragedy worked on the emotions in
such a way as to make men more inclined to virtue' by
banishing undesirable · passions. Thus Corneille adapted
Aristotle to his own purposes, arguing that the audience
observed the excessive passions of the characters and were
filled with pity and dread at their misfortunes, both realized
and impending, with the consequence that their own ten.

1 Plato discussed mixed emotions in the Philebus ; at 47 E he takes
the case of dirges; 8pfjvoL, which give both pleasure and pain, and of the
Tpayu<cls 8£wp�U€LS, OTaV ap.a xalp-OVT€S KAawaL. The question may have
been raised first by Aristippus ; cf. Diog. Laert. 2. 90 : Twv yoiiv IL'ILov
p.lvwv 8p�vovs �Olws aKOVOp.€v, TWV 8£ KaT' cl.,\�8€Lav cl'l18ws. At R.
1382a2r and 1385b13 both 4>_6{Jos and €..\E'os are described as AV'11''17 ns. Cf.
al�o St. Augustine, Conf. 3· 1. 2.
z For a full classification of the meanings of Ka8apaLs see F. Pfister in
RE Supp. B. V, s.v.
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dencies to excessive passion were removed. 1 Dr. Johnson,
questioned by Boswell, gave a similar account, though he
probably construed the Greek better ; 'The passions are the
great movers of human actions ; but they are mixed with
such impurities that it is necessary they should be purged
or refined by means of terrour and pity. For instance,
ambition is a noble passion ; but by seeing upon the stage
that a man who is so excessively ambitious as to raise
himself by injustice; is punished, we are terrified at the fatal
consequences of such a passion. In the same manner a cer
tain degree of resentment is necessary ; but if we see that
a man carries it too far, we pity the object of it, and are .
taught to moderate that passion.'2 Though the upshot is
much the same as with the first interpretation, this is
a reasonable treatment of the Greek, except that resentment
and ambition are passions too remote from pity and fear to
be included under the term 'such passions�. But what is
basically the same rendering can be made to yield a more
satisfactory sense ; the horror and crudity of pity and fear
in real life are purified and transformed into something
valuable but still true by the introduction of 'aesthetic dis
tance' . An early example of this, which illustrates also the
. tendency to smuggle in other and illi�it ideas, can be found
in K . 0. MUller's Dissertations on the Eumenides. 'In place
of the eager wish we felt for the success of individuals, and
1 Early explanations of katharsis are discussed by Max Kornmerell,
Lessing und A., pp. 2q8 ff., by Doring, Die Ktfnstlehre des A;,
pp. 263 ff;, and by B. Hathaway, The Age of Criticism (Cornell, 1¢2),
pp. 205-300.
Translation of the Greek is complicated by the gen. '1TaliYJILaTwv after
Ka8�putv; which can be attriQutive, objective, or separative. If we
expand the phrase by substituting the verb Ka8alpEt, Corneille probably
took the whole as Ta 7Ta8�1-'aTa (Twv '"PaTTovTwv) Ka8alpn (Tovs- 8EaTas-)
�,· lMov Kat cp6{3ov, the gen. being attributive. This is unlikely Greek. '
f johnson, ed. Hill, iv. 39· 7Ta8TJIL&.Twv is here objec
2 Boswell's Life o
tive gen. after tc&.Oaputv, the easiest, and for long the most widely
accepted, explanation. This is equivalent to (oi 7rpaTTOVTES) Ka8alpovut
'Ta 1Ta81j#LaTa (TwV 8EaTwv} at' £>..lo v Kat cpo{3ov.
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distressing apprehension of the dangers which menaced this,
there succeeds, mingled with wondering awe and sublime
j oy, the contemplation of an imperturbable, eternal order:,
which out of all the seeming turmoil and contusion emerges
only more resplendent.' In less dithyrambic terms Butcher
gave his support to the view that 'the painful element in the
_pity and fear of reality is purged away, the emotions them
selves are purged' (p. 254) . On this foundation might be
. raised a theory of tragedy which .would be acceptable to
many ; pity and fear are cleansed of their pain because the
tragic situation is made comprehensible (Aristotie's pleasure
in learning : see Ch. 4) , and the poet's philosophic insight
leads to a calm and passionless, or acqmescent, contem
plation of the human condition. But Aristotle gives no
encouragement towards adopting such a conclusion, and it
is hard to believe that, had he meant it, he would have
said anything so clumsy as that pity and fear purify pity
and fear.
It has been generally, though not universally, accepted
since Bernays published his essay in ��si.�. that the idea of
katharsis is derived from medicine. Milton had already
implied this interpretation in his 'calm of mind, ali passion
spent', in Samson Agonistes and in the preface to that work.
In fact Maggi in the first full-length commentary on the
Poetics (1546 and 155o) had quoted in illustration the key
passage on katharsis and 'enthusiasm' from Politics, Bk. 8,
and the view was familiar to the Italiai1 cormnentators,3 but .
was not widely accepted before the nineteenth century.
On this view the meaning is that tragedy puritit!s the ·
spectators by freeing them from undesirable or excessive
1

1 K. 0. Muller, Dissertation on the Eumenides, Anon. English trans.
(Cambridge, 1853), p. 200.
2 G:rundzuge der verlorenen . Abhandlung des A. uiJer Wirkung der
Tragodie (Breslau), republished in Zwei . Abhandlungtn iiber die A .
Theorie des Dramas (Berlin, x88o). Similar suggestions had Leen put
forward by H. Weil at the Philological Congress at Bale in 1847·
J See Bywater in Journal of Phil. 27 (1900) , 267.
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emotions. At first sight this is open to the same obj ection
as applied to the previous theory, that purifying pity and
fear by themselves makes little sense. This is not q!}ite so ;
what is purified (or diminished) is the emotional capacity of
the spectator over a -considerable period of time after the
performance, what purifies is the emotional experience
given by the performance itself. As will be seen, this is more
intelligible in the light of Greek physiological theories than
of our own. Similarly it should not be argued that, because
removCl.l of impurity leaves a pure residue? this view asserts,
like the previous one, that the spectator at a tragedy ex
periences emotions purer than those roused by real events.
The katharsis affects not the emotional quality of the
experience but the subsequent emotional stability of the
spectator.
The theory of katharsis put forward by Aristotle can be
understood only in relation to a mysterious aspect of Greek
life which is taken for . granted by ancient authors and in
consequence rarely alluded to, ahd also in relation to a view
of the emotions and their physiological basis which is
fundamentally alien to us, though traces of it, such as the
words 'humour', 'melancholy', survive. in modern thought
and language.
A curious feature of ancient life was the ritual leading to
enthousiasmos, a condition of trance or hysteria. We should
be very much in the dark as to 'enthusiastic' music and its
kathartic effects but for the references to it in the eighth .
book of the Politics, the most Important ofwhich are given
on p. 51. The sense of the passage, with trat?-slation of key
phrases, is. that we accept the division of music (mele) into
I It is · equivalent to (ot 7rpaTTovT�:s) Ka9alpovat (Tovs 9mTas) Twv
1r«9"fJp.&TwV �,· €Mov Kai cfoof3ov. The gen. is one of separation ; cf. a1f'O•
Ka9apa£ts xoMjs 1raaat, Thuc. 2. 49· 3· The construction is discussed by
Dirhneier, Hermes 75 (i94o), 8r ff. He compares Theophrastus, II�:pi
I
1\
�
� \
� fr, 89 : KaT a1J'OI\VULV
mOVULK'rJS
ll.f'
)'L'}'VOP,£V
ota
Ta\ 1ra'(JfJ KaKWV,
fJ TWV
2 Plato, Soph. 226 D, defines Ka9app.os as �taKptats �eaTai\�:l1rovaa p.ev
TO {3Ei\;t0V TO �f: x�:ipov a7ro{3ai\i\ovaa See Butcher, p. 254·
t

>

.

• .
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the types ethical, practical, and enthusiastic. Music should
be used not for one purpose only but for several, for educa
tion 'and for katharsis-what I mean by katharsis I will state
simply now, but more clearly in my work on poetry-and
third to entertain one's leisure', that is for rest and relaxa
tion. In the case of practical and enthusiastic music one
should listen while others play (because enthusiastic music
was played on the aulos, an unsuitable instrument for
citizens : see Pol. IJ4I aq) . 'For a state of the soul, which is
present in some measure in all, affects certain men strongly,
though it varies in degree, for instance pity (eleos) , and fear
(phobos) , and also enthousiasmos ; for some are liable to this
disturbance, and when they expose themselves to the music
which puts the soul into an orgiastic state, we see them
become composed (medical term) as though they had . re
ceived medical treatment, that is to say katharsis. And those
who are prone to pity and fear and in general those who are
emotional, and the rest in so far as each is subject to such
influences, must have the same experience, and all must
have some sort of katharsis and a sense of alleviation (medi
cal term) accompanied by pleasure. ' Though this passage
refers to music (which does not exclude words) it is folly to
deny its relevance to tragic katharsis in view of the promise
made at the beginning of the passage of a fuller explanation
to be given in a work devoted primarily to poetry.
The first question is, on what sort of occasion did people
listen to kathartic, which is to say, enthusiastic music ? We
may be sure there were no kathartic concerts.1 Just as
Athenians could go to the theatre only when there was a
Dionysiac festival, so no elaborate musical performance
would take place except in connexion with some cult, public
or private. For us r�ligious ecstasy, which is what ritual
. 1 Pol. 1341 a23 : Katpovs EV ol> 7j 8£wpla Ka8apatv JLiiAAov 8VvaTat �
JLa81Jatv might suggest the contrary ; the word 'concert' is il.ctually
. used by Susemihl and Hicks (n. ad loc.). A. is conspicuously indifferent
to the ritual element in poetry and drama.

_
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'enthusiasm' implies, is associated with Dionysus' Bac
chanals ; but though there was doubtless much holy drunken
ness1 at the Dionysia, there is no trace of Bacchic revels in
Attica in historical times. But there are numerous references
to other cults with not dissimilar rituals as that of Sabazius,
the Thracian Dionysus, and above all the Corybantic wor
ship originally connected with the Great Mother in :Phrygia.z
Plato takes for granted familiarity with the ritual among
upper-class Athenians ; 'as you will know, if you have been
initiated', in a casual illustration (Euthydemus 277 D) , and
a wider familiarity is assumed by Aristophanes.
As to the organiz�tion of th� ritual and the occasions on
which it was performed the sources reveal nothing except
that, as we should expect, it was associated with initiations.
But while an individual would be initiated only once; or
if there were a number of grades, on a limited number of
occasions, it was clearly possible to obtain access to the
ritual repeatedly. And although Aristotle mentions only
the flute-music, it is a fair inference that the 'enthusiasm'
would be produced also by the emotional infection com
municating itself within a group of worshippers, an infec
tion more violent than that generated in the theatre or at
a rhapsodic performance, but not unlike it (cf. Ion 536 A, B).J
· 1 According to Pl. Laws 637 B the whole of Taras was drunk at the
Dionysia and 'the procession of wagons' at Athens was not much
better. It is not suggested that drunkenness prevailed in the theatre
itself, but see Athen. 464 F for drinking at the performances.
. 2 .Euripides probably draws on his owh knowledge of it in his eclectic
account of Bacchanalian ecstasy (Bacc. 64-169). On Dionysiac en
thusiasm in general see Dodds, . Baccha� (Oxford, 196o), pp. xi-xx, and
'Maenadism in the Bacchae', Harv. Theolog. Rev. 33 (1940), .155 ff., also,
H. Jeanmaire, Dionysos (Paris, 1951), chs. 4 and 5· The available in
formation on Corybantism is given by I. M . .Linforth, 'Corybantic
Rites in Plato', Univ. of Calif. Publ. in Class. Phil. 13 (1946), no. 5, 121 ff.
3 I£ it is correctly inferred that kathartic enthusiasm is inseparable
from mass emotion, an important consequence follows. We are told
that the pleasure which is the end of tragedy can be obtained without
stage performance by reading (62a12), which presumably means reading
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No doubt many took part in enthusiastic ritual for the
sake of the harmless pleasure which Aristotle mentions (Pol.
1342315, tho:ugh the text has been doubted) . But it had
been observed tnat, apart from any religious efficacy the
ritual might have, those who were hysterical and emotionally
unstable were restored to a more normal condition by the
violent excitement of the proceedings. This might be a
katharsis in the religious sense ; evil spirits would naturally
leave when a god entered into possession of his worshipper.
Educated Athenians might come_ to doubt the entry of the
god under the guidance of Cybele's rather dubious priests,
but the cure continued to work and might be attributed to
the emotional potency of the music. This appears to be
Aristotle's position in the Politics. At all events the effec
tiveness of this kathartic process, religious or secular, was
generally accepted. When Philocleon in the Wasps was
suffering from an obsessive passion for jury-service, his son
tried among other remedies Corybantic initiation, but the
only result was that he burst into the law-court still carrying
his tambourine.1 The verb _korubantiao means not only to
take part in the rites but also to be in need of them because
of some psych,ological disturbance. z
The therapeutic use of music by the Greeks was no
novelty. The Pythagoreans had long practised it.J But the
aloud either to oneself or to a small circle. Under such conditions
. katharsis could scarcely occur. This strengthens the suspicion aroused
by failure to mention katharsis, except in the definition of tragedy, that
the kathartic theory is not an original and integral part of Aristotle's
thinking on poetry.
I Vesp. 119. The schol. on the passage says Ta Twv Kopv{3avTlwv
J'TrOLE£ avTcp p.vaT�p£a1 J1rl Ka8app.cp Tfj!> p.avlas, 'he had him initiated
into the Corybantic mysteries to purify him of his madness. '
z Vesp. 8 : &A,\' .q 7Tapacf>povE'is JTEdv � Kopv{3avT£�S ; Pl. Symp. 2!5 c.,.-E :
the music of Olympus �1JAo'i Tovs Twv 8Ewv TE �eal TEAETwv �Eop.Evovs.
3 Aristoxenus, fr. 26 (Wehrli) : Ka8&paE£ lxpwVTO TOV p.ev awp.aTO!> �,a
Tijs iaTp£�efjs, Tfjs �£ t/Jvxfis �,a Tfjs p.ova£�efjs. Boyance, Culte des Muses,
p. r87, stresses the traditional element in A.'s theory ; A. Busse, Rh.
Mus. 77 (r928), 49, s.tresses, with better reason, A.'s originality.
·
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peculiarity of this kind of treatment was that, instead 0f
correcting excitement by calming it, a further stimulus in
the same direction was· given ; like was cured by like, where
as the normal way to remedy a deviation was, and is, to
apply a force working in the opposite direction. As Aristotle
himself said 'medicines work naturally by means of op
posites' (EN IIo4h18) , and it was recognized as paradoxical
that this form of katharsis worked homoeopathically. Thus
Plato used it as an illustration when expounding his system
of rearing children ; their natural restlessness should be
countered not by keeping them still, but by having their
nurses rock the cradles perpetually, us1hg the same principle ·
'as those who are concerned with the healing performed by
the Corybantes' . 1
.
We, unlike the Greeks, are not accustomed to thinking
in terms of opposites, otherwise we might reflect with mild
surprise that we treat a fever riot with cold baths but by
keeping the patient warm. As an. answer to Plato's stric
tures the theory of katharsis is a triumphant success ; ·so far
are we from pandering to our emotional frailty when we visit
the theatre that we actually strengthen our emotional re-:
sistance ready for the trials of real life. Its value for other
purposes is mor� open to question. An obvious weakness of
the theory in the form in which Aristotle proposed if is that
it applies to all men and presumably women a treatment
which is appropriate only to t}:le unstable, as is hardly con
cealed in the statement quoted from the Politics on p. z8o.
Weil and Bemays gave the basically correct answer to the
question what Aristotle meant by katharsis, but the process
should not be explained wholly in medical terms, because
the pressure of infectious emotion which accompanies mani
festations of 'enthusiasm' cannot be dissociated from the
1 Laws 790 D.
For homoeopathy cf. Milton, Prtjat.:e io Su.rnson
Agonistes, 'For so in physic things of melancholic hue and quality are
us'd against melancholy, sour against sour, salt to remove salt
humours.'
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ritual .celebrations which provoked it. However little Aris
totle may have believed in the religious efficacy of such
ritual, the word katharsis used in this context must retain
sacral associations.
Subsequent research has made. the Bernaysian theory
more intelligible by bringing it into relation with the
physiological and medical theories of the time.1 For it is
far from obvious that emotions experienced in the theatre
should affect our emotional capacity on other occasions,
unless by the simple tendency of experience to harden,
which would be ill described as katharsis.z
Aristotle, who had been trained as a physician, accepted
the Hippocratean theory of the human constitution, namely
that health . depends on the - proper balance of the four
humours presentinthe body, blood, phlegm, yellow bile, ·and
black bile. Of these the last is, for the present purpose, the
most significant. A gross excess of it leads to stark madness,
but a .moderate superfluity causes some degree of instability
and sensuality such as are often associated with the artistic
temperament. There is no doubt that those liable to an
excess of pity and fear belonged to the class of the melan
cholic. Aristotle has many references to this widely recog· nized type ; 'those whose hatute is melancholic are in ·
perpetual need of tre�tment' .J Unfortunately the most
detailed discussion occurs in the Problems,4 and though it
1 Recent work is conveniently summarized by H. Flashar in Hermes
84 (1956), 12-18. See also his Melancholic und Melancholiker {Berlin,
1 966).
z H. Richards, Aristotelica, p. 131.
3 EN I I54bii : ol �� J.I-EAayxoA£Kol T�V � vaw ael �EOVTa£ larpelas. The
earliest statement of the theory of humours is probably that in the
Hippocratean 1repl �va,os O.v8pcfmov, ch. 4· On melancholy and in
spiration see Commentary on 55a3::!-4.
4 Probl. 4· 88oa22 and especially Probl. 30. 953a10o--955a40. The latter
was attributed by Rose to Theophrastus, who wrote a 1repl lv8ova£
aap.o0. Mile Croissant accepts it as A.'s on the ground that ideas which
it contains are attributed to A. by later writers, but Svoboda, L'.estM
tique d' A. (Bmo, 1927), p. 52, questions voepos r61ros (954a35) as incom
patible with A.'s unlocalized soul (cf. De An. 429a1o ff.).
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may well be that there is nothing in these passages to which
A. would not have subscribed, they cannot be treated as his
work. Much ingenious fancy is employed on the diverse
effects of hot and cold bile, but the upshot is that those with
an excess of warm black bile are in a state similar to that of
ordinary men when 'drunk. The important thing from the
point of v:iew of tragic katharsis is that it gives real meaning
to the purge of emotion. An excess of bile involves an
increase of emotional pressure. . An emotional orgy brings
-release in the same way as blood-letting relieves the over
sanguine. We naturally think of emotions as reactions to
stimuli. If they are excessive or unbalanced, it may be
because a man is sensitive, has 'a skin too few' , or because
he has suffered traumatic experiences, whether in the womb
or later in life. The Greek doctrine of humours implies that
each man has an emotional capacity directly related to his
physical make-up, and an excess of one humour can cause
an undue generation of emotional pressure, which will nt:(ed
an outlet. If the imbalance of humours is marked, the
emotional congestion can become serious, and the pleasure,
when it is relieved, proportionately greater. 1 So the release of
accumulated pity and fear by pity and fear experienced in
the theatre presents no problem.
Theoretically the katharsis might equally well be pro
voked by a dose of medicine, but Greek physicians seem to
have lacked confidence in their power to control black bile,
which is no wonder, since it is in fact dark blood discharged .
in certain morbid conditions and therefore altogether absent
at most times from the majority of human beings. Indeed,
of the four humours only blood is easily acted on, and there
is naturally some lack of integration between Greek medical
·

1 The medical term Kovcpl,ea8at, used of katharsis by music (Pol.
1342a14) is applied at Probl. 955a25 to the relief experienced after inter
course by those · whose 'melancholy' takes the form of a more than
normal sexual urge. It appears that an actual release of bile was
supposed to take place.
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· theory and practice. 1 It is questionable whether it is strictly
correct to describe katharsis of the emotions as a metaphori
cal expression, since the process actually worked on the
humours through the emotions. Had Aristotle been asked,
he would probably have allowed that both Corybantic
music and tragic drama had an effect on the balance of the
physical components in those who listened to them. As-the
changes could not be observed and the whole matter was
obviously speculative in the highest degree, he may well
have thought this aspect of the subj ect unimportant, but
given the physiological beliefs then current, it does not seeq1
possible to escape from the conclusion that the kathartic .
process was both physical and psychological. Whether
Aristotle attached any meaning to the religious side of the
performances at which these effects were produced is ·not
known. Dionysus gets little attention in the Poetics, and it is
doubtful if Cybele would have got more in a full-length
account of katharsis.
There is no clear trace of the katharsis theory of tragedy
before Aristotle, 2 nor is it mentioned elsewhere in his extant
works ; except for a possible trace in Theophrastus frs. 87-89,
there is no sign of it among his successors or, more signifi
cant. in the literary works of Cicero or in the A rs Poetica of
Hora.ce,3 all of which were influenced by Peripa.teticwti_tings.
·

1 For an attempt to trace the process more precisely see Mile ·
Croissa.n.t, A. et les Mysteres, also J. Tate, 'Tragedy_ and Black Bile',
Hermo.thena so (1937), 1-25 ; W. Muri, 'Melancholie · und !iChwarze
Galle', Mus. Helvet. 19 (1953), 21 ff. ; Boyance, p. 190. On . Greek
medicine, Doring, pp. 251 ff. ; H. E. Sigerist, History of Greek Medicine
(Yale, 1951--6),, ii. 317.
Hippocrates, i. 352 (Kuhn), speaks of a t/Japp.aKOV on T�V xoA7JV
p.f.AaLvav ayEL.
z . Gorgias (Helen 14) compared the effect of words on the mind to the
power exerted by drugs (t/Japp..a�<a) on the body, but Suss, Ethos (Leip
zig, 191o), pp. 52 ff., was not justified in finding an anticipation of A.
here.
3 Horace's '0 ego laevus, qui purgor bilem sub verni temporis
horam!' (AP 301) refers to the poet and his genius allied to madness.
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Thig silence suggests that Aristotle produced his theory ad
hoc in answer to Plato's condemnation of drama and never
developed it outside this context.1 Interest in the aesthetic
problems relating to tragedy vanished . in the Graeco-Roman
world.. which was so besotted with rhetoric that a form
supplying unlimited themes for exercises in the art seemed
to stand in no need of justification. There are, however,
unmistakable references to katharsis in Proclus and Iambli
chus in the fourth century A.D. Though these writers were
steeped in Pythagorean literature, Proclus' stateme_nt in his
Commentary on the Republic, that Plato's attack on drama
gave Aristotle the starting-point for his reply, is evidence
that their knowledge of katharsis derives from Aristotle,
perhaps from his Dialogue On Poets. 2
But the main interest of these passages lies in the posit.ive
statement that the effects of comedy, as well as of tragedy,
are to be explained in terms of katharsis. Speculation on
how this worked is not perhaps very profitable (see p. 91).
The emotions to be purged by comedy, which correspond to
pity and fear , would be scorn and over..,confidence ; as the
Kemke in his ed. of Philodemus, De Musica (Leipzig, 1884)� p. xiv,
claimed to detect a reference to the musical katharsis of the Politics : Kal
f
\
.J..
KaTaVIIOVJLE"VOL
7TWS'. Ka8'LOTaVTat In
TLVE"S' E"K TWV 8E"O'f'OptWV
f
Ka.8!.O'TnVTCU
a medical sense as Pol. 1342a1o. This could be derived from Pythagorean and not Peripatetic sources.
1 This was the view of Castelvetro in the sixteenth century and of
Voltaire in the eighteenth. 'Nous penchons vers l'opinion de cet
interprete de A., qui pense que ce philosophe n'imagina son galimatias
de Ia purgation des .passions que pour ruiner le galimatias de Platon'
(Sur le second discours (de Corneille), ed. Firmin-Didot (Paris, 1876),
.
9· 337).
The main texts are
z The view of Solmsen, Gnomon 5 (1929), 407.
given on p. 5 2 . The term &7ToKa8alpoJLat remains, but Ka8apotS' is re
placed by 0.4>oolwotS' and a7T€paotS'. Only a ·few metaphors survive from
the old medical basis of the theory, which seems to be watered down to
the suggestion that moderate exercise of the emotions may make them.
more controllable in real life. The contrast between homoeopathic
and allopathic is lost ; cf. Koller on Aristides Quintilianus, Mimesis,
pp. 79-104.
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unstable man might be helped by tragedy to maintain his
composmse in time of trouble, so comedy might help him to
maintain his dignity and refrain from contempt in pros
perity. But there is a more interesting possibility. Some
comedy, especially the Old Comedy of Athens, involves the
imaginary suspension of many among those restraints and
restrictions· which make civilized life possible ; especially
there is more sexual licence in comedv than in · most life.
Many societies have allowed occasions when there was a com
munal kicking over of the. traces, like the Roman Saturnalia
and the medieval Feast of Misrule. No doubt they gave
. relief to the tensions caused by the restraint, internal and
external, on which society depends ; their partial violation
on these particular occasions was a substitute for lawless
ness in real life. A katharsis of the impulses which lea9. to
defiance of convention and contempt of authority would .
make good sense in the light of modern ideas, arid Aristotle
· might have reserved his full treatment of katharsis for the
section on comedy, because it provided the more important
illustration. It may be significant that the passage from
Iamblichus, De Mysteriis, i. 1 1 , quoted on p. 52, continues :
'and in some of the obscenities which we see and listen to in
the sacred rites we . find the means used to free ourselves
from the harm we should incur from real experiences' . I But
there is no evidence that this idea is taken from Aristotle.
. Difficulties about this explanation are, that the emotions
purged by· comedy are common to all men, not confined to
a few like the emotions purged by enthusiastic music ; and,
more serious, that comedy and obscene ritual work, on
this theory, by providing emotions roused by imitations as
a substitute for emotions roused by actual experience. But
while the substitute emotions afforded· by comedy are ones
that mankind in general considers desirable, those afforded
_,

I Mter a7TOKa8alpop.£v the passage continues EV T£ TOLS it:.pois 8t:.ap.aal
1
J
J
\
I
8a TTJS £7T£ -rwv t:.pywv a1r av-rwv .
T£a£
Ka£\ aKovap.aa£
TWV a£axpwv a1TOI\Vop.£
·
avp.7T£1r-rova7Js {j>ta{jvs. The whole passage is given in V., p. 83.
'
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by tragedy are the opposite, and one would have supposed
that most people experienced in the course of their lives as
much pity and fear as they wanted. Men may sometimes
have daydreams of themselves as tragic heroes, but it is in
the nature of daydreams that they should end happily. So
long as emotions are considered on the level of common
sense, katharsis seems intelligible in relation to comedy, but
has a less satisfactory application to tragedy.
The reason why catharsis (it is convenient to keep the
distinctive spelling) is a word that runs so easily from the
pens of theatre critics · and other writers on drama is that
since Freud it has come to be used in a sense that has �nly
a remote · connexion with anything in Aristotle. 1 In 188o-2
] . Breuer developed what he called his 'cathartic method'.
With it he claimed to have cured a hysterical patient whose
traumatic experiences he recovered under hypnosis ; the
patient's disorders vanishe<;l when their cause was explained
to her. Freud used the method for a short time before
developing from it the method of free association, and pub
lished an account j ointly with Breuer.2 No doubt they were
both aware of the Aristotelian usage of katharsis, especially
as Freud was married to Martha, the niece of Jakob
Bernays ; but there app�ars to be no trace in Freud's works
of · any attempt to connect catharsis with tragedy.3 The
.

I 'What A. may have meant, an exegetical problem of interest,
need not be confused with the problems to which the term has come
to be applied' (Wellek and Warren, The Theory of Literature (London,
1949), p. 27).
z Breuer-Freud, Studien uber Hysterie (Leipzig-Wien, 1922). See
Freud: An Autobiographical Study, trans. J. Strachey (London, 195o),
p. 38. •Bre4er spoke of our method as cathartic ; its therapeutic aim
was explained as being to provide that the accumulated affect used
for maintaining the symptoms, which had got on the wrong lines and
had, as it were, stuck there, should be directed on to th('} normal path
along which it could obtain discharge.'
3 On the application of Freudian ideas to tragedy see Lionel Tril
ling 'Freud and Literature' in Criticism, ed. M. Scharer, etc. (New York,
1948), pp. 18o-2.
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many today who appear to take it for granted, rightly or
wrongly, that tragedy helps us to face and dismiss suppressed
apprehensions should be aware that a theory based on the
hypothesis of id and ego can have only superficial resem
blances to one based on the balance of humours, and that
the Greeks, interested though they were in dreams, knew
nothing of the subconscious mind. and defence mechanisms,
or of the possibility that men may repress experiences.

APPEND I X I I I
SI MPLE AND COMPLEX TRAGEDY
P L AY S are not easily divided into firm and comprehensive

categories. The four kinds of tragedy defined in Ch. 18 are
so obscure, owing to th� compression and corruption of
the text, that little can usefully be said about them. The
distinction between plays with happy and unhappy endings
is recognized in Ch. 1 3 but not :made the basis of a division
into types. In the case of Greek tragedy this is doubtless
correct ; though some of the plays seem to us much less
tragic than others, the Philoctetes, for instance, which ends
happily, makes an impression not fundamentally different
from the Antigone, which does not. The one really fruitful
distinction is that between simple and complex plays made
in Ch. Io.
· The complex . play is distinguished from the simple by
the presence of a peripeteia or an anagnorisis' a reversal or .
a recognition ; this means in effect that one or more of the
characters is in ignorance on some vitally important matter,
often the true identity of one of the other characters, per
haps of his own. Some measure of ignorance followed by
realization is present in almost all plays. No tragedy is
simpler than the Persae ; even there the Persians in Susa
are unaware that their fleet has been destroyed, until they
learn it from the Messenger ; they are unaware that further
disasters await them, until they learn it from the. Ghost of
Darius. Accordingly there are moments of heightened ten
sion distributed in fact with great art. But a play so con
structed cannot contain changes from confidence to despair
or from agony to joy taking place in a matter of moments. If
we rule out arbitrary strokes of chance like someone falling
dead from no foreseeable cause, the only process which can .
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lead to these instants of intense drama .is the passage from
ignorance to knowledge. Both anagnorisis, which involves
not knowing who somebody is, and peripeteia, which involves
acting or suffering in ignorance of the outcome, imply the
presence of illusion. It is because these two devices, as
explained by Aristotle, necessarily carry with them mis
apprehension over vital matters on the part of some pf the
characters that they successfully distinguish a category of
drama. Moreover, effects of dramatic irony, though Aris
totle does not refer to this, depend on the presence of these
illusions which the audience perceives but does not share,
particularly in the Greek theatre, where the audience was
acquainted in advance with the outlines of the plot or
informed of them in the prologue.
Yet the distinction between simple and complex plays is
less clear-cut than might be expected, and there . is real
doubt to which class a number of plays belong. Aristotle
himself seems to have recognized that the presence of peri
peteia or anagnorisis was not sufficient to make a play com
plex unless one or both formed a main turning-point of the
·
action. That is why he defined the complex type (s sb.J3) as
that 'of which the whole is ·peripeteia and anagnorisis' Em
ployed incidentally, they do not suffice to determine the
character of a play. For instance, . in the Phoenissae Creon
learns that he will be asked to yield up his son for sacrifice
in order to save Thebes. He tries to save the boy's life by
sending him secretly �way from the besieged city, but the
son, while pretending to fall in with Creon's plan, goes off to
make a· voluntary sacrifice of his own life. Here we have the
raw material for a peripeteia of which the climax would
have been the realization by Creon that he had sent his son
not to safety but to destruction. As it is, this is a mere
episode and the play is undeniably simple. Similarly, the
trapping of Aegisthus at the end of Sophocles' Electra,
though more fully worked out, would not of itself make the
play compl�x, as it is not necessary to the plot.
·

. .
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Since Aristotle asserted that the ideal tragedy is complex,
he is felt to have cast something of a slur oh simple plays,
and editors and critics tend to call the climax of any play
a peripeteia out of a desire, perhaps unconscious, to improve
its status. Thus W. Ritchie, in The Authenticity of the
'Rhesus' of Euripides, p. go, arguing th�t the Rhesus is worthy
of Euripides, finds and admires its peripeteia ; yet ·if the
Rhesus is complex, few plays can be simple.
When we come to allot known tragedies to the two classes,
the obvious starting-point ·is the examples actually given in
the Poetics. We can be reasonably sure that Aristotle
regarded as simple the Prometheus, presumably our play,
Ajax, and Medea.1 Plays stated or hinted to be complex are
more numerous : Aeschylus' Choephori (55a4) , Sophocles'
OT (52 a24) , also Tyro (54�25) and fVounded Odysseus (53b34) ,
of which the main incidents are known though the plays are
lost, Euripides' IT (52b6) and Cresphontes (54 as ) , and in
. addition tbe Alcmeon of Astydamas (53b33) , the Lynceus of
Theodectes (52 a28) , and the Helle (54a8) . Further, at 53a2o; 2 1
we are given a list of myths from which many complex plays
were derived, but of these only the OT can be identified.z
What all these plays have in common is that one or more of
the characters were unknown to the others, and that the
identity was revealed in a dramatic scene which entirely
transformed the situation. The only exception is the Lyn
ceus ; we know nothing of the mechanism of its peripeteia .
. Thus the complex plays about which we are best informed,
Both Prometheus and Ajax are assigned at 5631-3 to types other
than the complex. Even if plays could, like the Odyssey, belong to
1

more than one type, it is likely that A. chose as his examples plays
which did not overlap his Ei871. The evidence for the Medea is 53b29 ;
Medea's action without ayvo'a is contrasted with more complex plots
involving anagnorisis.
z Not all these plays are actually referred to as complex, but all of
them contained an anagnorisis or peripeteia, and though these features,
if incidentally introduced, would not make a play complex, it is . likely
that those which A. thought worthy of special mention were far from
incidental.
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OT, IT, and Cresphontes (Aeschylus is hardly in competition
with the rest) are distinguished by a scene of great con
centration marking the passage from ignorance to know
ledge ; on the other hand, the Ajax, though simple, has a
marked change of direction, from fear through hope back to
despair, and the realization that Ajax, so far from being
reconciled with the Atridae, has killed himself is not sufficient
to make the play complex. It is with this standard in mind
that we should look at the doubtful plays. 1
The plays of Aeschylus were normally simple ; the only
known exception is the Choephori, but it is likely that there
was a recognition scene in his Oedipus ; if there were others,
no trace of them has remained. Yet it is a sign that Aris- ..
totle's . . categories are slightly artificial that the Septem
should contain a moment · of powerful dramatic impact
which can hardly, without straining, be Classed as an ana
gnorisis ; this is when Eteocles, absorbed in arrangements for
the defence of his city, finds that the champion whom he has
left himself to face is his own brother, that the Erinys has
stolen up behind him and has her hand on his throat (653).
Of the works of Sophocles, in addition to the OT, the
Electra and Trachiniae are clearly complex ; the iast is of
interest as one of the few plays whose complexity is wholly
independent of mistaken identity. The peripeteia ar�ses
from Deianeira's using a poison as a 1ove""'philtre, and there
is an anagnorisis when Hetacles realizes the meaning of the
oracle that no living being can destroy him (u6o), though
·the effect is weakened because we hear of the oracle only in
retrospect. Some difficulty arises over the Antigone and
Philoctetes ; the former is basically simple, but it might be
argued that Antigone's entry under guard as the wanted
criminal (376) is sufficient to give the play complexity. It is
1 Gudeman, who is readier than most to commit himself, gives the
following as� simple (p. 221) : Agamemnon, Ajax, Medea, Hecuba,
Troades, Phoenissae, Supplices, Rhesus, and 'strictly speaking' Philo
ctetes, since the peripeteia follows the appearance of the deus.
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true also that Creon brings about the opposite of what he
expected and intended, but so did Achilles in the Iliad, and
the Iliad is classed as simple (59h14) ; Creon's metabasis is
probably too protracted to constitute a peripeteia; The
Philoctetes is, in the non-technical sense of the word, perhaps .
the most complex of all Greek tragedies, but its claim to
rank as complex in the Aristotelian sense must depend on
the scene in which Philoctetes realizes that Neoptolemus
has stolen the bow and that he is taking him not to his
home but to Troy (915 ff:).
The following plays of Euripides I take to be obviously
simple : Medea, Andromache, Heracleidae, Supplices, Troades,
Phoenissae, to which should be added the Rhesus, because,
although the fortunes of the over-confident Rhesus suffer
a swift metabasis, his death off-stage in his sleep makes little
impact. There is no ·ekplexis when the victim is unaware of
his own misfortune. Complex are the Alcestis, probably the
Hecuba, the group' of 'intrigue plays' , Ion, IT, Helen,
Electra, together with Bacchae and I A , though the former is
eccentric in that the main anagnorisis is related in a
M�ssenger' s speech, and in the . latter the discovery by ·
Clytemnestra and Iphigeneia of the real reason why they
have come from Argos extends over an unusual length of
time and is not, so far as concerns the manner of its happen
ing, a necessary consequence of what has gone before:
The apparent complexity of the I A , which, like that of the
Philoctetes, is not warranted by a single scene of devastating
revelation, suggests that Aristotle wenf too far in identifying
complexity with the presence of one overriding illusiop
which is dispelled in a few moments of intense drama ; the
real difference is that the simple play moves in one direction
with ininor variations of pace and tension, while a play gives
an impression of complexity if there . are changes in the
trend and direction of the action even without a sudden
volte-Jace. A. Lesky (on the Orestes) speaks 9f 'the ten
dency towards animating the plot by repeated new twists'
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·(Hist. ofGk. Lit., Engl. trans., p. 393). Thus in the IA we
begin with Agamemnon changing his mind about the sacri
fice of his daughter ; he is thwarted by Menelaus, who ,
changes his mind in his turn when it is too late. The expected
situation is then complicated by the unforeseen arrival of
Clytemnestra along with Iphigeneia ; owing to a chance
meefing between Clytemnestra and Achilles the latter learns
how his name has been made use of and a new force is
introduced into the action working against Agamemnon's
purpose ; when the issue has reached the verge of violence,
Iphigeneia�s new willingness to die for Greece again re
verses the direction of the action, though the change is not
logically determined by previous events in the way which
would produce a formal peripeteia.
This suggestion is important for two celebrated plays, the
Hippolytus and Orestes. In the former_ there is a near peri
peteia in the destruction of Hippolytus by his father in the
belief · that Phaedra's slander was . true. But its effect is
weakened by the manner of the realization. The truth does
not emerge in consequence of the action but through an ,
arbitrary intJ;Usion on the part of Artemis, which would
certainly be condemned in the terms of 54 a37. The Orestes
is -remarkably free from the sort of action in ignorance on
which the effects in question depend; Menelaus' unwilling
ness to assist disappoints Electr;a . and Orestes, and their
treatment of Helen and Hermione exceeds the worst fears
of a not very far-sighted Menelaus, but even if Apollo had
not intervened and Orestes had burnt the palace together
with his friends, it would not have made m�ch of aperipeteia.
Yet to call either of these plays simple is to disregard normal
use of language. It must be accepted that changes in the
direction of the action accompanying changing attitudes
- among the characters can give complexity to a play even
though these changes are not brought to a climax in single
moments of great dramatic power.
One other play calls for consideration, the HF of Euri296
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pides. No reversal could be more complete than that which
transforms the fortunes of Heracles, who in the hour of
a triumphant return is struck with madness in the course of
which he kills his wife and children ; and the realization,
when the madness passes, of what he has done is as much an
anagnorisis as . the recognition by Agave in the Bacchae of
her child's head. But if we set any store by the requirement
that a peripeteia should be not only unexpected but a
natural or necessary consequence of the previous action,
then the HF is ruled out. The disaster which Heracles
suffers appears, and seems intended to appear, wholly
inconsequent. Hence the unique second prologue· (822-74)
with which the second half of the · play begins, and from
which the anagnorisis cannot be wholly dissociated. The play
can be seen. as complex only by those who find some causal
connexion between the madness of Heracles andthe events
which preceded it.
In fact, Aristotle's differentiae characterize well a certain
type of play . in which ignorance of a particular fact or
identity is vital, and in which the climax coincides with the
passage from ignorance to knowledge. His partiality for
this type of play is well shown by the analysis of plot types
in Ch. 14, and by Ch. r6 on modes of recognition. The earliest
play of this type which is known is the Cresphontes of Euri
pides, probably between 429 and 425 B.c . , unless the OT is
older ; a number of such plays were written by Euripides in
the last decade of his life, and in many of them he exploited
convenient myths which told of the loves of gods for mortal
maidens, who bore children in secret, lost, or abandoned
them, and were reunited with them in later years. Similar
stories with the divine element eliminated passed into the
stock of New Comedy. Whether or not this is the best kind, ·
it is not the only kind· of complexity.
These categories have not proved a very useful critical
tool in either the ancient or the modern world. Few post
classical plays are short enough to be 'simple' in Aristotle's
.
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sense. Synge's Riders to the Sea is one of the few examples.
And it is for the same reason, because they are much longer,
that few post-classical · dramas · have their climax in a single
peripeteia. 1 That the trial-scene of The Merchant of Venice
is very close to an .Aristotelian peripeteia was observed as
long ago as 1 792 by Pye in his Commentary on the Poetics.
Recognition-scenes have remained part of the regular
stock-in.;.trade of drama, but the general structure, though
on a larger scale, more_ resembles that of those Greek plays
which give an impression of complexity without, however,
conforming to Aristotle's· pattern.
I Dryden, clearly with A.
in mind, describes the playwright's
business in his own day : 'to conduct his imaginary persons through so
many various intrigues and chances as the labouring audience shall
think them lost under every billow ; and then at length to work them so
naturally out oftheir distresses that when the whole plot is laid open,
the spectators may rest satisfied . that every cause was powerful
enough to produce the effect it had ; and that the whole chain of
them was with such due order linked together that the first accident
would naturally beget the second till, they all reached the conclusion
necessary.' Dedication to The Rival Ladies (r664).

APPEND I X I V
H A M A R TI A 1
I T is widely supposed that hamartia is a flaw or frailty of
character, a conception which gives scope for developing the
always popular notion of poetic justice, and one which has
found easy application to Shakespeare's tragedies. This is
due largely to Butcher's influential essay Aristotle's Theory
of Poetry and Fine Art (especially pp. 316�33) . Butcher him:
self gave a balanced survey of the subject and 'flaw' was not
the only meaning which he suggested, but it was the one that
caught the fancy of the world ; Hamlet was a good man r:uined
by irresolution, Macbeth by ambition, Othello by jealousy ;
so satisfactory a formula clearly deserved to be supported
by the authority of Aristotle. Indeed it may be a more useful
critical tool than hamartia in the sense that Aristotle prob
ably intended. But in f�ct 'flaw' , the favourite English
rendering, is a barely legitimate translation, and those Ger
man writers who favour the same general interpretation use
the more appropriate Schuld equivalent to 'fault' .z
It will be convenient first to consider the word in its
general sense, then its usage in Aristotle, which leads to the
celebrated passage in Ch. 13, where hamartia is shown as the
hinge of tragedy; finally I shall say Something about the appli
cation of this chapter to the interpretation of Greek Tragedy.

The general meaning of hamartia
The basic idea is to be found in the verb hamartanein 'to
miss the mark, to err, to fail' . From it are formed two nouns

1 Dr. R. D . Dawe's article, 'Some Reflections on Ate and Hamartia'
HSCP 72 (1¢8), 89-123, appeared too late for me to use it
2 See Kurt von Fritz, Antike und moderne Tragodie (Berlin; 19{52),
pp. 1-21
Siudium Generale 8 (1955), 195. Ignorance likely to lead to
mistakes is a 'flaw' in a man's equipment, not in his character. 1
=
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hamartia and hamartema whi<;h in many senses are in
distinguishable, but Aristotle prefers in general to give
hamartema its natural meaning of a particular case of mis
taken action (this is the normal force of the termination
-ema), and to use hamartia for the erroneous belief likely to
lead to particular mistaken actions. 1 Thus a man under
a misapprehension as to the .identity of his parents would
suffer from a hamartia which. might lead him to commit a
hainartema whenever he took any action relating to his
real or supposed parents. . It is doubtless no accident that
Aristotle uses hamartema in his bri�f definition of comedy
(49a34) for the particular ludicrous mistake on which a
comedy may. tum, whereas the . continUing illusion of the
tragic character .is a hamartia.
The significance of the word has often been examined2 and
the general development is clear� In early societies actions
are judged in themselves and for their consequences without
regard to intention.J Hamartia and hamartema could be
used in relation to any action which failed to come off ; it
covered equally error and crime. 4 This intrinsic ambi�ity
lent itself in course of time to a euphemistic use whereby ·
errors became 'slips'. Even Aristotle allowed himself to be
so far contaminated by the practices of rhetoric that he ·
permitted a speaker to call injustices errors and vice versa.5
Although in neutral contexts hamartia remained the usual
word for a mistake, the habitual use of the euphemistic
sense caused its tone to deteriorate until in the New TestaMartin Ostwald in Festschrift fur I. Kapp (Munchen, 1954),
93-100.
2 P. van Braam, CQ 6 (1912}, 266-73 ; Hey, Philol. 83 (1928), 1-17,
137-63 ; Harsh, TAPA 76 (1945), 47-58.
3 K. Latte, ARW (192o), 275.
4 The flexibility of usage can be illustrated from Aes. Ag. II94-7
where Cassandra asks : 'Am I "mistaken" (1jp,ap7ov) in my account of
the "crimes" (ap,apTlat) of the House of Atreus ?'
5 R. 1405a26 : E�€CT'Tt AE)'€tV TOV a8tK'I}aavTa p,�v ap.ap'taV€tV, TOV 8'
ap,apTaVOVTa a8tKfjaat.
I
pp.
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ment it appea-rs as the regular word for sin. Even in Anti
phon in the late fifth century we find the paradoxical· ex
pression 'premeditated crimes and hamartemata', showing
that in suitable company the word already implied simple
injustice, and in the OratOrS it iS frequently SO USed. I
Hamartia in Aristotle
As in other writers the normal meaning is 'mistake'.
Within a few lines of the famous passage on hamartia in
tragedy we read (53324) 'those critics are mistaken (hamar- ·
.
tanousi) who find fault with Euripides because of the way
his plays are constructed'. Occasionally Aristotle uses the
word in such a w,ay that the natural English rendering is
'wrong-doing', · but here it is necessary to remember a dif
ference between ancient arid modern ethical attitudes, that
the ancients tended to emphasize the intellectual element
in wrong decision where we tend to lay the blame on wrong
desires and wrong behaviour, as can be illustrated from such
a passage as Ethics nogh12, 'if we put aside pleasure (which
upsets our judgement) we shall be less likely to err'.
In three passages Aristotle discusses at length the nature
of hamartia� Always it is rooted in ignorance ; ignorance
of ends amounts to moral obliquity ; further, a man may be
responsible for the ignorance which misleads him, as when it
is due to drunkeni:u�ss. Such acts are different from those
performed with premeditation, since they are regretted
afterwards, and in general they are pitied and . forgiven. z
Again he distinguishes actions · done in ignorance that is
unavoidable, which are defined as atuchemata, and actions
done iri consequence of ignorance whi<;h might have been
avoided by care and forethought ; these are called in the
context hamartemata, though i� a more general sel}se this
I Ant. I. 27 : EIC_ wpovolas &.8,1C'rff'aaw ICa� af'apT'rff'aaw.
At R� I374b5
the same two words are contrasted : Ta af'apT'rfp.aTa ICa� Ta &.8,1C'rff'aTa
f'� Tov iaov &.g,ovv.
z EN IIII32 : Jv TovTo's yap ICa� E�Eos Kal avyyvdJp.TJ. See I 109b3o-r 1320.
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word covers both classes of unintentional . act. 1 A similar
distinction is drawn in the Rhetoric between unintentional
acts whose consequences are, or are not, contrary to reason
able expectation. 2 But in these passages Aristotle is not
laying it down that these are the intrinsic meanings of the
words ; he is giving them for his own purposes an unusually
precise meaning. In the Poetics hamartia is not to be re
garded as a technical term, and the distinction between
hamartia proper and atuchema has no relevance. Usually
the tragic hamartia leads to an atuchema caused by lack of
essential knowledge ; occasionally there may be some lack
of caution as in Deianeira's rather improvident use of her
supposed love-potion. The essence of hamartia is ignorance
combined with the absence of wicked intent . . Mere lack of
knowledge is agnoia ; hamartia is lack of the knowledge
which is needed if right decisions are to be taken.
Hamartia in Ch.

of the Poetics
It is important to remember that the subject of this
chapter is plot-it is under _plot, not character, that the
subject is discussed. The question is how pity and fear are
best aroused. It has already b�en laid down that the subject
of a tragic action is a change of fortune, and that each
event must be a likely or necessary consequence of· what ha.S
gone before. The possibilities are put in terms of good or
bad men changing to good or bad fortune. The solution is to
be found in the misfortunes of a man who is neither very.good
nor very bad and who acts under the influence of hamartia,
not frailty as opposed to· badness, but error as opposed to
evil intent. We now have a specific cause for the action
leading to the change of fortune. Aristotle has required that
13
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b avTcp v TfjS ayvolas, aTVX£t a· OTaV €�w8£v}. Cf. R. ad Alex. I427a3I-43·
2 R. I374b6 : Ean a· aTVx-r]p.aTa JLEV oaa 7Tap&..\oya Kal JL� a7T� p.ox8TJplas,
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the logic of cause and effect should be rigidly observed ;
nothing could be more logical than that decisions made
under a misapprehension should lead to disastrous conse
quences, and the train of events may well come to a climax
in a peripeteia. Further, it is a true observation that the
number of myths which contain such a hamartia is limited ,
with the result that dramatists returned again and again to
the few families which · were suitable for their purpose
(53a17, 54a1.2 ) .
The subject is continued in Ch. 14 dealing with the situ
ations which best aro'!lse pity and fear. The term hamartia
is not there used, but the situations are defined with re
ference to the knowledge or ignorance of the participants, 1
and those situations in which action is taken or intended by
those ignorant of the real position are preferred as .being
more productive of emotion. The best tragedy requires
a sequence of · events which are logically necessary, or at
least plausible, leading to an unexpected result. An initial
hamartia is admirably suited to bring this about.
Hamartia in Greek tragedy
The only Greek tragedy of which we know beyond doubt
that Aristotle considered it to contain a hamartia is the
OT. If we allow that Ch. 14 is evidence, we may add the
Odysseus Traumatias or Akanthoplex of Sophocles (53b34),
the Cresphontes. and IT of Euripides (54a5:-7) ; from the
A lcmeon of Astydamas an.d the otherwise unknown Helle,
also mentioned in this chapter, nothing is to be learned. The
search for a moral hamartia in Oedipus has been conducted
with the utmost earnestness. 'The faults for which Oedipus
suffers in Sophocles are his vain curiosity in consulting the
oracle about his birth, his pride in refusing to yield the way
I The man who acts �yvowv or ,.,.� el8ws is conveniently contrasted
with .one who acts el3ws, and ayvow 1 avayvwpl'w are comnlementary
terms, but d.p.apTwvfd.p.a.pTla are less easy to use antithetically ; el8ws
answers better to ayvowv than to ap.a.pTWV.
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on his return from that oracle, and his fury and violence in
attacking four men on the road the very day he had been
forewarned by the oracle that he should kill his father',
Dennis, The Impartial Critic (1693) . To this can be added
his improvidence in marrying- a woman old enough to be his
mother. Of these charges only his violent retaliation for the
violence offered him in the Phocian · pass need be taken
seriously. But Oedipus never reproached himself for this
action and nobody in the play criticized it. Though it is not
generally justified to use one play as evidence for another,
it is surely relevant that in the OC Oedipus regularly asserts
his moral innocence of his father's death, even to the extent
of claiming (998--g) that · Laius himself, if restored to life,
would admit it.1 Accordingly we must conclude that, like
Telegonus and Iphigeneia and Merope, Oedipus labours
under the disadvantage of not possessing vital information
without which a right decision is impossible. He differs froin
them only in that his hamartia has also a positive side ; not
only is he unaware who his parents are, but he believes he
knows who are his parents when he does not. The peculiar
effectiveness of the play is not unconnected with this extra
layer of error.2
Ignorance of identity is likely to have been a factor in all
but one of the six plots given by Aristotle as examples of
action originating in hamartia. 3 Several of these are revenge .
stories in which the avenger naturally conceals his identity
and is thus a cause of hamartia in others. The other gx:oup of
On the 'guilt' of Oedipus see J. T. Sheppard, The Oedipus Tyrannus
of S., Introduction, Ch. 2 ; Sir Maurice Bowra, Sophoclean Tragedy, pp.
166-76 ; A. J. A. Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist, pp. 151--6o ; C. H.
Whitman, Sophocles, pp. 32, 129-:-33 ; G. M. Kirkwood, A Study oj
Sophoclean Drama, pp. 1 72-6 ; D. W. Lucas, The Greek Tragic Poets,
1

'
PP· 15D-2.
z There is a similar hamartia in the Helen. Menelaus would have
recognized Helen in Egypt if he had not supposed that the real Helen
was the phantom whom he had recovered from Troy.
3 See note on 53a2o. The exception is the story of Meleager, where th�
ignorance seems to have related to the facts of the murder.
·
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legerids suitable for the construction of such plots is the one
which tells of the birth of semi-divine · children. A god or
hero has a child, often twins, by a mortal maiden who gives
birth in secret and abandons her offspring in fear of parental
anger. They are miraculously saved and appear years later
to rescue the mother in a moment of danger. The qnagnorisis
in Sophocles' Tyro, a play of this type, is referred to in Ch.
16 �54h25) , and the extant Ion of Euripides is similar. In
his later years· Euripides wrote a number of plays belon'ging
to this type, which later, with a purely human setting, was
transferred to . New Comedy.
Hamartia is certainly not confined to illusions about per
sonal identities. An abundant source of error is misinter
pretation of oracles ; Oedipus himself is involved in this, and
so is Heracles in the Trachiniae. Of a different type· is the
hamartia of Deianeira in the same play. In some measure
the seed of error is iri herself : 1 ignorance about the nature
of the poison which she used as a love-philtre was not
imposed on her ; she was deceived, but it need not have been
beyond her to suspect the truth.
The difficult problem is to define the limits of hamartia
in those plays in which the relevantcharacter suffers through
· a fault ·which could indeed be called a hamartia, but which is
much more than a misapprehension about particular facts.
Thus Athenaeus said of Hippolytus that he possessed every
excellence and the one fault, that he paid no honour to
Aphrodite, which was the cause of his destruction.2 He had
beyond question a wrong attitude towards Aphrodite, but it
was not based on lack of information ; at the end of the play
he remains the outraged victim and, matters of detail apart,
x

EN 1 135bi8, quoted on p. 302, n. 1 .
TO ap.apTTJp.a
2 6oo c : V£avlaKqJ T�V 7Taaav ap£T�V lxovT' TOVTO ��:ovov '8
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is no reason to assume any reference to Peripatetic criticism, in which,
so far as is known, hamartia-hamartema were not technical terms.
J. C. Kamerbeek; Entret. Fond. Hardt, vi. 25, agrees that H. had no
hamartia in the relevant sense.
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does not pass from ignorance to knowledge. It is Theseus
who has a hamartia in believing, on no inadequate grounds,
that his son is guilty, but he is not the character who ex
periences the change of fortune, nor is his discovery of the
truth a natural consequence of the action since it is revealed
to him by Artemis in t,he course of her epiphany. The con
clusion seems to be that though Aristotle might well have
alluded casually to the hamartia of Hippolytus, he would not
have counted the Hippolytus among the plays which follow
the principle laid down in Ch. 1 3 . Incidentally, Hippolytus
is a hero whose excellence is so nearly untarnished that his
death might well seem repellent (miaron) . Much the same
would apply to another difficult case, the Antigone. There
can of course be no question of a hamartia on the part of
Antigone herself ; what she did was right ; her defiance may
seem unfeminine, but had she been as patient as Griselda, .
the C<?nsequences of her choice would have been the same.
Creon is in rather a similar position with reference to the
'unwritten Jaws' as is Hippolytus with reference to Aphro. dite. He is mistaken about them, but his mistake is, in
general, disinterested ; yet to be ·unaware of the status of
universal laws is to be ignorant of the right ends of conduCt,
which amounts to wickedness.1 The defect of Ajax is more
flagrant still ; his pride forbids him to submit to the authority
of either gods or men ; such defiance may be magnificent
but it is a fault on the grand scale, not an error but a refusal
to live on the terms which the cosmos imposes on mankind.
Like many of the ideas in the Poetics the idea of hamartia
can be extended and applied in various ways. Critics have .·
been inclined to lose sight of the context in which it is ex
pressed ; it is a feature not of every play but of the best
plays, and it seems that . 'the best tragedies' in Aristotle's
judgement belonged to a rather lhnited type. It may well
be that for the critic of tragedy hamartia in its wider and
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perfectly normal sense of moral fault would be a more useful
term, but it is not compatible with the examples which .
Aristotle offers.
The tragedy of error, of that blindness which is part of the
human condition, was not the only kind of tragedy even in
Greece ; but it represents an experience and a vision of life
peculiarly Greek. It is an intrinsic part of their myth and
of history stated in terms of myth. It is no accident that
long before Aristotle Herodotus the historian, friend of
Sophocles the dramatist, translated the story of Cambyses
into the very paradigm of Greek tragedy; When Cambyses
was campaigning in· Egypt, he was misled by a dream which
seemed to reveal that Smerdis, his brother, was conspiring
to seize the Persian throne. A secret emissary to Susa pro
cured his death, and Cambyses thought himself secure ; but
a Mede, the pseudo-Smerdis, usurped the kingdom, and as
Cambyses was hurrying home to suppress the revolt and
stopped in an obscure Syrian village, he accidentally wounded
himself. 'As it seemed to him that the injury was mortal he
· asked what was the name of the place where- he was, and
they said it was Agbatana. Now while he was in Egypt he
had heard a prophecy that in Agbatana he would end his
life. He had thought that he would die an old man in
Median Agbatana where all his treasure was·, but the oracle
spoke, as it turned out, of Agbatana in Syria.' So Cambyses
realized that he had beP-n deceived and had killed an innocent
brother to no purpose, and he said : 'Being mistaken in all
that was to happen (hamarton); I became the slayer of my
brother when I should not, and none the less am I robbed of
my kingdom.'1 'Being mistaken in all that was to happen'
is a phrase as pregnant as Aristotle's 'things happening
unexpectedly one because of another'. Like Cambyses,
Oedipus and Heracles, secure in illusion, walk into the jaws
of destruction.
I

Herod. 3· 6s. 4 : '7TaV'TOS 8� 'TOV p.l>.Aov"TOS EU£a8at ap.ap"TcfJv.
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accents, 200
action, 62-63, 96, 102
actors, 82, 90, 252
Aegeus, 250
Aeschylus, 8o, 83, 85, Appendix III
Choephori, 170
Niobe, 191
Prometheus, 188
Agathon
Antheus, 123
use of chorus, 194
Alcmeon, 145 ·
anagnorisis (-ismos), 104, 127-34,
166-73, Appendix III
apate, xix, xx, 120
Archilochus,· 76, 8o, $1
Arion, 81
Aristophanes, 68, 91
Frogs, xvii, xviii, 85

Aristotle (see Poetic�) .
IJomeric Problems, xiii
On Poets, xii, xv, 6o
style, ix, x
works, esoteric and exoteric, ix,
XXl

arts, visual, 5( 7I-75, 104, 105,
I65, 234, 235, 237, 259, 264, 269
beauty, II2-14
Chaeremon, 61, 226
chance, 1 26
character, 103-4, 105-6, 107, no,
Ilf)-23, 157-63, I65-6
likeness to prototype, 158
chorus, 83, 193-4
Cleisthenes of SicyQn, 81

comedy, 77, 78

development of, 86--92
and katharsis, 287-89
Comedy, New, 92, 305
complex plays, see plots
Corybantic worsP,ip, 281-2,

Crates, 91

286

Cresphontes, 154

critics and criticism, xv, xvii i,

188

Cypria, 217
dancing, 58, 85-86, 261
Democritus, xviii, xx,

74

deus ex machina, 162-3 ,

Dithyramb, 55, 61, 65, 8o-82, 8_4-86
Dorian origin of drama, 69-70
Empedocles, 6o
endings, happy and unhappy, 147
enthusiasm, -I78, 279-84
epic, 92--95, 213-33
compared with tragedy, 251-:-7
function of, 227, 257
kinds of, 186, 220-1 .
length of, 221-2

the marvellous in, 227-31
unity of, 214-19, 255-6
unity of hero in, I IS-I7
epic cycle, 217
Epicharmus, 70, 90, 91
episode, 125, 137, x8o, 224
Eucleides, 210
Euripides, 147, 152, 238, Appendix
III
· Cresphontes, 154
Hippolytus, 305-6
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Euripides (cont.)

lphigeneia in Aulis, I6I
lphigeneia in Tauris, I73,
�Medea, I52, 163-4, 250

1S

o

expectation, I26-7, I3o,' 133-4
false inference (paralogismos),
I 7I-2, 229
fear, see pity
fortune, change of (metabasis),
I I5, I4S, ISS

inspiration, xx, xxii, 177�
invention, 123, I5I, I52, I S6

katharsis xiv, 72, 9I, 97; Appendix
II
katharsis and Freud, 2S9
language, I98-2I3, 23I
learning, pleasure of, 73
length, of tragedy and epic, 93--95
of tragedy, I I 2-I5
of epic, 22I-2
·

genders, 206-7 .
Glaucon, 247
Glaucus of Rhegium, xx, 79 .
Gorgias, xviii, n. 2, xix, 270
grammar, xvi, I97-207
,

Hades, plays set in, iss
(39-47, Appendix IV
harmony, 57..:.58, 62, 73, S6,.98 ; and
see music
Hegemon, 65
Heracleitus, xvii
hero, I4o, I5I
Herodotus, nS, 307
Hesiod, xvi
hexameter, 92, 224, 254
Hippias of Elis, xviii, xx
Hippias of Thasos, 242
h istorical plays, 123-4
history, I IS-I9; 120, 2IS-I6
Homer, xvi, 7 5 t;, 78, 92, 226

hamartia, S8,

.·
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Iliad, I64, 228, 243, 244, 246
Odyssey; n6-I7, r68, 171-2, I8o,
247

humours (Hippocratean), 279, 284
iambic verse and metre,

225

76, �6, 91,

idealization, 165, 234, 238, 264
Iliad, see Homer
impersonation (as opposed to
narrative), 66-681 226
impossibilities, 23o-1

Margites,

xiv, 76, 77, 86, 9I
masks, 88-89, 90
Megarian comedy, 69
'melancholy', I78, Appendix II
Melanippe, I6o ·
Meleager, I46
Menelaus, I6o
metaphor, 204-5, 2o8--9, 2I2
metre, 59, 6I, 85-86, 225 ; see also
hexameter, iambic, tetrameter
mime, 59
mimesis, xix, xx, 55, 56, 57, 59,
62, 66-67, 7I, 74-75, 96, I I7,
Appendix I
Muses, xvi
music, 55, 68, 26I-3 ; see harmony
myth, 63, 123, I45, ISS-6
names, I2I
narrative, 66-67, 6S-69
necessity and probability, I I I-I2
Niobe, I9I
Odysseus, I72
Odyssey, see Homer
painting, see arts, visual
parts, see tragedy
pathos, I34-5
peripeteia, 104, I27-34, Appendix

III
philanthropia,

I42, 273
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Pindar, xvi, q8
pity and fear, 97-98, 126; 132, 149,
274-5, Appendix II
Plato, xvi, xx, xxii, 88, 146, 239
260
Gorgias, 56, 6r
Ion, xviii, xx, 68
Laws, xxi, 26r
Phaedrus, xx, 104, 1 12, 265
Protagoras, xxi
Republic, xxi, 66, 26r
·Symposium; xxi, 26o
pleasure
in imitation, 7 1-73
of tragedy, 139, 148, 151, 257
of epic, 2 14, 257
plot, 53, roo, ror-5, r r r , r2r
parts of, 1 28-35
.
plots, simple and complex, 124,
127, Appendix III.
Poetics, Introduction I and II
Arabic version, xxiii
Latin version:, xiv
second book of, xiii, xiv
Syriac version, xxiii
text, xxii-xxv
Polyeidus, 170
Pratinas, 85
problems (mainly Homeric), xiii,
232-51
Prodicus, xviii
Protagoras, xvi, xvm and n. 3,
. 197-8
Pythagoras, xvii
Pythagoreans, 268, 282
recognition, see anagnorisis
rhythm, 57, 62, 73, 261-3
satyr-plays, 84-86
scene painting, 83
Scylla, r6o
Simonides, xix, 261, 269
simple plays, see plots
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Sisyphus,

192
Socratic dialogues, 6o
Sophocles, 82, 83, Appendix III
Electra, 230
Oedipus Tyrannus, 129-32, r65,
173, 303-4
Sophron, xxi, 6o
spectacle, 99, 149
style, 207-13
surprise, see expectation

Telegonus, 153
Telcphus, 146, 230
tetrameter (trochaic), 8s, 22s
Theagenes, xvii
Theodectes, 130
Lynceus, 130
Theophrastus, 64, 202, 2os
Thespis, 81, 8i, 86
thought (part- of tragedy), 99,
107-8, 196
Thyestes, 14S
ti'J"? e, ill: tragedy, 94
m epic, 222-3
Timotheus, IS9
tragedy, the best, 139, ISS
development of, 77-96
and epic, 92-9s; 251-7
'ethical', 186-7
function of, 139. ISI, 227, 2S7
kinds of, r84-9
parts,
qualitative,
9S-I Io ;
quantitative, I3S-38
'pathetic', r86
unity in, 1 1 1-17
unity of time in, 94-9S
·

unity of action, n r-17, a6s-6
universality, n8, 266-7
visualization, 173-7
William of Moerbeke, xiv, xxiv
Xenophanes, xvif, 238-9

I NDEX VERBORUM1
ayvota 53b29, 33
a8vva'TOS' 6oa26, 6ob23, 61b19
a..\oy�S' 54b6, 7, 6oa13-b2, 61b19
ap.apTTJp.a 49a34, See hamartia
ap.apTla 53a8, IS
avayKTJ (avayKaros) 50b27
avayvwpl'w 54b32, 55b9, 21
a1Ta8�S' 53b39
a'lTAovs 5Ib33, 53al3.
a1T01TAOVS' 54b2
ap8pov 57a6
apt8p.oS' 61b25
app.ovla, see harmony
app.onwv 54a24, 58-b15
yA.wTTa 57 h3, 59b35
yvwp.TJ soa]
cSlatS' 55b24
8tavota 49b38:, 50b4-12, 56a33, 56b2
cSm..\oiis 53a13, 57a12
86�a 52a3, see expectation
8pap.a, 8pav 48a28
cSpap.anKOS' 48b35, 59a19
. e8t::AOV'T�S' 49b1 ·
El8oS' 47a8, 49a8, 49b25, 50a12, 52b14,
55b32
EiKOS' Siai2, s6a24
EK1Tl1T'TW 55a28, s6ai8
£K1TATJ�tS' 54a4, 55a17
ep.{JoAtp.OS' 56a29
£g&.pxwv 49a1 I
£gwOt::v 55b24
E1TEta68tov, see episode
£1mao8tovv, see episode.

E1TEtao8tw87Js, see episode
E'lTtEtK�S' 52bJ4, 54bl3, 62a2
E1T01TOtla 47a13
t::v!f>v�s 55a32
e!/>E�.qS' 50a33, 5IaiJ:, b37
�8ov� 59a21, see pleasure
�8vap.lvos 49b25
-�8tKOS' 56a1, 59b15
�8os 47a28, 48a2, b24, soa24, soa39
b4, sobS, 9, 54a37, 6oa1o, and see
character

Ka86..\ov sobi2, 5Ib7, 8, SS b i
Ka..\6s 50b36, 51a10
KOp.p.oS' S2b24
Koap.os 57b33
KWp.TJ 48a36
M�ts 5obr3, 52b23, 6ob2
..\6yoS' 47a22, 53b6, 55a34, s6a37
Mats 55b24, 56a8
p.avtKOS' 55a32
p.l..\os 47b25 .
s6b2o, 25,
p.lpoS' 47a8, 52bi4, 55b32,
.
59b9
p.t::Ta{JaatS' 49a37, 51a13
p.t::Ta{Jo..\� ( -{Ja..\..\w } 51a1 3
p.t::Ta!f>opa 57b6-33, 58a24
p.ETpov 47b2o, 25, 49bii, 34, 59a i 7
p..qKoS', see length
P.TJxav� 54 br
p.tap6s 52b36, 53b39
p.tp.ovp.at 48a1
·

r A more extensive Index Verborum w.ill be found in the
Oxford Classical Text (1965) , pp. 53-77.

IL 'P:'lats, see mtmests
IL'IL'TIT�S 6o38
. p.optov 473I I, 49h26
p.ovatK� 62316
p.v8os 47a9, 49bS, 8, son4, IS�38,
S3b6, see plot
p.vovpos 62h6
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oiKTpOS S3bl4
op.a�os S4326
op.otOS 48as, S3aS, S4a24
ovop.a 51b1o, 15, S7310
opy� s6br
opl�w 52332
oi/Jis 49b33
7Tii8os (1ra8�p.aTa) 47328, 49b27,
s2b1o, S3bl8
1ra�atos 48b33
1Tapa�oytap.6s 55313, 6o322
1rapooos s2b 22
1Tf!1TOt71i-tEJIOS Slb20, 55334
1Tt:pt0Epawv 54b24
1T�OK� 5639
1TOL7lUtS 47310
1TOt71TtK� 47a8
7TO�tTUC� 50b6
1TO�V#LfP�S S9bl
1T<JMp.v8os 56312
1Tpfiyp.a 47a9, seas , IS, b22, S la33
1TpaKnKOS 6031
1rpalts (1rparrovn:s) 47328, 4831, 23,
. 49b24, 3 1, 37, 5032, 16, 5131 8
1rpoalp�:ats sobS

.

1rpo�oyos s2b19
1rpoaw1Tov 49336, b4
1TTWUtS S7318

P'TITOptK� sob-6, 5633S
pv8p.6s, see rhythm
UK7lV� S2bl8, 5S328
a1rov8afos 4832, 51 b6
, aTaatp.ov s2b23
UVV0€Up.os 56b38
uvv8t:uts 4739
UVUTaUtS 4739
axfip.a 47318, 48b36, 49b3, S5329
ax�p.aTa Mg�:ws 56b8
.
upan.OOTJS S3b9
T€xv'Tl 4738, 19, 51a24, 6oh22, 62h12
TOtOVTOS 49b27
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